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THE

INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
MADRAS SERIES.
(1)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr, Justice funes and Mr. Juttice Kindenlcy.

ROYAL REDDI

(SECOND PLAINTIFF),

APPELLANT, c. LINGA REDDI
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(DEPENDANT), RESPONDENT.*
Civil Procedure

Code,

Febiuary 23.

Sections 551, 674, 579.

The order of adjudication made under Section 551 of the Civil Procedure Code is
and the procedure authorized under that section does not dispense with

a decree,

the necessity of drawing up a judgment.

IK this

case plaintiffs sue for a declaration

of title

to one moiety

of certain land.
The

Munsif, deciding

against plaintiffs on the facts, dismissed

the salt.

On appeal the District Judge recorded the following proceed
ings :—

" The Court

after fixing the date

for hearing,

and hearing the

Pleader of the appellants, resolves to confirm the decree of the
Lower Court under Section 551 of the Code of Civil Procedure
•without sending

notice of the appeal to the said Lower Court and

•without serving notice on the respondent.

" The Court further orders that this confirmation

the said

The

be notified to

Lower Court."
plaintiff

appealed

on the ground

that the judgment wair

defective and not in accordance with the provisions of the Code.

J. H. Nelson, District Judge
Arcot, confirming the decree of the District Munsif of Cuddalore, dated

* Second Appeal No. 664 of 1880 against the decree of
of South
3rd

Juiy

1880.

[VOL. III.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
EOYAL
REDDI

and Sundaram Sastri for the Appellant.

Anundacharlu

v.

/.'.

I.INGA
REDDI.

Balaji Rau for the Respondent.

JJ.)

Court (INNES and KINDRRSLEY,

The

delivered the follow

ing
JpUGjlSNT :— Re.ferrin,g

in Second Appeal No- 559
of 1880, (1) ye must require the District Judge to draw up a judg
ment in the way prescribed by Section 574 of the Civil Procedure
Code.

The

procedure

to the decision

authorized

dispense with the necessity of drawing up

a

judgment

judgment

as to date, and the order

551 is a decree

of adjudication

within the definition in Section

We must reverse

of

the decree

the

not

as is clear

under Section

2.

District Judge and

for adjudication according to law.
appeal will be provided for in the final decree.
the suit
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does

shall follow the

Section 579, which requires that the decree

from

551

Section

under

The

remand

costs of this

NOTE. — Upon the receipt of the High Court's judgment in this case, the District
Judge (Mr. N«lsou), feeling in doubt as to what was to be done by him in the ease,

for . I i i v. : i . ' -13, and the following order was made :—
" The District Judge considers that the appeal before him W«s only provisionally
admitted under Section 548 for the purpose of being disposed of under Section 551
»-. '.!.•!

of the Civil Procedure Code, and, comparing the order passed by him therein with
an order passed under Section 55 of the Code, holds that hie order is not a decree.

" The High Court is of opinion that the appeal was not procitionally admitted,
but admitted, and what is heard under Section 551 is the appeal itself and not
merely

the appellant

or his pleader.

Section 2 of the Code

expressly declares an

order under Section 55 to be a decree, and the final order under Section 551 is with

in the definition of

a decree.

" An Appellate Court

of this Court, to record

dismissing an appeal under Section 551 ought, in the opinion
a judgment

having been introduced
attending,

and appellants

and pass a decree, the provision, which is novel,

in order to relieve respondents
of the costs of summoning

of the inconvenience

of

them to attend, at the hearing

of an appeal.

"The proceedings of the District Judge having been quashed, from the point at
which he had hoard the appellant or liis vakil, he is new bound to, take up theappeal again at that point, and if he cannot recollect the arguments, u Inch were
adduced before him, he must hear the appellant

the instructions

iii

again and proceed to comply with

already conveyed to him in the judgment and decree of this Court

Seopnd Appeal No. 664 of 1880.

"

Ordered accordingly."

(1) Decree without written judgment
Decree reversed.

h«ld to be a grave

error of

procedure,

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.]

3

(2)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Charles A, Turner, Kt., C.J.,

VENKATANARASAYYA

GUARDIAN LINGARAYADU,
ACHEMMA, COUNTER-PETITIONEE.*

EY HIS FATHER AND

PETITIONER,

may lite ut a pauper

a

A ihihcr

ant Mr. Justice Kindertley.

neet friend mho

it

Sir

tnI

Before

not a paitper.

but that the next friend

pauper,

that

pauper, and

person to act as his next friend,

any substantial

is

a

himself

is
a

is

a

a

suit I'M
The rule of English practice which prevents
minor from instituting
forma, pauperit through his next friend, unless he gives proof not only that he
cannot

he

get

not to be found in, or deduced

from, the provisions of the Civil Procedure Code.

was

under Section

petition

a

THIS

the

Civil Procedure
rejecting
a

minor, for leave to aue as

a

the application of petitioner,

pauper

his next friend, his natural father, to establish his adoption and

recover the property of his late adoptive father from the counterpetitioner.
The

was not

a

application

friend

was rejected on the

ground

that

the

next

pauper.

A. Ramachandrayyar for Petitioner.
Anunda Charlu and Sundaram for Counter-Petitioner.
Court (TURNER, C.J., and KINDERSLEY,

The

J.)

delivered the

following

any

substantial

it

person

to

Chancery Practice, 4th Edition,
the rules in the

39

663

o! 1880

S.C.

any suit may be brought

generality of the provision embraces
against the

order

dated October 20, 1880.

24 Reav. 124

Lindsey v. Tyrrell. (1)

Code, declares that, subject

sections following,

DeG. and

J.

7.

C.M.P.

of Kistna,
(1)

The

pauper.

:

by

a

to

pauper, and that he cannot
act as next friend — Daniell'g

401st Section, Civil Procedure

2

The

a

is

friend

a

gives

not to

suit through his next friend informd
himself
proof not only that ho

:

he

but that the next

pauper,
get

unless

the practice

is

pauper

to institute

appears to be

p.

minor

i,

a

allow

—In England
a

JUDGMENT.

*
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of

against the order of the District Judge of Kistna,

Code

bj

622

of D.

Ruick, Acting

minort

District Judge

February

28.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
VENBATANARASAYYA
v.

of

to the institution

a minor

by a next friend is immaterial (Lindsey

a suit

v. Tyrrell), (1) and a suit may be instituted on his behalf whether
in fact, brought in his name and
he consents or not, the suit

allowing him

should be

Dostee

Prosonomoye

(1)

that the circumstances of

requires

In

considered.

was held that an infant

a

formd pauperis by next friend who
of the Sadr Adalut of this Presidency
that the next friend was

Dotsee v.

Golaupmonee

also

a

the next friend

no rule which

in formd pan*

sue

to

in

sue

may

The Court

pauper.

held that the circumstance

possessed of means

did not

disentitle

a

be no reason for

There

if

It

he has funds available,

is

peris.

must be considered, for,

brought by him.

is

circumstances
there would

cannot be denied that his

suit

it

as

a

treated

is

is,

ACHEMMA.

Although the consent of

persons of fall age.

as well as

III.

[VOL.

which prohibits the
entitled

minor from suing

substantial

has

to sue in that

Procedure

means, or which

form only

friend possessed of substantial

when

means,

declares that

he cannot obtain

the

he

next

we are constrained to hold

on which the application

that the ground

no rule

Code

in formd pauperis when

refused

was not

directed to

hear tho

was

is

The order

set

aside and

the Judge

is

good in law.

The cost of the application to

application.

this Court

will abide

and follow the result.

(3)
APPELLATE' CRIMINAL.
Before Sir Charlet A. Turner, Kt., C.J., and Mr. Juttice
Kinder ilty.

REGINA

1881

of

Mahing copy

v.

PADALA VENKATASAMI

intended

falte

AND ANOTHER.

document— Forgery— Attempt to commit — AM-

COD junction

stamped

with others

paper for the

to ask for information as to

a

To prepare in
and to buy

fact

(1)

a

'

ment of.

a

March

8.
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next friend

in the Civil

is

there

as

a

Inasmuch

is

minor to issue in formd pauperis.

copy of an

intended

false document,

purpose of writing such false document,
to be inserted

11 R.

L.

11., 373.

and

in such false document do not

VOL.

MADBAS SEBIES.

III.]

constitute

5

nor an attempt to commit forgery under the Penkl Code, but
a conviction for abetment of forgery as being acts

forgery

are facts which would support

done to facilitate the commission

of the offence.

High

Court, (Turner, C.J., and Kindersley, J.,) passed on revising the
calendar of the Session Court of Vizagapatam in this case.
The prisoners did not appeal.
ORDEB. — In this case the two accused were charged, the first
a valuable security,

Indian

Penal Code

victed

and sentenced

a
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date corresponding

for

the second accused

of

that the first
a

was con

was discharged.

to

intending

accused,

forged document, had a copy pre

to a witness to furnish

with an English

in the document

very properly

witness

accused

stamp paper on which the document was to be

written, and applied
insertion

with abetment,
and 109 of the

by the Session Judge to undergo two years'

procure the preparation
procured

first

The

respectively.

rigorous imprisonment, and
The High Court observe
pared,

and the second

under Sections 467 and 467

offences punishable

date

him with a Teluga

it may

;

he intended

to get

be presumed

written.

The

secured the papers and took them to the

Subordinate Magistrate.
The

prisoner

holding that
The

a

copy is a part of a forged document.

High Court

are

of opinion that the conviction
Although

could not be sustained.

it

of forgery, the Session Judge

has been convicted

as

it stands

the copy was a false document

was not the purpose of the prisoner to use it with any of the

intents

necessary

cannot be considered
intended
opinion

to
be

as although

commit,

he

it

constitute

to

a part

a

forged

document,

and

it

of the document which the prisoner

Neither can the prisoner in the Court's
forge.
convicted of an attempt to commit forgery, inasmuch
he had

an intention

and made

the preparation

to

had not proceeded so far as to do an act towards the

commission of the offence.
The law is lucidly stated in Mr. Mayne's
the words of an American

" But in

Commentaries

or arranging means or
;

The preparation

measure! necessary

the attempt

is the

citing

:

the preparation for the attempt and

there is a wide difference.
the offence

ruling

*'•

VENBATA-

THK facts of this case are folly set out in the order of the

with forging

REOINA

direct

the

attempt itself

consists in devising
for the commission of

movement

towards

the

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
RBGISA
«.

PADALA
VKNKATA-

commission

after

are made," and Mr. Mayne refers

preparations

The law allows
son

III.

G and D to Section 307 of the Indian Penal Code.

toMllnstrations

SAMI.

[VOL.

will not hold that

a locus pcsnitentice and

lias attempted a crime

until

he

a per

the stage

has passed beyond

of preparation.
But the evidence on the record would support a conviction for
abetment of forgery under Section 116 of the Indian Penal Code.
The

admits

accused

that he

prepare a document, purporting to

be a

must have known was

would be a false document, and

he knew

for purposes of fraud, and that to that end he prepared

to. be used

a draft

which

was about

he

to copy on

plete the instrument,

he applied to

a

stamp of sufficiently

in order to com

witness to supply the Talugu

with the English

date corresponding

a

for the purpose, and that,

date procured

early

with other persons to
valuable security, which

conspired

date, which

it was intended

the forgery should bear.
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On
the

facts it may be found

these

offence, and did an act which

the offence and thereby facilitated

that he conspired

facilitated the commission
it.

Inasmuch

is not in excess of that to which the accused

of

abetment

forgery of

the

to commit

a valuable

as the

of

sentence

would be subject for

security the

conviction

is

affirmed.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Beftrt Mr. Justice Innet
1881

March

VIRANNA

14.

and Mr. Jvttiae Sernan.

AND OTHERS (PLAINTIPPS),

PETITIONERS,

v.

NAGAYYAH

(DHFEMDAKT), COUNTER-PETITIONER.*
Slalicitmt prosecution — Civil

Suit mithout prior proiccutiitn of Defendant —

Compounding

A criminal

prosecution

Offence,

for an offence under

Section 211,

Indian Penal

Code,

(false charge), is not a condition precedent to the right to sue for damages.
The bringing of a Civil Suit imports no corrupt agreement or compounding
the offence

in such

SIiama

Churn Bate

of

a case.

* C.M.P. 648 of 1880

v.

Bhola Nath Dutt followed.
against

(1)

the decree of D. Ruick,

Acting District Judge

of Kristna, reversing the decree of the District Munsif of Gunture, dated August
23,

1880.

(1)6W.R., Civ.

Ref., 9.

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

VOL.

IN this

case the plaintiff's sued for

damages for malicious prose-

cution.
The
the

KASAYXAH.

defendant

lodged

a

complaint

Sab-Magistrate of Tenali in

before

plaintiffs

against

1878, and tl

were

plaintiffs

convicted under Sections 143 and 379 of the Penal Code of being
members of an unlawful

assembly and of theft.

Munsif found that the complaint vas
plaintiffs Rs. 200 damages.
The

The defendant
The
follows

material

" The decision
the prosecution

the

primarily

reasonable and probable

was

appeal

by the finding of that

is supported

as

depend

on whether

cause for

instituting

in the Conrt of the second-class Magistrate.
Magistrate

the judgment of the

The facts are very similar to those

trate.

in

judgment

must

had not may be gathered from

;

That
that he

Joint Magis

in Appeal

73

of 1866,

(1) in which the Judge remarked :
We do not know of any instance of a suit of this kind being
successfully maintained after the conviction of the plaintiffs by
Bapuraju

v. Chinna

Vencaya

1

is,

" There

one competent tribunal.'

Their allegation

damages by plaintiffs.
intent to cause injury

to them, falsely

offence, and

if

an

another objection

however,

an offence under (Section 211

of

case,

is

committed

incumbent

the

to

so he clearly

Code.

to satisfy

High Court of Bombay in 'Rag.

recovery

of

that the defendant, with

the Penal

On this

the

charged them with having

he did

on plaintiffs

seeking their civil remedy.

is

of

the sentence

it

committed

Such being the

public Justice before

point

the observation

of

v. Rahimat

(2) are very perti

«

•

nent.
«

«

" The result appears
intentionally,

to be that

fraudulently,

wherever the words voluntarily,

dishonestly

and others, whose

defini

M.H.C.R.,

238.

(2) I.L.R.

1

(1)

a

involves

a

particular intention, enter along with specified
act into the description of an offence, the offence not being one
tion

3
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he had

of

in the case

defendant had

the

false and gave the

appealed.
portion

:—

On appeal this

Joint Magistrate.

conviction was quashed by the

Bom.,

147.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

8

of

'irrespective
NAGAYYAH.

the intention,'

("VOL.

is not one which

the

Ul.

exception

to Section 214 of the Indian Penal Code by itself allows to be
parties incurring

the

without

compounded

scribed by that and the next preceding

the

section.

penalties

pre

The offence to

admit of compromise must be one in this sense irrespective of the
and

intention,

brought

it must

be one

for which a civil action

may be

of the persons injured, instead of criminal

at the option

proceedings.

" If this

is correct, it follows that as the offence of

reasoning

instituting a false charge of an offence with intent to injure is
one which cannot lawfully be compounded, the plaintiffs were
bound to satisfy the requirements of public justice by a criminal
prosecution before seeking

for damages.
a

carried

through,

damages

and until that has
cannot be recovered

civil action."

Against
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remedy through a suit

private

No prosecution was instituted,

been successfully

by

their

this

decision the plaintiffs

presented

revision under Section 622, Civil Procedure

a

petition for

Code.

T. Subba Rau for Petitioner.
Court (!NNES and KERNAN,
Judgments : —
The

INNES,

J. — The judgment

delivered

the following

of the Second-class Magistrate was no

of reasonable and probable

evidence

doubt some

JJ.)

cause, but was

not conclusive, and it was necessary that the effect of the judg
ment in appeal should have been also considered.
The

case

referred

238, is no authority

in

to

Court,

page 240 the Judges say

tiff should
manifest

Madras

of

:

but

"We

High Court Reports,

distinctly

the

contrary.

do not mean to say that

one competent tribunal

be circumstances

In

in every

against the plain

be considered a conclusive answer to the suit,

there may

page

the consideration of the judg

for excluding

ment of the Appellate
case the judgment

3,

for it is

which would necessarily

deprive it of any such effect."
Upon the other point the question of whether the compound
ing an offence is or is not lawful is entirely independent of the
question whether or not a civil

which amounts to

a

criminal prosecution.

action for damages for an act

punishable offence must be

preceded by

a

VOL. III.]
" Compounding "
cution or

MADRAS
imports

SER1ES.

corrupt agreement to stifle

a

to forbear prosecuting, and

a

prose

it is on this account against

VlEANNA
*.

NAGAYYAH.

the policy of the law to allow offences to be compounded.
The bringing a civil action does not import that any corrupt
been entered into or that forbearance from

has

agreement

nal proceedings
intention
and

I

there

a suit is not inconsistent

in

the

6

mofussil

direct the re-trial of
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which

case to institute criminal

ing his action. I think there
trial of the case, and I would
KERNAN,

proceedings,

W.R. Civil References, page 9,
held by Peacock, C.J., and Jackson, J., that

was

in any

indeed with the

recourse to criminal

to have

eventually

is no law

person

of

agree in the ruling in

it

where

corruptly purchased.

has been

The institution

crimi

J. — A

proceedings before bring

irregularity in the

material

was

an injured

requires

set aside

the

Judge's order

and

the appeal.
cause

of action

arose to the plaintiffs from the

act of the defendant. The judgment of the Calcutta High Court
is in point. I agree to set aside the decree of the Lower Appellate
Court

The costs will abide the result.

and remand the case-

NOTE.— Vide Wells

v. Abraham,

(

5

L.R.,

7

Q.B.,

554.

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Charlet A.' Turner, Kt., C.J., and Mr. Justice KindersUy.

ERBAHIM SAIR

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT),

(PLAINTIFF),

«.

NAGASAKI

GURUKAL

Proprietary duet — Small Came Court Jurisdiction — Ret judieata.
A suit for Hussum (a proprietary

due), not claimed as rent nor under a contract

but by custom, payable by cultivators in occupation of the land either as proprie
tors or ryots, is not of a nature triable by a Small Cause Court.

IN this

case

for 300 rupees

plaintiff

as

trustee of a pagoda sued

payable as

'

Russums'

(proprietary

* Second Appeal No. 744 of 1880 against the decree of A.

trict Judge of Chingleput,

confirming

Inr, dated 18th August 1860,

1881

March

RESPONDENT.*

the defendant

dues) to the

L. Lister, Acting Di*-

the decree of the District Munsif of Tiruval-

15.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

10

EEE A HIM
SAIE
v.

NAGASAKI
GUEUBAL.

[VOL.

III.

whether

pagoda by persons occupying the land as cultivators,

as

ryots or proprietors.
Defendant

that the matter was

pleaded

right

plaintiff's

denying

'

to
'

ret judicata

these

plaintiff

dues,

of

by reason

a former

suit in 1873, in which plaintiff had claimed and been awarded the
same dues from defendant for other years.

In

answer

to this plea defendant alleged

that

the lands

on

account of which the dues were now claimed belonged in part to
his brother and son.
The Munsif found that all the lands were in defendant's posses
sion either on his own account or

as head

and gave

of the family

the plaintiff a decree for the Russums payable on account of such
lands.

On appeal this decision

In

second

was confirmed by the

a preliminary

appeal

District Judge.

objection was

taken as to the

Court's jurisdiction by the respondent.
the Appellant.

C. Ramacliandra Rau Scab for Respondent.
The arguments sufficiently appear in the Judgment of the Court

C.J.,

(TURNER,

JUDGMENT

:

in this suit no

and KINDERSLEY,

— The respondent

jurisdiction
Certain

J.)
takes a

preliminary objection that

second appeal lies, as the suit is of a nature triable

the subject-matter

and

by,

within

the

pecuniary

limits of

the

of, a Small Cause Court.

proprietary

dues

are

the

subject-matter

of this suit.

They are claimed as payable by persons in the occupation of land
as

cultivators,

whether

They are not claimed

We are of opinion
by a Court of Small

as

such persons are proprietors

Court,

or ryots.

rent nor under a contract, but by custom.

then that the suit was not of a nature triable
Causes and proceed

to dispose

of the appeal.

The appellant urges that the finding of the Lower
that all the lands in respect of which dues

Appellate

are

claimed

were held jointly by the family of which he is the head, does not

We must allow the validity of this objection.
found that other persons with the appellant cultivated

warrant the decree.

If

it

be

the lands on joint account, these persons jointly with the appel
lant are liable for the cesses and should have been made
parties.

If,
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Mr. N. Subramanyam for

on the other hand,

bers of his family

cultivate

as the

appellant aileges, the

different

lands

on their

mem

separate

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.]

liable for the payment of duties cus

accounts, they are severally

tomarily paid in

respect of such lands

pectively held. If it
in whole or in part to
the right of

We
The

the

costs

in

issue

as

they may have res

appellant is solely liable

claim, we are

not prepared to say that

the

to collect

the

dues — a

EERAHIM
SAIE
«.

NAOAS&MI
GnRCBAL.

right which

former suit — has not, by the decision

become res adjudicata.
the

set aside

remand

the

only

that the

found

the respondent

was directly in

of that suit,

be

11

Court and

to that Court that the appeal may be reheard.

suit

of this

of the Lower Appellate

decree

will

second appeal

abide and follow the result.

(6)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
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Karnar,.
Before Sir Charlet A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice, and Mr. Juttice

PERIYASAMI aliai KOTTAISAMI TEVAR (PLAINTIFF)
8HADRI AYYANGAR
Indian Majority Aet

A

' minor under

AND OTHERS

1875, Sec.

v.

SB-

(DEFENDANTS) RESPONDENTS.*

3—Hinor

under the juritdiction

of Wardt — Meaning

of the Court

of.

the jurisdiction of the Court of Wards

whose estate the Court of Wards

APPELLANT,

has actually assumed

'

means a person of

the management, not

person of whose estate the Court of Wards might with the sanction of Governmen
take charge.

THIS

cutor of

was a
the

suit brought

will of plaintiff's

estate both before and

against defendant
father

as

agent and exe

for an account

of testator's

after testator's death.

defendant contended inter alia that the Court of Wards
had jurisdiction over the estate, and that the plaintiff having only
sue without a next
completed his 18th year was incompetent to
The

friend.

Judge (from whoso Court the case was called
18 years
up by the District Judge) found that the plaintiff being
decreed inter alia
old was entitled to sue, and the District Judge
estate only
that an account should be taken of the testator's
The Subordinate

from the time of testator's death.
* R.A. 48 of 1880 against the decree of P.P. Hutchins, District Judge of Madura,
dated December 27, 1879.

1881

March

16.

U

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

III.

[VOL.

The plaintiff appealed.

Mr. -Johnstons for appellant.

SESHADEI

AYYABGAE.

The Advocate,Qenerai

p. O'Sullwan)

(Hon.

V. Bhcuhyam

and

Ayyangar for respondent.

For

the

plaintiff

priliminary objection was taken that the

a

respondent

and incompetent

was a minor

to prosecute the

appeal

without the intervention of a next friend.
this point

Upon
ruled

" The Indian Majority Act of
of

person or property

whose

J.)

Court (TURNER, C.J., and KERNAN,

the

follows : —

as

a

declares that every minor

1875

guardian

appointed by any Court of Justice,

has

or

been

shall

be

every minor under the

and

jurisdiction of a Court of Wards shall, notwithstanding any thing
contained in any other enactment, be deemed to have attained
his majority
and

when he shall have

his age of

21

years

not before."

attained

the

attained

who has

The appellant,
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completed

of

age

21

years,

the

is under

entitled to one-third share in immovable
to

directly

Government,

the

It

brothers who are minors.

appellant has been appointed
a person

of

whose

Court of Wards
Wards

to

estate

18

but has

not

of his father,

property paying revenue
sharers

being

his two

is admitted that no guardian of the
Court,

by any

and assuming
might

admitted

charge of his estate

Court of

of

the will

the Government

ment authorized it to do so.
the

other

take charge, it is

has not taken

jurisdiction of
of whose estate

the

age

he is

authorize the

that the Court of

nor has the Govern

By the expression " minor under the

Wards" we understand not

a person

of Wards might, with the sanction of
Government, take charge, but a person of whose estate the Court
of Wards has actually assumed the management under the orders
the Court

of Government.

If the

intend to extend

the period

subject

Lagislature

did not, as it clearly did not,

of majority

to, but not brought under,

in the

case

of

a minor

the jurisdiction of the District

Court in the matter of guardianship, it may be presumed it did
not intend to do so in the case of a minor subject to, but not
actually brought under, the jurisdiction of the Court of Wards.
We therefore overruled the objection.

VOL.

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]
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13

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Befort Mr. Juttiee Innet and Mr. Jvttiee Kindenley.
UNDI

RAJAHA RAJA VELUGOTI

K011ARA

YACHAMA NAYADU BAHA

DUR, PANCH HAZAR MUNSURDAR RAJA OF
TIFF) APPELLANT IN R.A. 52 AND RESPONDENT
APPELLANT IN R.A.

63 OF 1880,

e.

IN R.A.

RESPONDENT

63 OF 1880.*

Order directing part of claim

Cade, S. 540,

Cmil Procedure

in R.A.

SAHIR (DEFENDANT),

MAHOMMED RAHIMTULLA
52 AND

VENKATAGIRI (PLAIN-

from, before final
Where a Judge, after the defendant's

to be

ditmitttd, Appeal

decree.

written statement was pat in,

framed

directing part of plaintiff's claim to
tried on the merits (which trial might necessitate th«

certain preliminary issues and decided them
be dismissed

and part
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taking of an account

to be

from defendant).

II- hi that no appeal lies from such an order either on the part of the plaintiff
Civil Procedure Code only allows an appeal against a portion of the

because the

decision when there has been a decision relating to the disposal of the entire suit,
or on the part of the defendant

inasmuch as

there had been no final order to take

an account.

IN this

case

for Us. 3,14,085-8-3 duo
five northern taluks of plaintiff's zemin-

plaintiff sued

from him as lessee of the

the defendant

dari and for moneys received and
as

Dewan

plaintiff's

from 1864-1875 and for

gently allowing decrees

bj

misappropriated

defendant
for negli

damages

and bonds in plaintiff's favor to become

barred by lapse of time.

On February

19, 1880,

the case came

on for hearing

and

for

by the Court on the
Judge made the following

disposal of certain preliminary issues framed
defence

set

order: — " It
Schedules
merits;

up, and

the

District

is ordered that the

plaintiff's

1, 2 a, b, c, and d, 3, 7, 8, 9, and

that the

claim

mentioned in

forth in

claim as set
10

be

Schedules

heard

on the

and

and so

5

6

in Schedule 4' regarding which
plaintiff lost his right of action under Article 91, Act IX of
much of the claim mentioned

*

R.A.

52 and 63 of 1880

of Nellor, dated

February

against the decree of
19, 1880.

J. D.

Ooldingham,

District Judge

March 28.

•

[VOL. III.
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RAJA or

VENBATA-

OIEI

1871, be

dismissed,

and that plaintiff do pay

the costs on the

barred items."

«.

MAHOMMED
RAHIMTULLA
tJAUUJ.

plaintiff appealed to the High Court against the decree
(sic) of the District Judge dated 19th February 1880 so far
as it dismissed his claim to the items Nos. 5 and 6 in the plaint,
The

and the

defendant

decree (sic) so
far as it held any part of plaintiff's claim not to be barred by the
against

appealed

the same

Law of Limitation.
Mr. Shephard

and

T. Rama Rau for

The Advocate-General

(Hon.

P.

the plaintiff.

C. Ramachan-

O' Sullivan) and

dra Rau Sahib for the defendant.
The Court (!NNES and KISTDERSLEY,
JUDGMENT.

— We think there is

at

JJ.) delivered

the following
from the

present no appeal

orders made in this suit.
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In regard

General there has been
no order

of the defendant through

to the appeal

for the

as

the Advocate-

yet no order, and there could have

taking

an

account,

at the

because

been

date of

the order all the issues had not been settled, and it appears from
the issues framed since the order was passed that several questions

will

have

tried before the Court will be

to be

in a position

to

direct the taking of an account.

In regard
deciding

to the appeal

of

the plaintiff,

that the suit is barred

to a portion

of

the case.

against a portion
is a decision

The

as to

to the

certain

Code no doubt

of the decision,

relating

the order of the Judge

but this

disposal

items

supposes

of the entire

is at present no such decision.

We must hold that there

was no

right of appeal.

The result is that both appeals will be dismissed.
Bach party will bear his own costs.

relates only

allows

an appeal
that

snit.

there

There

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

VOL.

15

(8)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Muttutami Ayyar,

Before Mr. Justice Kindertley and Mr. Justice

SRIRAMULU,

MINOR,

EY HIS ADOPTIVE MOTH«EAND GCARDIAN SITAMMA

(PLAINTIFF) APPELLANT,

RAMAYYA

«.

AND

OTHKRS

(DEFENDANTS)

RESPONDFNTS.*

Hindu Lam— Adoption of ton

of mfe't brother.

The son of a wife's brother may be adopted.
rule of Hindu Law that a legal marriage must have been possible between

The

the mother of the adopted boy

the adopter and

prior

refers to their relationship

to marriage.

prohibition of the adoption

The

of a half-brother has nothing to do with the

of a Isgai marriage between the son and his step-mother

possibility

in her virgin

itate.
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TIIK facts

and arguments in this case sufficiently

appear in the

following Judgments :—

Mr. Subramanyam for Appellant.
The Respondent was not Represented.

to recover with

guardian

ground that
that

J. —Appellant

AYYAR,

MUTTUSAMI

the 1st

Venkanna,

mesne profits

they belonged to
defendant,

the

him

dispossessed

(plaintiff)

his adoptive

father

the minor

plaintiff

prior

The

Cocanada held that such an adoption was
reversed
•with

the Decree

costs

without

is whether

clearly

wrong.

The 1st

invalid

was

the

and

adoption,

the

Judge of
Hindu Law,

Subordinate
contrary to

District Munsif and dismissed
other questions

the son of the adopter's

I

the suit

raised

for

wife's brother

is not

am of opinion that the Subordinate

Judge

A brother-iu-law's

'Second Appeal of No. 499 of

wife

is no doubt in the

1880 against the decree of the

of Cocanada reversing the decree of the
16, 1880.

brother

1875.

The only question then for decision in this

eligible for adoption.
is

the

considering

decision in the suit.
appeal

of

divided

to the alleged

wife's brother.

of Ramasami's

son

was,

his

Kamasami and

7th March

defendant pleaded inter alia that the adoption
that

by

three plots of land on the

son of Ramasami's
on the

sued

Subordinate

District Munsif of Tanuku,

Judge

dated March

A

n

1

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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BEIRAMCLU

of

position

adopter, but the rule that declares that

a sister to the

a legal marriage must have been possible between

RAMAYYA.

the mother of the
to

prior

their relationship

boy refers to

adopted

the adopter and

No man could lawfully marry

marriage.

III.

[VOL.

or

his brother's

nephew's wife, and yet a brother's son, and in his absence, a grandare recommended both in

nephew,
Chandrika
.

Sub-Judge

most

proper

if the

that

observes
a step-son

regarded,

but he

;

to

persons

Datta
The

adopted.

be

were to be

relationship

original

married his step-mother in her

might have

overlooks the

and

Mimamsa

state and that a step-brother's adoption

virgin
valid

the

as

Datta

should therefore be

of

fact that the prohibition

half-

a

brother's adoption has nothing whatever to do with, the possibility

of

marriage between the son

a legal

restriction

selection of

on the

and his

person to be adopted by

a

The

step-mother.

reason

of his mother's relationship to the adopter is derived from the tents

of Caunaka

and in Datta
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16,

prescribe
'

and Menu cited

treatises

those

person selected

"

son

(Sadirsa).
'

meaning

as

for

paragraph

11,

This

adopter

marriage having

a legal

have

sprang

in

the ancient law,

been

of an appointment

the case

the date of the appointment
connection with
parties
about

prior

to

marriage.

a

it

When

is the

to beget

as

the

Under
issue on

another's wife at

it

considered before

was

of relationship in

degrees

a

brother or

a

relationship of the

step-brother is
mother or step

of prohibited connexion which prevailed

to the rule

before the practice

of raising

the adoption

legal marriage

and the mother

up issue

is therefore

Subordinate Judge

because

is explained

that is looked at, and the adoption is treated as forbidden

with reference
The

the

legal marriage referred to the relationship of the

to be adopted,

mother

that was

of prohibited

the rule
a

'

between

possible

another's wife, it was the woman's relationship
sanctioned, while

from

raise up issue on

to

of the boy fixed for adoption.

mother

and the

8, which

is interpreted in

phrase

capacity to

through
'
another's wife and so forth,' and the phrase so forth
to refer to

para.

adoption should bear the

an appointment

adopter himself

V,

Mimamsa, Section

Section

Chandrika,

that the

" reflection of a

in Datta

of

a

by appointment

in error

in

supposing

step-brother is forbidden,

original relationship.

the

It

adopted boy does

not

is true that in Datta

that

the rule that

must have been possible between the

of

ceased.

refer

adopter
to

Mimamsa,

their
Sec

III.]

VOL.

II,

lion

MADRAS

33-34,

sister is said

a

SERIES.

not to be competent to adopt her

brother's son in the same way in which
to adopt

his sister's son.

in Datta

Chandrika,

Hindu Law,

on

and

must be

BMEAMOLU
RAMAYYA.

to be found

in his work

by this Court, an adop

her husband.

There is more

the text for the rule that the adopting mother

person who might have

a

brother is incompetent

by Mr. Mayno

as observed

tion made by a woman is made for

in

a

Bat this restriction is not

and as repeatedly ruled

over no foundation

17

married

legally

the natural

father of the adopted boy.

I

think, therefore, that

the decision

of the Subordinate

Judge

must be reversed and the suit remanded to him for disposal on
Tho costs of this appeal will be costs in the cause.

the merits.

J. — I

KINDERSLEY,
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that in the Hindu
nothing

to

brother

if

agree with my learned brother in the opinion

current in this Presidency, there is
Hindu from adopting a son of his wife's

Law,

prevent a

as

the boy's natural

mother was

person whom, as a

a

virgin, the adopter might lawfully hava married.
Judge
The decision of the Acting Subordinate

must be

reversed, and the suit remanded for disposal on the merits.
Costs to be costs in the cause.

(9)
APPELLATE CRIMINAL— PULL BENCH.
Before

Sir Charlet A. Turner, 'Kt., Chief Juttice, Mr. Juttiee Innu, Mr. Justice
Kernan, and Mr. Juttice Muttutami Ayyar.
talt, mere pouettion of, no

Spontaiuont

offence

— Spontantout talt, tall-earth and

earth-tali, meaning of.
"Spontaneous
manufacture

salt" is salt which

to render

it

produced

naturally requires no process of

suitable for human consumption.

To collect spontaneous salt for domestic consumption, or to be found in posses
sion of it for that purpose, or to be found in the act of conveying it home from
the place in which it is collected,

I of

prohibited

by Regulation

to which the Salt Excise Act, 1871, is extended, to obtain or
in
found
possession of spontaneous salt under circumstances which show an

Semtle:
to be

are not per te acts

Section 18.

1805,

In districts

intention to evade payment of the excise is an offence.

July

District Magistrate of Madura
submitted to the High Court the records of three cases (in which
of Pamban had convicted persons
the Third-class Magistrate
ON

the 21st

1880 the

April

5.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
under

Regulation

spontaneous salt,

of 1840 of having

17
and

sentenced

[VOL.
in

been

were illegal

and

pay small fines or to

them to

contrary to

from the earth (e.g., found in
factured

records

the same

of Chingleput,

were also submitted

other cases

the records

and

by

District

of one case by the

in which persons

convicted

had been

a similar manner of similar offences.

The question being of considerable
a

not earth-salt within the

of 1878."

of thirty-six

Magistrate

Magistrate

in

II

generated

disused salt-pan) is not salt manu

from salt-earth, and therefore

meaning of Madras Act
The

a

con

ruling,

the High^Conrt's

19th July 1878, viz., " that salt spontaneously

dated

of

possession

imprisonment in default of payment) on the ground that the
victions

III.

referred to

importance was

Full Bench.

Pleader (Mr. Handley) on behalf of the Salt
Commissioner was heard in support of the conviction.
The Government

TURNER,

C.J. (KERNAN

ring) — I understand by

AND

the

:

—

MUTTUSAMI

AYYAR,

JJ.,

concur

term " spontaneous salt" salt which

is produced naturally, and which is comparatively free from any

impurity

so as to require

no process

of manufacture

to

render it

suitable for human consumption.

I

us

understand that the questions raised in the cases before

also

are whether

consumption,

persons who collect

this salt for their

or who are found in possession

domestic

of this salt for that

purpose, or who are found in the act of conveying such salt from
the place in which it is collected
proof

of such collection,

conviction

to their houses, are, on the mere

possession,

or

conveyance,

liable

for an offence under the provisions of Regulation

to

I of

1805, Section 15.

By Regulation 17 of 1802, Section 4, the Government declared
that, "having reserved to itself the entire exercise of its discre
tion in continuing or abolishing, temporarily or permanently,
the articles of revenue included
practice

of

the country

The

to the custom

and

under the several heads of salt and salt

petre, &c.," the permanent
made independently

according

assessment

of the

land-tax would

be

of the articles therein recited.

object of this

enactment was to

make

it clear that

Government intended to reserve to itself the right to avail itself

the
of,
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The following Judgments were delivered

III.J

VOL.

SERIES.

MADRAS

or dispense with,

"the article

certain sources

included

19

of revenue, and, among others,

of

custom and practice

according to the

country nnder the heads of salt and saltpetre ;" and that the

the

receivable

dues

Government

by

from

revenue

those sources of

were not to be regarded as compounded for by the sum assessed
land

as

We

revenue.

have been referred

to

to the custom or practice of the

according

was levied on spontaneous salt collected,
for

no authority

that,

country, any revenue
conveyed or possessed

in the neigh

their domestic consumption by persons living

bourhood of the sources of this salt.

of preventing an evasion of the impost and
cost of estimating and collecting it would, we should have

The impossibility
the

conceived, have dissuaded any Native Government from looking to

it

source of revenue.

as a

J.

Mr.
A.D.

Grant, in his Political Survey of the Northern Circars,

Mr. White, in
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and-a-half of rupees.
1873, complained
the different
having
the

by

Brinjaries

revenue
and

as

diminution

In

affected

"

at a

dated 25th

lakh

March

collected at

in the Circars

trade in the

the

as

article carried on

Ho pointed out that the

and other merchants.

that relief should

in

Minute,

on salt manufactured

well as the internal

urged

a

forms

and increased duties

of the heavy

chowkies

materially

"salt

the revenue from

1786, estimated

trade had suffered in consequence,
afforded by

be

abolition or

the

of such exactions.

the number

Buchanan's work on Mysore, Canara, and Malabar, frequent

allusions are made to the manufacture

of

it

salt, and

appears

revenue was ordinarily received in the shape of land-tax
salt-pans,
received

though

in South Canara it

an advance from

is stated

Government

the

on

the
the

manufacturer

and paid

a

tax on the

outturn.

From
gather

these authorities,

that

at the time

revenue from

salt was

manufactured

article

form
of

from
as

Regulation
was

Mirasi

or of a tax
for the whole
and Canara,

reservation in the earlier Regulation,

1805,

introduced

I

the

a

collected from the

of transit or octroi duties.

of Malabar

of

portion of the
manufacturers or in the

either by taking

the

1805, which was enacted

except the Provinces

the

the Regulation

raised

of a land-tax on salt-pans,

manufacturer, as well

I

and from

of

Regulation

the Presidency

after

reciting

placed the manufacture

the
and

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
of salt under

sale

or sale

a special officer, and prohibited the

and the transport,

account or with the express
to the

priated

willing

whole of the

the

that the Mirasi

continue their works

to

It

sanction of Government.

of salt, but provided

factories

manufacture

or import of salt, except

export,

Government

III.

[VOL.

on

appro
manu

existing

if

manufacturers,

under the conditions

declared,

should receive their shares in cash instead of in kind.

It

commuted

for

theretofore

ances

all Inam and other allow

money-payments

enjoyed or

establishment, in the future, of salt-pans

prohibited

the

or work of any descrip

except on account or with the

for the manufacture of salt,

tion

It

in kind.

paid

permission of Government, and, subject to the same exception, the
importation of foreign salt.
ment the

Havmg thus

sole

having prohibited the sale of salt
for
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except

the

collection

of

to

under the

revenue

Govern
and

provisions

of

transit duties, and

by

empowering

to fix a price on salt manufactured

Government

the

and imported,

it abolished the obnoxious

the Regulation,
provided

secured

supply of salt manufactured

the

and sold within

the territories.
Persons purchasing salt at the place of manufacture,

store, or

other authorized place, and paying the established price, were to
be free from the payment of
a Rowannah or pass.

proper officer in

purchased
Rowannahs
of salt,

or passes,

making,

illicit manner, should,

It

is

noticeable

by the

transaction

obtaining,

on conviction,

that nowhere

section

had

been

person engag
with respect to

smuggling or conniving at the

purchasing,

a pass from

which the salt

and the 18th Section enacted that any

ing in any clandestine or fraudulent

(which

that salt should not

the form of pass prescribed

inter cilia the place at

stated
;

repealed) declared

Regulation

or transported by land or water without

be conveyed

which

demand, and to receive

The 12th Section of the

section was subsequently
the

further

any

or weighing

smuggling
salt in an

be liable to fine, &c.

in

the

Regulation

is mention

of salt collected or produced as distinguished from manu
"
factured, except in Section 9, wherein
foreign salt" is declared
"
salt of
without
to include
made or
made

every description

produced

the limits," &c.

On

the other hand,

it will

be

observed that land-holders

Tahsildars who are required to give information of any

and

salt made

VOL. III.]
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the lands of which they have charge, and

are similarly ordered

Police Officers who

of any salt manufactured

to give information

than as provided for in the Regulation,

otherwise

to give information respecting salt

are not required

collected.

Throughout
Regulation no mention is made of the collec
tion of salt or of salt collected in those places, in which express
mention of such salt could not have been avoided, if the intention
the

to prohibit its collection had been intended.
Thus, in Section 3 the manufacture but not the collection
prohibited,

salt manufactured,

and

salt collected, is declared liable

In

is

sold, conveyed, &c., but cot

to confiscation.

Section 4 the manufacture and sale of salt is to be conducted

by the Collector, Ac.

Registers are to be kept of the quantities

manufactured

or sold, and advances

manufacture,

but

is

nothing

said

are to be
about

for the

mnde

collection

or

salt

The

same

Collector

to

observation applies to Section 8,

quantity manufactured,
Section

11 declaring

and

to

suspend

the

to

limit

the

manufacture ; to

of salt manufactured

the prices to be fixed

and sold, and to Section

the

authorizing

of manufacture,

determine the place

14, which declares the measures

to be

taken to prevent the illicit manufacture, sale, transit, import or
export of salt.

I cannot

Having regard to the language of the Regulation,
think that the circumstance that in some parts of

but

the territories

spontaneous salt might be collected was not present to the minds

of

by whom the Regulation

those

to

present

their

was framed

;

or that,

as

it

had

if it

was

of raising

minds, yet, having no intention

revenue from such salt otherwise than

a

theretofore been

obtained on its way to the market, they were content to lay an
embargo

on

the sale

by the general

prohibition

of sale

which

would apply to salt of all descriptions.

However this

may be, seeing that the collection

salt is nowhere prohibited by tha Regulation,
that

in

places

'
v

to which

the

Excise Act of
it,
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collected.

extended, a person, by collecting
obtained salt in an illicit manner.
Salt Act of 1878

do not apply

of spontaneous

it cannot
1871

has

can be convicted

The provisions

be held

not been
for having

of the Earth-

to spontaneous salt,

for in that

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
Act salt-earth is defined

" earth impregnated

to be

with

and earth-salt " salt manufactured from salt-earth."

Nor

is

the

of salt-earth

obtaining

III.

[VOL.

an offence

salt,"

it

unless

be

obtained with intent to defraud the revenue, nor is the possession

of it an

offence unless

it

be for the purpose or

with

the intention

of manufacturing it into earth-salt.
Although under

a section since

the Regulation

repealed

hibited the conveyance of salt of any description
the

violation

of the prohibition

without

offender to

subjected the

only

pro

a pass,

the confiscation of the salt, and did not constitute an offence made
punishable in Section 18.

It

may be doubted whether confiscation was at any time enforced

against a person found carrying a small quantity to his house for
his own consumption.
The Salt Excise Act, 1871, defined the word "manufacture"
as

including the preparation and
a license

penalties

on

collection of salt ; requires persons

manufacture

the

persons who

of salt

manufacture

might

;

and

imposes

or attempt

to

manufacture salt without a license.

The Act contemplates that salt will

in quantities

be collected

and carried to a place of storage, and provides that on its removal

from the place of storage an excise duty

It

also declares

a

shall be

person liable to imprisonment

paid on it.

and fine

who

shall evade payment of the duties thereby imposed, or -who shall
obtain

fraudulently

or

possess

salt,

whether

such

salt be the

property of Government or not.
the districts to which this Act is extended the collection

found

in

the act of

obtaining

it,

spontaneous salt without a license is thus prohibited,

of

and persons

or in possession

of

it

In

under

circumstances which show they intected to evade payment of the
excise, would probably be held liable to conviction.

in perfect accord with the
The main question for consideration in refer

rest of the Bench.
ence

to these

eases

am not

whether

spontaneous

salt

is

regret that

I

J. —

is

INN us,

I

within

the

I

purview of the Regulation of 1805. The Government had been
engaged in introducing the permanent settlement of the land
revenue, and had
that " Government

of its discretion

Regulation XXV of 1802, declared
reserved to itself the entire exercise

Section
hath

4,

by
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to procure

for

in continuing

or

abolishing,

temporarily

or

permanently, the branch of the public
manufacture and sale of salt,
assessment

M
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resources "arising from the

Ac.;" andjthe 'permanent
accordingly made exclusively of

saltpetre,

of the land-tax was

salt, saltpetre, &c.

I

Regulation

of 1805 recites in Section

place, and declares that the

Governor

what had so taken

1

has

been pleased to enact

Regulation deeming it expedient that the Government should
avail itself of the exclusive privilege thus reserved to itself for the
the

improvement of its finances.
The existence of the vast tracts in which
formed could

have been no secret to

period, and it is difficult

salt is spontaneously

the Government

to conceive that,

at that

in framing the Regula

tion, their attention was not directed to the necessity for regulat
ing the collection and sale of salt spontaneously formed.
There is no express mention of spontaneous salt in the Regula
to embrace the

object of regulating the collection and sale of it.
The provisions of Section 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12 seem
to me to deal exclusively

Sectiont

9

13 are

and

spontaneous

embrace

with manufactured salt.

to manufactured

It

enough in

their language to

into the Madras

territories,

formed within these territories.

14 is not confined at to the description of salt intended

Section
salt.

wide

salt imported

but not salt spontaneously
salt,

and

might embrace spontaneous or earth-

requires the authorities

illicit

assist in suppressing

to

dealings in salt and in the seizure of salt illicitly manufactured,
sold, conveyed, imported or transported.
Section

renders

18

punishable

clandestine or fraudulent
or

smuggling

passes,

making,

purchasing,

or

any person engaging

with respect to Rowannaha

transaction

at

conniving

obtaining,

in any

selling,

the

of salt,
salt in an

smuggling

or weighing

illicit manner.
prohibits

Section

3

of the Regulation.
This
or sale of salt, and

the manufacture

the transit, export or import of

except on account of Govern

and sale
sale

"

and

4

Sections

2

ment or with their express sanction.
commencing with the words

seem to confine the meaning

salt manufactured

salt,

" the

manufacture

of these sections as to the

but the language

of Section

is

section expressly

noticed

3

have not yet

it,

I

of
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tion, but the language used may be large enough
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disjunctive, and ia susceptible of
to

nothing

limit

a

wider

of

the application

the

construction,

word "

sale

"

and
to

I

see

the sale

of manufactured salt alone.
Having regard

to the policy of the

intention to keep out of the market
which

had

not contributed

cannot think it

and

Regulation,

salt of every description

all

to swell the Government

was intended to be so

as already noticed with regard

the obvious

confined.

to Section 9, that

It

I

revenue,

is apparent,

spontaneous salt

cannot be altogether beyond the purview of the Regulation, and

I think that Section
According

3 was aimed at salt

to this view

of every description.

I. should hold the

sale of every descrip

tion of inland salt other than that manufactured and sold under
the control

of Government

Section

and this would

18,

and earth-salt.

illegal

to be

punishable

under

the sale of spontaneous salt

embrace

The further

and

provisions of this

3rd Section render

of salt directly or indirectly

the conveyance, export or import
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" otherwise than is provided for in this Regulation " illicit.

Where, thererfore, salt has been conveyed, the coi.vyance has
been illicit if it was conveyed otherwise than as expressly provided for.
The only authorized

of conveyance was with the accom

mode

paniments of Rowannahs or passes showing that the salt had been
properly

obtained

a Government

through

officer

and though that section is repealed, we

(Section 13) ;
have still to see whether

there is any provision in the

authorizing

salt not

ance of

Regulation

purchased from Government.

the convey

The conveyance

of salt purchased from Government is throughout

the Regulation

recognized as lawful, but as to the conveyance of salt under any

in other words,
it does not provide for, or recognize the conveyance of any inland
This being
salt, but salt made and purchased from Government.

other

circumstances, the

the conveyance

so,

prohibition

of

Regulation

of all

other

the latter portion

is silent

salt

falls

of Section

3.

;

within

the implied

Such salt is liable

to confiscation, and the conveyance of it must be deemed to be

illicit

as

it is prohibited.

But

the act of conveying

by necessarily punishable, though

it is not there

the salt so conveyed is liable

to

seizure and forfeiture.

It

is suggested that the Regulation

to cases where

the salt has been picked

was

not intended to apply

up in small quantities for

VOL III.]
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domestic purposes.
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do not see that the Regulation

1

I

such distinction, nor do

any

niently
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recog

think that it could conve

done so.

have

of salt illicitly conveyed must necessarily

The seizure

if

to the lowest executive subordinates who,

be

left

salt conveyed

for

domestic purposes were exempted from seizure, could scarcely be
trusted to discriminate

intended for the market.

•was

I

between what was so conveyed and what

hold, therefore, that the conveyance, i.e., the removal from one

place to another of all inland salt of any description not manufac
tured

sold under the control of Government

and

in

officers, is

I

1805

alone, but

standing

and he who purchases

punishable

(Section

18)

and

the salt for himself, he

he sells, he

from

after conveying

he

him

possesses

punishable because (Section

is

18) he has
the salt in an illicit manner, viz., by conveyance which

prohibited.

from

to possession,

its nature

in

manufactured,
was

man's possession

earth-salt without

nor

conveyed,

be

may be said that spontaneous salt cannot
a

As

it

is

obtained

if

18),
;

(Section

punishable
is is

1

of

punishable

it

and

without

its having

been

having

an

illicit manner

"

(Section

been

conveyed

that therefore the very possession

" obtained in

or

shows that

18), and would

thus be pnnishable.
not

is

But the person found in

possession

the

necessarily

illicitly,

and

the mere

prosecution

prosecution

to

consistent

the burden of proof would not be upon the

It

therefore rests

in the case of the possession

pos

with

of spontaneous or

show something more than mere possession.
must show not merely that the accused

for instance,

conveying

it

obtained the salt, but that he has obtained
as

is

it

possession being

to show how he came by the salt.

earth-salt

was

or causing

The

person has

in an illicit manner
to be conveyed

;

sessor

who

in the conveyance or manufacture who alone would

innocence,

with

the person

it

have acted

and

it

instrumental

the

the earth-salt

manufactured

who

;

person who conveyed the spontaneous or earth-salt, or the person

by
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under Regulation

not

seems,

if

person who merely conveys

The

as for instance by purchase.

it

proceeding to convey

before

is,

illicitly

it,

itself illicit within Regulation
of 1805, and the party convey
ing is pnnishable if it be shown that he has obtained the salt

to
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him or by purchase, to bring him within the penal terms of Sec
tion 18, Regulation of 1805.

I

Possession, where an intent to defraud the revenue is shown,
is also

I

now an offence punishable under Section

of 1805, by virtue of

the provisions

of

1878.

)

10

(

II

of Act

Regulation

18,

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sir. Charlet A. Turner, Xt., C.J., and Mr. Juttiee Innet.

Beforn
.

'Cs'

Apnl

o.

(SECOND DEFENDANT) APPELLANT, v.

BAPIRAZU

KAMARAZU

AND ANOTHER

REFRESENTATIVE AND FIEST DEFENDANT) RESPONDENTS.*

(PLAINTIFF'S

Mortgage

by may of conditional tale

prior

to 1858.

When the term of a conditional sale whether made ai a security for a loan or
1858, the rule

laid down in Thumbusawmy's

(1) case must

be observed and effect given to the contract.

plaintiff and

THE

entered into

Razinama,

a

in this suit on May 19, 1846,
according to the terms of wihch a

1st defendant

decree was passed in the same year.

—

The terms of the Razinama were as follows:

defendant,

promised

2

(b)

to make over

to

1st

sum in

one lump

veesums

the land

years and appropriate the profits
to the 1st

defendant, delivery

The 1st defendant

badi, and, in default

of payment

by

the Court's warrant.

was to be

was to pay

given by

Sirkar Katu

the plaintiff at the expiry of

the term, the 1st defendant was to enjoy the land

as

if

of possession

ryot during the
in default of delivery

to any
;

was to be at liberty to sub-rent
next two

in

;

5

defendant

to pay the amount

be due

of his Malguzari land
rupees per annum exclusive of Sirkar Katubadi to 1st
on account of interest on the loan
the 1st defendant

March 1848
yielding

(a)

a sum of Rupees 40

to,

plaintiff, admitting

;

The

sold to him

*

on account of the balance due under the Razinama.
Second Appeal No. 692 of 1880 against the decree of the Subordinate

Cocanada, confirming the decree of the DistrictJMimsif
Mad.,

1.

I.L.R.,

1,

)

1

22, 188<f.
(
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not had expired before

of Peddapuram,

Judge of

dated

July

MADRAS SERIES.
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The Lower Courts found that in 1848 the 2nd defendant bought
these lands from the 1st defendant for
bad been in possession

valuable consideration and

ever since.

The Mnnsif held that plaintiff was entitled

to redeem the lands

from 2nd defendant on payment of 40 rupees, and the Subordinate

Judge confirmed this

decree.

High Court on

The 2nd defendant appealed to the

absolute in 1848 under the

that the 1st defendant's title became
terms of the

Kazinama

the ground

of 1846 and that

1st defendant

had con

veyed the land absolutely to him.

Mr. Michell for Appellant.
No

one appeared for

INNRS,

J. —This was

the Respondent.
a suit

to redeem land placed in 1st defen
the conditions of a Razinama

dant's possession by plaintiff under
entered into in Suit 268 of 1845.
The date of the Razinama is 19th
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plaintiff, and

as is found by the

of the Razinama

obtained

May 1846,

Munsif,

and according to

1st defendant,

in pursuance

possession of the land which

he then

sold to 2nd defendant on the 14th May 1848, and that defendant,
as is found by the Courts below,

has been in possession

ever since

the date of the conveyance.
The District

Munsif at first dismissed the suit on the

that it was stipulated in the Razinama

ground*

that plaintiff should pay

40 rupees to 1st defendant within two years and that in default the
1st defendant should

enjoy the land

become

stipulated time

footing

of

the property

and had been made

as provided

for in

if

sold

to him

default in payment

date; that plaintiff had made
land had

as

from that

and that the

1st defendant at the end

of the

over to 1st defendant on that

the Razinama

;

and that plaintiff con

In appeal, however, the Subor

sequently had no title to recover.

of opinion

Row, took a different view. He was
that the mere failure of plaintiff to pay the amount

•within the

stipulated

dinate Judge, Mr. Tirumal

period

property in 1st defendant.
the case for retrial by the

would not

He

be sufficient to

vest the

settled certain issues and remanded

District

Munsif.

The District Munsif

found upon the first issue that the plaintiff had not sold the pro
perty to 1st defendant, and

upon the other

the land to 2nd defendant was without

He also found that the plaintiff

had

issues that the sale

the assent

of

of

the plaintiff.

not proved that the 40 rupees

RAPIRAZO
KAMAEAZU,

[VOL. III.
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RAPIEAZU
v.

EAMAEAZU.

His decree

to 1st defendant and refused.

had been tendered

that 2nd defendant

should deliver up the land

was

of

upon payment

40 rupees within one month.

In appeal,

the

successor of Mr. Tirumal

Row

Subordinate

as

Judge of Cocanada, Mr. Krishnasawmy Row, accepting the finding
of his predecessor as to the construction and effect of Exhibit A,
the Razi,

ruling in Palavarappu

felt bound to do under the

as he

Muttanna v. Clianduri Narappa, (1) found that plaintiff had not
sold the land to 1st defendant on the expiration of the term ; that
in 1848, but not with the

1st defendant had sold to 2nd defendant
assent

of plaintiff, that

since, but that

by his purchase he had

right of

value of the

purchaser for

ltt

defendant

taken no more

ever

than

1st

and that 2nd defendant was not therefore

defendant had to give,
a bond fide

in possession

defendant had been

2nd

property, but only

of

the

and that plaintiff was not, as
of his right of action by Article
He there
present Limitation Act.

mortgagee,

as

134 of the 2nd Schedule of the
fore dismissed the appeal.
The
was

argued in

question

Razinama had

this

been properly

contended before

failure of plaintiff

second

construed by the Courts below.

us that by the

to pay the

whether the

appeal was

Razinama in

money within

It

1846 and the

the time

agreed on,

the land became, in 1848, the absolute property of 1st defendant,
who gave
5 rupees,

I.

good title to 2nd defendant by Exhibit

a

Razinama that

from the

and there is

the

nothing therefore

It

appears

profits of the land

yearly net

outrageous

of

the assumption that the actual intention

were

or violent in

the parties was that on

failure to pay the sum of 40 rupees (which was then equivalent to
eight years' net profits of the land) within the stipulated term, the
defendant (the plaintiff in the former suit) should
"
enjoy the land as if sold to him on account of the balance, 40
1st

a

of repurchase,

sale on the non-fulfilment

(1)

M.H.C.R.,

349.

A

in Macpherson on mortgages

but it is

of

styled,

Court has no power

a

a

condition and

in pursuance

of that order.

a

which
what

conditional sale.

to reverse an

nate Court whicb has determined the precise question after

to its conclusion

mortgage

is,

becomes

condition

not constitute

a

sale with a

This would

a

Razinama."

rupees, due under the

is

present

2
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objected by 2nd defendant, barred

order of a co-ordi
euit has proceeded
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In the judgment

in Pattabhiramier

29

Naick

Venkata Rama

v.

and anot/ier (1), the Judicial Committee, on an agreement identical

in essentials with

that now

under consideration,

decree of the Sadr Court of Madras
that in default "

stipulation

should enjoy the land

as

if

the

and gave literal

grown up since

1858

wai an absolute sale."

the transaction

redeemable

at any

the mortgagee.
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such

so as

default which by

the

was to vest

They went on to say,

property in

the

however, that they did not

of property established by judicial
form part of the law of the forum wherever

disturb

to

a mortgage so made as

period notwithstanding

express terms of the agreement

decisions

practice which had

in Madras of refusing to give effect to such
the doctrine of the Court of Chancery

of the equity of redemption and treating

design

posterity

and introducing

stipulations

the

effect to the

his

and

mortgagee

Committee took occasion to condemn the

The

reversed the

any rule

to

or to affect any title founded

may prevail,

thereon.

They

had in a previous part of the judgment mentioned that they were
unable to find such a course of decisions.

In

in Raja

1878

Lutchmi

v.

Chellaiagaru

Krishna Bhupati
judgment of the

Devu (2) the High Court, in reference to the
Judicial Committee in Pattabhiramier' s case, pointed out that since
been a course

there had

1858

property such as the Judicial
case

expressed themselves

case

of Thumbusawmy (3)

from

1858 at length and

as

the

of decisions establishing rules of
Committee had in Pattabhiramier's
designing to disturb.

In the

Judicial Committee review

the cases

not

arrive at the

conclusion that the

Sadr

and High Courts at Madras since 1858, and in Bombay since 1864,
had,

by judicial decisions,

this

subject.

They

then

in

effected an alteration

consider

what

is the

the law upon

right course to

with reference to this long-established, though

follow
practice

whether in future cases they

;

of

principles

the

will adhere

decision in Pattabhiramier

course of decisions

that has

'«

erroneous,
sound

to the

or the

case,

sprung up in Madras and

new

Bombay

which appeared to the Judicial Committee to be radically unsound.

They go

(1)

there

13

" On

a stale

claim to redeem

a

mortgage and

a mortgagee who had before 1858 acquired

dispossess

title,

on to say

would

M.I.A.,

560.

be

strong
(2)

7

reasons

M.H.C.R.,

6.

for

the

adopting
(3) J.L.R.,

an absolute

1,

former

Mad.,

1.

BAPIRAZO
KA.MAEAZU.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

30
RAPIIUZU
KAMABAZU.

In

coarse.
De

strong

the case of

security executed since 1858 there would

a

reasons for recognizing

It

have contracted."

and giving effect to the Madras

which the parties might be supposed

authorities with reference to
to

is incumbent on the

decide cases of this nature in conformity

by

the contract

the present case

'the views expressed

decition in that

result of the

of Thumbusawmy (pp.
is

by conditional sale
prevail

entered into

having been

in Pattabhiramier's

the decision

1845,
The

with

Courts in India to

Judicial Committee.

the

In

III.

[VOL.

case must

case is stated in

in

followed.

be

the later case

15, 16) to be that the contract

of mortgage

form of security which, must

be taken to

a

in every part of India in which it

has not been modified

The essen
either by actual legislation or by established practice.
tial characteristic of it was that on breach of the condition the
itself and the transaction was

contract executed

any further

one of absolute sale without
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accountability

closed and became

act of the parties

between them, and that it still has this

or

effect in

Madras.

This is what is expressly stated in Thumbusawmy1
case.
the extent of the decision in Pattabhiramier's
Regulation XVII
itself in Bengal.
the procedure

of 1806 such an agreement did

It

principle of

such as that

Since
not

of

was enacted in
decision

the

the

the

execute

was necessary for the mortgagee to pursue

by the case of

plained

to be

for foreclosure prescribed by the Regulation.

no similar provision
The

s case

in

the Regulations

Pattabhiramier's

Thumbusawmy, is

equity

clearly

of redemption

But

of Madras.
case, as

ex

that doctrines

and other

doctrines

foreign to the ancient law of the country should not be permitted to
stand in the way of giving effect to the clear intention of the

And in the judg
parties as expressed in the written instrument.
ment in Thumbusawmy' s case the practice in Madras, as stated in
Nullana

Goundan v.

evidence

to aid the

Palani Goundan (1), of resorting

Court in the discovery of

parties is distinctly deprecated
The
before

question,

therefore,

if not

the intention

oral
of the

condemned.

in contracts which

have been

made

of the

parties

1858 is narrowed to what was the intention

as gathered from the instrument itself.
(1) 2 M.H.C.R.,

to

420.

It

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

VOL.

appears to me that the intention

failure

plaintiff's

the

to pay by

31

clearly

stipulated

I

should pass to the first defendant.

was that on this

term

property

would, therefore, reverse the

of the Courts below and dismiss plaintiff's

decrees

the

with

suit

all

costs throughout.

C.J. — I

TURNRR,

of the

am

same opinion.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Juttiet Kernan and Mr. Jnttiee Muttutami Ayyar.

PALLIKUNATH EAMEN MENON (3RD DEFENDANT) APPELLANT, v. MULLANKAJI SRI KUMARAN NAMRUDRI (PLAINTIFF) RESPONDENT.*
Abattment of tuit under Section 102, Act
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Aet

VIII of 1859— Freth

X of 1877.

Where a suit was declared ahated in 1868 under Section
for non-prosecution

by the representative

Held that the Civil
in

instituted

Procedure

102

suit brought under

of Act

VIII

Code, Section

land demised on

371,

was no

har to a fresh suit

Kanom

sued

to recover

to the first

with arrears

Puliyara lllom on the

the

suit

it

was

right

The

3rd

the order

Act

defendant

to

represent

VIII

and

head

of

the family and continue

was declared to have abated

of 1859 on January 2, 1868.

alone contested this

of 27th January

karar.

of action, but the plaintiff
members of the family having disputed

not prosecuted

under Section 102 of

a

same cause

pendente lite and the

the present plaintiff's

of rent

defendant by a member of the

Puliyara lllom which plaintiff' claimed to represent under
A Suit No. 519 of 1865 had been brought by the then
dying

1859

1880 on the same cause of action.

IN this plaintiff in 1880

the

of

of deceased plaintiff.

suit and pleaded that

1868 was a bar to the present suit.

The Munsif dismissed the suit on this ground holding that the

Civil Procedure Code of

1877

applied, and that under Section 371

no fresh suit would lie.
•

Second Appeal No. 828 of 1880 against the decree of H. Wigram, Officiating
District Judge of South Malahar, reversing the decree of the District Munsif of
Eruad, dated October 25, 1880.

BAPIRAZU
KAMAEAZU.

MATH KAMEN
MENOX

r.
MULL AN-

BAJI

[VOL. III.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

»s

SHI

KUMARAN
NAMEUDEI.

District Judge

The
371

only

holding that Section

reversed this decree

applied to suits instituted after October 1, 1877, and that

right of action which existed

the plaintiff's

at

the

Civil

date the

Procedure Code came into force had never been abrogated.

Court on

3rd defendant appealed to the High

The

ground

the

that the suit was barred by the dismissal of Suit 519 of 1865.

Mr. Shephard for Appellant.
A. Ramachandrayyar for Respondent.
The Court (KERNAN and MUTTUSAMI

AYYAR,

JJ.) delivered

the

following
JUDGMENT.

— Plaintiff

Defendant

up

set

plaintiff — filed

a suit

before decree,

and

Kanom.

sues to redeem a

that a

former

Karnaven — predecessor of
this Kanom and died

in 1865 to redeem

that plaintiff was then substituted

as

plaintiff

by order.
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But, on subsequent petition,
who

the

Judge, finding disputes

the party entitled to be substituted for

was

the

as

to

deceased

plaintiff, made an order that the parties should, within two months,
have

decision on the question as to who was entitled to be sub

a

stituted

By
suit

plaintiff.

as

a further

under

abated

contends

that

position of

order in January

a

Section 102, Act

plaintiff who

appears that, after

Court declared

the

VII I

plaintiff is not entitled

of 1859.

the

Defendant

to sue now as he

has not prosecuted his suit, and

is

in

that no

by him.

fresh suit can be brought

It

1868

the order of 1868, the parties, claiming

under the deceased, settled their differences by a Karar, and plain

tiff's title

was acknowledged.

Under

the

Act

VIII

of

1859

there

was no provision as to pending suits such as in Section 12 of the
new Code, neither was there such provision as Section 371 of the
new Code.

The plaintiff's

fore, taken away.

right

to

bring

a new suit is not, there

The former suit abated and the records most

probably are gone.

We

do not see any objection to the present suit on the grounds

presented.

We dismiss

the appeal

with costs.

VOL III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

!

(12)
APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Jiutice Innet and Mr. Jiutiee Muttutami Ayyar.
1881

R07A MUNIGADU

APPELLANT,

(PRISONER)

Murder — Culpable homicide not

«.

to — Breast

amounting

April

THE QUEEN.*

and tudden provocation.

On a certain evening M, a common workman, saw N committing adultery with
his (M's) wife, and on the following morning, while labouring under the excite
ment provoked by'their misconduct, came upon them eating food together while
his wife had neglected to provide food for M. M took up a bill-hook and killed
M on the spot.

Held, that if M connected the subsequent conduct
misconduct

of their criminal
provocation

of N and his wife with their

it

of the preceding evening and regarded

as
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he might have done, the

grave and sudden to deprive him of self-control,

was sufficiently

to reduce the offence from murder to culpable homicide

IN this

implying an open avowal

relations, which under the circumstances

not amounting

case the prisoner was convicted of murder of one

Narasimudu

in October 1880 and sentenced

offence

The

circumstances

received by the prisoner, but

case owing to the provocation

that such provocation was

Kavali

transportation for

to

life, the Court finding that there were extenuating

in the

and

to murder.

not sufficiently

grave to constitute the

culpable homicide not amounting to murder.
prisoner

Magistrate

made

a

full

confession

which was accepted

the committing

by the Sessions Judge as

The deceased,

narrative of the facts.

before

true

a

the prisoner, and his wife

The confession was
lived together in one house for five years.
"
God has
as follows : — I will truly relate the facts because
Kavali Narasimudu of my village brought
induced me to do so.
shame

macy

upon me.

He was

a

with my wife in my

I

cohabitation

saw

remained in the house

them
;

bitter enemy of mine.
house

interfering

that night

1

had

went to the ryots to get my wages from them

'sankaty';
angry

she

because

I

and

Narasimudu

saw- the

were

with

no meals
;

eating;

strange occurrence

inti

had

they were in

When

alone.

without

He

;

I

them.

I

I

fasted.

my wife prepared

I

became

very

on the previous night

and because my stomach was pinched with hunger especially when

I

saw 'both of them eat together

'

Appeal

No. 51 of 1881 against

;

in view to kill both of them

the sentence passed by C. G. Plumer,

•ions Judge of North Arcot, on January 6, 1881.

I

Ses-

20.

[VOL. III.,

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

3*

^e ^ill-hook

se'zec^

to a peg

suspended

they were then eating

;

my wife, seeing me armed with bill-hook, ran away.

V.
'

front of

was present in
1

when

became mad,

unconscious to say
what

I

me.

I

how many blows

As

portion of the body.

a

went away.

This is all

I know,

I

I

I

No

was quite

administered and in

I

one threatened me.

Nobody taught me to say so.

did murder Narasimudu.

I

had dropped down

as he

soon

Sir.

relate the fact with free will.
is true that

the bill-hook.

two or throe blows.

repeated

as to

Narasimudu

with

struck him once

;

The second

blow

I

It
hit

was on the head."
The medical evidence showed that death was instantaneous.
prisoner retracted his confession at the trial and

The
quently

the High Court, but was not represented by

to

appealed

subse

Counsel.
The Government

(Mr. Handley)

Pleader

was heard

in support

of the conviction.
following
JUDGMENT

:

— The conviction

AYYAR,

JJ.)

delivered the

upon what the

mainly

depends

disclosed in his confession, and the Session Judge

prisoner

has

given credit to the prisoner's

statement as to the motive assigned

by him for the act charged.

The disappearance of the wife ever

since the

"

of Narasimudu

death

statement of the prisoner
him to

is strongly

as to the

circumstances

kill Narasimudu, and we think

in attaching credit to this

in support of tha

Judge

the

which induced

was well-founded

It

part of his statement.

follows then

that, on the evening preceding the commission of the act charged,
the prisoner

the deceased having

saw

connection

and was intensely moved by what he saw.

then interfere

;

though, from

what

he

inferred that any feeling of indifference

with his wife,

He did not, however,
it is not to be
states,

supervened upon the first

ebullition of anger.

In

the morning

he

giving him food while

saw his wife
she

occurred

this conduct would have a special
relations

between

the deceased and

If he

the deceased
not fail to

had

on the previous evening,

significance,

having1 [witnessed the act of adultery,
quent conduct, as he could

with

left her husband without it.

not been a witness to what had

proper

eating

and

indicative of im
the wife

he connected

connect

it,
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The Court (!NNES and MUTTUSAMI

;

this

and,

if

subse

with that

act

VOL.

III.]

it would

MADRAS SERIES.
conduct of a character highly

be

implying,

for his feelings were abandoned and that

regard

their

they purposed continuing

we think, amounted to

This,

sudden enough to deprive
offence from

the

exasperating to him,

it must, that all concealment of their criminal rela

as

and all

tions

35
BOYA

MCNIUADU
«.

THE QUEEN.

course of misconduct in his house.
provocation,

grave enough

of his self-control,

him

murder to culpable

and

reduced

and

homicide not amounting

to

murder.

We shall

conviction of murder

aside the

set

prisoner of culpable homicide not amounting
The punishment

must be determined

and

convict

the

to murder.

by the first part of Sec

tion 304, and we shall sentence the prisoner to transportation for
10 years.
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(

13

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Refore

Sir

RHERI

A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttiee, and Mr. Juttiee Mv.ttuta.mi
Ayyar.

Charles

DORAYYA

AND

PATU RAMAYYA

ANOTHER

(PLAIIITIFFS) APPELLANTS,

AND OTHERS (DEFENDANTS)

v.

MADDI
1881

RESPONDENTS.*

Promite to pay out of debtvr't property indefinitely — Decree againtt auettofde-

ceaud debtor indefinitely—

Effect of.

A promise to pay out of the debtor's property indefinitely, and an indefinite order
for the satisfaction of a decree oat of the assets of a deceased person in whose
hands soever they may be found, create no charge on specific property such as
bind

it in

the hands of a purchaser unless he purchases

IN this

ancient zemin-

from defendants 3-6 on

sued to set aside a summary order
dated

January

of Vundesvarapuram
of defendants

1 and

9, 1880,

from
2 on

of

the

November

April

1, 1879,

District Munsif of Rajato release the

refusing

attachments

will

fraud.

case the plaintiffs having purchased the

dari of Vundesvarapuram
mundri,

it in

issued

at

village

the instance

24 and December 25, 1879,

in satisfaction of decrees in suits 123 of 1870

and 187

of 1878

in the District Munsif's Court of Rajamundri.
*

Appeal

of Godavari,

3 of 1881 against

the decree of R. Horsbrugb,

dated 17th November

1880.

Acting District Judge

"

April

22.

THE INDIAN LAW UEPOUTS.

36
BHERI

The

defendants

was fraudulently

and

1

contended

2

with

effected

that the sale to

view

a

III.

[VOL.

plaintiffs

payment of the

to evade

a|n°unt of the decrees held by them and without consideration.
The District Judge found that the plaintiffs had paid full value

for

but that

the zemindari,

of defendants 3-6 liable,

property
exercised

reasonable

in both suits made

the decrees

that the plaintiffs

and

in inquiring

care

the

not

had

about circumstances

at

the date of their purchase.

Suit
simply

of 1870

123

was

upon a money

stated that the amount claimed

and the decree

bond

(Rs. 263-7-0) with

subse

quent interest and costs ought to be paid out of the property of
the present defendants 3-6.

Suit

of 1878 was also upon

187

executed

by the present 3rd

his ancle

and

Zemindars

Krishna

Rau

of Vundesvarapuram.

The

as follows

is not

to pay

3rd instalment

The bond then

paid we will

so

1870, joint

30,

obligors promised

and after the

to pay the whole residue in one sum.

"
: — If it

defendant therein)

July

deceased on

the amount by yearly instalments,
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money bond for Rs. 1,000

a

defendant (1st

proceeded

pay it with the whole of

our property."
The decree ran as follows : —
"
decree that 1st Defendant

I

with
also

costs

of suit

decree that

on

pay to plaintiffs Rs. 2,383

do

I

their producing certificate of heirship.

of Ananta

the property

Pantulu Garu in whosesoever

possession

Venkata

it may

Krishna

be

will

be

Rau
held

answerable for the amount of decree."
The suit was dismissed with costs.
The

plaintiffs

amongst

appealed

to

Court on the ground,
no prayer in Suits 123 of 1870

the High

others, that there was

and 187 of 1878, which were simply suits to recover money lent
to make any immovable property of defendants liable.

S. Gopalacluiri for the Appellant!.
Mr. Johnstons for the Respondents.
The Court (TuRNER,

C.J.,

and MUTTUSAMI

AYYAR,

J.)

delivered

the following
JUDGMENT.
decree

perty

— Neither

the bond dated

which was founded

in

the hands

30, 1870,

nor

upon it created a charge on the

of the vendors

out of the debtor's property

July

;

the

pro

for neither a promise to pay

indefinitely,

nor

an indefinite order

III.j

VOL.

MADRAS SERIES.

the satisfaction of a decree

for

person in whose hands soever

assets

of

deceased

a

they may be found, create any such

on specific property

charge

out of the

37

will bind it in

aa

the

hands of

a

then

unless he purchases it in fraud (1). The only point
to be considered in appeal is whether the sale was bond

fide.

The

BHERI
DOEAYYA
r.
MADDTPATB

RAHAYYA.

purchaser,

Judge

found it was

has

evidence

in discharging

employed

and

so,

of

to show that the largest part

abundant

among others, debts

including,

debts,

there is

the purchase money was

due to the respondents.
The

circumstance

purchase
badge

that

not immediately

money was

of fraud.

Had

might

once, they

a less

paid is

purchasers

the

of the

not necessarily

been required

to

a

pay at

been compelled to decline the

necessarily have

purchase except at

of the whole

small portion

a

price than they were able to offer

if

a

little time was given.

We allow
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appeal with costs in both Courts, and, reversing

entitled

and

first and second

in

suit,

in execution

sale

defendants in

Original Suit

187

it

decree that

to the village

attachment
and

Judge,

of the

the decree
are

the

be declared the plaintiffs

that

and

it

is not

liable

to

of the decree obtained by the

Original Suit No.

123

of 1870

of 1878.

(

14

)

APPELLATE CIVIL— FULL BENCH.
Before Sir Charles A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice, Sir. Juttice Innet, and Mr.
Jiutioe Kernaa.

8RINIVASA SASTRI

(2ND

DEFENDANT) APPELLANT,

t. SESHAYYANOAR

RESPONDENT.*

Registration of Certificate

VIII 0/1859,

Under Act
tion 42,

it

VIII

of Sale — Memorandum of Certifieate of Salt — Aet
259, Act XX of 1866, Section 42.

Seotion

of 1859, Section 259, and Act

was necessary

to register

XX

the certificate

of 18B6, Section

17 and Sec-

of sale itself, and not merely

the memorandum of the certificate of sale.

IN this

case a memorandum of

Court under Section 259 of Act

a

certificate of sale issued by a

VIII

of

1859 bad been registered

(1)I.L.R., l.All.,275.
•

8.A. 577 of

1878 against the decree

of A. C. Ruroell, District Judge of South

Tanjore, confirming the decree of the Subordinate
23, 1878.

1881

April

Judge of Tanjore, dated August

29.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

38
SEINIVASA
„.

BES^TYAN-

Act XX of 1866, Section

nnder
had

not been

Full Bench

before the

of

cate

itself

sale

of

42, but the certificate

The

registered.

referred

question

was whether

the

sale itself

to and

argued

of the certifi

the registration

was necessary and

III.

VOL.

of

registration

the

memorandum insufficient.
The

facts of the

case

fully

are

in the Judgment of

set out

C.J.

TURNER,

T. Rama Rau for Appellant.

Mr. Shephard,

(Mr. Handley),

Pleader,

The Government

and

A. Ramachandrayyar for Respondent.
The Court (TURNER,

:—

the following judgments
INNES,

J. — Under the

required to

sale

be

Act of 1866, Section
not sufficient.
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This

and in several cases in Madras

A ruling

are unreported.

which

reported

in

Appendix

the

Court Reports,

17, the certificate of

which

memo

been held in

has

I

recollect, but

this effect was made and is

to

of Madras

the 6th Volume

to

of the

The registration

registered.

randum of the order was
Bombay

JJ.) delivered

C.J., INNES and KERNAN,

p. 39, and that the matter was carefully

High

considered

is apparent from its being

expressly

mentioned that the Judges

were induced by the general

importance of the question to depart

from their usual practice of declining

to express an extra-judicial

opinion.
The Act governing in this case is the Act of 1866.

(See expla

Act of 1877.)

nation, Section 50 of the Registration

The certificate, therefore, is not admissible in evidence.
The question arises whether it is necessary for plaintiff to vouch
the certificate to enable him to recover.

It

appears

a decree

of

of

the

the property

ceners.

He

Court on

ant.

of the
to the

This is less

than

necessary, therefore, for

He cannot

of

some

do

this

what

portion,

purchase
and

plaintiff
putting

evidence— the certificate of sale.

not the whole

and his copar

defendant

would

interest of the 1st defend
seeks to

him to show clearly

without

if

under

defined and parted

The 2nd

property.

right, title,

has got possession

1st defendant

desires now to have his

plaintiff

the

a sale

enjoyed jointly by

off from the rest
limit

Plaintiff

it is.

to me that

recover.

It

is

what he purchased.

forward the

best

available

MADRAS SERIES.
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I think

plaintiff's case must fail from the

39
SEINIVASA

want of registration

b ASTRI

of this Document.

«.

District Judge appears to be in other
respects very questionable in the legal propositions it lays down,
bat the question of registration was the only question argued
of

The judgment

the

I

before the Full- Bench, and

do not consider myself at liberty,

therefore, to go into other matters.

Plaintiff's
TURNER,

C.J. —The

respondent, having lent money to the 1st

defendant Sivaramakristna
obtained

a

with costs.

case fails, and the suit must be dismissed

in 1869, brought

Sastri

a suit

money decree, in execution of which he brought to sale

and purchased in 1870 an undivided share in

a

by Sivaramakristna with other coparceners.
The Court issued to him a certificate of

sale

plot of land held

It

memorandum of this certificate to be registered.
respondent in possession,

and

caused

also placed

the 2nd defendant.

a

the

the respondent alleges he enjoyed

and

profits until a short period before suit, when he was ousted
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and

Sivaramakristna

had,

at the time the

was contracted, one son, the 2nd defendant, who was

a

by
debt

minor in

1869, but two other sons, the 3rd and 4th defendants, were subse
quently born to him.
Sivaramakristna

since the auction-sale

has

executed a

purporting to be a deed of partition- whereby
share in suit with other lands fo his sons.
The

respondent

instituted

His claim

he conveyed

present suit for partition

the

deed
the

and

resisted by the second

defendant on

several grounds, and among others on the ground

that the sale-

possession.
certificate

was

fraudulent

inasmuch

necessity,
•which

and

not

was

as

the debt

if

that the sale,

in partition

that the decree

registered,

with his

was not

valid,

sons

and

incurred

affected

only

sale

were

for family
the interest

would be taken by

Sivarama-

krirstna.
The

Subordinate

Judge allowed

He held on the

the claim.

authority of Narayanacliarya v. Narsokrishna (1) which proceeds
on the decision of Privy Council in Girdharee Lall v. Kantoo

Loll (2)

that, in the absence of evidence to show the debt and pro

ceedings were in any respect fraudulent, the respondent was only
(1) U..U,

1 Rom., 262,

(2) L.R.,

1

I.A.,

321.

'

OAE.
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bound to show and

had shown there was a decree by
'
* a competent
Court, that the sale was held by the proper authority having power

t°

an'' ^"^ having

sl-;">

obtained possession,

was

the respondent

entitled to partition.

On

District Court

appeal the

of

dum

the

sale

had

been

that inasmuch

held

Section 42,

requirements

of the Registration

law

of

member of the
interest as
to

a

the

at the

had been sufficiently

Sivaramakristna

sale,

interest

the

family,

of

time in force — the
com

The Judge also held that, inasmuch

Section 17 was unnecessary.
at the time

the provisions

of the certificate itself under

plied with and that the registration
as,

under

registered

Act XX of 1866 — the Act

memoran

as a

sold

was the

managing

not his limited

was

coparcener, and he found that there was no evidence

show the liability

under Hindu

was void

I

Law, by which

him to mean there was no evidence that the debt had

understand

been contracted for an immoral purpose.
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In

second

appeal the appellant

the respondent

urges that it was incumbent

debt had been

to prove the

that

his father

managing

as coparcener

and that

inoperative for want of registration,

maintained.

incurred

the

member of the family, that the sale affected only

interest of his father
being

purposes, and

not at the time the debt was

was

family

incurred for

purposes, that the debt was not incurred for such

on

Although Act

that the certificate issued

VIII

of

the

the sale-certificate

the suit

could

1859, Section

not

be

259, declares

by a Court to the purchaser

of immov

able property at a sale held in execution of decree shall be taken and

transfer of the right, title, and

deemed to be a valid

interest pur

chased, and therefore may be regarded as an instrument operating

to create or declare

right

a

to immovable property,

that it was intended that such certificates should
terms of Section
registered

I?.

cannot think
the

The Act declares that no document shall
the

unless

I

fall within

person

executing

such

document

be

shall

appear before the registering officer and shall admit its execution.
Section

36

enforcement

and

Part

of the

VII

occasion on

the office of the
process

the

Act make provision

attendance of executants.

have been intended that the

every

of

Judges of

which they issued

the

Civil

for

the

It could hardly
Courts should on

a sale certificate

attend

at

Registrar and be subject to the compulsory
provided by the Act if they failed to attend at an office

,

IIL]

VOL.
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.which might often be distant several miles from their offices

if they

did not attend, the Registrar could not register.

Immediately
•we

'

yet,

;

VII

Part

following

VIII.

Part

follows

of

find special provisions respecting the registration

the Civil Courts

which, in order to obviate

attendance of a Judge
of

transmission

in terms

although

before

the acts of

the necessity for the

for

Registrar, provide

the

memorandum to

a

There

the Registrar's

the
and,

office,

to, I

a certificate of sale is not referred

have considered that it was not an undue straining

of

should

the terms

of Section 42 to hold that, in providing for the registration
or

decrees

of all

of

to

acts

a

cate issued to the respondent

been

having

I

sufficiently complied with had
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by

law

should

have

boen

not been precluded from so doing

long course of decisions.

Although
.\x

I

registered,

have held that the provisions of the Registration
a

the

Civil Court creating or declaring any
immovable property.
The memorandum of the certifi

registration

title

intended to provide for

orders, the Legislature

of

the

which

X ix )

High Court (6 M. H. C. R. App.
judicial ruling, was expressed in cautious
of

opinion

is not

terms and published

a

the

rather

to

put

auction-purchasers

on their

it

has been

as to the view that would be probably adopted,

guard

in subsequent decisions and accepted as law in this
The rulings in the Bombay High Court are to the
Presidency.
followed

effect.

same

Probably,

been recently altered.

view of these

rulings, the law has
The 316th section of the Civil Procedure
In

Code of 1877 omits the words which afford ground for the con
that

tention

immovable

the

certificate

property
law

Registration

to enable

8. 107).
from the

the

to,

1

the

circumstances

I

J. — The

Judgment of

that affect my decision.
would hold that the

sufficient.

do

have

been

decrees

made

in

in
the

of copies of such

registration
as

an interest

(Act

not feel justified

XII

of 1879,

in dissenting

decree proposed.

KERNAN,
views

or declares

and amendments

in the same manner

certificates

Under

creates

the

Chief Justice

Except for

registration

the

expresses

the

decisions referred

of the memorandum was

SEIXIVABA
SAsTEI
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( 15)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Innet and Mr. Justice A'rrnan.

CHINNATHAMRIAR, ZEMINDAE OP SIVAOIM (D«AYYANGAR (PLAINTIFF), RESPONJANAKI (PLAINTIFF),
DENT (iw No. 389). THAMRU CHINNAMlSAL
(PLAINTIFF), REEPONMINATCHI
AMMAL
RESPONDENT (IN No. 390).
MUTTUflAMI PILLAI (PLAINTIFF), REBPONDENT
DENT (IN No. 391).

RANGILI VIRAPANDIA
April

FENDANT), APPELLANT, v. ALWAR

30.

(IN No. 392).«
pay hiifather'i debt under Hindu Lam — under Section 231,
Civil Procedure Code — Hx-parte order of attachment, Appeal agaiiut.

Liability of ion

to

to the son, there is nothing in the estate itself which

father

of

the

can be attached

SB

interest in an impartible zemindar! passes upon the death

As the entire

assets of the father under a decree against him or which

can be made available
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in execution of the decree against his son as his representative.
Though a son is bound under Hindu Law to pay his father's
any

property

representative

is limited

he may possess,

yet,

just debts from

he is made a party

when

to a decree

of his deceased father for the purpose of executing
of assets of the deceased which

to the account

as

it, his liability

may have come to hia

hands and has not been duly disposed of.

An appeal lies from an ex-parte order directing attachment

in execution

of a

decree.

THE facts and arguments in these

miscellaneous appeals

ciently appear in the following Judgment
and KKUNAN,

of

the

JJ.)

suffi

Court (!NNRS

V. Bluuhyam Ayyangar for Appellant.
The Advocate-General

(Hon.

P.

O'Sullivan) for Respondents in

Appeals Nos. 389-390.

Mr. Shephard for Respondents in Appeals Nos. 391-392.
JUDGMENT : — The Zemindar of Sivagiri died in 1873.
In his
lifetime several decrees were passed against him.
execution

of

After his

these decrees was sought against his son

sonal representative.

The appeals with

as

death

his per

which we now have to

deal, 389 to 392, are appeals from orders passed by the Subordi
nate

•

Judge directing attachments

Civil Miscellaneous

orders of the Subordinate

Appeals

to issue.

Nos. S89, 390, 391, and 392 of 1880 against the

Judge of Tinnevelly, dated March

31st,

1880.

VOL. III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

Appeals 389 and 390 are appeals from

45
passed on

orders

peti-

tions 196 and 197 of 1878.
The petitions upon which the
two cases

were 55
196

petitions

and

not

of 1878.

197

The Advocate-General
be no

To

the

other

the

to

counter-petition

two petitions,

coutanded that under the circumstances'
the bare

against

appeal

196 and 197

petitions Nos.

any

The

in contesting the grounds upon which
in each case based.

the prayer for execution is
there could

in

put

were put

counter-petitions

and 437 of 1878, respectively.

of 1877

did

representative

orders were passed in the other

for

attachment,

been taken to the prayer for execution and

order
as

upon

passed

no objection

nothing

had

has been done

beyond directing an attachment in accordance with the unopposed
prayer

Mr. Bhasliyam contended that

of the petition.

he had a

right of appeal from an order passed, as these were, under
Section 244 whether the granting of the order was actively
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opposed or not.

It

appears

that the Code admits of an appeal from an ex-

to us

parte order in execution,

and

that there

is an appeal

in

these

cases.

389 and 390 proceed

Appeals Nos.

not

in each case disclosed that the property is

for execution

petition

the property

of

ground that the

upon the

deceased and that

the

orders for attachment

should not have issued.

In

appeals

although the petitions
disclose the nature
should

be

392 Mr.

Nos. 391 and

Bliashyam

contends that

for execution did not, as in the other cases,

of the

exempted from

property,

the

attachment

grounds

upon which it

were pointed out in the

counter-petitions.
The attachments

This property,

he

Zemindar's death
be had against

were

issued

contends,

the property

it for

the

against

became

at

the zomindari
the

of the son, and

judgment-debts of the

moment

lands.
of

the

execution cannot
Zemindar.

He refers to Section 234 of the Civil Procedure Code which
If a judgment-debtor dies "before the decree be fully
aays:
which
executed, the holder of the decree may apply to the Court
passed

it

to execute

the deceased.

the same

against

the legal

representative

of

ZEMINDAR

•« SIVAO,

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

44
ZEMINDAR

OF RIVAOIEI
e.

ALWAE
AYYANUAE,

III.

[VOL.

"Such representative shall be liable only to the extent of the
property of the deceased which has come to his hands and has
not been duly disposed of." &c.
The Advocate-General
contends that

if

on the other hand,

the son

they were not

liable to

being

discharge

that it is not necessary to institute

his father's and

liable in execution, debts

be held

immoral can

in cases 389 and 390,

proceedings against

separate

him to enforce this duty.

In

and 392 Mr. Shepliard took the

391

Advocate-General

the Court below the appellant
that

that in

exemption on the ground

claimed

that the debt was not contracted

the

as

ground

He noticed

of the order.

support

in-

same

family purposes, and

for proper

suggestion that the debt was immorally
that it followed that the son is liable to discharge

was no

there

incurred, and
the debt.

It

was

that there

intimated

bad

attachments

been

death and that the
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property in these cases prior to the Zemindar's
present

attachments

already

subsisting, but

evidence referred
merely

were in
this

fact a mere continuation

of

was not

was any

to as showing

to revive

or keep

insisted

that

having been

Zemindar's lifetime
moment of the

would

on, nor

the present

orders

made

of

a decree

in the

property to the son at the

charged with the

death

were

whether the fact of

in execution

devolve the

Zemindar's

those

We are

alive existing attachments.

therefore relieved of the task of considering
an attachment

the

on

liability to

in respect of which the attachment was
The co-parcenary rights in such an estate do not cease
made.
to exist, though they are in abeyance. This is clear from the
satisfy the judgment-debt

right of the co-parceners in a family council to put an end to the
custom of impartiality and replace the property in the position
of ordinary co- parcenary property.
The only difference between
and
zemindari property
ordinary co-parcenary property is in the
mode

of its beneficial enjoyment.

estate should

in whom it is

continue

compact
for life

vested

The custom requires that the
and

united and

has not

therefore the iadependent

power of alienation of even his own share.
custom of the estate

it

does not

seem

and concerns

to follow

that it is exempt from

But

the family,

from the

liability for

the co-parcener
the custom is the

not the public, and

existence of such an estate
the

individual

debta

of

the

VOL. III.]
person

MADRAS SERIES.

in whom it

the time being,

is vested for

,

,

decree has passed agamst such

a

45
or that wher«

person and an attachment under

the decree has issued in his lifetime against the estate
subsisting

to

extent

the

death, it should

at his

a

not have operation

of the interest which the Zemindar

and is still
given to

it

had aa a co

parcener at the date of his death.

For the

already mentioned, however, it is not necessary

reasons

to determine this somewhat difficult question.
The orders under appeal must be treated as orders affecting
fresh attachments at a period long subsequent to the Zemindar's
death.

If

according

to the doctrine

hitherto recognized by this

Court the entire interest in the zemindari

death to the son, there is nothing in the estate

of the Zemindar's

of the late Zemindar or which
in execution of the decree against his

itsolf which is attachable
can

be made

passed at the moment

available

as assets
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representative qua representative.

We do not agree with the argument of the Advocate-General
and Mr. Shephard that, because the representative is also the son
of

the

ings

deceased,

he can be held liable in these

as son to discharge the debts

234 sufficiently

Section

execution-proceed

of his father.

shows the limit of the liability of a

representative, and the Appellant is not within that limit.

He

has been

made a party to the decree solely for

of representing his father and of being
any

of the father.

assets

not enure

as assets

of

It

made liable

the purpose

in respect of

is admitted that the zemindari does

the father properly

so called.

Under the decision of the Judicial Committee in Girdhari
v. Kantu

Lai (1)

the son is held liable to

discharge

the

the father out of his own property, and a decision of the

High Court regards this decision of
having the

of

the

effect of converting

the

Judicial

Lai

debts

of

Bombay

Committee

as

the entire family estate into assets

father for the purpose of paying his debts.

But all that is

meant by this is that the son is not allowed to confine his obligation

to discharge the father's
his

debts to the assets actually inherited from

father, but must discharge them from whatever property

possesses.
(1) L.B.,

1 1.A., 321.

ho

ZEMINDAE

OP8IVAOIEI

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
ZEMINDAR

OP SIVAGIEI
b.

ALWAE
AYYANOAE.

This liability, however,
affect

extent it might be held to

to whatever

the son in any new proceeding

the role of procedure

[VOL. III.
him, cannot alter

against

that the only parties against whom execu

tion can he issued are the parties to the decree.
The son is a party

to the decree

only as representative of hia

father and can only be held liable under the decree to the extent

of such

assets

not been
father

of his father

as may have come to

The zemindsri

disposed of.

in the hands of the son the

his hands and

not being

of the

assets

order for attachment

is not

sustainable and must be reversed with all costs.

(16)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
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May

Justin

Before Mr.

1881
2.

RIMARAZ

AND ANOTRKE,

MINORS, EY THEIR MOTHEE AND GUARDIAN

APPELLANTS,

A M MA

(PLAINTIFFS),

ANTS),

RESPONDENTS.*

Regittratio* Act of

A

sale deed of which

Inn,-t and Mr. Jtutiee Xtrnan.

1871,

the registration

under Section 50 of the

Registration

PAPAYA

v.

AND

OTHERS

LATCH-

(DEFEND

Sectiont GO— 48—Priority.
is optional,

Act of

being registered, takes effect

similar but unregis

1871 as against a

tered sale deed prior in date though followed

by possession.

THE question in this case, so for as it is material for the purposes

of this report,
registration

was

was

whether a registered sale

optional

sale deed of which the

took effect

registration

as

was

d.eed

against

of which

the

an unregistered

also optional but which

was followed by possession.
C. Rutnavelu Mudali for Appellant.

Mr. Normandy for Respondents.
On this point

the

Court (!NNRS

and KERNAN,

JJ.)

deliverd

the following
JUDGMENT.

— The plaintiffs

question in this suit the
Atchftmma is said
5th defendants.

•

8.A. No.

reversing
-

do not

genuineness

to have conveyed

There

appear to

seems

have

called

in

of the document by which

the premises to 3rd, 4th, and

to have been

no impeachment of it

591 of 1880 against the decree of the Subordinate

the decree of the District Munsif of Peddapuram,

Judge of Cocanada,

dated March 30, 1880.

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.}
in the plaint, nor

47

appear to have arisen at the

BIMAEAZ

hearing of the appeal, as neither of the Subordinate Judges before
whom the case came touches upon the question. The document was

PAPAYA.

does

the question

one •which did not require

What then is

session.

favor of

of

the effect

by posdocument in

was followed

the registered

of 3rd, 4th, and 5th defendants ?
literal language of Section 50 of the Registra

2nd defendant upon that

According

to the

tion Act of 1871,
take

It

registration.

the registered document

of 2nd defendant is to

document of 3rd, 4th, and

effect as against the unregistered

5th defendants.

But according

to Section

all registered documents take

48

effect against any oral agreement or declaration
been followed by

A

to the

only when the oral agreement or declaration

same property

not

relating

written

has

possession.

instrument

is

an oral

declaration

committed to

and it may appear startling that an unregistered written
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writing,
instrument not requiring registration,
should have less effect as against

a

followed

by

possession,

registered instrument than an

|

oral declaration or agreement.

consequence of giving literal effect to the language of the
Registration Act of 1871 in this part of it was constantly before

The

the Legislature up to the date of the enactment of the
1877,

but no change

language

of the

carrying out
to give

has been

literal

effect

to

Act in the

of the Legislature were we to refuse
the terms in which this provision is

And the 2nd defendant's

couched.

the latter

sections, and we should not be

corresponding

the intention

in

made

Act of

registered

sale-deed

must,

therefore, take effect as against that of 3rd, 4th, and 5th defendants.

We must, however, before disposing
Subordinate

Judge

reconsider

to

the oral evidence to them, and
and what their import is

;

wise a

debt to the joint

defendants in discharge

appeal,

to find whether

if genuine,

and 1st

the

documents

as

of whether the debt of Atchamma
ancestor of plaintiffs

of

and

family
as which

C

1

require the
and

2

they are genuine

bearing upon the question
was

contracted with

2nd defendants or was

of plaintiffs
the property

and

The following issues will therefore be sent
1 and 2

:

the

other

1st and 2nd

in question was

sold to 2nd defendant.

Are exhibits C

and

—

or any and which of- thom genuine

?

[VOL. HL

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

48
BIMAEAZ
«m

PAPAYA,

Was the property, in which plaintiffs claim
with the joint funds of the family of plain tills
defendants

a share, purchased

1st and

and

2nd

?

The costs will be costs in the cause.
NOTE.

— See Agra Rank Limited

v.

Barry, L.i. H.L.,

7

E.

and I. App. 135, for

in Registry Acts.

Rales of Construction

cap. 9, Ro. H.C.R., 117.

(17)
APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice Innes and Mr. Justice Muttutami Ayyar.

——

RAMI REDDI

1881

May 2.

AND

SESHU REDDI, PETITIONEES.*

Contiction coram non judice — Acquittal — Subsequent order fur retrial — Criminal
Procedure Code, Sections 284, 464 — Sanction to prosecute for perjury unaffected

trial — Evidence of mitnesses in trial for breach of trutt admitted in
subsequent trial of complainant for bringing a false charge, mrongly admitted
—
Of ainst mitness tried for perjury in same cote Evidence Act, Section 33.
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by abortive

When a Session Judge on appeal annuls the conviction of a Magistrate for want
of jurisdiction and omits to order a retrial at the time under Section 284 of the
Criminal Procedure Code, he is not precluded, by virtue of Section 464, from passing
such an order subsequently.
The order annulling the conviction
Where sanction
incompetent

in such a

case does)not amount to an

for perjury and the

is given for a prosecution

acquittal.

tried by an

case

Court and the conviction quashed on appeal, a competent Court may

retry the prisoner upon the subsisting sanction without any order of the Appellate
Court by whom the conviction is quashed.
The evidence

judice cannot

of

a witness

given in a proceeding

pronounced to be coram non

Section 33 of the Indian Evidence Act,

be used under

is dead, on a retrial before a competent

if

the witness

Court.

R charged A with breach of trust, and S gave evidence in support of the charge.
A being acquitted, R was tried for making a false charge and 8 for perjury.
JJi'ld — (1) That the depositions given by witnesses in the first case could be need
against

R in the second

but not against

case,

8 under Section

33,

Evidence Act.

" in
"
Section 33 does not mean " all the
(2) That tho word question
and
that
additional
issues were involved in the
though
questions,"
second trial, yet the evidence as to the issues common to both trials
was properly

THRSE were the

admitted at the second trial against. R.

petitions

under Section

297

of the Criminal

Procedure Code.
•

Petitions

69 and 82 of 1881 against the orders

ham, Sessions Judges of Nellore, confirming

of C. A. Rird and

J.

D. Golding-

the sentences of the District Magistrate

of Nellore, dated respectively 2nd December

1880 and 22nd

January

1881.

VOL.
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III.]

.without jurisdiction.
could have

there

ling

There
was in

of

the nature

a

in which

mode

in regard

directions

literal construction of Section

be made

with the order quashing the proceedings
that

consider

a

who omits

Judge

with — not to
although

284 seems to contemplate

directing ulterior proceedings shall

order

Code, when

ulterior proceedings — and

to

final

judgment or

appeal is dealt

the

annul

But this provision

once dated and signed, cannot be reviewed.
to the

the order

Section 464, Criminal Procedure

order, which, under
refers

and consequently

No doubt

been no acquittal.

the proceedings

trial,

had been no

51

.

a

that the

simultaneously
do not

already had, we

to do so is precluded by

the

of Section 464 from passing such an order subsequently.
We are further of opinion that, if no order had been made at all

terms

by the Judge,

a competent

Oourl might have proceeded

the

the sanction

still subsisting,

case upon

ing

Vakil

The

of

require the personal attendance

to

former

it had admitted

depositions

witnesses

the

in evidence.

Magistrate took evidence upon this point
had arisen which

that the legal conditions

in saying
justify it in fail

was in error

no evidence before the Court to

was

no legal

upon which

whose

District

The

himself

satisfied

and

enable him

would

to

dispense with their personal attendance.

Under

were the

parties

33 of the Evidence

the explanation to Section
same to

Act, the
in the breach-of-trust

the proceedings

case and the proceedings against Rami Keddi.

merely

a

evidence

witness — not
so admitted

a

Seshu Reddi was

party in the breach-of-trust

was certainly

case — and the-

not

admissible

was

given

in

the

case

against him.
The

evidence

subsequently

of Abbayi,

pronounced

to-

which
be

one

admissible against either Rami Reddi
On

the further

substantially

as against

a

proceeding

judice,

is not

issue are

not

a* in the other,, we are not

other than that of Abbayi must be

Rami Reddi.

In

the breacli-of-trust

case the

there had been the breach of trust by Abbayi

alleged by Rami Reddi was the only

In

non

contention that the questions in

the evidence

question of whether

in

or Seshn Reddi.

the same in the one case

of opinion that
excluded

coram

question involved.

the case against Rami Reddi there

is,
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that there

taken.

had been

proceedings

retry

to

no

doubt, the further

question whether he knew or had reason to believe, that the charge

RAHI R«DDI
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in that against Seshu Reddi whether
charge knowing it to be false.

he supported

false, and

the false

III.

[VOL

'
Although the Act, in using the word questions' in the plural,
seems to imply that it is essential that all the questions shall be
the same in both proceedinga to render

of

that is not the intention
The

principle involved

the law.

in requiring identity of

issue is to secure that in the former
point upon which their

to the very
subsequent
involve

issues,

of which

evidence is adduced in

And though
some

the

(on

conditions

proceedings

separate

are common to

only

mentioned

in

may

both, the
proceeding

"if

Thus

in

lands, any fact comes directly in issue, the

respecting

the

Section 33 arising)

in the subsequent proceedings.

given

in

cross-examining

and

to those common issues given in the former

evidence
may

proceeding.

the matter

proceeding the parties were

of examining

without the opportunity

not

the evidence admissible,

a

be

dispute

testimony
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given to that fact is admissible to prove the same point in another
between the same

action

suit relates to

parties or their

other lands"

privies

— Taylor on Evidence,

though the last
4th Edition,

Section 436.
The

evidence, therefore, to

fact to

the

in the former proceeding,
trial against Rami Reddi.

which these witnesses

was admissible

spoke

in the subsequent

Excluding then the evidence of Abbayi in the case against
Rami Reddi and that of Abbayi, Tambaya Chetti, Mnthusami
Chetti, and Adinarayana Chetti in the case of Seshu Reddi, is there
evidence which the Magistrate believed and upon which he might
have found the prisoners
There

guilty

is in the case of Seshu Reddt the evidence

Chetti and the document

sami

which the excluded
evidence
Chetti

of all

these

is perfectly

of

speaks

F

the same

to

evidence speaks.

The

of Narayana-

point

as

Magistrate

that
says

to

the

witnesses including that of Narayanasami

F

affords, as

the fact

to which

disinterested, and the document

his judgment shows, strong
he

?

the absence

of

corroboration

of

Abbayi

from

Nellore on

the

4th January.

In

the case

excluded,

of Rami Reddi

and his

the

evidence upon

evidence of Abbayi alone is
this point

is supplied

by that

VOL. III.]
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facts and arguments sufficiently
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appear in the judgment

KAMI BEDDI.

of the Court (!NNES and MUTTUSAMI AYYAR, JJ.)
M. 0. Parthasaradi Ayyangar for Petitioners.
The

Government

Pleader

Hundley)

(Mr.

District

the

for

Magistrate of Nellore.
JUDGMENT.

— These criminal petitions pray for

of the Court

to set

the District

Magistrate

8

aside the convictions

interference

the

and sentences passed by

in

upon the two petitioners

Cases 7 and

of 1879 of his fila on the 7th and 13th October 1880 respectively.
Appeals were preferred to the Sessions Court but were dis

missed.
The
follows

facts of the cases,

which

:—

are connected, are shortly

as

On the 5th June 1877, the petitioner, in Petition No. 69,
Rami Reddi preferred a charge of breach of trust against

one
one
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Abbayi Chetti before the District Magistrate.
On

the

Atkinson,

5th

November
on

who,

1877

the 8th

transferred

the case was

February 1878,

to

Mr.

acquitted Abbayi

Chetti.
On the 15th June of
prosecution of the

the same year,

Mr. Moore

sanctioned

the

two petitioners — M. Rami Reddi for making

a

false charge, and Seshu Reddi for giving false evidence against the
person accused on the trial of that
cases and convicted the two

the 14th March

on the ground that the
cution
The

Judge

They

tried

appealed,

the

and on

annulled the conviction

having sanctioned the prose

Magistrate

jurisdiction to try the case.
Sessions Judge, in his order disposing of the

had no

omitted to order
wards,

petitioners.

1879 the Sessions

Mr. Moore

charge.

a

new trial before
moved to

having been

a

competent Court,

do so, added

appeal,

but after

a direction

to this

effect to his order.
The District

after

Magistrate,

by the disappearance of the
trial in April 1880. Abbayi
of

the witnesses

also

considerable

accused

delay

persons,

recommenced the

had died in December

were dead, and

others

occasioned

1879.

Some

were at a consider

able distance from the place of trial, and their attendance was not
easily procurable.
trate used

against

Under

these circumstances the

the accused

persons

District Magis

the evidence given, by

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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III.

[VOL.
and

Abbayi

The evidence of the three first-named was taken in the

breach-

Tambaya

Muthusami

Chetti,

Chetti,

Adinarayana,

in the former proceedings.
That of Abbayi was taken before Mr. Moore in tho

of-trust case.
first trial of the

charges

further

and

petitioners.

fine of 100 rupees, or in default

a

to 3 months'

and Seshu Reddi to 18 months'

imprisonment,

rigorous

The District

M. Rami Reddi to 18 months' rigorous impri

Magistrate sentenced
sonment

these

against

rigorous imprisonment.

It

was contended before us —

(1) That

District Magistrate had no jurisdiction to pro
in the case. It was urged in support of this

the

ceed

contention

that tho Judge

already passed a

having

final order quashing the former

proceedings could not

afterwards vary it by adding the order for a retrial
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(2)

;

there was no evidence that the attendance of the

That

witnesses,

whose depositions given in the breach-of-

trust

were admitted in evidence in the present

case

trial, could not
(3) That

parties to the two

the

and

same,

tially

be procured

;

(4) That Seshu Reddi
of-trust

proceedings were not the

questions in issue were not substan

the

the same

;

was merely

not a party, and

and

case

a witness in the breach-

that consequently

the evidence so admitted is not evidence against him

(5) That there

was an

that

and

while

it

by the

acquittal

was not

that acquittal

competent

Sessions

;

Judge,

to the Magistrate,

was in force, to proceed

to take

up the case proprio motu and, without an order passed

in accordance
retry

the case

with law by the
;

and

that consequently,

is not valid, the

passed

Sessions

if

Judge,

to

the order so

proceedings of the District

Magistrate are not sustainable.
The case was very ably argued by the Vakil

We
of

had also

the

advantage of hearing

for the petitioners.

Mr. Handley in support

the convictions.

First, it may

be observed

that the order of the

did not amount to an acquittal.
proceedings

before

the Head

It

simply

Assistant

Sessions

Judge

pronounced that the
Magistrate

had

been

MADRAS SERIES.

III.J
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is not a payment on account

due, which a receipt acknowledge!,

of anything to be given, done or forborne by the person to whom
it is paid. It simply extinguishes pro tanto the debt due.

A

mere receipt, therefore, does not acknowledge the

payment of

receipt or

consideration.

a

I

adhere to what I have expressed in my
Upon this point,
judgment in VII, Madras H. C. R. pp. 4 and 5, as follows : —

of

it

payment

consideration

*

the person receiving it.

debt and of the fact of

to apply to instruments of acknowledgment

a

right of

the money

payment,

is

in which

respec

estate

or

having been

an instrument

on account

of the

act of the party

some

the extinction

When no act of the party

of

the

receiving the

necessary to effect the change of rights aimed at, the

I

payment

of the

repayment of the

of money

necessary to effect

in him.

right residing

necessary

sum

easement,

is

a

extinction of

a

becomes

reconveyance

on

payment, as

the rights

in which the legal

mortgage

the payment of

receiving

in

acknowledging

acknowledging

does not

conceive,

within the term

come

properly

'consideration.'"

p.

erroneous, and that the decision at

p. 442.

Vol.

VII,

consider

Madras

it

L. R., Vol.

reported in the
1

the

1,

Allahabad Series of

I,

agree with the decision

do not, therefore,

I.

I

H.C.R.,

it

genuine,

is

had not found whether the receipt

is

I

upon substantially the same point should have been followed.
think the appeal should be allowed. But as the District Judge

necessary to

send down an issue for trial of that question before we can dispose
the case.

able property
regarded

registration,

of

the

Registration

not, registered,

comprised

as part

the

the same opinion.

in

it.

transaction

the fact or

The

Act,

no document,

could affect

any

instrument

itself,

facts mentioned

and

in

Tn the

immov

therefore,
absence

could, even

of

if

but

must be,

of

of

is,

which

to Section 49

am

it

According

—

I

MUTTUSAMI AYYAR,

J.

of

is
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due on

conveyed

an instrument

as

a

tive parties
amount

some

to effect the change desired
;

necessary

of payment made

such act of the party receiving

;

of

account

of payment, which

for anything to be done by
* The clause
appears to ma

*

*

more than an

nothing

the act

by

attaching

a

not operate as

seems to me,

ia

the

legal incidents

certain

as

a

of

acknowledgment
does

is,

"The instrument

VKNKAYYAE
v.

VBNBATA.
SUHBAYYAi:.
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VENBAYYAE

proved,

VENBATAsCEEAYYAE.

immovable

have no legal

Hence

property.

those facts by

proving

immovable

property.

Section

of Act

91

force whatever
there

of

the receipt forms no part
memorial
mode

is

by the

of

(I, Taylor

quent allusion

a

receipt or by oral evidence,

of

be that the existence
and that

to be proved,

a convenient

and satisfactory
Hence, it seems to

on Evidence, 377).

of registration,

the

or subsequent

a receipt

which barely

to

an oral

sale

of immoveable

property

in

the

The view taken by the High Court at Allahabad,

books.

viz., that a receipt which acknowledges a part-payment
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in

payment stands on no higher footing than a subse

acknowledges

Rs. 100 on account of

than

of

(e)

acknowledged

more than a collateral

nothing

me that, for the purpose

seller's

the fact

of that fact, affording

of proof

no question

the illustration

to

and the reason of this rale is stated to

itself

be

of 1872, the payment

receipt may be proved either

receipt

in

oral evidence for the purpose of affecting

But according

I

interest

any

against

could

III.

[VOL.

is a subject of compulsory
the transaction

and

a

registered

of more

hypothecation-bond

registration, assumes that it is part of

is consequently

that the payment acknowledged

inconsistent

may be proved by

with the view
oral evidence,

which implies that the receipt is in law only a collateral or subse
memorial

quent

VII,

Madras

which

barely

of

a

payment.

The construction

H. C. R., 445, avoids this inconsistency.
acknowledges

as a naked fact, does

payment

and

suggested in

A receipt,

refers to the payment

not, as it seems to me, fall under clause (c),

Section 17, of the Registration Act, unless the fact is referred
as a consideration

interest

for a

contractual

engagement,

created by the prior registered instrument

whereby

to

the

is limited or

extinguished.

For

these

reasons

I

also

think that

the

Lower Appellate Court

should be required to find whether the receipt is genuine or not.

VOL. III.]
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53
Chetti, and Adina- RAMI REDDI.

Chetti, Tambaya, Muthusami

rayanasami Chetti.

No

doabt the direct evidence of Abbayi Chetti in denial of the

receipt of the waist-belt is shut out, but we think apart from that
if the Magistrate found, as he has found, npon evidence which,
excluding

that

which

is

satisfactory that Abbayi
and that the evidence

was not

still substantial

is

inadmissible,

in Nellore on

the 4th

to the payment on that date was

that documentary evidence

had

been fabricated

not but find that

We think therefore

and

to impart to the

Abbayi was

the entire charge against

January,
false,

of payment an appearance of great probability,

pretence

and

he

could

false.

the petitions should be dismissed.

(

18)
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Juttice Innet and Mr. Juttice Muttutami Ayyar.

VENKAYYAR

(DEFENDANT), APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF),
Regittration Act, Section

17, Claute

cation

registration

bond does not require
whereby

the interest

paid under an

of a sum due under an hypothe

(C) of the

under Section 17, Clause

Registration Act, unless the fact is referred to
engagement,

money

bond.

as a fact part-payment

receipt acknowledging

VENKATASURRAYYAR

C— Receipt for

hypothecation

A

«.

RESPONDENT.*

for

as a consideration

a contractual

created by the prior registered instrument is

limited or extinguished.

A

mere receipt does not acknowledge

Dalip

Singh

v-

the receipt or payment of a consideration,

Durga Praiad (1) dissented from Venkatarama

Naih

v.

Chinnat-

havtbi Reddi (2) approved.

IN this
recover

plaintiff

case the

Rs.

513-9-0

due

as representative

under

an

of his uncle

sued

to

bond dated

hypothecation

October 6th, 1873.
The

defendant pleaded

which Rs. 394-14-8

'

part payment of Rupees 443-14-8,

had been paid to deceased on November

of
3rd,

J. H. Nelson, District
Judge of South Arcot, confirming the decree of the District Muusif of Cuddalore,
dated August 2nd 1881.
* Second Appeal No. 795 of 1880 against the decree of

(l;

I.L.R.,

1

All.,

442.

(2)

7

M.H.C.R..

6.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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V.

VENBATASUEEAYYAB.

III.

[VOL.

1877, and a receipt given therefore and 49 rupees on other occa.

.

sions.
Thfl

Miiimf found that Rs.
decided

payment,

as

follows

other
" The receipt is not receivable in

49 had been paid, but, as to

:

It

evidence, because it has not been registered.
for Rs. 394 and odd, being sums

paid in

hypothecation bond, and

registered

I.L.R.,

See

1

All.,

442.

The

a

and 49 of

under Sections 17

p.

of

part liquidation

Act, it is not receivable in evidence

the Registration
unregistered.

is an acquittance

because

it is

payments may

nevertheless be proved by oral evidence, but independent of, and
unconnected with, the receipt, there is no other evidence of the
payments

and

;

receipt appears

I

must find on the first

that, though

issue

the

genuine, it is not receivable in evidence, and thai

the payments embodied therein are not otherwise proved."

Upon appeal the District Judge confirmed this decision.
The defendant appealed to the High Court on the ground that
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the receipt did not need registration.

A. Ramachandrayyar for Appellant.
Mr. Handley for Respondent.
Court (INNRS and MUTTUSAMI AYYAR,
following Judgments : —
The

J. —The

INKES,

acknowledging

question in this case

is

JJ.) delivered

whether a

the

receipt,

part-payment of an amount due, requires registra

tion under Clause (c), Section 17, of the Registration

We were referred

to

I.L.R.,

1

Allahabad, p.

Act.

442,

as deciding

that to render a written receipt admissible in evidence registration
is necessary.

I

am

of opinion that such

tion.

a document does not require registra

t

The clause of the

Registration

Act referred

to requires

the

of non-testamentary instruments which acknowledge
the receipt or payment of any consideration on account of the
creation, declaration, assignment, limitation, or extinction of any
registration

title or interest, vested

right,

or

contingent,

of

one

hundred

rupees and upwards, to or in immovable property.

Now,
ment

a mere

of

a

receipt does not acknowledge

consideration.

A

consideration

the receipt or pay
imports

something

given or done or forborne on account of something to be given

or done or forborne on

the other side.

The

payment of money
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(19 )
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Charlet A. Turner, JR., Chief Juttice, and Mr. Juttice Kindertley.

PALLIAGATHA UMMER KUTTI (FIRST
KADER AND ANOTHER (PLAINTIFF

DEFENDANT), APPELLANT,
AND

SECOND

ti.

ARDUL

DEFENDANT), RESPON-

DENTS.*

Malahar

Lam — Ktaum — Subtequent leate to grantor of kanom
Payment of rent — Limitation.

Where a kanom was granted in
and a lease made in

1861

by kanom-holder—

1858 for five years to secnre repayment

to the grantor

of the kanom

of a loan,

by the kanom-holder

and

rent paid under the lease nntil 1871 :
Held, that a suit brought in

1877

to recover the kanom amount and arrears of

rent for seven years was harred by limitation except
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IN this

case the plaintiff,

younger

as to three years' arrears

of rent.

brother of second defendant,

sued in September 1877 to recover from the defendants personally,

by sale of the property mortgaged, Rs. l,394rlO-l, being
his half share of the estate of his deceased father Malikamed con
"
debt of Rs. 1,700 (loan of
sisting of (1) a " kanom porankadom
farther
in
and
advance
of 700 rupees in 1862),
1858
1,000 rupees
and

first defendant, secured by a mortgage with
possession of land granted by the first defendant and his deceased
brother ; and of (2) the amount due by the first defendant for
due to Malikamed by

rent of the

same land for seven years under a lease from Malikamed

dated 25th

April

The

1861.

first defendant

1,000 rupees

;

contended that the kanom debt was only

that the kanom was granted in 1858

advance of Rs. 700 was

ever made

;

that no further

that the lands were never

made over to Malikamed or leased by him

claim

;

;

and that the plaintiff's

was barred by limitation.

The Mnnsif found that the further advance of 700 rupees was
made, and the land leased to first defendant as alleged by plaintiff ;
held that

it lay on the first defendant

in adverse possession for

12 years

to show that he had been

prior

to suit

;

found that rent

* S.A. No. 541 of 1879 against thedecree of S. T. McCarthy, Acting District
Judge

of North Malahar, modifying
21st July 1879.

the decree of the District Mnneif of Chavachcri,

dated

j

188°

]2
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was paid by

UMMER

claim under the mortgage and for three years' rent prior to suit
by

first defendant down to 1870

was not barred

;

held that plaintiff's

and decreed accordingly.

limitation,

The first defendant appealed.

was

IX

of 1871

is

it
a

vntil 1046 (1870-71),

before the expiration

of opinion that proof

am

on behalf

has

of the mortgagee

of rent must

and that such payment

be

payment for the purposes of the section above quoted.
is

this

for the first time in the corre

expressly stated
section),

it

last clause of the

does not follow

the proper meaning of the law previously
must

it

doubt that

XV

of 1877 (vide

that

such was not

Limitation Act

sponding Section 20 of the new

have been,

in force.

There

is

a

Though

made.'

of the payment of rent

been adduced

of Act

preiod of limitation shall be computed from the

new

time the payment

deemed

debt

The

period, paid as such by the person liable to pay

the prescribed

the debt,

interest on

a

'

when

April 1863.

the latter date and

commenced from
21

the kanom deed

The term of five years

on the 22nd

But under Section

expired in 1875.

held as

it

of limitation

laid down that

of limitation

April 1858.

was to run expired

12 years' term

of limitation

question

the question

was executed on the 22nd

for which

of

the

I

A

follows

on

Judge

" As regards

is,

The District
:

little

that the additional clause in

and

do not

think therefore that

of Act

21

IX

of 1871,

and

by the law of limitation."
further advance had been

Munsif

the

I

I

the new Act only states in more express terms what was law before.

made

has misconstrued Section

find that the

The District

in

suit was

Judge

not barred

also found that no

1862, and modified the

MunsiFs

decree accordingly.
The first defendant appealed
that the suit was
payment of interest,

Act

IX

barred by
as

to the

High

limitation,

Court on the ground
and that there was no

such, within the meaning of Section 21 of

of 1871.

Mr. Skepkard for Appellant.

C. J., and Kindereley,

Act

IX

— This suit

of

1871.

It

Judgment

the

of the

Court

J.)

governed

the provisions of Section

appears that in 1858 land was mortgaged

to the plaintiff with possession

for

term of five years, and that

in

JUDGMENT
21,

in

appear

by

(

Turner,

arguments

:

The

for Respondent.

a

A. Ramacliandrayyar

is

,.'

PALLIA-

£f£°£
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land

PALLIA-

from the plaintiff's father, under which he paid rent until 1870-71.
The mortgage debt was repayable on the expiry of the term.

DMMER'

1861 the first defendant, the mortgagor, took

The plaintiff now

sues to recover

and by

personally
is barred by limitation,
receipt of rent was in fact
date

a sale

of

tbe

of the payment of rent

the

It

property.

„
AEDUL

the suit

is pleaded

the plaintiff replies that the

payment of interest, and that from the
a

new period of limitation

is given for

Under the present law this may be so
it be held that payment of rent by the mortgagor is such a
of the

the recovery

if

debt.

receipt of produce in virtue of

a

IX

as a provision for the interest in the

agreed
held

as

but this provision

;

it fell within

the circumstances

judgment,

is

of 1871, and although, if the payment
part of the original agreement or otherwise, been

not to be found in Act

of rent had,

mortgage as is to be

usufructuary

deemed equivalent to a payment of interest
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of

the debt from the mortgagor

to which
a

lease

a

debt, we might have

narrower terms of Act

the

of the present

case,

it

IX

is

of 1871, yet, in
impossible, in our

the payment of rent under au agreement,

to hold that

entirely independent of the original mortgage, can be regarded as
a payment

of

decrees
be

of interest

The appeal is in part allowed

as such.

the Courts below, so far as they decree

reversed, except in so far

of rent for three years.

as

they

Proportionate

;

the

the claim, must

award the claim for arrears
costs

in all Courts.

( 20)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Charlet A,

MONJI PREMJI

Turner, Kt.,

Chief Juttice,

SET (PLAINTIFF), APPELLANT,

KOYA HAJI (DEFENDANT),

Decree in form of amard—

v.

and Mr.

Justice Innet.

MALIYAKEL KOYASSAN

RESPONDENT.*

Error in procedure — Appeal —Reviem.

Applications for the extension of the period for the submission of an

award and

orders thereon should be made in writing and recorded.

When
objections

a

party

has been

prejudiced

to an award curtailed

by having the

time

allowed

for taking

by the Court, no appeal lies, but a review should

be granted by the Court of First Instance.
* K A. 101 of
Malahar,

1879

against

dated 16th June 1879.

the decree of

the

Subordinate

Judge

of South

1880

January

27.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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IN thig

MONJI

PBEMJI SET
v.

MALIYABEL
KOYASSAN

and respondent
case appellant
'
rr

other, each claiming

.

.

iiK'lil oi acounts.

KOYA HAJI.

jjy

mutual

•

consent the

filed suits against each

against the other on settle-

a balance due

.

III.

[VOL.

.

matters in dispute

were referred

to

arbitration, and a majority of three out of five arbitrators submitted

their award, rejecting both suits

with his

and saddling each party

own costs.

Judge,

The Subordinate
by the parties

to

after stating that applications

set aside

the award had been refused by the

Court, gave judgment according

to the award.

The appellant raised the following objections in appeal

(1) That the award

made

was invalid,

—

made after

been

having

:

the time fixed for its publication.

(2) That there was neither

the time for the submission of the award.

extending

(3) That

the parties,
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ten

having

to the award,

objections
hours,

application nor order on record

although

had been

state

to

their

allowed only a few

objected and had no time

appellant

even to get a copy

days' time

of the award.

and Sundaram Sastri for Appellant.

Anundachrlu

Mr. Normandy

A. Ramacliandrayyar for the Respondent.
The Court (Turner, C.J., and Innes, J.) delivered the fol
lowing
JUDGMENT

:

and

—We

are of opinion

that, except in the cases men

tioned in the Act, there is no appeal from

in

the terms

had

of the award
not

apparently

;

a decree

which is passed

and therefore, although

the full time allowed

the

appellant

him wherein to take

exception to the award, we cannot interfere.

We

must accept the

declaration

made

by the

Subordinate

Judge that extensions of the period for the submission of the award
were

from

applications

time

to

time granted, though

we may observe that

for such extensions should ordinarily

be

in writing,

and that most certainly orders thereon should be.

If the

plaintiff

has been

prejudiced

below in insisting on the delivery
period less than that
on application,

allowed

by the action

of the Court

by him of his objections

in

a

by law, the Court below should,

review its proceedings.

The appeal is dismissed with costs.

MADRAS SERIES.
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(21)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Just

ice

Kernan and Mr. Justice M/ttfutAm!

Ayyar.

RAJA SATRACHEELA JOGI RAZU RAHADUR GARU (PLAINTIFF),
RAJA SETARAMA RAZU PRDDA RHALYAR
v. SRI

SRI

APPELLANT,

SI5IHULU GARU

by instalments — Provition that

Band payable

if default

be made

the mhole ihould become due— Waiver— Act

instalment,

Article

(DEFENDANTS), RESPONDENTS.*

AND ANOTHER

in payment of one

IJCof 1871,

Schedule

Hi

75.

Where a bond is payable by instalments

with a provision that upon default of
shall become due with

payment of any instalment the whole sum then unpaid

interest, the creditor, though he can elect but once to enforce this provision,
waive the benefit of

it not only

on the

fint

B. Horsbrugh, Acting

District Judge of Vizagapatam, in Original Suit No.
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may

but on any subsequent default.

THIS was an appeal against the decree of

of 1876.

6

The facts of the case and the arguments of Counsel are fully

forth in the judgments.

set

The Advocate-General

P.

(Hon.

O' Sullivan) for the Appellant.

Mr. Gould for the Respondent.
KERNAN,

J.—The

question in this case is whether plaintiff's

of action is barred by Limitation, Act

cause

The defendant executed a bond, dated

IX

of 1871.

the 6th of

for Rs. 6,000, payable by eight equal yearly

April 1867,

instalments

of Rs.

750 each, the first instalment to be paid on the 18th of February
and

1868,

the other instalments to fall due on the 18th of Feb

ruary in each succeeding year until the 18th of February 1875.
bond recited that the Rs. 6,000 debt was

The

principal
2,000.

any

up thus

:

Rs. 4,000, interest calculated in advance Rs.
There was a provision in it that, in default of payment of
the whole sum then remaining

become due with 1 per cent, per month
executed

made

sum

instalment,

to Nishankuni Ramaclumdra

interest.

unpaid should
The bond was

Patrudugara Dewan, the

Merangi Dewan, but he was only a trustee for plaintiff.

'

Appeal

No. 98 of

Judge of Vizagapatam,

1879,

against

in O.S. No,

the decree of R. Eorsbrngh, Acting District
6

61

of 1876, dated 29th April

1879,

February

23.

[VOL. Hi.
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SRI KAJA
CHEELA
RRI RAJA
6ETAEAHA.

Default

was

made

in payment of the first instalment

due on

the 18th February 1868, and on the 26th of May 1868 the defen-

Rs. 750,

dant paid

first

the

instalment,

and

such

wag endorsed on the back of the bond and signed

dant.

payment

by the defen

Defendant at the same time paid interest on that instalment

from 18th February to 26th May 1868, viz., Rs. 22-8-0.
The
1

also

869,

instalment

second

On

due on

third instalment fell due

the

in payment of

was made

of February
1 8th of February

18th

on the

each and all

21st October 1871 the first

the

the

instalment on the 18th of February 1871.

1870, and the fourth

Default

fell

of

these instalments.

defendant

paid,

through

second defendant, into the Treasury of the Collector
patam,

who was then acting

(who were in possession
of Rs. 937-8-0 towards
That

sum
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the

of

the amount

the bond.

put to the credit of the bond, but it does not

was

appear whether

of

as

of VizagaAgent for the Court of Wards
estate of the plaintiff), the sum

it

allocated to the payment of principal, or

was

It

interest, or of both.

was, however, accepted by the Collector,

and no proceedings to collect the amount of the bond were taken

nntil this suit

was filed on the

In the

15th of February 1876.

mean time the defendant wrote three letters containing

acknow

ledgments of the debt being due, and promises to pay the same,

viz.: —

A

(1)

letter

E,

1st

Palruduga.ru,

June 1873,

to

Nishankuni Ramctfhandra

which contains a clear

promise

to pay

the balance.

(2)

A

letter from same to same, 16th November
containing

(3)

A

1873, also

a clear promise to pay.

letter to the Collector acting as Agent of the Court of

Wards,

dated

the 18th

January 1875, from the defen

dant, stating that Rs. 1,700 was paid towards the sum

of Rs. 4,000.

If

the debt was

writing
barred
payment

not barred by Limitation at the time of the

defendant of any of those letters, then it was

by
when

this

suit was filed.

of the Rs.

the

1868, and

the

There is no doubt

750 on the 26th of May

not

that

endorsement by defendant in his writing of the payment, created
a new starting-point for three years from the 18th February 1869.
Section 21,

Act

IX of 1871. If within three

years after that date

MADRAS SERIES.
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VOL.

taken place to create

had

nothing

the debt should

then

years,

a

have

63

for three

new starting-point
barred

been

on

IDth

the

February 1872.
The

of Rs. 937-8-0 on

payment

of October

the 21st

1871

(so far aa it appears) at the time either on
account of principal or of interest exprestly, nor does the plaintiff
not

was

made

it

appear to have appropriated

as a payment on account

fore,

to

Rs.

of both.

must

be

taken, there

The letter of the

18th of

it and the first payment, when refer
of Rs. 1,700 on account of the debt of

1875 must refer to

January
ring

It

to either.

payment

the

This

4,000.

payment of

letter was more than three

the Rs. 1,700,

and

could not

(if

after

years

the

the debt was then

barred) be relied on to save the statute. But it is used as evi
of an admission in writing by the defendant of part
dence
payment

of

however,

that
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it

the

at the time it was made.

principal

it

as

was outside the three years from the

cannot be taken as evidence of the

writing of
Act

IX of 1871.

The
ment

of

under

the Rs.

937-8-0

at the

time when he

enforce the provision, making the whole unpaid

the

Section

however, contends that by accepting

plaintiff,

payment,

fact of payment as

defendant to save the statute

the

We think,

the

21,
pay

was entitled

to

sum recoverable

in default, he thereby waived the benefit of that provision.

He
in
this
he
is
of
course
that
it
contends (and
was open to
right)
waive
his
to
that
to
enforce
him
Further he
right
provision.
the
benefit
of
the
so
waive
He
he
did
contends
provision.
says
that

his conduct

by

without

in

accepting

the sum of

Rs.

937-8-0,

any reservation of his right to sue at once for the whole

residue, he
that time

had precluded himself from suing
for

the whole residue

;

the defendant

and he argues

that

if

he

at
did

immediately on such receipt, and before a next default, sue for such
residue, the defendant could rely on plaintiff's

conduct

to

defend

Certainly plaintiff's receipt of the moneys and his conduct
in not suing within a period of three years from February 1 869

the suit.

when not opposed by any circumstances to show that such conduct
was

not intended

as

a waiver,

appear to afford evidence that the

plaintiff did waive the benefit of the provision.
This
say

question

of waiver

has

not been

that the evidence in the case is such

tried,
as to

and we cannot

enable us

to form

SEI RAJA
CHERLA.

gEt R^A
SMAEA1IA.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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SRI RAJA

a satisfactory

CHERLA

implication.

SRII RAJA
RETAEAMA.

only to an

opinion on the fact of waiver,

III.

[VOL.

or by
held to amount

either actual

Plaintiff's conduct might perhaps be
acceptance of so much on account of the whole residue

then due by reas(m of the defaait.

We

not

do

offer any opinion on the evidence as to

the plaintiff did waive the benefit of the provision,

whether

the evidence

as

was not directed to this point, there being no issue thereon;

nor

do we suggest' any views either way which occur to

the

evidence.

however, contends that

Defendant,

us

on

the plaintiff had

as

the first instalment after default) waived as that
the benefit of the provision, he cannot, on the construction

(by accepting
time

of Article
The

Act

75,

IX of 1871, waive

a second or subsequent default.

language of that article is somewhat ambiguous.

But

as

the

of it is that the creditor may, on the one hand,
waive the benefit of the provision (which made the whole residue
intention

plain

payable on any default), so, on the other hand, the debtor may, by

of the creditor,
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the conduct

by getting the extended time for payment, and
such provision.
waiver

There

of such waiver

have the advantage
be

no reason on principle

seems

from

relieved

why such

should be confined to a first default, and we think we do

no violence to the language of Article 75

if we

give effect to the

intention of the Legislature

in holding that there may be a waiver
by the creditor not only of the first default, but of any subsequent
default.

Article

Act

IX

of 1871, introduced for the first time into
the Statute Law of Limitation' ike principle of waiver on default
75,

of a provision such as in this case.
this Court at

However,

principle thus

5

:—

Mad. H.C., pp.

198-9, applied

the

"We are of opinion that when a sum of money is payable under a bond by
instalments,
whole

with a condition that in default in paying one instalment the

amount

subsequently

should

accepts payment

ments due under

tion
so

then become

of forfeiture

that the bond

due, and default

of one or more sums as an instalment or instal

the bond, such acceptance

amounts to a waiver of the condi

and puts an end to the cause of action
is set up again

as a bond

payable

cause of action under the condition arises until some
payment

is made, but the obligee

of a subsequent

instalment.''

which had accrued,

by instalments,

and no

fresh default is made in

VOL. III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

That decision

IX

by Act
same as

" in

was published in

of 1871.

Aritcle

XV

Act

February 1870, and was followed
of 1877, in the Article 75, is the

IX

the Act

75 of

65

of 1871, but

the words

adds

respect of which there is no such waiver,"

thus making

it

clear that waiver may be repeated.

We shall

direct

further evidence

following

the

as the parties

be tried

to

issue

may adduce

;

upon such

finding thereon,
this Court within

the

with the evidence, to bo returned to
two months from the date of receiving this order : —
together
"

Whether

of

the

plaintiff,

the

in default of
of

payment

payment
the

the

(that

provision

or

of

those

wohle
any

instalment

acting

amount

of

fell

him,

waived

the

the

bond

should

be

at

instalment)

which

for

due

time

any

on

after

benefit
payable

default

in

the 18tb of February 1869,

and, if so, when ?"
.

We shall ask the District Judge

if

any, from the defendants,

or either of them, to

the Collector or to the plaintiff regarding the second payment.
MUTTUSAMI AYYAR,
the

J. — I
of

true construction

•default

subsequent default.

this

case,

do not

we

the

upon,

Upon
provi

payable on

instalments creates

the

think there can

a caso

of

do-

be only one waiver,

can elect but once
document.

Act XV of 1877, which Section

governs

sued

of the creditor both on the first and every

in

provision

the same opinion.

of the debt shall become

no doubt the creditor

alternative
75,

I

of

also

in the payment of any

.election for the benefit
though

am

the documents

sion that the remainder

not find

On

to enforce

comparing

the

Section

75,

Act

IX

in

the

latter enactment the

of

187.1,

which

words " in respect of which there is no waiver;" but the inten

reason why,

if

ment as creating a case

to recognize the

of election,

the provision

provision

and there

be waived

can

is,

to have been

seems

once,

in the docu
therefore, np

it

tion

cannot be

There

is

waived again.
no doubt, as observed

by the District Judge, that

ledgments

sufficient to give

of the debt

on the 1st

a

— and

is

1871

it

unless the second payment was really made on the 21st October
fresh starting-point — acknow

June 1873, 20th July 1874, and

18th February 1875 cannot save the statute, inasmuch as the
second default was made on the 18th February 1869;
Though,

the

there

is
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and letters,

to call for the orders, accounts,

but one witness who speaks to this payment, his evid.ea.ca

SRI RAJA
SATRACHBRLA
T.

SRI RAJA
SETARAMA.
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SRI RAJA
SATRA• iiMKI.A

corroborated

is

had been

recital in G that Rupees 1,700

by the

111.

paid on account of the debt.

1).

SRI RAJA
SETAEAMA.

[VOL.

Before

whether the second

I

desire to ascertain

statute,

the

save

deciding

in which it

stances

was made,

it

payment is sufficient to

in the circum

whether,

was

stipulation in

any specific instalment, and whether the alternative

A

the document
tion that

the

of

•waiver

right

the

for payment of
default.

fresh

The

time was

a

I

given

but whether the specific provision for

the residue,

after

was intended to be continued

question whether

waived or not is one of

was

debt is necessarily

that the question is not whether

payment by instalments

conten

the

to

payment of the whole,

immediate

to the

As

be waived.

of a part of the

acceptance

observe

have to

was intended to

of

in satisfaction

accepted

alternative

the

the

condition

fact, aud the bare part payment

consists alike with an intention to grant time for payment of the
or to waive the benefit of the particular condition.

residue
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I

would also ask the District Judge to call for the Collector's

order, and

the accounts

and

if

the letter,

any, from

dants, or either of them, regarding the second payment.

(

22

the defen

(I)

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir

Charlet A.

JR., Chief Juttict,

Turner,

Mr. Juttiet

and

Muttutami Ayyar.
1880

April 31.

SBSHAYYANGAR
663 OF 1879),

IN S.A.

AND

ANOTHER

PETITIONERS,

663 OF 1879),

e.

(SIXTH

NINTH

AND

JAINULVADIN

RESPONDENTS

AND ANOTHER

IN 8.A.

(APPELLANTS

COONTER-PETITIONEES.*

Security for cottt — Pauper — Civil Proetdure

Code, Section 549,

appliet

to

pauper

appellant.

A

suitor

in forma pauperit may

be

called on

to give

for costs under

security

Section 549 of the Civil Procedure Code, but very special grounds must be shown to
support

such an application:

Bismas v. Ujjal Rtrnvu (2) dissented from.

Nutteeruddeen

(1) NOTE.— See I. L.R.,

J.L.R.,

1 Rom., 131.

11 Bo. !;.. 155.

All.

2

N.W.P.,

83.

M.H.C.R., 209.

6N.W.P.,

35.

7

M.H.C.R.,

293.

6

5

M.H.C.R.,

198.

2R.L.R. A.C.,345.

1

2

326.

6 Ro. R. A.C., 35.
* C. M. Petition 172
of 1880.

3

(2;

N.W.P.,

88.

R.L.R. A.C.,
17 Suth.

16.

W.R.,

68.

VOL. III. J
THIS

MADRAS SERIES.

67

was an npplication under Section 549 of the

Civil Procedure

High Court by the respondents in Second Appeal

Code to the

663 of 1879, to take security from the appellants therein for costa

in that appeal, on

the

ground

paupers and had neither paid the
sum

due

(a) that the appellants were
costs of the first appeal nor the

Government for stamp-duty, and (b) that there was

to

no substantial ground for preferring the appeal.
V. Bhashyam Ayyangar for the Petitioners.

A. Ramachandrayyar tor the Counter-Petitioners.
The arguments

sufficiently

of the Court (Turner, C.J.,
JUDGMENT.
and

— We

hold

to

the

empowers

appear in the

and Muttusami

following Judgment

Ayyar,

are not prepared to follow the

that

Section

549,

J.) : —
ruling cited (1)

Civil Procedure

Code,

which

Conrt, in its discretion, to demand from an appel

of the appeal, does not apply to
We are of opinion that
appeals instituted in forma pauperis.
the language of the section is general, and that it applies to all
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lant security

appeals

;

for

the

costs

but, seeing that

suitor should not be allowed to appeal

a

infurmd pauperis unless there is primd facie ground for believing
that there are substantial grounds of appeal, and that it would
ordinarily
to find

on

defeat the

security, we

shown to induce
•were

intention of the law

the

hold that very

Court

shown that the paupers

In

special grounds should be

the

order would not be impro

cation is disallowed.
3 Rom., 241.

0)

If it

were mere creatures in the hands of

(18, W. R., p. 102.)
the present case no special reasons

NOTE.— See I.L.R.,

pauper were called

to call on him to find security.

persons well able to find security,
per.

if a

17 Suth.

W.R.,

68.

are shown.

The appli

SESHAYYANv.

[VOL. III.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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(23)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sir Charlet A. Turner, St., Chief Juttice, and Mr. Jiutice AJuttutami

Refore

Ayyar.
1880

MANA VIKRAMA, ZAMORIN, MAHARAJA RAHADUR
(PLAINTIFF), PETITIONER, r. MALLICHERY KRISTNAN

Kv

R.

July.26.

OF

CALICUT

NAMRUDRI

COUNTER-PETITIONER.*

(.DEFENDANT),

Civil Procedure

Section 622 and 525, 626.

Code,

a Court has refused to file an award upon an application under Section
Civil Procedure Code, no appeal lies against such decision, which is an order
and not a decree ; but the High Court can interfere under Section 622.

When

625,

An award made under

Section 525,

which

the terms of the submission to arbitration,

is partly within and partly exceeds

cannot be enforced by summary

proce

dure undur Section 526 as to such portion as does not exceed those terms.

To refer to arbitration questions arising on the construction
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questions left

submit to

of the award and

by it is a matter beyond the scope of an agreement to
for the future management of a devasam as regards conduct

undecided

a scheme

of suits, granting of demises, custody of property, collection of rents, appointment
and removal of servants, and defrayment of current expenditure.

THIS was an application
Code for the

Procedure

made under

filing of

The plaintiff and defendant

Section 525 of the Civil

an award.

as

co-nralers of a devasam, f having

had continuous disputes as to the

management

during the pendency of Appeal Suit 482 of
Court of Calicut, to submit to any scheme

1878

thereof,

in

the

agreed

District

which the Acting

District Judge, Mr. Wigram, in consultation with others, might
draw

up.

The agreement was drawn up

by

Mr. Wigram,

and

the objects of the scheme for the management of the devasam
were stated to be '' the conduct of suits, the granting of demises,
the custody of property, the collection of rents, the appointment
and removal of devasam

Mr. Wigram

expenditure."

In

servants,

and the defrayment of current

made his award on 29th October

1878.

paragraph 12 of the award there was a provision that, should

any difference arise between plaintiff and defendant as to

* C.M.P.

251

of Coimhatore,

f

Co-trustees

of

1880

the

for revision of the order ot F. M. Kindersley, District Judge

dated 30th January
of a temple.

1880.

VOL. III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

meaning of any clause in the award, or

as

69

to any matter not pro'

vided for in the award, it should be settled by arbitration.

In

paragraph 13 a sum of Rupees 500, as liquidated

was fixed

damages,

penalty for any wilful breach of the award by either

as a

plaintiff or defendant.
The District Judge held that both

these provisions were beyond

the scope of the submission, and refused to file the award, hold

ing that it determined matters not referred to arbitration,
that

no power either to correct it or to return

he had

arbitrator, on the ground that Sections

it

and
to the

and 520 were made

518

specially applicable to cases referred under Section 523 by Section
524, but did not extend to cases falling under Section 525.
The suit was dismissed without costs.
The plaintiff thereupon put in a petition
under- Section
revision

of
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alia, that

622 of the

the decision

the

submission

High Court

Code,

praying for

Civil Procedure

of the District Judge on the ground, inter
were beyond

which

provisions

to have been

ought

to the

separated

of the

the scope

from the rest of the

award, and the award thus corrected should have been filed.

Mr. Shephard and Sankaran Nair for Petitioner.
T. Rama Rait for Counter-Petitioner.
The Court (Turner, C.J., and Muttusami Ayyar, J.) delivered
the following
JUDGMENT

:

— It

is objected that an application

Civil Procedure

Section

622,

refusing

to file the

Jndge

Code,

was open

award

cannot lie under

as the order
to

has treated the application as a suit,

appeal.

of the Judge
Although the

it is in fact not

a suit,

and it is determined not by a decree, but by an order refusing the

prayer of

No appeal is given by the Act from
is therefore competent to this Court to admit

the application.

such an order.

It

We

the application.

have

next to consider whether the Court

below was justified in refusing to file the award.

Under the provisions of Section 526, Civil Procedure
the Court is at liberty to order an award to be filed only
ground,

such as is mentioned in Section

against

the

award.

520 is the ground
to arbitration.

no

520 or 521, be shown

Among the grounds mentioned in Section
that the award determines matter not referred

Although

able in this country

Code,

if

if

the

an award

may perhaps be held

invalid portion can

enforce

be separated from,

B. RY. MAN A

VlKR AM

A

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

70
R. RY. MANA an(] Js

r.
'

KRIBTNAN
&AUEODEI.

of, the valid portions of the award, it cannot

independent

be enforced by summary

It

Code.

that in such

reason

iature should think it inexpedient
a

under Section 526 of the

proceedings

is not without

enforce the award

III.

[VOL.

summary

a case

to give the party

the

Legisto

seeking

remedy, and it may have advisedly

left him to obtain from the Court the relief to which he may be
entitled by regular proceedings.

X

The langnage of the present Code, Act
explicit on this point than was

Yet under that Code

of 1877, is even more
the langnage of Act VIII of 1859.
Court

Bombay High

the

to a similar

came

conclusion in Allarakhia v. Jelumgir Hormaiyi.(l)
The question then
gone

beyond the submission.

the mere declaration
was

arises whether the award has in this

competent to

It

may be open

of penalties for

the arbitrator

a
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the directions

it

not in excess of the

to give, was

hardly prepared

that

to argument

breach of

submission, as it was auxiliary to the directions
to give, though we are

case

he was

to hold

it

required

so where the

award prescribes a limit to the amount of the penalty recoverable,
which may be quite incommensurate

with

the

damage actually

but it is clear that in

providing for the reference of
any question arising on the construction of the award, or of any

suffered

;

questions left undecided by the award, to a tribunal
the award, the arbitrator
arbitration.

It

tribunal which
between them

a

matter

the parties of their

deprived

resort to the Courts, and

determined

indeed of any voice in

created by

not referred

ordinary right to
of the

the selection

the questions which might

was to adjudicate

to

arise

hereafter of the nature mentioned in the clause of

the award we are now considering.

Regarding

the award as open

to objection on this ground,

we

hold the Judge acted in accordance with law in refusing to file
the award.

The application is disallowed with costs.
(1)

10 Ro.

H.C.R.,

391.

VOL.

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

(
.

24

71

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before Sir Ckarlet A. Turner, Kt., fihitf Jutlice, and Mr. Juttitt
Kindertley.

KOLLUEI

NAGARHASHANUM

(PLAINTIFF), APPELLANT,

•

i. AM1IANNA

(DEFENDANT), RESPONDENT.*
Decree— Registration Actt of 1871-1877, Seation 50.
Decrees being excluded from the operation of Section 50, Act

III

Section 50, Act

n against

case the plaintiff,

in execution of

in the Munsif's Court,

property in dispute

1871, and

dated 22nd

decree in suit 173 of

a

July

1872, directing the

to be sold on failure of payment

of

the amount

caused the land in dispute to be sold, became

decreed,

by the Court in

purchaser, and was put into possession

auction

November

The decree was not registered.

1875.
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of

subsequent registered assignments or decrees.

IN this
1872

VIII

of 1877, the omission to register does not make them ineffectual

Atchuta

Ramayya,

the

in

.defendant

that

suit,

thereupon

(13 of 1876) to set aside the auction sale in the
While plain
Court, and got a decree in his favor.

brought a suit
Subordinate

tiff was appealing against this decree, the

Suit

against Atchuta Ramayya in
upon

a mortgage-deed

lands

in dispute,

and

dated
on X7th

holder of another decree

of 1874 (which was brought
4th January 1873) attached the
June 1877 the present defendant,
193

purchased them at the Court sale and

Ammanna,

was

put into

possession.

The plaintiff's

appeal against the decision of the

Subordinate

Judge in Suit 13 of 1876 was decided in his favor by the
Court in September 1877, and the District

Court's

District

decision

was

in second appeal by the High Court in March 1878.

confirmed

After the decision of

the

District Court

applied* to the

High

Court in his favor,

plaintiff

to be put again in possession

of

the

land in dispute.

By

order

an

rejected

and

the present
*

S.A.

205

dated

plaintiff

llth
was

March

1878

directed to

the

bring

application

a fresh suit ;

was
heuue

suit.
of

1880

from the decree of the

Subordinate

teveniug the decree of the District Munaif of Cocanaila,

Judge of Cocanada,

dated ISlh October 1879.

looU
August 10.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

72
KOLLURI
NAOAEHASI1ANUM
v.

AUMANNJL.

District

The

Munsif held that at

the defendant,

to

Atchuta

the time
had no

Ramayya

and that defendant consequently

lands,

gave plaintiff

for

a decree

of the
right

[VOL.

ill.

second

sale

all in the

at

purchased nothing,

and

the lands claimed.

The Subordinate Judge reversed this decision on appeal.
The plaintiff appealed to the High Court.

T. Rama Rau for Appellant.
Mr. Spring Branson for Respondent.
The Court (Turner,

J.)

C.J., and Kindersley,

delivered

the

following
JUDGMENT

:

— The appellant is entitled

obtained by him on 22nd
failure in payment

July

1872, and

of the amount

to

rely on

the decree

which ordered

that on

the property

decree

in

suit

should be sold.
The

decree

the judgment-debtor,

on

who might thereafter acquire title

persons
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binding

was

not

him.

make it ineffectual against subsequent assignments or

decrees, even though they were registered.

from

on all

Although
registered, the omission to register it

the decree might have been
would

from

and

the operation

of 1877, Section

of Act

VIII

Decrees are

excluded

III

of 1871, Section 50, and Act

50.

plaintiff having purchased at a sale held in pursuance of
direction contained in the decree, acquired a title which

The
the

prevails

against

judgment-debtor
The

set

Subordinate

subsequently to the date of the decree.

of the Lower Appellate Court

decree

must be

all persons whose interests were created by the

aside,

and, inasmuch

Judge it

has now become

for

in the

view

became unnecessary to decide

to the amount of mesne

as

as

the suit

dismissing

taken by
the

the

question

profits, and the decision of that issue

necessary, we remit to the Lower Appellate Court

determination the issue, What amount is the plaintiff .entitled

to recover as mesne profits for the period in suit ?

The
upon

Subordinate
the evidence

evidence

as

Judge is requested
already

recorded,

to

try the foregoing

and

upon

such

issue

further

the parties may adduce, and is directed to return

his

finding, together with ths evidence, to this Court within two
months from the date of receiving this order.
NOTE.— The attign.ment of a decree must

be registered.

I.L.R.,

1

So,,

268.

MADRAS SERIES.
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VOL.
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(25)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr.

Jut t ice

Kerna,n and Mr. Juttice Klndertley.
1880

(DEFENDANTS), APPELLANTS,
AND
ANOTHER
KALLACOLATHURAN
SURRAEOYA EEDDI (PLAINTIFF), RESPONDENT.*

8 sued

K

in

III of

Act

Registration

repayment of a loan

ary 1870, securing

cated to 8 under registered deeds dated

by

executed

K

;

Held, that under Section

llth

III

of Act

50

deed of 1870,
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;

V

intervened,

of 1877,

V

3Uth November

1875

had a priority over S.

was whether the plaintiff's

hypothecating land to secure payment

of a sum less than 100 rupees,
defendant's registered

second

with interest

September ami

THE question raised by this appeal
unregistered

deed dated 3rd Janu

hypothecation

of Rupees 85

mortgage.

claimed to be mortgagee of the land hypothe

being made second defendant,

and

— Priority vf regittered

an unregistered

upon

1879

1877

August

«.

was entitled

deeds

priority over the
of mortgage and hypotheca
to

tion, executed in 1875.

Both the Lower Courts
District Judge remarked

found for the plaintiff, and the Acting
as follows

I.L.R.,

Beems

to me

2

Allahabad,

if

that

encouragement

will

new

during

the intention

had

already

ruling

is to

'vested

a

It

prevail,

every

prior unregis
simple process, of

the

by

all

of other

the transactions

of the present Act, but
of the framers of the Act

become

I

274.

Bombay,

2

the currency

was

former

Seem

bonds in favor

where

may be justifiable

to the second defen

to debtors to deprive

of their security

giving and registering
This

198 ;

Bombay

be given

bond-holders

tered

the

—" As

Section 50 of the Registration Act,

dant's superior claim under
follow

:

interest"

i

persons.

took

place

cannot suppose it
what

to take away

(so to

say)

under

a

Act."

Parthasaradi Ayyangar and Kristnasami

Clietti for the Appel

lant.

R. Balaji Rau for Respondent.
The

Court (Kernan and Kindersley,

JJ.)

delivered

the

fol

lowing
*

Second

Appeal No. 432

of 1880 from

District Judge of South Arcot,
Villupunuu, dated 18th February

the decree of

J.

C. Hughesdon,

Acting

oonfiiming the decree of the District Munsif of
1880.

25.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
KALLACOLATHUEAN
v.

BUEEAEOYA

JUDGMENT

of 1870, for

:

— Plaintiff claims on foot of

less than Rupees

[VOL.

III.

hypothecation-deed

a

100, unregistered.

The second defendant is mortgagee under a mortgage and nnder
dated

hypothecation-deed,

a

the

respectively

llth

September

1875 and 30th November 1875, both registered.
The

Judge held that the plaintiff's

unregistered

to the defendant's registered deeds.

This

is filed

suit

after

the

Under Section 50 of that Act
are prior to the deed

Registration

the deeds of

of 1870 since

the

Act

is prior

deed

III

of 1877.

1875, being registered,

passing of that

Act.

the case in 4 Calcutta, page 536, the suit was filed before

of

1877 came into force,

Clauses Act

I

and

of 1868, the

it

\vas held

genuineness

and here

;

that, under the General

of plaintiff's

III of 1877.

document

was disputed

below

the fact was found, however, in plaintiff's favor.

We reverse the
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III

Act in existence when the suit was

filed applied, and not the subsequent Act
The

Act

In

decrees

of the Lower Courts and declare the

of hypothecation of the 3rd January 1870 to be,
of 1877, subsequent to the
by virtue of the Registration Act
deeds to the second defendant of llth September 1875 and 30th

plaintiff's

deed

III

November 1875.

(26 )
APPELLATE CIVIL.
A, Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice, and
Before Sir Charlet
Mr. Juttice Ibrbet.

1880
September 2.

KANNOTH TULUVAN PARAMRAN KUNHALI (FIRST DEFENDANT), APPEL
LANT, «. VANNATHAN VITTIL KINATHR AND ANOTHER (PLAINTIFF
AND FOUETH DEFENDANT), RESPONDENTS.*

Malahar Lam, Otti holder — Right of pre-emption not for feited by letting vp further
chargetnotproxed, or by denying validity ofatsignment ofjen/ni title in defeasance
of right of pre-emption.
An Otti holder does not forfeit his right by endeavouring to set up f nrther charges
answer to a suit for redemption and failing to prove them, or by denying that an
assignment of his jenmi's title is valid because it was made without his consent in

in

writing and, in defeasance of his right of pre-emption,
• P. A.

No.

512

of

1880 against

without previous offer to him.

the decree of the Subordinate

Judge of North

Malahar, confirming the decree of- the District Munsif of Chavasheri, dated 15th April
1880.

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

VOL.

75

THE plaintiff in this case as purchaser of the jenm title sued to

of

recover possession

a paramba mortgaged to the first defendant

in 1866 by the karnavan of defendants 4 and 5.

plaintiff alleged that the first defendant held on kanom,
but the first defendant claiming to hold on Otti, alleged that
The

sale to the plaintiff of the jenm right without

the

consent was invalid,

and set

written

his

" Porankadom " rights
up
(further

charges) created in 1869 and 1874 by fourth

defendant and his

karnavan in hia favor.
The Munsif finding that the first defendant only held on kanom
(the amount of mortgage being 175 rupees, whereas the plaintiff's
purchase money was 350 rupees), and that the instrument creat
ing

the

"

Porankadom

defendants 4 and
and

plaintiff,

5

"

right had

had, therefore,

held that

the

perfect right to sell to

the

been

forged,

that first defendant had rendered

to dispossession by attempting to defraud his

himself

liable

jenmi, and decreed
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for the plaintiff.

as

On appeal the Subordinate Judge differed from the Munsif
to the nature of first defendant's tenure, because the demise

was

advanced

ten

be on

to

expressed

years

Otti, and the fact that

by

the demise was not

his decree on the ground

"

concocting

Porankadom

as

Otti,

that the first defendant

" instruments

rendered

liable to dispossession by the jenmi and forfeited
pre-emption

amount

ago was not an equivalent to the present

value of the paramba did not show that
but confirmed

the

himself

his right of

Ottidar.

The first defendant appealed
that he had not forfeited his

to the

right

High Court on the ground

to pre-emption.

Mr. Shephard for Appellant.
Mr. Michell for Respondent.
The arguments appear in the- judgment

C.J., and Forbes,

J.)

JUDGMENT. —TVe
forfeit

of the Court (Turner,

his right as

of opinion that the appellant
holder of an Otti by endeavouring
are

farther charges which he has failed to prove.

It

did

not

to set up

is not shown

that it has, at any time,
mortgage
a denial

been held that an allegation that the
debt is in excess of the amount justly due amounts to

of the jemni's title, and we are certainly not disposed to

K. T. P.
KUNHALI
v.

V. V.
KlNATBE.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
K. T. P.
KUNHALI
r.
V. V.
KlNATHE.

to bp so, for

it

hold

it appears

incumbrance
answer to

a

it

of

the title

It

in

can we hold

that

the

in

setting up as a plea,

by

it

was

made

without his consent in

of his rights of pre-emption,
He does not
any previous offer to him.

without

vested in the

ally

his rights

because

or because,

was made

deny

Nor

suit for redemption, that an assignment of the jenmi'a

title was invalid,
writing,

disputes the terms on which the

may be discharged.

of the Otti loses

holder

III.

of the Otti admits

to us the holder

the title of thejenmi, though he

[VOL.

defeasance

jenmi

the

party

:

he denies that that title has

effectu

seeking redemption.

cannot be contended that a written

consent was necessary

to give validity to the assignment, but the sale would be voidable

if

at the option of the Otti holder,

Lower Appellate

the

to

the following issues

it

if

it,

and,

to exercise

he had not so lost

evidence already

Court for decision
to

by failing

to pre-emption

was he ready and willing

Court must try

recorded,

these

such further

and

may adduce, and return

parties

due

at the time suit was brought?

Lower Appellate

The

issues upon

evidence

as

the
the

this Court within

its finding to

this date, when seven days

two months from

will

be allowed

for

27

)

(

objections.

APPELLATE CIVIL.

OTHEHS

PILLAI

Article

116, Schedule

in that article

as

arrears

II,

1877.

in S.C.C. No.

r.

COUNTER-PETITIONER.*

registered contract

Compensation

in the Contract Act, Section

* C.M.P. No. 444 of 1880
Negapataia

of rent upon

Act XV,

PETITIONERS,

contract — Compensation — Limitation.

Suit for rent— Registered
suit to recover

(PLAINTIFFS),

(DEFENDANT),

governed

73.

for revision of the decree of the Subordinate Judge

372 of 1880,

by

used in the same sense

dated 28th April 1880.

of

28.

AND

Ayyar.

is

Sept.

PILLAI
VYTHTLINGA
THETCHANAMl/RTI

is

1880

Mr. Justice Kindenley and Mr. Jiutiee Atuttutami

a

Before

A
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Had the appellant lost his right
nssert

his claim in

:—

it,

We must remit

he asserted

III.]

VOL.
THIS
Code

MADRAS SERIES.

-was a

in

patam

the

Civil Procedure

of the Subordinate Judge of Nega-

a decree

Small

a

of

under Section 622

petition

for revision of

77

Cause suit, dismissing

petitioners'

claim as

barred by Limitation.

PILLAI.

V. Bhashyam Ayyangar for the Petitioners.
Af. A. Tirunarayanuchari for the Counter-Petitioner.
The Court (Kindersley

and Muttusami

JJ.)

Ayyar,

the following

JUDGMENT : — The suit

delivered

Cause side of
Judge's Court to recover Rupees 432-6-11 on
account of arrears of rent due in and before the year 1876.
The Subordinate Judge dismissed the suit as barred by the
on the Small

was brought

Subordinate

the

Act for the Limitation of suits, more than three years having
elapsed since the cause of action arose.
The agreement

to pay rent was in
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question is whether the

writing registered, and the
period of Limitation for a suit brought for

breach of such agreement is three years or six years.

We observe that
Articles

the second schedule

of Act

XV

of 1877, in

period of three years for suits

101 to 114, allows only the

of certain kinds of contracts, including contracts to
and Article 115 allows the same period for a suit for

on the breach

pay rent

;

for

compensation
registered,

otherwise

allows six years for a suit
contract
provided

"

for

brought on

do

occur

;

the

writing
116

of

a

words " not otherwise

and the period is to commence
to run against a suit

These terms appear

similar contract not registered.

a

in

for the breach

for compensation

Here

not

Then Article

to cover contracts for payment

of rent,

as well

other contracts when in writing registered.

as

It

was argued that a suit

compensation

73,

to denote

account
effect

"

the payment

of contract.
which

of loss or damage arising

in this

But " compensation

a

"

Section
claim on

party is entitled to

from breach of contract.

The

place is to exclude suits for specific performance.

The Judgment
under

for breach

for arrears of rent was not a suit for

term used also in the Indian Contract Act,

is the general

be

not

for.

of Limitation would begin

to us large enough

"

provided

in writing registered.

the period

when

of any contract

the breach

and not

Section

of the

622 of the

Subordinate
Code

Judge

will

be

set

of Civil Procedure, and

directed to dispose of the suit upon the merits.

he

aside

will

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

78

(

|TOL.

III.

28 )

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Be/ort Sir Charles A. Turner, Kt., diief Justice, and Mr. Juttice Muttutami Ayyur.

SANGARALINGAM

PILLAI (PLAINTIFF),

PETITIONER.*

1880
'"

Reference to arbitration by Court

of Appeal— Civil

Procedure

Code,

Station 682.

Under Section 682 of the Civil Procedure Code, a Court of Appeal has the power,
with the consent of the parties, of referring to arbitration matters in dispute in an
appeal.

Jaggeuar Dey v. K. Af.

IK

Dotsee(\~)

dissented from.

this case plaintiff sued to recover his share in a coffee

estate

from the defendants.
The Munsif decided in his favor.

Defendants appealed.

The Subordinate Judge, at the instance of both parties, referred
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the matter to arbitration
ted in

July

in January, and the award was submit

1879.

Plaintiff put in

a petition

of objection

with corruption, but failed to prove it.
dismissed in accordance with the award.
Plaintiff

thereupon

appealed to the

charging
The suit

the

umpire

was therefore

High Court against

the-

deoision of the Subordinate Judge.
The appeal was dismissed.

Lastly, plaintiff put in this petition under
Cioil Procedure

Code, objecting to

Section 622 of the

the validity of the award for

various reasons which were not substantiated.

M. 0.
took a

Parthasaradi Ayyangar for Petitioner,
further objection, viz., that the Appellate

at the hearing,

Court had

no

power to refer the matters in dispute in the appeal to arbitration,
and referred to Jagessar Dey v.
The Court (Turner,

K. M.Dossee.(l)

C.J., and Muttutami Ayyar,

J.)

delivered

the following

— Entertaining all respect for the opinions of the
learned Judges of the High Court of Calcutta, by whom the case
JUDGMENT

:

* C.M.P. 455 of 1880 against the decree of the Subordinate
reversing

the decree of the Additional

October 1879.

(1)

12

R.L.R., 266.

Judge of Tinnevelly,

District Munsif of Tinnevelly, dated

21st

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL.

III.]

in 12

B.L.R., 266, was decided, we are not convinced by the

79

given by them for holding that an Appellate Court might
refer the matters in dispute in
not, with consent of the parties,
Bat in the case before us the Court
tha appeal
to arbitration.
reasons

X of 1877,

proceeded under the amended Code

582, to perform

Code, Section

that

duties

as are imposed on

Court

Appellate

was,

as nearly

The petitioner consented that a decision
majority

as may

the same

Lower

the

in our opinion, fully justified in making

relating to the reference under

orders

PILLAI.

and having under

of First Instance,

Courts

SANOARA-

the provisions

the

of Code.

should be given by the

of two arbitrators and an umpire.
is dismissed with costs.

This application

(29

)
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Cluirlet A. Turner, Kt., Chief Justice, and
Mr. Jiutice Muttutami Ayyar.

PONNAMPILATH PARAPRAVAN
APPELLANT, v. PONNAMPILATH

KUTHATH HAJl'CPETlTIONER),
PARAPRAVAN RAVOTTI HAJl

(COUNTER- PETITIONER),
Citil Procedure

Section 231 — Application to keep decree inforoe — Limitation

Code,

Act, Section
Although the
to apply

Civil

RESPONDENT.*

179

— Joint decree-holdert.

Code does not allow

Procedure

one of several decree-holders

of a joint decree, yet an application by one of
for execution of the decree in respect of so much of the relief

for the partial execution

inch decree-holders
granted to

all

as he considers

tb« decree as being an

appertains

THIS was an application
of Rupees 697-10-0,
in execution

to

him individually, may keep in force

application according to law.

by

for the refund

a judgment-debtor

recovered by the decree-holder

of a joint decree

obtained by

Bavotti

Haji

him and three other

persona.

The amount was recovered by process of execution issued in
April and
•

C.M.S.A.

July

24 of 1880

Malahar, reversing
1879.

1878.

from

the cider

On 4th February 1878
the order of

J.

three years had

W. Reid, District Judge of North

of the Subordinate

Judge, dated 22nd November

1880
October 11.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

80
p- p-

KOTHATH

to execute the

since the last application

elapsed

whole

The

Subordinate

Judge

P.P.RAVOTTI

^e^

*° ^ave ^ne

amour>t refunded

that inter-

the ground

on

decree.

was enti-

held that the judgment-debtor

HAJI

HAJI.

[VOL. ILL

of two or more decree-holders, pray

mediate applications by one

ing for partial execution of the decree and not for the execution
of the whole decree, are not applications having the effect of
the

keeping

alive

decree

or

were made under compulsion

quoted on

the

" It

seems to me, however, that to make an application to

execute an aliquot share in a joint decree
especially when, sanctioned by a Court, is

It might

was no bar to

District Judge, after discussing the authorities
behalf of the appellant and respondent, proceeded aa

On appeal
:

of Courts

process

claim.

the judgment-debtor's

follows

that the fact that the payments

and

;

argued,

be

I

think,

on

an
a

illegal proceeding,

very hard proceeding.

general principles that by never
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allowing a joint decree-holder to take out execution for so much
of the decree as he feels himself entitled to, he might be placed
in
the

when he could not

a position

Coart which

has

execute his decree.

the discretion,

Suppose

refuse his application

to

execute the whole decree, even though it has full power to protect
the other

joint decree-holders,

and

suppose

the

disappointed

applicant could not get the other joint decree-holders to join him

in execution,

he would

ubijus

and the maxim
be said he might
•work Section

there would be no appeal.

It

may

It

is impossible

I

to

such a possibility.
still hold
'
231, by its words
any one or more of such

believe the Legislature
persona may apply

intended

for the

of ihe whole decree,' did

execution

not rentier it obligatory on applicant,
cases quoted

power to execute,

appeal, but suppose a Small Cause Court had to

231,

that the Section

without

be practically

ibi remedium would be outraged.

above,

if

but only permissive.

they had moved

the

Legislature,

The

would,

I

think, have made them make it obligatory to apply for execution
of the whole decree ; the words would have been shall apply, not
may apply, and the Court would

not then

discretion to refuse the application.
cations prior

to

April 1878 were good

The defendant appealed.

..

Mr. Shephard for the Appellant.
The Respondent did not appear.

I

have been granted the

therefore

hold the appli

and according

to law."

MADRAS SERIES.

HI.]

VOL.

Court (Turner. C.J., and Muttuiami Ayyar,

The

following

the

81

JUDGMENT

:

J.)

delivered

— We cannot agree with the Judge that the Code

of several decree-holders to apply for the partial execu
tion of a joint decree. Strictly speaking all decree-holders should
apply for the execution of such a decree, but the law also permits

allows one

one

of several decree-holders

decree,

but only of the whole

several

such decree-holders

the decree
he

in respect of

considers

to say that

so

has

Where, however,

applied

for the

one

execution

much of the relief granted

to all

of
as

individually, we are not prepared

such an application

would not keep alive the right to

Where

EAVAN.

of

appertains to him

execute the decree.

PONNAMPILATH
PAEAP-

for the execution of the

to apply
decree.

PONNAMPILATH
PAEAPEAVAN

application for the execution of a

an

Court and by proper person,
the application with the decr*«J» the Court will
on considering
It
determine whether or not it should grant the order prayed for.
has been

decree
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may

made

to a proper

refuse the order sought on the ground
by the terms of the decree.

ranted

nevertheless

an application

be

that it is not war

Such an

application would

according to law and would keep

in force the decree.

We shall affirm the order of the Judge and dismiss the appeal.
NOTE.— See I.L.R.,

I.L.R.,

4 Cal ., 60S.
1

All.,

610.

( 30 )

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr.vuttice Kernan and Mr. Jnttiot Muttutami Ayyar.

GOVINDA NAIR (PETITIONER),

v.

KESAVA

(COONTER-

Execution

of decree — bbstruntion by ttranger — Civil Procedure

The power given by Section 329 of the
as the

Court shall

see

Civil

Procedure

Code, Seet. 329-331,

Code to make euch order

fit mast be construed with regard to the circumstances in

respect of which the power is to be exercised.

An order under

Section 329 should be the result of the tact

that the defendant

in the suit, who is precluded by the decree from disputing plaintiff's right,
unjustly instigates a third party, who hsu no real interest in the property, to
prevent the plaintiff from getting the benefit of his execution.
* C.M.P. No. 430 of 1879

against the

order of the District Munsif of Angadi-

puram on M.P. 700 of 1879, dated 19th August 1879.

1880

October 27.

PETITIONEE.)*

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

82
GOVINDA

NAIU
B.

KE8AVA.

A

Court has no power

under

this

[VOL.

to determine, as between

section

III.

the judg

the execution of the decree, impor

ment-creditor and a third party obstructing
on the merits which are wholly unconnected wtih, and cannot bo
affected by, the fact that the obstruction is made at the instigation of th«

tant questions
defendant,

Civil Procedure

was a petition under Section 622 of the

THIS
Code.

A. Ramachandrayyar for the Petitioner.
The Counter-Petitioner did not appear.
The

facts

and

appear sufficiently

argument

in the following

JJ.)

Judgment of the Court (Keman and Muttusami Ayyar,
JUDGMENT : — Petitioner obtained, as plaintiff in Suit No. 770
of 1877 in the Munsif s Court, a decree for the delivery to him of
possession of certain landa specified in the decree.

A

decree

to

the

giving
of the

was

the execution

Amin.

decree

as regards

plot C by the younger

Kesava, of the first defendant, who is not a party to Suit

brother,
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in pursuance of the
The Amin was obstructed in

for the delivery of the lands

warrant

No. 770 of 1877.
The plaintiff applied in Civil Miscellaneous
1879, under
under

Section

July

1879.

Kesava

referring to plaintiff's application in Civil
Petition No. 700 of 1879, and stating that the

a

petition

Miscellaneous
property

Kesava

according to the decree, on 18th

(Petitioner)
presented

might be sent to gaol
the land given in execution to plaintiff

328, that

Section 330, and

Petition No. 700 of

mentioned in the decree

is the jenm of his tarwad, of

first defendant is Karnavan, and that first defendant neg
lected the interest of the tarwad in respect of the lands ; that he
(Ketava) had however no objection to the lan^s mentioned in
which

the decree

being given

but that those

to plaintiff,

lands were

only the two plots marked A and B on a plan referred to.
The Munsif issued a summons, and having enquired into
matter

and examined

the premises

the

and the boundaries and mea

surements given by the decree, made an order on the 19th August
1879

declaring that

the plaintiff was

only

entitled

not entitled to

under

of the plots A and B, but that
get possession of the plot C.

decree to the possession

he

the
was

This petition under Section 622 was presented, alleging that
the order of the Munsif was illegal— first, as it varied the terms
of

the

decree

;

second,

that the Munsif should

lw ve put plaintiff

VOL III.]
into

MADRAS SERIES.
of

under Section 330, as Kesava, the brother

possession

first defendant, caused the obstruction
was of opinion that Kesava claimed in
sion,

8

;

if

third, that

the

the Munsif

good faith to be

in

the Court should have registered the application

posses
a suit

as

under Section 331 and should have made a decree.
On the hearing of this petition
that

contended

petitioner
Kesava's

Munsif should

the

petitioner could have appealed from his order
course

not taken, petitioner

was

Kesava

was

appeal

only

not

a

in which

party

to

;

of

was deprived

of an appeal,

the suit, and Section

we did not understand

the

Munsif

was

case

but that, as that
as

244 gives

between the parties to the suit and their

No judgment

atives.

have registered

a suit under Section 331,

as

application

on the 19th of March 1880, the

an

represent

then produced,

and

the grounds on which he made his order.
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We requested the Munsif to state how it was that the application
of Kesava was not numbered and registered. The Munsif
in reply, dated the 8ih June 1880, referred to the objection of
and

Kesava,

satisfied

on

the enquiry

that

was set up by the first defendant to make the objection ;

Kesava
that,

that he wag

states

however,

But

decree.

he was satisfied
he says

that

that C was not

in the

included

Kesava has no title of his own

or

of

Then he proceeds :
any other (whatever this means) to the land.
the
"When the contention urged by
objector (Kesava) in respect
and
it
is
found
that the title was not
of this land is considered,
well-founded,
would

be

the surrender

of this

piece

of land

to

plaintiff

the

directed, and then the plaintiff would come

by

posses

sion of the piece of land C not included in the decree."
The meaning »f this passage is not clear, as the plaintiff cannot
be

held entitled to the land by reason only of Kesava

title,

for

the

Munsif then

Munsif finds C is not included in the
that the order

states

and not under Section 331

"for

having

was made under Section

the above

reasons,

raised

it

was

at

the malicious instance

in respect of

There

is some

a

329

as well as

special circumstance that he was convinced of the objection

of the first defendant,

no
The

decree.

the

being

and that

piece of land not included in' the decree."

confusion in the language used,

but the effect

of his judgment (taking it that the reasons given, by him are
those on which he acted in making the order) is that he found —
first, that Kesava bad no title to the land and no right to raise

GOVINDA.
v.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

84
GOVINDA
NAIR
V.

KtBiVA.

any objection

second, that Kesava was set up by the defendant

;

to make the objection

third, that C

;

Section 329.

Mnnsif in

The second ground would appear to have justified the
Kesava

the objection of

entertain

to

if

would,

in the

not included

was

decree ; fqnrth, that his order was made under

refusing

III.

[VOL.

In

Kesava.

he had title, be driven to

that

assert his

case

right

by

suit.

of making

instead

not without

was

objection

included in the

good cause, that

If

that

the
not

was

decree,

He

also

held that Kesava

had no

Kesava, instead of being the brother of the first defen

dant, was

a

title.

held that

he

and decided against the plaintiff that he was

entitled to get possession.

not

is,

of Kesava, and upon that objection

objection

into the

that order, he went

C

However,

stranger, and claimed in good faith to be in possession

on his own account or on account of some person other than tho
first defendant, the suit should have been number; u and regis
Then the plaintiff would have had

an

was by the first defendant, plaintiff could

in

case

also have

appealed against
execution

an

Section

appeal,

the order, treating

between the parties to the suit

plaintiff and Kesava, who was not

Section

party to the suit, and

If Kesava

fore that Section 244 gave no appeal.
for the purpose of granting
to give

a

had refused

244,

warrant

warrant

that

to

the decree
the decree,

according to

deliver

there

had not objected,

the Muusif on his own motion, in examining
a

but

under

and the decision was between
a

he

plaintiff
in

would be met by the objection

plaintiff
the first defendant did not object
defendant,

and

But

244.

the decision as one made

of

possession

appeal -would lie under Section 244, as the question would

be

one

between the parties.

An appeal

provided in all

nnder

No appeal

against

that

against

dant.

329, and

be

which

decision

be

the order

practically

against plaintiff and in favor

plaintiff could not appeal,

because

of
the

right to object and no title, and the objection was
not in good faith, but at the instigation of the first defen

objector
made

329.

by that section, the result would

there would

Kesava,

any

a

provided

was warranted

Section

order under Section

if

to be decided in execution
cases except

an

is is

that

the objection

C,

If

if

appeal.

if
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tered under Section 331.

had

Thus

no

the

plaintiff might

lose his

right, not owing

to

any

MADRAS SERIES.
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VOL.

of his, but by the device or misconduct of the

get or default

It

objector or of the defendant.

struction of Section
such

"

order

having regard

as
to

cannot be contended that a con

which would produce such a result ia

329

by Section 329 in general terms to make

The power given

true.

85

Court shall

fit," must be construed
the circumstances in respect of which the power
the

see

An order under this section should

is to be exercised.

be the

reasonable result, in point of justice, of the fact that the defendant

in the suit, who is precluded by the

decree

tiff's right, unjustly instigates
interest in the property, to prevent

third party, who

a

from disputing

plain

has no real

plaintiff from getting

the

of the

can see that though the obstructor acts at the instigation
defendant, yet that he has

a

really good and legal right to obstruct.

In such

a case, the

Section

329 would be very different from the order which would

order that would be proper to be made under

proper to make when the obstuctor merely acted

be
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the

There may be cases in which the Court

benefit of his execution.

right,

and at

debtor.

the

any

instigation or for the benefit of the judgment-

However,

Court

without

329 it is very clear that the

under Section

had not power to decide important

which are wholly apart

questions, the merits of

from, and cannot be affected by, the fact

of

that the obstruction was caused at the instigation

the defend

it matter, for instance, to the decision of the
question whether C was included in the decree, that Kesava was
How

ant.

instigated

can

by his brother to obstruct

by the Munsif would lead

The construction

?

to very mischievous

adopted

results and place

decree-holders at the mercy of the defendants in the decree.

Munsif

had clearly not power under

question whether C was included
The

order appealed

The

Section 329 to determine the

within

against, which

the decree.

purports to determine the

question, does not in terms purport to be under Section 329, nor
does

it allude

to the instigation

Kesava to obstruct,

by the first defendant of his brother

which seems

It

odd considering

the Munsif's

reply
enquiry.
exclusively with the objection of
Kesava on the question whether C was included, in the decree,
and it purports to decide that question against the plaintiff.
It
to our

deals

is illegal and materially irregular and must be reversed.

A question
has

arose

in argument whether

Kesava,, who alleges he

an interest jointly with the defendant in lands directed

to be

GOVINDA

NAIR
«,

KESAVA.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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GOVINDA

NAIE
B.

KESAVA.
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delivered in execution, can legally obstruct and have
of his right determined

It

defendant.
is

in

not

faith

good

under

under Section

that such claim

is also suggested

Section

331

that

is joint with the

of the obstructor

inasmuch as the claim

the question

ia suggested

would be on account of the defendant

such a claim
331,

It

under Section 331.

III.

by

of Kesava

reason

of such

joint interest. It seems to us that, if Kesava had any interest
in the lands C either as a member of the family or otherwise,
which would

be

if

possession

in

he was

own

if plaintiff

affected

in such

of C, and

got possession

case,

in respect of his
defendant), would claim

Kesava,

joint with the
of the property on his own account within
His joint interest with the defendant could not

interest

(though

to be in possession
Section

331.

prevent

him from

interest.

claiming

in

good

in respect of his own

faith

.The effect of his obstruction and claim might be to set
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up a case in the defendant against the plaintiff if the joint right
of the defendant was in every respect similar to his. But this
would

make no difference,

because his co-tenant could

right

not set up his right

The lands C are in possession

plaintiff.

who are bound by the decree.

of which

tarwad

should not lose his joint

as Kesava

first

against the

of defendant's

tenants,

Kesava claims as a member of

defendant

is Karnavan.

Whether

a

such

claim is valid or not, and whether he should have obstructed or not
which required the Munsif
to number and register the application of the plaintiff as a suit
there

appears

to have

existed a claim

between plaintiff and Kesava.
register

plaintiff's

application

If

Kesava withdraws

as

a

question

determine
The costs

in execution

should number

and proceed under Section

his obstruction,

whether C is

plaintiff will

The Munsif

it is open

between the

included

to

and
331.

the Munsif,

parties to the suit, to

in the .decree.

In

either

case

in true legal position with right of appeal.
in this and the Lower Court will abide the event.
be placed

MADRAS SERIES.
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)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Kernan and Mr. Justice Aluttutami Ayyar.
1880

VIRA8AMI MUDALI (PLAINTIFF), APPELLANT, r. RAMASAMI MUDALI
(DEFENDANT),
Agreement — Condition

Two brothers, V and R, in

November

RESPONDENT.*

precedent — Limitation — Specific performance.

that part of their house should

1861 agreed together

Each brother was to occupv an assigned
be divided and part enjoyed in common.
division and have the use in common of the rest. If either wished to leave the house,
he was bound to offer his share to the other

at a fixed price

; or

if

he wished

to

purchase the share of the other, and the other refused to sell, then the party refusing
to sell at a fixed price was bound to buy the share of the other brother who wished to
purchase.

V called
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//

;

upon R in 1877 either to pay Rs. 418 or give up the house.

that this was an agreement enforceable by law ; that until demand no
cause of action arose, and limitation only began to rnn from the demand ; thnt
ipecific performance should be granted in the alternative.
A

Vcnkappa

Chetti v. Akku (1) distinguished.

THE plaintiff and defendant were brothers. In 1861 they entered
into a written agreement that part of the house, in which till then
they had lived jointly, should be divided and the remainder enjoyed
in common, and that when either desired to leave the house, he
should offer his share, except his share in certain trees in the
backyard

which

for separately,

should be paid

fixed price, viz., 418 rupees

;

or

if

he wished to purchase the share

of the other, and the other refused
to sell at the fixed

price

should

to the other at a

to

sell, then the one refusing

buy the share of the other one

he wished to sell).

(if

On 16th October 1877, plaintiff being unwilling

to reside any

longer with defendant called upon him to fulfil the terms of the
agreement, and either pay 418 rupees

in

and 10 rupees for the trees

the backyard or deliver up possession

The case

was tried by

of

the premises.

Mr. Justice Innes

on the 28th

..

March

1878.
*

Appeal 25 of 1S78 from the Original Side against a decree of Mr. Justice Innet,

dated 28th March 1878.

(1)

7

M.H.C.R.,

219.

4.

—

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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VIEASAUI
MODAU
v.

EAMASAMI

MfUAU.

ill.

[VOL.

NullatJtamli Mudali for Plaintiff.
Ratnavelu Mudali for the Defendant

of the agreement was to secure

from alienation

the property

to

could not be enforced

and that specific performance

strangers,

that the object

contended

after such a lapse of time.

His Lordship's
" The

translation

to

appended

the

'

'
word used means
consent,'

The

document

:

—

appears wrong.

There

is no

of an agreement in the sense of an agreement with consideration.

allegation

"

was as follows

Judgment

it

an agreement, the right to enforce

as

I

Rut

have consented.'

there was

The right was a personal right, and

is harred.

in accordance with the ruling in Venhappa

if

Chetti v.

AUe*(\)

conld be exercised

at once, and time therefore runs from date of the document.

" This wus executed in
" Farther, even if not
Court in granting specific
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" Suit

dismissed

1761.

there

harred,

has been too great delay to justify the

performance.

with costs."

The plaintiff appealed.

R. Balaji RCM for Appellant.
JRatnavclu Mudali for Respondent.

The Court (Kernan and Muttusami
following Judgments : —

J. — The

KERNAN,

I

view

Ayyar,

JJ.)

take of the contract

delivered the

between

the

parties, the two brothers, on the partition, as evidenced by the two
agreements of the 13th November

1861, is this

:

Each brother

was to occupy an assigned division, and have the use in common

of certain portions

not divided.

If

either

wished to

leave

the

house, he was bound to offer his share to the other at a fixed
price, or

if

he wished to purchase the share

other refused

to sell,

then the party

sell.

I do

not

ment as this.
alternative.

brother who wishes

An option is given to

to sell, as he cannot buy.

by one, the other

and the

refusing to sell at the fixed

price is bound to buy the share of the other
the offer is made

of the other,

each, but when

is bound either to buy or to

in principle against such an agree
Plaintiff is entitled, I should think, to relief in the

see anything

Of course, if

(1)

the party

7

required to sell at the fixed

M.H.C.R., 219.

MADRAS SERIES.
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if

and

knowledge of the other, made improvements,

with the

price has,

they cannot agree

it may

89

value of those

on the

improvements,

held that (as this is a circumstance not provided
by the agreement, and as the party insisting on performance of

then

be

contract knew of these improvements

the

and did not then exer

his option before the improvements were made) it would bo
impossible to carry out the contract in its entirety, and therefore

cise

that

should be

performance

It

long lapse of time.

After improvements
of improvements.
ments except at

It

had been

made

could

right.
not

be

payment of the full amount
has not alleged improve

Defendant, however,
the Bar.

of Limitation does not apply,

seems to me that the Statute

io have

does not appear

the performance
service

his

waived

had

performance

by consent, without

declared, except

been refused

of notice of the 16th October 1877
Article

XV

of Act

as

until after

Article 113, Act
The case in 7 High

(see

of 1877).
Court, page 219, was on the Limitation Act XIV of 1859, Section
12.
The agreement was executed in two parts and both were

of 1871

;

113

produced and admitted.
MUTTUSAMI

plaintiff and the

The

ance.

divided

tion-deed

their family

executed

the

in
;

the eastern

of

to

one
1861

is provided in the parti
the plaintiff that

the

verandah

and

that the plaintiff should enjoy

;

hall, the big room, and the room in the-

that both should enjoy in common the well, the privy,

portions of open ground,
by them

of repair

perform

rooms, the big eastern room,

the bathing place, the backyard,

prepared

are the sons

the eastern portion of their family house

room in the western

verandah

It

defendant

Pudwpakum — the northern

the room

defendant

property.

by the

defendant should enjoy
at

was a suit for specific

since deceased, and on the 13th March

Miidali,

Arunachala
they

J. — This

AYYAR,

;

the passage, the streat pial, the

and the trees thereon according to a list

and that defendant

according to his share.

following clause

" As

The

should pay taxes

and cost

instrument then contains

I

(defendant) have consented to give
while acting as aforesaid, you
up to you at once the said house,
:

if,

the

Rs. 418,

estimated

the price of my

price of

my trees,

share of the said house and

have no right

to

pay me

I
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might, under such circumstances, be held

the party insisting on performance

that

the

especially referring to

refused,

the

make the said

VlEASAMI
MUNAI.I
v.

RAMASAMI
MUD ALL

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

90
ViRAsiMi
«.

MUOALI.

house* liable

others by mortgage, sale,

to

'" favor of the defendant

111.

It

was

or letting."

by the plaintiff that he executed a similar

alleged

[VOL.

partition-deed

that each was bound by the agreement

;

either to give up his share in the house on receipt of Rs. 418 and

of

a moiety

the value

of

the

in the backyard, or to take

trees

the

like payment ; that the defendant failed
to act in accordance with the agreement, though the plaintiff
other

share by making a

called upon him to do
was entitled to

a

so on the 16th October 1877

directing the defendant

decree

Lim Rs. 418 and take

the entire

ho

either to pay

house, or to receive

Rs.

418 and

give

up the house

case

held that there was no agreement in the sense of an agree

to

ment with consideration

if

The

and that

;

him.

learned' Judge

that the word used meant ' consent

;

there was an agreement, the right

that

to enforce

right was a personal right

the

who tried

;

and

it was

that in

;

the

'

that

barred

;

accordance

with
ruling in the case reported in 7 Madras High Court
Reports, 219, it conld be exercised at once ; and that, even if not
barred, there had been too great delay to the Court granting
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the

specific
barred

It

in appeal that the suit is
by the Act of Limitation; that the deed of devision
performance.

been misconstrued

;

and that the agreement is valid.

that the partition-deed
clause in

it

and that

is authentic,

has

Assuming

there is a similar

the document executed by the plaintiff t» the defendant,
that there

seems to me

alleged

not

is argued

It

in the plaint.

an

is true

actionable agreement,
that

of

the

I

was

as

"I
words are

have
no

consented

5"

sufficient

reason to doubt that the parties intended an agreement.

Defendant's

but

was

reading

the whole

the document,

see

promise to take the stipulated sum and give up

the

house is recited in the partition-deed as a reason for the defend
ant's
is

promise not to

sell, or

alleged in the plaint

mortgage, or to let it to others.

that the partition-deed executed

plaintiff in defendant's favor contains
plaintiff.

If

so,

1

by the

similar promise for

the

do not see why these mutual promises should not

be regarded the one as consideration

of

a

I*

the parties was to

prevent

for tho other.

a stranger

The intention

from getting

a share in

the family house, which was not susceptible of separate enjoyment
except in part, and to secure tho whole house to one of tho family

by giving
other

the

plaintiff

a

right

to take

the house by paying

the ascertained value of his share, or to receive a like

the
sum

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

VOL.

give np his right

and

91

In substance it is an

to a share in it.

which is usually made were a honse does not' admit

arrangement

of being divided into distinct and convenient moieties, with

this

difference, viz., that so long as the parties to the suit chose

to

retain their shares and to enjoy in common portions of the house
not

admit of being divided

without their usefulness

which

did

being

impaired, the agreement was not to come into

I see

force.

nothing in this condition or agreement to render it unlawful

Another

for decision is whether the

question

by the Act of Limitation.

If

1877.

the suit is not barred

the

made a demand

plaintiff

refers to a personal right, enforceable

According

;

a

was
his

if

that

;

it

a

and

this

state

and

the

of things

was agreed

enjoyed in

remainder
the

parties

agreed

either paid the other the value of his share.

very nature of
provisional,

the case, the imperfect division

the

to

From
in 1861

made

and the offer to pay the defendant the

share was/a condition precedent to enforcing

value

of

agreement.

cised

could

at once

not be enforced after 12 years,
;

that

as

it

it

it

7

Madras High Court Reports, 219, the
In the case
power of re-purchase was created by contract without any limit
was to be exercised, and
was held
ation of time within which
reported in

it

could be exer

but in this case the right was to be exercised

when either party did not wish that the imperfect division
and desired

continue

either

to sell his share or buy

only

should

the other's

Nor

do

think that,

if

share.

I

the

right

to sue accrued only

in 1877,

there was any unreasonable delay to bar specific performance.

Court below, and the defendant
agreeing in open Court to buy the share, right, and interest of the
plaintiff in the house, yard and trees, and premises occupied in
common,
do

pay

on payment
to the

of

decree

the

of Rs. 418,

plaintiff

the

from the 4th of November

it

We reverse the

is
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terminate
the

should be divided

portion

common

of the

to the intention

found that the whole house could not be divided, and
that

is a condition,

condition.
The house was joint
in my judgment,
in 1861
until 1861
was enjoyed in common
was

;

property

but

plaintiff

it

it

parties

;

be barred.

is,

it would

at once,

a demand from

if it

ia

This suit was brought in 1878,

the agreement was made in 1861, and the

in October

agreement

it

barred

.

ordered that the

sum of Rs. 418 within

I860,

and that thereupon

defendant
one

the

month

plaintiff

VlRASAUI
MUDALI
v.

RAMASAMI
MCDALI.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
VlRASAMI
MUDALI
e.

BAMASAMI
MCDALI.

do convoy such share to tho said defendant, and do deliver
said defendant the possession

of such share

and

;

III.

[VOL.

to the

in default of the

said defendant so paying tho said sum of Rs. 418 to the plaintiff
•within

the

time aforesaid,

liberty within

it

is ordered that the

be

ai

month from the 4th of December 1880 to pay

one

the said sum of Rs. 418 into this Court,
defendant, and that thereupon
share, right, and

plaintiff

to be paid to the said

the said defendant do convey

interest in the said house,

his

yard, and premises

occupied in common, to the said plaintiff, and do deliver posses
sion of such share to the plaintiff

;

and in case of either party

(bound to deliver possession) failing to deliver such possession,
it is ordered that such possession be delivered to the proper party
by the Sheriff of Madras.

We

allow

each

party

his own costs

to bear

of this

suit
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throughout.

(

32

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

1886

Nov.

THIE SING

Mr. Juttice Eindertlcy and Mr. Justice Muttutami Ayyar.
(THIRD

DEFENDANT), APPELLANT,

ANOTHER

15.

(PLAINTIFFS),
,

Afadrat Boundary Act-Dccition appealtdfrom-Seetion
The exceptions

contained

in Section

5 of

VENKATARAMIER

v.

RESPONDENTS.*

Act

IX

6,

of

|

Limitation Act

1871

IX,

AKD
1871.

apply only to cases

dealt with under the General Act of Limitation.

In

the absence of a special provision applicable to special laws, the general

rule

that when limitation once begins to run, it continues te run, and its operation is not
liable to be suspended either on Sundays, holidays, or during the recess of Courts,
is applicable.
25 of the Roundary Act (Mudras Act XXVIII of 1860; the decision
which an appeal is allowed in the form of a regular suit is the original
decision of the Settlement Officer, and not that of his superior passed on revision ;

Under Section

against

and unless time is extended by the Governor in Council, the appeal ouist.be brought
within two calendar months from the date of the original decision.

THE

facts and arguments in this case sufficiently

Court (Kindersley and Muttmami Ayyar,
Mr. Shephard and T. Rama Rau for the Appellant.

Judgment

•

of

appear in the

the

JJ.)

S.A. 381 of 1879 from the decree of the Subordinate Judge of Salem, con
firming the decree of the District Muusif of Dharmapuri, dated 22ud March 1879.

MUTTTJSAMI AYYAR,

(KINDERSLEY, J., concurring) : — This

J.

Settlement

suit to set aside the decision of a Revenue

passed

Act

was

Officer,

on the 12th September 1876, under Section 25 of Madras

XXVIII

of 1860, and

to recover, together

The villages
to one

are contiguous

and Icanthankattapalli

and the first-mentioned

another,

with compensation

of the hill in dispute.

for loss of produce, possession
of Nakkalapatti

is part of Santarapalli

village

Mitta, owned by the plaintiffs, and the other village is included in
which is the property of the
the Mitta of Icanthankattapalli,
When the property now in litigation

was demarcated

of Nakkalapatti, and

It

ayakat

account

Manjakkal,

In May

account.
the

Demarcation

on the

as

(Exhibit XXX), or what

sketch

the Demarcation
as

Kottapalli JErrabanda, and the contest
this suit was whether the hill marked
in

(L)

between the parties to

"Errabanda"

the

Department,

Survey

nnder Section 25

shown therein

in the

mentioned

made

on the subject,

report

1876 the Deputy Superintendent

passed

of Act

decision in favor of

XXVIII

of 1860.

the

Revenue

the

by

Sunday, the plaintiffs brought this suit.

pleaded inter alia, that the suit was barred

not

Defendants

the General Act

XXVIII

of Madras Act

of 1860.

below have found that the defendant's

sion did not extend over
therefore

Survey

1876, the

barred

by

of

period

the

12

General

posse**

years, and the suit

Act

Limitation

of

the Courts

a

Both

25

of the

defendants

on the 23rd October 1876, and on the 13th November

Limitation and by Section

and

This decision was on

of

appeal confirmed by the Superintendent
12th being

ayakat

Mudali, Acting Inspector of

1873 one Kesava

12th. September

Revenue

in

place described

of

the

boundary of Nakkalapatti was

A

southern

as

was admitted, however, on both sides that

is

the

is

(IX

of

1871).

Madras Act

XXVIII

that the decision of the Settlement
nate, shall

Officer, subject to the revision

to whom the said officer

be considered

disputes until set aside

immediately

as the determination
a

of the authority

of 1860, however, enacts

formal

decree of

subordi

of all claims and
a

25 of

is

Section

by
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village of Kottapalli,

the one

the other as included in the

a

the village

a

of

a

part

it,

in 1873, the plaintiffs and the defendants claimed

is

defendants.

SINO

VENBATAEA-

for the Respondents.

a

THIE

R. Balaji Rau

and

(P. O'Sullivan)

Advocate-General

The

93

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

VOL.

Civil Court, and

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

94
THIR SING
VBNBATAEAMIB '

that an appeal shall lie to the Civil Courts

from such decision by

regular suit, provided it bo preferred within two calendar
from

the passing

lawful

same, and

months

provided also that it shall be

Governor in Council, on just and reasonable cause

to the

for the

of the

III.

[VOL.

being shown,

same

for such appeal

to extend the period

within such period as may seem proper.

It

seems

to me

that according

to

25, the decision against which an appeal is allowed

Section

form of a regular

suit

of

in tho

original decision of tho Settlement

is tho

and not that of his superior passed on revision, and that

Officer,

the plaintiffs must fail unless their suit
from the date of that

months
therefore

wrong in holding

months from

was brought

within two

decision, or the appeal time

was

The Lower Courts

are

in Council.

extended by tho Governor
two

construction

the true

that

the plaintiffs

are

entitled

to

tho date of the decision of the Superintendent

of the Revenue Survey, or 23rd October 1876.

This being

so,

the
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next question for decision is whether the plaintiffs are entitled to
exclude tho 12th November in computing the period of two months
from the 12th September, the date on which the Settlement Officer
passed a decision under Section 25,

Act

XXVIII

of 1860.

If

the

Sunday might be excluded, the suit would be brought in time,
and, if not, it would be brought a day too late.
Tho Court of

First Instance

held that the Sunday ought

excluded, and relied on Section 5, Act
observed that Section
General Act
provision

5 applies

IX

of

to cases

to be

But it is

1871.

to be

dealt with under the

of Limitation, and that, in tho

absence

of

a special

applicable to special laws, the general rule that when

limitation once begins

to

run, it continues

to run,

and its opera

tion is not liable to be suspended either on Sunday, or holidays,
or during the recess of Courts, is applicable.
It was open to tho
plaintiffs

to

have obtained an extension

from Government,

For
Courts

with

Act

these

reasons

I

think that

costs on the ground that

Jfote.— Qutcrc,

the

statutory

period

but they have not done so.

should be reversed, and

XXVIII

of

the

Judgments of the Lower

that the suit should be dismissed

it

is barred by

Section 25, Madras

of 1860.
i£ this

ruling obtains in cases under the cognAtc Act

XIX

of 1863.

III.]

VOL.

MADRAS SERIES.
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33)

(

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Refore Sir Charlet A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice, and Mr. Juttice Kinder iley.

IBRAMRIRI

MUJAVAR

SHERIFF

(PLAINTIFF), APPELLANT,

Muhammadan

religiout endowment — Management

A woman is not competent to perform
not of

are

THIS

a secular

v.

MUJAVAR HUSAIN

(DEFENDANTS), RESPONDENTS.*

AND ANOTHEE

the duties of

of, by teaman.

Mujavar of a durga which

nature.

was a suit brought by a Muhammadan

lady to establish her

right to share with her brothers the defendants in
certain

lands, and to
for

profits

the reading
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and

1877 and

of

»

the

recover

Rupees

1878.

The

Fatiha, for

the

other things requisite for

573 for

the

produce of

arrears of mesne

for
of
supply
water, lights, flowers,
lands had been dedicated

the services to be performed

at a

durga at Ichapur, and for the support of those by whom

Bo-called

the services should be performed.

It

was objected by the defendants that plaintiff, being a woman,

was incompetent

to

perform the duties of Mujavar (manager)

of

durga.

the

District

The
been

decided

Judge held that the status of this endowment had
Hussain Bibi v. Hussain Sheriff, (1) and that

jn

to that decision

according

form the duties of the office

a

woman was not

competent to

per

of Mujavar.

Plaintiff appealed.
The Advocate-General

(Hon.

P.

C?

Sullivan) for Appellant.

Mr. Spring Branson for Respondents.
For the appellant it was contended that
performed

were not of religious

plaintiff

was

evidence

showed that she

legally competent

duties

the

but of secular character
to perform

had participated

them

;

to
;

and that

be

that
the

in the profits.

Upon the evidence the Court ( Turner, C. J., and Kindersley, J.)
held that it was not proved that plaintiff had ever participated in
the profits
*

R.A.

or performed the

31 of 1880 from the decree of

iam, dated 28th January 1880.

(1)

4

duties either in person or by proxy,

M.H.C.U.,

23.

J.

Wallace,

Acting District Judge of Oan-

188°

D CCem

61

.^

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

.Jtj
MUJAVAR

iERiMEIEI
v.

MOJAVAR
HOSSAIN
SHBBIFF.

and

as

to

of

nature

the

the Judgment proceeded

the office

follows : —
" It appears from the evidence that the
the Futiha,

offering

has

which could not

ever been held by a woman,

in

one instance, and that was at

it

is

a

except

different place, and in that case

there were in the family in which the office was

admitted

no male members by

hereditary

reading

There is no satisfactory

a woman.

conveniently be performed by
evidence that the office

such as

and incense, &c.,

prayers

as

of Mujavar entails

office

of duties of a spiritual character,

the discharge

III.

[VOL.

whom its

could

functions

be

discharged.
The
office

as to

question

the competency

in reference to the

was

determined

the

female to hold

a

endowment

same

Court in

by this

of

in

negative

the

considered

and

Huasain

Bfln

v. Hussain Sheriff, (1) where a claim was advanced by the widow
of a deceased Mujavar to be declared entitled to discharge in her
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turn

of the

the duties

office and to obtain possession

the endowed property.
exists between

for secular purposes, which can

held by a woman, and an office

entailing religions

which

and

a woman

a share of

That decision notices the distinction which

trusteeship

a

of

is not

eligible,

duties,

be

for

on the authority of

rests

(Muhammadan Law, 343, Note, and the cases cited
in the appendix to that work. Tit. Endowment, 28|31).

Macnaghten

We affirm the

decree

of

the

Court below

an'd

dismiss

this

appeal with costs."

(34)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir. Justice Kernan and Mr. Justice Ibrbet.
1880
December

16.

RANDI SURRAYYA (DEFENDANT), APPELLANT, v. MADALAPALLI
6URANNA (PLAINTIFF), RESPONDENT.*
Promatory

note payable on demand — Limitation

Civil Procedure

Act

XV of 1877,

Section!

2—

Code, Sections 662, 566.

As the Limitation Act XV of 1877 shortens the period of limitation in the case
of promissory notes payable on demand the period of limitation in respect of such

(1)

4

M.H.C.R.,

23.

* S A. 217 of 18SO
of Kurnul,
December

from the decree

reversing the decree
1879.

of

o! the

the Hon.

J.

C. St.

Clair, District Judge

District Munsif of Naadial, dated

16th

VOL.

III.]

MADRAS SERIES.
prior to 1st October

notes executed
of the

it governed by the provisions of Section 2
SCEEAYYA

Act.

When a Court of First Instance,
preliminary
decree

1877

97

after taking evidence,

without giving a decision upon the merits of the

objection

is reversed on appeal, the Court of appeal,

record sufficient,

plaintiff

case

December

if it

it for trial

under

Code.

sued upon two promissory notes, dated 23rd

payable on demand.

1874,

case, and the

the evidence on

considers

may decide the case, and is not bound to remand

Section 562 of the Civil Procedure

IN this

dismisses a suit upon a

September 1877 and suit brought on 2nd

Demand was

in

made

April 1879.

The Munsif dismissed the suit as barred by Limitation.

This decision was reversed by the District Judge upon the
authority of Appasami
Chetty v. Agldlanda Ayyar, (1) which
overruled

a

former ruling (2) followed by the Munsif.

Defendant appealed.
for Appellant.

Narcuimmayyar

and Sundaram Sastri for Respondent.
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Anandacharlu

The Court (Kernan and Forbes,
JUDGMENT

:

—Two promissory

JJ.) delivered

the following

notes, payable on demand,

were

on (Exhibits A and B), dated 23rd September 1874, in Suit
299 of 1879, before the 1st October 1879.

sued

Demand was made in September 1877.
The Limitatioh Act

XV of

1877 shortens the period

of limitation
in place of

in respect of

such

three

from demand under the Act of 1871, and therefore

years

under Section

2

notes to three years from the date,

of

the

Act of

1877

plaintiff

had two years

up to

bring this suit.
The decision in referred case 22 of 1878 (1) overrules in effect
This decision,
the prior ruling in referred case No. 2 of 1878.
the 1st October 1879 to

concludes this case on this point.

It

is contended for defendant in appeal that the Judge

not have
genuine,

determined
as

the

the first issue, whether

Munsif gave no finding

should

the notes

on this point ;

were

and that

defendant did not gave all his evidence as he was certain the

suit

would be dismissed.
There is nothing on the record to satisfy ua that the defendant
did not produce and examine all his witnesses.
(1) I.L.R.,

He did examine

2 Mad., 113.

(2) Referred. Case

2 of 1878,

See

U,B,,

2 Mad., iOO.

v.

MtDAf.APALLI
KURANNA-

[VOL. III.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

98
BANDI
SUEEAYYA
v.

MADALA-

PALLI

SUEANNA.

the Mansif.

named by

those

have stopped

the

case

The Munsif

to

of law. He
did not consider it necessary

decided

and

not appear

does

heard the evidence through, but he

the

question

to decide the first issue, as he followed a rnling of this
the question of law which rendered

a

Court

finding on the first

on

issue

not material.
The Lower Appellate
examined
The

Court, however, on hearing

the

Appellate Court was

entitled to do so

if

appeal,

first

evidence on the record and decided the

the

issue.

the evidence was,

as

Court considered it was, sufficient. The Judge might have
remanded the case for trial of the first issue, but he did not see fit

this

to do so (Section 562), and we cannot say he was wrong.
We dismiss the appeal with costs.

(35)
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Btfore Mr. Justice Reman and Mr. Justice Forbes.
1880
December

15.

PAPA SASTRIAL (PLAI\TIPF),

APPELLANT, «. ANUNTARAMA

SASTRIAL

(DEFENDANT), RESPONDENT.*
Civil Procedure

Amendment

Code

Act, effect of,

on

petition pending at date of

its enactment.
Where

-

an application to execute a decree was made under Section 230

Code of Civil Procedure before the Amendment

Act

of the

(XII

of 1879) came into force,
was altered by that Act :

bnt was not disposed of until after Section 230
Held that the rule in \\'ri,jhi v. Hale(\) applied, and that the Act, as amended,
was the law to be applied.

ON the 19th

July

1878 appellant applied to

of Mayavaram for the execution of a
1878

against the respondent, and

ing the property
possession. As

mentioned
the

property

in

a

decree

warrant

the decree

was

the District Munsif

dated 28th
was
to

issued direct
put into

be

incorrectly

February

described

his
the

warrant was returned on the 29th August unexecuted, the appel

lant undertaking

in writing to the Amin to put in a petition

to

the Court and amend his application for execution.
*C.M.8.A.

No.

334 of 1880 against the order of

of South Tanjore, dated let April 1880.

(1)6H. &N..227.

A. C. Rumell,

District Judge

VOL in.]

MADRAS SERIES.

On the 13th September 1878, further proceedings not having
been taken, this application

In January
tion.
the

was dismissed.

1879 plaintiff made

Subsequent

jurisdiction

to this

of the District

for execu

lands in dispute came

Munsif of

June 1879 the appellant applied

25th

v.

another application

date the

to

under

Valangiman, and on

Court

the Valangiinan

for a fresh warrant.

On 2nd

July

the application was admitted, and

respondent put in a petition objecting

the

guilty of

warrant as the appellant had been

On the 29th

XII

July Act

of

on 12th

the

to

issue

July

of the

laches.

into force,

1879 came

that part of Section 230 which

ing

repeal

required due diligence

on the

part of the decree-holder.
application of the

The
of 12th

July
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by the District

Munsif, who

been used by appellant

XII

of

25th June and tho

;

1879 was to be taken as

VIII

Act

of 1859), and

not apply to suits
on the date the

retrospective effect
The

it

Act

in this

due diligence

of

18(51

the order

not

with reference

XII

Act

102 of

of

1879 did

but only to appeals pending

XII

force, Act

of 1879 had no

case.

application was rejected, and on appeal

confirmed

had

1880

not provided that Act

was

XXIII

as ejection

came into

January

part of ttie Civil Procedure Code

and applications

Act

respondent's petition

on the 2nd

thiit

held

and that, as

(as was declared in the case of
to

of

1879 were disposed

the

District Judge

ground that due diligence

on the

had not

been used.

The appellant then presented

this appeal to the High

the ground that the case was governed

Wedderburn and

The

question is whether

in this

effect

was tried.

Section
that

case.

Tho

of

the new

Act

I

it retrospective

restricted

of 1868, Section

affect any

of

for

tho Appellant.

Section 230 had been amended

Act

to

Court on

XII

1879.

Amendment Act has retrospective

intention of the Legislature

102 gives

conferred and

not

the

of itself is not sufficient

benefits

by Act

A. Tirunarayanaeliari

Mr.

effect

must

when the case
be ascertained.

in certain

cases,

but

rebut the presumption that the

and the evils
as soon as

of

PAPA
SASTEIAL

the

old Act

were to be

possible.

6, enacts that the

repeal of an Act does

proceedings commenced before the

repealing Act

ANUNTARAMA

SASTEIAL.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

100
PAPA
SABTRIAL
v.

ANUNTAEAMA
SASTEIAL.

came

into

It

proceedings.
Procedure
as

not

does

affect

these

interferes with no vested right as in the Bombay

Code, and

It

amended.

XXIII
it

of 1879

Amendment Act became

The

case.(l)

XII

Bat Act

force.

III.

[VOL.

and

part

is to

of the

parcel

down in Section 3

be applied as laid

is true that there is an express provision in

XII

of 1861 (which is not to be found in Act
is to be part of the Civil Procedure Code, but

there is no necessity

Act

of 1879) that
it is submitted

of law which would

to enact a proposition

apply without enactment.

Lastly,

the

in

contained

provision

last

the

of

paragraph

of postponing for
three years, from the 1st October 1877, the operation of that
section so far as it required diligence to be used in prosecuting

Section 230 would

execution

have

appear to

proceedings,

if

the

effect

is appli

230 as unamended

Section

cable to this case.
The following cases and authorities were referred to
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Bingliam (2), Kimbray

Draper (3),

v.

27*0

Pardo

:

v. Vine

Queen

v.

(4),

Dwarris, p. 546, pp. 562, 563.
A. Ramacliandrayyar for the Respondent.
The

decree-holder lost his right

is not a mere question
plaintiff's

in

adverse

:

and a warrant

for delivery

application made on the 19th

After the issuing
of the plots
to the Amin

was

JJ.) delivered
a

plots of land,
issued on

adding

obtain possession

August 1878,

his

1878.
and gave

that when

the

a

that one
statement

warrant was

of all the lands, including

The warrant
and the

was returned

1878, presumably

the warrant could not be completely

executed

(1) I.L.R., 2 Rom., 148.
(2) L.R., 4 Ch. App., 740.

Q.R., 198.

(3) L.R.,
(4) L.R.,

into

original application for

execution was dismissed on the 13th September
because

in the Munsifs

of the warrant, the plaintiff found

to that effect,

on the 29th

decree

the following

under the decree was

the plot incorrectly described.

Court

acquired a right

to him of certain

July

right by

a

acquired

This

of this land for twelve years.

not correctly described,

he would

of diligence.

would have

— The plaintiff obtained

Court at Mayavaram for delivery

corrected

I

possession

Court (Kernan and Forbes,

JUDGMENT

I

of procedure.

want of diligence just as

bad he left me

The

by want

3 Q.R.,
10

on account

160—163.

MADRAS SERIES.

FOL. III.]
of the mistake.

The lands were subsequently

the jurisdiction of the

plaintiff applied

to that Court

on the

defendant

transferred

Munsifs Court of Hayavaram

of the Munsif of Valangiman,

diction

101

July

12th

and on the 25th

of the

for execution
1879

to

filed

application on the ground that plaintiff
to procure complete satisfaction of the

the

juris

decree.

an objection

The

to such
diligence

his former

on

application to execute the decree, and that the Court under
Section 230 (as it then stood) of the Civil Procedure Code could
not grant
This

the fresh application

and

application

Previous

1880.

XII

to execute the decree.

were

objection

heard on 2nd January

to that day, and on the

29th

July

1879,

Act

of 1879 was passed.
By it Section 230, Civil Procedure
Code, so far as it contained the prohibition to grand a second

on

execution unless

for

application

first application

the

to
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Section 230 of the Procedure
•was

the

to

subject

general

due diligence

had

execute the decree,

been

used

was repealed.

of procedure, and
rule of interpretation
of statutes
Code was part

That rule is stated in Wright v. Hale (1)
and also in Kimbray v. Draper.(2) In the latter case Blaclcburn, J.,

relating
Bays :

to procedure.

"The canon of decision in Wright v. Hale is that when
it primd facie

an enactment is to take away a right,
apply to existing rights

;

does not

but when it deals with procedure only,

applies to all actions, pending

as

it

well as future."

Now the matter in question is mere procedure.
whether in its original state or aa amended by

Section

Act

the

230,

XII

(which is an Act in terms expressed to be to amend the Code of
Civil Procedure), has reference to procedure only. Therefore the
Code, as amended,

was the law to be applied by the Judge.

repealed part of Section
incapable

of application

2nd January
does

1880.

230

had

no

when the Judge made his order of the

not appear to us to oppose any obstacle,

that proceedings already
affected

as

commenced under an

by the repeal of the Act.

This provision

1

H. & N.,

227.

(2)

3

of 1868,

does not relate

may be different.
(1)

I

it only provides
Act shall not be

The proceedings may go on, but the

to procedure.

The

legal existence, and was

The provision of Section 6, Act

L.R., Q.R.,

160.

PAPA
BASTEIAL
v.

June 1879

had not used due
decree

from

procedure

ANUNTAKAHA

SASTIUAL.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

102

It

PAPA
ASUSTA.
EAMA
SASIEIAIi,

III.

[VOL.

of

was contended that the defendant had, at the time

the

passing of the Act XII of 1879, a vested right to be free from
execution of the decree, as the plaintiff had not used due diligence.
We think that defendant had not such right.
Section 230, before it was amended, did not confer on a defen
dant any right to be free from further execution in case due
had

gence

not been

used

by

plaintiff.

It

dili

that
Unless

only

provided

farther application for execution should not be granted.
and until the Court was satisfied that due diligence was not used,
Now before
defendant could not claim freedom from execution.
the passing of Act

XII

of 1879

that such due diligence

was

the Court had not made any

order
of

not used, and after the passing

that Act the Court had no jurisdiction to make such an order.

We think, therefore, that on

the above

of
But

grounds the orders

both the Lower Courts were wrong and must be set aside.

plaintiff failed to use due diligence to
procure complete satisfaction of the decree ; what ho did was this :
finding that, by reason of the incorrect description of the situa
tion of one of the lots, he could not completely execute the
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we do not see that the

decree, he gave notice of the defect to the Amin in order that he

might have
No doubt
time

he might

and thus facilitate

before January

have,

procure

was to

the object of Section 230.

1879, applied

a

second

But his neglect to do sq does not appear
constitute want of due diligence within Section 230

for execution.

to us to
as

His object

the warrant made right.

complete execution

it originally

manifestly

stood.

In

intended to apply

partly executed, and where
decree completely

when he

many cases where executions

its original state

230

was

to cases where an execution

was

the -plaintiff

The

facts in

want of due diligence
decree within
contrary, they
at once.

We

the Court of

There were

were merely nominally put in force
executed, sometimes for long

this case do
to procure

the meaning

neglected to execute the

had the power to do so.

and were held over incompletely
periods.

Section

not show, in point of law,
complete satisfaction

of Section 230 unamended

do show an effort to procure complete

;

of the

but, on the
satisfaction

set aside both the

Lower Courts' orders, and direct

First Instance

entertain the application by

to

plaintiff for execution. The defendant is
costs below and in this Court.

to pay

to

the

the

plaintiff
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(36)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Cfutrlet

A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttiae, and Mr.
Juttice In.n-.-i.

KAJAOOPAL TAKKAYA NAIKER
GUAEDUN

CHETTI

SURRANANYA

& ANOTHER

Grmpromitc of tv.it
ly, not

of

AYYAR

TWO OTHEHS,

MINOES,

(PETITIONERS),

«.

ET THWE

MUTTUPALEM

(COUNTER-PETITIONERS).*
of minor by next friend — Leave of Court mutt

on b« half

impli«dly, given — Decree in

be

actual

termt of compromise not sanctioned let aiide.

The conditions of Section 462 of the Civil Procedure Code, requiring the sanction
the Court to compromises entered into by the guardian ad litem of an infant
complied with by the Court passing a decree in the terms

suitor, are not sufficiently

of

AND

a compromise

A

presented by the guardian ad litem.

decree passed under such circumstances

should be set aside,
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IN Suit 469 of 1877 before the District Munsif of Kulitalai, the
sued

counter-petitioners
a mortgage-deed

the

three minor sons, upon

petitioners,

executed by

their deceased

was compromised on behalf of the minors
•was

father.

by their

The

suit

mother, who

their guardian ad litem and who signed and presented to the

Court

A

on their behalf.

a compromise

decree was passed in the

terms of this compromise on 23rd January 1878.

On 8th April 1880

the minors

petition to the District Munsif
the Civil Procedure

Code,

against tho minors'

by their mother presented a

of Kulitalai, under Section 249 of

objecting to the decree being executed

property on the ground

that the sanction of

the Court had not been obtained, under Section 462 of the Code, to
the compromise,

and that

the

minors' interests were prejudiced

thereby.

This petition
decision

was

rejected by the

was confirmed by the District Judge,

that the sanction of the Court had
compromise

Court under Section
562

been

who

considered

impliedly given when the

was embodied in tho decree.

The minors by their

* C.M.P.

Munsif, and the Munsifs

next friend thereupon petitioned the
622 to set aside

of 1880 against

dated 23rd January 1878,

the

High

the decree which had boon

decree of the District Munsif of Kulitalai,

1881

——

January

——

14.
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with the terms of the compromise and

given in accordance

to

„

appomt for them a guardian ad litem.

Mr. Jolmstone and C. G. Kuppusami Ayyar for Petitioners.
A. Ramdcliandrayyar for Counter-Petitioners.
Court (Turner, C.J.,

The

J.)

and Innes,

delivered

fol

the

lowing
JUDGMENT :— The

Pro

provisions of Section 462 of the Civil

of minors.

cedure Code are intended to protect the interests

They

declare that no guardian ad litem shall enter into any compromise
without the

leave

of the Court,

and by implication

require

the

Court to consider whether the proposed compromise should be
sanctioned.
The circumstance that the Court has passed a decree
on the

alleged compromise

compliance with

is not a substantial

the provisions of Section 462.

When it is brought

of

Court that the compro
the Court ought to set aside

to the notice

mise has not received its sanction,

the
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the decree.

We

set aside

the decree accordingly.

The

costs

of this appli

cation will abide and follow the result of the new trial.

(37)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Mr, Justice Innet and Mr.

Hcfflr«
1881
Jan. 25.

PILLAI

CHINNASAMI

(PLAINTIFF),

Justice-

Muituiani Ayyar.

APPELLANT,

KRISHNA

«.

PILLAI

(DEFENDANT), RESPONDENT.*
Ret judicata— Civil Procedure

Code,

Sections 331, 332— Speeifie

Relief Aet,

Section 9.
Section 331 of the Civil Procedure Code (prior to tha
Act of 1879) is limited to the fact of possession, and is no har to a
subsequent suit brought to try the title to the land in dispute.

An investigation under

Amendment

THIS suit

was brought to recover certain land from the defendant

on the Aground that it was the jenm property of the Kappulatli
tarwad and had been leased to plaintiff's grandmother, Sliangu
Ammal,
• S.

Routh

A.

in 1046 (1871).
624 of 1880

Malahar,

In

the same

from the decree of H.

in A. 8. U3 of

1880,

Munsif of Falguat, dated 15th Juae

1380.

year

Sliangu

Ammal

Wigram, Officiating District Judge of

confirming the

decree of .t!je

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

VOL.

it

leased

one Sahib Rawutan,

to

in 1878

and

of the land and got a decree.
of this decree on the ground that

recovery
execution

105

Defendant

in

he was

for

him

sued

resisted
possession

of the land.
Shcmgu Ammal then put in a petition under Section 328 of the

Civil Procedure

which

Code,

1878), and dismissed on

was

that the land

the ground

of

as a suit (286

registered

in

not

was

possession of Sahib Rawutan.
The

defendant

the truth of the plaint

denied

that it was barred by Section

pleaded

13

of

in

and

toto,

Civil Procedure

the

Code.
The Munsif dismissed the suit on the latter ground.
The District Judge confirmed this decision on appeal.
The material part of his Judgment is as follows

331 of the present Code as amended,

is to be numbered

and with the like power as

his suit

is

it

inter alia,

may be argued

under

Section 331

were

if

supplemental plaint

plaint

not

that

the

as

not open to the decree-holder

the

insufficient.

to have the force

of

a

in the former

a

in

in the

final decision upon the subject

in the manner provided by Section 42

to state his case

contained
passed

It

under

plaint must

be,, interested

that the Courts would be at liberty to allow

presume
holder

suit,

is

frame

registered as

to

liable to be rejected

50-53e).
a

claim

is

in dispute (Sections

other words, the

or claims

so framed as to afford ground for

claimant

had

to

but

I

and

subject-matter,

is

show that the defendant

In

V.

as

same

a suit for the property

the decree-holder against the

of Chapter

provisions

if

the

the decreeparticulars
The

decree,

order
and

if

by

a

been instituted

is,

manner

in

a

as

claimant

the

is to be investigated

if,

defendant,

the

claim

and the

and registered

is

suit between the decree-holder

a person other than

plaintiff and

as

a claim

it

judgment-debtor,

original decree-holder fails to establish J^ right of%possesinfer that he
banred by Section 13
sion to the land claimed,
fresh suit.
from again trying the same question in
of the Code before

reference to Section

was amended, and that the

of Ibo Specific Relief Act shows that

it

331

it

Section

argued that the present claim was investigated under

9

" But

is

a

I

is

the

it
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made in course of execution, in good faith, by
the

—

;

"Under Section

:

CHINNASAMI

PlLLAI
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PILLAI
v.

intended

Was

.

as

possession

"This ma7

,.

..

. ,

distmguished
80>

in the suit

passed

the only question to be tried

that

be

[VOL.

,

,

of

one

was

....

111.

from title.
under Section 333 the

but nevertheless

was to have the force

of

order

a decree.

" The real question, therefore, is whether the matter directly

and substantially in issue in this suit was directly and substantially

in

in Original Suit No.

issue

finally decided. That the parties
admits of no doubt. Now, it seems
and substantially
defendant

present

it

in

in

issue

of 1878, and

286

in point

of law

to me that the matter

directly

are the sauie

the former

heard and finally decided

was

and

defendant,

I

suit was whether

held the land on his own account,

was held under the demise sued on by

That

fail

to

plaintiff's

in

favor of

the

whether

or

grandmother.
the

present
in

now

how any other matter is

see

and

heard

was

issue.

"
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'

I

can of course assume a case in which
that

granted

the

land

was

never

Rawutan,

my grandmother's tenant,

dant was

a

trespasser

the question tried.
and

I

But that

think that the suit

Plaintiff

ab initio,'

as

plaintiff might say
of Sahib
in possession

I

will now show that

and would be entitled

to

have

by him,

case put forward

is not the

defen

framed is resjudicata"

appealed.

A. Ramacliandrayyar for Appellant.
Mr. N. Subramanyam for Respondent.
Court (Innes and Aluttusami Ayyar,
following
The

JUDGMENT
the

:

JJ.)

delivered

— We cannot agree with the District Judge

District Munsif that

the

the

and

matter in question in this suit is

res

judicata.
Section 331 of the Civil Procedure Code, before it was amended,
required

that the suit should proceed

as a

suit

under

Section

9

of the Specific Relief Act. Section 332 of the Procedure Code
which
allowed an appeajt from the decree passed in the suit
Section 9 of the /specific Relief Act would otherwise have pre
cluded.
by

Section

provision
suit

In

is

other
9

respects the suit

was

of the Specific Relief Act.

of the law,

altogether

If

we find that tjje question

regulated

we refer

tried

necessarily only tho question' of possession,

in

to

that

such

a

for by Clause

MADRAS SERIES.
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2 of Section

the

9

parties are

107

notwithstanding

permitted,

the

decision, to proceed afterwards to try the title.

The question in
is not

v.

the present suit is clearly

one

of title and it

PILLAI.

res judicata.

We must reverse the

decrees

the case to the Court of

of the Courts below,

and

First Instance for readjudication

remand
on the

merits.
The

of

costs

the

appeal will

second

abide and follow

the

result, and be provided for in the revised decree.

(38)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Charlet A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice, and Mr. Justice Inntt.
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DANTS),

INDIA STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY, LIMITED (DEPENv. HAJEE
MAHOMED ESACK AMD COMPANY

APPELLANTS,

(PLAINTIFFS),

RESPONDENTS,'*

Bill

of Lading — Claim for ikort delivery to te made at a certain place mtthin a
month — Reasonable condition — Limitation Act, Sch. II, Clt. 30, 49, 63, 116 —
Cowman carrier, duration of liability of— Indian Carrier? Act

A stipulation

III of 1J65.

by persons carrying.on extensive business as carriers that they should

be apprised of claims

made on them for default on the part of their servants at :i

specified

place and no other and within a time which

attended

with some result is not unreasonable.

will

render inquiry likely to be

The defendants were owners of a fleet of steamships plying periodically along the
coasts of Rritish India, by which they undertook

to convey for freight parcels

goods for all persons indifferently from and to specified ports.

They stipulated

of
in.

their bills of lading that claims for short delivery should
Calcutta only,

and within one month

be made at the port of
after delivery of any portion of the goods

entered in the bill of lading.

J {i•/!/,

delivered,

in a suit against defendants

for compensation

that this was not an unreasonable

agents of the defendants,

who

stipulation,

were authorized

freight, and give delivery, was not

a sufficient

for value of goods short
and that a claim made on

only to retain the goods, receive

compliance

with the condition.

Held also, that defendants were common carriers, though not for the plrposesof
the Indian Carriers' Act, and that their character of carriers continued so long as
the goods remained in their hands and undelivered.
Held also, that cl. 30, Sch. II of the Limitation Act would apply to the defendants

;.

but that as this suit was for breaches of the contracts to deliver, it was governed by
cI. 115.
•Appeal

10 of 1880 from the

Original Side, in C.S.

376 of 1879.

j} ph

.

1 5«
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THE BRITISH
STEAM
NAVIGATION

Srmble: Clause

MAHOMED
ESACE
AND
COMPANY.

II

of the Limitation Act applies to suits for compensa

tion for loss or damage to goods arising from malfeasance, misfeasance, or non-feasance
of contract.

independent

COMPANY

HAJEE

30, Sch.

III.

[VOL.

IN this

case the plaintiffs

claimed 6,304 rupees

compensation

for value of goods short delivered.
The goods were shipped in defferent vessels
between October

company

be delivered

of the defendant

1876 and March 1878 at Calcutta

at the port of Madras.

to

The snit was brought on

31st October 1879.
The defendants pleaded (1) that by the terms of the bills of
lading the claims should have been made within one month
after

the delivery of any portion of the goods entered in the bill

of lading,

and no

claim was made

till the end of

1878

;

(2) (in

answer to an allegation that defendants' agents at Madras entered
into an arrangement for the landing

of

of plaintiffs' paying
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within

the goods consigned

and delivery to the plaintiffs

a reasonable time

in consideration

charges for boat hire, &c., to such persons as

defendants' agents should appoint,

and that the said charges

had

duly paid) that no such arrangement had been made, but
that under the bills of lading defendants were entitled to land
the goods direct at the consignees' risk and expense, and that
been

this

right was exercised by

P. Ramanjulu Naidu,

a

ship

them,

and that

they

employed

dubash, to land the cargo of the

various steamers.
The case was tried on 20th September 1880 by Kernan,

J.

Mr. Handley and Mr. Gould for the Plaintiffs.
The Advocate-General

(Hon.

P.

O' Sullivan) and 'M.^Johnstone

for Defendants.
The Court found that no agreement, as alleged by the plaintiffs,
had been made to land and deliver the goods ;
that^there [had
been short delivery ; and that plaintiffs were entitled, to Rupees
3,095 compensation.
tion

in

whether
written

the

bills

As to the questions (1) whether the condi
had been complied with and (2)

of lading

the snit was barred by Limitation (not pleaded in the
statement), the Judgment of the Court was jis'follows :— •

"The Advocate-General

"1. That

no claim

for the defendants contended —

was made

within

bills of lading, and that no action could

the

time specified

be therefore

in the

maintained.

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.]

" He

the necessity of making

waived

but contended that

He

Calcutta, THE BRITISH
•
INDIA
from Ramanjulu and Sons was not
RTEAM

a claim

bat that the claim

enough,

109

the claim at

should be made on Binny and

Co.

" On

Sons,

this point

is that the

my view

made, upon the

evidence, from

claim on Ramanjulu and
day to day was sufficient,

as the term of claim being made at Calcutta had been waived.

" 2.

contended that

The Advocate-General

Limitation,

II,

cl. 30, Sch.

claim in respect of dholl,
March 1878.

" On

this point my

Act

XV

suit was barred by

of 1877,

as to all,

which was within time

except a

in February or

opinion is that the suit is not one against

within the meaning of Article 30. It is
a suit on the contract contained in the bills of lading, under

the defendant
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as carriers

the defendants

•which

exercised their

the possession

of which

hold for lien,

and under which

" Or it may

property.

option to land the goods,

they claim by their written statement to
they were bound to deliver

Art.

goods on being paid their lien.

the

63 or 115.

be treated as a suit for detaining specific

movable

Art. 49."

Defendants appealed.
The Advocate-General

for

P. O'Sullivari)

(Hon.

and

Mr. Johnstons

the Appellants.

Mr. Hundley for the Respondents.
The

Court (Turner, C.J., and Innes,

J.)

delivered

the follow

ing
JUDGMENT

:

— The appellants

are the

owners of

a

fleet of steam

of British India, by
convey for freight parcels of goods, for all

ships, plying periodically along the coasts
which they undertake to

persons indifferently from and to specified ports.
respondents
the

appellants, to be

should

It

or commanders of " landing
and expense."
any
of

It

was

delivery

was a condition

have the option
goods

would

be

of

the

of goods should

and at no other port,
entertained

of the bills of lading
through

its agents

direct at the consignees' risk

also a condition

claim for short delivery
Calcutta

1876-77 the

shipments

and to be there delivered.

that the Company

In

of goods in the steamers of
carried from Calcutta to the port of Madras

made several

COMPAN™
«.

urged truly that the claim was stale.

bills of lading that
be

made at the

and that no claim

unless made

port

for short

within one mouth

HAJEE

MAHOMED
KSACK
AND
COMPANY.
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after
STEAM
NAVIGATION

HAJEE

AND
COMPAKY.

deliver7 of anv

potion of

in the bills

the goods entered

of lading respectively.
The

OOHPANY

MAHOMED

*^e

III.

[VOL.

respondents

broken

that

complained

failure of the appellants

by the

had been

contracts

these

delivery of
recover the value.

to make full

the goods received by them and they sued

to

The

appellants pleaded that the suit was barred by Limitation,
that no demand had been made at the port of Calcutta nor within
the

and that

period stipulated,

had

they

performed the several

contracts by making complete delivery of the goods.

exception

of

and with
in February or March 1878,

on the 31st October 1879,

The suit was brought
a shipment

made

th»

it is

admitted that the other contracts were made and should have been
performed more than two years before suit.

It

is also admitted

employed

a firm,

the defendants exercised

Ramanjulu and Sont,

their election and

to land and deliver gooda
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to the plaintiff's and other consignees.

It

that the

is contended

Limitation Act

it is

in that
for

compensation

the loss

that the defendants

argued

of that clause

;

suit

falls

nnder

suit against a carrier to recover

a

of goods.

On

of warehousemen holding

for

carriage and landing

;

the

it

is-

within the meaning

of carriers

that their character

other hand

the

are not carriers

ceased when

the

in the posi
goods till payment of the hire

goods were landed, and they became ordinary
tion

30 of the

Clanse

and that the suit is

bailees

governed either by

Clause 63 or Clause 115.

We hold that although the defendants are not common carriers
for the purposes of the Indian Carriers' Act, of which the opera
tion is restricted to inland carriers,
carriers,

and that their character

the goods remained

in

their

they are nevertheless common

of carriers continued

so

long as

hands and undelivered ; but

we

hold that the suit is not governed by Clanse 30 bat

nevertheless

by Clause 115.
Looking to
found

in

the

compensation
feasance,

There

the terms

of Clause 30

schedule, we
for

loss or damage to

misfeasance,

apparently

apply

goods arising

or non-feasance independent

may no donbt be reasons

Limitation for

and the place in which

understand it to

for prescribing

suits against carriers,

been adopted.

to suits
from

a short

a

is

for
mal

of contract.
period of

but the principle has

On the other hand,

it

shorter

not

period

III.]

VOL.

Ill

MADRAS SERIES.

Limitation has been in the earlier Limitation Acts provided
suits for tort than for suits for breach of contract.

for THE BBITISH

of

The

present suit

is clearly a suit

deliver, and there being

to

the

for

for breaches

of

contracts

the

no special provision for

INDIA

KTUAM

compensation

breach of such contracts, the suit is governed

Clause

by

115.

On

this

point then we

of the

must overrule the objection

appellants.

It

is nest argued that

the suit cannot be maintained,

inasmuch

with

the respondents did not make the claim at the place and

as

in the time stipulated.
The learned Judge
who

before him for

appeared

claims

had

has recorded

the

that

the Advocate-General,
waived proof that

appellants,

been made at Calcutta, but insisted that

claims

made

Ramanjulu and Sons were not a fulfilment of the condition, an'l
that the claims should have been made to Messrs. Binny and Co.,
to
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the general agents of the company at this port.

The Advocate-General
admit that claims

to

has explained to us that

made to

Binny and

consented

he

would

Company

compliance with the condition from his confidence

sufficient

that firm would have at once communicated with their
We

Calcutta.

at

he

have nothing before us to show

that

principals

that proof of

with the condition was waived except to

compliance

a

extent

the

admitted.
The
was

for the respondents contends that the condition

Counsel

that a claim made to

unreasonable,

sufficient

Ramanjulu would

compliance with the condition,

and

that

be

a

such claims

were made.
There
time

is general

made

evidence that he respondents

from

time

to

demands on Ramanjulu for the delivery of the goods

had fallen short of the shipments, but there is no evidence

which

that they

made

occasioned

by

claims on them for

non-delivery.

Ramanjulu and Sons,
compliance with the condition.
agents

of the appellants
delivery

land

the goods, but

:

not

hold

them

a

Ramanjulu and Sons

to retain the goods,

they were also the

give

the loss

Assuming such claims were
we could

on

for

compensation

receive

agents of the

made

sufficient
were

the

freight and

respondents to

they were not the agents of the appellants

to receive claims for compensation for the

non-delivery

of goods.

NAVIGATION
COMPANY
v.

HAJBE

MAHOMED
ESAOB AND
COMPANY.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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THE BRITISH

IBDIA

STEAM
COMPANY

HAJBS

Nor can we hold the condition unreasonable.

at out-stations

MAHOMED
ESACK
AND

into

COMPART.

mined

agents, may at once

of contract

breaches

default

through

III.

is not

nn-

It

reasonable to require that the claim should be made

in order that the respondents, who must carry

[VOL.

on

at

Calcutta,

their

business

inquiry

bo put on

may have been caused by

which

the

of their agents, and moreover this point has been deter
in 9 W. E. 397. It is not unreasonable that persons

carrying on an extensive business as carriers should stipulate
that they should be apprised of claims made on them for default
on the part of their

inquiry likely to
On this plea
that

servants

with

be attended

a

terms,

render

some result.

hare failed to

tho stipulation was unreasonable, and also that
that

will

time which

we must hold the respondents

dents have not proved

the

show

respon

with it either in its

they complied

or in the manner in which the appellants agreed to accept

its performance as sufficient.
dismissed with costs.
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within

The appeal is allowed, and the suit

Attorneys for the Appellants, Messrs. Tasker and
Attorneys for the Respondents,

Wilson.

Messrs. Branson and Branson.

NOTE.— II the opinion of Sir R. Phillimore in the case of The Duero, L.B., 2 A.
and B., 393, is correct, no question could arise as to the condition being reasonable,
but

see Nugent

v. Smith, L.R., 1 C.P.D., 423.

(39)
APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Sir Charlet A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttiae, and Mr. Juttice
Kinder sley.

TARADA RALADU

1881

February 22.

Criminal Procedure

Code,

Act

v.

THE QUEEN*

X of 1872,

Section 328— Nem trial.

The power given by the Criminal Procedure Code to a Magistrate to pronounce
s judgment upon evidence partly recorded by his predecessor and partly by himself
does not extend to a Sessions Judge.

THIS was

a referred

trial in which

He

the prisoner appealed.

was not represented at the hearing of the appeal.
The

Court (Turner,

C.J., and Kindersley,

J.)

delivered

the

following
•

Criminal Appeal

886 of 1880 from the

sentence of

Governor oi Fort 6t, George at Vizagapatam,

in Cal.

J.

Case

H. Oarstin, Agent to
40 of 1880.

the

VOL. III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

JUDGMENT

:

—The trial of

Mr. ffappell,

officiating

were made

the accused

with

and

Agent,

.witnesses were examined.
Tours

thia cage was

113
before

commenced

one

all the

exception

The case was adjourned and endea-

TAEADA
RALADO
v.

E

obtain the presence of persons named by

to

as witnesses.

resumed his appointment,

Mr.

During the adjournment
and having

Garstin

examined one fresh wit

ness concluded the trial.

We

It

the proceedings void.

are compelled to pronounce

is

only in view of the necessarily frequent changes in the office
of Magistrate the Criminal Procedure Code provides specially
that a Magistrate may pronounce judgment on evidence partly
recorded by his predecessor and partly by himself, but there is no
such provision in the case of Sessions Judges.
The conviction must be set aside and a new trial directed.
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( 40 )

APPELLATE CIVIL,
Before Mr. Justice Innet and Mr. Justice Kernan.

CHEDtfMRARA PILLAI (DEFENDANT), APPELLANT,
AMMAL (PLAINTIFF), RESPONDENT.*
Civil Procedure

An adjustment of

Code,

v.

1881
Viaxtiti. 1.

RATNA

Section 258 — Satisfaction of decree not certified.

a decree not certified

to the Court by either party within

the

time limited by law, cannot be recognized as a har to execution.

IN this

case the plaintiff,

as

sent her agent to

judgment-creditor,

bid at an execution sale of property of the defendant.
upon condition that one Muttwama
debt,

did

not

competition

Muttitrama

for Rs. 945,

for Rs. 1,500
Govindasami
upon default,
take

bid.

in

favor

and

Pillai

would satisfy plaintiff's
the

bought

property

gave the agent

of plaintiff,

The agent,

a

promissory

to be deposited

till plaintiff certified satisfaction
to be returned to Mutturama.

without

with

to the Court,

note
one

and,

Plaintiff declined

to

the promissory note and put her decree in execution against

the defendant.
* C.M.S.A. 658 of 1880 against the order of

F. H.

Woodroffe,

District Judge, of

North Tanjore, reversing the order of the District Hunsif of Shiyali, dated 25th
April 1880.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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CHEDOMEARA

PlLLAI

No application

was made to the

[VOL.

Court by plaintiff or defendant

under Section 258 of the Civil Procedure Code.
The Munsif held that plaintiff had waived her right against

RATNA

AMMAL.

III.

the

defendant under the decree through the conduct of her agent.
The

District Judge

set aside this order as the alleged

adjust

ment was not certified to the Court.
Defendant appealed.

A. Ramacliandrayyar for Appellant.
T. Rama Ran for Respondent.
The Court (Innes and Kernan,

JJ.)

delivered the following

JUDGMENT — The adjustment alleged is not admitted by
:

Munsif

and the facts found by the

decree-holder,

statement of the judgment-debtor

that any adjustment

the case

These facts distinguish

negative

from

took

the
the

place.

that of Miscellaneous

Petition No. 465 of 1880.

An adjustment not having

been certified by either party
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the time limited by law, the District Judge
aside the order of the

of Section

258

District Munsif,

was

within

right in setting

as under

the

provisions

of the Civil Procedure Code the Court could not

recognize an alleged adjustment in such circumstances.

We dismiss

the appeal

with

costs.

(

41

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Charlet A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice,
Mi'. Jtatice

4

1_

and

A ii.' 'A i;.'••

NATTU ACHALAI AYYANGAR AND ANOTHER (DEFENDANTS), APPELLANTS,
v. PAUTHArfARADI FILLAI (PLAINTIFF;, RESPONDENT.*
Bent Recovery Act (Madras Act

VIII 0/1865) — Sale

of immovable

property,

irregularity in, Effect of.
A suit lies to set aside a sale of immovable
under the proviiioas of Act

If

notice

VIII

irregularly conducted

property

of 1665.

of sale is not served in the way prescribed

by Section

39 the sale

muat be set aside.

•

R.A. No. 707

of 1880

against

Judge of Cbingleput, reversing
dated 16th August 1880.

the decree of A. L. Lister,

the decree of the District

Acting District

Muniil of Tiruvallur,

VOL. III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

IN this suit

the

plaintiff sought

115
the sale of certain

to set aside

lands

irregularly brought about by the first defendant under the
Rent Recovery Act, and to recover possession thereof from the
contended that sales of immovable

defendants

under

VIII

Act

prescribes that the sale of the

founded on Section 40, which

•was

interest of defaulters in land shall

laid down for

of

be conducted under

the rules

of movable property distrained for arrears

These rules are contained in Sections 15 — 35.

rent.

36 runs
a

the sale

property

This contention

of 1865 could not be set aside.

as follows

:

Section

" No irregularity in publishing or conducting

of movable property under this Act shall vitiate such sale ;
but any person who may have sustained damage by reason of such
sale

shall be allowed to bring a summary suit before the

irregularity
Collector

It

to recover compensation for such damage."

was also contended that there had been no

irregularity.
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The Munsif found for the plaintiff on the first point, but against

him

on the second

point, and dismissed the suit.

On appeal the District Judge reversed the Munsifa

the ground that

the sale was

decree

on?

irregularly conducted and collusive,,

and set aside the sale.
The defendant* appealed to the High Court.

Mr. Johnstone for Appellants.
Kristnasami Chetti for Respondent.
The Court (Turner,

C.J., and Kindersley,

J.)

delivered

the

following
JUDGMENT

:

— There is no error of law in the Judge's ruling that

it is competent to the owner of
property
to

sold

under

in

interests

saleable

Sections 38, 39, and 40j

Act

immovable

VIII

of 1865,

of such property.
bring a suit to question the propriety of
The main issues are whether or not the first appellant was
a sale

entitled

exercise the power of sale, and,

to

whether

the sale

was

held after proper

if he

taken, and whether the sale was duly conducted.
found

there

arrear

due

;

was no tender

of

was so entitled,

proceedings

a proper patta,

at the time

interests was most improperly

of

sale,

been

The Judge

and, therefore,

that the notice required by Section 39 was

served; and that,

had

has

no

not duly

the value of the saleable

depreciated by an intimation

to

PART'HASA.

BADI PlLL*1-

second defendant, the purchaser at the revenue auction sale.
The

NITTU

ACHALAI
AYYANQAR

the

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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NATTO
AYYANGAR
PARTHABAEADI PILLAI.

would

the sale that the sale to a stranger

persons attending

III.

[VOL.

be

questioned.

Act

^ne
a notice
sale

Of 8aie is t0 be served.

not

further.

in -which

is precise, and properly so, as to the manner

having been established, it is unnecessary for
this is proved, the sale must be set

Unless

of

The due service of a notice

to go
The
aside.
us

appeal fails and is dismissed -with costs.

(42 )
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr, Justice Kernan aiid Mr. Justice Muttuscmi Ayyar.

1881

March

19'

VAYTHENATHA 8ASTRIAL AND TWO OTHERS (DEFENDANTS), APPELLANTS,
«. SAMI PANDITHER (PLAINTIFF), RESPONDENT.*

VIII

of 1866 — Landholder, Manager of ettate mith interett it not—
Inoreaied rate of atteament for garden cultivation and tecond erop.

Madras Act
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An instrument authorizing a creditor to manage an estate, recover
pay

certain

disbursements,

and retain

possession until a certain

rent and

debt amongst

other debts to him wai paid, does not create the creditor a landholder
the meaning of Act

VIII

of

1865.

A

in

provision

a patta

within

for increasing

the rate

of assessment if garden cultivation is carried on, or if a second crop is raised,
not illegal, bnt comes within the provisions of Section

IN this suit the plaintiff,

as

of Act

VIII

of

1865.

Inamdar of Kadiramangalam

in

11

is

the

District, by his agent sought to enforce acceptance of
patta for Fasli 1287 (1876-77) by the defendants.
The defendants' principal objections were—
Tanjore

(1)

That the plaintiff had no right to sue on the
that

he had

Mudali

and

with the legal

ground

Krishna

given over the village to one
parted

a

estate on

certain

conditions.

(2) That

he had brought

a former

dismissed on the ground
and

suit, which

had

been

that the patta was defective

that it was not open

to him to

bring

another

suit upon the same cause of action.

(3) That the patta provided, contrary to law, for an increased
rate of assessment if garden cultivation were carried
on or
•

S.A.

79

of

if a second

crop was raised.

1881 against the decree

South Tanjore, confirming
dated 25th October 1880.

of O. A. Parker,

Acting District Judge of

the decision of the Head Assistant Collector of Tanjore,

VOL.

III.]

il7

MADRAS SERIES.

The Head Assistant Collector directed the defendants

to accept

the pattd and to execute muchalka.

This decision was confirmed
who, -with reference

SASTEIAL

by

-on appeal

District Judge,
plaintiff was not

the

to the objection that the

proper party to sue, remarked as follows : " As regards the
fourth ground of appeal, it is not disputed that plaintiff is the
legally authorized Muktiar Agent of the Melvaramdar, but defen
the

dants

object

his

to

MtSlvdramdar

has

bringing the suit

on

the ground

his rights of managing

transferred

that

the

the estate

to one Krishna Mudali, to whom he is in debt, since the date of
the

No objection to

muktiarnama.

Krishna Mudali, who would

the suit is

be the person really

is any force at all in the defendants' plea

;

forward

put

injured if

by

there

but the defendants, who
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admit their liability to pay rent, object to pay it on the ground
that their landlord is probably desirous of defrauding his credi
tors — a sort of argument which might perhaps be thought worthy
of an Irish tenant."
The defendants appealed

to the

High Court.

Mr. Shephard for Appellants.
V. Bhdshyam
-The

for Respondent.

Ayyangdr

arguments

appear in the Judgment

sufficiently

of the 18th February 1878

that

was

given,

the Inamdar.

proper person to give a patta and not
tended

that

the

right

to possession

to whom
was the

He con

of that instrument

the effect and construction

the estate in the land passed to the Mudali.

that

of the

JJ.)

Court (Kernan and Muttusdmi Ayyar,
JUDGMENT. — Mr. Shephard objected that the Mudali
the instrument

was

He contended

given by it amounted to such

an

estate granted.

We

do not agree in this view.

On reading
an

the instrument

it appears

to us that

it is merely

authority to manage, and recover and pay certain disburse
and to retain possession

ments,
debts

to

Afudali.
power,

him was

He

was

paid.
made

No

until

a

estate

an agent

certain debt amongst other

in

with

and the power was irrevocable

the land passed

to the

an interest as well as a
as long

as his debt was

unpaid.
Such

an instrument

given a landholder

VAYTHENA-

does not create the party

within the meaning of Act

VIII

to whom

of 1865.

it is

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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VAYTHHNASASTEIAI.
RAMI PABDITHEE.

Ur.

[VOL.

III.

in the patta for
increasing the rate of assessment if garden cultivation is carried
But the case seems
on, or if a second crop is raised, is illegal.
wjthin
ug
j.Q
come
Section 11, as there has not been any money
^0
Shtphard

the provision

fixed on the field as provided by Clause 1, 2, or 3 of

assessment

Section

that

objects

of Act

11

VIII

ordinary piinja lands of

of 1865.

whole village

the

fixed at 215 pons in Suit No.

of 1847

as

mention

was

The rate of rent

2

of 1844

was

are raised or when

a second

of land

as

the

being

Suit No. 68

and Appeal

between the plaintiff and the
made for assessment

referred

on

But no

Mirasidars.

on which

garden

crops

crop is raised on land.

The District Judge has taken evidence as to the local usage,
and according to

In this

It

was

we

it

think

he has settled assessment
ho was

in this

case.

right.

objected that a former suit to enforce acceptance of a

patta for the same fasli was

dismissed on the ground

that the
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patta tendered was not a proper one.

Mr. Sliephard contends that this suit to enforce another patta
for the same fasli cannot be maintained (Section 13, Civil
Code). However no objection was taken in the Court
or in the grounds of appeal, and we decline to allow it

Procedure
below

now or to decide the question.

We dismiss the appeal with

costs.

( 43 )

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

TIRUCHURNA

1881

March

21.

LANTS,

«.

Mr. Juttioe Kernan and Mr. Justice Kindcrtley.

PERUMAL NADAN AND ANOTHEE (DEFENDANTS), APPEL
SANGUVIRN AND OTHEE8 (PLAINTIFFS), RESPONDENTS.*

Adverse poitettian— Landlord

J'atti'i ixsued

to tenant

Aot, Sec.

Evidence

and Tenant— Non-payment

by Government

of rent for

not claiming adversely

yeari—

109.

Where the relation of landlord and tenant is porved to have existed,
defendant

12

to landlord —

it

lies on the

in possession of the land to prove that the relation was put an end to

* Second

Appeal

No. 389 of 1880 against the decree of

J. F.

Snaith,

Acting

District Judge of Tranevelly, dated 26th September 1879, confirming the decree
c! the District Munsif of Amhasamudram, dated 29th June 1878.

VOL.

III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

at such a period anterior to the suit

possession

would entitle the defendant to rely on hit
12 years.

of rent for upwards of 12 years and a grant of patta by Govern-

Non-payment

defendant for

ment to

as

plaintiff for

as adverse to the

•

do not,

5 years

when

Government

no interest

claims

adverse to plaintiff and plaintiff does not consent to defendant becoming tenant
to Government, create any possession in defendant adverse to plaintiff.

Rungo Loll Stundul

THE facts

Abdool

v.

Ovffoor (1) approved.

and arguments

of the Court (Kernan

JJ.)

and Kindersley,

P,
(Hon.

The Advocate-General

Mr. Johmtone,

in this case appear in the Judgment

G" Sullivan), for the Appellants.

for the Respondents.

JUDGMENT : — The question in this

case is whether the plaintiffs'

right is barred by limitation.
The ancestors of the plaintiffs along with various other persons
were the Mirasidars of the plaint lands an'd of other lands, and
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Pungalis or sharers of the swamibognm payable by
the Parakudies or cultivators under them, and granted pattas to

•were

the

such

cultivators

down to

the year

cultivators the Government tirva

J

Exhibits
defendant's

1252, and received
well

as

the swamibogum.

as

M are pattas by first plaintiff's father to second
N to T are the muchalkns executed by the
father..
to

second defendant;

U to AA are

and first

defendant's father from 1841 to 1852.

pattas by Government

to the

registry admittedly
of them.

or of

some

Defendants

Exhibits

to pattas,

8 to 12,

of

their own, having been
to them in the years

granted

No doubt

1859 to 1862 and 1864 respectively.

so granted under a mistake by the Collector,

27th February

1826

the jungfo upwards of 40 years ago, and they

from

reclaimed
refer

alleged that the lands were

Pnngalis from

stands in the names

down to 1876, and the
them

from the

1865, by the Collector

these pattas were

but Exhibit

P, dated

shows that the Revenue

Board, on the 23rd of February

1865, ordered the pattas to be

in future

as

kudies.
on
the

issued to

Exhibit

1

Pungalis
is the order of
the

the appeal of first
Board

the report

dated

the

defendant's

father

against

on

which

the order

founded, is confirmed.
(1) I.L.B.,

4 Cal.,

314.

Since

Pura-

to the

the Board, dated 30th

23rd of February 1865.

of the Collector,

February 1865 is

usual and not

July

1867,

the order of

By
of

the order
the

that time

I,

23rd of
as

well

119

f IRTJC&CRNA
N^DA*1«.

BANQtrvitit.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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TiE0cfltJENA
KM/AN

the Pungalis

previous thereto
Goyernment.

aa

^n 1875

BANouvnnr.

the Pungalis,

under

are the owners recognized

of

the sanction

interests in the lands,

partitioned their

III.

[VOL.

by

Collector,

the

and the plaint lands and

trees in the occupation of the defendants

were allotted to the

plaintiffs.
The defendants
rent,

for

either Government

Plaintiffs gave

of

upwards
rent

12

or swamibogum,

them notice to quit

not paid

have

years

to

upwards of

the

any

plaintifft.

months before

6

the commencement of this suit.
The District Judge, referring

of landlord
those

and to

having existed between the plaintiffs and

and tenant

from whom they claim

and those

Section
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I.L.R., Vol.

4, page

by the defendants, the tenants,

to the right of the plaintiffs

as

landlords.

It

on his possession

The

as

or those

the circumstances,
did

not

through

granted from

to at such a

the defendant to rely
1859 to 1864 to

the

did not, under

either in defendants or
The

Pungalis

being issued, but

no

there

them of their interest to Government, nor

by

did the Government claim any interest

nor did the Pungalis

consent to the

to the Government.

The

the immediate

an end

adverse to the Pungalis.

consent to such pattas

was no surrender

not create a bar

whom they claim,

create any possession

in the Government
doubt

held

314, has

adverse to plaintiff for 12 years.

fact that pattas were

defendants,

the decision

We agree in his decision.
of the land to prove that

suit as would entitle

to the

1852,

for upwards of

does

lay on the defendants in possession
the relation of landlord and tenant was put
period anterior

hand to
to

of rent to plaintiffs

that the mere non-payment
years

on the other

of the Evidence Act, and

109

of the Calcutta High Court,
12

on the one hand and the defendants

wlwn they claim

from

proof of the relation

to the clear

landlords

adverse to the Pungalis,

defendants becoming tenants

Government

do not

of the defendants.

now

claim to be

The fact

that the

rights of the Pungalis appeared to be, or were likely to be, inter
fered with by the pattas being granted to the occupiers (called
Purakudies in F and in the Proceedings of the Collector reporting
against

the grant of pattas

Board of Revenue,

and they

issued to the Pungalis.

them) was brought before the
ordered that the pattas should be

to

On appeal

by

the

occupier,

that order

VOL. III.J
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was confirmed.
the right of

right,

121

The pattas granted from 1859 to 1864 recognize

Mirasidars (i.e., the

the

viz., the Pungalis).

entitled to the mirasi

persona

The pattas direct the persons to whom

each patta is granted to pay the " beriz " to the Mirasidar and
get his receipt. It is said that the Mirasidar is only an officer of
Government

authorized to

having no interest in

in any
is,

and

hound

the recognized

SANQUVIISN.

is not established

the proper person to

was

But that was

tho occupier.

because he was,

of

owner under Government

the laud and

to pay the rent to Government.

We think the appeal should

will

But this

the land or rent.

receive the rent from

NADAN

receive the rent from the tenants and

No doubt the Mirasidar

way.

THHJCHUENA

be dismissed

with

and this

costs

govern the other cases.
2

NoTE?-See

M.H.C.R., 392.,

)

(44

APPELLATE CIVIK
Btfort Sir Charlet A. Turner, Kt,t Chief Juttice, and Mr. Jiutiee Muttutami
Ayyar.

RHAGIRATHI PANDA

(DEFENDANT), PETITIONER,

v.

PADALA GOPALUDU

Rent Recovery Act — Refutal

l<

(PLAINTIFF), COONTER-PETITIONEE.*
property illegaHy dittrained — Caute of
—
Limitation.
action
to rettore

refusal to restore property improp«rly distrained

VIII

of 1865) after the attachment

ordered to be restored under Section

under the Rent Recovery Act

has been set aside and the property

of the Act

is

(Madras Act

1
7

A

not acause of action upon which

case

is

The cause of action in such

a

a summary suit can be brought under Section 20.
the illegal distraint and the continued detention

SemUe. —

A

of, and refusal to restore, the property are only aggravations

of that wrong.

summary suit under Section 17 would lie und'er such circumstances

for

summary suit

not limited to the loss sustained prior to the order declaring

The period of Limitation for

a

the distress illegal as suggested in Snnivata v. Emperumanar

suit under Section

l-il!ni.(l)

17 must be computed,

not from

if

bring

is

loss or damage sustained when the distress has been declared illegal, and the right to
a

the date of the distress, at any rate from the date the distress was declared illegal.
•

C.M.I'. 405 of

1879

against

the decision

Collector of Oanjam, dated August
(1) I.L. K.,

*
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N.W.P., 16.% >
I.L.R., 4Cal.,661.

M*t,

42;

11, 1879.

of T. 0. Maltby,

Acting Principal

1881

March

22.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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RHAOIEA.THI
V.

GOPALUDU.

in the

XHE facts and arguments in this case sufficiently appear
judgment of the Court ( Turner, C.J., and Muttusami
^r- LascMes and P. V. Rungachari for Petitioner.
Amindacharlu

and Sundram

JUDGMENT. — It

Ayyar,

J.)

Sastri for Counter-Petitioner.

that the defendant,

appears

III.

[VOL.

that an

claiming

arrear of rent was due to him on the 15th January

1877, attached

He failed to

paddy belonging to the plaintiff and his sub-tenants.

give a correct list of the attached property to the plaintiff, and
neglected to send the notice to tin- Collector

within

days

the ten

Act.

appointed by the

The plaintiff, on the 20th January 1877, appealed against
distraint, and on the 10th December 1877
ordered

the release

of

attachment

the

the

Deputy Collector
the ground that the

the
on

provisions of the Act had not been conudied with.

llth

Marcju 1878 the Deputy Tahsildar reported that
the defendant refuseif^ deliver the paddy to the plaintiff.
On the
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On

the

llth

directing him

May 1878

was issued to the

an order

Tahsildar

to make over the property to the plaintiff.

On the 29th

June 1878 the Tahsildar reported the defendant

refused to deliver the paddy to the plaintiff.

On

the 26th

to the Collector

On

the 28th

July the Tahsildar was ordered
if the defendant persisted in his

to send the parties

refusal.

September the parties appeared, but the defendant

.jjeft before the inquiry was made, and on the 2nd November the
Deputy Tahsildar was ordered to ascertain how much paddy was
due to the plaintiff.

On the 28th December the Tahsildar reported the defendant
ought to give 2£ garces of paddy to the plaintiff, but refused to do
so, and the

plaintiff declined

On considering
5th March 1879,

to accept that quantity.

this report the
made

Assistant

an endorsement

plaintiff's proper course was

to

bring

on the

Collector,

on it to the effect that

a suit under

Section

20 of

the Rent Act.

On

the 10th March the

plaintiff instifuted this suit, in which

he

claimed to recover the value of the paddy distrained.
The
having

defendant

did not appear,

and the Assistant

Collector

heard the case ex parte awarded the plaintiff a decree for

Rs. 405-2-4.

The

defendant

subsequently

applied

for but was

refused a rehearing, and there being no appeal has applied to this

VOL.

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

Court under Section 622. Civil Procedure

123
to set aside the BHAOIRATHI

Code,'

PANDA

decree.

V.

The

Counsel contends, on the authority of the decision

learned

in Srinivasa

Pillai(\)

v. Emperumanar

summary suit lies under

the

facts alleged did not give
Rent Act ; and that in any

a

that in the circumstances no

provisos of the Rent Act; that the
to sue under Section

right

case the suit was barred by

We agree with the ruling quoted

20 of the

Limitation.

that the refusal to

restore

possession of the distrained property is not a proceeding taken
under color of the Rent Act, and we assent to the learned Counsel's
that the suit is not sustainable under Section 20 of that

arguments

Act, for damages are not claimed
property

or lost or damaged or destroyed by reason of

was stolen

any want of proper
be a question

on the ground that the distrained

cara^m

the part of the distrainer,

but it may

Court of Revemie had not cognizance
provisions of Sectidpi?, which authorize a

whether the

of the claim under

the
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tenant, when a distress has been declared invalid, to sue summarily

for any

loss

case the loss

the illegal

was

and the refusal

detention

of 1878 (1) appear

to restore or

"

as

by that section to the loss
restoration.

It

application,

might have

the continued

only aggravations of that

the

is unnecessary we should
but we

" loss or damage

right of summary suit given,
sustained up to the date of the order for
limiting

may suggest

determine the point on

for consideration

that in some cases

the loss

as

it

"that

been expected a summary remedy would be given

loss incurred before as well

and

and

to have interpreted the words

he may have sustained

the

distraint,

the

The learned Judges who decided Special Appeal No. 440

wrong.

this

of his property,

sustained is detention

he has

of damage

cause

Although in this

or damage he may have sustained.

for

after the order for restoration

sustained before the order

may

include the full value of the property distrained, for the distrainer
may have put it out of his power to restore it before the order was
passed.

Moreover a summary remedy is given for loss occasioned

by want of care
in his keeping

on the part

was passed.

is as we have said

the case before

19

and whether such loss occurred before or after the

order for restoration

It

of the distrainer while the property

unnecessary for us to decide tjie point in

us, because

(1) Srinivata

v.

assuming

the

Emperumanar Pillai.

ft

suit was
I.L.R

2 Mad.

maintainable
42.

GOPALODH.
*»

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

[VOL.

the period within which it could be brought in the Revenue
v.

FADALA
GOPALUDU.

III.

Court

had expired before it was instituted.

of Limitation for

The period

if

computed,

a

suit under Section 17 must

be

not from tha,date of the distraint, at any rate from

the date when the distraint

We must therefore

set

wff declared illegal.
aside the decree, but under the circum
party bear his own costs of this

stances we shall direct that each
application.

(45)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Air. Justice Innet and Mr. Justice Kernan.
1881

March 23.

PRSSIDENT OF THE MUNICIPAL COMMISSION, GUNTUR, (PLAINTIFF),
6RIKAKULAPU PADMARAZU (DEFENDANT).*
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Totvut Improvement

A suit for

Act,

1871

recovery of instalments

The Towns' Improvement Act,

'

— Limitation — Suit for tax,

of profession

tax under the provisions of

is governed by Article

1871,

v.

120,

Schedule

II of

the Limitation Act.

was

THIS

a

suit brought

to recover from defendant Rupees

29

on account of the second instalment

of the profession tax due
1876-77 by the President of the Municipal

for the official year
Commission of Guntiir.
The

Commissioners

under Section 58, Act
The defendant paid
the assessment on 29th

imposed

III

second

not paid

For

;

June

till

was

(Madras).

on 1st August 1877.
fell due on

1st

was not brought

was contended

».

October 1876 and

till July 1880.

that the cause of action

did

appeal (1st August 1877), as the
was not decided till that date ; that the
suit to recover a debt

to be considered as a

plaintiff had three years

from

1st

August

1877

;

and that

to bring hia

suit.
•

was

the disposal of the

of defendant

liability
suit

instalment

plaintiff it

Rs. 50 on defendant

1876 under Section 61.

hence this suit, which

the

not arise

1871

tax of

the first instalment and appealed against

The appeal was dimissed
The

of

a

Referred

Case 11 of 1880

by the District Muusif of Gunlur.

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

VOL.

For the defendant it

was

one year from 1st October

II,

Act, Schedule

Article 6)

1st October 1876

only

PEEHDEBT

bring his suit (Limitation
that the cause of action arose upon

MUNICIPAL

1876

had

to

and that the delay ^n

;

plaintiff

that the

argued

;

125

*

GUNTUE,

of the appeal

disposing

ought not to benefit the plaintiff.
The Munsif considered that the Limitation period was three
years, and that time began to run on 2nd October 1876 and not
on 2nd August 1877, but, being in doubt, referred
questions to the High Court : —

the

LAPU

following

(1) Whether suits brought for recovery of profession tax
by the Municipal Commissioners should be brought
within

one year or three years.

(2) Whether the

cause

of action

arose

~

appeal was disposed of.
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Neither party appeared on the reference.
The Court (Innes and Kernan, JJ.) delivered
JUDGMENT : — Assuming that
under

The

one year

suit

above

(Art.

debt lies on

Section 62 of the

is not the only proper
not

6,

remedy, we

observations

the

following

the statute, and that

Towns

think that

Improvement Act
the

Limitation is

Limitation Act), but six years (Art. 120).

for recovery of

is not

the

instalment fell due, or upon the date when the

second

a proceeding

the date

on

render

an

a penalty

answer

or forfeiture.

to the second

The

question

unnecessary.

(46)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

fir.

Juttice Kernan and Mr. Juttice Muttutami Ayyar.

BANDARU SWAMI NAIDU AND ANOTHER (PLAINTIFFS), APPELLANTS,
ATCHAYAMMA AND ANOTHER (DEFENDANTS), RESPONDENTS.*
Act

XXVIII of ISM, Section^—
in bond

The contract
ano« with Act

* Appeal

77

Civil Procedure

to be allomed

Cade, Sect ion 209—

v.

Rate ofinterett

up to date of decree.

rate of interest must be allowed up to the date ol decree in accord-

XXVIII
of

dated 1st March

1879

1879.

of 1855,

Section 2.

against the decree of the Subordinate

Judge of Cocanada,

1881

March

23.

'

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

126
RANDAEU
HV.'AMI

NAlliU

The Civil Procedure

THE

for and does not repeal the former Act.

in this suit sought

plaintiffs

to

a mortgage bond executed by the

nnder

III.

Code, Section 209, doei not expressly refer to suits in which

interest has been contracted

v.

ATCHAYAUUA.

[VOL.

recover

Rupees

14,000

first defendant, together

with compound interest up
of payment. The bond stipu
t^date
the
lated for payment of
principal, upon demand, with interest
at 18 per cent, per annum.
defendant

The

promised

of interest

of payment

default

interest at

charged compound

pay interest

to

every year,

and in

it was agreed that he should be
the rate of 24 rupees per cent, per

annum.
The

Judge gave a decree for the principal and
the date of the plaint, but disallowed the claim for

Subordinate

interest

up to

The decree was

compound interest.

appeal|d to the

The plaintiffs

da$a*i

1st

March 1879.

High Court on

the grounds, inter

alia, that the Court below ought to have allowed compound interest,
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and ought to

till

date

from the date of the plaint

have decreed interest

of payment.

Mr. Johnstone for

the Appellants.

S. Gopala Chari for Respondents.
The

JJ.),

Judgment of the Court (Kernan and Muttusami Ayyar,
after disposing of the points raised by the defendants in a

cross appeal, proceeded

" Mr.

as

follows

:

—

plaintiff abandons any objections to the
decree in respect of interest up to the date of the plaint other
But he asks for interest at the contract rate
than that awarded.
of

Johnstone

18 per cent,

date

of

for

simple interest from

of the plaint

to the

the decree.

"Mr.

Gopala Chari contends

Court nnder Section
the contract rate,
he very

However,
Section

the date

2

directs

209

of

the

but such rate

that it is in the discretion of the

Civil Procedure
as

Code

the Court thinks

not to give
reasonable.

frankly admits that Act XXVIII of 1855 by
the Court to give the contract rate up to the

date of the decree.

"Section

209 does not expressly

refer to suits in which interest

The case Carvalho v. Nurbibi (1) does not
of 1855. We allow 18 per
contain any reference to Act
has been contracted for.

XXVIII

(1) I.L.R.,

3 Roin,, 202.

VOL. III.]
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cent, on the principal sum of Rupees 14,000 from the date of the
plaint to the date of the decree of the Subordinate Court (1st

March 1879).
this suit, to
entitled

We declare

the plaintiffs

entitled to their costs

be recovered along with thfeir mortgage debt, and

of

also

BANDARU

SWAMI
NAIDO
v.

ATCHATAMMA.

sum of principal,
interest and costs, including the costs of this appeal, at 6 per cent,
to recover interest

until payment from
and

the date

on

th^aggregate

of

the decree

we declare the same is well

in

premises

March 1879,

the 1st

charged on the estate lands and

the mortgage specified, and, in default of payment

such aggregate sum
months

of

of principal,

of

within six

interest and costs,

from this date, we direct that the said estate land

and

premises be sold for payment thereof."

(47 )

APPELLATE CIVIL FULL BENCH.
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Before

Sir Charles A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttioe, Mr. Justice Innet, Mr. Juttice
Kernan, Mr. Justice Kindertley, and Mr. Justice Muttmami Ayyar,

ALAOIRISAMI NAIKER,
TIFF),

Patta — Rent

v.

AGENT OP THE SHIVAGANGA

INNASI UDAYAN

Reeorery

Act, Sections

AND ANOTHER

4, 7, 87 — Small

ZEMINDARI

1881

(PLAIN

(DEFENDANTS).*
Cause Court

Jurisdiction —

Question of title.

If a

bond,

fide question of title arises incidentally in a Small Cause sait, the Court
it.

should determine

A patta which professes to make the tenant liable to the person tendering it for
lands not held, as well as for lands held, of such person, is an improper one, and not
one which the tenant is bound to accept.

THIS was

a case

referred by the District Munsif of Shivaganga

under Sectio» 617 of the Civil Procedure Code.
The

plaintiff, as Agent of the

Shivrtganga Zamindari, sued

recover Rs. 24-1-10, being the tirva and other dues,

as

to

well as the

rent due for Fasli 1285 (1875-76) for the lands in
first defendant's possession, alleging that a patta (Ex. A) was ten
melvaram

dered for that fasli year by the then Zamindar and declined by first
defendant.

First defendant denied

Fasli 1285 (1875-76),

the tender

and contended that he was not

* Case stated by the District Munsif of Shivaganga
18th December 1879.

of any patta for
bound

to

in a Small Cause suit on

April

1.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

128
ALAGIRISAMI
NAIBER
v.

UDAYAN.

accept snch a patta as
had no jurisdiction,

as a

III.

He contended also that the Conrt

Small Cause Court, to entertain this

suit,

two-thirds of the land for which rent was claimed belonged

because

to

Ex. A.

[VOL.

another Zamindar,

Muituramalinga

Tevar

(who, on his own

motion, was made second d^ndant and claimed to be owner of
two-thirds of the land as alleged by first defendant).
In conclu
sion defendant pleaded that he had paid all arrears due for the
one-third of the land to the Agents of the Shivaganga

remaining
Zamindar.

Munsif found

The

that the patta was tendered

;

that a bond

fide question of title arose between second defendant and plaintiff ;
that he had no jurisdiction therefore to try the suit as far as the
rent for two-thirds of the land was concerned ; and that defendant
had not paid the arrears due on the remaining

one-third

of the

lands to the Shivaganga Zamindar.
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Being in doubt whether he could enforce plaintiff's claim for
of the lands admittedly
arrears of rent due on the one-third
to the

Zamindar, owing to the objection
of
the
patta tendered (Section 7, Act VIII
taken to the form
Munsif
referred
the following question to the High
of 1865), the

belonging

Court : —
" Whether,

improper

if

Shivaganga

a

to have been

patta proved

one as regards

a part

and a proper

rest of its terms, the Courts have

tendered is an

one as regards the

power to reject

the

improper
rest
the
the
of
terms
of
the
same
?"
enforce
and
part
Neither plaintiff nor defendant were represented by Counsel.

following Judgment

The

(Turner,

delivered

was

by

the

Full Bench

C.J., Innes, Kernan, Kindersley, and Muttusami

JJ.)=JUDGMENT.

— It was decided by

Ayyarr

•

the

Full Bencnin Gopalasami

Mudali v. Mukkee Gopalayyar and others (1) that the provisions
of Section 7 of the Rent Recovery Act debarred a landlord of the
class

mentioned in Section 3 from suing in any Conrt for

of rent, or
unless

to enforce the terms

of

a tenancy

arrears

in any other way,

the plaintiff had tendered such a patta as the defendant

was bound

to accept.

dered was disputed
defendants

on

liable to the

In

the

present instance the patta ten

it professed to make
person tendering it for land which they
the

(1)

7

ground

U.H.C.R.,

that

312.

VOL.
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III.J

did not hold of him.
provided

the

to

Section 87 says

:

" Except

as hereinbefore

and others shall

landholders

contrary,

129

liberty to file suits in the Civil Courts for arrears of rent."
The provision of Section 7 already quoted falls within
to Section

exception

the

by Section

unless

the

There

was no acceptance of the patta in this case, and

required

7 have

fulfilled.

been

if

by the defendants) it was wrong in one
particulars — local description and extent (see Section 4) — it
not such a patta as defendants were bound to accept.
therefore

was

We

answer the question in the negative, assuming that the

tendered

not

was

a

proper

the District Munsif has not
bond fide

question of title

It

patta.

decided

the

is observed that

question whether

He conceived that

patta was, or was not, proper.

as

the

there was a

as to part of the land included

in the

Cause Court had no jurisdiction over that part

patta, the Small

of the suit.
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INNASI
UDAYAN.

(as is
of the essential

alleged

patta

NAIBER

and precludes a suit for arrears of rent

87,

conditions

at

be

ALAGIRI-

But it was quite competent
to decide the point of title incidentally,

to the Small Cause
and the

Court

District Munsif

most do so in order to dispose of this suit.

(

48

)

APPELLATE CRIMINAL,
Before Sir Charles A. Turner, Kt^ Chief Justice, and
Mr. Justice Hutchins.

THE VICE-PRESIDENT

OP THE

(COMPLAINANT),
Tomnt Improvement

The machinery

MUNICIPAL COMMISSION,
CUDDALORE
H. NELSON (DEFENDANT).*

J.

III

Act, Madras Act
of 1871, Sees. 58-62— Liability to Pro
fession tax — Canstruction of fiscal Acts.

In construing enactments
liability to the tax arc to be
of

1!.

creating fiscal obligations,
distinguished

provisions

The duty of paying profession tax undar Section
independent of the obligations

it in

the

for the imposition of the tax may be independent of the obligation

the tax-payer.

precede

declaring

from those providing for its imposition.

of registration

68, Madras

Act

III

of

and taking out a certificate,

1871,

is

which

the same section.

* Revision Case No.

6

of

1881

of Cal. Case No.

67 of 1880 before the

trate of South Arcot, referred by the District Magistrate

Joint Magis

of South Arcot.

1881

APril

20"

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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THE VICEOF THE
MUNICIPAL

CoDDlloBE,'

J. II.

«.
NELSON.

Per HUTCHIBS, J.— Section

not to

81 is

ba conttrned

111.

[VOL.

so as to prevent the

Commis-

l'°nerB from adding to the list new names or persons not in the town at tha begin-

ning of the year.

THR defendant arrived

of April 1880

at Cuddalore on the 2nd

and drew v
pay
J as District and Sessions Judge
6 of South Areot
1st April 1880.

from

Municipal Commissioners served defendant with notice
of assessment in September 1880, and subsequently proceeded'
The

against him for non-payment of profession tax under

of Madras Act

III of 1871

before the

Section

Joint Magistrate

62

of South

Arcot.
Defendant was discharged.

District

The
Section

of the Criminal Procedure

296

case

under

Code for the order

of the

referred

thereupon

Magistrate

the

High Court.
Mr. Tarrant for the Defendant.

C.J.,
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The Court (Turner,

ing Judgments : —

and Hntchitut,

.

delivered the follow

J.)

C.J. —The difficulty which has been found in the
construction of Madras Act III of 1871, Sections 58-62 inclusive,
TUENER,

in drafting,

arisen from an attempt to secure brevity

has

has resulted in some obscurity.

the Legislature
the language

plain and we can,

is

of

the

if

Nevertheless,

Act, give

without

which

intention

the

of

doing violence to

it is our

effect to that intention,

duty to do so.
had, in the 38th and 58th sections of the Act,

The Legislature

empowered the Commissioners of Municipalities, with the sanction

of

Governor

the

in Council,

to levy, in each official year, a tax

payable in two equal half-yearly
trades and callings,

instalments on arts, professions,

or rather on persons

incomes from

deriving

those sources.

The questions raised
intended

Legislature
practice

in the case before us are — whether the
that

the commencement

to pay the tax for

intention,

who

of a profession or the exercise of

pality after
liable

persons

it

a

calling in

;

whether,

expressed

;

if such

it

be subject

case of

to

Mr. Ifclson,

any conditions, those
been fulfilled.

was

be

the

whether the enforce

ment of the liability was subject to any conditions

if

the

Munici

a

of the official year, should

that year

has been sufficiently

commence

might

conditions

;

and

whether,

have,

in the

VOL. III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

Mr. Nelson arrived in Cuddalore
of the official

mencement

behalf that Section

in

a

It

is

argued on his

58 imposes on a person exercising
to register his

a calling

name before the

to which the Commissioners
of

at the commencement

are to assess him in

list, this power

•which,

from

though

they might

official year

each

the

that, although

;

other cause,

have

been

omitted,

entered in the earlier list

have been

he was

the inclusion of names

is limited to

inadvertence or
as

list prepared

a

power, at any time in the course of the year,

Commissioners have

not

preceding

and

;

Municipality for

resident in the

thirty days before the close of the

and was not

year,

under an obligation to register — nor could his name have been
included in the original list, nor could it have been added to the
list

— he

on revision

was under

to pay the tax. for

no obligation
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the year 1880-81 in Cuddalore.

In construing enactments creating fiscal obligations) care must
be taken

to

in some

between provisions declaring

to distinguish

the tax

providing for its imposition.
happen that the performance of certain

the taxing authority

are

;

but

of

for

the machinery

for

the machinery

be, in whole or in part,

It

may,

acts

by

pro-requisite to the obligation, and those

acts muy constitute a portion

of the tax

the liability

and provisions
cases,

the

the

assessment

imposition of the tax may

independent of the obligation

of

the tax

payer.

To ensure the general and impartial levy of
it is necessary that lists should

These

on classes,

duties are,

Commissioners,

and, inasmuch

as

of the names

of

the tax is not uniform

of the classification

by the 59th

by estimate, to arrive

a tax on- professions

be prepared

incidence, and, where

persons liable to its
but assessed

of such

persons..

section of the Act, cast on the

it would

be impossible for them,

at an accurate conclusion as to the incomes

derived by persons other than salaried officers from the exercise

of callings, they
and made
inspection

a

are required,

classification,

of

the

public,

after they have

to place
and

the lists

to serve

of

the amount

he ia

entered the names

in their

a notice

they have assessed informing him of the class
been placed and

THE VlCEPEESIDENT
OP THE

cojfMissiou,
CODDALOEE,

year, and to pay the tax for the ensuing year, J.H.

close of the official

that, inasmuch

a few days after the com-

year 1880-81.

Municipality the obligation

to revise the

131

office

for the

on each

person

in which

he has

required

to pay.

This

NBLSON.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

132
THE VICEOF THE
COMMISSION,
CODDALOEE,

to the tax-payer,

opportunity

and notice offer an

publication

III.

[VOL.

if he

by the action of the Commissioners, to pursue the
appeal provided by the Act.
rpjle preparation of the lists is to be taken in hand at the

is aggrieved

J. H.NBLSON. commencement of
Commissioners
• tho

it is provided that the
any time in the course of

year, but

the official

may revise the list at

year, and this power of revision is given

without restriction.

of the list, persons exercising callings
in a Municipality are required, not less than 30 days before the
close of the year, to register their names in the office of the
To facilitate

the preparation

Commissioners,

Such is the machiney

levy of the tax.
On referring
Madras Act
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be seen

X

the

to

corresponding

III

to

secure the proper

(45-59) of the
of 1871 supplanted, it will
sections

requiring persons exercising

callings

themselves and obtain a certificate

to register

is an addition to the machinery provided

Act, and it

not made the subject of
58,

certificate of such registration.

by the Act

of 1865 which Act

in the Municipality
of such registration

in Section

a

provided

that the provision

the former

out

and to take

is to be regretted
a

that this addition

by
was

separate section rather than incorporated

which declares the obligations of persons on whom

the tax might be imposed.

But, by breaking up Section

58

into clauses,

it will

be seen

that these obligations are three in number, and that the third ia
independent of the first and second.
Section 58 enacts that every person, who shall, within the town,
exercise

a

calling specified in Schedule B,

(a) shall cause his name to be registered, &c., not less
than thirty days before the expiry of the official year,
(b) shall take out a certified of such registration, and
(c) shall pay, in respect thereof, the rates mentioned
the said Schedule B — such sum to
half-yearly

equal

be payable

instalments,

be payable

in

in two

the first instalment

to

on the first day of the official year and

the second to be payable on the first day of the halfyear

next

person,
provided

succeeded,

who

shall

in this

but it

is

provided that

prove that he has

no

paid the tax

section in any one Municipality,

shall be required to pay the same for the same half

III.J

VOL.
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133

year in any other Municipality, unless it shall appear
that he has exercised, in both

Municipalities, within

the same half year, the calling,

&c. in respect of which

been so taxed.

he has

introduction

The

" in

of the new provisions

" in
the clause
respect thereof

I

the words

has separated

have marked

(c) from their

antecedent, but it is apparent from the context and from

proper

the provisions of Section 62 that the payment is to be made not
in respect of the certificate of registration but in respect of the
exercise of a calling.
The

by the clause

I

(c) is
then an obligation to pay a tax in respect of the exercise of a
calling, and it is not dependent, in any manner, on the perform
prescribed

obligation

ance of the preceding

obligations,

the three obligations

included
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even then

in all

has

tax is not

of it

year, as its amount may

until the Commissioners have concluded

it could not

assessment,

The

and, although one moiety

is payable on the first day of the official
not

the draftsman

though

in one section.

payable at the time of registration,
be ascertained

have marked

their

Reading

cases be paid.

the section without the clauses which have been introduced, it will
be seen who is liable to the obligation

who

within the town shall exercise
the

that

shows

had or might

who

persons

but also

Mnuicipality,
registered
year

a

" every

person

calling," and the proviso

in

not

contemplation

actually

paid

the tax

in another Municipality

only

themselves in the

have registered

persons who, whether they had or had

themselves, had

or half-year

had

Legislature

to pay, viz.,

not

for the official

in which

they had

not exercised their calling.

If the

obligation

is created by the registration,

must be made before the commencement of the year,

registration

registers 'but ceases to exercise

a person, who

the commencement of the year,

If

that year.
person

inasmuch as the

who

registration

did

his calling before

would be liable to pay the tax for

is a pre-requisite to the obligation, a

not register

might

escape

liability

;

but that

registration is not a pre-requisite clearly appears from the terms
of Section 62, which directs that the Commissioners are to register
the name of, and give a certificate of registration to, a person
convicted

under

that

section

of default in payment.

No other

THB VlCE-

or

THE

COMMISSION,
CODDALOEE,'
«.
J.H. NELSON.
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THE VICEOF THE
COMMISSION,
CDDALOEE,

J.H.NELION.

conclusion

me to

appears to

Act than that every person is liable

the

with the language of

be compatible

to the tax who

exercises

such a calling as is described in Schedule B within the Municipal
a£ any jjme {n the course Of the official year, and that, con-

ijlnjtg

with this liability, the Commissioners may, by revision,
at any time of the year, complete and correct these lists not only
by including persons who might have been included in, but were
sistently

omitted

original list, but

from, the

during

including persons who
the tax and by amending

also by

become liable to

the year may

the assessments.

No penalty is attached
a certificate, nor is

in all

recovered iu one

be

who,

in another

eame

half-year, unless

which

Municipality,
within the

can the

obligation

nor

a notice

of

These are the conditions
to be charged must

sought
Section

62,

as

I

unnecessary,

enforced

same half-year
be

calling in respect of
in both Municipali

enforced against

a

person who

assessment.

imposed on the enforcement

is there no condition

not only

but

obligation,

has

Municipality from any person
paid the instalment for the

exercised the

ho has

he is taxed

Las not received

of

the

that the person

but the conclusion of

be registered,

have observed, directs what in some cases must
whom the obligation is

that the person against

shall thereupon

be registered

and recieve a certificate of

registration.

I

months in any one

year, exercised his calling in the town, nor is a half-yearly

instalment to

be

tax to be enforced

enforced unless the person

for the space of two

therewith has,

official

;

to register and take out

to pay the

obligation

payment of the tax cannot be

charged

ties

omission

cases nor unconditionally.

The
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the

to the

think it my duty

to point

have been an oversight,

out what

the omission

I

cannot but think must

from

the last sentence of

the proviso to Section 58 of the words '*at the same time."

I

can • understand

carries

on

that where a person exercises a calling or

business at the

same

time in several

localities,

it

is

equitable that such person should pay, in each Municipality, a tax
on the income he there earns ; but, where the person exercises a

calling or carries on business in several Municipalities succes
sively, it cannot be equitable he should be liable to pay a tax on
bis income for the year in each Municipality in which he ha-

VOL. III.]

his calling or carried

exercised

As

MADRAS SEKIES.

the Government
tax five times

to liability to pay

if

in a year

he

his trade

on

proviso now stands, it would

the

135

for two

months.

THB

of

or

seem to expose an officer

a

were so often directed to change

Mr. Nelson

is admitted

exercised

had

notice of assessment.

he

liable to

pay the tax in the Municipality

received

had

his calling for two

1880-81 in the Municipality of Cudda-

lore and

He

was

then

of Cuddalore, unless ha

prove that, for the half-years for which he was charged, he

had paid the tax in another Municipality, and had not, during the
same

half-years, exercised

this is not
be set aside,

his calling in both Municipalities, and

The objection

asserted.

I

cannot be sustained.
claimed,

and that

would

that the order of discharge

direct

Mr. Nelson

ordered to

be

pay the amount

being one which, from

the confused language of the Act, is fairly open
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of Limitation

on the ground

and the question of his liability

to argument,

a

nominal penalty of one rupee.
HUTCHINS,
is liable.
upon

J.: — I

Section

38 empowers the Commissioners

It

to exercise this

is admitted that
power,

the tax was to be levied with
Section

tions 58 to 61.

that Mr. Nelson

have come to the conclusion

arts and callings.

determined

62

and that,

to levy a tax

they have
under

lawfully

Section 57

reference to the provisions of Sec

imposes a penalty on any person who

" received notice of assessment

has

as

aforesaid

"

and (2) has
" exercised his art or calling for two months in any
subsequently
one official year without having paid the tax in respect thereof as

(1)

required by Section 58."

Mr. Nelson received notice of his
He

exercised in Cuddalore his

had

since the 3rd
and for
has not

to the

CODDALOEB,

J.H.NILSON.

months in the official year

could

THE

half-yearly instalment of the

his station.

It

PHESIDENT

April

more

in September 1880.

calling

District Judge ever

as

1880 (that was the date given by his Counsel),

than

tw* months after the receipt of notice

paid the tax.
penalty, because

also pleaded

assessment

He contends, however, that
he was not liable

to the

he

he is not liable

tax, and he has

limitation.

The first contention makes it necessary to refer to the preceding
sections prescribing the manner in which the incidence of the tax
has to be settled.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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TH€ VICE-

PRESIDENT
OF THE

COMMISSION,
CUDDALORE,

Section

directs

58

every person

that

.

.

[VOL.

exercising

.

.

that ha

shall do certain things, one of which is

scheduled callings

shall pay in respect thereof

It

the scheduled rate.

fa provide. that the rate shall

be deemed

then goes on

in two equal
Lastly, there

payable

April and 1st October.

J.H.NELSON. instalments on or before 1st

of the

one

.

in one
Municipality shall exempt the person from further demand for
to the effect that

is a proviso

for any half year

payment

cised

half year by another Municipality, unless
his calling in both within the same half year.

some

difficulty in understanding this proviso.

the same

half year give the clue

this purpose,

is

person

a

that

the two

half years

to

it,

the same

are

he

I

has exer
have had

The words

within

show that, for

and seem to

to be taken separately,

not to be required to

and

annual tax

pay the whole

calling in both
We have already seen that he must
during
part of the year.
have exercised
for two months at least in the year hefore

in two towns

he exercised his

because

it

a

simply

that

person, coming to

If that

to the tax.

was not

a

of the Legislature, the proviso has no meaning
But Mr. Nelson's whole
argument rests on

the intention was just the
exercising

a

have

1

of the section which

very section, according to which
reverse. He relies on the earlier part

Of this

different interpretation

person

be liable

showa

new Municipality during

hitherto

scheduled

omitted.

calling

It

whatsoever.

only material for this purpose — that

ordinarily

the year, should
the intention

a

an intention

is

It

sent question.

not material to the pre

it

of the proviso

the exact meaning

is

liable to any penalty.

a

But

directs

within the

every

town, (a)

to

current year — in this

case 1879-80; (6) to take

out

a

register his name not less than 30 days before the expiration of the
certificate

registration; (c) to pay, in respect thereof, the rates
The argument
that all these
mentioned in the schedule.
is

of such

had to be done more than 30 daysjbefore

hegan

that Mr. Nelson was not in the

the year 1880-81

town at that time

;

things
;

that

therefore he could not be liable to the tax at all.

X

be

preferred.

of 1865, on which this section

clauses which

have marked

On referring to Section

46,

founded,

fined that the

(a) and (/.) are new.

The old section

I

Act

to

is

their intention

is

The proviso shows that this can hardly have been the intention
of the Legislature, and any construction which will give effect to

1
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said that every person exercising such a

respect thereof

such an

calling shall pay
This shows in the first

annual sum.

that the payment was to be made in respect of the exercise

place

of

the calling and not in respect of the

is

the nearest antecedent, and

from

Section 62,. which,

as we

certificate, although that

the same

thing may

have already seen,

says

"without

if the

taneously,

three acts (a), (b) and (c) are to be done simul
or whether the Legislature has not interpolated (a)

and (/.) without noticing all the inferences which might
from their juxtaposition to (c).
But other

synchronous are to
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for concluding

reasons

be drawn,

that these acts are not to be

found in what

be

immediately

follows.

The

very next sentence declares the first instalment to be payable on
or before 1st April. It follows that the Legislature did not mean
to direct that the whole should be paid not less than 30 days
earlier.

Further, the Commissioners have

of the rates
prepare their
opinion that

It

each person is

list
the

they are

April.

on or about 1st

duty to

pay.
time required, by
is quite

liable, and

determine to which

to

1

only to begin to
am,

therefore,

of

the duty

to

register is severable from

true that the former act can only be done, at the
a

resident within the town, but

person already

it does not therefore follow that persons not resident
They must pay

pay.

if

they come

need not

within the category of persons

within the town exercise any of the scheduled callings.
Section 58 is only referred ta in Section 62- in connection with
•who

payment
52."
says

— " without

it is Section

52 which

what rates shall be paid, and from what dates they
The -other clauses

payable.

and

are simply

(b~)

non-fulfilment.

It

required by Section

as

The reference was necessary, because

deemed

the

paid the tax

having

directory.

They

which

No penalty

Commissioners something

to go upon

I

is

attached

register

himself.

in preparing, their list.

to the tax.

one who does not choose,

The only

(a)

to their.

introduced to give

would be absurd to suppose that the Commissioners

npon their list any

shall be

have marked

may possibly have been

OF THE
COMMISSION,
CODDALOEE,

be deduced J.H.NELION.

having paid the tax in respect thereof (meaning in respect of the
calling) as required by Section 58." This is one reason for
doubting

THE

cannot put

or is not bound, to

question is whether the man. is liable

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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COMMISSION
CCDDALORE,

J. H. NELSON,

This brings

me

to another objection,

the list has to

61,

official
nn(jer
the

^e proviso

year,

persons

this cannot extend

enough to say that the

first day of the
have power

the list at any time in the course of

to revise

not in the town

the

under Section

the Commissioners

that, though

and

year,

viz., that,

on or about

be prepared

III.

[VOL.

the addition of new names or

to

of the year.

the beginning

at

words are

It

ia

capable both of a limited and

wider construction, and that the wider alone will give effect to

a

intention of the Legislature.

the obvious

Mr. Nelson

has relied

(1) but that turned on an entirely different set
of sections, and particularly on the meaning of the words " any
"
65.

on

Snaith's case,

becoming possessed .of an animal so kept

person

As regards Limitation the Magistrate
the offence was

a

in Section

has correctly

held that

one.

continuing
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(49)
APPELLATE CIVIL— FULL BENCH.
Before Sir Ckarlet A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice, Mr. Jutticc Innet, Mr. Juttice
Kernan, and Mr, Juttice Muttutami Ayyar.

April

21.

ACHAMPARAMRATH CHERIA KUNHAMMU (PLAINTIFF),
SYDENHAM GANTZ (DEPENDANT).*
Barritter and Client— Act

Agreement betmeen

A
and

engaged G, a Rarrister practising
promised to

pay him a sum

allowed by Regulation

XIV

The

It

of

of 1816, provided

WILLIAM

1846, Section 8.

in the mofussil, to conduct

of money

a suit (or him,

present in addition to the fee
that the decree awarded to A a sum

as a

•

above 1,000 rupees.

condition being

retained

I

r.

fulfilled, G collected

moneys for A under

the decree and

the sum promised.

was not proved that

A

assented to the appropriation by G of the sum retained

in payment of the promised present.

A

sued G to recover the sum retained.

Held — 1, that if G was
contract with A
prohibited

to be regarded

as to his fees ; 2,

as a Barrister, he was under a disability to

that if G was to

be regarded as a Pleader,

ho was

by a Circular Order of the Sudder Adalut ( 2 ) from enforcing this contract.

(1) 7 Mad. H.C.R., 332.
* Referred Case
17 of 1880 in Small Causa Suit 272 of 1880 baton the Subordinate
Judge of Calicut.
(2) No.

129,

llth

August

1853.

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

VOL.

The decision in Kennedy v. Bromn (1) governs all agreements made by

Semble:

members of the English Rar in that character.

THIS

Judge of Calicut

was a case referred by the Subordinate

tinder Section 617 of

Civil Procedure

the

Code.

A. Ramachandrayyar for Plaintiff.
Mr. Johnslone for Defendant.
facts and arguments

The

appear in the following

sufficiently

of the Court (Turner, C.J., Innes, Kernan and Muttu-

Judgment

JJ.)

tami Ayyar,
JUDGMENT.

— The plaintiff in

dant, a Barrister-at-Law,

to

the above suit engaged the

Suit No.

prosecute

1879 on

file of the Subordinate

stipulated to

Court of Calicut, and, in doing so,
pay him, in addition to his fee, a sum of Rupees 100

as a present,

if the original

the

On

1,000.

Rupees

to

promised

in excess of

decree awarded an amount

sum of Rupees

appeal, a further

Mr. Gantz in addition

to hia fee

of Rupees

Appellate Court's decree, like that of the Original
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of

23

defen

100 was

if

55

the

Court, awarded

any amount above Rupees 1,000.
The decree in Original Suit 23 of 1879 awarded to the

plaintiff

Rupees 1,814-5-7, which amount was reduced on appeal by Rupees
The

467-8-0.
attached
decree

by the

awarded

the

plaintiff having
District Munsif in execution

Court of the

against him,

Leslie and
paid

amount

to

Mr. Lanauze, Counsel for Messrs.

Co., the defendants in Original

Court

into the Subordinate

a sum

Mr. Gantz collected from Messrs.

Suit No.

been

of a

Pierce,

23 of 1879,

of Rupees 900 and odd.

Pierce, Leslie

and Co.

the

remainder, viz., Rupees 451, and, spending Rupees 251 thereof on

of the plaintiff,

account

retained the balance Rupees 200 as the

present the plaintiff had promised him.

plaintiff now

The

sues for the

withheld by Mr. Gantz.

recovery

of the Rupees

The Subordinate Judge raises the ques

tion "whether the defendant's

plea

of non-liability

or appro

priation

of his client's money

plaintiff

to be contingent upon the decree amount in the

and Appellate

Courts

200

to the present' or

exceeding

gift promised

1,000 rupees is a good

by

Original
defence

in the suit."

It
client

is not alleged there has been any assent on the
to tho appropriation
(1)

13

by Mr.

C.R.N.8.,

677 ;

part of the

Gantz of the moneys that
B.C. 32

L.J.C.P.,

137.

had

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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ACHAMPA-

to his hands as the agent

come

of his client.

[VOL.

We

not then

need

CHEEIA
UNHAMM0

express an opinion whether such an assent, if proved, would
\ye must assume there has
jleen an angwer t0 the c]aimi

WILLIAM

no guch assent.

SYDENHAM
GANTZ.

The

fees

of

of

opinion

Barrister are not

a

some

of

It

merces but honoraria.

us that the decision

III.
have
been

is the

of the Common Pleas in

Kennedy v. Brown (1) rules all agreements made by members of
the English Bar in that character.
In that case it was held that
the relation

of counsel and client

incapable of making

" The

mutually

parties

legal contract of hiring and service.

and promises of the client,

requests

if there

even

be

express

and the services of counsel, create neither an obliga

promises,

tion nor

any

renders the

an inception of obligation,

nor any inchoate

ever, capable of being completed and

right what

made into a contract

is,

by any
It
follows
that
Principles,
p. 594).
subsequent promise" (Pollock's
if Mr. Gantz, who has been called to the Bar, exercises the profes

that the plea urged in defence

claim.

Although Act

I

agreed

lation

XIV

129,

it

so settled can be

be beyond the rate of fee prescribed

of 1816,

llth

not an answer

August

to the

the amount of remuneration

declares the amount

by suit, though

Pleader, we are

of 1846 empowers Pleaders to settle with

clients by private agreement

to be paid, and

is

however, we are to deal with Mr. Gantz as

their

capacity,

Barrister.
a

If,

a

subject to the disabilities of

No.

him in that

professional assistance rendered by

any

in respect of

the

1853,

Circular Order of

the

recovered
by Regu

Sudder Adalut,

(2) prohibiting Pleaders from making

I

a

1.

;

(1) 13 C.R.N.S., 677 S.C. 32 L.J.C.P., 137.
—
Ithaviugbeen brought to the notice
(2) C.O. No. 129-yl, llth August 1853.
of the Judges of the Court of Sudder and Foujdaree Adalut thatsinoe the enactment
practice has arisen among the Vakeels in the Courts in this
of Act of 1846,
Presidency of entering into conditional agreements with their clients in regard to
the remuneration to be made to them for their professional services, the amount of
such remuneration, and in some instances the question whether any remuneration at
all shall be given, being made dependent upon the result of the cause, the Judges
necessary to denounce the practice in question as being altogether illegal,
deem
and to declare that any Vakeel in the Court of Sudder and Foujdaree Adalut, or in
any of the Courts under their jurisdiction, entering into any agreement with his

it

to,

will render

himself liable to dismissal from

6

and 10, Regulation
office under the provisions of Sections
.2. It is to be inferred that the practice has originated in

Act

I

of Section

of 1846, which allows parties

employing

the Courtt to settle with them, by private agreement,

XIV
a

client of the nature of those adverted

7,
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sion and claims the privileges of a Barrister, he

of

1816.

mistaken construction

authorized

the remuneration

Vakeels in
to be paid.

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. 1II.J
contracts

for

professional remuneration
as to the
contingent
amount on the success or otherwise of the suit, is not inconsistent
•with

these

provisions

and the contract

alleged could

not

be

enforced.

50)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
(

Before Sir Charles A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttiee , and Mr. Juttiee
Muttutami Ayyar.

VIRA RAYEN,

CHERIA RAJA OP PODIA KOVILAOOM, CALICUT, AND ANOTHER
•?. THE VALIA RANI OP PCDIA KOVILAOOM,

(DEFENDANTS), APPELLANTS,

CALICUT (PLAINTIFF), RESPONDENT.*
Zamorin Rajat of Calicut, cuttom in family of—property in pollution of member,
presumption at to.
According to the custom obtaining in the family of the Zamorin Rajas of Calicut,
property acquired by a stanom-holder and not merged by him in the property of his
etanom, or otherwise disposed of by him in his lifetime,
becomes, on his death, the
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property of the kovilagom in which he was born, and, if found in the possession of a
member of the kovilagom, belongs presumedly

THE

as

plaintiff,

of the Pudia Kovilagom (one of the
family of the Zamorin Rajas of Calicut),

the head

of

houses or divisions

to thekovilagom as common property.

the

instituted this suit to remove the first defendant from the manage
for their professional services. It cannot, however, have been the intention of the
Legislature that the agreements referred to should have reference to other than a
fixed payment altogether irrespective of the result of the cause ; for to suppose that
any other course was contemplated would involve the recognition of a practice
tolerated in no other Courts, and which, in the inducements it would hold out to
false and vexatious litigation, and the temptations to dishonesty it would afford to

the Pleaders by giving them an undue interest in the result of the causes in which
they might be engaged, is obviously calculated to prove most injurious to the admin
istration of justice.
of the practice referred to, tha
3. With a view to thd more effectual prevention
Court of Sudder Adalut resolve to direct that in every case in which a Vakeel
that no agree
may be employed, he shall certify on the hack of his Vakalutnamah

ment has been entered into by him with his client in contravention
No. 129-A.
NOTE. — The Attorneys

Act,

1870, Section

11,

forbids

of Circular Order

stipulations

for payment

only in event of success.
An agreement by a Solicitor with his client to get 10 per cent, of the value of the
'
property recovered is pure champerty' — L.R. 1 Ch. D., 573.

If
L.

R.

the agreement is made after engagement with a Pleader

it

is nudum pactum—

2 Rom., 362.

•Appeal No.

59

of

1879 against the decree

Malahar, dated 28th March

1879.

of the Subordinate

Judge of South

HI

[VOL. III.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

VIHA SAYIN
v AHA RANI

KOVILAGOM,
CALICUT.

merit of 186 parcels of land and parambas belonging to the Pudia
from the aaid landed property for religious

ceremonies which

had

never been performed.
first defendant denied that the property in dispute was the

The

of

property
i

and to recover from him Us. 4,000 collected by him

Kovihit/om,

Pudia Kovilagom

the

and that he had

ever collected

rent as agent for the kovilagom, and alleged that all the property

in dispute had
mother,

the

acquired since 1859 with the money

been

second

through her uterine

defendant,

who died in 1867

Munarpad Raja,

;

of his

brother the

that the property

had

Raja, who died in 1867, till his

managed by the Munarpad

been
death,

by himself, not under the kovilagom, but

and subsequently

pendently thereof, on behalf of the second defendant and her

inde
issue

;

consequently, he contended, the suit was barred by Limitation.
The

Subordinate

belonged
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chased

from time to time since
who held

Kovilagom,

Eralpad,
kovilagom
which
this

been pur

had

the established
descends

rule

was that

;

funds

own

presumption

property

this

evidence supported

by

which
by

or with the funds of the kovilagom,

that the

;

the

from

acquired

after their death to the family to

was that the property in this case had

the kovilagom

and

and held that, as in

owe their birth, whether the property was purchased

acquirer's

Pudia

of the

to trace the sources

the purchase-money had been derived

family

it

of Zamorin, Munarpad
managed by some member of

that it was impossible

stanom-holders
they

1831 by

as

members

the stanoms

and had always been
;

in dispute

found that the property

Pudia Kovilagom inasmuch

the

to

Judge

descended

the
the
to

presumption

;

and lastly, that the burden of proof lay on the defendant, and that
there had been no proof of possession
twelve years.

He accordingly gave

as to 4,000 rupees,

The defendant

a decree

and ordered each
appealed

to the

hostile to the kovilagom

for

for the plaintiff except

party to bear their own costs.

High Court

on the ground

that

the burden of proof was on the plaintiff, who had given no proof of
the enjoyment

of the income of

the property

in dispute within

twelve years.

T. Rama Rau for Appellant.

A. Ramachandrayyar" for Respondents.
The Court (Turnery C.J., and Muttutami Ayyar,
the following

J.)

delivered

MADRAS SERIES.
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JUDGMENT :— The parties to this suit are members of the family VIRA RAYEN

of the Taumri Rajas or Zdmorins of Calicut.
three kovilagoms or houses

Of

Kovilagoms.

lady of

The family comprises

— the Pudia, Padinjara

Valid Tamburatti

known as the

of

is entitled to the management
are five stanoms

There

kovilagom.

Keyake

these, each has its separate estate, and the senior

each kovilagom,

kovilagom,

and

of the
of the

the property

of dignity with

or places

separate properties attached to them, which are enjoyed in succes
sion by the senior male members of the kovilagoms.

in order of dignity — (1) the Zamorin, (2)

These are

Eralpad, (3) the
Munarpad, (4) the Edatharapad, and (5) the Nadutharpad; and
it would seem that, at the beginning of the century, there was
the

also a sixth stanom known as the Ellearadi Tirumapad (Buchanan,
83), but

page

as

no mention

is made

of this stanom in the

present proceedings, it may be that it has ceased to exist.
also enjoys

Tamburatti,

In

a

stanom

with

Valia

property

separate

this

;

is termed the Ambadi Kovilagom.

etanom

the management of the

properties of the three kovilagoms,

ladies are often assisted

the senior

by the males or

rajas who

in

time may pass out of the kovilagom and attain one of the separate
stanoms.
are no family

There
guished

names,

after their deaths
died.

respectively
stanom,

and the

stanom-holders are distin

by the name of the year in which

All property

acquired

the holder

by

which he has not disposed of in his lifetime,

an intention
becomes, on

they

of a

or shown

in the property attached to the stanom,
his death, the property of the kovilagom in which ha
to merge

is,

Property acquired by any member of the kovilagom
in accordance with the principle recognized in the case of the
joint Hindu family, presumed to be the common property of the

Malabar

families,

possession of

aid of the

the

member, who

common funds
are

properties

has been

sometimes

:

than with

is

wise

given that

it

unless proof

kovilagom,

is

was born.

a
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The senior lady of the whole family, who is known as the

acquired other
and

as

entrusted

in other
to

the

not by the customary law entitled

to their management, either for the purposes of management or as
an assignment

for maintenance.

the pleasure of the
also at her

pleasure

Valia

Such arrangements

are made at

Tamburatti of the kovilagom, who can

resume any

properties

which have been so

VALIA RANI
JJOVILAOOM
CALICUT.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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Lastly, it is not

VJHA EAYEN dealt with.

VAMA RANI
KOVILAOOM,
CALICUT.

[VOL.

III.

an uncommon practice that sale-deeds

by the kovilagom should be taken in
the name not of any member of the kovilagom, but of the deity
for properties

purchased

nnder

whose

protection

itself,

or iu the name of agents of the kovilagom.

the

has

kovilagom

assumed

to

place

The explana

tion offered of this circumstance is that formerly ladies were averse
to obtaining

of

deeds

supposed they had

sale

in their own

names,

the funds

acquired

lest it should he

wherewith

to make the

by dishonorable means ; and with respect to purchases
in the name of the tutelary deity, a more probable reason is
purchases

that religious

suggested

It

is admitted

Of
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In

portion

has been in the

to, or were at the

purchases were made,

the

the affairs

who

subsequently
stanoms.

there is no evidence to show

the time these members were conducting

of

of the property
hands of the first

time in the enjoyment of,

the case of such properties

of what funds

additional

these properties, some were acquired by or through

of male members of the tarwad

the agency
succeeded

interpose

the tarwad.

that a considerable

claimed by the Pudia Kovilagom
appellant.

would

scruples

it in

reasons for preserving*

In

of the kovilagom.

but it is proved that at
the direct

nearly

management
instance

every

sale-deed has been taken in the name of the deity or of an
and it is not

of the kovilagom,
claimed belong,
The

if not

the

agent

disputed that all the properties

to the appellant, to the tarwad.

appellants' case is that they were purchased by the second
brother

appellant's
produced
nounced

a

on

her

the

which

to be spurious, and

It

To prove this case
Court of First Instance

behalf.

which

document

genuine in appeal.
was

out

was not

they
pro

seriously pressed

as

is not shown that the second appellant, who

at the time of the purchases little more than a child, had any

means

of her own wherewith such acquisitions

while there

of any

is no proof

chaser to dispose

of the

could be made,

intention on the part of the pur

purchased

properties,

if

the purchases

were made with his own moneys, as gifts to his sister.

It

appears that, at

a

somewhat earlier date than was originally

suggested by the respondent,

the

management of

at a later period of a still larger portion,
kovilagom

was conducted

through his agents.

by

the first

a

portion,

of the property
appellant

and

of the

personally

or

There is no proof that he sot up any adverse

VOL. III.]
title

MADRAS SERIES.

l'
It is

until shortly before suit.

to these properties

edly true that no accounts were produced

undoubt-

VlEA RAYI

by the respondent to VALIA

show in what manner the incomes of these properties have been
enjoyed by the kovilagom, but on the other hand no accounts

RA

KOODAGOB
CALICUT-

are produced by the first appellant to show how they have been
or expended

enjoyed

while such of the title-deeds as he

by him,

has produced make against the claim set up

in

On the two points urged

appeal,

by him.

that the burden of proof lay

that the absence of specific proof of enjoy

on the respondent and

ment of the incomes of the properties at any time within twelve
years showed an ouster for

the respondent

which

failed to seek a

remedy within the time allowed by law, we fgree with the Court of

It

First Instance.
of the kovilagom

lay on

a separate title to it

the first appellant, who being a member

found in possession of property,

is
;

and, in order

available to him, it lay on him
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and on both these
profits

mesne

disallow
the

claimed.

to make the plea

to prove

he has

points

to establish the liability

failed.

parties incurred

The

to

prove

of limitation

an adverse possession
The

;

respondent failed

of the appellants to account for the
We therefore dismiss the appeal and

the objection of the respondent

Court below.

•

appellants

and affirm the decree of

will bear the

costs

of both

in this Court in respect of the appeal and the

respondent the costs of the objection.

( 51 )

APPELLATE CIVIL,
Etfort Sfr. Justice Kernan and Mr. Justwe Muttusami Ayyar.
1881

XOTTA EAMASAMT CHETTI AND ANOTHER (PLAINTIFFS), APPELLANTS, «.
RANGARI SESHAMA NAYANIVARU AND OTHERS, (FIRST, SECOND, THIED,
FOURTH, AND EIGHTH DEFENDANTS), RESPONDENTS.*
Polygar, de facto, debti incurred by — Movable property acquired by tavingt from
income and torroteedmoney — Assets in handi oftuceeuor — Duty of lender dealing
and mith Manager of Hindu
mith Polygar
'
•Appeal

No. 40 of 1878 against

North Arcot, dated 12th April 1878,

family— Application

the decree of

C.G,

Plumer,

of loan to pay-

District Judge of

APril

22.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
went of paramount

Argvietceneenfde jure
r.
RANGARI
SESIIAMA
NAYANIVAEU.

ettate, effect of,

charges on

J. — A

Per KEENAN,

it

de facto

by

III.

ample —

Polygar—

money.

simple loan and an express charge require the same founda

tion to bind the family and estate of

a

Polygar.
that of

of a Polygar differs from

The position

the income

mhen

in possession of Poliem

Polygar

Effect on third parties lending

[VOL.

a manager of a

this incident amongst others, viz., that prima/aciehe

Hindu family in

borrows on his own personal

credit (where there ia no mortgage) and not on the credii of the family estate, and
the rale requiring a lender to satisfy himself of the existence of family necessity or
of the family benefit which justifies the manager in borrowing would not be suffi
ciently complied with by similar inquiries in the case of a Polygar borrowing
To entitle

money.

a creditor,

obtaining

a charge from

a

Polygar on the corpus of

of the estate, proof of imminent pressure or danger of
loss or of such close inquires as to the position of the estate and the immediate
the estate, to the security

or apprehended

of the pressure

circumstances

danger

satisfy a prudent and

as to

reasonable mind of the truth of an alleged pressure and impending danger should
be given.

Per CURIAM. — Although moneys

lent by a creditor to

a

Polygar have been

in payment of paramount charges on the estate, the mere fact
of such payments is no evidence of family necessity, nor can the estate be said to

actually expended
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derive

any benefit

when

thereby,

to pay for all proper

sufficient

the annual rents of the estate are more

than

charges on the estate, so as to entitle the creditor

to recover from the family estate.
When a creditor has made no inquiry

as to the necessity

for a Polygar borrow

ing money, he cannot remedy the om mission by showing that if he had inquired he
would have been informed that the money was wanted to pay for Government kist
due by the

Polygar.
J. — When the rightful owner of

Per KEENAN,

a

Poliem has stood by and allowed

another to take and remain in possession of the Poliem, and loans have been made
to the de facto Polygar,

out of the-income
available

the movable

or with borrowed

property,

purchased

by the de facto Polygar

moneys, in his possession at his death is assets

for payment of his creditors.

Per MUTTUSAMI AYYAR,

J. — The

movable property acquired by means of the in

come of the Poliem by a do facto Polygar is not available

as assets

for his creditors

in the hands of the dejure Polygar who sueceeeded him and who has not admitted
from him, but movable property
his predecessor's title nor accepted maintenance
acquired by means of borrowed money may be pursued by the creditor as assets.

According to the rulings of the High Courts of Madras and Bomhay the undi
vided interest of a coparcener

is not liable for his separate simple debts after his

death, but lapses to the survivors

THIS

was

the late

undivided

suit

due on

15,656-15-6

by

a

to
a

on his death.

recover

registered

from

the

defendants Rupees

bond executed in January 1876

Polygar of Bangaru Poliem in Chiltur Taluk, the
brother of the defendants 1 — 7.
Defendant 8 was

the mother of the defendants
dants 5 — 7.

1 —7

and the guardian of defen

•

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

VOL.

Defendants

which was

that there was

bond was executed the
the

for contracting

the debt

that the income of the Poliem

for payment of peishcush and all family expenses,

that they had

received

no benefit

At the time of

execution of the

the

The estate

facto

Polygar.

May

1871 when

from the money,

was

bond the obligor

had

4th defendant, Peddaramappa,
1st defendant

was de

under the Court of Wards

it was handed over

to

hinf and

till his death in September 1876.

but the

and

of the obligor.

to no property

possession

Poliem, that

to the obligor.

defendants pleaded

sufficient

succeeded

no necessity

purely personal

one

The other
•was

pleaded that when the

contracted for their honefit or for the benefit of the

debt was not
estate, and

—3

wrongfully in possession of the

was

obligor

1

he remained

till
in

Upon his death the

his uterine

brother, took posses

(the present Polygar)
established his title to, and recovered possession of, the estate by

sion,

Seshamma
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suit in 1877.
The District Judge

found

that none of the defendants were in

any way liable for the debt and dismissed the suit.
The

plaintiffs

inter alia, that

High Court

appealed to the

if not

entitled to recover the amount

were at any rate entitled
payment of peishcush,
extent of the assets

on the grounds,

to recover

what had

sued for they

been applied to the

and that the defendants were liable to the

of the

deceased

which

had

come

to their

hands.
The Advocate-General

(Hon.

P.

0' Sullivan) and V. Bhashyam

Ayyangar for Appellants.
Mr. Johnstone for Respondents.
The arguments sufficiently

of

appear in the following Judgments

JJ.)

Court (Kernan and Muttusami Ayyar,
KERNAN, J. — The Judge has found that the
the

for which

the late

:

—

debt, Rupees 12,627,

Polygar executed the bond A,

dated 4th

January

1876, to the plaintiffs, is conclusively established.
There are two questions for decision on which issues were
raised

:

—

I. Whether any, and, if

II.

so, which

of

the defendants is liable

to the plaintiffs for the debt due under the bond

Whether the
the

Poliem

debt or any
estate

?

?

part of it can be recovered from

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
KOTTA
RAMASAMI
CHETTI
e.

RANGARI
SESHAMA
NAYANIVAEC.

III.

question is •whether the debt due to plaintiffs or any

The main

and what part of it was a debt contracted

(treating him
and

[VOL.

the manager of the undivided family) for proper

as

necessary

late Polygar

by the

within

purposes

the

of his

scope

agency as

manager.

No doubt,

brother, the

present Polygar,

so far as the public

were concerned,

he was treated by his

and by his other brothers,
as the de facto and de

was in possession

as

After his death

a

jure

manager of the family.

head or

He

Polygar until his death in September 1876.
Suit, 24 of 1877, was filed by the present

Polygar, and, in thaj; suit, it was held in the Court of First
Instance and in appeal that the 1st defendant to this suit was
the rightful Polygar, and that the late Polygar was erroneously
placed in possession as Polygar by the Government.

It

was contended before us that,
against the Poliem
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charge

the bond did not create

as

a simple

(it being

money bond),

a

the

for which the bond was given (even if given for a proper
necessary purpose by a manager within the scope of his authority)
debt

cannot be declared a charge on the Poliem.

It

assent.

To this we do not

may be a charge in so far as that the family may be

jointly bound

to pay the debt (though not personally

but) out of

the family property.

In

of the Hindu law, such debt, if binding on the
The creditor
family, should be paid out of their common estate.
could sue the family, and, in equity and good conscience, he
the view

'

would be entitled
is charged

until

so

to have it declared by

on the estate.

declared

far it differs

The

debt

a

decree that the debt

does not become

a charge

Court of competent jurisdiction and

by a

from a charge

created

by express

contract.

so

In

Panday v. Mussumat Koonweree, (1) the case
dealt with was one of an express charge and so it was in very

Hunoomanpersaud
many

other

cases.

The

principle,

however,

to

be

applied,

whether in respect of an express charge in writing or by deposit,
or of a loan of money to,
without
charge be

such express

or other debt created by, a

charge, is

the

same.

If

manager

such

express

given it cannot bind those members of the family who

are not parties to

it unless the debt
(i)

6

M.I.A.,

was

393.

contracted

for

proper

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.]

necessary family purposes or benefit binding on the family

if it

was not so contracted, the express charge is not valid

and,

;

against

those members who were not parties to it.
when the lender or creditor

is an exception

There

as referred

due and proper inquiry but has been misinformed

in

has made
to

6 Moore.

The same

principle applies to

the manager

case

to

subject

the

acts

of the family and his

acts

In

and question.

the simple loan and the express

foundation

the same

In

consideration

same

principle and law,

as agent

a simple loan or debt.

each

are

of

point

charge require

But in

to bind the family and the estate.

point of security, it may be that the express charge is preferable
security in this way, viz., if the lender trusts to the mere debt,
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unsecured by pledge of property, he runs the risk of the property
before

aliened,

losing

the benefit of the security on any family

a specific charge,

can

of thereby

he can enforce his debt and

being

whereas

property,

created by writing, fixes the security

as far as

be accomplished, and prevents, generally speaking, the alien

ation of the security to the prejudice of the creditor.

If

family

the

estate

remains

unaliened or unpledged

family, after the unsecured debt is created, it still

if his

satisfy

the creditor,

though

there was no such

Poly gar may not

express

possession

was not

he

had

binding

advanced

be a

the late
who

of others

Vijia and otliers.(l)

to the

The question,

debts sued for were incurred

usurper

had
as

in

From

clear that the fact of

bar to the claim of a creditor,

moneys even

on the family.

a

against the rights

Chidambara Chelti v. Srimatu Muttu

of title would not

Although

charge.

the observations in that case, it is pretty
•who

to

Poly gar dejure, yet his right having

been admitted by Government,

absence

remains

debt is valid, against the family, even

have been

forced himself into

the

by

usurper for a purpose

therefore, is whether

the

Polygar "for the
of providing for some family need, performance of a
religious duty, or for the benefit of the estate," Saravana Tevan
by the deceased

purpose

v. Muttayi Ammal.(2)
(1)

3

M.H.C.E.,

260.

(2)

6

M.H.C.R.,

371.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
KOTTA
RAMASAMI
CHBTTI

of

The legal position

member of

defined to be tbat of an undivided

a

Hindu

snbject to the law of the Mitakshara, in possession
SBSHAMA

NAYANIVAE17.

lit

or of a Polygar has been

Zamiadar

a

[VOL.

of

family,

the estate,

in others, but not
He possesses
entirely at his own disposal for his own purposes.
only qualified powers of disposition of a managing member of a
held

by

him

free

from coparcenary

rights

v. Ramandora.(\)
The position
of such a Zamindar of Polygar as an undivided member of a joint

joint

family,

family

all

of an ordinary

to be essentially different from that

seems

In the latter

member of an undivided Hindu family.

managing
case,

Gavuridevamma

the undivided

members have

right, in
produce

of the

misapplication

estate,

rights,

coparcenary

ancestral common estates, to participation

the

in the annual

of restraining waste or
the power of calling for

the power

also

of such produce,

also

accounts of the estate and partition and of having

a

separate share

is the agent

for the other

allotted.
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The

manager

of such joint family

members and is supposed

to

have their authority to do

for their common necessity or benefit.
such

a manager

has a reasonable

acts

A creditor dealing with
to give credit

ground

of the manager in all matters, apparently
within the scope of the authority of a manager.

acta

In

all

to the

ordinarily

and

the case of a Polygar manager, he is entitled to the exclusive

receipt and use of the income from the estate during his life : he
cannot be called on to account for the disposal of such income :

He cannot

his savings from it are exclusively his own.
on

to

devide the estate or any part of it with

This position of

members of his family.

in the country.
mortgage

Primd facie

a

on his own personal credit

estate or for the purposes or benefit

rule,

requiring

a

for

of the family

of the family.

lender to satisfy himself of the existence

of family necessity, or of
manager in raising such
estate,

except on

borrows,

his own benefit and purposes and not on the credit
The

the undivided

Folygar is well known

the money he

of the estate, is raised

be called

the family

benefit

which justifies

loan on the security

a

could not be satisfied, it seems to me, in

dealing with a Polygar, by inquiries which would
(1)

6

M.H.C.R.,

93.

of

the

family
case of a

the

the

be sufficient

in

YOL III.]

MADRAS SEKIIC8.

the case of an ordinary manager.
In the latter case,
finds a manager acting as the agent of all the members.
case

of

not

as

a

lender

In

the

Polygar, the lender finds a so-called manager acting
agent of the family or for them, but for himself for all
a

ordinary purposes, and practically only representing the other
members of the family to preserve the corpus of the estate from
or loss.

injury

To entitle a creditor

(obtaining

charge, from

a

such Polygar, on the corpus of the estate) to the security of the
estate, proof of imminent pressure or danger of loss or of such
close inquiries

as to the

circumstances

of the

position of the estate
or

pressure

and reasonable

satisfy a prudent

and the immediate

danger

apprehended

of

mind

as

to

the truth of the alleged

pressure and impending danger should be given.

It is admitted that there

was

security given to plaintiff on

no

Nor

the estate nor was any asked for.
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by plaintiff

were any inquiries

as to the object or necessity for any loan.

The account of the plaintiff shows advances

in

year 1878 and until January

the

made

from time to time

1876 on orders of the late

Polygar, without stating for what purpose the money was required.
Portion of the consideration for the bond (a simple money bond) is
for jewellery and shop goods and interest to the extent of perhaps
quarter of the amount of the bond. The whole consideration wag
clearly for the personal
of the Polygar and the
interest.

and was given on the personal credit

use,

accumulated from year to year at

debts

The Polygar

had

a

yielding upwards of
Government kist and road-cess,

large

20,000 rupees per annum over the

outgoings of all

and after defraying all reasonable
charities and
had

It

a

such like, and

very reasonably ample

is quite plain

provisions for

estate.

relations, the Polygar

that, for

debts contracted under such circum

any claim against

the family

But it appear that portions of money advanced

by plaintiff were
the estate.
Thus

applied to
on

pay peishcush and

the^23rd

of

plaintiffs

and

.were received from the

September
on that

Rs. 2,780 for land-cess, and on the 30th
advanced Rs. 1,000 and

for Fasli 1283,

sorts, such as

estate for his position.

stances, plaintiff could not maintain

or their

estate

May

the

road-cess

for

1873 Rs. 3,000

day there was paid

April 1874 the plaintiff

Polygar paid

1874, and quit-rent

on that day peishcush

Rg.

2,550, also that

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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plaintiff

Rs. 2,000

advanced

[VOL. III.

on the 30th September 1874 and

on

the 1st of October 1874 Rs. 2,063 were paid for land-cess.

It

was contended for plaintiff that, as the sum of Rupees 3,000
-|-1,000-|-2,000 were applied (as they apparently were) to pay
peishcush and land-cess

(the paramount charges on the estate) it
that such advances were- for necessary family

should be held
purposes and

benefit and

therefore that plaintiff

recover the amount and interest against
when

money,

plaintiff's

the family estate.

The

advanced, was taken by a peon of the

and brought into his treasury where

Polygar

is entitled to

it

was mixed up with

moneys were there, and, out of such mixed fund, the

whatever

payment for peishcush and land-cess were made.
moneys were in fact paid in discharge

Assuming that plaintiffs'
of the peishcush

and

land-cess, the fact

that they were so applied

is not evidence, by itself, that a family
justified the Polygar in borrowing,
the family.

If such

and thereby creating a debt

fact of the application of the loan

could be held to be evidence of family necessity, it would

be

in

the power of a Polygar to burden the family estate, not for family
necessity, but for his own purposes.

He might choose not

to-

apply the income of the estate to pay the peishcush or road-cess,
and applying the

borrowing

charges, he

paramount

haps, save up for himself

money in discharge of such

might ruin the family
'the moneys

estate,

pay those charges.
That

•

money borrowed

family in

one

same benefit

of

sense

was so

applied is

got the benefit of it.

as they got the

had means

ments can

enough

evidence that the

That

peishcush or land-cesa

But

these

from the estate to pay.

no more be evidence

they got the

benefit of the payment by the

Polygar of any other regularly accruing
which the Polygar was bound to pay.
Polygar

and, per

that ought to be applied to

is,

and, by

it
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binding on

existed, which

necessity

by {themselves

charges

the

Such pay

of benefit to the

family than they could be evidence of family necessity to borrow.
of the Polygar by parties (who
make no inquiry whether such moneys are required for family
necessity or for the personal convenience of the Polygar) cannot
be held to be binding on the family unless the family necessity
existed in fact.
Loans

made

at the request

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.]
The

were

moneys

lent

upon

the request of the Polygar (as

appears by his letters) without any representation of the object
for which they were wanted. The 3,000 rupees were borrowed on
20th

1873, and

September

on

the 23rd

1873 the

September

"
Polygar acknowledges to have bought jewels called Sun and
"
Moon for Rs. 680 and promised to pay for them and for cloths
in two months. He borrowed the money, as he bought the
jewels on his own credit.

What evidence is there of family necessity?
any pressure by the Revenue authorities

to

to the evidence from the Revenue

December 1874 only 11

there is not evidence

;

of peishcush or land-cess.

even of any demand of arrears

ing

There was not

Accord

books from August 1873
for interest

rupees were charged

on

arrears of peishcush, and about Rs. 320 for interest on arrears on
land-cess.
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When the

estate

was

given

of by

possession

Court of

the

Wards (the Revenue officials) to the late Polygar, Rs. 3,800 for
Government kist were then immediately due, though Rs. 7,436
were handed over by the Court

to the Polygar when he came of

This shows that the peishcush immediately due was not
The gross income of the estate wa»
habitually pressed for.

age.

Rs. 42,000 or thereabouts, and, after payment of peishcush and
At what periods, of
land-cess, the income was over Rs. 20,000.
the year the rents payable by the ryots were due is not set out.

However, there is every reason
evidence

to the

contrary) that

ing money and paying
money,

believe (and

to

there is no

if the Polygar, instead of borrow
land-cess with such

the peishcush and

waited for a short time, he could have got from the ryots

sufficient funds to pay the charges without running any risk even

of pressure in postponing payment until
am unable to see

I

the rents came round.

that any family necessity existed to justify the

late Polygar in borrowing money from plaintiffs so as to bind the

family.

It

creditor

was not necessary

would have

was

contended

been informed

for

plaintiffs

to be made

because

that kist and

the 3,000 rupees and other sums

that

inquiry by

if

cess were

the

he inquired,

he

due, and that

were to be applied

to pay

kist

and cess.
The answer appears to me to

be that

late what he should have boon informed

inquiry.

If

he inquired

earnestly as

a

it is impossible
on

to

specu

the subject on

prudent

such

man, ho would

KOTTA
RAMASAMI
CHKTTI
v.

BANGARI
BESHAMA

NAYANIVAEU.
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the facts are, that the Polygar had a large income,

ag

42,000 rupees per annum, and he would

found that there

have

RANGAEI

was no pressure by Government

for the kist due and no risk to

RESHAMA

the estate,

found that the money was

NAYANIVAEU.

and he

would

havo

not

wanted for family necessity but for the mere convenience of the

Polygar himself, who

rents of

had ample means from the accruing

the estate to pay the kist and cess.
The

creditor

whatever

was

in making no inquiry

guilty of negligence

either as to the purpose or necessity for the loan,

he

But neither directly

expected to charge the family estate for it.
nor indirectly did the creditor

if

contract to have the security

of

the estate for any of the loans.

He

how his money

no inquiry and got no information

made

was to be used

;

ho was not

in any way misled

;

he did not seek

to make his debt a charge on the estate, nor did he give credit to

— he

the estate,

gave credit

to

Polygar.

the

There

no

was

In

these

circumstances it would

be

and

unjust

contrary

to

equity and good conscience that because the money lent was, for

of the borrower, applied

the convenience

to pay

kist and

cess,

the family and their estate are to pay such debts.
The next question is whether the defendants or any of them are
liable to pay the debt due to the plaintiffs or any part thereof.

As the

is established, the plaintiffs are clearly

debt

entitled to

it from any assets of the late Polygar left by him at the
time of his death. The assets are alleged to consist of movable
realize

properties, viz., jewels and other personal property.
appears to be no doubt that the

There

of them have

defendants

or some

of movable property bought by the
deceased Polygar and which were in his possession at his death
and some of which were taken possession of at the time the
possession

seized on the estate after the institution of Suit 24 of

that such

Polygar.
deceased

undivided

Judge was of opinion

movable

He held it

was

only entitled

property

formed

that there was no
assets

joint family property,

that

of the

late

that the

share therein along with the other
members of the family and that, on his death, his

was

to

;

proof

The

is,

was filed.

1876

a

Collector

share passed to the other members of the family, his brothers.
The question,

by

a
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necessity, no pressure, no risk.

however, arises whether

Polygar or other proprietor

the property

(absolutely

acquired

entitled for

his life

VOL.

III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

to the produce of an impartible estate) from savings of that estate
are not his self-acquisition,
and whether such property should
not

of his in the hands of his heirs for payment of hia
am not aware of any decision on the subject, but the

be assets

debts.

1

decision in tho Parlakimedi case (1) as regards accumulation by a
Zamindar appears to apply.
The Polygar is absolute owner of the produce of the estate and

is not subject

to control

in the disposal of it

at the instance

of the

other members of the undivided

family, even though it be shown
it for any purpose clearly not necessary or for the benefit

he uses

of the

estate

or for the family.

all this and that the

Considering

family cannot enforce division against him on principle, it appears
to

it must

me

be

held

that

purchased with

any property

the

income is exclusively his own under the circumstances of the case,
and

therefore after
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applicable

of

case

In

a

This appears

his debts.

to pay

to be very clear

the late Polygar

found

is

into possession

by

the

Judge

to

be

of September 1876,

the Government.

(As

to the

whether the property so acquired with the funds of the

question

estate belongs to the personal estate of the late

In

by

de facto down to his death on tho 2nd

having been put

•

in the

Polygar dejure,

this case

Polygar

sions

forms assets of his

his death such property

Polygar,

see Acces

Blackstone, vol. 2, p. 404 (ed. vi.) ; Institutes 2, 1, 25, 34.
Suit No. 24 of 1876, which is a suit between the first defen

;

dant and

the others, it was decided that the present first defen

dant is tho person who ought to
late Polygar.

have succeeded

in place of

the

Therefore the produce of the Poliem, it is alleged

by the defendants, was illegally taken by him. Such question
was not raised by suit in his lifetime, and there is no decision
affectig his rights.
The

possession

was obtained

by the late Polygar, not through

any wrongful assertion of title of his
orders of Government
acted on a mistaken
so

acquired and

own, but

from or by

the

or of the Revenue Board who, it is alleged,
idea of the law.

his possession

an answer in point of law

to a

de facto

Although such possession
as

Polygar might not

bo

claim by the present Polygar for

during the time the late Polygar was in possession,
yet his elder brother the first defendant, the present Polygar, waa

mesne profits

(1)

5

M.H.C.R., 31-41.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
aware of such possession

in

Polygar

de

consent to
the late

jure

as well

the estate, and to appear as

be was

but he did not bring any suit against
such

During

plaintiff was incurred,

if

First defendant did not

as de facto.

such possession,

Polygar.

III.

allowed the late Polygar to remain

and

and to enjoy

possession

[VOL.

possession,

the debt due to

and no doubt plaintiff gave credit

in the

of right
—if indeed any doubt of the late Polygar's right ever existed in
the mind of plaintiff.
belief that the undisputed

It

possession

an admission

is said that there had been disputes between the late Poly
and the present Polygar, and that the title to the estate and

gar

and that the present Polygar lived on

was not admitted,

position

Yet no public proceeding

separate property.

his position or title of the late Polygar,

pute

and the duties and obligations

of the position

plaintiff or others with whom

The

defect in

the title

of

was

and
had

taken to dis
that
to

position
be

kept.

the late Polygar dealt do not

aware of any such disputes or of any

have been made

appear to
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was

the late

Polygar.

The Judge finds that credit was given on bis personal responsi

bility, which possibly plaintiffs would not have given had they
been informed of the defect of which the present Folygar was
aware.
The

present

Polygar

person who would have been

is the

en

to the rents and produce

during his brother's life as the
Polygar dejure and not the other members of the family, and hia
conduct in lying by and not asserting his title precludes him from

titled

asserting that the personal property which the late Polygar treated
(even though it was acquired by the application of the
rents of the Poliem) was not realy his, at least as against credi
as his

tors like the
the belief
his.

plaintiff who dealt

that the whole

as

was

These creditors, it is true, did not acquire any special lien on
present Polygar could

the life of his brother.
gar

Polygar in

property, movable and immovable,

the property, but they gave
the

bond fide with the late

ever cautioned

have publicly denied, but did not

in

does not appear that the present

parties from dealing

Poly
with his brother.
But

in the possession of the lata
at his death it is not posaible (except in a few instances

regards

Polygar

It

credit on the faith of his title which

afterwards

all

movable property

pointed

out)

to say

with

what particular funds

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.]

(whether borrowed or acquired from the rents of the Poliem) the
same were acquired by the late Polygar.
Such property as may

KOTTA
RAMASAMI
CHETTI

have been acquired from the application of the rents of the Poliem

BANQARI

It

became,

on his acquisition thereof, his.

perty.

The rents of the Poliem did not belong to the undivided

family

to be divisible

so as

never was family pro
The first defendant

amongst them.

I

alone was entitled to them.

think, therefore, that

the plaintiffs,

as creditors of the late Polygar, are entitled to have the movable

property which was purchased by the late Polygar
at his

possession

death treated

payment of their debts.
the last

issues to be

of his and applied to the

as assets

In view of such property, acquired by

Polygar and in his

applicable to pay

at his death, being assets

possession

the plaintiffs' debt, we

tried —

1st. — What was the

and was in his

sent down the following

in the

movable property

possession

of
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the late Polygar at his death.

2nd.

—What

movable property

in his possession was taken

by the Collector.
3rd. — What items of such movable property were bought
by him from the mesne profits of the estate, what items
on credit, and what from money borrowed

?

ith. — What family property, movable or immovable, if any,
or what share in any family
property was deceased
entitled to
The return
contains

a

?

of the Judge

is that first account

full and accurate account of

the

movable

the possession of the late Polygar at his death
2.

EE

That

property in

also

contains

a

full

to

list of the

and accurate

of the last Polygar at the time of his

the possession

That according

property in

:

of by the Collector
Exhibit C only three items

death that was taken possession
3.

(Exhibit EE)

:

seem to have

been bought by the late Polygar on credit from the plaintiff,
a jewel worth Rupees 650, and
Rupees 200, and a silver
That from

Exhibit

a

pair of diamond earrings worth

cup (value not given)

VIII

viz.,

:

it appears another jewel

was

bought

on credit from plaintiff for Rupees 500 odd.
That with regard to the rest, plaintiff was unable to prove
what was bought from mesne profits and what from money
borrowed.

v.

SESHAMA

NAYANIVAEU.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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Taking

they do not give the infor

these findings as they are,

But there was sent

mation which the Court expected to receive.
up with the findings

a

of

by the Sheristadar

the Judge

report to

III.

[VOL.

the District Court, who acted under a commission from the Judge,

which contains much information.

(Exhibit GG)

inventory

According

to this report,

an

was made of the movable property

of

the Bangari family property in 1867 on the death of Polygar
Ramadasappa Naidu, and also an inventory on the death of the

Exhibit EE (as I understand), and that eliminating
the articles in GG from EE, the list No. 1 represents tha
property in the possession of the late Polygar not in list GG,
late Polygar,

of tha

and which was therefore acquired by him either by means
produce of

the Poliem

or

of money borrowed

means

by

or

otherwise.

List No. 4 shows
in list GG.
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The report states

No.

1

some items

the total

estimated value

amounting to Rupees 11,255-3-0
and

list No.

corresponding to those

of which list No.

is Rupees 20,808-6-4,

defendant,

EE

in list

3

of property
2

items

to Rupees

amounting

4,127-3-4 given to the fourth defendant, Peddaramappa,
amounting to

the first

were given to Seshama,

shows

Rupees 2,289-11-0

in list

shows that items

and items

were given by the Tahsildar to

the fourth,' fifth, sixth and seventh

defendants and other members

The report also -states that the total estimated
of the family.
property in GG is Rupees 5,203-6-0, which was given to the first
defendant and others.

It

•

was contended on behalf of the defendant that, as the late

Polygar was in
property

possession

(value, as found

of

some

undivided

family immovable

in the Bheristadar's

report,

Rupees

25,116) that therefore the whole of the Rupees 20,808-0-4
not necessarily

the Poliem or from money borrowed.

It

is perhaps impossible

now to ascertain from what sources or with what funds all

of the items

would

appear to have been acquired from the income of

in list No.

1, except

the items bought

or any

on credit

mentioned in the finding on the third issue, were obtained.

I

This last mentioned
understand,

part

undivided

of the Poliem,

defendants were jointly

interested

family property
but

with

property
the late

was not, as

in which the

Polygar.

It

ia

not alleged that he did not duly apply the income of such family

VOL. III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

of the defendants, or that the defendants
any claim against his assets as creditors, in respect thereof.

property for
have

the benefit

We

therefore

from

the property

do not see

in Exhibit

not

J

for any portion of the income

made any claim for mesne

the late Polygar, but we think
and to come in as a creditor on
claims

made

be

of

Polygar —
profits against such assets of

The first defendant — the present

the said property.
has

that any deductions should

he should be

at liberty to do so

par with the plaintiff for such

a

as he may be able to establish.

We modify the decree of the District Judge by declaring that
the movable property in the possession of the late Polygar at the
time of his death (other than the property referred to in list GG)
and acquired by him forms assets available for the payment of the
debts of the late Polygar, that the same should be sold or otherwise
realized

For that purpose

debt.
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list

and the produce

J

should

named

in

thereof

the several items

the said list, to •whom the same

list to have

been

of property

the said

set

out

in

into Court by the several defendants

brought

be

applied to discharge

are stated in the

As the debt due to the plaintiff has

given.

been ascertained, we must remand the case to the District

said
not

Court

to have a fresh decree passed according to these directions.
The
has

plaintiff

failed

has

succeded
the

as regards

as

regards

Poliem

estate

the personal estate, but

in

the

Court of First

Instance and here.

We will direct
aave

that

of this appeal,
recover the Court fees

each party to abide his own costs

the plaintiff shall be entitled to

in this Court along with his debt out of the said assets in the
hands of the defendants 1 to 7. The other costs of this suit are to
be provided for

in

the decree.

MuTTUSAMFAirirAR,

J. —This was

a suit to recover a debt from the

defendants and the Poliem and other property in their possession.
There is no reason to doubt that the debt was actually incurred

by the late Polygar

Chendra

Sekara Nayudu, and the question

in view of his position
managing coparcener for the time being and of the
in which he contracted this debt, it may be treated
for

the

decision

is whether

defendants.

support

There

is

however

considerable

as

Polygar or

circumstances
as

binding on
evidence in

of the finding of the District Judge that the debt was

KOTTA
RAMASAMI
CHBTTI
v.

BANGARI
SEHHAMA

NAYABIVABU.
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contracted neither under familj- necessity nor for family
Chendra Sekara Nayudu had at his disposal

III.

[VOL.

benefit.

a clear income on the

average of Rupees 24,000 per annum exclusive of peishoush payable
to Government,
expenses

Yet

he

and this was

Polygar
was placed in
as

cash balance

ample for his legitimate

certainly

for the requirements

and

of

possession

of Rupees 7,438-6-2

of his family.

Poliem together with

the

on the 23rd

May 1871,

and was

found indebted to the plaintiffs on the 2nd September 1876,
he

in. the sum of about Rupees 13,000.

died,

was

a

when

Again, the Poliem

under the management of the Court of Wards,

minority, for

a

during his
of
four
and
half
years, commencing with
period
the
Court
assumed
When
possession, .there was a

January 1867.
debt of about Rupees 30,000, and when they transferred posses
sion after an interval of nearly five years, there was not only no
debt, but there was also a cash balance of Rupees
Sekara

Nayudu

with the plaintiffs began

dealings

1873 and ended

on the 4th

on the

23rd

January 1876, wtih

a

balance in their favor of Rupees 12,627-6-4, for which he executed
the document

A

It

which forms the subject of this suit.

is also

in evidence that the first three defendants impugned his title

to

the Poliem and refused to accept from him any payment for their
own

maintenance,

and

to this extent there wag

expenditure which should have been
these

facts

before

tis,

it is

a

reduction

met from his income.

difficult

to resist

of

With

the conclusion

that Chendra $ekara Nayudu't management was anything but
and that his debt, though neither vicious'
prudent or careful,
more than

view of the evidence is further
Amount advanced in cash ...
2. Debts due by the late Polygar and paid by the plaintiff
at his request
3. Valte of jewels sold
4.. Value of a horse
Value of cloth sold
6. Value of stamp papers
7. Advances relating tb house
hold expenses
6."

1.

Total..
Interest on the above items
9. Total amount sued for

personal

confirmed by the mode in which
the debt due to the plaintiffs
was suffered
to accumulate
from

1,130
970
200
679
118
838
10,930
4,726
15,656

This

obligation.

bit
sued

year

CC
for

Exhi-

to • year.

shows
made

that

the sum

up of

loans

and the price of articles,
sold,

forth in the

as set

in detail, and in the
evidence
income

to

prove

&o.,

margin

of

absence

that

the

of

the Poliem
was
the average daring the years 1874, 1875, and 1876,
ia-

it

below

ES.
7,000

a

is

nor immoral, was nothing

8.
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September

s

Chendra

7,00*0.

"

*

•

III.J
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**£
i* *
difficult to understand why these dents and purchases were not paid
off from time to time by the late Polygar, if his management we»e

It

prudent.
the debt,

true that though there was no real necessitf for
the plaintiffs should not fail if their claim were withhv.
is

the equity recognised by Hanumarnpersaud Panday v. Mussumat

Bat it does not appear that they made any
Koonweree.(l)
inquiry at all as to the necessity for their several loans or why
the prior advance was not paid off from the produce of the Poliem
when

a

Their dealings Consisted of

fresh advance was required.

about ten transactions at different periods, and extended over 27
months, 'and,

though loan after loan remained unpaid, they were

If they

ready to mate fresh advances.

had pausjd to consider the

effect of the^' conduct upon the latef Polygar, they would have
seen, as observed by the Court below, that it was calculated to
stimulate hre improvidence, and that they practically
duty

owing by
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unreasonable

a creditor

to ^presume

joint Hindu

to a

from

the plaintiffs'

ignored the

family.

It

is not

conduct that thay

thought that the personal security of the late Polygar, who
an annual income of Rftpees 24,000 at his disposal, was

haJ

sufficient,

that, in their eagerness to secure an apparently good invest
ment of their moneys for interest they failed to consider that his1

and

irematurely within five years after he attained his majority.
0*»

It.ifls then contended
so

much of their

poses,

or at all

22nd

that the plaintiffs

debt as was
events

I.
Septnfyr

are entitled to recover

applied to legitimate family pnr-

that portion. of it which
thp,

was- applied to

payment of peishcush duo

to Government upon the secu

1873.

ES. A. P.
0
Advanced by the plaintiffs . 3,000 0
Cash , in
the
Polygar's
166
Treasiiry
Received during the day ... SjfiQ j° 7
10 2
Paid for peiskcush
2,793
Amount of plaintiffs' money
which must have»been
applied to the peishcucb,
ic
2,566« 14 7

rity of

6

Poliem.

Turning,,

then, to the evidence as to- this
part of the case, it will be seeff
from Exhibit CO already men
tioned,
which
•were

(1)

the

MJ.A.,

393.

that

'the purposes for

the deft was

incurred

voluntarily mentioned by

KOTTA
R/MASAM
CHETTI
V.

TlANOAlM
RESHAMA

NAYANIVAEU.

1874.
•jo

A

i,oob

o

P
o

i

6

o

Paid on account of peishcush 2J400 o
Portion -njf plaintiffs' low
•
which mnst have been
ffU.
applied to the peishcush.

o

a'so aPPear from the particulars
that
mentioned in the margin
e
out of the loans advanced

,

paid to Government

1875, the

plaintiffs'

spejj; upon household

if

q^ contradj0&l though,

household

and

'o
0

0

^
9

f

in-*

,

due

t«.

one

debt due to hjm wag originally
contracted for the repairs of
the

polygitf,

j^

corroborated

is

Amount paid on account
For the repairs

of

peishoush
and tor

of tne several advance^*
and

ES.

1,000

'...

R3R
«11,000

not

113

application

traceable in the evidence

A

of
...

2,036

Interest on the above items
Total amount

sued for

*

lff,930
4,726

0 0

which«Je

the

,te

16,666

0

plaintiffs

execnti|b docu

0

to the

other Expenses,

.

0

ments

For

to

p.
,.

300
purchased

A.

4,094

house

...
For household expenses,. ..".;•„.

stamps

for

The result

my judgment as shown belo^&—

of the 'palace

hold expenses

and

his account

way contradicte*by the defendants.

and articles supplied

For

—

Kr,shnappa
Se0mS
fr°m the ™'
RaJU,
dence of that individual (plain,,.
,.„.
.,
> .1
..
tins
third witness) tnat tne

the evidence as to the Actual application

made

accounts.

0

DD
of

4,094

His evidence

household expanses,
'

^

,r,r
debt

^

loan applied to peishcush,

Portion ok£,ooo applied to
...
paymen^peishoush

10

2,079

^

plaintiffs'

6>

'".

of the

2,182

^

».

&c.-t.

,

cush,

Portion

is
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^ "
80th September 187$ ,
* •*• *• pLent by the plaintiffs
... 2,000 0 0
Cash halance in the Treaduring the day
Paid on account of peish-

by the

As regards another sum* bf Rs. 1,000
applied to the payment of the

III.

tffied

If and

Q

by

it

false,

tuentioned in Exhibit

Subba Rao

evidence

might haye been con

V

SB

tradicted

this

and

supplies,

swears

witness

by

was

second

Q

it

that

October

o

14th

to the sum

o

the

As

0

on

4,094-6-9

Rupees

of arrears of peishcush
of Rupees 1,000 lent on

account

on

by

.

th* Poliem.

due

plaintiffs

-

"tore

It will

U

VAHU.

940

,

NAYANI-

out of Rupees 10,930.

o

6E8HAMA

0

.v of loan
-nlt

RANGAEI

of Rupees

the extent

is

*!•

0

April

M

the late
Polygar in his letter
*

0

30«*

CHSTTI
.

*

ft

<

Iff

RAlASAMl

[VOL. 1IL

LAW REPORTS.

,

162

-
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Upon the evidence then th/plaifc&s'
ing to

the

Looking

*

*

^

case statics thng.

Lool%-

debtor's income there was no necessity for the debt.

CHETTI

to the creditors' bona fides, they lent without any imjuiry.^

as to the necessity

for the debt.

Looking

BANGARI

the actual appli-

to

cation of the loans, about Rupees 4,000 was applied to the payment
of peishcusb, and a sum of about Rupees 3,500 was spent upon the

of the Polygar's

repairs

and cloths.

Looking

the family

to

household
the

income,

with that part of the

that together

viz.,

obvious,

and upon

house

VAUU.

expenses

inference

is

gross income

of Rupees 40,000 which represented the amount of peishcush in
arrear,*i'must have been applied to purposes of extravagance and
dissipation.
fessional

'Looking again

moneylenders,

information

as

of tta plaintiffs

to the position

to the facilities that

to the reputed income of

a

exist for

as pro

obtKning
and to the

Falayapat,

probably knew oj .would have known if they had made the inquiry
which they were bound to make that the Polygar had a lai^
average income annually at his disposal, and that unless it was mis
applied, there was no necessity for incurring debts.

Tie question

for consideration therefore is whether, in this

of facts, th»

contention

of thp learned Advocate-General

that 'part of*the debt which
or at least

poses

In

paid.

spent on legitimate

as to that portion

Saravdna'Tdvan

can be upheld as to

%mily pur

with wHfch tije peishcush* was

v. ftfuttdyi

it

Ammal,(l)

was held

by'**

expended upon legftimate family purposes and the

the family property

i9.fiotjenough,

expending

It

necessity.

Huntsman
ment

upon illicit

'was also

that

produce of

that evidence of

there must be evidence of

by the Judicial

observed

'Pjersaud's fase

the cause

and

expenditure

;

be

the law were otherwise, all borroyea money might

Committee

in

(2) that when antecedent misitmriage*

of tfe necessity for the

debts, the creditor "is

to be avertea,

and

consequent benefii

and

and there

real pressure

or benefit, he

389.

(2)

6

ft*
(1) 6fc .H.C.R.,

M.I.A.,

family

3»8.

is

he does so

to the

;

ger

a

pressure on the*estate, to the dan
is

only to look to the immediate
to the

*

debt; that,

if"

this Court that it was not enough to p^ove expenditure upon "the
family to sustain the contention that a particular debt is a femilv

is

"*

was

state

if
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Dumber of transactions they have had, and the period over which
.they have extended, it may also be 'fairly presumed that they
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III.

entitled to recover, unless he has been a party to the mismanage
ment.

In this

case the

Poliem

attached either in 1873

was not

pr J674, and there was no immediate "danger to be averted with-

BANGAEI
CE8HAMA
NAYANI-

The amount of peishcush in arrear on the two occa

0put delay.

sions when it was paid

VAEU.

of the nett

and

^th-

with plaintiff's money did not exceed £th
of the gross ajnnual income, and, if the

not interfered and fed the Polygar's

plaintiffs had

extravagance,

the small arrear might have been paid off with the income realized

in 1874 and 1875,
benefit

upon the

ahcl

family.

I

do not

It

think that they conferred

must also be

observed that

any

this is

reason
not a case in which the creditors lent in good
faith^after
able inquiry, bu£ one in which they found arguments on the
application by accident of U*eir loans to certain legitimate purposes
while the family income was diverted to illicit purposes. It is
then urged that the claim to so much of the debt

applied

ag was

of the peishcush stands on a different footing.
There is no doubt that the Poliem stands in law hypothecated
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to the payment
as a

security for the peishcush and- cesses due to Government and

It

is liable to be sold in case they are in arrear.
a creditor

Vho lends, when it is attached

so as to leave no time to avert

has

preservation

it is

to

sense a lien
or.

and threatened with

theifeon for

estate for

the money

for ils permanent benefit.

be remembered

ttiat,

family, the primary fund From
0very year is the income

sale

the danger from the family income

or resources, preserves or benefits the

in on*

is also clear that

as *between

spent up3n its

.On the other
ft>^

and

the family

Polygar

hand,

and

his

which the peishcush is to be paid*

realized from

the

'

Poliem and that, in

the coparceners* the necessity for an
immediate loan, the prospe*t there ris of rtlief from the income of
determining

as ^against

family in relation

the

to the Poliem,
*

consideration.
-

<

to the character

is a circumstance

I

do

*

of the

pressure or

danger

which shoifld Ibe taken into

not think that

a*

creditor,

who is

v

officious

enough, to lend for his own purposes, when there is no attachment,

and no immediate

danger to the family^state, when the arrear is

small and there iif reasonable

prospect of its, payment from the
income of the f4D»ily without adding to its defits,' can be supposed
to confer a benefit on the family.
Furthermore, \vhen that creditor
repeats his loans and consolidates the interest and principal fronL
time to time so as to .make the family pay
eventuallv compound

V"

MADRAS SERIES.
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i

••

«

KOTTA
RAMA8AMI
Cut;! a

interest with means of knowledge -that the income fronj which the
peishcnsh ought to be paid is diverted to illicit purposes and without

inquiry

v.

the necessity for the debts, it is by no means unreason

as to

RANQAEI
SESHAMA

able to infer that he has in one sense helped on the continuance of
injured than benefited

the mismanagement and rather

For

these reasons

red

by

1

Poliom in

on the

VABU.

am of opinion that no cart of the debt incur

the late Polygar can

bindnig

NAYANI-

the family.

be

as

treated

of

the possession

a family debt or as

the first defendant.

The next question for

consideration is whether tlje defendants
can be held liable for the debt on the ground that the movable

left by

property

the

There is no *eason to
extent of

$e

of

the

that they

je,^ls

is in
are

their

possession.

liable at least to the

horse purchased from the

and

bought them on credit

chose to

liberty

keep them and adopt his purchases on credit
their

to object 4o

his self-acquired

therefore

and

property,

They are

assets for the payment

debts.

movable property as was acquired by

is whether

so much

Nayadu

Sekara

was

Polygar

a

If

with it would

be ftablo for his

ally determined that
Government
doubt
sand's

case

possession

Chendra

succeed

property

to

acquired'"..

judicik
title and tlat

has since been

?

.

without

He

erred in superseding the first defendant.

df 'facto

the

his, and the

debt; but it

in

he was

to

1'awfully eptitled

the Poliem, the income would be

of the

him with the income from

the P^oliem is»also liable for the pajynent of his debt.

.
*

are not at

being treated as his assets.

Another question for consideration

•

and died

payiig their price, and the members of his family who

•without

of his

doubt

late Polygar

The

plaintiffs.
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vafcie

Polygar

deceased

Pdtygar, and it was held

was n^

fn Hunooman

(1) that for the purposes of management,

n

Per-

made np

difference whether ^he managing eoparcener was adefactoorde
jure manage^ but the question here is one of ownership and not

of

an |pcideq},of management.

misled by the erroneous
Chendra
•

Sekara

„

was the

It

may be that the

plaintiff were

action of Government, and believed that

lawful Polygar

and gave him credit,

but, surely, the fiist defendant, who repudiated the late
title,

when

it was recognized

do so, and declined to

by Government,Tmd

accept any
(1)

6

maintenance

M.I.A.,

413.

Polyjar's

continued to

from him, ought

'
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or of Govern

not to suffer either for the mistake of the plaintiffs
ment.

«.

Another ground suggested is the delay on the part of the first
defendant in instituting a suit for the recovery of possession, but

BlNOiRI
SESHAMA
NAYA.VIVAEU.

it

Court in Ram Rau v. Raja Ran (1) that

was held by this

the

of acquiescence did not apply where the delay is short
of the period allowed by the Statute of Limitation, and whare the
Nor is there
remedy sought to be enforced is a legal remedy.
doctrine

any evidence to show that the first defendant was present at any
one of plaintiffs' transactions with the late Polygar and misled
them as to the title to the Poliem either by representation or
conduct.

It

;

is not however clean upon "he evidence *hat

No.

I

property

in Exhibit

purchase

from the plaintiff was not acquired

by him

acquired

the movable

otherwise

than by

with part of the
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moneys borrowed.
M

If they

Polygar
income

were so acquired they would
might

have a claim

wasted as one

be his, though the present

against it to

of his creditors.

1

extent

the

therefore

of

Mr. Justice Kernan in thinking that such property may, in
be declared to be available for the plaintiffs'

the

concur with
part,

claim.

next question for deci^ou is whether the first defendant's
share in the movable property
undivided
belonging to the
The

ii

now

in their

defendant's

family and

dabt.

were at liberty to follow

If I

^ojiestion

were ret Integra,

my own conviction

I should

feel inclined

According to the Mitakshara, birth is the
%e notion of property is not religious, but is
and

recognition,
when

to

partition is only

specific

%old

thfet the

propositions

of law

In? Calcutta

and -Allahabad,

coparcenary,

as to the alienability

it

has

inteftet is in one sense

(l)

2

M.H.C.R.,

of property

;

a matter of popular

of

givfen rise

has

to two

undivided interest.

an

been held

property,

until perfected by partition, it is not in

cause

of referring pre-existing
This view, of p^perty,

a mode

lands or chattels.

applied in relation to

undivided

to

and the

are liable to the extent of the value of his share.

'; Defendants

property

is liable for his

possession

that, though

it is inchoate,

an
and,

a condition to be
alienated^

•

VOL. III.]

in the nature of

and is

of

MADRAS SERIES.

a coparcener

personal right, and that upon the death

a

undivided

hia

he was never born

though

In

by birth.

ascertain pre-existing

generate
and

property,

ascertained prior to partition,
after

the coparcener's

to the survivors

on the other hand,

not

does

share lapses

aa

it

as, though

has been held

but

property,

does

only

the share "is not

is ascertainable at any

the undivided

birth,

it

interest

moment

all the

has

incidents of property, and may be sold, mortgaged, or otherwise
aliened, though

until

partition neither the coparcener nor the
alienee can claim any specific portion of the joint property.
It is
not necessary now to discuss which is the correct proposition, and
whether

the view

that has prevailed

in accordance with

mnrf>

in

the Presidency

is not

of property embodied in the

the notion

Mitaksfiara, but it would suffice for me to observe that the opinion
which has prevailed in this Presidency

is sanctioned by a course
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of decisions which it is now too late to disturb.
then, that an undivided

Assuming,
alienable by
bers
to

coparcener

a

it

of his family,

interest

is property

and

without the consent of the other mem
to

seems

that in principle it ought

me

be available for the payment of all his debts

According

before his dd^th.

as well after

as

it is liable for

to the decisions here,

all his debts during his life, and fdt secured debts after his death,
but it is not liable for unsecured debts after his death,

though his£

This distinc

separate or self-acquired property is liable for them.
on two

tion is made
when

when the

therefore,
gained
death,

grounds,

1st, that the

with the debtor's

lent

he

debtor

creditor was

personal

security,

dies the security he

content

and

that,

originally bar

thai immediately on the ctparcener's
his undivided interest vests in his coparceners by survivor
for fails

;

2ndly,

ship, and there is therefore no property of the debtor in existence
to bqjnade

I

available for his debts.

feel arises from the

the time

of his

As

to the first, the difficulty

rule that what was the

death is

taken by those

debtor's property at

that take under

potentiality or as affected by his contracts or liabilities.
question, as

I

in

against his coparceners, and
death.

him as a
The real

apprehend, is whether it was the debtor's property at

the moment of his death

KOTTA
liAMAHAMI
CHETTI

and no share was carved out for him

this Presidency,

that, as partition

167

the sense that he might alienate

not whether

property

ceases

it

as

at hia

SBSHAMA'

NAYAXIVAUU,

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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KOTTA
RAMASAMI
CHBTTI
v.
BANOARI
8ESHAMA

NAYANIVAEU.

If the
it

I

debtor's property ceases to be liable for his debts because

ceases on

his death,

how can

his separate property

think that the real distinction

special contracts

;

that it is of importance

creditbrs who claim priority of
purchasers ; that

are the results of

only

as

between rival

payment, or as between,

them and

the debtor and his creditors generally,

as between

his debts, whether

be liable ?

secured and unsecured

between

debts is that special Hens on specific property

in the

[VOL. HI.

or not, are a charge on his property

secured

sense that they must be paid first from his assets, and that,

construing his contract of loan

with reference to this rule of law,,

the security bargained for is not the bare right'to take his body in
execution, but includes also the
subject to any liens

assets

right

to seek satisfaction from hi»

specially created

In other words, the rule that property
subject to the important

ceases at

one's death is

that his legal

qualification

prolonged beyond his natural

by Contracts or law.

and

existence

existence is

continued

in

those
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that take his property for his purpose and to the extent of satisfy

ing his obligations.

This continuation

who take his property

of his legal person in

was expressly

recognized

by the civil law and is the basis of the rule of substantive
be found

in the modern

law to

of Procedure, viz., that the property
and the measure of his
loirs' liability.

Codes

left by a debtor is the cause

If this

those

and sanctioned

view is correct, the question reduces itself to this, — whether

j*the undivided interest is the debtor's property in the sense that he'
can defeat the right of his survivors by alienation as if they take
under him.
•what

If the

right of survivorship is

survives is the increment which

was never born, ah alienation
this righ^

aQd cannot

take

effect against survivorship,

survives

If

it

would result

during his
effect as

only

can

is the undivided interest

as

a case

of lapse
as*^f

and

the debtor

is an infringement .of
it can take
against it.
lii';:

If

be

for the reason that what

lessened

by

his contracts.

this is the ground on which the .creditor is preferred to

survivor in the

case of secured

debts,

I

do not see

arising from simple debts should not be included.
whether the lapse of an undivided
quence of the Hindu notion

why liabilities

In determining

of coparcenary, it should

be borne in

right of survivor
and recognizes it as

bases the

ship on conflicting texts relating to succession

of reconciling

the

interest is a necessary conse

mind that the author of the Mitakshara

a means

if

them, while the author of the Dayabliaga

MADRAS SERIES.
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who recognizes coparcenary does not consider

and because there is no conflict

among the texts on succession.

view

of lapsa^r

a case

However

the

v.

in his

BANGAEI

it

SBSHAMA

this may be,

NAYANIVAEU.

of survivorship should be treated either
preferable mode of succession peculiar to

to me that the case

seems
as

Air

is a preferable

widow

KOTTA
RAMASAMI
OHETTI

its

as

and declines to recognizti'it because

incident,

inseparable

survivorship

as a

and that it cannot be both, a ease of lapse as regards

coparcenary,

of succession

simpfa

debts, and a case

sales.

From considerations like

in making

up

plaintiffs

if it

authority

of

my

as regards secured debts or

these,

I

should feel a. difficulty

mind to decide this question

were an open question, but

I

am concluded

the decided cases on the subject both

the

against
by

the

in this Presi

in Sombay, and until the question is considered by the
Privy Council with reference to -the course of decisions in this
and

dency

and

Presidency

I

there is an authoritative riding to the contrary,

am bound to hold that an undivided
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the coparcener's separate

for

that it lapses to

the

and

For Jihese reasons

on his death.

survivors

simple debts,

interest is not liable

I concur

in the judg

ment proposed by Mr. Justice Kernan.

(52)
APPELLATJ CIVIL.
Before Sir Charlet A. Turner, Ki.- Chief Justice, and Mr. Juttiee
Muttutami Ayyar.
,

PARAPRAVAN KUNHA*MOD HAJEE AND OTHERS
v. PONAMRILATH
PARAPRAVAN
(PLAlSfTiFFS),

PONAMBILATH

»

APPELLANTS,

j1£.

£UTTIATH HAJEE

»

P

».

(FIRST DEFENDANT), RESPONDENT,
ANE
<fc

A. L. TOD (SECOND DEFENDANT)/*

HAMOD HAJEE

Eantavan

of Malahar

AND OTHEES

tartcad,

^
The grant

for

some

of*

^Ofy improvident

PONAMRILATH
^LAINTIFFS),

mitniarikyement
Removal of.
lease

PARAPRAVAN

1881

6'

KUN-

by — Leate by, for 99

years —

•

following on a course of conduct

pursued

disregarded,

is sufficient ground for removing a Karnavan from the management of the tarwad
property.

Eravanni Revivarman v. Rtapit Retivarman (1) approved.

Malahar,

4

andlOS of

1880 against the decree of the Subordinate

dated 25th August

(1) I.L.I;-,

1 Mad.,

153.

1879.

~

RESPONDENTS.*

years, in which the interests of the tarwad were persistently

•Appeals

April

Judge of North

,'

26.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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P. P. KUNHAMOD

III.

[VOL.

Incidents of property held by Urwad and by joint Hindu family distinguished.

HAJE

^ Csurt has no power to confer on Kama vans larger powers than such

as

are

P. P. KUTTI- sanctioned by usage. If such powers are insufficient^) secure to tarwads the «full
A TH HAJBE. enjoyment of their estates, or if they are so limited as to interpose obstacles to the
establishment

of new industries,

of such powers must

the extension

be sought from

the Legislature.

of which

THB suit out

these

appeals

brought by the

arose was

junior members of the Ponambilath tarwad
defendant from the office of Karnavan, and

first

to remove the

to set aside ^Jease

made by tho first defendant to the second defendant.

The

upon

grounds

which the plaintiffs sought to

remove

were that, in breach of a

first defcndand from the Karnavanship

razinama entered into by him in 1868, when a similar
brought
debts

;

him by the plaintiffs,

against

with diligence

;

to

fall into arrears,

and failed to

"

and lastly, that he was

suit was

further

incurred

he had

the Gov

that he had alienated tarwad property, allowed

ernment revenue

th%

conduct

of

by nature

suits

a fickle
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and changing disposition."
The

lease

granted to the second-defendant was for

99

years,

and was alleged to be detrimental to the tarwad.
The

Subordinate

of unsound
the morning
equally
Ihe
'to

Judge found that

the first defendant was

point being that in

mind, the only evidence on the
he

anxious

Subordinate

was anxious

for prayers, and in the

t,lth them.

to dispense

not

As

to

evening

mismanagement,

Judge considered that the granting of the lease

the second defendant was

a

serious malfeasance

on the

part

of

the Karnavan, but that, as his conduct, considering the hostility.
displayed

towards

him

by the plaintiffs,

to the date of that transaction,

c*ditable

had been

it was suffic^nt

to

up

cancel- the lease

without punishing the Karnavan bjp.removal from office.
The plaintiffs appealed

(Appeal 4) against this

decree so far

it disallowed their claim

to have the first defendant removed

the Karnavanship,

the second

and

defendant

108) against the decree cancelling his lease.
•Tho appeals were heard together.

appealed
>f

•

*

Mr. Normandy and A. Ramachandray-~\
yar for Appellants.

•

>

Mr. Wedderburn for Respondent.
Mr. Shephard for Appellant.

•»

A. Ramachandrayyar

for Respondent

In Appeal

)
.

I

JQ

4.

as

from

(Appeal

III.]
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Ayyar.J.)

delivered

P.P.KUNHAHOD HAJEX

— The appellants are the

P.iP. KUTTIATH HAJEH

The Court ( Turner, C.J., and MuUusami
the following Judgments.
IN APPEAL No. 4 OF 1880

JUDGMENT
tarwad,

the question raised

and

or not the appellants,

on

in this appeal is whether

the facts admitted or

have

proved,

sufficient case to justify the Court in removing

a

made^ont

«.

and the respondent is the Karnavan of the Ponam-

Anandravans,
bilath

:

171

the

responfient from the office of Karnavan.

It

appears

that in the year 1868 the appellants filed

Original Suit No.
had

respondent

25

mismanaged the affairs of the

and, among other demises,

had

demised

one

estate,

of the

portion

of his own family and for

the benefit

for

debts

contracted

other than the benefit of the tarwad

purposes
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had im

for the term of 99 years ; that he had unnecessarily

property

neglected

to

tarwad

mortgages and demises
and

for

sufficiently

provide

members of the

office

tarwad,

demised and mortgaged portions of the tarwad

properly

tarwad,

a suit —

of 1868 — in which they alleged that the

;

and

that he had

of the

maintenance

the

and

they prayed

that certain specified

might

be declared

void as against

the

removed from

the

;

that the respondent should

be

of Karnavan.

Through the intervention of mediators this suit resulted in a
compromise, whereby it w%s agreed that the respondent should
retain the office of Karnavan ; that he should make over to each
Anandravans,

of the

income eqnil

to an amount agreed

of the tarwad
maintenance,

the

defray

lands assigned to the
the expenses

for

the benefit of-fhe tarwad.

Rs. 6,000 should
in

the

incurred
profits
to

be

of

possession

It

respondent

for

special

employ the surplus
tho

agreed that

tarwad

pay debts

to

whole

Anandravans

was further

raised on kanom on
the

the

of his office and of the

ceremonies connected with the tarwad, and
funds

an

that he should hold possession

;

properties and pay the revenue on

including

estate,

for their maintenance, lands yielding

property

theretofore

by him, and that he should repay this sum out of the

of the tarwad

estate

;

that thereafter

he

should

continue

hold the tarwad property and should not contract any debts

respect thereof;

and

him, they should be

that,

invalid.

if any

debts should
i

be

contracted

"in
by

.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

P. KTJNHA..
v.

tarwad

the respondent declined

:

were obliged to institute

appellants

of 1871 — in

to abide

by

and

the

suit — Original Suit No. 43

Principal Sadr Amin of Tellicfierry
to obtain assignments of lands in pursuance of the compromise
and, inasmuch as the respondent refused to comply with the order
the Court of the

;

.

HAJEE!

the

in

did not restore harmony

Unfortunately this arrangement

a

F.

|TOL. HI.
it,

172

in the decree, the Court itself proceeded

pronounced

Nor did

assignments.

the respondent's opposition

a

dravans even then terminate.
suit — Original Suit No.

68

to

make the

to

his^nan-

One of the Anandravans

instituted

of 1873 — on the file of the District

a

son

;

a

Munsif of Cliavaclierry against the respondent's son to recover
the rent of
the
plot of land which had been assigned to him
he held this plot

pleaded

lien of Rs. 1,000

the

created

with other lands

in his favor by the respondent, and

respondent, who was also impleaded, denied he was

of the assignment and

for

as security

contested

aware

its legality.

Meanwhile the affairs of the tarwad have fallen into confusion
remained unpaid till processes have been

has

its recovery, and, in execution of decree,
value has been sold for insignificant

with

interfered

has

appellant

property

It

true the first

sums.

the collections,

but he

and his explanation appears true, that he has done
from

arising

loss

issued for

of considerable
is

revenue

;

to set aside the assignment, but his suit was dismissed.

so

explains,
to

the inaction of the respondent and

prevent
to

meet

On the 16th

of

1878 the respondent received

for

Rs. 1,000 from Mr. A.

and

his assigns the sole

note

Tod

Ajril

the tarwad at the rate

The Subordinate
that
lands,

promissory

Mr.

Tod, and granted to

right to fell timber on all the lands

of Rs. 2-4-0 for

Judge

dent and as derogating

L.

a

demands for revenue.

it

each tree.

has pronounded

the

licence

improvi

from the rights of the Anandravans,

premits the contractor

to denude the forest and

even the enclosures occupied by the tarwad of every

and secures no right to the Anandravans

to cut timber

for

in

other
tree,

their

as

contract

no term

certainly open to some of these objections,

expressed

for its duration,

it

The

is

personal use.

is
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may

be

terminated

but
as
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number of trees

soon as a sufficient
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advance.

It

is also open to the objection

sum

by taking a considerable

that,

violated

as an advance, the respondent has

spirit,

the

not the letter, of the agreement of 12th August 1869, that
should hold the trawad property

without

any

creating

if
he

debt in

thereof.

respect

On fbe 20th April 1878 the respondent, in consideration
Rs.
to Mr. A.

500, which was

L.

also

paid

Tod for a term of ninety-nine

land, estimated in the plaint

or other cultivation,

at an

years

of

note, demised

by a promissory
a

tract of forest

to contain 120 square miles, for coffee

annual rent of Rs. 200, to be payable

on and after 31st December 1879.

This

demise,

interests of the

to the

protest is highly injurious

appellants

tarwad and is unauthorized

by the respondent

enjoyed
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which the

Karnavan,

as

if it

be not also pro

by the terms of the agreement of 1869,

hibited

again to have recourse to

appellants

by the powers
induced the

has

the Courts

to protect their

property from the acts of the respondent.
They contend that he has

shown

himself

the office of manager, and they pray
from it and the office conferred
lease

be

may

set

aside,

possession of the property
mesne

that

on the first

add the first
by it

demised

altogether unfit for
he may

appellant

appellant
;

be removed

be

;

that the

placed in

and they asked also for

profits.

The Subordinate

Judge

A. L. Tod invalid,

and

lands to the tarwad

;

of those lands,

be

to

has

declared the lease granted

ordered

the

to

Mr.

of the demised

restoration

he has also awarded mesne profits

in respect

ascertained in execution of decree,

but he

has refused to remove the respondent from office.

In

this

appeal

the

Anandravans

have been shown to entitle them to

urge that sufficient grounds
that relief.

The respondent,

on the other hand, contends that, assuming the lease granted to

Mr. Tod
it

was as

imprudent

to be, no sufficient

of his

office,

as

ground

the Subordinate Judge
has

been shown

for depriving him

and reliance is placed on the ruling

Eravanni Revivarman v. Ittapu Revivarman. (1)
(1) I.L.K.,

I

Mad., 153.

has found

of this Court in

*.
P. P. KUTTI
ATH HAJEE,
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We

fully considered the observations

have

Judges by whom that

made by the learned

decided, and we agree that the

case was

remove from office a Karnavan only when a strong

Court should

is made out to show his unfitness for the

case

III.

[VOL.

But the

office.

circumstances to which we have adverted appear to us to establish
such

For the

a case.

recorded in the connected appeal,

reasons

Judge

we have arrived at the same conclusion as the Subordinate

invalidity of the

as to the
had

lease

lease

alone, we might

stood

improvidence

did

not justify

his position,

yet,

when taken

for

have

considered its extreme

us in depriving

with

of

the respondent

the conduct he has for some

is unfit

pursued, it affords the strongest evidence that he

years

if this

Mr. Tod ; and although,

to

his position, and that the management of the tarwad

estate

can no longer be left in his hands with due regard to the interests
The granting of the lease is not
of the family.
it is a wilful misuse of his powers, following

in which

interests of

for

displayed disregard

he persistently

the tarwad and violated the contract

of

on a course

which

the
beea

had

imposed on him to restrain his irregularities.

We must therefore
of the

decree

is,

and

of

the

decree the appeal, and, reversing

Court of First

Instance

removed

so

much

dismissed this

as

of the relief claimed, declare that the

portion

be,

respondent

from the office of Karnavan, and that the first
next in seniority,

appellant, as the Anandravan

in

be appointed

his place.
The respondent must bear the appellants'

of this appeal.

costs

—The

questions raised

or conditions
the power

such

justify

the

In

a

circum

Karnavan in the

lease to the

existed which

by

joint Hindu family subject to

by

ordinarily would
present case

special contract made

comparing the incidents

and

appellant?

its exercise, was the Karnavan in the

from exercising

Anandravans?

did such

in certain circumstances, possessed

and the circumstances

have justified
precluded

to

as

has such power in certain

conditions,

a

Karnavan,

us in making

it

if

lastly,

before

certain

exist
is,

stances
case

or under

If he

lease

a

circumstances,

99 years

?

of tarwad property for

Malabar tarwad power to make

a

Has the Karnavan of

a

:

:

IN APPEAL No. 108 OP 1880
—
P. P.KUNIIA- in this appeal are the following
JUDGMENT

TOD

a
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an isolated act ;

with

his

of property held by

the Mitaksltara,

with

those

of
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held

distinctions.

The

there are

tarwad,

law governing

the property

joint property of

case

Hindu family.

a

of a tarwad has P.
regulating

Not only in the former

is the succession traced through females, but the property

" the members of the
indissoluble, so that
family may
rather to have rights out of the property
than rights
"
property

that

It

(Mayne, H.L.,

ia

be said
to the

is not an uncommon practice

§ 264).
lands purchased ia taken not in the name

the conveyance of

is,

of any member of the family, but in the name of the family deity.
The family and not the individual
what we may term, the
social unit. The
property
acquired by any member of the

if

undisposed of in his

tarwad,

part of

the common stock, and descends

acquiring member

was

of the tarwad with whom by birth the
most closely connected. The individual
feeble that

so

a

is

right of the members of the tarwad
competent to any one of them to insist on

partition.

The

not

malea

take interests in the tarwad property which endure only for their
and do not pass to their offspring,

ment of the

nor are available for the

of their private debts.
Nevertheless, the manage
in Malabar ordinarily vested in the senior
property

male, and hence

(as
is

whose property

asserted

the subject

to have

of this litigation)

which

is

for elders,

respect

a

of paternal affection often conflicts with duty
The

in the tarwad

happened
a

satisfaction

is is

lives,

natural feeling

to the tarwad.

feature

marked

of all

nowhere stronger

than

Hindu family,

property,

Hindu manager.
Hindu family, he
consent

a

he

has,

in the management of the

somewhat larger powers than

While, equally
is

incompetent to

with

manager of

joint

aliene the estate without

the

of the other members of the tarwad,

the necessities of the tarwad,

or to discharge

can not only singly make leases
term of five years for

are accorded to
a

tarwad

of

a

manager

a

is

a

is

in Malabar, and, conse
quently, although the individual interest of the manager of
tarwad in tarwad property
considerably less than that of
Hinduism,

a

except to supply
its obligations, he

ordinarily for the
with fines repayable

at rack-rents

cultivation, but leases

in the nature of mortgages (kanoms),
and mortgages (otti) in which little more than
right to redeem

on the expiry of the terms

a
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his offspring

is

to those

neither to

it

nor exclusively

falls into and becomes

lifetime,

TOD

marked

some

reached the same stage of development as the law

not
the

by a Malabar

175
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be left

may

to the

KiJNiit- We have not
JBB.

it is justified in

managers are

Nayar.(l)

that he has ordinarily power
than such

the property

are

as

exercise so

property

as

it would

the powers

to enable them

as

by a

dealt with

be

the benefit of the family, and to interpose no

owner for

to

obstacles

unnecessary

so doing, to construe liberally

competent to

to deal with tarwad
prudent

of

Otner dispositions

III.

by local usage [ibid.~\, and although this Court ought,

sanctioned
which

Rti v. KopasJwn

Edathtt

been able to ascertain

anv
so far aa

family,

[VOL.

the

employment

of property

in new

industries, in so doing it undertakes what in some cases may be
no easy duty — the determination of what acts are and what are

beneficial — and it cannot lose sight of the fact that the office

not

of Karnavan is fiduciary, Koiloth P. M. Koran v. P. M. C.
Nair, (2) and that a Court has no authority to confer on Kamathan such as are sanctioned by usage.

vans larger powers
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If

those powers

are insufficient

interpose

if they

the

full

are so limited as to

of new industries,

the establishment

to

obstacles

to tarwads

to secure

beneficial enjoyment of their estate's, or

the

of such powers must be sought from the Legislature
As to the question with which" we are
and not from the Courts.
concerned — whether it is competent to a Karnavan to grant a

extension

99 years — no evidence

for

lease

which would warrant
van has

us

prepared to hold it to
turned

in finding that by local
be

Nevertheless,

on this

within the ordinary

Karna

point, we should

have been

long terms may be detrimental,

of an estate, at least to

powers of

decision of the present

had the

the importance of the question, to direct

for

usage the

case

power, and the Subordinate Judge states he is not

such

Karnavan.

in this

been adduced

has

if

the

appeal

disposed, in view

of

further inquiry.

Leases

not to the present

owners

their successors.

Leases whereby at

the

end of the term the properties are returned to the owners deprived

of much that constituted their value, as by the denudation of
forests or exhaustion of mines, may be highly detrimental.
On
the other hand, leases

for long terms

to the present owners of property,
to their successors,
be

to

impossible
(1)

1

may not only
but equally or

and, unless a long term
secure

M.E.C.R.,

123.

these

be beneficial

benefits.

even more so

is granted,

Building

(2) 2 Mad. Jur.,

117.

it may

leases

are

III.J

VOL.
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in Malabar, but they afford an illustration.
will not take such a lease except for a long

probably unknown

Ordinarily a lessee
term of years, but conditions

only secure

are introduced which not

to the owners rent as high or

than would be paid for

higher

the

of the land for agricultural purposes, but to the successors of
the owners the reversion of the property with its value greatly
use

enhanced.

But, although building

if

leases may be unusual,

not unknown

in Malabar, there might probably be found there, as are found
in other parts of India, leases granted for long terms of years to
of land

the reclamation

secure

which at present brings but small

yielding
owners with its

and

any

secure the cultivation

of the land.

He may,

Subordinate Judge, and

extent.

appears

Court that the land within

the

to

is

he asserts

cultivation,

unable to state what

it

Counsel

for

boundaries

less

than

but there

and

and,

in extent

The Subordinate

a
he

no less

Judge,

renting value

the

one rupee per acre.

it

some,

iu which

by the
admitted in his

have been

at the least at

is

unfit

is

land

large an area

it

which the rent could

who has considerable local experience, estimates
course, in so

leave

pleases,

however, stated

than 120 square miles or 76,800 acres.

of land for coffee-planting

he

land are given,

It

of its

it

specification

lease,

would enter

owner

condition

same

is,

it

the

The boundaries of the

received it.
no

in

made by

imposed on the lessee to

the land nntilled so as to bear no fruits from
and return

grant

to

But the

usage.

prudent

can be

we have said,

as

if

as

family

reference to the

in

is

it,
is

not such

to local

as

be

it

ia

of

There are absolutely no conditions

obtained

Karnavan

appeared to be so, we should,

have directed further inquiry
on the face of

it,

on the face

the

lease as would

a

such

which

ground on

may be

although

the extent

the extent stated

of

a

it,

If,
it

circumstances,

that

is

it

a

term)
prudent owner.

it

so long

and the sole

within the powers of

be

is

(if

supported

support of it that

There is no proof of any

the family.

to

necessity to justify

is
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is beneficial

Karnavan

has obtained from the

and it is argued in

is a lease for cultivation,

be

estate

greatly enhanced.

The lease which the appellant

into.

an

returns into an estate

a gradually increasing rental and reverting to the
•value

of

and the conversion

Of

great deal of,

the

appellant's

the land demised,

by the Subordinate

ToD
p. p. KUBHI.MOD HAJEE-
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HAJEE.

Assuming that it is considerably

Judge.

tint not one-

less, and

half the extent estimated by the Subordinate Judge is culturable,
gaid that a fine of Rs. 500 paid by a promissory note,
and a rent of Rs. 200 per annum, is such a return as it would
beneficial

to the family to secure at the expense of deriving no

other benefit from their property for

It

be

term of ninety-nine years

a

?

is shown they obtain almost so much from forest produce.

It

lay on the appellant

that

prove

this bargain,

apparently

was for the interests of the tarwad or such as

nnconscionable,

so

to

He

would be mado by a prudent owner.

has failed

to do so, and

the Subordinate Judge rightly declared the lease invalid.
The

previously obtained a
to fell timber

Judge

aside the

has also declared

invalid

We have pointed out the effect of that
appeal. As soon as the advance is

connected

it will

In setting

the tarwad

be competent to

insisted

it

to revoke it.

of

But,

improvi
of their Karnavan, they did not, in this suit, seek relief in
and the observation of the Subordinate Judge will
respect of
although

the respondents

on

as proof

the

it,

dence

The

decree

it

relief sought,

affirmed and

unnecessary
the appeal

As the decree

to interfere

is

it.

to the

is

limited

is

not affect the appellant's right under the license.
is

with

dismissed with

53

)

(

costs.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Befort Sir Charles A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice, and Mr. Jiutiot Butchint.
IN THE MATTER OP THE PETITION OP

KHAJA MAHOMED HAMIN KHAN

and

co-owner — Indian Penal Code, Act

were co-owners of

a

A,

tretpasi
D

Criminal

by

AND ANOTHEE.*

•

Petition No.

of

1881.

1881 against

Godavari

XL Vof

1860,

Sec. 297,

plot of land in which they were accustomed
saw-pit close to the graves of D's relatives,

a

132

Acting Joint Magistrate,

R

A

and
opened
to bury their dead
but did not disturb any of the graves.
;

27.

C,

1881

April

B,
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license in the

stated

the tarwad.

the Subordinate

the license to cut timber.
repaid,

of

on the estates

of the lands

lease

in the connected appeal,
license from the Karnavan, authorizing him

had, as we have

appellant

the conviction and sentence of R. C. Johnson,

District, in Cosi

57

of

1880,

dated 8th January

VOL. III.]
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Held, that they were wrongly convicted

179

under Section 297 of the Indian Penal

Code.

THIS was a petition to the High Court under Sections
297 of the Criminal Procedure

294

and

Judgment of

and

appear in the following

this case

"in

— We

JUDGMENT.
lished on

argument

Court (Turner, C.J., and Hutching, J.)
do not think that the offence has been

the

estab

the facts found.

We understand

the

find

to

Magistrate

that the complainant,

the accused, and one of the witnesses were co-owners of a plot of
land of which a portion

for

a market ; that

in the portion of

have been accustomed

to

a saw-pit on this part
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of the spot at which
been

on

some

unsold they

the plot remaining

bury their

in defiance of remonstrances
opened

been resently sold by them as a site

had

dead

;

and that the accused,

the part of the complainant,

lately

of the plot and within a few yards
relatives of the complainant have

buried.

On
having

these

facts the Magistrate

comitted

trespass

apart

as a depository

likely

the religious

on a

has

convicted

the accused

place of sepulture

for the remains of the

of

or a place set

knowing it

dead,

feelings of the complainant would be wounded,

and has fined each of the accused 50 rupees.
The

Magistrate did not

consider

it proved the

The points which appear doubtful ars the folllowing
set apart as a place

the saw-pit

:

— Whether

was opend

of burial, and whether the

had

accused

disturbed any of the graves.
the part of the plot on which

had been

accused

as

co-

owners can be convicted of trespass.
The accused

as

co-owners were in

possession,

and, unless they

have ousted the complanant from possession,
which
cannot maintain tretpot*
nnless there haa been
ouster." Per Lord Wett-

.*""*'

V<

&""

8ome

ia

not

asserted,

or have committed

destruction or waste of the common

,,

property as by pulling down a common wall
as in Cubitt v. Porfer,(l) or by carrying away
a

portion

of the common property

digging and carrying away turf, they

8

B. & C..

257.

as

by

cannot be held to have

committed trespass.
(1)

^M'^MW
'
KHAN.

Code.

Mr. Johnttone for the Petitioners.
The facts

IK THE
MATTER OP
THE

W L.S.

6,

ii.U,

178.
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IN THfl

Although the plot of land

THE

be perhaps inferred that each

appropriation

priated to the grave of

EHAN.

a

of the co-owners
of

shown that the accused

has assented

to the

so much as he has actually appro-

relative, and, had a grave been disturbed,

might, in this view, be held

a trespass

III.

originally held in common, it may

was

a co-owner

by

[VOL.

established

disturbed a grave,

actually

but it is not

;

nor that any

specific portion of the plot was set apart as a place of sepulture.

We direct that the conviction

be quashed.

54

(

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sir

Before

Charles A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice, and

Mr. Juttice Innes.

(PLAINTIFF), APPELLANT,

RESPONDENT.*
pregnancy

of mft.

a

Hindu with knowledge of his wife's pregnancy
An adoption by
Vardachala,
Narayana Reddi v.
Beddi(l) dissented from.

sought to recover

a

IN this suit the plaintiff,

as

the adopted son of Venkata Reddi,

certain village from the defendant.

The defendant's first plea was that

the plaintiff could not sue,

was invalid.

then pregnant, and therein directed

plaintiff
The

and the son were

District Judge

was bound to

that

document acknow

and that his

if

ledging that he had adopted the plaintiff,

a

Venkata Reddi, on his death-bed, executed

wife was

son was born

the

the ground that

he

a

as his adoption

not in valid

.

Lam — Adoption mith knomledge

to divide his estate.

dismissed the suit on

follow the decision in Narayana Reddi v. Varda

chala Reddi,(l) which

had not been overruled.

The plaintiff appealed.

Mr. Johnstone for Appellant.
The Advocate-General

(Hon.

P. O'Sullivan)

for Respondent.

The arguments sufficiently appear in the Judgment of the Court

C.J.,

and Innes,

J.)

* Appeal No. 86 of 1880 against the decree of

of Godavari,

dated 16th December

(1) 8.A. No.

223

of

1859,

1879.

M.S.D.,

1869,

97.

J.

(Turner,

p.
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is
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v.
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Eelsall, Acting District Judge
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—The

question raised in this appeal is. Whether or

if,

JUDGMENT.

181

at the time of the adoption,
an adoption is invalid,
•
,
V.-t •
19
adopter is aware his wife is pregnant

the

?

I

not

is

The respondent, in support of the contention that the adoption

invalid, relies

on the decision

of the Sadr Adalat in Nardyana

it

In that case, the Court, observing
Reddi v. Vardachala Reddi.(l)
that the Pandits of the Sadr Court had supported the opinion of
the provincial Pandits, expressed itself as having no doubt of the
"
soundness of the opinion
being of the essence of the power

cited

is

if

sound, would

preclude

might fairly be held he was
an

as

in existence

of the testator's death

share, the child, when born,

if if

a

child in the womb who,

partition

born, would

entitled

is

a

there

is

valid gift, and to the case in which,

regarded

so as to be the
a

at the time

and

adoption,"

to

a

son,

is

forth

it

wife, known to be

refers to the case in which an infant in the womb

to

man

Mr. Mayne, however, suggests
pregnant at the time of adoption,

he

entitled

who

96,

after an adoption."

brought

made while

on Hindu

to the rules which provide for

then in existence to the extent of precluding

ebject of

to

age or until he was on his death-

opposed

a

a

if

afterwards

a

be
be
re

distribution.
The Judgment of the Sadr Court citing as authority
opinion

of the Pandits,

we have searched

only the

the record in that suit

to see whether the Pandits referred to any text of Hindu law in
appears two questions were addressed

an adoption made

during the pregnancy of the wife

(2.) Supposing
prove

the offspring
to

be

of

daughter,

during such pregnancy
(1) 8.A. No.

the woman pregnant should

223 of I860.

will

be valid

M.fci.D,,

an

adoption

?

valid

to the

?

(1.) Is

1859,

p.

of it.

Pandits: —

a

support

It
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it

ever adopting until extreme old
also
ted," and that "
that

by Mr. Mayne,

discusted

observes that " the principle,

the son born

we have not been referred

any writer of authority

Shaster nor to
case

of having

be hopeless

a

In support of this ruling,

any Hindu
law. The

"

should

party adopting

is

issue."

the

§

to adopt that

97.

made

NAGAEHO-

-IANAM
v.

8E8HAMMAOAKu.
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GAEU.

To the first

1uestion> th« Pandits

replied

:

ill.

[VOL.

" The right of
adop-

tion vests only in him who is certain of having no sons.
When
,.,
.m
.
the wife is pregnant, there is a probability of begetting a son,
and the husband is not, therefore, in the certainty of not getting
a son.
Hence, the husband of a pregnant woman has no right to
adopt a son at such a time.

Therefore, the adoption made by the

husband of the pregnant woman at such a time being the act
an incompetent

person is invalid under the established principles

I

of Mimamsa — vide paragraphs 2-6, Section
To

an

of

question, the Pandits

the second

thus invalidated

adoption

" By

of Nanda Pandita."

replied

"

:

The effect

cannot be removed on

the

which the Pandits referred, cites a text

to

of

birth

Nanda Pandita, in the sections of the DattaLi

a daughter."

Mimamsa,

of

of

Atri

man destitute of

a son only .must a substitute for the same
and
a
text of Canklia " one to whom no son has been
be adopted,"
a

In

born, or whose son has died having fasted, &c."
that the term
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he explains

"

destitute of a son

"

Section

13

must be under

stood to include a son's son and grandson.
There is obviously

nothing

in either of

on them which justifies

commentary

these

texts or in the

the opinion

of the Pandits

that the right of adoption vests only in him who is certain

of

having

no sons, or the dictum of the Sadr Court that it is of the

essence

of

hopeless

of having

power to adopt that the party adopting

the

issue, nor is there anything

should be

to make the enjoy

ment of the power of adoption contingent on knowledge or ignor
ance on the part of the adopter of his wife's pregnancy.

Mr. Mayne alludes

the cases to which

as possibly

Indeed,

justifying the

that the known pregnancy of the wife suspends the exer

opinion

of the right would, by parity of reasoning, show the right
of the child in the womb could not be affected by ignorance of it.
As Mr. Mayne points out in § 96, when the pregnancy is
cise

known,

the partition

tained, yet

" if it

should be postponed

is not known and a son is afterwards

redistribution must take place."
in

till its result is ascer

And in like manner, an infant

the womb, who, as a member of a class, would

the

born, a

benefit of a gift, is not deprived of his rights

be entitled
because

to
the

pregnancy of his mother was unknown.

If, by

the

analogy of these

exercise of the

instances, the suspension of the

power during the pregnancy of the wife is sup

MADRAS SERIES.
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the validity of the adoption

proted,

can

But unless

the

be imported,

condition of ignorance

of the fact of pregnancy
for which there is no authority, the validity of a

to none

for

a season

of

adoption for which

ported

by

that

holding

sons" includes

the term

but,

;

on the power

" destitute of sons" includes

inasmuch as the term "destitute of

it follows

son's son and grandson,

if

that,

in the womb,

also those who are

expression includes

remain

cases,

contends can only be sup

the respondent

yet in the womb

sons

fact of pregnancy.

the

in importance, must, in many
in uncertainty.
Again, the limitation

rite, second

to be

be made

hardly

of

dependent on knowledge or ignorance

183

the

exercise

the

of the power must be suspended not only during the pregnancy
of a wife, but during the pregnancy of a son's wife or grandson's
wife, when

the

son or grandson

has died

leaving his wife

preg

nant.

It
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of

would not be safe to deduce any conclusion

from the terms

the texts of Cankha cited in the Dattaka Mimamsa

whom

no son has

"one destitute

of

— Sec. II,

issue"

Pandita

the same
a

son" — Sec.

not

I,

4; "one

.§

But the observation

§ 1.

would

have permitted

a

rule well

known to

was not suspended

power

possibility

text of

each part of

expression "having

fasted

valid only

it were interpreted
adopt

contra

of

a

son, but by

the

in the

for

2nd section of the

it carefully
a

son,"

explained

which

;

thus,

might

be

support the Judgment of the Sadr Court that an adop

would be

tion

text so

that the exercise of the

by the birth

Cankha is given

Dattaka Chandrika and
quoted to

a

Nanda

that a son was in the womb.

The whole
the

cite

to

of it which would

him, namely,
only

no male

having

is fair that

himself

loosely as to warrant an interpretation

dict

to

died," for, in the
text is cited in different words

born, or whose son has

been

Dattaka Chandrika

— " one

as

if

a man

made by

meaning

that

the

hopeless

person

of issue,

proposing

must have previously sought by prayer and penance

if
to

the

of his desire, is explained by the author
of the Dattaka Chandrika as directing that the penance of fast
ing is to precede the performance of the religious duty of
natural

accomplishment

making

an adoption.

the

commentator

to

" Having

fasted for a

"
mean having

preceding the adoption."

son" is declared

observed a fast on the

by
day

NAGAEHU8HANAM
«.

SESHAMMAOAEU.
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GAEC.

[VOL.

III.

in the womb may make it
expedient to postpone the exercise of the power until the result
of known pregnancy be ascertained, but if this doctrine be
the rights of a child

Respect for

carried to its

legitimate conclusions, and the validity of the exer

cise of the power be made to depend on an event which may not
be known,

it follows that

in an act regarded

an

Chandrika and the

are treatises specially composed

it can hardly

doubted

be

is introduced

highly religious.

as

that the Dattaka

Seeing

element of uncertainty

on the single subject

of adoption,

such rule,

suspending

had

that,

D attain Mimamsa

any

the validity of its exercise,

the exercise of the power or affecting

treatises, it would have been

been known to the authors of those

In

the absence of authority to support the
explicitly declared.
ruling of the Sadr Court, we are unable to follow it.
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the adoption

of the appeal, the Lower Court properly
entering on the other questions raised in the

disposed

from

abstained
suit.

of

that the decision of theissue as to the legal validity

Seeing

As we have overruled its decision

on

that issue, we

must

set aside the decree and order that the suit be reheard.

The cost of this appeal will abide and follow the result.

(55)
APPELLATE CIVIL.

.

Be/ore Sir Charlci A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice, and Mr. Just ire Bvtchint.

KALPAGATHACHI
1881

April

(PLAINTIFF),

APPELLANT,

AND ANOTHEE (DEFENDANTS),

29.

A

widow's right to maintenance

the immovable

the Registration Act

constitutes

XX

of

18B6, and

GANAPATHI

PILLAI

no interest, vested or rontingent,

Hindu family within the meaning

of an undivided

property

e.

RESPONDENTS.*

a release

thereof did

not

require to

in
of
be

registered under Clause 2, Section 17, of that Act.
Senible : Under Act
immovable property
mentioned

in Clause

XX

of

1866,

Section 17, Clauses 2 and 3, releases affecting

above Rs. 100 in value had to be registered, and the
7 of Section

18 are releases

" releases"

relating to movables.

The ruling in 6, M.H.C.R., App. IX, dissented from.
* S.A. 802 of 1880

of

J.

Arcot, reversing the decree of the District

M

August 1880.

against the decree

H. Nelson, District Judge of Sooth
unsii of Chidamharam,

dated

2Tth

MADRAS SERIES.
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THB facts and arguments

in this

185
appear in the KALPAQATH-

case sufficiently

J.)

Judgment of the Court (Turner, C.J., and Hutchins,
R. Balaji Rau for Appellant.

v.

Mr. N. Subramanyam for Respondents.
JUDGMENT.

—This

Hindu widow
defendants
as

a

a suit for

was

her

against

pleaded

husband's

late

fact that the plaintiff accepted

registration

under

of 400

a sum

been

Clauses (2) and (3), Section
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;

this

required

XX

Act

17,

such charge for maintenance asj would bring the
Section 17 of the Act

In

release

a

in satis

1868.

1866) and that, not having been registered, it ought
been admitted as evidence of the transaction.
that

have found

rupees

in

contended that the

The respondent has urged in reply, first,

The

coparceners.

and executed the release

second appeal it has

brought by a

and the Lower Courts

a release,

faction of her claim,

maintenance,

of

not to have

widow

has no

release

under

18 specially declarea

secondly. ^ha*Section

that the registration of releases is optional.

It

We were
convenient to take the Jecond point first.
disposed to deal with it very shortly, but we have now

will

at first

be

discovered
(6 Madras

that it has

High

support of a

the

App.

Court,

ruling of

The

IX).

this Court

document

then in

of partition relating to immovable property
exceeding 100 rupees in value, and the Court held that it fell
under Clause (7), Section 18, and not under Clause (3), Section
question was a deed

Act, and that its registration was optional. The poinl
was reconsidered in a subsequent case, but the Judges differed in
opinion, and the ruling was allowed to remain as still expressing
17

of

the

the views of the Court.

In neither

case was

there any argument,

nor did the point arise for decision in any suit
the Court.

judicially before

We entertain very great doubts whether the ruling

is correct.

It

that

cannot be denied

immovable

partition-deed

in such

relating to

description of instru

or operate to create, declare, or extinguish
'
Primd facie, therefore, it would
proper*.
17, or Clause

(1), Section

would "have been compulsory

or optional

have been governed by Clause
18, and

or

property fell undeY, the general

ments which perport
an interest

a release

its registration

(8), Section

according as the value of the immovable
or fell short of the limit of 100 rupees.

property affected reached

But it

has been argued

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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KALPAQATH-

that, notwithstanding

v.

and a partition-deed

general words, a release

appropriate

these

III.

[VOL.

declared to be registrable

are specially

the option of the parties, and that

at

words in Clause

the particular

This
(7) of Section 18 control the preceding general provisions.
would be in accordance with a well-known canon of interpretation

if

the general and the particular

cannot stand together

;

are irreconcilable

proposition

but is that the case here

and

The two provi

?

that the documents

sions are quite consistent on the construction

mentioned in Clause (7), Section 18, are intended to be documents
That this

to immovable property.

not relating

sonable construction

the mention

appears from

All

them.

composition-deeds among

is not

an unrea^

of awards and

awards relating to immov

able property had already been provided for by Clause (4), Section

in Clause (7) can only be soch as do
property at all. Composition-deeds had

18, so that the awards meant

not relate to immovable

in

been referred to

the proviso to Section 17, and the effect of that
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proviso is that no composition-deed

It

Section 17.

requires

under

registration

may still fall<1mder Clause (1), Section 18,

relates to immovable property

at

if it

mention of

all, and the further

snob deeds in Clause (7) is only necessary because they may not
If their mention in Clause (7) was sufficient
affect such property.

of itself to take

them

out of the

general

clauses

in Section 17,

the proviso to Section 17 was wholly unnecessary.

Again Clause (7), Section
Clause (3),

Section

instruments

which

18,

17, made

of

speaks

the registration of all

compulsory
the

acknowledge

but

acknowledgments,

receipt of consideration

on

account of the creation, &c. of any right in immovable property of
the value of 100 rupees.
under

the later

and

same

all acknowledgments

?

It

are optional

what becomes

words,

particular

preceding general provision

Almost the

If

would be absolutely

argument would

of the

inoperative.

apply to assignments, the word

astign having already appeared in Section 17, and, in some degree,
to contracts, agreementt, bonds, grants, settlements, and so forth.

It

follows that the acknowledgments contemplated in Section 18

are other than those already provided for by Section 17.
Reliance has been placed on the particular
both sections, but it is just
gections

that

they do

not

Here, the particular words

because

they

affect the
do control

mention of leases in

are mentioned

question now
the general.

in both

before

us.

The specific

VOL. III.]
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mention of leases following Clauses (1), (2) and (3) of Section 17 KALPAGATHoperated as a proviso taking them out of the general words.
V.

Although they may create a right in the property exceeding 100
rupees in value, still the value is not the test which is to be
applied to leases, but the length of the

difficulty

Some

arise from

does

in Clause (6), Section

18.

are

operative

not immediately

contingent.
the

testator, and may

revoke

create

to

remembered,

be

interests,

vested

or

into operation until the death of

not come into

operation at all, for he may

This would account for the separate

them in his lifetime.

of all wills under

classification

mention of wills

the specific

But wills, it must

do not come

They

t««.

In the subsequent

head.

one

" instruments "

Acts of 1871 and 1877, the word
is qualified by
"
"
"
the insertion of not being wills
and
non-testamentary."
Reference has been made
served to bring to
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that the releases

t%

Sections 29 and 30, but it has only

notice smother strong

and

other

documents

for

ground

enumerated

believing

in Clause

The
(7) are documents not relating" to immovable property.
policy of the Legislature
undoubtedly is that all documents
immovable

affecting

district

in which

should be

property

the property

registered in the sub-

is situate.

have directed that every document mentioned
clauses of Sections

17 and 18, as well as

Accordingly, they
in the first four

copies

of

affect

decrees

ing immovable property, shall be registered, if at all, by the SubRegistrar of the district where the property is ; but, as regards
partition-deeds, and all the other documents

releases,

in Clause (7),
Registrar's

For

the

parties

enumerated

are at liberty to resort to any Sub-

office they choose.

these reasons

we are

bring ourselves

unable to

to

think

that the ruling in question is correct, and we should have proposed
a reference to a

point.

But

appeal

would

follow

if

Full Bench if it

assuming

that ruling

to

That

th.e

first- ground

ground raises

be

correct,

and the same

have to ijfcedwnaissed,

we decide

appellants.

had been necessary to decide the

this
result

second
must

above-mentioned against the

the question

whether the main

tenance of a widow is so filiargcd upon the immovable property of
the family that, without anything more having been done, she can
be

said to have " a right, title or interest, either

gent, in that property."

^

vested or contin

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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KALPAQATHACHl
«.

FILLAI.

It

[VOL.

is clear that a widow's maintenance is charged on the family
•
.

"

It is

property in one sense.

and there is an obligation

thosa upon

on

Most of the
suits

cases

in

Court

seems to be that of

But it is necessary

The

purchasers.

of

is

Garu

described

as

(Regular

she was

tenance and arrears as

The

widow

held that the arrears were

a

then sued to

estate

to

recover main

oji the whole estate.

a charge.

ejected

member of the

an elder

family, and who subsequently alienated portions of the
the other defendants.

in this

The widow had

1876.

till 1872, when

the estate

by first defendant, who

have been

recent

most

Venkayamma

Appeal 74 of 1876), decided in December
been in possession

to examine

Sri Rajah Yenumala Latchandora Man-

Sri Rajah Yenumala

v.

subdar

the property

this has been done hitherto

vh^ch

by a widow agamst

whom

inheritance,

which it can be called a charge.

closely the 'aAent to

somewhat

the whole

a burden on

devolves to make provision for it.
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III.

The Court

charg*' on the estate, and decreed

that

the heir (first defendant) and the family property in his hands
should be primarily liable and then the property in the hands of
The question of notice was not referred

the alienees.

gather from the report

in the very

that, before the alienations

a

the

widow,

declaration that the latter was entitled to recover

her maintenance from the estate.

in which

and apparently

decree by which first defendant had ejected

there had been

to, but we

had been

nothing

This, therefore, was not
towards

done

a case

making it a specific

charge.
Subramania Hudaliar v. Kaliani Ammal (1) was a case under the
The widow sued her husband's brother
Limitation Act of 1859.

for arrears of maintenance for
The defendant

appealed

nance was a charge
descended

"

on the

10£ years

on the ground

on the family

and obtained a decree.
that,

although

mainte

property, the property had not

and the charge could not

properly be described as one

inheritance of any estate" (Clause 13, § 1, Act XIV of
The Court held that it was a' Charge on the inheritance in

1859).
the only sense in which this English term is applicable to Hindu
law, and
riage

then went on

and the lift

against his estate

of

to remark hs follows
the husband,

was a mere

(ft

7

" During

the claim

possibility.
M.H.C.R.,

:

226.

If he

the mar

to maintenance

had

wrongfully

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

VOL.

or refused

put her away
have become

would

to

on

the

charge

attaches,

her, the possibility

support

present interest

a

right is

The

husband's eState in some

charge

189

circumstances while

a
he

is,

still lives, — in all cases when he lives no longer. That husband's
estate in the hands of the survivor
therefore, that to which the

case under

true, fjas

case under

construed

a

by

kind

to

analogous

as

"creating no
but imposing

the maintenance

Law are entitled."

Common

v.

will, but thier

to

which

Assuming this

construction of the will, they held that

the proper

Pant

allowances for the support

son to make

upon the

of the widow of
Hindu
widows
be

Ramacliendra

did

to

not

Hindu Common Law, constitute

specific charge on the estate.

Lall Mitter (2) Phear, J.,
up at

had no definite existence when he purchased."
somewhat vague expres
for maintenance

the amount

undetermined.

It

as long as

charge springing

a

" Lien

is

And again,

bond fide purchaser

it

any time, though

possibility of

a

would be most unreasonable that

should be subjected to the

sion

widow does not, under the

Bliagabati Dasi v. Kanai

is

"
said,

It

In Srimati

of

a

the^maitatenance
a

Court of Appeal,

a

a

a

specific 'charge. fin the inheritance of
right which was
any estate' within the meaning of the clause abovementioued.
This decision not only seems to have overruled the one to which
we last referred, but shows that, in the opinion of the highest
create

does not attain

is

proprietary

a

of

a

either
right until the amount
When the
determined or in the ooursa of being determined.
bond fide purchaser without
property passes into the hands of
cannot be affected by anything short of an already
notice,

the character

U.

{2
)
8

I.A.,

1

(1) L.R.,

6

it
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an obligation

With

the same clause of the

specific portion of the property,

on any

wife's

question

mere possibility.

a

it

That,

The

possibility.

it

another

described the

is

not also

the Regis

it

a

mere

Lordships of the Privy Coiufcil
charge

that he

that of Narayan Rao

Act,
(1
)

not in contemplation

a

Limitation

claim

taken

had

is

a

be

may

Ramabai.

widow's

as

speaking of the

" interest" in immovable
present

be observed

maintenance

to

whether
this

will

is

right

Act, and

it

tration

Judge

the learned

property,

In

the claim."

a

right of

the abandoned wife as

a

the statute begins to run against

period at which

the

is

the husband's death

and

R.L.R.,

225.
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right

proprietary

already a specific charge,

not

PILLAI.

it cannot

;

or which

[VOL. III.

be subject to that which

all the

not contain

does

is

elements necessary to its ripening iritoji specific charge."

Although
the learned Judge was then connecting the position of a bond
fide purchaser, he makes. use of language which shows that, in
his opinion also, a widow's lien for maintenance was not a specific

It

charge on the estate.

it

no definite

has

not already a specific charge, but, until some

been

done,

it

has not all

Not only

existence.

thing more

the elements necessary to its

13

has

ripening

into a specific charge.

This opinion is
Adhiranee -Narain
a judgment

which

with approval by Louis Jackson,

quoted

Coomary v. Shona Malee
advert.

we need not particularly
widow's

in the hands of

cases to which

His conclusions were that

maintenance was not a charge on

a

in

Pat Mahadai, (1) in

in review many other

passes

J.,

a

portion of the estate
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fide purchaser without notice, and that,
before she could enforce her claim against a purchaser, she most
a bond

at least show that no property of her deceased husband is still in

In

the hands of the heir.

commenting on

Varden Seth Sam

between "

v.

the
Luckpatty Roygee Lalah, (2)
"
lien
on
and
a
like
a
Hindu
holder of a
specific property
person
he

widow "

possessed

ot

a

draws a distinction

right which is held

'

to constitute a charge

on the general estate of a deceased person."
The last and most recent case to which we will refer is that of
Ramachandra

Lakshman

v.

Satyabhama

tfai; (3) there

also

the

principal point discussed was how far^it'jjfcs necessary to show
that a purchaser of an estate subject -t0 a widow's maintenance
had notice of her claim, but West, J., in 'a very elaborate judgment
minutely examined the nature of the widow's claim and the various
He held that, under the Mitakshara,
authorities on the subject.

"the

sons

regarded
widow's

must,
as sole

from

the moment

of their

father's death,

owners, yet with a liability to provide for

maintenance,

bo

the

and with a competence, on the widow's

In another
part, to have the estate made answerable" (p. 509).
"
her right during coparcenary
place (p. 508) he remarks that
may be considered as in some degree analogous to a wife's equity
And again, "Even in
to a settlement under the English law."

^(1)

I.L.R.,

1 Cal., 365.

(2)
., 2 Ro., 494.

9

M.I.A.,

322.

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.]
the

like that of

of a mother, her share,

case

Much

been paid.

ia&hjs the

more

ordinary coparcener" (whiohfis the
to

according

the

the

The right of widows

(p. 519).

share at all,

to

not interfering,

"

but so long as it has not been
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interest,

within

the immovablefproperty

Act.

It

of

wife during the lifetime

is rather

"a

mere

Mudaliar

Subramania

widow, is entitled to
something

reduced to certainty by
to a provision.

vested

the meaning

or contingent,

maintenance,

We
in

of the Registration

possibility" and resembling the claim
of her husband as described in

Kaliani Ammal.(l) The wife, like the
sustenance from the family property, but
v.

more is necessary

seen

to

She is compe

to enable

her to claim a separate

provision with a specific charge on particular property.
already

accu

has

charge on a particular

a mere equity

hold that this constitutes no

a

Judge

She is entitled

rights.

tent to have her claim made a specific
she has

ha3

^

these passages, the learned

transaction,

"a

with the

legal transaction,

according to the means of the family.

property,

it

as

so long

(p. 521).

rately defined the nature of a widow's
sustenance

"

unpaid

members to deal with the pro

participant

perty at their discretion

We think that, in

by a

certainty

right of the actually

debts

entitled to no definite share is

claim to maintenance merely,
no.t been reduced

case

except with a deduction for

available

honesty,

of

means

with the widow of an
now before us), " who can

case

only sustenance
family, jtfaose means are not, in

never demand any precise aliquot

legal

intended to KALPAQATH-

a son, ia

on a division of the property after the family debts have

be fixed

a

191

We have

that the family debts take precedence of a claim to
and a creditor is also

steps to have his claim

competent by taking certain

out of or secured

paid

the property.

on

His receipt, therefore, would also operate to extinguish a claim
capable of being made a charge and a possible interest in the
immovable

property,

would be an interest

"no

definite

but the interest
which,

to use

It

existence."

would not be specific.

It

J.,

has

the

seems

to

words of Phear,
us

that

this

widow's

receipt differs very little from that of a creditor, and that she had
no

such specific interest, vested

or contingent,

as was

by the Registration Act.

On this ground we dismiss
(1)

7

the second appeal with costs.
M.H.O.R., 328.

intended

v.
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III.

[VOL.

(56)
APPELLATE CiVIL^BtfLL BENCH.
Before

Turner, Kt., Chief -Jiutfy, Mr. Juttlet Imui,
Kernan, and^Mr. Jaitice Mvttutami Ayyar.

•t *
MANAPPA MUDALI (PLUHTIFF), APPELLANT,

1881

April

Sir Charltt A.

29.

(fast
Civil Procedure

e. 8.

Jfr. Jvitici

T. McCARTHY

DEFENDANT), RBSPONMNT.*

Code, Section 586

— Second Appeal — Suit of thi nature cognizable by

Small Caute Court t— Rond fide qvettion of title incidentally raited
Court— Ees judicata— Section 13, Explanation //, Civil Procedure
tent Court — Final dtciaion — Questions directly in iinte.

in Mwirift

Cade— Compe

The jurisdiction of a Small Cause Court is not ousted in a suit for damages

carrying away the produce of certain land when the defendant

seta up

for

title to tbc

land in answer to the claim.
Section

Code of Civil Procedure

586 of the

precludes a second appeal in a suit

Rs. 500, although the suit has been

for damages under

instituted in the District
Munsif's Court and not in a Court of Small Causes, and although a question of title
and decided.
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has been raised by the defendant

Per TUENER, C. J. — When a suit is brought in a form in which it is cognizable
by a Small Cause Court under Act XI of 1865, the Ceurt cannot decline juris
diction if it appears that incidentally a question of title is rais*i which it has not
jurisdiction to determine for any other purpose than the decision of the suit before
it. Under such circumstances the Court may, however, properly grant a reasonable
adjournment that

the question may

be

litigated

and determined

by the proper

tribunal.
Per

MUTTCSAMI AYYAR,

cognizable

J.— The

question,

What is a suit of the

of Small Causes within the meaning

in Courts

nature

of Section 586 of the

Civil Procedure Code, has reference to the mode «t Adjudication and not to the
forum, and the fact that the suit is instituted in Viff. District Munsifs Court and
not in a Court of summary jurisdiction makes nqtlifference for the purposes of
that section.

If

the matter adjudicated

on

in

a suit is only incidentally in isaue

or cognizable, the adjudication is final whether by a Court of concurrent

or limited

jurisdiction only for the purpose and object of that suit.
Per INBES,

J. — The

decree of a Small Cause Court in a case where a question of
title is raised incidentally is no har to a suit upon the title under Section 13,
Explanation II, of the Civil Procedure Code, because the Small Cause Court is not
competent to pass a decree upon th« title.

THE plaintiff, claiming

of Pekaranai,

and,

* S.A. N. 458 of

Judge of Chingleput,
tdated 12th May 1879.

1879

to be the sole

as such, entitled

against

confirming

the decree

Mirasidar of

the village

to all tamudayam
of O. A.

Parker,

Acting

rights,
District

the decree of the District Munsif of CMnglepnt,

VOL.

III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

including the right

to fell trees

sued the Sub-Collector
the Village Munsif

on the tank

1, the

4, for

Tahsildar

193
bunds in the village,

2, Padre

and

Peters 3,

Rs. 80-8-0, the value of bamboos planted

by plaintiff's ancestors, cut down by defendant 4, under the orders
of the defendants 1 and 2, and carried away by defendant 3.
The defence was that the land

wag,

reserved for

poramboke,

; and
that, even if the trees were planted by the
ancestor, the tank bund and all the trees on it belonged

public purposes

plaintiffs

to Government.
The District Munsif dismissed

right to cut

the

suit on the ground that "the

on a tank bund is a public right, which passed

trees

away from the village communities to the centralized British
Government and it? officers during recent changes."
On appeal the District Judge found that the tank bund waa
Government poramboke, and that what the plaintiff claimed was a
proprietary right to trees on the land of another ; and held that it
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was immaterial

who planted

solo, solo cedit.

exercised

He

the

trees, because

quicquid plantafur

that the Revenue authorities had

also found

the rights of Government in controlling the felling

of

trees, and dismissed the appeal.

The plaintiff
Government

was

appealed

to

the High Court on the grounds that

entitled

only

to kist

for

the land in question,

and plaintiff, as sole proprietor of the village, was entitled to
poramboke
tors,

;

".

trees.

.

had acquiesced in his

that no second

right

to

the

.

Mr. Wedderburn for the Respondent took
tion

the

that he was entitled to the trees planted by his ances

and that Government

the preliminary

appeal lay by virtue of Section

586,

objec

Civil

Procedure Code.

C.J., and Muttummi Ayyar, J.) determined
to refer the question to a Full Bench, and delivered the following
Judgments : —
The Court (Turner,

TUKNBR,

C.J. —This

suit was instituted in the District Munsifa

Court to recover Rs. 80-8-0

damages,

being

the

value of cer

bamboos, as the plaintiff alleges, wrongfully cat and carried
away by the third defendant under the orders of the first
tain

defendant.

The

bamboos grow

plaintiff alleges that

on

the bund

the tank is poramboke

of

within

a

tank.

MANAPPA

The

the area of his

Sl
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MODAH

nrirasi estate
}.

v.
"

'

'THY.

pofamboke

and that the

;

is entitled to fell trees on the

that, as Mirasidar, he

;

cut and carried away by the

bamboos

The first defen

third defendant were planted by his ancestors.
dant

that the tank bund

pleaded

public purposes

;

and that,

;

if

forward

for

objection

When

them.

the bamboos had been
appeal was brought

the second

of the nature cognizable
and the value of the subject-matter

as the suit was

by a Court of Small Causes,

We have then to

not exceed Rs. 500, no second appeal lay.

did

consider

whether the

confer

could

respondent advanced the preliminary

argument, the

that, inasmuch

for

growing on it were

planted by the plaintiff's ancestor, that circumstanceon him no title to

reserved

was poramboke,

that the land and the trees

the property of Government

III.

[VOL.

suit is of

cognizable by a Small

nature

a

Cause Court.

In

Ammal

Ammalu

where a suit

appears to

be

Subbu Vadiyatr (1) it was ruled that,
within the cognizance of a Court of

the mere denial of the plaintiff's right or

Small Causes, although
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v.

title on the part of the defendant is not sufficient to oust the
jurisdiction of that Court, yet, when it reasonably appears that a
bond fide question

of title, which

of Small Cause Courts
jurisdiction of

to

it

is not within* the

jurisdiction

decide, is fairly raised in the suit, the

the Small Cause

Court in the matter

ceases.

In Dikshit

v. Dikshit (2) it was held that, where a suit appeared
the plaint to be of the nature cognizable by a Court of

from
Small

Causes, but a question of title had

decided by

the

District Court in

been

gone into

appeal,

and

would

a special appeal

He.

These cases were decided before Act

of that Act, in reference

to

the

XI

classes

of 1865, but the terms
of suits cognizable by

of Small Causes, are substantially
terms of Act XLII of 1860.
Courts

In neither of the

cases above

the terms of the Small
conclusion
suit

Causa

to

Courts Act which

entertain

Small

would

2

M.H.C.R.,

184.

(J)

to

warranted the

Cause Court in a

be ousted by

raised by the defendant.

(1)

were the

mentioned is reference made

that the jurisdiction of the

it was competent

the tame as

2 Bo. H.C.R., 4.

a

plea

VOL III.]
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In

Hedartollah v. Shaikh Karloo/.l) where a snit was brought
*4
recover a less sum than Us. 500 for crop3 misappropriated,

to

it was, on the other hand,

held that a special appeal did not lie,

although the determination
question of title to land.

of the sait involved

a decision

on a

Grant v. Modhoosudun($) and Ram Dyal Gangooly and others
v. Hurs Soonduree Dotsia and others^) are rulings to the same
Mohesli Mahto and another

as are also

effect,
decided

by

J.,

Chief Justice,

the

Markby,
which was

decided

v. Rahmat

JBili.(6)

and

J.,

Ainslie,

also by a

In my judgment

and

v. Shaik

J.,

Jackson,

Macpherson,

XI

J.,

Shamanund v. Nundkoomar,(&)

Full Bench.

of 1865.

Khan

See also Tnayat

the question must be determined

ence to the terms of Act

Piru(4)

in

refer

In the 6th section of that

Act it is declared what suits are cognizable by Courts of Small
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Causes, and among

others it is declared that suits

not exceeding in amount Rs.

damages,

with certain exceptions, are

Courts.

by those

cognizable

500,

for

In

the En^fisb statute 9 and 10, Vic. 95, Section 58, it is
expressly declared that the Courts established under that Act shall
not

take

of any action, &c., in which

cognizance

the title to

any

hereditaments, &c., shall be in question.

corporeal or incorporeal

There is no similar provision in Act

XI

of 1865,

I

and

find noth

ing to warrant mo in holding that, where a suit is brought in a
form in which it is cognizable by a Small Cause Court, the Court
jurisdiction

can decline

if it

appears that incidentally

a question

of title is raised which it has not jurisdiction to determine for any
other purpose

than

the decision

of

the suit before

it.

Notwith

standing such a question of title may be raised by the answer of
the defendant, the suit was originally and continues to be of the
nature cognizable
suit

is brought

Section

by
in

586, Act

entertaining

X

a

an

Court of Small Causes, and when such a
ordinary Civil Court, the provisions of

of 1877, apply, and preclude this Court from

a second appeal.

W. R., 78.

(1)

7

(3)

10

(6) N. W. P., Agra, Vols.

10 W. R., 79.
(4) I.L.R., 2 Cal., 470.
(6; I.L.K., 2 All., 97.

(2)

W. R., 272.
4 and D. p. 290.

MANAPPA

MubA"

v.
8. T. McCAR-

THY.

[VOL. III.
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MUDALI
v.

'THY.

~
.inasmuch

the former rulings
" of this Court on

as

the

raised in this appeal appear to me to be open to question,
direct that the case be brought before a

AYYAR,

MUTTUSAMI
the

J. — I

Section

Act

6,

XI

of 1865, it

would

Full Bench.
This suit was brought

by

and, within the language

of

concur.

appellant to recover damages,

I

point
'

was cognizable by a

Court of Small

Although •fuch Court is not competent to decide a
question of title to immovable property, when such decision is
the direct and immediate object of the suit, it is bound to adjudi
Causes.

upon it incidentally

cate

with

when it is necessary to do so for dealing

the Object-matter of a suit over which

By Section
declared
suits

to

Act

it

has

XI

jurisdiction.

of 1865, suits for damages are generally
cognizable by a Court of Small Causes, while

6,
be

in which

a question

of title

to immovable

property

colla
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terally arises for decision are not excepted from its jurisdiction,
It is hardly necessary
as in 9 and 10 Vic., Cap. 95, Section 58.
for

me to add

Small

that such incidental determination

by a Court of

Causes is no bar to a suit having for its object the estab

lishment of title to immovable property
to deal with it.

by a Oyurt competent

The Small Cause Court was not a Court of com

petent jurisdiction within the meaning of Section
1877, and,
limited
diction.

of
a

if it

13,

Act

X

of

dealt with a question of title, it did so for the

purpose of dealing with the suit over which it had juris
The suit before us was, however, instituted in tho Court

District Munsif, which is not, like the Court of Small Causes,
Court of summary or limited jurisdiction ; but the suit does not,
a

in my judgment,

cease on that ground to be

suit cognizable

by the Court of Small

ing of Section

586

of the

Code

in

the nature of a

Causes within the mean

of Civil Procedure.

It

seems to

me that the question has reference to the mode of adjudication and

It is whflther the adjudication was upon a ques
not to the/orwm.
tion directly and substantially or only collaterally in issue, regard
being had to the relief sought and the nature of the suit, and not
whether

the question was decided by a Court of competent or

summary jurisdiction.

If

the matter adjudicated on

in

a suit is

only incidentally in issue or cognizable, the adjudication is final,
whether by a Court of concurrent or limited jurisdiction, only for
the proper purpose and object

of

that suit.

The rule applicable

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

VOL.

197

in snch cages is laid down in Barrs v. Jackson (1) in the followine terms: "However essential the establishment of particular
facts may be to the sounduess of a judicial decision, however it
may proceed on them as established, and however binding and

'THY.

the decision may, as to its immediate and direct object,

conclusive

those facts are not all necessarily

be,

«.

s T Me CAE.

established

conclusively

between the parties, and" (the rule is) "that either may again
litigate them for any other purpose as to whrfih they may come in
question ; provided the immediate subject of the decision be not
to be withdrawn

attempted

direct object."

For
Mr.

exclude
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.-

would also dismiss this appeal. *"

Wedderburn : This suit is cognizable

XI

»

by a Small

Cause

of 1865, Section 6), for, if it was intended to
the jurisdiction of the Court when a question of title to

Court (Act
land

I

these reasons

from its operation, so as to defeat its

it

arose,

is reasonable to suppose

that

the

Act

would

provided, as in the County Courts Act (9 and -J.O
95, Section 58), that such cases were excluded from

have expressly

Vic., Cap.

the jurisdiction

conferred.

(M.H.C.R.; 1,*213;
whether

In

other decisions

2, 184 ; 5, 67)

question of title is raised bond

the

The last Full Bench decision in

I.L.R., 2'

fours with this case and in my favor.

of the Civil

Procedure

Code

of this

Court

the test suggested is to see

fide or

colorably.

Cal., 470, is on all

The object of Section

is evidently

586

to limit the right

of

in simple cases, and it makes no difference whether the
suit is filed in a Small Cause Court or not. The nature of the

appeal

The test proposed in the Madras cases is not

case is the same.
a

satisfactory

tually try
fide

one, for the

the case before

or colorable.

contemplated

as a

Bcdaji Ran for

it

Court must hold
can see whether

Such a proceeding

and vir

an enquiry

the defence

is bond

could scarcely have

been

part of the procedure of a summary Court.
the Appellant.

Full Bench (Turner, C.J., Innes, Kernan, and Afuttusami
Ayyar, JJ.) delivered the following Judgments : —
INNES, J. —The question for the Full Bench is whether, when
The

a

question

of title is raised in

Small Causes, the jurisdiction of

a suit instituted
the

in

a

Court

Court of Small

thereby ousted.
(1)

1

Y.

of

Causes is
"~

& C.C.C., 585 (Smith's L.C., Vol. 2, p. 807, 7th
ed.)

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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"

THY.

difficult

14 [a

.^

cognizable

to understand

by

of

jurisdiction

the

how a suit, the claim in which is
be

within

Court by reason merely of the

issues

Court of Small

a

the

III.

[VOL.

raised by the defence.
No doubt, as in Kumaro,

can cease to

Causes,

Venkatachella Reddiar'e case,

(1) the
only color-

defence may disclose matter showing that the suit is
ably a Small Cause suit, and

that, under the guise of a suit of a

cognizable by the Small Came Court, the plaintiff is really

nature

That case was a suit for rent by a

to establish a title.

seeking

who, at the date of the suit, had no contract with the

landholder,

defendant for the rent sought to be recovered.

in that

His real object
that

suit was not to recover the rent, but to establish

defendant was bound to occupy upon the terms of paying a parti
rate of rent.

cular

In that

Court held that

case the

But the ratio

Cause Court had no jurisdiction.

the suit was not what it professed

that
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a

was

decidendi

to be, and

was really found to be was a suit on

Small

the

that what

claim of a nature

it
not

cognizable by a Small Cause Court.
The

decisions, in laying it down that when

former

a

question

is bond fide raised the Small Canse Court ceases

of title

jurisdiction,
Cause Court should not proceed with a
that the substantial object of the suit

Small

cover

of

a Small Cause claim, because,

closed, it would be clear that it was

a

it appeared

case when once
was to

have

to

appear to have meant no more than that the

try the title

when that was

under

once dis

claim over which the Small

Cause Court had originally possessed no jurisdiction.
The

us affords a very fair

before

case

impossibility in
on the title,

some

cases

of avoiding

an

illustration
incidental

of the
decision

though the suit may be a bond fide claim simply

to

damages.
The real difficulty in the way of determining
be

thus

Section
would

incidentally

of

13

the

decided on arises

Civil Procedure

Code,

make the decision in the Small

that the title

out of the language

But

mined

by

a

Cause suit

4

res judieata,

trying

the

a matter once heard and deter

tribunal is not resjudicata,
(1)

of

which, it is contended,

and so debar the parties to the Small Cause suit from

title in another proceeding.

may

M.H.C.R.,

393.

unless the

matter

was

VOL.
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a

it,

and finally determined
directly and substantially in issue before
by it, the Court being Court competent finally to determine

of

ing

of title in

question

the

a

Now

a

such a question.
Small

Cause suit,

Civil Procedure

present

before the pass

would

Code,

have

in

been

II

regarded
incidentally
question.
Explanation
of
Section 13 appears to regard everything which might and ought
to be made
ground of attack or defence as being directly and
a

as only

it

it

It

raise.

have been

Court competent
the ques

simply

it

is

due. To arrive at
tion whether the debt, damage, or demand
a decree upon the claim
may be necessary to determine col

incidental

is

results that the
only final decision, and
upon the title could not in any subsequent

the title, this

incidental decision

a

is

It

resjudicata under the language of the Civil Pro
subsequent suit upon
equally clear that, in

cedure Code.
the

Cause Court

decree.

the

decision

proceeding be

decree upon the

it

The decree

to pass such

a

Court competent
is

not

a

is

no
laterally the question of title, but there
title for the very sufficient reason that the Small

would not be res judicata

under

which are

taken

the English Courts and

rules which guide

from the Roman law.

I

The causa petendi would not

be the same.

concur with the view taken by the Division Bench and would

lay when

J. —The

preliminary point,

the sum sued

whether

for was less than Rs.

the same that arises in Mohesh

Mahto v. Sheik

second appeal
is

KERNAN,

a

dismiss the appeal.

exactly

Piru.(l)

There

500,

the right to the trees felled depended on the plaintiff's title to
the land, and the Court held that as the suit (for less than Rs.
the Lower Court, no special appeal lay,
500) was cognizable
(.1)

I.L.R.,

2

by
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to

Cause Court decides

the Small

remains to consider

Cause Court can be said to have

case the Small

finally decided the question and
to decide it.
Now what

therefore

a

to

is

a

plaintiff or defendant
whether in such

is

is

if

a

is

substantially in issue, and in this view, where the question of
raised in
Small Cause suit,
title
directly and substan
the question
one which
was Ipaterial to the
tially in issue

C«L, 470.

«.
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MANAPPA
v.

B.T. MCCAR
THY.

the question of title

though

[VOL.

III.

raised

may have been incidentally

in ft.
Here the plaintiff's right

In

the lands.
question

both

it

trees is rested upon his

seems

to me difficult

title

land has

to

In

the (Calcutta

been raised and determined,

and

of title

In

evidence of
.was

In

defendant.

M

given

plaintiff in

each

in

title,, and

drder

case

the

of
it is in favor of

plaintff alleged

the land and therefore title to the trees.

and

gave

was denied and proof

title

to disprove plaintiff's

each case brought his action,

could be

the question

on

this case

case the title

each

raised.

to the trees

case the decision

title was in favor of the plaintiff.
the

to say that the
both

so, before the question

necessarily

title to

la

of title to the land is only incidentally

these cases the

decided.

cases

to the

to the land.

The

assuming he had title

to

The object of each suit

was not to establish title to the land, and so far only the title
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might

said to be

be

incidentally

in question.

But when

the

title

waj denied, and proof given on each side to prove or disprove
title, I feel much difficulty in seeing how the title could be said
to be only incidentally in question, as it was the title to the land
that was the foundation of the title to the trees.

I do not wish,

many

however, to set my views against the decisions

the point, and therefore join in the judgment that

cases on

there is no second
TURNER,

appeal.

C.J.— I

referring this
holding the

desire that the reasons

case be taken as

second

the ground

appeal cannot

to

the course which

should

which

I

recorded for

qf my judgment for

be maintained

dismissed, but, under the circumstances,

As

in

and should be

whithout costs.

be pursued

by a Small Cause

Court or by a Court

trying a suit of the nature cognizable by a
Causes, if it appears a bond fide question of titlo
arises which the Court can in that suit determine only inciden

Court of Small
tally,

the

Court cannot,

may properly

grant

a

as

I

have said,

decline jurisdiction, but it

reasonable adjournment

that the question

may be litigated and determined by the proper tribunal.
MUTTUSAMI

AYTAR,

J. —I

concur.

III.]
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir Charln A.

Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice, tout
Mr. Juttice Eutehiia.

MUNICIPAL COMMISSIONERS

THB

(DEFBNDA,,TB), APPEbLANTS,
.

(PLAINTIFF),

v.

FOR THE TO\/N OF MADRAS
FREDERICK GEORGE REDDY RRANSON

RESPONDENT.*

City of Madras Municipal Act— Wuttr-r ate— Liability of Commiaionen to ntitfor
compentation for not ivpplyiny mater and collecting rate— Inunction to ratrai*
ijkollection of rate dittohed.
»•

•

Ry the provisions at the City of Madras Municipal Act,
levied

if

1878,

a water-rate

U

they are bound to supply water for house-service to

by the Commissioners

every rate-payer who desires and provides the necessary works to connect

his pre-

mises with the main, which ought to be within 150 yards of his premises, and

the

rate-payers are bound to pay water-rate whether or not they avail themselves of the
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privilege

If the

of house-service.

Commissioners do not perform this duty the rate

payer has a remedy by action and may recover compensation, either nnder the pro

of Section

visions

433

(which provides

by the failure of

that a person aggrieved

the Commissioners to do their duty may bring his action and the Court may either
direct the duty to be performed " or make such order as to the Court may seem
lit ") or tinder those of the ^Statute of Wettmiaitcr.
Semble :
49S, the

If

the Court does not order

the execution of the works under

only other order it could make would

be an order

Section

for reasonable compen-

ution.
The Legislature intended the water-rate to be a payment for a benefit conferred,
and the tax should not be levied
the

Commissioners

till

water can be

If

supplied.

in part of the city

are able to supply water and desire to obtain at once a return

for their works they should

apply to the Government

to exempt the rest of the

city from the operation of the Act.
Where

a public body has received by itatnte a discretionary

is laid nnder an obligation to collect a rate, an injunction
Court

so as to deprive such

or to prohibit

it

power to levy and

cannot be granted by a

public body of the power of exercising

from discharging

ite discretion

the obligation.

w-

THE facts and

Judgment of
The

arguments in this case sufficiently

the Court

(Turner, C.J.,

Advocate-General

and

appear in the

Hutchins,

(Hon. P. ff Sullivan)

and

J.)
Mr. Norton

for the Appellants.

Mr. Johnstone for
•

the Respondent.

Appeal No. 41 of 1880 against the decree of tht High Court on the Original Side,.

dated 7th September 1880.

1881

APril

S
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JuDOMRNT. — The

MUNICIPAL
COMMISSIONERS, MADRAS,
BEANSON.

.

in

a

Having

of

.

•

Commissioners

Act V of

of Madras

to lay

main and furnish

a

domestic purposes and to erect

water for

at or within
would

a dwelling-house
«•
i.
•

of the City

of

a

tbe

he required

1878,

him with

supply

a

of

stand-pipe or fountain

distance of 150 yards of his premises, and intimated

a

comply with his request, he

in the event of their refusal to

that

.

paid the water-rate, levied

been assessed to and

the provisions

under

is the owner

street within the Municipal limits

public

Madrat.

respondent
'

III.

[VOL.

proceedings against them to recover

commence

damages

for their default.
The

taken no notice of the demand and

failed

it,

Commissioners having
to comply with

In

this suit.

the respondent instituted

his plaint ho set out the provisions of the Act on which he relied

on the Commissioners who
he bad

and to erect

premises,

The

and to pay

him

with

Rs. 48

as damages

erect

supply of

for their failure

stand-pipes at or within the

by

injunction from collecting the water-rate assessed
executed

the necessary

position to supply him with water

appellants

in their written

dent's demands,

as

claimed

statement

no wilful refusal on their part

been

him

and

stand-pipe, &c., at or within 150 yards from

his premises until they had

were in

with

mentioned, and he also prayed that the appellants should

be restrained
on

furnish

demand

He claimed a

with notice of action.

to furnish him with water and
distance

made

had neglected to comply

appellants to

ordering the

water
his

them

served

a

decree

a

that they had used

were

him.

alleged there had

to comply with
and

works and

the respon

using their

best

endeavours with the funds at their disposal to carry out works to
the city

of the Act, and
tion

the raising

pleaded

that they had applied to the Government
of

further loan

that the plaint disclosed

denied that the
water

with water in accordance with the requirements
a

supply

was at

a
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that

that he had

the tax,

it,

had paid

been

that he had

claimed, averred

a

to and

he

rights

by

assessed

the

a

to establish

nearest

for that purpose.

no cause of action.

stand-pipe

or work

to sanc

They

It

also

was not

for the supply

of

distance of 1,600 yards from the premises of the

respondent.

At the settlement of
fact

the default

issues no issue was taken as

of the appellants

arose

from their

to whether in

inability

to

procure funds for the construction of works, or whether in fact the

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

VOL.

...... .1

Commissioners

had been and were doing

in

ably required of

them

Act to provide

supply of water.

a

The learned
please

of

been assessed to and paid the

of

the use

were bound to furnish
damages

claimed, and,

they were not and,

f*nish

water

of actions,

water-rate

for

learned Judge

the appellants from
they should be in

collecting
a

was entitled to

that the

and

a supply

appellants

respondent the

the

as the appellants admitted that

some years, should not be in a position to

to the respondent,

the

was tried overruled the

awarded

supply,

inasmuch

position

in order to

granted an

avoid a multiplicity

injunction

restraining

the rate from the respondent until
to supply

water to

him as required

by the Act or until the farther order of the Court.

In

it is urged

appeal
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on the facts

the respondent could not

admittted, and

maintain suit

that the respondent was not entitled

either to damages or an injunction.
The learned Advocate-General
Appeal

who appeard in support of the

contended that no action would
neglect of

for damages for the mere

a

lie against

a

public body

statutory duty, or,

as a less

extensive proposition, that no action for damages would lie against
a public body for any such neglect while the neglect arose from

inability and
out

the public body had reasonably endeavoured
and that all

the Act,

relief should

out the

impossible to carry

Act.

be

refused

to carry

where it was

support of this

He cited in

Raihcay Company ; (1) Reg. v.
Land Tax Committianers ; (2) and Glossop v. Hestin and Ideworth
argument Reg. v.

The Ambergate

Local £oard.(3)
He contended that

the supplying

of water not being a condition,

precedent to the collection of the rate, the Court ought not to
to restrain the collection of the rate.
have granted an injunction

authority of Galloway v. The Lord Mayor
and Corporation of London (4) as establishing that, in favor of
He

also relied on

public

bodies,

the

statutes

receive a more liberal construction

than

would be proper in the case of adventurers working for profit.
(1)

1

(3) L.

R.

*R.,

372.

R., 12 Ch. D., 102.

MUNICIPAL
COMMISSIONEES, MADEAS,
RRANsON.

the suit

his household,

that

11
powers under the

holding that the respondent having

the appellants, and,

of water for

all that could be reason-

of their

the execution

Judge by whom

203

(2) 16Q.R.,

381.

(4) L.

H. L.,

B.,

1

34.
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R&ASSOK.

UL

[VOL.

He argued that the payers of water-rate were not entitled to
i

than other persons resident in the Munici-

any greater advantages

PaKty, and that it would be inconvenient to hold that any resident
might maintain an action against the Commissioners for the neglect
by the Act in connection with the

of any duty imposed on them

supply of water and scarcely less inconvenient to hold that any
payer of the water-rate was entitled to do so, and lastly he urged
that, both in the case of the water-rate payer and the resident,
the injury resulting from any such default as was imputed to
Commissioners was of

public character

a

the

did not confer on a

and

private person a right of suit.

gt

Questions having been raised
any such right

as to

any such obligation as have

Judgment under
with them before

a

should

we

deal

the

remedies

the power

for which

to him or to any

decreed

of this Court

a water-supply

to award him.

is required

broad distinction into private and public.

purposes are those for which a private person

in

a

city

The private

requires
:

domestic use or the processes of manufactures

the

such

aa

the public purposes

fpr which water
required are for employment in extinguishing
fires and in carrying on the work of sanitation, the flushing of
is

those classes of

themselves

the prevention

of

disease

the inhabitants who are unable to provide

with water suitable

for domestic consumption.

It

among

watering of streets and

ia

sewers and the

the province of public bodies, such as Municipal Commissioners, to

for

cast

on the

and inasmuch as, in the

duty, they obtain facilities for meeting
usual to empower or compel them

of meeting public
whole body of rate-payers, the
the cost

private consumption

with

equal justice

who either do, or are in a condition to benefit
payer

Legislature
to introduce

sumption,

in

some

water

subject to

the

cases leaves an

into

his

payment of

of providing

imposed on

those

it.

option

premises for his
a

The

requirements
cost

is

requirements also,

to do so, and while

fairly

enterprise,

by

private

by private

of this public

where this has

public requirements

prescribed

to the

rate

private con
charge

:

not been effected
discharge

meet the

to

is

provision

it

make

is
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admits of

to

it is in

The purposes

be convenient

the

we enter on the further question whether

respondent is entitled
remedies which

declared by

been

respectively

it will

appeal,

whether the respondent is

and the Commissioners are subject to

it,

entitled

to

in

VOL III.)
if

MADRAS SERIES.
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it

a position to avail himself of such a supply, it
,
i,
.
.
.
authorizes the collection from him of a special water-rate, whether

others,

in

he is

MUNICIPAL
COMMISSIONEES, MADRAS,

he avails himself of the supply or not.

In

to ascertain

order

what obligations

imposed on

are

the

Municipal Commissioners of this city, what powers of taxation
are conferred

on them

what obligations

and

rights are con

who for their private consumption either do or

ferred on persons

of

can avail themselves

it will

and

the water introduced by the Commissioners,

Act

be necessary to examine Madras

Madras Act V of

IX

of 1867,

in which the Legislature

1878,

well as

as

has dealt with

th^se questions.

Act

IX

of 1867 was enacted inter alia to make provision for the
and

conservancy

of

improvement

of Madras

the Town

and

to

enable the Commissioners to levy taxes and rates therein."

By the 98th section of
authorized to raise

the

Act,
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levied nnder the Act for the construction
character.

By the 171st section

pipes for bringing water into the
to lay

in

to erect
use

of

sufficient and convenient
one hundred

were

a

permanent

empowered to

lay

town, and by the 203rd section
for

the supply of water and
for the gratuitous

stand-pipes

the rate-payers, such stand-pipes

more than

of works of

they were

mains and pipes

the streets

Commissioners

mortgage of the rates to be

on the

money

the

being at

intervals of not

yards and at all times kept charged with

water.

By

the

204th and 205th

sections

of

Act, it

the

was

enacted

that when the

Commissioners

should have carried out a system

for the supply

of water

town or to any division or portion

thereof, including
said, the

to the

such convenient mains or stand-pipes

Commissioners should, with the sanction of

ment, by notification

afore

Govern

declare that the supply was complete within

the town or any such division

should be lawful

the

as

or portion, and that thereupon it

for the Commissioners

to

assess a

rate on all

occupied buildings or premises in such district.

By

the

206th

section

it

was declared that

every householder

assessed to and paying the rate should be entitled to have a supply

of water from the mains and pipes of the Commissioners for the
domestic use of himself and his household, and to lay down com
munication pipes for bringing into his house
supply for domestic purposes.

a

proper and sufficient

*

REANBOH.

206
MUNICIPAL
COMMISSIONIES, MADRAS,
RRANSON,

...

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

By the 211th section the Commissioners were
required
•
•
i
.

.

in their ma,ns at all times

a sufficient

III.

[VOL.

to keep
t

supply and to maintain

at

stated hours a sufficient pressure to raise the water in all buildings
and

in which it might

places

and by the 215th

be introduced,

section all moneys collected in respect of the supply of water were
to be

applied to

of

to the liquidation

•water-works,

to other

supply, and

purposes

Act it

seen that in this

of making

defray the expense

debts incurred in providing

was left to

It

it complete, they had

for gratuitous

of the water for domestic

the imperative provision

above

whether or not he

use

to the intervals

as

when

which they might introduce into

a certain annual value was liable to assessment,
availed himself

distri

payers of

they were bound to furnish the

a rate,

On the other hand, every owner of premises

their houses.

be

had declared

no power to levy a water-rate, and

the rate with a constant supply
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will

left to their option to declare their system

was also

levied

the

the option of the Cmmissioners

in the town or any part of it complete, but until they
they had

It

therewith.

connected

to introduce water and to erect stand-pipes
bution.

or maintaining

;

and

by reason of

between

stand-pipes

a connection with mains, he could obtain a supply at a distance

by

not exceeding 50 yards from his premises.

•

.'

By the City of Madras Municipal Act of
alterations were introduced

of

to the obligations

as

considerable

1878,

the

Commis

sioners respecting water-works, but generally in the direction
increasing

these

obligations

because water had been

ble,

because the

dilatory in

than diminishing
to the city,

brought

Legislature

considered

them.

Whether

or as seems proba

the' Commissioners

the execution of improvements, the

of

Legislature

were
made

imperative what it had

before left optional, and conferred on the

Government important

powers of interference.

in Council

the Governor

that the

authority is empowered
to show cause
directed, and

why

an

of

the

Commissioners

it

appears

to

are omitting

by the Act connected with the

to fulfil any duty imposed on them
cleansing or drainage

If

city or other sanitary work,

that

to make an

order on the Commissioners

inquiry by

a special officer should not be

if an inquiry

is directed,

on receipt

of the report of

the officer, to order any work recommended by him to be carried
out within a certain time, and,

if

necessary, by means of a loan,

and, on the failure of the Commissioners to comply with the order,

VOL. III.]
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execute the work at the cost of the Municipality.
Sections MUNICIPAL
64—66 which confer on the Government these large pgwers appear IES, MADRAS,

to

to afford an explanation of certain changes in the Act which are
more immediately pertinent to the present inquiry.

With regard

to the water-supply,

the 211th section

of the Act

took away from the Commissioners the option they had previously
enjoyed, and made it imperative on them to provide continuously
supply of drinking water within the city, and for that

an adequate

purpose to cause pipes to be laid, &c. in the public streets, and to
erect in such streets

stand-pipes for the gratuitous

of the

use

of the city for domestic purposes.

inhabitants

The Commissioners

are,

however, no longer required

erect

to

such stand-pipes at intervals not exceeding 100 yards, but they
are bound

so to

place them that

not exceeding 150

" there shall

be one at a distance

yards from any house in any public

street."
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The Act then contemplates that water-mains shall be laid in all
house

in

of every

so as to afford a supply within 150 yards

streets

public

a street, and that

at public

stand-pipes

or fountains

this supply shall be available tor all persons gratuitously

and con

tinuously.

Bearing in mind
the

these imperative provisions, we may

respecting private supply, or what is

provisions

described in connection with water-works

By

the

to provide

and

exceeding
provided
division

ordinarily

" in order

for the maintenance, repairs, extension and

a

are

empowered

improve

all houses,

to impose on

lands, with certain exceptions, an annual tax,
certain percentage of their annual vaule.

that the Government

to

" house-service."

139th section of the Act, the Commissioners

ment of water-works"
buildings

as the

pass

may by notification

not

But it is

exempt any

or part of a division from the payment of the tax, and

may also from time to time remove such exemption.

The 141st

as
those of the
"
every person paying
analogous section of the former Act that
such tax shall be entitled to have free of further charge a suffi

section

declares

in

almost the

same

terms

cient supply of water from the pipes of the Commissioners for the
domestic use of himself and his household."

By

the 142nd section

the works necessary for such supply and all future alterations and
repairs of such works are to be conducted by the President

of

the

REANSON.
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Municipality or under his orders, bat

III.

[VOL.

the expense is to be defrayed

by the own A- or occupier.
The

RRANSON.

alterations

It

these.

of

in these sections are

of the law then effected

levy

is no longer declared a condition precedent to the

a water-rate

that the Commissioners

should have

the

notified

completion of their works: they are empowered to levy a waterrate

when they think fit, and they must do so throughout

town

;

the

portion

of

the

it in a

option is taken away from them of levying

This power of exempting divisions or

the town only.

parts of divisions the Legislature

has reserved

to the Government,

and the only explanation that is suggested for this alteration
the

apprehension

might be dilatory

of

the

Government

but,

Commissioners
eoutuin-

f.

is still left to the option of the Commissioners to levy 3 rate,

if

they do levy

the obligation

rate,

a

attaches

to them

to

with water for domestic purposes every rate-payer who

supply
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the

in carrying out the complete scheme

plated by the Act.

It

that

is

desires and provides the necessary words to connect his premises
with the main, which,
cannot be at

a

distinct

duty,

still nnder the obligation
water-rate whether or not they avail themselves of the

a

the rate-payers are

by introducing

supply

the Commissioners have done their

greater distance from his premises than 150 yards.

On the other hand,
of paying

if

it into their

language the Legislature

houses.

But in th« most

has in compensation

this

for

declared them entitled to the supply free of further

obligation

charge except the outlay necessary to convey it into their premises
from the mains which it was imperative on the Commissioners

in

the exercise of their duty to provide within a certain distance from
all houses.

The 150th section of the Act, in terms almost identical

with

of Section

those

215

of Act

Commissioners

the obligation

the water-rate

to

water-works.
enacted

the

the

of 1867, imposes

on the

of applying the moneys raised by

expense

Lastly, by

IX

of making

and

maintaining

433rd section of the Act,

which

and,

he or they is or are bound to carry out

this Act, may 'bring an action against the

under

it is

that any person aggrieved by the failure of the President

or of the Commissioners to carry out any work or perform
duty

the

if

President

the

or

under

the

perform

Commissioners,

Court finds such work or duty is incumbent

or Commissioners

any

on

the

Act, it may direct tho

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.]

work or make such order
Here again we find
not be in excess of
of

independently

of such

of such duty or the execution

performance

immediate

209

%

as to the Court may seem fit.

it may possibly
Court would possess

a provision which, although

the

the powers

which

the

Act, by its

express

declaration

intention of the Legislature

to insist on

indicates the

the performance by the

Commissioners of the duties imposed on them by the Act.

In

our examination and contrast of these Acts, we have shown
the Commissioners

that, while
on the

which

plaintiff,

have power to

the

water-rate

a

plaintiff cannot refuse

the

Commissioners are bound to furnish him with
that

levy

to pay, the

contemplated that the supply

Legislature

should

brought within a certain distance of his premises.

The

sioners have, it is admitted Ailed to discharge this

duty, and

question next arising for

and

water-supply

a

be

Commis
the

determination is whether the plaintiff is
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entitled to seek a remedy by suit.
The

enactment known
by action

a remedy

of

neglect

(Actions

a

on

Statute

as the

of Westminster provided

on the case for all persons aggrieved by the

dAy. It is laid down in Comyn's Digest
" that in every case where a statute esacts
Statute F)
statutory

or prohibits a thing for the benefit of a person, he

shall

have

a

remedy on the same statute for the thing enacted for his advantage

of

or for the recompense

a wrong done to him

contrary to the said

law."
This

Court in

was the rule applied by the

Couch v. Steel,

although the House of Lords in Atkinson v.

(1) and

The Newcastle Water

and

(2) questioned the propriety of its application in that instance
declared it must to a great extent depend on the purview of

the

Legislature

works

in

particular statute and the

the

especially "where an Act is

not an

of

policy but is rather in the nature
with a body of undertakers

In

of such

a

held that, under the circumstances

(1)

3

E.

a private

Lordships

more

and

general

legislative

bargain

which
did

they will

not question

right of action in a proper case.

v. Heston and IslewStfth

Glossop

Act of public

the manner in

works," their

keep up certain public
the existence

as to

language,

Local Board. (3) the Court
and in view of the necessary
(2) L.R.,

A: R., 402.

(3) L.R.,

12 Ch. D., 116.

12

Ex. D.,

448.

MUNICIPAL
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duration of the works contemplated, the delay, on the part of the
.
_ .»
i t .
i
i •j
Local 1 -<i-m 1 to carry ont their works did not amount to each a
refusal as to entitle the plaintiff to a mandatory
expressed a donbt whether,

if

there had

been

injunction, and
snch a refusal or

any maid fide delay, a mandatory injunction to curry ont consider
able public works wonld be granted at the snit of a proprietor
would receive benefit from their execution,

who

but

this caso

cannot be relied on to show that where a special benefit is by
term of the

Act provided

for a person or a particular

persons in compensation for an

obligation

have no right to claim compensation in
of the learned Advocate-General that

liberal

The

damages.
statutes

of

class

on them,

imposed

the
they

argument

are to receive

a

in favor of public bodies is not supported to

construction

the extent necessary

for his

case by

We

decision

cited

by him.

The decision in Galloway v. The Lord Mayor (1) is an authority for
the position that enactments conferring*powers on public bodies
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for pnblic purposes should receive
they

wonld

it is not

it by

for the contention^ hat enactments imposing
obligations should not be construed according

of the Legislature.

Act were silent,

the

the

to maintain a suit for

plaintiff would, in our judgment, be
Is he deprived of
compensation.

of the enactment of Section

reason

the remedies prescribed by that section

It

adventurers, but

an authority

to the manifest intention

entitled

more liberal construction than

properly receive in favor of private

on public bodies

If

a

433, or is he

confined to

?

is sound law that where a right or duty is entirely the crea

tion of a statute and a specific remedy is

remedy and that only

for its enforcement, that

(Addison

In

must be

p. 39) unless the remedy does

on^T-orts,

entire right.

provided by the statute

the

Act under consideration,

not cover the

we ar« not prepared

"
to say that under the words or make such other order
Court may seem fit" the Court may not have power
compensation,

of

the

Act

but

if it

has

a

do not cover the entire

work necessary

to

as to

the

to award

not snch power, than the provisions

be quite unreasonable that the

of

pursued

right.

It

may in many 'cases

Court should order the execution

enable the Commissioners

to discharge

their duty, and in exercising that power, the Court wonld no doubt
(1) L.R.,

1

H.L.,

34.

VOL. III.]
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influenced by the considerations
.

Judges in

work,

abstains in such cases

other order it could

the only

reasonable

a

any

they levy

the rate

tax, must levy

city,

they are

in

return for their

a

portions

of

it

not imperative on the

and

in

part o£ the

desire to obtain at once

city from the operation of the

the

will determine

whether

be doubtless guided by the

has reserved

will in whole or in part

the request, and in so doing,
consideration

whether the Com

missioners have used due diligence to carry out the Act.
as to the

question

must

They should not do so ^,ntil

position to do so and

assent or refuse compliance with

will

throughout

they levy

The Government will then exercise the power

itself, and

payment

works, they should apply to the Government to

except the other

Act.

water-rate.

position to supply water,

a

are

to levy

a

in

they

to

It

water or pay compensation.

Commissioners

and

The

involved in holding

injustice

area not excepted by Government,

supply

to be

it,

nor

if

a

benefit conferred,

that the Commissioners,

intended
is

Legislature in our judgment

of the work.

the execution

a

to find funds for

to other sources

a

were not allowed to have recourse

it

the Commissioners

the

in this

be force

it

if

argument

was

should be collected

There might

completed.

not at

drawn from the

levied that

that water-rate

Legislature
are

for

to discharge

a

the

the works

before

application of the rates

as to the

intention of

to the argument

assent

if

We cannot

necessary to enable them

if,

direction

the funds

is

their duty.

the

be an order

this may be/the plaintiff
to maintain
suit. Nor can we regard

it

it

their command

recover damages,

On the

right of the plaintiff to maintain suit and towe are in accord 'with the opinion of the learned

Judge by whom the suit was tried,

body

an

public

is

it

it,

determine

case has

been

cited to show

discre
body ha^ received by statute
of
rate and an obligation to

on the levy

competent to

of such discretion or

its obligation.

No

injunction.

that the plaintiff

a

a

where

tion to
collect

to

to

the Court to

prohibit

it

entitled

that

agree with him

we are unable to

a

We regret
is
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pass •would

an answer to the suit that the Commissioners have

as

of

the execution

However

compensation.

in our judgment, entitled

for

from ordering

is,

if it

but

Local Board,

Heston and Isleworth

v.

Glossop

of the

it

learned

present to the minds

a

be

211

deprive

from

the public

the discharge

of
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REANSON.

MUNICIPAL
COMMISSION
ED, MADEAS,
BEAHSON.
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We must therefore allow

the appeal

order for and dissolve the injunction.
the decree and dismiss

so far as

In other

to reverse

we affirm

respects

We direct that

this appeal.

the

party

each

of Jhis appeal.

bear his own costs

Solicitors for the Appellants, Messrs. Barclay and Morgan.
Solicitors for the Respondent, Messrs. Branson and Branson.
NOTE.— Act V of
Act

III

141 and 211) has

1878 (Sections

been amended

Madras

by

of 1881 (8th April 1881).

(

58

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Charlet

KANARA

A. Turner, Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Evtohins.

PANIKER

(FiEST DEFENDANT), APPELLANT,
RE^ONDENT.*
(PLAINTIFF),

e.

RYRAPPA
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PANIKER
Self-acquisition iy

membe

When a member of
of hisA&vcrai

r of tarmad — Adverse possession

a tarwad

by branch

of tarmad.

in possession of lands acquired by former members

(branch) openly sets up an independent

title to those lands, his

posses

sion becomes hostile to the tarwad, and Limitation begins to run against the tarwad

from that time.

THE plaintiff in this

case, as

Karnavan of Valayanprath Tarwad,

the first defendant and his mother the second

sued

members of the tarwad, to

their

possession

tenants, prayed

;

recover

and as to other

parcels of land

certain
parcels

defendant as

in the

possession

in

of

that they were the property of

for a declaration

the tarwad, inasmuch as the defendants, who denied that plaintiff
belonged to the Valayampraih

Tarwad, claimed them as their own.

The lands clainral were numbered 1-20 in the plaint.
The

DistriciMunsif decided in plaintiff's
As

items 1, 2, 7, 10, 14, 15, and 16.

to these

favor, except as to
items the claim was

dismissed as barred by Limitation.
Both
The
for

plaintiff

and first

Subordinate

in the plaint.

defendant appealed against this

Judgd gave the plaintiff
The

first

defendant

a

decree as

appealed

to

the

decree.
prayed

High

Court.
•S.A. No.

829

of

1880 against the decree

har, modifying the decree of the District
1880.

of the Subordinate Judge of North Mala

liunsif of

Radagara,

dated 23rd

August

VOL.
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The facts found by the Lower Courts

213

were as follows

:

—

KANAEA

plaintiff and defendants were members of the Valayamprath Tarwad, being descendants of two uterine sisters. The
The

claimed by plaintiff, but disallowed ^y the Munsif, were

parcels
the

self-acquired

of

property

members of the tarwad,

deceased

Kanaran and Kannan, which according to law would, upon the
death of the acquirer, revert to the tarwad.
Upon the death of
Mathai and Kannan, second defendant's mother and brother in
1034 (1858), the plaintiff and other members of the tarwad applied
to the

Revenue

of

successors

the

as the exclusive

registered

was opposed

as

by

second defendant, who claimed the land

of his own branch, alleging that the
lyd no right to the lands until the

property

his

and

names

This application

deceased.

Rayiru, another brother of
plaintiff

to have their

authorities

branch

extinction of his (Rayiru's) branch.

On the 15th June
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Rayiru
Collector,
the
the

were

18^9

registered

of

the names

second

defendant

in accordance with the order

states that the transfer was without

which

and

of the

prejudice to

title of plaintiff's branch, and that the then Karnavan, of
tarwad, Kelu, did not object to the assessment being pa$«by

Rayiru.

From

to vindicate

1859

to 1877 the plaintiff's

their title.

Kelu

branch took no steps

was succeeded

tiff's uncle, as Karnavan in 1865, and Emman

plaintiff in 1875.
plaintiff

and

Rayiru died in 1877,

by Emman,
was

plain

succeeded

and upon his death

by
both

first defendant claimed to have the lands registered

in their respective names.

Hence this suit in 1878.

The Munsif was of opinion that even

if Rayiru's

•»

possession

was

permissive on the part of Kelu, there was nothing to show he con
tinued the management as Emman s delegate ; and that if he was
to be considered a trustee for plaintiff's

branch, I^tnAtation

to rum from the date he openly repudiated the trust

in 1858.

The Subordinate Judge considered that the possession
was not under
as

it

with

the circumstances hostile to the tarwad,

of Kelu, the
w^s with the consent
the

tacit

began

of Rayiru
inasmuch

Karnavan, and subsequently

consent of Emmfftt, and was

originally derived

from Kanaran, who held under an'arrangement made by the same
Karnavan
Kelu for the management of the property in 1855.
This arrangement

was^the

result of a dispute,

and it was then

agreed. that the property was to be managed by Kannan without

v.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

2U
PANIBEB
v.

RYRAPPA
PANIBEE.

of law

that the presumption

III.

The Subordinate Judge con

interference from plaintiff's branch.
sidered

[VOL.

against the possession

was

being hostile, and that the arrangement was revocable at any time
by the Karnavan upon the authority of the Ekanat case. (1)

Mr. Sluphard for

*

the Appellant.

Mr. Branson for the Respondent.
C.J.,

The Court ( Turner,

lowing
JUDGMENT

:

—The

Hutching,

and
*

'

J.)

delivered

contention that the properties

the fol

Nos. 3 and 12

were self-acquired was not pressed at the hearing of this appeal ;
and

which we have to consider is whether the

the only question

of Nos.

by first defendant's branch

possession

1, 2, 7, 10, 14, 15,

and 16 was hostile from 1858.

Munsif found that it

The

Court

ns that

appears to

self-acquisition

of

representatives

has now

so

prevalence,

an

far

by Rayiru,

It

opinion that the

member descended

been held to

from

the

to his own
but its very

be erroneous,

that the possession

showing

Karnavan of defendant's branch.

but the self-acquisitions
and that they

was

not

taken up

He distinctly

would

of Kannan and Kanaran
not pass

title.

And

numbers,

£he statement

effect.'

Kanaran

and Kannan,
was

made

up

merely to mean that hej

independent
was

to

been acquired

by

by Kanaran.

Rayiru

was managing

statement is considered, this

Karnavan,

was the

only person,

object, and that in his opinion Rayiru

(1)

property.
6

hold the

property

latter's death had passed to

he stated that
the whole

M.H.C.R.,

the

As regards

an

the heir to the property acquired

with his consent, but when

person to

old tarwad

by Kelu, the Karnavan,

and after the

is true that in one place

any, entitled to

set

until

branch

These properties, he said, had

the same

Rayiru, who

therefore, he

jfle

particular

was the

of his branch,

with Kelus consent.

which he said that he managed
these

to plaintiff's

It

of his own branch.

extinction

proper

is trne that the

individual

overlooked

has

that these particular properties were not tarwad property,

asserted

seems

Judge

the Subordina^

explains and accounts for the adverse position

hostile,

It

but the Lower Appellate

came to the contrary conclusion.

one important consideration.

if
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It

was hostile,

It
401.

thus appears

was the
that Kelv

VOL. III.]

in the claim

acquiesced
difference

SERIES.

JJMADRAS

Rayiru, but it would make no

set np by

he did or

whether

215

did

It

not acquiesce.

is sufficient

that Rayiru set up the claim and continued in undisturbed posses

KANABA
PANIBER
v.

RYEAPPA
PANIBEE.

sion.

We think that the
regards

from

1858 was

Nos. 1, 2,7, 10, 14, 15, and

these

Subordinate

possession

Judge's

hostile, and as

16, we

set

decree and restore that of the

aside

the

Munsif s with

ftfr

costs.

)

( 59

APPELLATE CIVIL.
/.'i /. •i

.

Mr. Juttioe Innet and Mr. Juttice Kinder tley.

TAMARASHERRI SIVITHRI ANDARJANOM (PLAINTIFF), APPELLANT,
MARANAT VA8UDEVAN NAMRUDRIPAD (DEFENDANT), RESPONDENT.*

Namburi momcto — Rurden of proof m to knomledge of traniaotion
—
Contract
againtt pubUo polity — In pari delicto potior eat conditio
discharge
possidentis— Specific Relief Act, Section 35— Contract Act, Section 65.

Contract

mith

Where two Naraburi females, a mother and daughter (plaintiff), executed a docu
ment in favor of defendant, a male

relative

(nephew of the former),

which^

pur-

ported to divest the plaintiff and her mother of the entire property of the niom of
which they were the sole proprietors,

and to vest

it in

the defendant

in considera

tion of his promise to marry and raise up heirs to the Illom to which the plaintiff
and her mother belonged, and to maintain

it

and

the plaintiff and her mother

till

death,

was proved that plaintiff was well aware of what she was doing, and had

subsequently

clearly recognized

the defendant

property and was contented with his

as

absolute

proprietor of the

having assumed the positioApointed out in

the document ;
was valid and could not be called into question on the

Held that the transaction
suggestion that plaintiff

A& placed

at a disadvantage

nature of the deed, and

of the irrevocable

All

and was not fully cognizant

that the rule

laid down

by the Privy

Banu Regam (1 ) and in Tacofrdeen Tcmarry v.
N. Syed All (2) had been complied with and that defendant had discharged the
burden of proof upon him.
I
Council in Ashyar

Held further

v. Delroon

by INNE8,

to the decision

plaintiff being

the document aimed at defeating the right of \
was against

public policy with

in Cavali

in pari delicto

Vencata Narainappa't case, (3) but that the
with the defendant could not recover the pro
•',

reference

J., that

and the transaction

escheat of the Government,

perty,

Second Appeal No. 679 of 1880 against the decree of H. Wigram, Officiating
District Judge of South Malahar, confirming the decree of the Subordinate Judge
*

Cal., 324,

1880.

(2) L.R.,

I.A.,

392.

(3j

8

(1) I.L.R.,

1

of Calicut, dated 24th July
3
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IMd

by KlNDEESLny,

no claim was

made by the Crown

it

was not

to decide as to rights which may or may not be claimed by the Crown,

necessary

if plaintiff

and that

,1., that as

III.

[VOL.

and her mother were not, as apparently

they were not, in the

position ol ordinary Hindu widows, there was nothing opposed to public policy

their disposing of the property,
of it absolutely.

plaintiff in this

THE

as being the last owners and competent

in

case sued

executed by her and her

in

to dispose

1879 to set aside a document

mother to the defendant in 1874 on the

consent 5^ at was obtained by fraud, that it
was given without consideration, and thafc^e defendant had not
acted up to its terms, and also to recover the Tamaraslierry lllom
that their

ground

and its appurtenances from defendant.
barred by Limitation,

The defendant pleaded that the suit was

denied that there was any fraud, and alleged that the

document

was a gift, and that the lllom

had

and its appurtenances

been

put into his possession.
The Subordinate Judge dismissed the suit.

District Judge,
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The

plaintiff

to whom

overruled the

appealed,

Subordinate Judge's ruling that the suit was barred by Limitation,
holding that the prayer

aside the document was subsidiary

to set

to the prayer for recovery of possession
Singh v. Achambit

Lal,(l)

of the estate,

Raj Bahadur

and held that the document sought to be

set aside was a contract, not a gift, by which the defendant

sideration

of an immediate transfer of

estate to him as proprietor

to represent
death

the lllom

undertook

the females

and to maintain
proved

performance

of his promise,

viz., to

plaintiff

waived her right to have

had

of the lllom

possession

to marry and raise up issue

that-no fraud had been

;

in con

;

till their

that defendant had evaded

marry

for the lllom

mM^greement

;

that

rescinded

follows :— " The last question

on this ground,

and proceeded

which

raised by the parties is whether the agreement is

was a«t

as

not altogether void within the meaning of Section 23 of the Contract

Act,
that,

because the consideration

if

or subject of it is of such a nature

permitted, it would defeat

the provisions of the Law

of

Escheat, and is opposed to public policy.

"The

estate of inheritance

which devolved on plaintiff's mother

and then on plaintiff was under the Hindu law a qualified estate,
and

the

case

of Cavali

(1) L.R.,

6

I.A.,

Vencata

113.

Narainappa (2) is an authority
(2)

8

M.I.A.,

500.

t

VMADRAS SERIES.
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power to alienate to the prejudice
" J
that they• had no r
of the Crown

claiming by

No special custom among Nambudries

escheat.

been alleged, and the secrecy with

which

I

the matter

has

con-

was

dncted until 1879 (the Exhibit
was never produced except for
registration) leads to the inference that the intention of the

plaintiff's

mother was

alienating the property

" Now it
policy

right of Government

defeat the

to

to her own brother's

son.

certainly appears to merthat it is contrary

a£

that such

by

to public

should be allowed to take effect,

agreement

and that defendant should be allowed to carry out what

is really

the immediate object and consideration of the agreement, viz., to

marry
heirs.

Illom and

a wife for the

heirs who will really be no

beget

The agreement cannot, in my opinion, be split up so as to

It would

separate the lawful parts from the unlawful
have been

lawful for plaintiff and

perfectly

of course

her mother to have
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alienated their life interests to defendant in consideration

of his

maintaining them and performing the funeral ceremonies of the
family. But it was unlawful to make an absolute alienation of
the property in consideration of defendant raising

Illom.

The main object of the

up heirs to the

agreement being

I think

illegal,

that the whole agreement is void.

" But it
treat it as
under it.

plaintiff

not, therefore, follow that

does

void and

If the

to recover

back the

property

unde^the rule laid

in Ayerst v. Jenkins (1) plaintiff would have
impeach it. Here tb» bgreement is so far as defendant

down

executory.

transferred

agreement was an executed agreement in which

promises had been performed,

the reciprocal

is entitled to

But stfil

general rule

the

to

a

right to

is concerned

followed is

be

that

money paid or property delivered under an unlawful agreement
'
cannot be recovered back; in other words, In pari delicto potior eat
conditio possidentis.'

" There
plaintiff's

are exceptions
case
a

falls

to this rule,

under any

plaintiff who had

Hughes (2)
with the intention of

defeating

16

Eq., 375.

I

of them.
assigned
his

recover back the same on the ground
(1) L.R.,

but

do

not think that

Thus

property

in

Symes v.

to a

turstee

creditors was allowed

to

that the illegal purpose had
(2) L.R.,

9

Eq., 475.

T-

SIVITHEI

ANDAR.IANOM

u.

VASUDE-
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T. SIYITHEI
AXDAR-

III.

not been fnlly executed, but this was not so much for the benefit

of plaintiff himself

" On

M. VASUDE-

VAN NAMEU-

[VOL.

as for the general body of creditors.

following grounds, viz., that

the

years without

on for eight

agreement was acted

the

dispute; that the

would not be voidable in equity at the option of plaintiff
interests of third parties
should

at

;

that no

that the agreement

require

the Government to

that it is open to

rescinded, and

be

present

if legal,

agreement,

such steps as they may he advised to defeat the unlawful

take

intention of the parties,

I

of opinion that nlaintifF is not entitled

am

to relief."

plaintiff

The

the disposition

to the

appealed

Exhibit

made by

will; that the defendant

had

which he took possession

of

High Court

I

on the

ground that

was

revocable at the plaintiff's

failed to

perform the condition on

property; and that the agreement

the

being void the property ought to be restored to the plaintiff.

Mr. Sfiephard for Appellant.
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Mr. Branson

and

A. Rdmachandrdyyar for Respondent.

The Court (Innes and

INNES,
was

J. — The

in terms

of which

out

suit

to divest

delivered

this second

instrument

to set aside an

her mother purported

JJ.)

Kindersley,

Judgments: —

the following

appeal arises

whereby the plaintiff and

of all their immov

themselves

able property and make it over to the defendant.
The plaintiff said that the

Illom

which she

to

belonged came

to consist soiely of females, and she and her mother in consequence
appointed an agent to look after tha affairs of the property; that

in

1872 they dismissed him

and appointed

defendant in his place;

that in 1879 when they left their place on a'short visit elsewhere,
took

the defendant

possession

year after the mother's death,
take
some

the management of the

of

the

tenants

tenants pleaded

for the

that they

and defendant appearing
-

the deed

(Exhibit I),

of

resolving to dismiss defendant and
property
recovery

held under
as a witness

of certain
mortgage
on their

property; that

mother and herself were fraudulently
the supposition

on herself, plaintiff sued

and alleged that under

deed he was the owner of the

that it

that in the same

the property;

was a mere

land

;

that the

from defendant,

behalf put forward

the provisions of this
the signature of her

obtained to this document on

Power of Attorney; and that

VOL. III.]
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she now sought

it

to set

aside

219

it purported

as

,

to give
to
away
"
"

f. SIVITHEI

of time,

M. VASUDE-

defendant her entire property.
Defendant

that the suit was barred by lapse

pleaded

of dispossession by defendant was false, and
by plaintiff and her mother of their
with full knowledge of its contents and was

that the allegation
that the deed
own

was executed

accord

and

ratified by them by several subsequent acts.

The Subordinate
have both
the

Judge,

'appeal

District

Judge,
plaintiff and her mother at the time of

found thatf the

I

of Exhibit

execution

and in

the

were perfectly aware of what

they

were doing, and that there was no fraud whatever" in the conduct
of defendant ; and that the consideration for the document was
the undertaking of defendant to marry

Illom.

Tamarasherry
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The Subordinate Judge
by the Law of limitation

considered that the suit was barred

also

it was

as

a suit to set aside

91 to 93 and 95

ment and the provisions
applied,

and raise up seed to the

the date

the

of the instrument.

«

The District Judge was of opinion in regard to
a suit to recover

the suit being substantially

ing of land,
barred, but

Limitation Act

proved, allowed plaintiff

and, under the circumstances

only three years from

of

a docu

this point that

the property consist

the period was twelve years and that the suit was

upon the other

grounds he held that plaintiff's

not
suit

was rightly dismissed.

He considered that
which

was illegal

the

and

document

against

public

embodied
policy.

an

The

agreement

plaintiff and

ber mother according to the doctrine laid down in Cavali

Narainappa, (1) were

possessed

of only

a limited interest

property and could not effect an alienation of it so
ultimate rights

of

tion of heirs in
instrument

was to

the

the

Government
Tamarasherry

estate,

Ilium.

to defeat the

ai3

from
The

in the

the exhaus

object

of the

create a new heir in the person of defendant

and bis heirs and so to defeat the

of the

arising

Vencata

which on

right of Government

the decease

without legal heirs would necessarily

of plaintiff and

by escheat
her mother

arise.

He was of opinion, however, that plaintiff could not recover.
(1; 8 M.I.A.,

500, 549-553.

ANDARJANOM
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[VOL.
that the

JANOM
M. VASUDE-

III.

District

Judge should have followed the doctrine laid down by the Privy
Council in Athgar Ali v. Delroos Banoo Begam(l) and kindred
cases ; that a Court when dealing with the dispositions of her
woman, ought to be satisfied that the

property by a Pardanishin

transaction was explained to her and that she knew what she was
doing

;

and that

the burden of proof which

the law throws upon

the party taking the benefit to the prejudice of the other had not
been discharged by the defendant in the present case.

He also contended that

was not necessarily a

the document

gift or contract whereby the defendant became the owner
of the property, but that it might be construed as creating the

deed of

appointment of defendant

of making him heir.
having

been

an agent

as

The

further

contention was

unable to agree with Mr. Shephard.
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a promise

It

that the deed

I

feel

appears to me that the

of the document

construction

superadded

plaintiff should recover.

found to be void

only reasonable

with

is that

it was

plaintiff and her mother of the entire
it in the defendant in consideration of his

to divest the

intended

property, and to vest

promise to marry and raise up heirs to the Illom, to which plaintiff
and her
was no

Two Courts have found that there

mother belonged.
fraud,

and Mr.

Shephard says

that there was any fraud.

he does not now contend

The Courts below have,

however, gone

They find that plaintiff knew perfectly well what she
was doing, and certainly the registration of the deed as a deed of

further.

gift, and the depositions given

by plaintiff and her mother in

1873 (Documents 10 and 11) and again in 1877 (Document 12
and 13) seem to show clearly that they recognized defendant as
the absolute proprietor of the

with his having
deed of gift.

assumed

property and were quite contented

this position

under what they style the

The rule of law as to the evidence to be required in such cases
is that the

Court should

be

satisfied that

the transaction

explained to the person parting with the property

waa

and that she

knew what she was doing.

I

think the defendant

has done all that he was bound to do, and

that the validity of the transaction
(1) I.L.R.,

cannot now be questioned on

3 Cal., 324.
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the suggestion that plaintiff was placed at a disadvantage and was

not fully cognizant of the irrevocable effect of the
The

deed no doubt aimed at defeating

the Government and

deed.

right of

the

T. SIVITEEI

JIMOM

escheat

of

M. VASUDE-

the transaction has been rightly found to be

EUDEIPAD.

against public policy with reference to the decision of the Judicial
Committee in the Collector of Masulipatam v. Cavali Vencata
Narainappa. (1) On

of whether plaintiff ought to.be

the question

to recover, the general rule is well set out in Sheshaiya

allowed

v. Kandaiya. (2)
with the English

The rule of the Civil law which
law is as follows

retpectu solius ejus qui accepit,

:

corresponds

— Si cui aliguid

non etiam

pui

ejus

ob

causam

dedit,

turpetn

Sin datum

datum ett ; hie datum repetere potest sed sine usurid.
causam

ob

eat
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which

a

qui dedit turpem, hie datum

ejus

^Eque atgue si turpiter

repetere nequit.

to which

v. Childers(£)

Childers

solius

respectu

et

datum

et acceptum

we were referred

est.(3)

was a case

reconveyance to the plaintiff was ordered only after

discovered that in fact the transaction

in

it was

had not been illegal at all,

but the consideration had failed.

In

Byrnes v. Hughes,

(5) when the plaintiff, who

The effect of allowing

was allowed to recover, he took no benefit.
him

recover

to

operating

was to

to defeat the

prevent
rights

was a bankrupt,

the illegal transaction

from

of third parties — his creditors.

In

Ayerst v. Jenkins, (6) there was this difference which is noticed
— that the mutual
by the District Judge from the present case
But it does not appear that thai
promises bed been performed.
distinction

in the

case before us is one that works an

exception to

the rule in English law.
The Contract Act, Section
recovering

any

65,

appears to admit of a plaintiff

advantage which

the defendant

has gained

in

pursuance of a void contract made between them, but the cases in
which a plaintiff may sue to rescind an unlawful contract seem
to be limited by Section 35 of the Specific

The clause of that section applicable
Clause

-

(1)

^
8

which

M.I.A.,

provides that rescission

-_

500, 549-553.

(4) 3K.Sc. 3. 310.
(5) L.R., 9 Bq., 476.

Relief Act.
to

the present case is

of

a contract

may be

_

(3) Mack., Sec. 480.
(2) 2 M.H.C.R., 252.
White and Tudor, vol. i, p. 224.
(6) L.R.,

16

Eq., 276.

.

,
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III.

not apparent

unlawful for causes

on its face, and the defendant is more to blame than the plaintiff.
can the

M. VABCDE
'

when the contract is

adjudged

[VOL.

defendant be said to be more to

plaintiff in this

It

case ?

Judge

were right in deciding

Instance

pari
and the Court of First
that they

appears to me

and that the District

delicti),

blame than the
are in

that plaintiff could

not

bare

relief.

I

appeal with costs.

would dismiss the second

J. — The

KINDERSLEY,
was

are as

brought

circumstances

follow.

under

which

plaintiff

The

this

and her

suit

mother

belonged to the Tamaraslierry 'Illom in South Malabar ; and, there
of that Illom surviving, the

no male member

being

her mother on the 4th of November

plaintiff and

1872 executed an instrument

in favor of their relative, the defendant, purporting to place him
in immediate possession of all the property of their Illom as heir
and manager, subject
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defendant

the duty

to payment

of

of maintaining

plaintiff and her mother
their obsequies after their

the

during their lives, and of performing
The defendant was

deaths.

for the plaintiff's

also to

marry and to

raise up seed

Illom.

The present suit
plaintiff's

on the

debts, and imposing

is brought

to recover

Illom from the defendant,

of the

the property
aside the

and to set

instru

ment in question on the ground of fraud and misrepresentation
the defendant

having at the time of its execution

;

deceived the

plaintiff and her mother (now deceased) by representing that the
instrument was only a Power of Attorney.
It is not now
contended

But it is said

that there was any misrepresentation.

the plaintiff and her mother were gosha women, and that

that

it

was for the defendant to show that the purport of the instrument
was

fully explained

to them, and that they understood it.

The case of Tacoordeen

Tewarry v.

shows that in a case like
given

N. Syed Ali Hoosein Khan(l)

tbis the strongest proof

by the person claiming

under

a

gift or

sale

ought to

be

from a gosha

woman, that the transaction' was a real and bond /ide transaction,
and fully understood by the lady whose property is to be dealt
with.

But

in the

present case

the

Judge

has found

plaintiff's allegation that she signed the instrument
(1) L.R.,

1 1.A., 192.

that the

without under-
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standing its contents was clearly false. And it
that in July 1873 the plaintiff and her mother
Revenue officer that they
defendant

had

and were supported

has been shown

T- SIYITHEI

deposed before a

JANOM

transferred all their property to the M VASUDBAnd in the following VAN NAM'
by
* him.

November they consented to the transfer of the registry of the
property into the name of the defendant. This is very strong
evidence in support of the finding that the plaintiff and her
mother were fully aware of the purport of the document which
they executed.

It

may further be observed that the instrument was not without

consideration,

the defendant has not yet married for

and although

the benefit of the Illom, he is quite willing to do so.

It
as

has

been

contrary

contended that the instrument in question

to public policy,

as

means of the defendant would prevent

No claim

Crown,

I

opinion

in the present suit

be

claimed

be

made

convenient to express any

as to the rights

by the ruling

on behalf of the

which may or may not

The Subordinate

power.

Judge

has

that it was not denied that the plaintiff and her mother,

observed
who

an escheat of the property

been

having

think it would

do not

apparently

were not

in

the

position

of ordinary Hindu
And, if they
of it absolutely,

widows, had power to make a gift of their property.

District Judge

as the

estate, the Government

think that

In
costs.

the

opposed

plaintiff

the result

may

puts

have

has any

to public policy

right

in their doing

they had only

right

to object.

qualified

But

do not

I

If,

so.

present nothing

a

see at

it,

I

the last owners were competent to dispose

a

being

I
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to the Crown.

is void

the continuance of the family by

to raise this objection.

agree that the appeal ought to be dismissed with

EUDEIPAD.
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[VOL.

III.

(60)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Charles A. Turner,
|88|
uy

PUTTER

VENGIDESWARA

IN No.

RESPONDENT

Kt.,

PONDS! IN No.

APPELLANT

(PLAINTIFF),

856, v.

718 AND

Chief Juttici, and Mr. Juttice Sindenley.

CHATU ACHBN

IN

No. 718 AND

(SECOND DEFENDANT),

RES

APPELLANT IN No. 856.*

rate of interest upon breach of contract not an inde
Plaintiff entitled to costt mhtn the amount ttipulated for
on breach of contract it not tendered, and dtcition of Court i« required to at*

Stipulation to pay contract
pendent obligation —

certain rate of commentation due— Contract Act, Section

V lent

Rs. 1,500 to C and

the

74.

it

members of his family under a bond by which

was agreed that C's family should demise certain land on kanom to

V

and receive

It

was also stipulated in the bond that C and the members of hia
interest
at 6 per cent, upon Rs. 1.500 until the execution of tho
family should pay
kanom deed, and interest at 24 per cent, from the date of the loan iu the event of
a farther sum.
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their not making the demise.

The demise was not made.

Held that the stipulation for the enhanced rate of interest did not create an
independent obligation, and that the proper course was to determine what would
be a sufficient compensation

for the breach of contract.

C tendered what be considered sufficient
claimed exemption from payment

Held that

as

V

before suit and

C had not tendered the amount stipulated for in the bond, V was

justified in coming to the Court to obtain a decision
which should be paid and was entitled to his costs.

IN this

to

compensation

of interest and costs.
as to the rate

of compensation

plaintiff sued to recover from the defendants
personally and by sale of the property hypothecated Rs. 2,530,
being
25th

principal (Rs.

July

The

case the

1,500)

due on a bond, dated

1877.

seven

defendants

the Palghat Raja's family.
they

and interest

agreed

to

demise

were members

of

one

In consideration of

certain

of the

a loan

houses

of

of Rs. 1,500

lands to the plaintiff on kanom

for Rs. 3,428-9-2, the difference to be paid on the date of execu
tion of the kanom deed, and until such time to pay interest at 6
cent, on Rs. 1,500, and, in default on their part to pay such
interest, to pay interest at an enhanced rate of 24 per cent, to be
per

paid from the date of the bond.
* Second Appeals

It

Nos. 718 and 856 of 1880

Officiating District Judga of South Malahar,

was

further stipulated in the

against

the decree of H. Wigram,

modifying the decree of the Subor

dinate Judge of South Malabar, dated 20th September 1880.
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bond that the lands which were to be demised on kanom should be
charged with the repayment
loan (Rs. 1,500),
The defendants, owing

of

the

principal

of

and interest

the

1 and

Defendant

2

e.

to family dissensions, failed to

carry out

5 were ex parte.

admitted

due with

amount

bond and

the

reasonable interest

tender

pleaded

in September

of

1878,

the
and

contended that the stipulation- in the bond for payment of interest
at 24 per cent, was in- the nature of a penalty which could not be
enforced.
3, 4, 6, 1 admitted the bond, and pleaded

Defendants
far
to

aa

as agreed-.

Daring the suit defendant
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and costs to be realized

thirty days from the
with interest at

The

6

into. Court Rs. 1,700.

plaintiff

the

of

date

Defendants 1-7 to pay

decree.

2 to.

pay costs of defendants

to the

that the decree should

agreement

to,demise,. but had preferred

breach of

contract,

plaintiff

that

and

24 per cent., modified the decree

be a

sued for specific perfor

entitled to a reasonable compensation, i.e., interest

of

3,4,6,

District Court.

personal one only, as plaintiff might have
for

not paid within

the

District Judge,, considering

damages

if

per cent.

2 appealed

mance of the

a decree for Rs. 830

by sale of the property

Defendant

plaintiff's costs.

Defendant

2- paid-

Judge gnve

The Subordinate

7.

that so

they were concerned they were willing to demise the lands

plaintiff

to sue for
was

only

at 12 instead

and ordered the

accordingly

defendants to pay plaintiff's costs on Rs.. 2,040 in the Lower Court
and each party to bear, their own costs

Both plaintiff, and defendant

2

of

appeal.

appealed

to the

High Court, the

plaintiff demanding 24 per cent, interest on his bond and ;i decree
against

the

contending

hypothecated,

property
that the

suit ought

he had made a valid tender
and that

and

to hav.e

which

plaintiff was not entitled

the
been

hail been
to

second

defendant

dismissed

because

refused by plaintiff

interest since the date

o

tender nor to costs as awarded.

A. Ramachandrayyar
718 of 1880;

WAIll
PUTTER
CHATU

their part of the cantract.
Defendants

VEBGIDHS-

for the (Plaintiff)

Appellant in S.A. N

AGHEN.
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VENGIDKSWARA

PUTTEE

Mr. Sfitpliard for

2) Appellant in S.A. No. 856

the (Defendant

of 1880.

0.

The

CHATU
ACHEN.

III.

[VOL.

arguments

sufficiently

Court (Turner, C.J., and Kinderslty,

C.J. — The

TURNER,

plaintiff were,

734

of

the

were to be demised to the

July

time the agreement of the 25th

at the

it

whom

tenant from

Accordingly,

they should be recovered.

Original Suit

Judgments of

J.)

lands which

held by another

was made,

in the

appear

was

1877

intended

defendants brought

the

1877 against the tenant and obtained a decree

which was confirmed on appeal; but, owing to dissensions among

Desiring

plaintiff.

carry out their

were unable to

them, they

agreement

with

the

to rescind the contract, the second defendant,

before suit, offered the plaintiff the principal money with interest

plaintiff refused

at 12 per cent., but the

to

receive

the present suit to recover the principal sum
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percent, from the date
into Court Rs. 1,700.

of the bond:

the second

The Subordinate Judge gave the plaintiff

it and

brought

with interest

at 24

defendant paid

for

a decree

the balance

of amount claimed, to be recovered from the defendants personally
On
and by sale of the property which was to have been demised.
appeal the Judge pronounced the agreement for interest at 24 per
cent, a penal clause which the Court was not necessarily bound to
execute in its rigor, and, considering that a sum equal to interest
at the rate of 12 per cent, from the date of the agreement wonld
reasonable

be

Court

compensation, he reduced the sum

of First Instance

decreed

The Judge

accordingly.

also confined

the relief granted to a personal decree, and released
from the charge on
so minded, might

the ground

have sued

that the plaintiff,
breach of the

to sue for

ordered the

defendants to pay the plaintiff's

damages

the principal sum, with interest
the date of the agreement to the
decree,
Appellate

and

he ordered

for

at the rate
date

each party

of

the

to pay

if

he had been

but that

contract.

costs on Rs.

of

he

He

2,040,

12 per cent, from

Subordinate Judge's
his own

costs in the

Court.

Both parties are dissatisfied with the decree.
718

the property

for specific performance,

had elected

by the

of 1880

give effect to
the kanom

In

Second Appeal

plaintiff contends the Judge erred in refusing to
the express agreement of the parties that, in case

the

demise

was not

made,

interest should be paid at the

VOL III.]
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rate of 24 per cent., that the Judge should not have disallowed the

In

of the appeal.

Second

Appeal

complains that, having made

a

the date of the

subsequently to

have

plaintiff relied

The

In

Chowdkry.(l)

allowed no interest

tender, and that the plaintiff was
Court, and he was

to that amount.

on Omda Khanum

that case the

Coomar Roy

v. Brojendro

plaintiff advanced money

defendant to enable him to recover

share in certain

a

a

lease

of

with interest

of

that one-fourth

the share,

to the

property on

the terms that he should be recouped his advances
by receiving

and

have been dismissed

been

not entitled to costs on the amount paid into
entitled to costs in proportion

the defendant

tender of the principal

suit should

plaintff should

costs, that the

of 1880

856

valid

interest at the rate allowed, the

with

the profits

should be regarded as interest, one moiety of the remaining three-
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fourths

applied in reduction

of principal,

Le paid to the defendant, and that,

if

damages to which the plaintiff would

other moiety

his advances

It was

with interest

held that the agree

be entitled, and that, in the

of proof of fraud, misrepresentation, or under advantage,
inequitable, or oppressive

not so unreasonable,

contract was

that the Court would refuse to enforce it.

\.

Arulu Maistry

on

the

estimate by the parties of the

ment for payment of interest was an

the

and

the defendant failed to make

the lease, the plaintiff should be repaid
at the rate of 75 per cent, per annum.

absence

The plaintiff also relied

Wakuthit Chinnayan.(2)

The defendants on the other hand contended that the agreement
to pay interest at the rate

of

24 per cent,

under Section 74 of the Contract Act,

was a penalty, and that,

the agree

notwithstanding

ment, the Court had power to determine at what rate, not

ing

the rate

the breach.

agreed, interest

In

cited Venkittarama Pattar v. Kambarath

the agreement
higher

rate, and

12R.L.R.,

451.

Waknthu

stipulating

as

certain rate up to

v.

a

2

Keshava

Counsel

Menon.(3)
Court construed

for the payment of

that the

(2)

the learned

Cliinnayan the

certain date and

held

exceed

should be paid as compensation for

support of this contention

In Arulu Maistry

WARA

should not have refused him his costs

charge on the property, and

interest at a

thereafter for interest at a

question whether the increased

M.H.C.R.,

205.

(3) I.L.R.,

I

Mad., 348.

POTTER
'

CHATU
ACHEN.
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III.

of a penalty did notarise. In
the bargain may have been attended with con-

rate of interest was in the nature

PUTTKE

the Bengal case

CHATU
ACHEN.

siderable risk, being contingent

In

litigation.

both the

result of

on the

cases relied

on for

a

contemplated

the

plaintiff the

before the Contract Act of 1872 came into

contracts were made

Since the passing of that Act, although

force.

have agreed

to enter in the contract an

to he paid in the event of breach, the

the parties

of the damages

estimate

Court

that sum only as the agreed maximum,

is bound to regard

and to consider whether

reasonable compensation will not be made by the award of
to abolish the distinction

by

known

respectively

Court

has

still

which had

theretofore been recognized

the compensations for breach of contracts

Courts between

the

a less

and'effect of the 74th section of the Act was

The intention

sum.

may

liquidated

as

to determine

and

damages

The

penalty.

the question which

arose

in Aurlu

In the

the breach of an obligation.

compensation for

case last

mentioned the Court held the stipulation did not ascertain com
pensation for the breach of an obligation, but was in itself an inde
pendent obligation.

rate

be

compensation and

regarding

in proceeding

it

The Judge was

to exercise

compensation.

for

his discretion

in

then at liberty

The Judge being

at the rate

agreed, interest at such

therefore,

stipulation

as

what, under the circumstances, would be

determining

of interest

in

substitutes for

a

judgment, justified

obligation.

it

another and more onerous

the

In the

the date when the advance was made.

event of a breach of the original obligation,

in my

for

observed, to be

a

carried back to

at the higher

the stipulation

it

payment of interest

Court

before the

it

case now

sufficient

to award,

a

the

is,

In

in lien

rate as would,

reasonably compensate the plaintiff, and there
in his judgment,
being nothing plainly unreasonable in the award made by him,
not at liberty in second appeal to disturb it. But
the Court
is

the

Judge

was in

error in refusing

to enforce the payment

of the

The
principal and interest awarded as charge on the property.
The
parties had distinctly agreed that they should bfl so charged.
Court on this point must bo
decree of the Lower Appellate
a
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Maistry v. Wakuthu Chinnayan whether the terms of a stipulation
in a contract create an independent obligation or ascertain the

reversed.
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lam of opinion, entitled,

respect to costs, the plaintiff was,

the defendants declined

in the contract,
which should

to

to obtain

It

be paid.

229

pay interest

tho rate entered

at

of a Coart as to the

a decision

rate

is impossible, under such circumstances,

to estimate closely the compensation due. With respect to the
costs of the parties in the Court of First Instance, I see nothing
inequitable in

the order of the

Judge improperly

the

charge on

the

succeeded.

of

The

718 will

I

am not

the appeal

will

856

the

enforcement of the

a measure

his order

the defendants

dismissed

be

found

have

prepared to disturb

in which in

No.

Appeal

I

and, although

refused to allow

property,

as to the costs

Judge,

the Appeal

:

in part decreed and in part dismissed, so much
No.
of the decree of the Lower Appellate Court being reversed as
reversed the decree of the Court of First Instance, ordering the
sale

be

of the property, in default of payment of

As in other

respects

I

appeal failed,

the

the

amount decreed.

would order each

party

KINDERSLEY,

J. — I

of the

am

The

same opinion.

agreed for a certain consideration, part of which
to demise 200 paras* of land

received,
;

property

to refund

cent,
the

plaintiff

upon,

was

The

principal

v.

be executed

security
interest at

at the unusual

The

compensation.

Wakulhu Chinnayan(\) would

rate

case

of

the

2

per

whether

argued was

question

entitled to interest

or only to reasonable

Maistry

the

the sum already received with

per mensem.

defendants

they had already

by a deed to

failing which, they agreed upon

by them

agreed

of Arulu

be an authority for allow

ing interest at the rate agreed upon, but for the subsequent
passing of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 ; Section 73 of that

Act lays down the general principle that
entitled to

is

or damage naturally arising out

the amount

broken,

to be paid

sum

local measure.

which

74 provides

that when

named in

the contract

case of such breach, the

entitled, whether

(1)

the

but not for

proved to have been caused thereby,

A

or loss

is

plaining of such breach

in

a

has been

is

as

contract

breach, or

to arise from

And Section

if

contracting

of such

parties knew to be likely

remote or indirect damage.

compensation for any loss
it,

of contract

is

a breach

who suffers

the party

2

by

a
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or not

party com
any damage

to receive from the

M.H.C.R.,
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PUTTEE
v.
t'H.ATil

ACBEN.

party

who was broken the
the amount

exceeding

contract reasonable

It

so named.

whether

the high rate of interest was

because

the 74th
to pay

agreement
tained

section recognizes
and one

a penalty

In either

damages.

case

III.

[VOL.

compensation not

is unnecessary to
in the nature of
no distinction

consider
penalty,

a

between an
or ascer

to pay liquidated

is entitled only to

the party

reasonable compensation not exceeding the amount so named.

On

the other points also

I

agree with the Chief Justice.

(61

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

MARANA AMMANNA (PLAINTIFF), APPELLANT, r. PENDYALA
TULU AND ANOTHER (DEFENDANTS), RESPONDENTS.*

1881
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July

Sir Charlei A. Turner, Kt., Cheif Justice, and Mr. Jwtice
i
ii Ayyar.

5.

PERURO-

Mortgage-deed — Clear exprettien

of intention necetsary to tahe amay "mortgagor' t
— Equity of redemption in hands of different purchaten — Right
to redeem on payment of proportionate amount of debt through conduct of
right

to redeem

mortgagee.

A mortgage-deed stipulated for the liquidation of a moiety of the debt by the
usufruct of certain 'and for seven years, and as to the other moiety, stipulated for
its repayment by instalments in five years, and, in default, for its liquidation by
the possession and the usufruct of the same land being continued and enjoyed after
the expiry of the seven years' term, but no further term was created :

lli-ld

that the mortgagor

was entitled to redeem at any time after the expiry of

the seven years' term.

When the equity of redemption of different plots of land in the possession of a
mortgagee under

usufructuary

one entire contract

and the mortgagee has ahandoned

persons

has

been sold to two different

his possession of one plot and taken

a

lease from the purchaser of that plot, and thereby destroyed the indivisibility of the

original contract, the purchaser of the other plot is entitled to redeem his land on
payment

of a proportionate

plaintiff in this

THE
security

on 3rd

for repayment of the loan.

as follows

by the

case,

May 1873, lent

200 rupees, and received from him a

defendant
were

amount of the mortgage debt.

end

of

yielding Rupees
* 8. A. 839 of

:

Rupees 100

1879

by the

first

mortgage-deed as

The terms of this document

with interest

was to be liquidated

usufruct of two parcels of land, one

6£ and the other Rupees

1880 against

to the

13f

per annum.

the decree of tue Subordinate

If an y

Judge of Cocauada,

modifying the decree of the District Munsii' of Cocanada, dated 27th July

1880.

VOL. III.]
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of 1879,

due at the end

first

the

defendant

might pay it in cash. As to the other Rupees 100, 20 rupees a
year was to be paid for five years, with interest at 16 per cent. per
annum, and, in default of payment of any instalment, interest
at 18 per cent, was to

plaintiff

be paid, and

was

to hold the lands

demised from the beginning of 1880 on account of this part of the
a

usufruct at

the

debt, and apply

year) in liquidation

rate above

fixed (20 rupees
of the debt, giving credit for rent.
the

The two parcels of land mortgaged to the plaintff consisted of
9'60 acres; of this 3'20 acres, yielding 6^ rupees per annum, was
third party in execution of a decree against the
first defendant in 1873, and the plaintiff now held it on lease from
a

purchased by
the purchaser

;

5'80 acres was purchased in 1877 at another Court

sale by second defendant, in execution
the 'first defendant
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The yield of

;

and 60 cents

of another

decree against

were in plaintiff's possession.

the last two plots (6'40 acres) was

13|

rupees.

The plaintiff now (1879) sought to have it declared that he was
entitled to recover and hold possession of 6-40 acres, yielding 13J
rupees per annum from 1879 to 1910,

to the terms

according

of

the mortgage bond.
The Munsif held that as the plaintiff's

right

of the land sold in execution of the first decree

to the enjoyment

against the first

defendant (3'20 acres) had not been affected, as only the equity
of redemption was sold, the plaintiff could no't claim to hold the
rest of the land until the whole debt was puid off by the usufruct
thereof,

13J

rupees a year,

that, as the first defendant

and

entitled to pay off any balance due as to the
the end of 1879 in cash, the

was

first Rupees 100 at

claim as to that Rupees

100

was

premature.

As

to the second

Rupees 100 the Mnnsif

was not entitled to abandon part

such longer term

as

of

the land

held that the plaintiff
and

hold the rest for

would be required to liquidate

the debt at

the rate of 13| rupees per annum instead of 20 rupees per annum,
but was entitled to hold the land in dispute (6'40 acres) till 1891
(12 years), at which date Rupees 9-10-0 would be due by plaintiff
to defendants, on the

plus

a

security

ground that the contract

for the

debt,"

entitled to redeem at once.

and

"

contains

a lease

that the defendant was

not

MAKANA

AtlMANNA
r.
PENDYALA
FBEOEO-

TULU.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
MARANA
AMMANNA
V.

PENDYALA
PBHUEO-

TULU.

Both the plaintiff and defendants appealed

•was

hold

not entitled to

until both

this decree

ground that plaintiff
and the former

the land for 12 years,

entitled to hold the land in dispute

he contended, he was

because,

against

latter on the

Subordinate Judge, the

to the

[VOL. HI.

of Rupees 100 and interest were liquidated by
the usufruct therof (i.e., till 1910).
The Subordinate Judge held that the second defendant was
entitled to redeem 5'80 acres of the lands in dispute after 1879 >
and

that

sums

land

the

100;

sums of Rupees

from the first

security

second

dant's lands were

for the

had

in trying

to

accepting

lease

a

himself with him

identified

recover the whole

defendant's lands, and

debt dne
that the second defen

fora proportionate

only liable

of both

payment

but that the pluintiff, by

auction-purchaser,

and was not justified
from the

was a

whole debt, viz., 137 rupees (with reference

amount

of the

to the second Rupees
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100 of which nothing had been paid), and Rupees 12-9-6 (the pro

portionate amount of the balance due of the first Rupees 100), and
that plaintiff was entitled to hold 60 cents belonging to the first
defendant

until both

were liquidated,

debts

giving credit

usufruct.
The plaintiff appealed to the High Court on the grounds

(1) that

he was entitled

to retain possession

for

—

of the land in

dispute until the expiry of the term specified in the
mortgage-deed

(2) that

;

he was entitled to recover

the whole debt from the

defendants.

Rutnavflu Mudali for Appellant.

Mr. Shaw for Respondent.
The

Conrt (Turner, C.J.,

and

Afuttutami Ayyar, J.}. delivered-

the following

— The bond provided for the discharge of the mort-.
—
gage debt as follows:
JUDGMENT:

It

was

agreed that

the rent

taken to be 20 rupees per anuum
applied for seven
and the

of two
;

plots of land should

years to pay Rupees

100 — moiety

interest thereon at Rupee 1-4-0

that, in discharge of the other

be

that the annual rent should be

of

per cent, per

the debt— :
mensem

;

moiety, the mortgagor should pay

annually for five years the sum of Rupees 2ftaud interest at the rate

MADRAS SERIES.
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above slated, and that,

if default

233

was made, he

should pay interest

at the rate of Rupee 1-8-0 on the balance due, without regard to
the instalments fixed to accrue thereafter

and that,

;

if

default was

in payment of the moiety on the expiry of the terms men
tioned in the mortgage-deed, the mortgagee should continue to
made

hold

the lands

demised

and give credit for the rent,

and should

return them and the bond when the whole balance was liquidated.

It

may be doubted whether

did not

sum due in respect of principal and

whole

of the debt should

moiety

of

term

the parties

interest

as

to one

satisfied by the usufruct for the

be

taken on thia

years, but, as no objection has been

seven

that the

intend

point, we need not determine it.

It

requires a clear expression

gagor

of his right

of intention

to redeem at any time on

to deprive

a mort

payment of tlio debt,

and we can find no clear expression of such an intention in respect

of

the second moiety
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term of five years.
not

of

the

expiry of the
provision that, if it was

mortgage-debt after

Although there was

a

paid on the expiry of the term of seven

might

continue

to

cultivate

the

lands

the

years, the mortgagee

demised and apply

the

usufruct to its reduction, no further term is created, but the tenure
is limited to the liquidation
aa

of this portion of the

the Subordinate Judge has observed, the

tion was, in respect of this moiety of the

It

security.

has, therefore, been rightly

of the equity is entitled
the term of seven years.
Then,

as to

abandoning

debt, for which,

usufructuary

debt, merely

held that the purchaser

to redeem at any time after the

the second

his possession

point, the

of

the

mortgagor

second

stipula

a collateral

plot

has

expiry of

himself, by

of land, destroyed

the indivisibility of the original contract and entitled the pur
chaser of the 5'80 acres to redeem on payment of
portion of the mortgage debt.

Court proceeds on

proportionate

The decree of the Lower Appellate

these grounds.

it and dismiss the appeal with

a

costs.

We

see no reason

to disturb

MARANA
AMMANNA
v.

PHNDYALA
PERUEO-

TUL0.
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62)

(

APPELLATE OIVIL.
Sir

Before

Charlet

PISHARETII

KATTUSHERI

VALLOTIL

LAST, r.

T1?81..
July
o.

A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttiet, and Mr. Juttice Xindenley.

(PLAINTIFFS),

OTHERS

Co-oirutrs, suit by tome of

All

KANNA PISHARODY (let DEFENDANT), APPELMANAKEL NARAYANAN SOMAYAJIPAD AND
RESPONDENTS.*

ltteral — Objecting partiet thould

dtf aidants.

must join in a suit to recover property unless the law otherwise

co-owners

provides : they may agree that property

shall be managed and salts conducted

some or one of them, but thy cannot invest such person or

in his own name on their behalf, although,

sue

be made

by

persons with a right to

perhaps, a tenant might be estop

ped from denying the title of his lessor in such case.

If

some co-owners

refuse to suo, the

in the

make them defendants
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the plaintiffs on behalf

suit was brought by

THIS

for the rest to adopt

proper course

is to

case.

of

an asspci-»

ation called the Perumanom Sabfia Yogam to recover certain lands

Karnavan.

by the Sabha to the first defendant's

demised

defendants

The

had no right to

plaintiffs

the

admitted

but

demise,

alleged

recover as the demisors

that

the

were alive,

the plaintiffs formed only a minority of the Sabha, and other mem
bers thereof had promised to grant a renewal

Sabha

The Perumanom

of

Brahmans

Yogam

lease.

is a committee of Nambnri

rank who

a certain religious

of their

represent one of sixty-

four Gramoms, into which, it is said, Parasurama divided Keralam

\

(Malabar).
The committee
twenty-four

Karakat,

members are styled Karmies, and are said to be

in number.

and

The Karmies of three Amcams

— Ullanur,

Kannanur — are the *Kaikarans or managers of the
number of Kaikarans
varies according to the

Sabha.

The

number

of Karmies in the three AmQams.

At

the date

of suit

they were twelve in number.
The

plaintiffs

alleged

that

the Amcams

three Kaikarans, one selected from
* Second

Appeal No.

736 of 1880

dated 9th August

1880.

by

each, but the defendants con

against the decree of H. Wigram,

District Judge of South Malahar, confirming
Temelprom,

are represented

the decree of the

Officiating
District Munsif of

TOL.

lllf

MADRAS SERIES.

tended that the whole twelve Kaikarans
must

join

to give

In Ullanur

235

have equal authority and

of the Sabha.

to any act on behalf

validity

«.

there were three Karmies, in Karakat one, and in yiNA'Ns0iiA-

Of

Kannanur eight.
Amr'im promised

these

five in the last and one in the first

to renew the defendants'

Kannanur Karmies

of

Four of the

lease.

third plaintiff representing

objected to the

them and four supported him, one

the latter

having repudiated

his promise to renew defendants' lease.

In

1048 (1873) five of the then Kaikarans entered into an
agreement that the Sabha should be represented by three Kaika

of

rans, one from each

the

three

Sabha were conducted accordingly

right to represent

The affairs of the

Am^ams.

by three Kaikarans, and their
by the Courts

the Sabha was acknowledged

on

various occasions.
The Munsif found

that the plaintiffs

rightly represented the

District Judge confirmed his decree on appeal,
that the promise to renew was invalid, as the Karmi
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Sabha, and the
holding also

of Karakat

had

not signed it and the Kannanur

Karmies were

equally divided on the point.
to the High Court.
Mr. Shephard for Appellant.
Mr. Spring Branson, A. Ramacliandrayyar and C. Sankara Nair

The first defendant appealed

for Respondents.
The Court (Turner,

C.J.,

and

J.)

Kindersley,

delivered

the

following
JUDGMENT

:

— Unless where, by

a special provision

of law, co-

owners are permitted to sue through some or one of their members,
all co-owners
owners

must join in a suit to

recover their property.

Co-

may agree that their property shall he managed and legal

proceedings conducted by son* or one

of their number, but they

cannot invest such person or persons with a competency

in his own name

It

on their

may, indeed, happen

behalf, or,

if

sued,

to sue

to represent them.

that a suit by one of several co-owners

can be successfully maintained against a tenant.

This is the case

when the tenant has dealt with such

as sole

and, by so dealing,

is estopped

from

person who has let him into possession.
plaintiffs cannot be regarded

in this suit.

K- pPlSHAEODY

as

co-owner
denying

In

the

the

landlord

title of the

present cuso the

competent to represent the Subha

They should have applied to the other members to

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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K.

'

them,' and,' if any
.
would, in England, have
v.
, ,.
V. M. KARAT
In India
YANANSOMA- tbeir names.
P. KAXNA
PIsHARODY

Jj0in

of

J

other members had refused,' they

had to take proceedings for leave to use
.,
.,
,.
.. .
„
,t is the practice ,to allow
the co-owners

...

YAJIPAD.

the

III.

£VOL.

desirous of

instituting proceedings to include co-owners who
joint in the array of defendants ; so that all the co-owners

refuse to

are brought before the Court.

if

That course should have been adopted in this case, and

Court

found that the

had

tenancy had determined

been properly renewed, the

to

as

Court could have given the plaintiffs

We must

they have rescinded it.

the suit to the Court of

until

indulgence because

has been
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of

the institution

unchallenged.

and return

set aside the decrees

First Instance that the plaint may be

amended by adding the proper parties.
large

and had not

of the Sabha being bound by the terms
the management of Sabha property until

relief, all the co-owners

of their agreement

the

We allow this somewhat

the Lower Appellate

the suit,

Court notes that,

the right of the committee to sue

incurred hitherto will abide

The costs

and follow the result.

(

63)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Kindersley and Mr. Justice Afuttusami
1881

July

12.

BAMANADA
EXECUTORS
LANTS,

«.

Ayyar,

THE GUARDIANSHIP
6ASTRI, A MINOR UNDEE
MUTTUSAMI AYYAR AND ANONHEE (PLAINTIFFS),
MINATCHI AMMAL ASD ANOTHER (DEFENDANTS),

OF

THE

APPEL
RESPON

DENTS.*

of a plaintiff dying after decree — Civil Procedure
Sectiont 363-365— Limitation Act, Schedule II, Article 171.

Appeal by repretentatite

Code,

4

If

a plaintiff dies after decree, his representatives

are not bound to apply within

60 days to be made parties to the suit, hat have the same time to file an appeal as
the plaintiff would have had.

Limitation Act, Schedule

II,

The Civil Procedure Code, Sections 363-365, and tha

Article

171, do not apply to the case of a

plaintiff dying

after decree.

AT

the hearing

on 7th
* S.A.

of

the first appeal

in this

June 1879 in the District Court of

case, which

Chingleput, a

was filed

prelimi

746 of 1880 against the decree of A. L. Lister, acting District Judge of
Chiogleput, dismissing the appeal presented against the decree of the District Munsif
of TiiuvaUur, dated llth August I860.

MADRAS SERIES.

.J.

Ill
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nary objection was taken by the Vakil for the respondents, viz.,
that as the plaintiff had died on the 31st March 1879, the day
on which judgment

was

no application had

as

or shortly afterwards, and

pronounced,

been made

by

the

as the legal

appellant,

representative of the deceased, to enter his name on the record in
the place of the plaintiff, the period of Limitation had elapsed.
on this ground.

The appellant

to the

appealed

High Court

tive

of the

plaintiff

deceased

no Court to which, under

party

the circumstances,

that there was

an application

to be

party in place of the deceased plaintiff could be made
minor, was not bound to make
that the appellant being

;

a

and

the legal representa

a

made

to be made

a

there was no necessity for an application by

on the ground that

;

The appeal was dismissed

the death of the original

within sixty days from

the application

plaintiff.
Parthasaradi Ayyangar and Rungachari for Respondents.
The Court (Kindersley and Muttusami Ayyar, JJ.) delivered
following

JUDGMENT

— The District Munsif pronounced his judgment in

:

the

this suit on the

31st March 1879.

On

the

day, or very

same

a

shortly afterwards, the plaintiff died. An appeal was made on
minor claiming to be the legal representative of the
behalf of
No application was made
plaintiff on the 7th June following.
by the appellant to have his
of the name of the plaintiff.

on the

record instead

District Judge

dismissed the

name entered

The

on the ground that sixty days had expired be

appeal with costs,

fore the appeal was filed.
upon Article 171 of the second

The Judge seems to have acted

be

daceased

applied

to which
as being

clear

strictly to an application

the sections

mentioned

in point in this

from Section

Code that Section

case

366 and

is

tive of

person claiming to be the representa
This Limitation, however, should
plaintiff.

Code by

made

in the circumstances

relate.

The section

Section

365.

other

parts of this

365 relates only to the

But

suggested

we

think

it

Civil Procedure

a

from the date
ation for an

Limitation ^ct, which provides that sixty days
of the plaintiff's death shall be the period of Limit"
application made under Section 363 or 365 of the

the

schedule to

a
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Mr. Subramanyam for Appellant.

chapter of the

case of

the plaintiff

RAMANADA
SAJSTEI
v.

MlXATCHI
AMIIAL.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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AlUUL.

111.

£YOL.

dying before judgment ; otherwise it does not appear how the
suit can abate, if it has already been disposed of. We do not
think that Section

365

has

any

to

application

the case of the

death of the plaintiff after decree, and of his representative wish

ing

to

Referred

of

18

Case

held

would

a

decree-

have

case

the same

if

appeal as the plaintiff would have had

to make his

that

In this

execution.

applied for

whose representative

we are of opinion that the representative
period

1880 we

365 and 366 had no application to the death of

Sections
holder

In

appeal.

the

appeal had been made by him.
and remand

will

be

appeal for

the

Judge

reverse the decree of the District

We must, therefore,

The

disposal.

costs

of this appeal

provided for in the final decree.

(

64)
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before
1881
15.

July

A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttict, and
Mr. Justice Mvttutami Ayyar.

Sir

Charlet

IN THE MATTEE OP THE PETITION OP PEDDA SIVA REDDI AND
ANOTHER.*

Criminal Procedure

dude,

605, order

Section

under — Evidence

at

to general cha

racter efficient.
The txereise of the power given by Section

U not confined to

eases

forthcoming against

in this

duced before the

Deputy

case^frJHi ten other persons, were pro
Magistrate
beina

and dangerous

of Pulivendala Taluk and
by repute robbers,

characters,

and 506 of the Criminal Procedure Code.
to one village and were tried
Twelve

house

under Section 505

The accused belonged

together^'

were examined, and the Deputy Magistrate
repute all the accused were robbers, thieves, and

witnesses

found that by
dangerous

of crime is

t*

by the Police with

breakers, thieves,

of the Criminal Procedure Code

the persons charged-

THE petitioners
charged

605

in which positive evidence of the commission

characters

;

that

several

nloney-lenders

had

left the

* Petition against the
proceedings of S. T. McCarthy, Acting District Magistrate

of Cuddapah,
29th March

confirming
1881.

the order of the Temporary

Deputy

Magistrate,

dated

VOL.

III.Ji

MADRAS SERIES.

village on account of the dangerous

during the last

character of the accused

and theft

several had not been

had

detected

occurred in the village, of which
personal influence of

owing to the

the petitioners, the sons of the late Village Magistrate,
the leaders of the
the

by

gang

all the

that the villagers

;

dared not

who were
complain

of the gang for fear of being murdered
that the petitioners were twice accused of

the members

petitioners;

murder, but

I* TH«
MATTKK OS
PBDDA SIVA

that

ten years more than 60 offences, murders, robberies,

house-breaking

against any of

;

to the influence they had; that

not convicted owing

the petitioners,

except

accused,

victed of house-breaking and thefts

had been previously

that it was necessary for

and

;

con

the safety of the public to take security from all the accused.

The

were each called on to enter into bonds for Rs. 1,000

petitioners

and to find two sureties for Rs. 1,000, and in default were ordered
to suffer

until

rigorous imprisonment

security was furnished.

the

The petitioners appealed against this order to the District Magis
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trate of

without

Cuddapdli

finally presented thia
the Criminal

and

success,

High Court under Sections 294-297 of
Procedure Code, praying for revision of the order.

petition to the

Gurumurti Ayyar for petitioners
•was

and insufficient

entirely hearsay

that the

contended
to

support

evidence

the order made

against the petitioners.
The Court ( Turner,
the

J.,

and Muttusand

Ayyar,

J.)

»

\J

delivered

following

JUDGMENT:
which

the

— There

was evidence as to

Magistrate

were by repute
are

C.

exammed

was at

to find

liberty

that the petitioners

Although, when witnesses
their testimony is not of

dangerous characters.
as to

general character, from

general character,

much value as to the habits ofjp suspected person, unless they can,
in support of their opinion, adduce instances of the misconduct
imputed, when the question is only as to his repute, the evidence

of witnesses,
not be

able to

if

reliable,

»

connect

the suspected

not without

value, though
person

with

they may
the

actual

commission of crime.
The

power

Procedure,

given by

is one

which

the 505th

should

discretion by the Magistracy,

section,

•

Code

of Criminal

always be exercised

with nice

but its exercise is not to be confined

-

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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IN THE
PEDDA SIVA

III.

{VOL.

in which positive evidence is forthcoming of the commission of crime by the persons against •whom it is sought to enforce
to

cageg

the law.

The

power is a preventive

and not

There is no illegality in the proceedings which
ference with the Magistrate's

punitive

power.

necessitates

inter

order.

The petition is dismissed.

(65)
ORIGINAL CIVIL.
r. Jvttice Kindcnley.

KALU RAM MAIGRAJ

1881

July

(PLAINTIFF),

18.

t.THE MADRAS RAILWAY

COMPANY

(DEFENDANTS).*
Railway Companies, interchange of traffic betmeen— Agency — Limitatzo-n in
agaimt carrier for loit of goo&t.
When two Railway

interchange

Companies

traffic, goods, and passengers
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through tickets, rates, and invoices, payment being
shared by mileage, the receiving
be carried over and delivered
thereby contract

nit

witb

made at either end and profits

company, by granting a receipt-note

for goods to

at a station of the dilivering company's line, does not

with the consignor of the goods as agent of the delivering com

pany.

•>
I

An action against a Railway Company for loss of goods, when there is no contract,
is governed by Schedule II, Clause 80, of the Limitation Act.
Saji Mahomed Itaok v. B.I.S.N. Co. (1) followed.
f*
THB facts of this case sufficiently appear in the Judgment.

Mr. Grant for Plaintiff.
of GUI

The case

v. The Manchester,

Sheffield,

and Lincolnshire

Railway Company (2) shows that when Railway Companies enter
such as exists between these companies, the

into an arrangement

of the delivering com
pany to contract with the consign^ of goods. After the arrival
of the goods at Bellary the Madars Company became warehouse
receiving

company

becomes

the agent

men and liable as bailees under an implied
care of the goods which were stored in

of the Contract Act).

Surutram

ten

open yard (Section

Bhaya v.

or Section 115 of Schedule

Section 49

contract to take good

II

G.I.P. By.

Co.

151

(3)

of the Limitation Act,

and not Sections 30 and 31, is applicable to this case.
* Civil Suit
No. 335 of 1880 in the High Court of Madras.

(1) I.L.R.,

3 Mad., 107.

(2) L.R.,

2 Q.R., 186.

(3) I.L.B.,

2 Bom., 97.

VOL.

III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

We applied for our

within

goods

.,

,

241

a reasonable time and

KALU RAM
MAIGEAJ

could

not "get them.

,..

The Advocate-General

P. ff Sullivan)

(Hon.

and

Mr. Wedder-

THR*A?J,WDAEYAS

burn for the Defendants,

ID Gill's

COMPANY.

case there was an elaborate arrangement

to a partnership agreement between the companies.
the sort had been proved here.

amounting

Nothing of

The contract was one and entire

with the receiving company to deliver at Bellary. Muschamp v.
Lancaster and Preston Junction Railway Co. ; (1) Wilby v. West
Cornwall Railway Co.; (2) Mytton v. Midland Railway Co.; (3)
Collins v. Bristol and Exeter Railway
There

contract

no

being

with

Co.

(4)

the

us,

suit

Haji

is barred.

B.I.S.N. Co.(5)

Mahomed Isack v.

The loss of the goods was not due to any negligence of the de
fendants.

The company's

servants did

what they could

under
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the circumstances, and the plaintiff's agent did not apply promptly,

in grain.

as he should have done considering the enormous traffic

KINDERSLEY,

J. —This

suit

hag been

brought against the Madras

Company, the plaintiff alleging that on the 6th

Railway

Septem

ber 1877 he consigned from SaJiannl, a station on the Oude and

Railway,

liohilleund

contracted with the defendants

that he

the

agents

Bellary

and

further

to deliver

negligence and

that

charges

the

of
the

plaintiff there within

to the

in

them

safely

goods

the

meantime.

arrived

Bellary, where; owing

The

at

safely

a

the

to the defendants'

want of proper care, they were damaged by rain

afterwards

were

them

care

taking

station at

defendants'

plaintiff,

pay

of the goods at Btllary ; and that the

delivery

time,

reasonable

and

to

;

their

carriers, through

as

by the said agents, agreed to convey the goods

defendants,

plaint

of grain

bags

and Rohilkund Railway Company,

Oude

defendants, on
to

himself at Bellary 218

to

destroyed by order of

Magistrate.

compensation for breach

claims

therefore,

a

The

of contract

and for loss of his goods.

The defendants denied that they had entered into any

They stated that the goods arrived at Bellary

with the plaintiff.
about

(*)

25th September, but that the plaintiff having

the

(1) 8 M.
11

contract

t

Ex.,

W., 421.
790 ; a. c.

(2)
in error

(6) I.L.U., 3 Mai!., 107.

1

2

H.

H. & N.,

t N.,

703.

517 ;

and 7

(3) 1
H. L., 194.

11. A

failed
N., 615.

'
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KALU RAM
v.

RAILWAY

COMPANY,

within

to apply for delivery of.the goods

their

arrival,

without

goods were wetted

the

fphe defendants also stated that

and

they had

agents for the

as

goods merely

Oude

by

spoiled

as they held the

Railway

and RoMlkund

contended that the suit was barred by the Act

part.

guilty of negli

been

They farther

with the plaintiff.

Company, and made no contract

rain

the

their

care on

not be liable to the plaintiff,

would

they

gence,

if

after

reasonable time

a

negligence or want of proper

any

III.

[VOL.

for Limitation of

Suits.
The plaintiff's

Gnmasta, Ramasahai, has given evidence to the

effect that

in

went

to

Bellary, and presenting the receipt-note

Oude

and Rohilkund

the month Bhadripad

but was told by one of the native officials,

grain,

signees were presenting
arrived.

He remained
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told

always
searched

that

in
When

them.

delivery of the
to

whom

they had not arrived.

the

on his receipt-note

not

Bellary for twenty days, making repeated
On

two

was

he

he

occasions

not

find

Bellary about four days, one of
Railway, Murugasa Mudali, marked the date

he had been

the officials of

con

receipt-notes, that the goods had

yard for his master's bags, but could

the

the

by

the station for delivery of the goods, bat

at

applications

at

given

Company, demanded

Railioay

1877, be

(September-October)

at

12-10-77.

Therefore

the

plaintiff may have

arrived at Bellary about the 8th of October.

Now

it

has been

superintending
and

of goods at Bellary at that time,
books kept in the course of business, that the

who refer to

the

plaintiff's grain arrived at Bellary on the

and were unloaded on the

September,

delivery

in

employed

the unloading

wagons containing
24th

proved by officials who were

following day.

The

book does not show that they were ever delivered to any

Heavy rain fell in the latter part of September. Prices
fell, and many of the consignees neglected to remove their goods.
The result was an accumulation of grain in the yard.
The goods
one.

shed

grain

being full, it was necessary to keep the greater part of the
in the yard.

There was not enough tarpaulin

to cover

it

Heavy rain fell in the latter part of September and in the
beginning of October, and the greater part of the grain which
all.

was in the yard was damaged and had to be destroyed,
that

which

.witness,

was

covered with tarpaulins

Afurugana

Mudali,

states

that,

did
when

not
the

escape.

Even
The

receipt-note

243

brought to him as Goods Delivery Clerk at Bellary

was
on

MADRAS SB RIES.

III.]

VOL

the 12th October,

He

the receipt-note.

produced

evening and pay for them.
they were already

said he

would

by the rain.

they were probably

;

account

in

come

the

appears to be

;

never

were

They

destroyed a few days

afterwards with the other goods which had been
witness'

who

The bags were then lying in the yard

damaged

or paid for

removed

the bags oat to the man

he pointed

K*LU

Station

true.

probably

This

damaged.

Railway

The

It

servants were anxious to have the goo'ds removed.

was equally

natural that, with a falling market and the goods already damaged,
the
the
to

At
plaintifTs Gumasta would not care to accept delivery.
same time it is probable that he would profess himself ready
When the grain began to swell, the bags burst.
take delivery.

The good grain was then separated

from that which

rotten.

was

The rotten grain was sent away by order of a Magistrate, and what
wag saved

damaged from any
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I

was sold.

negligence or want of

of the defendants or their

servants.

of it

portion

The goods

quantities.
;

Consignees

covered as many bags

Grain accumulated in

of

within

a

The

officials

small

tarpaulins and

were damaged.

The

date

true

reasonable time after the arrival of the bags at Bellary.

defendants

The

with

could

hold

plaintiff's loss was that he did not apply for delivery

the

a

the rest.

for

of such bags

mats, but many even
cause

as they

part

did not readily

shed would only

no cover

there was

were

proper care on the

take delivery after the rain commenced.

very large

of grain

that the bags

do not find

shown

have not been

to

been

guilty of

the defence

that the

have

negligence.

At

hearing

the

defendants

it

was

with the p'aintiff; that the

contract

entered into no

Oude and Rohilkund

for

contended

Railway

Company did not act

the defendants, but the defendants acted
and Rohilkund
would
the

Railway Company ;

not lie against these

plaintiff

pany.

It

made

with the

was further

Upon the evidence before
contract

as agents for the

Oude

suit

defendants upon the contract which
Rohilkund Railway

Oude and

tort, independently of contract,

of Limitationg, Schedule

agents for

and that, therefore, the

contended that

II,

as

if

the suit

the

suit

was

were

Com

founded in

barred by the

Act

Section 30.
me,

I

between the plaintiff and

cannot find that there was any
the defendants.

The receipt-

RAM

«.

BAILWAY
CoMPANY-
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MAIGBAJ
r.

filed by the plaintiff is evidence of a contract between

note

plaintiff
does

COMPANY.

III.

[VOL.

the

and

(hide and RohUkund

show that the company

no^

Railway

acted

It

Company.

agents of the

the

as

the

Railway Company. It is merely evidence of an agree
tho plaintiff and the Oude and RohUkund Railway

Jfadrat

ment between

convey the goods to Bellary, and

Company that the latter would
that the plaintiff wonld

pay a certain

was made would

companies

were themselves

Company

Gill

to the case of

acting

Mr.

defendants has not been shown.

the

me

perform it through the agency of other

but that, in entering into the contract, the Oude and

Railway

RohUkund

of

;

may,

that the company with whom the

indeed, have been understood
contract

It

sum on delivery.

v. The Manchester,

agents

as

Grant has referred
and Lincoln'

Sheffield,

There the defendant company had

thire Railway Company. (1)
into a very complicated convention with another

entered

Railway

Company, not only for a full and complete system of interchange
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of traffic,

but that the two companies should aid and assist
were

companies
should
traffic
to

if

the whole concerns of both

and

tbat every possible facility

in every possible way, as

other

amalgamated

given by either party to develope and increase the

be

Except for purposes

of both.

considered

be

;

A joint

one stock.

as

of repairs,

was

held

that, by virtue of this agreement, the
the

agents of the delivering

convention

exists

RohUkund

Railway

case

fares

station
land

a

following

Railway

Company for

entire contract

made

be

Oude

sent.

(1) L.B.,

and

only an
other

the miles

Advocate-General

of goods at a
regarded in Eng

the delivery
has been

with

the

and not with that company as the agent

station the goods were to

such

cases, which show that a contract

on some other line of railway

as an

company

not as in the

The learned

line.

was

with through

the agreement, but according to

on each

has referred me to the

the

running through,

trucks

paid or to pay, and divided,

travelled

made with

It

That any

has not been shown, but

Company

in pursuance of

actually

forwarding

company.

was

of directors

board

the defendants and

between

of traffic,

interchange
invoices,

the stock

charge of the working of the agreement.

to have

became

each

of

first

the company to

Mutchamp

2 Q.R., 186.

company alone,
whoso

v. Lancaster

and

VOL. III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

Preston Junction Railway Company; (1) Wilby v. Wett Cornwall
Railway Company ; (2) Myttonv. Midland Railway Company ; (3)
CoHtn* v.

I

Brittol and Exeter Railway Company.^)

each case must be decided upon the evidence given

into an agreement with the Oude and Rohilkund
pany, which would in effect have constituted
Bat it

agents for receiving goods.

Nor

did so.

as to the

has

it

been

Railway Com
letter

the

has not been shown

shown that the

and

Oude

it

as

has not been

shown that there was

between the plaintiff and defendants,
decision

I

their

that they
Rohilkund

Railway Company in this case received the plaintiff's goods
agents of the Madras Railway Company.
Then,

as the

any contract

must hold, following the

of this Court in Haji Mahomed Isack

v.

British

India

Company, (5) that the suit, so far as it is founded
on contract, but upon the alleged negligence or want of

Steam Navigation
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not

on the part of the defendants, is

care

proper

Limitat,on Act, Section 30 of Schedule
remembered that,

if

II.

As

barred

to costs,

the defendants may possibly

have saved

This suit is therefore

have

Attorneys
(1)

8

(4)

11

Ex.,

Messrs. Grant and Laina.

for Defendants, Messrs. Barclay and Morgan.

M. & W.,

421.

790 ; s.

C.io

(6) L R., 3 Mad., 107.
NOTE.— See 0J.P. By,

(I) 4 H. & N., 616.
(2) 2 H. & N., 703.
error 1 H. & N., 517, «nd 7 H. L., 194.

Co. v.

Badhabitan Kkuthaldai.

on

dismissed with

costs.

Attorneys for plaintiff,

be

some

and the fault is clearly shown to have been

side of the plaintiff.

the

the

by

it must

of the plaintiff's grain, which is not distinctly proved, they
lost their freight,

I.L.R.,

c.

think that '"RAILWAY"

The Madras Railway Company might have entered

contract made.

KALU RAM

6 Rom., 371.

COMPANY.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

III.

[VOL.

APPELLATE CIVIL.

(66)
Sir Charlei A. Turntr, Kt., Chief Juttiee, art

Be/ore

Mr. Justice Kindtrtley.

.,g,
July

KUNHAMU

AND ANOTHER

30.

Otti and

APPELLANTS, v. ATTAPURETH

(DEFENDANTS),

ILLATH KKSHAVAN NAMRODRI

(PLAINTIFF),

RESPONDENT.*

tintures — Prior right oftanant to mate further adraneet.

katnint

The prior right of an Ottidar to make further advances is established
ties, hat there is no authority to support a Kaoomdar'a

by authori

claim to a similar privilege.

An Otti Jar may redeem a prior kanom.

IN this

case the plaintiff,

to whom

defendants,
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an otti

mortgage,

by the jenmi.

the lands had

The jenmi had

been

from the

on kanom

demised

directed

lands

the

on payment of the value of improvements,

mortgaged,
1862

of

him by the jenmi in 1880, sued to recover

to

granted

as the holder

in

defendants to

the

attorn to the plaintiff.
defendants

The

that the grant of

inter alia

are outstanding on kanom is invalid

lands

when

pleaded

as

otti

an

against

the

kanom-holder.

Munsif

The
does

tenure

liberty
on the

to grant

to a stranger

lands, only that the

"A

follows:

as

carry with it the right of pre-emption,

not

fall

has

upon this point ruled

a

and

similar or

Kanari's right

the

kanom

jenmi

a superior
to hold

for

twelve years from the date of the original demise is not interfered

with."

He found, however, that there had

been a promise to re

new the kanom and dismissed the suit.

Upon appeal the Subordinate Judge found that
to renew was not proved, and decreed

The defendants appealed to the

the agreement

for the plaintiff.

High Court.

Mr. Wedderburn for Appellants.
The defendants

their

right

plaintiff's
•

S.A. No.

Malahar,

Vv

1.880.

as

first mortgagees were not allowed to exorcise

to make a further

subsequent

154

of

1881

mortgage

against

advance, and
is

invalid

consequently
as

the decree of the Subordinate

against

the
them.

Judge of Sonth

reversing the decree of the District Munsif of Broad, dated 4th Novem-

VOL.

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

Padinjare Kovilagath

Valia

247

Kadiara-

v. Konduvetti

Tamburatti

A. KKSHA-

ffatha.(l)
There is no apparent reason

in the

same position

as an

why

kanomdar should not stand

a

The High

ottidar.

Court in Paidal

Parakat Imbichuni Kidavu (2) did not dissent from the
view of the Sadr Amin that a kanom mortgagee in possession
Kidavu

v.

possessed

the

right

to make a further advance.

A. Ramachandrayyar for Respondent.
The right to make further

not

advances

Malabar tenures compiled by order of
right

to

further

make

ottidar

belongs to an
the

but

In the collection

to a kanomdar, who is merely a lessee.

ottidar's

of

Sadr Court in 1856, an

advances

mentioned speci

is

fically, but not that of a kanomdar, and in Kuminiama v.
Parkam Kolusheri (3) an otti is distinguished from a kanom in
that

the
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jenmi

ottidar

wish

possesses

to sell

the

right of pre-emption

the premises.

land tenures of Malabar, 1801,

also

should

Major Walker's Report
draws a distinction

the

on the

between

otti and kanom.
C. J., and Kindersley,

The Judgment of the Court ( Turner,
was delivered by

C.J. — The appellants fail

TURNER,

to establish

J.)
the

that, by

custom of Malabar, the holder of a kanom is entitled to the right
asserted by

the

Paidal Kidavu

respondent.

This

was

point

in

decided

not

Parakat Imbichuni Kidavu, (2) and in Kumini
ama v. Parkam Kolusheri (3) the right is recognized as appertain
ing to the holder of an otti, and in this respect distinguishing
him from the holder of a kanom.
The
the

right
Adverse

the

v.

Proceedings

recognize the

in

KTOHAMO

of the Sadr Adalut, 5th August 1856,

prior right to make any further advance

otti-holder,

and

are silent

kanom-holder.

by a

asto-the

So far as

holder of an otti may not redeem

a

as residing

possession

It

is not

a

kanom, and we could

The appeal fails and is dismissed with costs.
1860, p. 249.

(3)

(2)
1

M.H.C.R.,

262.

1

M.H.C.R.,

that
not

ordinarily

holder of the immediate reversion.

(1) M.S.I).,

a

it is

shown

deprive him, without proof of custom, of the right which
Attaches to

of such

there is authority,

to the claim of the appellants.

also

13.

VAN

NAMBUDRI.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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[TOL.

III.

(67)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Rtfnre Sir Ckarlet A. Turner, Kt., Chief Jwtiee, and Mr. Juttice Tarrant.

PUTIKUTH ITHAYI UMAH (PLAINTIFF),
July

ANOTHER

29.

Muhammadan

minor, capacity

to

IX

KAIRHIRAPOKIL MAMOD

II •/

contract— Aci

to me— Civil Procedure
Section 3 of Act

e.

AND

(DEFK»DANTS).*

Code,

2— Capacity

1875, Section

Chapter

XXXI.

of 1875 (Indian Majority Act) refers only to the capacity to

which is limited by Sectional of the Contract Act, and nut to the capacity
to sue, which is purely a question of procedure and regulated by the Civil Procedure

contract,

Code, Chapter

IN this

XXXI.

case the plaintiff, a

her father-in-law
The

husband

her husband and

sued

for paat maintenance, dower, and stridanam.
pleaded inter alia that plaintiff was a minor

oould not sue without
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Mapilla wife,

a

guardian.

Munsif who found that the plaintiff, though not

The

and

of age, had arrived at puberty,

1& years-

held that, inasmuch as the limit

of minority under the Muhammadan- law was 16 years or puberty,
was not a minor, and was therefore

she

accordingly gave her a decree for

the

amount

He

to sue.

competent

Rs. 165.

claimed,

and costs.
defendant

The first

missed the suit

appealed

referred under

the question

to-

the District
opinion of

contingent on the

Section 617

Code, viz., whether a minor Muhammadan

name sue her husband in respect

Judge

the

of the

who dis

High Court oa
Civil Procedure

female could in her own.

of maintenance, dower,

&c.

The parties were not represented in the High Court.
The Court (Turner,

C.J.,

and Tarrant,

J.)

delivered the follow

ing
JUDGMENT:
is — whether
sue her

It

was

Appeal
arose

— The question referred for our decision in this

a minor Muhammadan

female can, in her own name,

husband in respect of maintenance, dower,
argued

before the District

Suit No.
that Act

IX

959 of

case

Judge

1880 on his file

at

•Referred Case No. 6 of 1881.

the hearing

when

of 1875 had no application,

etc,

of

this question

inasmuch

as

it

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.]

249

in Clause (a) of Section 2 that " nothing herein con
shall affect the capacity of any person to act in the follow

provides
tained

ing matters, viz., marriage, dower,
The District

divorce, and adoption."

Judge is of opinion that Section

the capacity to contract, which is

limited

by Section

Contract

Act, and

question

of procedure and regulated by Chapter

Civil Procedure
We

are

11

it.r.'n Sir

XXXI

a

of the

Judge

the

has correctly

apprehended

68

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.

Charlet

A. Turner, Kt., Chief Jtutice,

<nut

Mr^Jaitioe

Tarrant.
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VEDANTA DESIKACBARYULU,

1881

PETITIONER,

B.

July

PERINDEVAMMA,

COnNTER-PBTITIONEE.*
Application to tue in form ft pauperis rejected

groundi,

on improper

t'iiil Prooedurt

Code, Section 401.

A person who applies for
raise funds by mortgaging

permission

to sue as a pauper is not bound to. try and

his claims.

plaintiff

case the

of Godavari for

a

presented

petition to the District Court

leave to sue as a pauper

and adduced evidence of

his poverty.
The order of the Court

as follows

was

ordered that the paragraphs
;

1 to 10

:

— " The late Judge

of the plaint disclose

no cause

plaintiff alleges that

he was adopted

this adoption is true and valid,

The

He

by the first defendant.

that this adoption took place.

does not ask for any declaration
1

If

find it impossible to believe that

cannot raise the small sum required for the prosecution of this

suit.

If it

is not true, then he has his share

natural family.

will pay
*

of

the remaining relief sought for in the plaint is for movables

worth Rs. 2,114, for which the stamp required is Rs. 135.

he

C.M.P.

MAMOD.

the law.

-

action

v.

KAIRHIRAPOBIL

Code.

(

IN this

ITHAYI

1.'M.iil

of the

not to the capacity to sue, which is purely

of opinion that

and expressed

refers only to

2

P.

I

the costs

refuse

of

180 of 1881

to allow

of

the property

him to sue as a pauper.

of his
He

the opposing petitioners."

against

the order of R. Horsbrugh,

of Godavari, dated 1st November

1880.

Acting District Judge

29.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

250
VEDANTA
DESIBACHAEYULU
V.

PERINDEVAMMA.

The plaintiff appealed

T.

Subba

to the

[VOL.

III.

High Court.
had mis

Ran for Petitioner contended that the Judge

construed Section 401 of the Civil Procedure Code.

Mr. Branson for Counter-Petitioner.
The Court (Turner,

C.J., and Tarrant, J.) delivered the follow

ing
JUDGMENT

:

— The grounds

application are unsound.

on which the

has refused. the

Judge

The question the Judge had to consider

was whether the petitioner was a pauper as defined

tion to Section 401 of the Code
intention of the law to compel

It

of Civil Procedure.

is not the

persons seeking relief to mortgage

their claims, which would often be effected

at a ruinous sacrifice.

The petitioner has

given evidence that he is

in the Act,

Judge must find that

and the

in the explana

a

pauper

as

defined

as a fact he is not.

The

order of the Judge is set aside and the case remanded to the Judge
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that he may pass orders de novo.
costs of this application

The petitioner

will recover the

fronVthe counter-petitioner.

(

69

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sefort Sir Charles A. Turner, Kt.,
1881

August 4.

Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice

Tarrant.

8ARAPATHI CHETTI, PLAINTIFF, r. SURRAYA CHETTI, DEFENDANT.*
Possessory suit— Specific Relief Act, Section 9— Partial disturhance

A possessory suit lies under Section

9

of possession.

of the Specific Relief Act when plaintiffs

possession has been partially as well as when

it

has been wholly disturbed.

THIS was a case stated under Section 617 of the Civil Procedure
Code by the

District Munsif of Villupuram.

The facts appear in the Judgment of the Court (Turner,
and Tarrant, J.)

C.J.,

The parties were not represented in the High Court.
JUDGMENT.

—The plaintiff

Relief Act, for the possession

sued, under Section 9

of a

house,

of

the Specific

well, &c., alleging that

* Referred Caw
No. 7' of 1881.

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.]
brother

his divided

— the defendant — had

property on the 9th January

of it from that
continued to
plained of
The

•

1881, and retained joint possession

Plaintiff's pleader admitted that plaintiff

date.

live in the house

on the part

defendant

upon the

trespassed
*

of

SAEAPATHI
CHETTI
«.

•

CHST-H*

the trespass com

notwithstanding

the defendant.

that

objected

the

suit could

not

be

brought

under Section 9 of the Sped/to Relief Act, and the Munsif, holding
that the plaintiff was not ejected from the property in dispute
altogether,

and that his possession

defendant,

threw

on

out the suit, subject,

the question — whether

with that of the

co-existed

our decision

however, to

or not, under Section

of

9

the

Act

above quoted, a suit would lie in the circumstances stated.

We
as

are

of opinion

well when the plaintiff

tially,

as when

is dispossessed
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that a possessory suit lies under Section 9
alleges it has been wholly,

he
to

alleges his possession

the same

extent

as the

has

been

disturbed.

par

He

alleged trespasser has

obtained possession.

(70

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Jut t ice

Before Mr. Justice Innet and Mr.

NARAYANAN

CHETTI

(PLAINTIFF),

Ayyar.

Muttusami

PETITIONER,

KARUPPATHAN

«.

(DEFENDANT), COUHTER- PETITIONER.*
"

tlie General Stamp Act, 1869, «•«/
"
in force, not admitsicle in evidence at a bond " under Indian Stamp Act, 1879.

Uiatamped

"promiitory note

An instrument which

comea

executed mhen

within the definition of a promissory note in the
is not duly stamped according

General Stamp Act, 1869, and

was in force at the date of its execution)

cannot

to that Act (which

be admitted

in evidence upon

payment of penalty under Section 34 of the Indian Stamp Act, 1879, on the ground

that it falls within the definition of a bond in the latter Act.
The levy of a penalty authorized
Stamp Act,

1879, implies

under proviso (1; of Section 34 of the Indian

a punishment

for neglect

in failing to affix the proper

stamp at the time of execution.
The word

" chargeable " in

force at the date of

the above proviso means chargeable under the Act in

the execution

of the instrument.

* ( '.M.I'. No. 144 of 1881
against the older of the Subordinate

(East), dated 3rd February

1881.

1881

August 5.

Judge of Madura

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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NARAYASAS
e.

KARIIPPATHAN.

THE

facts and arguments in this

following Judgment of
T i \

in the

case sufficiently appear

Court (Innes

the

III.

[VOL.

Muttusami Ayyar,

and

"<>•)

V. Bhathyam

for Counter-Petitioner.

S. Gopalachari

J. —The

INNES,

Madura

for Petitioner.

Ayyangar

plaintiff

Judge of

sued, before the Subordinate

on the small Cause side

of

the Court, upon an instrument

the Subordinate Judge considered inadmissible in evidence

which

and dismissed

High

Court,

under

Court

the

asking

suit.

plaintiff's

Section

Application is now made
622 of the Civil Procedure

to call for the record

of

to

the

Code,

the suit and rescind

the

order of the Subordinate Judge on the ground that the instrument
is not
but

a

as

the

Judge supposed,

Subordinate

bond, and, therefore, an instrument which may be admitted

a

in evidence

admitted

was

by

Mr.

in support of the application,

is a promissory

that the instrument

It

of penalty.

on payment

Ayyangar, who appeared

Bliashyam

according to the defini

note

tion of the Stamp Act of 1869, but he argued that, " to determine
whether it was admissible in evidence, you must look to the
Act in force

of presentation of

to the date

that, in this view,

the instrument

in evidence."

admissible

was

and

the instrument,

That Act provides in Section 34 that " No instrument, chargeable
with

duty, shall be admitted in evidence for any purpose by any
having by

person

law or by the consent of parties authority

cated

by any

such person

to

registered or authenti

receive evidence, or shall be acted upon,

or by any public

officer, unless such

executed

instrument was
law in

or first executed,"
promissory

force at

not

a

ment

is

Mr. Bhashyam argues that by
not

Sub-clause

3,

to

be

the

promissory note but

and

note and not

admitted

duly

stamped

the date of its execution.

Stamp Act
bond

— " any instrument
(6)

payable to order or bearer,

India when such
is

was

in force in British

whereby

of

under Clause
attested
person

But

1879 the instru
4,

instrument

to the

defined

it

with the law

according

of Section

upon paper bearing an impressed stamp, in

accordance
that the

10

by

or written

stamped,

in Clause

a

"

a

stamped

a

"

" Duly

is,

instrument is duly stamped."

3,
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note

promissory

Section

a witness and

obliges iiimaelf
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No doubt

the instrument

the Act of 1879,

As this

the proviso to Section 34 admits

bond.

a

therefore, tmder the Act of 1879,

then followed up thus

within

comes

1

is
a

and

is

this description
The argument

is,

to another."

:

to pay
r J moneyJ

253

under

bond

of its being

accepted in evidence.

The proviso runs — " Provided that, first, any such instrument,

a

a

not being an instrument chargeable with duty of one anna only
bill of exchange or promissory note, shall, subject to all just
or
exceptions, be admitted in evidence on payment of the duty with
" If the
Ac." Mr.
which the same
look

:

Bliashyam says

whether the document was duly stamped,

Act of

to the

1869

must

you

bat to see whether the document

is

question

;

is

is

chargeable,

cannot accept this view.
authorized

insufficiently

in failing

'

a

is

a

punishment for neglect

to affix the proper stamp at the time

for the levy of

would be no justification

it

'

a

appears to me that the levy of

document, implies

stamped

admissible

proviso, on the admission of an

the

under

bond,'

bill of

the proviso."

a

penalty

with

chargeable

a

of

the terms

but

a

in evidence under

1879, and, as this

not, under the Act,

is

only, and

promissory note

a
'

'

or

Act of

under the Act of 1879,

not,

one anna

exchange

I

of

There

execution.

penalty

on account

of

the increased stamp duty leviable under the Act in force at tho

of

date

presentation

over that leviable under the Act in force at

which

penalty shows that the date of execution

regarded in the use of the

chargeable,

therefore,

means

not

word " chargeable,"

is

The levy of

a

the date of execution.
is

and

chargeable under the

that
that

Act of

1879, but chargeable under the Act in force at the date of execu

the Act of 1869,

clearly

of the instrument.

dismiss the application
MUTTUSAMI AYYAR,

with costs.

J. —

Under

promissory note and, as sncb,

admissible in evidence, not being duly stamped.

1

not

the nature

of the

concur.

is

to see what

clauses

I

1869

a

Act of

then, refers us to the interpretation
is

This,

is

tion.

it
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duty of

is

instrument

means chargeable under the

'

chargeable

It

'

'

admissible on payment of penalty, you must look to this proviso
of the Act in force at the date of its presentation. The word

would

NARAYANAN
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(71

i

[VOL.

III.

)

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
i

SUNDRIAH (PmisouEH), APPELLANT,

1881

August 8.

Before Sir Charlet A. Turner, ft., Cheif Juttice.

THE QUEEN.*

v.

^

Criminal Procedure Code, Section 473— Perjury, charge of— Contradictory ttattat
menti — Trial before Settitnu Court before mhich one of tueh ttattmentt
mode — Conviction quaihed.

contradictory statements

A prisoner who had made certain

on oath before

a

Magistrate and a Court of Sessions respectively was convicted by the same Court
of Sessions on a charge, in the alternative, of giving false evidence either before
the Magistrate or before the Court of Session.
11'!. I that the

Court was precluded by Section

473 of

the Criminal

Procedure

Code from trying the charge.

THR

of this

facts

case appear

in tbe following Judgment of the

Court.
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The prisoner was not represented.
TURNER,

C.J. — The

evidence in the

given false

having

appellant has been convicted on a charge

either before the

alternative,

Second-class

Magistrate or the Court of Session, the

made on each

of

these

the

Judge

Magistrate
there

was the

the

473, Code

I

tion
be

one

of

the

committing

He

was false,

originally framed,

the charge

was convicted.

and on

pleads in appeal, inter alia,

by the terms of Section

of Criminal Procedure, from trying the charge.
the validity of the plea.

and commitment

and order

I set

again convicted

and sentenced,

the c6nvic-

aside

that the appellant be

in the district having first-class powers.

account the imprisonment
*

io

and probably

of the two statements which

Sessions Court was precluded

must allow

Magistrate

his opinion,

has expressed

was no amendment

that tbe appellant
that

the one of the other.

that the statement made

on good grounds,

statements

occasions, and on which perjury is alleged,

being directly contradictory

Although

of

the Magistrate

tried by

If he

a

should

will take into

he has already suffered.

Appeal No. 328 of 1881 against the sentence passed

Judge of North Arcot, dated 4th July

1881.

by

C. G. Plumer,

Session*

MADRAS SERIES.
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72)

(

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Mr. Juttiee

Before

VARATHACHARI

IniOfand

Mr. Juttice Muttutami Ayyar.

(DEPENDANT), APPELLANT, c. BALU

NAICKEN

(PLAWTIFP), RESPONDED.*

VIII of 1865,

Act

Section 7— Acceptance of Muchalka without delivery of
i

When

a muchalka

patta.

has been taken from a tenant under the Rent Recovery Act

VIII

of 1865) but no patta granted, this is some evidence that the
(Madras
tenant dispensed with the delivery of a patta, and legal proceedings ought not to be
get aside merely because no patta and muchalka have been exchanged, without
Act

inquiry

as to whether the parties have agreed to dispense

THIS was

a

of plaintiff's

summary suit
land

VIII

under

brought to

the Rent

with

pat t as and muchalkas.

set aside an attachment

Recovery Act (Madras Act
all rent due had been paid,
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of 1865) on the ground that
and that pattas and mnchalkas had not been exchanged.
The
Sec.

7

must

Deputy Collector directed

of

the Rent Recovery

the land to be released, because

Act required

that patta and muchalka

be exchanged, and not merely a muchalka

given

as was

the

case here.

On appeal this decision

was confirmed by the

The defendant appealed to the

Mr. N. Subramaniam
Courts

District Jndge.

High Court.

for appellant

ought to have found that

contendedthat

defendant had

the Lower

by his

conduct

dispensed with the grant of a patta.
The Respondent did not appear.

Court (Innes
following
The

JUDGMENT

:

and Muttusami

— We think in this

JJ.)

Ayyar,

case the

delivered

the

Court of First Instance

and "Lower Appellate Court have decided against the liability of

plaintiff to the attachment, without determining a point, essen
tial to the right decision of the case. The ground upon which
the Courts proceeds is that patta and muchalka have
exchanged
object of
*

as
the

required

by Section

7,

Act

VIII

not

been

of 1865.

The

provisions contained in that section is to secure the

Second Appeal No. 48 of 1881 against the decree of A,

Judge of Cbingleput, confirming
dated 27th October 1880.

_

1881

August

L. Lister, Acting District

the decision of the Deputy Collector of Chingleput,

II..

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

256
VAEATHACHARI
v.

RALU
VAU KEN.

[VOL.

tenant from imposition on the part of the landlord.
by requiring that the terms and the acceptance

in writing except in certain

be

stated cases.

of

This

terms, this is some evidence of his having

those

the delivery of

If

a patta.

accepting

dispensed

with

of

dispensed with the delivery

he has

the terms offered, that is sufficient to

a patta and accepted

shall

tenant chooses

and gfves a muchalka

to accept terms verbally offered

is effected

those terms

If the

III.

fix him

with liability.

We must require the District Judge to find —
I. Whether plaintiff dispensed with a patta.

II. If

he

did so,

whether he

fall amonnt owing.
The District Judge is directed
the evidence already recorded
the parties may adduce,
gether with
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to

as

contended,

try the foregoing

paid

the

issues upon

and upon such further evidence as

and to

return

the evidence to this Cpurt

of receiving

date

has,

his finding thereon to

within six

weeks from

the

when ten days will be allowed for

this order,

filing objections.

(

73

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before
1SS1

Mr. Justice Innes

and Slr. Justice MuttutamA

Ayyar.

KARAKAVALASA APPAYYA (DEFENDANT), APPELLANT,
KARANAM PAPAYYA (PLAINTIFF), RESPONDENT.*

August 11.

Desree

for

payment by instalments — Pronto on defa.alt that mhole tum bee am* re-

eoverablt — Paymentt

for

t.

execution as to

ont of Court — Default in

fifth

instalment

not enforced — Original obligation

fifth

instalment — Application

not tarred — Right to, recover mhole amount
not affected.

Where a decree was passed by consent in 1872 for payment to plaintiff through
the

Court of Rs.

and

in default of payment

able,

and four

February

300

by fifteen annual
instalments

years'

instalments

of any instalment

plaintiff applied to recover the instalment of 1877 by execu
1879 and March 1, 1880 ;

17,

Held, that the application of November

*

179, Schedule

Referred

amount became recover

were paid out of Court and default made on

20, 1877, and

tion on November
Article

ou February 20 in each year,

the whole

II

1879 was not

harred under Clause

J,

of the Limitation Act of 1877, inasmuch as when the Indian

Case 15 of 1880, stated by

J.

Wallace, Acting Dittiict Judge of Ganjam.

VOL. III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

957

Act, 1877, came into force (October 1, 1877), th« application was not
barred under Clause 6, Article 167, Schedule II of tbe Indian Limitation Act, 1871.

Limitation

Held also, that the provision

if default
because

as to the whole amount becoming recoverable at

was made did not affect the admissibility of the application
that

had not

provision

been enforced

onct

for execution,

and the obligation

to pay

by

was atill subsisting.

instalments

THIS

Civil Procedure

District Judge

by the

Code

of the

and referred under Section 617

was a case stated

of Ganjam.

The

facts are set out in the High Court's Judgment.
were not

The parties
before the

District Court

Pillai

Arunachella

High Court, but

represented before the

v.

the

Counsel for

the

Pillai (1)

and

Appdvu

defendant

cited

Dvhook Rattan

Cfwyon Narrun, (2) and the Vakil for the plaintiff
Lakihmi Ammdl v. Sdshadri Ayyangar (3) and Fakir Chand Base
Chand

v.

v. Madar Mohan
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The

Ghose.

(4)

District Judge

was of .opinion that

of

the

was

application

in the

barred

because he

decree,

that in default of payment the whole amount should become

considered^tbe

effect

the

provision

recoverable, was, not only that the whole remaining balance became
recoverable at once by execution, but also
modified in nature and ceased

became

that the decree thereby

to be any longer a decree

for instalments, and that Limitation ran from the day following the
date

But

of the first default.

argument
•waive

whether

of

the effect

of

default

the

it

was

the

as, in

optional

it

his opinion,
to the

was

open to

judgment-creditor

to

modification of the decree caused by the

judgment-debtor,

the case was

referred

for

the

delivered

the

decision of the High Court.

Court (J«ne» and Muttutdmi Ayyar,
following
The

JUCQJJENT:

—A

JJ.)

Razinama decree was passed on 24th September

1872 for the payment to plaintiff, through the Court, of the sum of
fifteen annual instalments payable on the 20th

Rs. 300 in

of each year,
of any instalment,

a proviso being

plaintiff

received

the whole

3

M.H.C.R.,

(2) I.L.R.,

amount became

out of Court payment of the

1873, 1874, 1875, and 1876
(1)

added that, in

188.

2 Rom; 356.

;

February

default of payment
recoverable.

The

instalments due for

the defendant failed to pay that due
(3)

4

M.H.C.R.,

275.

(4) R.L.R. (F.R.), ISO.

K

APFAYY

„ -

"•

A

K. APPAYYA

for

K.

November 17, 1879, and March 1, 1880.

PAPAYYA.

[VOL. III.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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The plaintiff

1877.

of the decree

execution

sought

on

Section 258 of the Civil Procedure Code provides that payments
made

out of Court shall not be recognized, and auch

case, defendant pleadedUhe bar

being the

of Limitation.

The District Judge refers for our decision the question whether
or not in the above circumstances plaintiff's
The

application

paid in fifteen yearly
The instalments

the

1872 admits

to be

of

consulted.

The

the amounts due being

instalments, each due on the 20th February.

up to and

of clause 6, article 179, second
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Act first

1879 and the

including

1876 have

paid but

been

The recovery of the instalment for 1877 by the terms

out of Court.

if not

admissible,

17th November

was made on

Limitation Act of 1877 is
decree which was passed in

application is barred.

barred

Act 1877 is clearly
that Act coming into force

schedule of the
to

previous

Now the instalment of 1877 fell
(Section 2, Act XV of 1877).
due on the 20th February. To ascertain whether it was barred,

it is necessary
have been

to

see whether

successfully made

1st October

1877, the date

into force.

It

clearly

an application

would have been admissible

it might

between 20th

of the

would

to recover

February 1877 and
Limitation Act of 1877 coming

have been
as to

successful,

as

execution

that instalment under clause

6

article 167 of the second schedule of the Act of 1871.
The
once,

tho whole

provision as to

if

default

application for

is made,

execution,

does not

amount being recoverable

at

of

the

affect the admissibility

because that

provision

has never been

enforced and the obligation to pay by instalments is still subsisting.
The application was not therefore barred before
operation, and the instalment

came into
under
20th

that

Act,

February

application

because
1877

— 17th November

recoverable

of three years runs from
had not expired on tho date of tho

the period

and

Act XV of 1877

was clearly

1879.

VOL III.]

SERIES.

MADRAS
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(74)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Juttice Innet and Mr. Juttiee 'I arrant.

RAGAVA CHARIAR (PLAINTIFF),

v.

1881

VRDANTA CHABIAR

August 22.

(DEFENDANTS), RESPONDENTS.*

AND OTHERS

Civil Proeedure

APPELLANT,

Code, Sectioni

158-394—

Dimittal oftu.it

on failure to pay fee of

Commitsiuner to examine accountt.
The Code of Civil Procedure do«s not authorise the dismissal of a suit on refusal
or failure of a party to deposit the amount ordered by the Court as remuneration
to a Commissioner
The

appointed

under Section 394 to examine accounts.

of a Commissioner

remuneration

appointed

by the

Court to

examine

accounts should, as a rule, be a definite amount and not at a monthly allowance.

THE question raised in this appeal was whether

Judge was warranted by law in dismissing
plaintiff declined
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Court

the

District

the suit because the

to pay 250 rupees a-montb, the sum fixed by the

as a remuneration for a Commissioner

(a Treasury Deputy
to investigate the accounts of a

Collector) appointed by the Court
The plaintiff' offered to pay Rupees
pagoda for ten years past.

District Judge considered that only
competent to do the work properly, and

25 a-month to a clerk, but the
a

skilled accountant was

dismissed

the suit as tha plaintiff persisted in his refusal to

pay

larger sum.

the

V. Bliashyam Ayyangar for Appellant.
S. Gopalachari for Respondents
The arguments appear in
and

Tarrant,

JJ.)

1 to 6.

the Judgment of the Court (Innes

JUDGMENT. — We are of opinion that the Code does not author
ise

the dismissal

of

a suit on refusal or failure

of

a

to

party

deposit the amount ordered by the Court as remuneration

to

a

Commissioner appointed under Section 394 of the Code to examine
accounts.
The only section apparently bearing

upon the question is

Sec

tion 158, which

admits of the Court proceeding to decide the suit

on the occasion

of

a default

by

a

party to whom time has

given to perform an act necessary to the further
* Appeal No. 5 of 1881

against the decree of

South Arcot, dated 24th November

1880.

J,

H. Nelson,

been

progress of the
District Judge of

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

260
RAQAVA
CHAEIAE
v.

VEDANTA
CHAEIAR.

But

suit.

even

if

that section,

[VOL.

applicable at all, which may be

doubtful, to a default of the kind under notice, does not, we think,
at

of

apply to the present case, in which

all events

the accounts.

It

leems to us, looking at the nature of the case,

that it was somewhat premature
necessary

to examine accounts.

important

item, for instance,

sum of some

1,133

rupees

but not credited by them.
credited,

that it would be

to determine

With regard
the

to the first and moat

plaintiff's

has been

paid

in

to the defendants,

Defendants admit that it has not been

answer appears to dispense with the accounts.

to the accounts would

The plaintiff has

It

might be that a reference

then be necessary, but until that evidence

taken it cannot be positively determined that such
be

called for.

sent apparent that

that,

This

payment and would necessarily have to produce the

persons who paid and their receipts.

would

is that a

allegation

and say that this \* because it is not yet collected.

to prove the

be

plaintiff

the

that he was prepared to prove his case independently

represented
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III.

if necessary,

As

it would

to the other items also,

it is not

at pre

be necessary to consult the accounts,

the Court could not itself

try

out with greater convenience to the parties than
were deputed

reference

a

or

the case through

if

a Commissioner

to examine the accounts and make a report.

We think,

too, that the sum

of

250

necessarily high for the remuneration

rupeet

a-month

of

Commissioner.

the

was un

A

definite and not a monthly sum should, in such cases, generally be
fixed.

There are obvious objections, except in very special cases,

to a remuneration at a monthly rate.

We shall
Judge

set aside the order

of dismissal and direct

to replace the suit upon his file and

The costs of

and up to this appeal

will

the

to proceed

be costs

in

District

with it.

the cause.

VOL. III.]

SERIES.

MADRAS
(

261

75)

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
before Sir Charlet

A. Turner,

SURRAMANIA

Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. Juttice
Ayyar.

GHANAPATI,

PEISONEE,

«.

Mvttutami

THE QUEEN."

,
.188*
September

Secreting document produced before arbitrator— Thtft—Dithonett intention— Object
too remote.

the plaintiff in a suit referred to arbitration by consent, with a view

Where
prevent
show

a witness

to an endorsement on a bond (which tended to
more than it was alleged had been paid by him),

th*t defendant had paid

suatched up the bond which
refused to prod ace

it

wa«

lying besides the arbitrator,

Held that the offence committed was not theft, but secreting
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case

of

away,

and

a document

nnder

Code.

the prisoner

Session of South

ran

:

Section 304 of the Indian Penal

IN this

to

from referring

w& tried by a jury in the Court of
of theft in a dwelling-house

Tanjore on a charge

a valuable security, an offence

punishable under Section 380 of

the Indian Penal Code.
The

jury found the prisoner not guilty, and were of opinion

that the case was a false one.
The Sessions Judge under Section 863 of the Criminal Procedure
Code

submitted the records for the judgment of the High

Court,

being of opinion that the verdict was contrary to the most conclu
evidence, and that the

sive and overwhelming

jury were reluctant

to convict the prisoner owing to the fact that he was a Brahman
and a Ghanapati (learned in the Vedas).
The prisoner was plaintiff in a suit to recover money due upon
a bond in the

District Munsifs Court.

the suit was referred
examined

for arbitration to

witnesses, to ascertain
One of the

his house.

trator.

The

payment

'

the amount

:

it

on the bond, the arbitrator
was

263

in

directed his

placed on the floor beside the arbi

prisoner who disputed

the

amount

of the alleged

endorsed on the bond objected to the bond being shown

CMC referred by O. A. Parker, Acting Sessioni

Section

due to plaintiff,

witnesses having stated that payment of a

certain sum was endorsed
clerk. to fetch the bond

By consent of the parties
a Vakil of the Court who

of the Criminal Procedure

Code.

Judge of South Tanjore, uinltr

2.

SUERAMANIA
GHANAPATI

Tiis

[VOL. III.
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v.
QUEEN
v '"

The objection was overrated by
J the arbitrator

to the witness.

:

suddenly" took np' the bond and ran oat of

upon this the prisoner

the house without saying a word.

The clerk followed the prisoner

and stopped

followed and

return

In

him.

The arbitrator

requested him

to

prisoner declined to return and went away.

;

charging the

jury

the Sessions

:

—

to consider are —

"The points for you
"(1.)

Judge said

the prisoner took this document out of the

"Whether

arbitrator's possession.

"

if he

(2.) Whether

did, he did so with a dishonest intention

cither to cause gain to himself in the suit or loss

to

the defendant."

A. Ramackandrayyar
The Judgment

J.)

TURNER,

Court

the

Prisoner.

C.J., and Muttutami

(Turner,

was delivered by

C.J. — The evidence abundantly

proves that the document

which it is said the accused

stole was taken by him in the manner

described by the witnesses.

The question arises, did his acts amount

It

to theft.

appears that the accused

It

production of the document.

it

;

party

had called a witness who

as made
said

has

been

used

had

had made no objection to the
been brought

a stake

The

opposite

spoke to a payment of Rs. 516

It

on account of, and endorsed on, the instrument.

the sum endorsed

was

Rs. 540,

witness' memory, the opponents

and in

this

course, and when

applied that the

The accused

strenuously

arbitrator

pronounced

the

it,

to

is

order to refresh the

of tho accused

bond should be shown to the witness.
objected

in by

in evidence and filed.

holder

It

against him, he seized the document, ran out of the house with
jmd subsequently refused to produce it.
can hardly be inferred

from these circumstances that the act of the accused was prompted
gain suggested by the Judge

too

The loss or

remote, and was not

in

by any desire to cause wrongful loss or wrongful gain.
is

oar

his conduct.

The obvious inference from the circumstances

is

opinion present to the mind of the accused and operating to influence
that,

him, he determined to prevent effect
that intention
to produce it.

removed

He

being given to

the document and

has been

it,

considering himself aggrieved by tho decision of the point against
and with

subsequently

guilty of secreting

a
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Ayyar,

of

was heard on behalf of the

refused

document

ha

VOL. III.]
may

lawfully compelled

%e"

to produce

an offence punishable

servant,

Penal

MADRAS SERIES.

263

in evidence before

under Section

204

a public

of the Indian

Code.

We direct

the detention he has undergone, we sentence

a fine

of 50 rupees, and in default to undergo simple imprison

fi£

v.

THE

conviction to be entered for that offence, and look

a

ing to
ment

SUERAHANIA

him

to

pay

one month.

(

76)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Mr. Juttice Innet

and Mr, Juttice Muttaiami Ayyar.

NABASIMHA RAU (DEFENDANT), APPELLANT,
OTHEES (PLAINTIFFS),

Civil Prooedurt

Cade, Section

LAKSHM1PATI EAU

AND

be

mith oottt.

The Civil Procedure Code doet not authorize a Court to decree coats against the
guardian of a defendant except in the case referred to in Section 458.

THE facts and arguments in this case, so far
for the purpose of this report,

as

they are necessary

are stated in the Judgment of the

Court (Innes and Muttusami Ayyar,

JJ.).

Gurumurti Ayyar for Appellant.

— The appeal is entirely

The defendant, that

is,

JUDGMENT.

and Sundram Sastri for Respondents.

the infant,

as to coats.

not

the

guardian,

is

Anundacharlu

made

liable for the costs.

In

the case

of an

ordinary defendant

there can be no

doubt

that the defendant should bear the costs where, as in the present
suit, the plaintiff has succeeded

in almost every point of conten

tion.
without sufficient ground, and

power to assess the guardian with the costs,

might be

if

been put forward

of the defendant appear to
it

have

on behalf

a

Some of the contentions

we had

question

of

whether we ought not to do so, but we do not think that the Code

*

Civil Procedure authorizes

the Court to decree costs against th«

Appeal No. 64 of 1881 against the decree of D.

of Hiatus., dated 19th December 1880.

lggl
September

ioS — Liability of guardian of minor defendant to
assessed
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RESPONDENTS.*

Ruick, Acting District Judgt
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NAIUSIMHA
v.

of

guardian

defendant, except in the case referred to irrfection

a

conduct on the part of the guar-

That section contemplates

458.

-

[VOL. III.

dian which is not apparent in the present suit and is not applicable.

RAU.

are certain decisions

There

in the

costs

which

against

a

were decided
we do not

and

operation,

The

we can act.

which

declares that the gnardian

with

to be found

has been quoted,

Weekly Reporter, which appear to authorize the

decreeing
cases

which
guardian

of

consider
new

of

costs and its silence as to

but

a defendant,

before the

present Code

them to be

Court

these are
into

came

authorities

Code in Section 440

in

npon

expressly

plaintiff may be assessed
the liability of the guardian of a
a

minor

defendant to costs, except in the case referred to in Section 458,
would seem to imply that it was not
a minor

defendant should be liable
for

guardian

a

minor

plaintiff.

intended that a guardian
to

the same

extent

We think, that in this

for

as

the

case we

should not interfere with the discretion exercised, and must dismiss
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this appeal with costs.

(

77

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Juttiee
1881

September

8.

lines and Mr. Justice Tarrant.

AHANTHARAMA PATTER (SECOND DEFENDANT), APPELLANT. e.MADHAVA
PANIKER (PLAINTIFF'S REFRESENTATIVE), RESPONDENT.*
— Defendant placed ex-parte after filing nritte*
ttatement at first hearing — Civil Procedure Code, Seetioni 540, 108.

Appeal from

decree pa tted ex-parte

Under Section

540 of the

Civil Procedure Code an appeal lies from decree

passed

em-parte.

If a defendant
not

appears at the first hearing and files a written statement, he should

be placed ex-parte.

sufficiently for

the

purpose of this report from the Judgment of the Court (Innet

aud

THE facts
Tarrant,

and arguments in this case appear

JJ.).

A. Ramacliandrayyar for Appellant.
The Respondent was not represented.
* 8.A. No. 264
Coimhatore,

of

1881

confirming

of South Malahar,

against the decree of

F.

C. C. Gomm, District Judge of

the decree of T. V. Ponnusami

dated 17th December 1880.

Pillai, Subordinate

Judge

VOL. III.]
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JtJDQMENT.

—The District Judge

ground that no

265

has dismissed

the appeal on the

appeal lies for the reason that the appellant, second

defendant, was not present at the final hearing of the suit and was

He thought that the only course

declared ex-parte.

open to

the

ANANTHAEAMA
PATTER
v.

MADHAVA
PANIBEE.

appellant in this case was to apply to the Court under Section 108,

Civil Procedure
in all

Section 540 allows an appeal from decrees

Code.

The District

cases unless -when otherwise expressly provided.

Judge

of opinion that the provision in Section 108 was an
express provision for a particular mode of procedure which pre
was

cluded an appeal.

The section in the old
Code of

Code, corresponding to Section 108

1877, contained an express provision

no appeal from a decree passed ex-parte.

in the

that there should be

This provision is omitted

from the present Code, and there is no other provision expressly
shutting out an

appeal from decrees

We think

passed ex-parte.
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therefore that, under Section 540, an appeal now lies from decrees
so passed.

Further, in

the present case, we find that the defendant appeared

at the first hearing and filed a written
seem to be any authority

for placing

There does not

statement.
a

defendant ex-parte who has

so appeared.

We shall reverse
the case in

decree

of

the

District Judge

order that he may replace the appeal

to dispose

proceed

the

of it.

and remand

on his file and

The costs will be costs in the cause.

NOTE.— See L.R., 5 I.A., 233.

I.L.R.,

2 Rom., 648.

I.L.R.,

2 Mad., 78.

(

78

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

8IMMANI

Mr. Juttiae Innet and

AMMAL

(SECOND

DEFENDANT), APPELLANT, r. MUTTAMMAL

(PLAINTIFF),
Hindu

Mr. Justice Muttutami Ayyar.
RESPONDENT.*

lam — Succession of daughters — Rarren

Sonless or harren daughters are not excluded

daughter.

from%inheritance

by

their sisters

who have male issue.
*

Appeal No. 109 of 1878 against

the decree of U,

Judge of Negapatam, dated 18th September.

187S.

Yasudeva Rau,

Subordinate

1880

March

15.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

366
SlMMANI
AMMAL
i).

MUTT AMUAL.

THIS was an

of R.

against the decree

appeal

III.

[VOL.

Rau,

Vasudeva

Subordinate Judge of Negapatam, in O.S. No. 31 of 1877.
The Advocate-General

P. O'Sullivan)

(Hon.

and V. Bhathyam

Ayyangar for the Appellant.

A. Ramachandrayyar for
The facts of the case and
set forth in the

Ayyar,

JJ.)

the Respondent.

are sufficiently

arguments of Counsel

Judgment of

Court

the

and Muttu»ami

(Innes

which was delivered by

J. — One

MUTTUSAMI AYYAR,

to whom the

Ramasami Ayyan

originally belonged, died about thirtytwo years ago, leaving, him surviving, a widow named Anantammal and three daughters consisting of the plaintiff, the second

property now in litigation

defendant, and the mother of the first defendant,

Narayanammal,

Upon the

who died about two years previous to the suit.

death

of

that he was in possession

sisters, and

only, and the second for the
she was entitled

issue

reason that

under the

on the

of his mother's

found

years of age

a

as

not capable

fact that the

likely

and

to bear

competent to inherit and

plaintiff

children,

of having male

to take tho

law

plaintiff who, it

was alleged,

The Court of First

neither had, nor was likely to have, male issue.
Instance

share

daughter with male

as a

Mitakshara

in preference to the

entire property

was

first

the

that her mother had divided the property in 1872 with

ground
her

her claim,

but the defendants resisted

estate,

was
and

thirty-six

only

that, even

issue, barren

if

she

daughters were

not excluded by daughters

having male

issue.

who

have

are excluded

male issue,

and

from
we

sufficient authority for the contention that they
The Smritis
preference

as

or the

that of

the rights

prefers

the

Gautama prefers also

the provided or endowed

the

(Mit., Ch.

II,

Sec.

no

are excluded.

to the

unprovided

whether

think there

of daughters inter

unmarried

is

inheritance by

texts recognize but two

original

regulating

text of Katyayana

which it

only one

for the purposes of this appeal

decide

barren daughters

their sisters

the

is

or

and

argued

is,

to

necessary
sonless

question

se,

rules of
and the

married,

and

or unendowed to
paras.

3

The main

2,
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the widow, Anantammal, in the year Datu (1876-77) the plaintiff
claimed as one of two surviving daughters a moiety of her father's

and

4).
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As to the other texts which in terms bear
succession

in the Shivaganga

out
were

excluded from

efficacy

;

appointed

on

the

to produce

;

for their

of spiritual

benefit

advocated the rights

that

the

all

women

the

only

daughter

then

son she

the

theory of

obsolete, the

that it was subordinated to the
Vrihaspati,

of women, by making their succession

of interposition so as to
the next male Sapinda of
their inheritance

was

of daughters

the appointment

Katyayana and

by

was pointed

daughter was

fathers became

took its place, and

consanguinity

it

strict theory of religions

ground

that when

daughter's

times

right but in that of

her own

to produce sons

down

(1) that in ancient

inheritance by the

recognized
not in

doctrine

case

that the case of an appointed

exception
inherited

on the

as heir in preference to male Sapindas,

who
a case

after their death to

pass the heritage on

the last male owner, and next by cutting

to a mere personal

consideration of thoir propinquity,

conceded

provision,

and restricting

their

in

power of
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alienation except under certain special circumstances.
author of the Mitakshara

The
to

the texts which
of her son

rested the daughter's

'

unprovided

with issue

wealth."

as

a

provision, or (in its literal

II,

Nirnaya,

may moan either

the Bramana

according to

(Mit., Ch.

solely on the

in explaining the term

Sapinda, and,
in the text of Gautama, says, " it

that offspring is
with

succession

a male

rights
'
unprovided

omits all allusion

consequently

or Vedic text
unprovided

sense)

Sec. 11, p. 14, and

Varadaraja's

Thus, the Mitakshara, far from
45.)
being an authority for the exclusion of a sonless daughter, regards
Vyavahara

her unfortunate
further observe

p.

position

as a

in which

has no place at all, and that

the

by traditional

p. 4, and

Vyavahdra Mayukha,

or customary
Ch.

other hand, the authors

Sangraha

respected

of religious efficacy

element

it was declared applicable

property

krama

We may

that the text of Gautama originally applied to the

descent of Stridhanam,

On the

ground of preference.

the

law.

IV,

(Mit., Ch.

to paternal

II,

Sec. 2,

Sec. 8, p. 12.)

of the
opinion

Ddyacommentator in

Ddyabaga
of

a

and

Bengal named Diksliata, who referred to the text of Ndrada which
put the

daughter's

succession solely on the

as a Sapinda, and inferred

position

of her son

from it that a barren daughter, or one
(1) I.L.R., 3 Mad.

AMMAL
p.

MUTTIMMAL.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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.SlJTMAXI

AMMAL
c.

UUTTAM-MAL.

who is not likely to have male
text of Gautama

of a tradition

such as has already been
term

'

unprovided

They altogether ignored the

in connection with

perhaps to the absence
'

IV,

Sec.

Sec.

5.)

The author

leading

p.

p. 13

2,

;

of

Dayakrama

denied any claim

distinction

the

between

of her succession,
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the tradi

ignored

on the ground

of

issue.

the two leading

one, the daughter's capacity to produce a

while,

commentaries

Sapinda is the sole cause

according to the
alone being

consanguinity

cession opens up, and

other, the conception ia
regarded when the suc

to an interposition

only for

religious efficacy being a ground

her estate to a personal provision

reducing

the

Hindu law consists in this ;— that, according to the

on the ancient

a mixed one,

I,

Ch.

Cldntamani,

to preference

indigence or of the existence of male

Sec. 2,

Sangraha,

Vivada

the

unpro

as

XI,

(Dayabaga, Ch.

authority in the Alithila School, also

tional law and

Thus

further interpreted the

in connection with maternal property

vided with husbands or unaffianced.

3,

paternal property, owing
in that part of the country

mentioned, and

para. 3; Ch.

HI.

issue, or who is Already a childless

is not entitled to succeed.

•widow,

[VOL.

between

and

her succession

In

two regular male Sapindas.

a case

Zemindari (1) it was argued that the
concerning
theory of spiritual efficacy had nothing to do with the daughter's
the Shivaganga

it is now contended, in

estate, while

consanguinity has

nothing

sitions is sound law.
Southern

think that neither of these propo

In passing,

a maiden daughter excludes

while in

we may add

married

daughters are

ence only

;

upon her

death

religious

efficacy is more strictly adhered

in preference

that in

Bengal

daughters from succession,

India the rule in her favor is

so that married

in terms, that

to do with the daughter's succession ;

mentioned, we

but, as already

if not

effect,

to her son,

of prefer

one

entitled to succeed her
and that the theory
to in the

one than

of
in

the other.

It

argued that, according

was

Chandrika,

in

a case

inherit.
pp.

author

which was cited and followed by

decided

The

20 and

to the

in

1852, barren

that the term

'unprovided'

.L.R., 3M«d.

the

Smriti

the late Sadr Court

daughters are not

commentator no doubt says in
21,

of

Ch.

entitled

XI,

means

to

Section 2,

unprovided

VOL.
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•with wealth, and not with offspring,

like are not at all entitled

269

for barren daughters and the

to inherit,

are incapable

as they

of

conferring spiritual benefit through the medium of their offspring.
In the first place this important distinction is referred to by the
commentator incidentally

in preference
'

to

the secondary

unprovided,' while the

adopting the literal

and as a reason for

placed on the term

interpretation

other commentators in the

South do not

follow him, probably for the reason that no technical construction
is to be resorted

We further

to when the

note that the

in

Adfiyagni

term is differently

Ch.

IX,

Section

"
following Apakara, " unprovided

that is

admissible.

is

interpreted by the

in connection with the descent of Stridhanam

same commentator

called

literal interpretation

2,

where he

p. 17,

says

or unendowed,

means issueless

destitute of wealth, or unfortunate, or a childless

widow.

Again in paragraph 20 of the passage relied upon for the appellant,
is cited as saying

Kalyayanas text
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while

latter expression

the

cited by the other

II,

Mit., Ch.
8,

Sec. 2, p.

not to

is

or unprovided,"

found in the text as

be

School.

Varadarajas MayuIcha, Ch.

Sec. 26

enough refers

curiously

2 ;

Again, in Ch.

naya, p. 34.)

unmarried

commentators of the Benares

Madaviya,

11 ;

p.

"

Varadarajas

;

XI,

to the

IV,

(See
Sec.

JXir-

Vyavahara

Sec. 2, p. 13, the commentor
daughter's

the

as

propinquity

predominant ingredient in her right of succession, and states that

"

the daughter

claims on the

inferiority

the

with

of consanguinity,

the absence,

therefore, of a regular course of
indicating

a consciousness

in

that this opinion of the author of the Smriti Chan-

is living law, we do not feel warranted in

of

consanguinity

We

the Mitakshara.

doctrine

that the

" her

notwithstanding

respect to her capacity to confer spiri

or other evidence of usago,

doctrine

cause

ground

In

the country

drika

is preferred to the father by reason of her superior

to him

tual benefit."
decisions

"

departing

of the Mitakshara is more rational,

of her succession, there

Would

to think

are also inclined

is recognized as an effective, though a
be no legal

from

for

unless

concurrent,

basis

for the

position

that a daughter is not excluded by her own son at the

moment

of his

Mitrodaya
as

observed

Colebrooke,

birth.

Though

there

is

a passage

in

Vira

in Smriti Cliandrika, we find that,
by Mr. Mayne in his treatise on the Hindu law,
HacNavghten, the High Court in Bengal and the

similar

to the one

SlMMANI
AMMAL
v.

MUTTAMMAL.

[VOL. III.
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SlMMAM
AMMAL
v.

MUTTAMilAL.

Privy Council
administered

have

North, barren daughters

in the

these

not

are

as

excluded

male issue.

by daughters having

For

law

the Mitakshara

under

that,

held

think this appeal fails,

reasons we

it must

and

he

dismissed with costs.

(

79 )

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Mr. Justice Sindcrsley and Mr. Justice Forbet.

Before
1880

July

RAMA VARAR

DEFENDANT), APPELLANT,

(SECOND

RUDRI (PLAINTIFF),

13.

of

The Samndayi

a temple is

KRISnNEN

r.

NAM-

RESPONDENT.*

not competent

to bring a suit in its bcbalf.

The

proper parties to sue are the Uralars (trustees).

land with rent already

THIS suit was brought to recover certain
due

and

affairs

the

managed
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become

to

defendant,

second

It

dne.

of

the

was

temple under an

the

plaintiff

A. Ramachandrayyar for

The

agreement.

appellant in the Lower Appellate

the

and in the High Court, denied the plaintiff's

Mr. Lascelles for

that

alleged

right

Court

to sue.

the Appellant.

the Respondent.

The Court delivered the following
JUDGMENT

:

— This

suit brought

was a

on
'

the Samudayi to redeem a mortgage.

by

taken
suit,

by the

second defendant

and again in

second appeal, that

in

the name

objection

of a temple

The objection has

been

commencement of

the suit should

the

have been

of the Uralars or trustees of the temple, and

brought in the name
not

from the

behalf

of their agent

woll founded.

the

The defect

We

Samudayi.
is not

cured

if

think

the

the plaintiff

holds an authority from persons who are not parties.

For

these

reasons

the Lower Courts

we are obliged to reverse the

and to

dismiss

the

suit.

decrees

of

The plaintiff must

bear all the defendant's costs.
Suit dismissed.
* Second

No. 92 of I860 against the decree of V. P. D'Rozario,
Judge of North Malahar, dated 20th September 1879, confirming the
decree of the Court of Domingo D'Cinz, District Munsif at Radagara, dated 30th
March 1878.
Appeal

Subordinate

NOTB.— See I.L.R., 2 Mad., 168.

VOL.

SERIES.

MADRAS
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(80)
CROWN SIDE— FULL BENCH.
Sir Charlet A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice, Mr. Juttice Inn.es, Mr. Justice
Ksrnan, Mr. Juttiee Kiridertley, and Mr. Jnttice Mvttutami Ayyar.

Before

THE QUEEN

v.

GOPAL DOSS

1881

AND ANOTHEE.

February

.

Eoidenee Act, Seation 132 — Criminatory ansmer of mittuu — Privilege conditional
on objection to ansmer being

In

tahen.

Small Cause suit under Chapter S.XIX of the Code of Civil Procedure on a
promissory note, which was alleged to have been executed jointly by G and his
a

V filed an affidavit in order to obtain leave to defend the suit, and, having

son V,

obtained leave to defend, gave evidence at the trial on his own behalf.
On a subsequent trial of V for forgery of his father's signature
missory

mitted as evidence against V.

Held by TURNER, C.J., INNES and KINDEESLEY,
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the deposition

were properly admitted.

Ry KEENAN and MUTTUSAMI AYYAR,
admitted, but not the deposition.
Per T0ENER, C.

J., INNES

JJ.,

and KINDEESLEY,

JJ.,

that both the affidavit and

that the affidavit

JJ., — Wheru
if

Court to which the statement is made, such a statement,

was properly

an accused person haa

a statement on oath voluntarily and without compulsion

made

to the same pro

note, the affidavit and deposition of V in the Small Cause suit were ad

on the part of the

relevant, may be used

against him on his trial on a criminal charge.

If

does not desire to have his answers used against him on a subse

a witness

quent criminal charge, he must object to answer, although
hand that such objection,

if

know before
futile, so far as his

he may

the answer is relevant, ia perfectly

duty to answer is concerned, and must be overruled.

IN June
Small
alleged

1880

Cause

one

Salem Chand brought

Court upon

a

to have been executed

suit in the

a

for

promissory note

1,000

Madras
rupees,

by Go-pal Doss and his son Vallala

Doss.
The suit was instituted

under

Procedure

Code.,

in

and leave was given to defend

Court,

by Mr.

533
on

Gopal

Doss

Bustr.e.d, the Senior

XXXIX

Chapter

and his

Judge.

son

of

the

both made affidavits

the suit under

Section

Gopal Doss, at the

6th September 1880, deuied tliut the signature on the

sory note was his, and the plaintiff proceeded

Civil

trial

promis

against VallabaDoss

only.
Vallaba

Doss was examined on his own behalf, aud swore

be

wrote both signatures ou the promissory

t ho

instructions

note according

that
to

of the plaintiff, and that oa the same occasion ha

14.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

J72
•THE QUEEN

another

signed

[TOL.

III.

promissory note and two receipts, and in return

GOPAL DOsS, received 100 rupees, a

ring,

a watch, and some muslin.

The plaintiff recovered judgment

against Vallaba Doss, where

upon Gopal Doss obtained sanction from- Mr. Busteed to prosecute
his

son,

Salem Chand, and three witnesses for forgery and

per

jury.
Salem Chand and Vallaba Doss were committed to the Sessions

— Vallaba

Doss for forgery and fraudulently

ment, and Salem
nsing

using

a

forged docu

for abetment of forgery,

Chand

a forged document, and making a false claim

fraudulently

in

Court of

a

Justice.
On 20th September 1880 a motion was made before Kernan,
J., by Mr. Johnstone, on behalf of the prosecutor Gopal Doss, to
make Vallaba Doss an approver, but rejected as it was not sup
ported by the Crown Prosecutor.
The

prisoners were tried at the November Sessions before the
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Chief Justice.
The affidavit made by Vallaba Doss and evidence of the depo
by him at the trial of the Small Cause

sition

given

after

objection

suit

were,

Counsel,

but

in

found guilty of forgery

and

fraudulently

taken by prisoner's

evidence

against him by the Crown.
Vallaba

Doss

was

nsing a forged document.

On 7th February

Salem Chand was acquitted.

1881

on bail since the trial,

Vallaba Doss, who

had

been

was brought up for punishment,

released
sentenced

to six months' rigorous imprisonment, and again released on bail,

His Lordship reserving the question whether

the affidavit

evidence of the deposition made by the prisoner in
Cause suit had been rightly admitted as evidence
The

at the

question was referred to and argued before a

consisting

of

C.J., Innes,

Turner,

Muttusami Ayyar,

JJ.,

on

The Crown Prosecutor

January

Kernan,

Small

Small

trial.

Full Bench

.Kindersley,

and

17th, 1881.

(Mr. Tarrani) for

There are two questions to be considered

First. — Whether

the

and

the Crown.
:

in

the

suit

was

the affidavit made by the accused

Cause Court to obtain leave to defend

the

properly admitted as evidence.
Second.
ness

— Was

the evidence given by the accused as

a wit

at the trial before the Small Cause Court admissible

?

VOL. 1II.J
The

SERIES.

MADRAS

English

273

cases, generally, show that evidence

voluntarily

given under similar circumstances is admissible.
The case of R. v. Sloggett (1) shows that, where such evidence
is given under constraint under Section 117 of
Law Consolidation Act of 1849, it is admissible.
The

case

admissible

of R.

v.

the Bankurptcy

(2) shows that similar

Scott

evidence

is

after objection had been made to the giving of

even

the evidence, and this latter case was followed in R. v. Hillam (3)
and in R. v. Widdop.(4)

The distinction,

no doubt, will be said to be that the Bankrupt
Acts contain no proviso for the protection of the witness, similar
to that contained in Section 132 of the Indian Evidence Act ; bat
the only conclusion that can be drawn from that circumstance
that,

is

unless the witness is protected by express enactment, the

"

is

It

is

com

;

and that where, as in

voluntarily given,

admissible.

this case, with regard to the affidavit, there could be no

question of excuse or compulsion
witness

him.

was tendered as

a

made as

made

it

was

voluntarily

to defend the action against
;

Nor

to obtain leave
a

affidavit

it

the

the accused

;

In

is

this ease, the evidence

protected

be

only where compul
ia

that the witness

is

used

con

and the proviso

witness shall

it

&c., also showing that

it

pelled to give,"

a

request to be excused should be made
no such answer which

sion

Section

witness shall not be excused," Ac., imply

that "

provides

?

is

voluntarily given

;

a

Section 132 says,

ing that

the witness protected by

not.

A

tended that he

is

132, even where the evidence

is

party.

The

evidence at the trial also was purely voluntary and given by the
to support his defence.

Had the Legislature

intended to protect

a

accused

witness

under

all

the

section,

and this view

is

circumstances, very different language would have been used in
borne out by the provisions

of the

(3)

12 Cox, 174.

(i)

L.B.,

O.C.R.,

L.J.

s.c. 25

(M.C.), 128.

L.J.

8.C. 42

(M.C.),

L.J.

128.

(M.C.),

».

s.c. 25

R., 47

;

666

&

(2) Dears.

3
;

(1) Dears.

;

Larceny Act, 1861, and similar protecting clauses in various other

2
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The question therefore

Is

is,

evidence is admissible.

THI

QUE*»

GOPAL Doss.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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THE QUKN
GOPIL

Doss,

English Acts absolving from punishment

III.

[VOL.

and penalty any witness

making a faithful discovery of what he knows.
Section

of the Indian Evidence Act contains nothing

132

to

intended to interfere with the ordinary

show that the Legislature

rule that where evidence is voluntarily given it is admissible.
This

Court,

JJ.,

Collet,

of

by

Full Bench ruling of HoUoway, Innes, and

a

held under Section 32 of the Indian Evidence Act

II

that such evidence was admissible, and that section does

1855

not substantially differ from Section 132 of the Evidence Act.

It

may be argued that the exception in the proviso of Section

132, that such evidence may be used in respect of giving false
evidence,

supports

evidence be used

in the

view

that in no

but this is not so.

;

other

case

shall

the

The exception provides that

give

case mentioned, even a witness who is compelled to

of

not be relieved from the consequences

answer

shall

offence,

viz., giving false evidence in bis answers.

The

an

new

a

result of Section 132 seems to be that where a

general

witness applies to be excused from answering, then the privilege
him

is granted
against him

;

of not being liable to have what he says

but that,

if

used

he does not take this course, the ordi

facts

even

accused,

Section
Pitamber

of the

omitting

case the evidence

ample

Act applies,

the

against

the evidence objected to, in which

of the Evidence

167

the

not interfered with.
is

On the

is

person giving

it,

nary rule, that evidence voluntarily given is admissible against

as shown by

case

R.

v.

Jina. (1)

Mr. Handley for the Prisoner.
received

as to what the prisoner

before the Small Cause

Court was

under Section

132 of the Evidence Act.

to Section

of Act

32

former Act.
into

the

II of 1855, which

on

improperly

admitted

That section

similar

has been

These enactments while introducing

Law of Evidence,

deposed

is

oath

evidence

repealed
a

The

by the

new principle

abolished the old Common Law rule

that no one can be compelled to criminate himself so far as regards
civil proceedings, but by proviso retained the principle of it.
The words

"

witness shall not be excused from answering," i.e.,
must answer, refer to an answer which will criminate.
(1) I.L.R.,

2

a
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the

Bom., 61,

III.J

VOL.

MADRAS SERIES.

The words "which

give" merely

a witness shall be compelled to

of

explain the meaning

" such answer," which

the words

otherwise mean a criminating answer by anybody.
compel a witness to answer such questions,
such a question

to

gives

compelled

to

It

compelled.

The

give.

him

protects

proviso

the

It

accused persons.

elicit truth, but not

have

answer
the

which

the

protection

is desirable

Common

by

Law

the interests of justice

in

so

of the Evidence
to
to

to mako what a man says, as a witness for the

of eliciting truth, material for his conviction

purpose

witness is

of being

consequences

given

he

to answer and the

the intention

been

The law does

and every answer

section compels him

against

cannot

Act to take away

is an

might

crim

on a

inal charge. The principle is recognised in all the English cases,
and even in later ones, which have somewhat varied the old rule
the admissibility

as to

of

statements

made on oath

previously

by

accused persons.
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The

English

law now

by an accused person, while

a

be that a statement on oath

to

appears

charge, is not

prisoner on the same

admissible.

But

admissible-

This latter proposition

on oath in any

a statement

other proceeding is

formerly doubted on the
strength of certain observations of Baron Gurney in R. v. Lewis (1)
and in R. v. Davis, (2) but these decisions were overruled by

R.

later cases,

was founded on

was

(3) and R. v. Scott. (4) The later rule
the ground that by English law a witness is not

v. Sloggett

compelled to answer,

and is therefore

witness is compelled to answer.

the
holds

R.

inapplicable

whore

here,

goes further and

v. Scott

admissible a statement which witness was compelled

Bankruptcy

Laws to give.

But

Coleridge,

J.,

by the

dissented, and in

R. v. Robinson, (5) R. v. Scott was alluded to as an
case.
In R. v. Scott the decision of the majority
extraordinary
a later case,

of

the

Court went upon the ground

that legislation had

taken away the protection of a witness.
away his privilege
See

R.

stand.

to

answer, but does protect him.

Widdop.(6)

v.

If this

of refusing

expressly

The Evidence Act takes

evidence was improperly admitted, the conviction cannot

It

is true that the Chief Justice told the

(1)

6 C. & P., 161 ; of. Russell,

(2)

6 C. &. P.,

Vol.

Ill,

IT!

(3) Dears. 656 ; S.C. 25

L.J. (M.C.),

128.

p. 409.

(4) 25

Jury

L.J.

(5) L.R.,
(6) L.R.,

not to rely

(M.O.),

128.

1 C.C.R.,

85.

2 C.C.R.,

3.

THB Q°
OOPAL

Dosa.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
Doss, having

heard

III.

[VOL.
it,

did not make a note of

and

evidence,

it

OOPAL

that

OQ

it,

THE QUEBN

but

the

Jury

impossible to say how far they may have

is

876

been influenced by it.

evidence of witnesses

The date of the document

is

I

that where

,

the whole

an

accused

person has

made, such

a

is

which the statement

made

statement on oath

on the

part of the Court to

statement may be used against

it

criminal charge, assuming
to be relevant.
The terms of Section 132 of the Indian Evidence Act of 1872
a

him on his trial on

expressed at the trial,

adhere to the opinion

voluntarily and without compulsion

the terms of the 32nd section

shall not be excused from answering

matter

relevant

Provided that

no

pelled to give,"
to be the

me

the

1855

"A

question

as to

ground

that

will criminate such witness

such answer which

&c.

II of

any

to the matter in issue on

the answer to such question

to

Act

the earlier

witness shall be com

a

witness

of

:

reproduce with some differences, which do not now call for notice,

a

The term " shall

be

compelled"

of the term " shall

correlative

appears

be excused," and

pre-suppose the rule that every person giving evidence on

they

any subject, before any Court or person authorized to
oaths

affirmations,

and

shall

be

bound

to

state

administer

the truth on

such subject (Oaths Act, Section 14), and an authority competent
at the time to excuse or compel compliance with this rule.
They
has

sought

answer.
pelled"

that the witness
and been

In order
used

to

in the

has

objected

refused excuse,
Evidence Act,

(1)

to the question, and

and even

ascertain in what

9

also suggest

is
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the prisoner

Navroji.(\)

C.J.—

TURNER,

mentioned in

reserved, the Court can go into

a

v.

point

I

R.

case.

a

charged with forging.

As this

not an admission

not that of the document which

is

the affidavit

Cliand,

Small Cause Court suit, whose

The affidavit

doubtful.

of the forgery charged.

secondly,

supported the story of Salon

who

tho other accused, plaintiff in the
statements are very

Court

the Small Cause

is

by him in

made

is

an affidavit

;

consisted of— first,

The other evidence against the first prisoner

sense

we

Rom. H.C.R., 358.

constrained to
the term

" com

may refer to other

VOL. III.]
in which

sections

SERIES.

MADRAS
the same

word

277

it is

or in which

appears,

with other expressions. In the Evidence Act of 1855,
that any party to a suit shall be
19, it was enacted

contrasted

Section

competent

and may be "compelled" to give evidence, &c., but

it was provided that no Court other than
should " compel"

a

Court

Supreme

the attendance of any party

except as

therein mentioned.

In

the 25th section it was

Conrt
give

might be called
evidence.

and

upon

In all

that any person present in
" compelled" by the Court to

enacted

sections the term appears to denote

these

action on the part of the Court.

In

the Act

declare

are now

we

exceptions to

considering

the Sections

rules that

the general

a

witness

possession or power relevant to the matter in issue

in

and

;

these

the terms "compelled" and "permitted" are so used

as to pre-suppose a public officer

to permit, and

it

exercising

having

authority to compel or

the time the necessity for such

at

compulsion or permission arises.

In
&c.
to

Section 121

If

"No Judge or Magistrate shall

the Legislature

the legal

presiding

obligation,

authority,

the use of the simple

be compelled,"

intended simply to declare an exception
and not to convey a direction

purpose would
term " is bound."
the

have

to

been attained

Again, in Section

one who is or has been married shall be "competent"

to

the
by

122, no

disclose

any communication made to him during marriage by any person
whom he is or hat been

disclose

married, nor shall he be permitted to

any such communication

unless the person who made

it,

to

or his representative in interest, consents.
implies

an

and

enquiry

which excuse or prohibit

and action on the part of the

decision

the compulsion

on the circum
or

authority presiding at the examina

tion in pursuance of its decision.

The term

tions 125 and 126, and the term "compelled"

" permitted" in Sec

in Sections

applying to the authority

which

merely to the implied obligation.

titn

we are

now considering,

is

129, 130, appear to receive their full significance only
as

permission

124, 125,

understood

to enforce the law and not

Again, with regard to the secwill be observed that
does
it

stances

rule

if

This

it
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is bound

and to produce any documents in his

to state the whole truth,
exceptions

121-132

THE QUEEN
GOPAL

Doss.
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THE QUEEN
«'

GOPAL

Doss,

[VOL. HL

not in terms deal with all criminatory questions which may be
addressed

only with questions as to matters
Irrelevant questions should not
matter in issue.

relevant to the
allowed, and

he

but

witness,

to a

it may

be implied

section that a witness should
tions tending

to criminate

the limitation in

from

from answering ques

be excused
to matters

as

this

which

are irrelevant.

To understand this section it is desirable to consider it in connec
the subsequent Sections

tion

with

they

together embrace
a

witness

of questions -which can
By Section 138 it is enacted

must be examined

facts, and by Section

relevant

examination,

as

the whole range

properly be addressed to a witness.
that

148, inasmuch

146, 147,

146

and cross-examined

it

he may also be asked any

is

enacted

that,

as to

in

cross-

question which may tend

to test his veracity, or to discover who he is and what is his posi
tion in life, or to shake his credit by injuring his character, though
the answer
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any

may tend directly
relates to

such question

proceeding,

I

by which

matter

a

relevant

to the suit or

understand no more than was meant by

relevant to a matter in issue, the provisions of Section
Section

147 declared

If

or indirectly to criminate him.

to it.

applicable

matter relevant only in so far

If the

question is

of the

affects the credit

as

132 are by
as to a

witness

by injuring his character, the Court is by Section 148 directed to
decide whether or not the witness is to be compelled to answer,
and may

(I

presume

if it

not think

does

fit

to compel

him

to

answer) warn the witness that he is not obliged to answer it. The
decision of the Court as to whether or not it shall compel an
answer
section.

is to be

When there is

declared in the

considerations

governed by the

a question asked

to which the

answer

may tend to criminate a witness, he may object that it is not
a matter

relevant to

matter in issue, or that,

a

if

as to

relevant, it

ia

relevant only as affecting his credit by injuring his character.

In

the former case,

if

the question is insisted on, the

compel the witness to answer it
whether

or not, in

;

in the latter, it will

reference to the rules

which are to

Court will
determine

guide its

decision, it should or should not compel the witness to answer.

If the

term " compelled" in the

proviso

"compel" in Section 148 do not refer
obligation of the law, then the witness

if

the Court arrives

to

to

Section

132

the Court, but to

is left

without

at an erroneous conclusion as

and
the

protection

to whether or

VOL. III.]
not the question is
or

answer,

if

as to a matter which the

he has incautiously answered an

On the other hand,
the

if

witness is bound to
irrelevant question.
put upon

examined, he is

whom he is

whether that authority has decided rightly or wrongly

protected

witness is bound

the question is such as the

it had

279

to the constraint

the term refers

authority before

witness by the

that

SERIES.

MADRAS

been the intention

of

the

Legislature

to answer.

If

to protect the witness

whenever he was, or believed himself to be, constrained by law to
an answer

give

clearly

criminating himself, then this intention

if unlearned

and

in very

have been expressed
persons,

much more simple language

not assisted by Counsel,

placed in a worse position than

no reason why the protection should

I

would

the

Act, impel

been constrained

am

led to the same

conclusion

which the Indian Legislature
otherwise provided

me to the

question put to

objection well founded,
other hand,

if

by a consideration

was bound

if

a

of

English Law of Evidence,

by special enactments, it was

criminate himself, and

to answer a

by the Court to

Except

appear to have had in view.

law that no witness

English

of

objected or has

the alteration that was called for in the
where

suggest

The terms of Section

has

to give

a

rule of

evidence which

witness objected on this ground

him, and the Court considered the

it excused him from answering it

the Court improperly

;

on the

refused to excuse the witness,

and compelled him to answer, his answer could not be used against

him to support a criminal charge, except

a

charge of having given

false evidence by his answer.
the same time,

to

he thought

fit to

the witness, being entitled

to the privilege,

but voluntarily answered the question addressed

him, his answer

proceeding.

if

could be nsed against him in any subsequent

witness was not bound to criminate himself; but

if

did not claim

it,

At

A

do so, his admission on oath was equally admissi

in evidence against him as any other admission. Ibis state of
the law in some cases tended to bring about
failure of justice,
for the allowance of the excuse when the matter to which the
ble

a
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give.

I can

that protection is afforded only to answers to which a

conclusion
witness

are not to be

not have been extended to

relevant or irrelevant.

132, especially when read with the rest

;

who are acquainted with

persons

the law or have the benefit of professional assistance,

all answers whether

could

question

related

was

in

the

knowledge

solely of the witness,

THE QUEEK
QOPAL

Doss.
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THE QUBEN

deprived

GOPAL Dots.

arriving

d

of

the Court

the information

which

ill.

[VOL.

to its

was essential

right decision.

at a

To [avoid this£inconvenience, and to obtain evidence which a
witness" refused to*give, it was suggested that, when the question
was material; to the issue, it should be left to the discretion of the

Judge whether or not

interests of justice

the general

to

he would enforce an answer,

should be enforced, it should either

answer

of

the effect

have

punishment, &c. with respect

the witness from any

indemnifying

if an

always, that

provided

;

having regard

to the subject to which the antwer related, or at

least such answer

should not be admissible evidence in any future

criminal proceed

ings instituted against

Indian Act gives the Judge

a question as to matter

which is material to

was necessary

left

to answers so given was

them of the privilege

claiming excuse

in order

Legislature,
declared that

it

was not

falsehood,

it,

not be used

against

The object of'
could not have

its object to afford

It

has

any additional

be

excused

in

to allow his excuse

been
a

a

to

Act declared.

to penalties.

witness to seek to

is

voluntary

the

th-

compulsion,

who, by an infraction of the criminal

to persons

has no power

objection

in

should

;

Court

them to

remove any inducement

the purpose

had exposed themselves
for

enjoyed of

to secure evidence which theretofore

obtained, and

protection

they had theretofore

case

law,

argued,

in which

but the answer

to this

that the Legislature has shown no intention to exclude

statements

made

on oath, and

has been taken by the witness, there

is

the law was

to

the

sought by

evidence so obtained

them except for

idle

The end desired,
was

but while subjecting

;

depriving

been

unaltered.

the law relating

of evidence from unwilling witnesses,

production

of the

no alteration

as

the production of all evidence that

to secure

was attainable where a witness voluntarily gave

that, until an

objection

no occasion for compulsion

on the part of the Court.
am

of opinion

Small Cause Court

that the evidence given by the
having been given

by

I
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law

only so far as it affects the

the suit

But inasmuch

of the witness.

credit

gives

compel or excuse an answer to a question as to

an option to

matter

It

relevant to the matter in issue.

is

him

no option to disallow

it

The

stood.

a

Indian

The

the witness ( Taylor on Evidence, § 1309).
Legislature did not adopt this suggestion as it

accused

him without

in the

objection

VOL. III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

on his part, and without
admissible against him.

pat on the language

right in the construction I have
of Section 132, it follows that the affidavit

on which the accused

am

obtained

to defend

leave

sible.

If I

right in

am not

pulsion of the law — then

I

"

with

equally

have put on

Section

am not to understand the com

statements voluntarily made in an

statements

by the Court,

compulsion

I

was also admis

should hesitate to bold the protection

not extend to material

affidavit,

I

construction

the

132 — if by the term "compelled

would

of the Court, was

on the part

compulsion

If I

281

made

witness

a

by

when examined viva

without

either on his

rmce,

party to the suit on or behalf of any other party.
—
Nemo tenetw seipsum proders was
INNRS, J. The maxim

own behalf

aa a

acted upon

by the Courts

both in civil
when,

by

and

in England,

criminal

Chapter 57

cases

III

up to 46 George

of that year, it was

(1806),

that a witness

enacted

relevant to the matter

cannot by ; law refuse to answer a question
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regarded as the rule

and

in issue, the answering of which has no tendency to accuse himself
or to expose him to penalty or forfeiture of any nature whatever,
of such

by reason only, or on the sole ground, that the answering
question

may establish

or is otherwise

subject

or tend to establish that he owes a debt,
to

a

civil suit either

His Majesty or of any other person or
This provision of the
which

the instance of

at

persons.

law was enacted

remove the doubts

to

existed as to whether the privilege extended to answers to

questions which

might

upon this question

entail

The Statute Law

civil liabilities.

stands thus

in England

present day,

to the

relating

except as to examinations of a bankrupt in bankruptcy
to trade dealings and his estate,

as

to which

the

»

privilege

altogether taken away by 12 and 13 Victoria, Chapter 106, Section
117 ; but the cases show that, except in the matters just referred
to, it is the privilege of the witness to refuse to answer questions

of

a

criminating

character, but that he may answer

if

he

choses.

given

in

evidence against him afterwards is whether the person giving
If he might, and did not do
might have objected to answer.

so,

The

proper

test

of whether such answer may

be

them

he

voluntarily submitted

subjected,

to the examination

and such examination

criminal charge.

is admissible

to

which he was

against him on

a

THE QUEEN
GOPAL

Doss.

But if the answers given are answers which

THE QUEIN
QOPAL

[VOL. III.
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Doss,

him on the charge, and he

criminate

from

excused

as a witness claimed to be

them, bat the Judge

answering

in

made under

admission
was

evidence

on the gronnd that they amount to a confession or

him,

against

com

improperly

him to answer, the answer cannot be given

pelled

It

have a tendency to

and

compulsion

therefore not

voluntary.

not considered that by reason of the oath administered
truth he had

the witness to speak the

It

compulsion.

was only when,

been

subjected

to

to

any

that the witness

notwithstanding

had claimed his privilege, the Judge insisted upon his answering,
that he was

This

under compulsion.
when Act

in respect of such answer
was the state of the law in England
passed in this country, Section 32 of

regarded as having been

II of

was

1855

almost

which is reproduced

I

present Evidence Act.

totidem

in Section 132 of our

verbis

say such

was the

state of the law

in
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England, for we may disregard those cases referred to in Russell
on Crimes, in which a self-inculpatory statement made on oath by
a prisoner before

trial,

a

Magistrate

on the

proceed entirely

gronnd

of the

reason

altogether

that

oath, but

voluntary

by

prisoner's

statement before a Magistrate

ticular manner

to

excluded on his

exclusion of such statement did not

the complete

because

was

the
on

statement was not
the ground

a

render it admissible, and that it was in those

in the manner required by law, and

cases not taken

that

must be taken in a par

prisoner was in custody,

also that the

and that the oath imposed on a prisoner

whilst in custody is likely to
of
examine the Indian Act

II

Now

operate as a constraint.
1855

it will

if

we

be seen to have had for

its object the improvement of the Law of Evidence, and there is not
to be found
which

it the smallest exclusion of evidence

throughout

had, under English law,

in

was

Improvement

In Section

admitting not excluding.
Section 15 as to
Section

33

credibility of

affirmation,

a

witness,

previous statements

in England, of

proof of foreign law,
Section 29 as to dying declarations,

Section

to

34 as to the mode

to contradict a witness,

sections which need not

receivable.

12 as to

of previous convictions

proof

to

as

been up to that time

the direction, which had set in

shake the

of using

and in many other

particularly referred to, the enactment
was in the matter of the admission of evidence in advance of the
existing law in England.
be

•

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.]

I can
in

no ground for supposing that, on the particular

see

India

the

question,

evidence

Legislature

English

which the

law

construe the provision according
we should shut out from

which

to

be excused

the person charged had

but all other

answering,

plausibility, that

some

a man shall not

be excused

must answer them,

and

and that the Legislature

nity

of Mr. Hundley,
of the Court not only

to the contention

as a witness

As

from

law

to this

as to

Mr. Handley
that

says positively

such questions,

answering

he

would not

therefore claim to be excused

therefore

must have intended the indem

extend to all answers

to

as the

answers

;

but on

;

language of the

the very

sections the witness can always claim to be excused on the ground

of the irrelevancy of the question, and I think the language of the
proviso, taken in connection with the probable intention of the
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previously existing state of the

as deducible from the

Legislature

law, is incompatible with the construction contended for. The
proviso runs: "Provided that no such answer which a witness
shall be compelled to give,

shall

subject

intended to extend the indemnity

him,"

Had it

&c.

to all answers

been

having an incul

pating tendency, whether the witness asked to be excused or not,

"which

the words

be superfluous.

witness shall

a

be compelled

As they stand they

objection by the witness, which
and a constraint

put upon

seem

give" would

to

to me to pre-suppose an

has been overruled by the

the witness

to

Judge,

answer the particular

question.

It

is not contended that the prisoner in this case, when examin
witness,

ed as a

took objection

elicited the answers now given

to

any of the questions which

in evidence against

him in the

present charge, or that, within the meaning of Section 132, he was
compelled to
admissible.
KERNAN,

answer

against

law did not excuse
pelled,

prisoner
him

him

the advantage

think

from

when 'examined
answering;

of

the evidence was

the evidence given in the Small

for the prosecution.

within the meaning

have had

I therefore

J. — In my judgment,

Cause Court by the
admissible

them.

the

as

As

he was

a witness is not
a

witness

the

therefore com

Evidence Act, to answer.

ot reading the judgment

of Mr.

THE QUEEN

the GOFAL

Yet if we were to

admitted.

he had not asked to be so excused.

nrges with

point

intended to shut out

the consideration

answers to questions which
claimed

283

I

Justice

Does,
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284
TH« QU«N
OOPAL

Doss,

Muttusami, and as

I

agree fully in his views,

III.

[VOL.

I do

not go into the

matter in detail.

J. — I concur

KINDERSLBY,

Justice

on Section

AYYAR,

MUTTUSAMI

of

132

in

put by the Chief

construction

the

the Evidence Act.

J. —The

question for decision is whether the
the evidence given by him in

affidavit made by the prisoner, and
the Madras Court of Small

in a

be used against him

Causes, may

The affidavit was made under
criminal prosecution for forgery.
Section 532, Act X of 1877, for the purpose of obtaining leave to
which had

defend a suit

It

position
ment

in which

it

to make

in

placed himself

he

a

to swear to the correctness of his state

he had

It

and thereby to criminate himself.

seems to me

that in

this sense his affidavit was voluntary,

and that it was not evidence

him either under the

compulsion of the Judge or

obtained from
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by electing

and

note.

upon a promissory

brought

either to have, or not to have, made

the prisoner

was open to

the affidavit,

been

of law within
Act.

I

the

meaning of Section 132 of the Indian Evidence

think, therefore, it was properly

admitted as evidence in

the criminal proceeding since instituted against him.

As

to

the next question,

of Section

struction

Section 32 of Act

132

II of

decision depends

the

which

the con

only

re-enacts

It

of the Evidence Act.

1855,

upon

the law of privilege

repealed

previously in force.

It

is suggested for the prosecution that, according to the true

construction of this section, no witness
benefit of the proviso

unless he

answering the criminative
that he must answer it.
prisoner

I

do not

claim the

first claimed to be excused from

question and he was told by the Judge

On the other hand, it is argued for

that no such previous

sorry that

is at liberty to

see my

application

way

lam

is necessary.
the view

to adopting

majority of the Court as to the construction

which

the

of

the

ought

to be

should

have

placed on this section of the Edivence Act.

It

seems

to me incongruous

directed the Judge
criminative
same

never

that the Legislature

to excuse

question relevant

to the

time commanded the witness

witness

a

matter

from answering

in

to ask the

issue,

Judge

and at

a

the

to excuse

him from answering such a question.

If

the Legislature

conditional

had intended

to

give

the witness only

indemnity, they would have expressed

a

that intention

VOL. III.]

SERIES.

MADRAS

by apt words, and told the witness to claim
against the effect of his answer, though
from answering.

I think

to

be indemnified

he could

not be excused

the first paragraph repeals the prior law, under

witness might have claimed the privilege of declining
criminative questions relevant to the matter in issue
"
"
"
do not pro-suppose
words " excused and question
which

a criminative

words of reference

to

to answer

and the

;

a case

an objection is made

question is asked,

and the objection is overruled

witness,

which a

in

by the

by the Judge, but are only

tho law of privilege which

it was intended

to repeal. In R. v. Boyea(V) it was held that the privilege was
not an unqualified right of the witness, but that it was in the
descretion of the Judge to recognize it as a valid excuse, when
satisfies him

witness

the

that there

is reasonable ground

that the answer will place

apprehending

him in

peril.

for

Read
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ing the first paragraph with the explanation given in this case
as to the nature of the privilege, it appears to me that the words

"a
as

witness

matter

to any

words

of

repeal.
mode

recognized
tion.

shall not be excused from answering

As

"
The word " question

compel

"

with the construction

is not superfluous, because

extend to voluntary

"

affidavits.

Nor it

refers to a compulsion

may be said to compel as much by
a person

seems to

of examining a witness judicially

fluous nor inconsistent

It

any question

are appropriate

as

refer to the
by interoga-

relative clause in the proviso, it is neither super

to the

the section.

to the issue,"

relevant

in the position of

a

which

I place upon

the indemnity

does

not

ia material that the word

by the Judge, since a Judge
issuing

a process

and placing

witness — in which he is compulsorily

sworn and placed under the necessity of criminating himself — aa
by saying to a witness

" You claim

be excused,

to

bat the law

directs me not to excuse you."

Farther, Section 148, which confers upon a witness the pri
vilege of not answering a criminative question that is material
only in so far as it injures his character, and thereby affects
credit, expressly
that he need

his

gives power to the Judge to warn tho witness

not criminate

question must be answered.
(1)

himself

If it

until it is decided that the
were intended by Section 132

1 R. & S., 311.

GOPAL Doet.

[VOL.

III.

he wishes to claim

the

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
THI

QCEEN
u,

that the witness must decline to answer

OOPAL Dots, indemnity,

if

would not a power to warn the witness to that effect

be expressly given ?

Again, the law of England anxiously
ness

himself through

criminating

provides

against a wit

In Lord

of law.

ignorance

case(l) the witnesses were warned before they claimed
their privilege.
In Fisher v. -Ronalds (2) Maule, J., said : " do
Cardigan's

I

would do wrong

if

In R.

v.

not know

that a Judge

a witness

before every answer."

before fifteen Judges,

it

attached such importance

(3) heard

Garbett,

held that a witness might claim

was

of the inquiry.

at any stage

privilege

he were to caution

When

the

English law

the

to warning a witness, and

when Sec

tion 148 recognizes it by expressly giving a power to warn, the
Legislature,

Judge

it

seems to me, would

to caution

nity should
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as

if

the witness

have expressly directed

the

they had intended that the indem

be conditional.

Again, under the law of privilege, it is necessary to set it up
because it is only an excuse which the Judge may or may not
recognize as good, and it is his decision that either accords the
privilege or withholds it
power of

the

Judge

;

but under Section 132 it is not in the

to excuse a witness from

question is relevant to the issue.

Such

being

answering
the case,

if

the

it is not

clear to me why a witness should go through the form of asking
and being refused to be excused.

In

retainin'g

the

of privilege

law

When the answer was privileged,

there was a double

evil.

the maxim that no one is to be

compelled to criminate himself prevailed, and

the benefit

of his

answer was lost to the cause of justice whether the privilege was
recognized or not.
The necessity under which the witness lay of explaining how
the

answer might

criminate

him,

amounted in some

cases —as

observed by Baron Pollock in Adams v. Lloyd,(£) and by Mavle,

J.,

JBoyes(5) — to a

Ronalds(2) since overruled by R. v.
virtual denial of the privilege, and to an evasion of the rule that
in Fislwr

v.

no one is to be compelled to criminate himself.
(1) Cited in Dean.,
(2)

(3) 2C.it. K.,
(4) 3 H. & N.,

477.

12 C. R., 762.

(6)

Adverting

1

R.&S.,

311.

474.
362.

to this

MADRAS SERIES.
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of the law, it is remarked in Taylor on Evidence, vol. 2,
p. 1262, that it was suggested that, "where the question is material
to the issue, it should be left to the discretion of the Judge

state

whether or not he will enforce an answer, having due regard
the general interests of justice

provided always, that

if

an answer

either have the effect of indemnifying the

be enforced, it should
witness

;

to

with

from any punishment, penalty, or forfeiture

respect

to the subject to whioh the answer relates, or at least such answer
should not be admissible in evidence an any future
is

when an answer

should be excluded in

forced, that answer

any future criminal proceeding instituted
that such answer

criminal

me

that the Legislature in India adopted

the

law

a

nate

Tiow the answer to

witness,

a

as to

contained in the
case.

seems to

this principle, repealed

and thereby obviated the necessity for an
particular question might crimi

and gave him an indemnity by prohibiting his

answer from being used in evidence against him

and thus secured

the

benefit of his answer to the cause of justice, and the benefit of

the

rule, that no one

to

is

to criminate himself, to
instituted against him.

that Section 132 abolishes the law of

an obligation

in

a

and creates

is

a

come

I

The conclusion
privilege

shall be compelled

criminal proceeding

the witness when

witness to answer every

or not, and gives him

a

question material to the issue, whether the answer

right,

a

that that answer shall not be

criminate

him

as correlated to that duty, to claim

admitted in evidence against him in

criminal prosecution.
is

Although the evidence given by the prisoner in the Court of
Small Causes
not admissible, still the affidavit and the other

also

the

one

in which

having forged his father's signature.

of opinion

he was since

am

should be

upheld.
Attorneys

men

charged

On this ground

that the conviction and the sentence

jury.

I

tioned in the affidavit
with

verdict of the

no reason to doubt that the promissory note which
is

see

on record are sufficient to sustain the

is

evidence

I
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sworn examination of the accused in

of privilege,

criminate himself,

analogous to an answer
a

and

is

ground

inquiry

against the witness, on

that no man shall be compelled to

the

pro

The principle suggested

It

is,

ceedings instituted against the witness."

criminal

for the prisoner, Messrs. Branson and Branson.
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GOPAL Doss,
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)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr, Juttice

]ggl
March 28.

KLTT1 MANNAUIYAIi

Innu and

(DEFENDANT),
(PLAINTIFF),

Malahar

leant— Debt contracted

There ia no presumption
Malahar

Mr. Juttiae Sindertley.
APPELLANT,

v.

I'AYAKU

MUTHAN

RESPOSDENT.*

by Karnavan — Presumption — Burden of proof.

of law that every debt contracted by the Carnavan ol a

tarwad is for the uses of the tarwad and chargeable on the tarwad

estate.

creditor must show in the first instance, if it is disputed, that the obligor
had authority from the tarwad aa their agent and manager to contract debts, and
that he assumed to act in the particular instance as such agent and manager. The
The

creditor haring established these facts, it lies on the tarwad to show that the
obligor was not acting within the scope of his authority in the particular instance,

THE

facts

and arguments in this case sufficiently appear in the

Judgment of the Court (Innes and Kinder sley,
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A. Ramoclumdrayyar for

the Appellant.

R. Balaji Rau for Respondent.
JUDGMENT. — This suit was brought
Rupees 370, with

interest,

JJ.)
•

to

recover tbs sum

alleged to be due by

tarwad in respect of a debt incurred by

a

former

of

the defendant's

Karnavan named

Krishna Mannadiyar.
The defendant appears to have pleaded that he was
sible for the debt

;

that,

of Krishna Mannadyar,

it

had

been

property

if

not respon

incurred at all, it was the personal debt

which did not bind the tarwad

agreed that no document

should

;

and that

bind the tarwad

unless it should be in the handwriting of the defendant

and signed by Krishna Mannadiyar.
The District Munsif decreed for the plaintiff with costs, finding
that

of the agreement in question.
affirmed by the District Jndge, who took the

the plaintiff bad

That

decision

was

no notice

same view.

On

second

appeal

to this

Court it

again contended that

Krishna Mannadiyar,
not incurred for purposes which would render it binding on the

the debt was the personal

•S.A. No.
Malahar,

debt

of

was

332 of 1880 against the decree

confirming

of H. Wigram, District Judge of South
Menon, District Munsif of Palghat

the decree of 0. Chundu

dated 12th January 1880.

the late

MADRAS SERIES.
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tarwad.

The

issue
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District

referred to the

was then

Judge,

whether the loan secured by the promissory note in question
advanced under circumstances which would

ing on the property of

was

render the debt bindwere

The parties

the defendant's family.

at liberty to produce further evidence, but did not do so.

Upon

the loan was

would

made under circumstances which

But, in coming

on the tarwad.

binding

to this

family

render

Karnavan is

the

to be for the uses of the family and chargeable

estate

until

it
the

conclusion,

"
learned Judge held that every debt contracted by
presumed

that

evidence already recorded, tho Judge concluded

the

the

on

And the objection
thrown the burthen of proof on

the contrary ba shown."

has been taken that the Judge had
the wrong party.

We are not prepared

to adopt the learned

Judge's opinion

as

to the presumption in question in the very broad terms in which it
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has been laid down.

may be the powers of a Karnavan

Whatever

in the management of the property of the tarwad, it is clear that
the Karnavan cannot, without
hind

tarwad,

the consent of the members of hia

In

them to pay his private debt.

surrounding circumstances, in

tho absence

many

of direct

the

cases,

evidence, may

tend to show the purposes for which the debt was contracted.

But,

in the absence of all evidence, we are not aware of any presumtion of law that a debt contracted by a Karnavan was contracted

In

on behalf of his tarwad.

show,

if it

as their agent

family
assumed

to act,

manager.

in

is disputed,

it is for

a case,

the creditor to

that the obligor had authority
or manager

the

When this

the particular

scope

in

such

instance,

it lies

the obligor

instance,

of his authority.

to contract debts, and

particular

is shown,

from

to show that,

was not acting

We think that it

was

for

that he
agent or

as such

on the family

the

within the

the plaintiff in

this case to show that the debt was binding on the tarwad.

In the

present

case,

we have the evidence of the

however,

plaintiff and of two of his witnesses to the effect that the loan was
contracted

for

the purpose

those witnesses says that
the

other hand,

of rebuilding

and one

the temple belonged to the tarwad.

there is nothing

to show that the

private debt of Krishna Mannadiyar.
the

a temple,

of
On

debt was the

We must, therefore,

affirm

decision of the District Judge and dismiss this second appeal

.with costs.

KUTTI

MANADIYAR
MUTHAH.
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(

PRIVY COUNCIL.
PC*
1881
24, 25,
29, and 30,

March

UUTTU VADUOANADHA TBVAR AMD OTHEES (DEFMDANTB),
6INOHA TEYAR (PLAINTIFF).

and May 14.

DOBA

A»D

[Qn Appeal from the High Court at Madras.]
Afitakitmra Lam of Succcuion to estate inherited by a daughter — Impartilli
Zamindari— Regulation XX Vof 1802.
The Mitakshara rule that property inherited by a female from a male is taken by
her for only a restricted

estate and devolves, on her death, in th« line,

of such male, is applicable

if

any«xisu,

in the Camatic.

Lull (1) referred to.
originally impartible, having become th« property of the Govern
ment, and having been granted by it to aZamindar, who, having been appointed by
Chotaylall

v. Ckunnoo

A zamindari,

Proclamation

in

1801 , and having been put

into possession, received a sanad in

held, that the zamindari retained the quality of impartibility.
had not been transmuted
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XXV

of

1802, or by that

180) ;

Also, that this quality

into partibility, either by the passing of the Regulation
law coupled with the issue of the sanad containing

certain

of its terms.

Raja Venkata Rao v. The Court of Wai'di and othert (2) (determining that
Nuzvid Zamindari could not be identified with any estate existing before that

the
the

tanad of 1802 put it on the same footing with ordinary zamindaris) distinguished.
Reference made toBabv Seer Pertab Sahce v. Maharaja Rajendcr Pertab Sahel

(3) as an authority for holding that a mode of acquisition which constitutes
ty as "self -acquired" in the hands of a member of an undivided family, and
subjects

it to rules

of devolution

and of disposition

proper
thereby

different from those applicablt

to

ancestral property, does not thereby destroy its character of impartibility.

APPEAL from

a decree

Muttusami Ayyar,

P. P.

JJ.)

of the High Court (Morgan, C.J., Innet

and

(January 31st, 1879), affirming a decree of
Hutchini, District Judge of Madura (December 3rd, 1877).

The question raised on this appeal was whether the respondent,
Dora Singha Tevar, eldest descendant of the last male zamindar

of Shivaganga,
decree

for

Gauri Vallabha

the sole possession

Tevar

had

rightly

of the zamindnri

of the next heirs of the last owner,

a female.

obtained

a

exclusion

to the

With this

was

con

nected the question whether the zamindari was partible or not.
Shivaganga was granted by the Government, at the beginning
of this century, to Gauri Vallabha Tevar, called in these proceedPrctmt .-—Sir
and Sir A.

R. PEACOCB,

Sir M. R. SMITH, Sir

Homos*.

(1 ) L.R., C I.A.,
(3) :»M.I.A., 1.

16.

(2) I.L.R.,

J

B. P.

COLLIER,

Mad., 128 ;

L.R,

7

R. COUCH,

I.A.,

38.

VOL. III.
the Istimrar

ings

SERIES.

MADRAS

His successor in

Zamindar, who died in 1829.

the zamindari was his daughter, the Rani Kattama Nachiar, whose
title was declared
Queen in

Council

Shivaganga.(l)

result of

as the

Nachiar

1863, Kattama

in

She died

in

The Raja
»

v.

In that year

1877.

NADHA

ending in an order of the

suit

a

the

of
*

present

suit was brought by the respondent, Dora Singha Tevar, who was
the son of

another

Vella,

and by it the respondent

the

plaintiff claimed

The

Istimrar Zamindar

;

claimed the sole title to, and possession

against the son of the late

of, the zamindari
daughters.

of

daughter

eldest descendant (daughter's

Rani, and her three

on the ground that he

of the

son)

was the

of both

father

the

women through whom the parties respectively claimed.
had vested absolutely in
" Znmindarni," from whom,
right of succession was traceable..

zamindari

the

to be

by

would

Kattama,
These last,
mother's
brother,

having

the

on

her

death

however,

had

on

first

the

devise from his

was at her

father's death

at the death

because,
was

the only

was

the

16th January

1869, in their

latter

The

Order

zamindari

was,

in
as

daughters.

also

viz., first,

grounds,

father's last surviving

of

matter

their

claimed under

because she

his only unmarried daughter

Council

to

contended, took an absolute

who, as he

her

Rani

her

issue

surviving daughter

under the

of the

devolve upon

married daughter with

only

acquisition

of

of daughters,

stridhanam

the

the

in the zamindari on four

estate

mother,

hand, the

all their expectant interests

defendant.

mother,

other

to the succession

become

lifetime, conveyed

on the

to his

ordinary ancestral property,
order in Council of 1863, and

as

Hindu law relating

the

zamindari,.

the

of

to the effect

then, according
also

regarded

heir

when

1863

secondly,

widow,

she

thirdly,

because

she

possession

was

fourthly,

because

given
the

of law, to be regarded as her own

("self-acquired"),

she having

recovered

it

was

impartible.

as

;

Zamindari

was

entitled

;

if the zamindari

a

herself by

The

first defendant also relied on

hat Dora Singha Tevar had, in the

(l;

M.I.A.,

a

defraying the cost of litigation.

9
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The first defendant, her son, was

;

and not from her father,

late

a

Kattama Nachiar, the

If,

was that the

The defence
the Rani

bar to the suit, alleging

lifetime of an elder brother
643.

MUTTU

E'AE

DORA

BINGHA
TSVAE.

MUTT0
VADUQANADHA
TEAVE
r.
DORA

SlNGHA
TEVAE.
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since

in the zamindari

interest

and that the sons had

;

Rani
by

first,

that

Rani to

therefore, by the rule

of succession
thirdly, that
ship,

should
the

and had

was

of primogeniture
traced

be

of it by will, or alienate it

;

the

admitted by

been

secondly, that the right

;

the Istimrar

from

Rani did not take

or by way of stridhanam,

held,

the succession was governed,

and that

impartible,

inherited

The Judge

last male owner.

the

zamindari

the

be

of

held that

and that on her death the inheritance

for her life,

the heir

belonged to

the

conveyed

District Judge of Afadura, in the first instance,
Kattama Nachiar had only the restricted estate

a daughter

his

to him, the first defendant.

interest so acquired by them
The

his sons all

brother and

conveyed to that

deceased,

Zamindar

zamindari in full owner

the

could not

and that she

that it had not been

and

;

dispose

alienated

or conveyed to the first defendant.
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The

But, of

High Court affirmed this judgment on appeal.

forming the Bench, Mr. Justice Innes
from the Chief Justice and from Mr. Justice Muttutami

differed

the three Judget

on the question of the impartiality
The history
facts

relevant

of Shivaganga

of Shivaganga.(\)

and its

to the questions

Ayyof

descent, as well

now

raised,

all the

as

in

are stated

their

Lordships' j udgment.
xThe contents of the Proclamation
the following : — Paragraph

first Zamindar of Shivaganga,

1.

of

"No

the

6th

July

1801 were

lineal descendant from

Sasivarna Te"var,

the

The

now exists.

hereditary right of succession to the zamindari is therefore extinct,
on which it

zamindari of Shivaganga upon the principles

and the

was created

into a zamindari has positively escheated to the

State

from which it derives its protection."
The

Proclamation

cession of territory
the British
country,

then
made in

Government

and in particular

and

power

2,

the formal

the year 1792 under treaty

between

the zamindari of Shivaganga
which

was,

therefore,

of the Palayagar country including

Shivaganga,"
cising its

in paragraph

and the Nizam, under which the Poligw

to the British Government,
sovereign

stated,

the

passed

"the lawful
zamindari oi

consequently possessed the sole right of e«r'
according

to

its

discretion in disposing of

(1) For Judgments

see pott.

the

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.]

In

escheated zamindari of Shivaganga.

paragraph

3 were stated

the usurpations

of Vella Mardu and Chinna Mardu over the Rani

Vein Nachiar,

styled

of Shivaganga, he? family,
and the inhabitants of Shivaganga, and the acts of rebellion on
the part of these two ministers against the British Government.

In

the

Princess

(set forth in the judgment on this appenl) -was
announced the determination of the Governor of Fort St. George
paragraph

5

in Council to exercise

the legitimate

powers acquired

the

by

Honorable Company in settling the affairs of the zamindari on a
permanent foundation, and Padamatur Udaya Tevar, collaterally
descended

from the

progenitors

declared

of Sasivana Tevar,

the Zamindar

Zamindar,

was

inhabitant!

of Shivaganga being enjoined

In

paragraph

6

were stated

the

first

all

thenceforward,
to respect his

the

rights.

of Vengam Periya

the pretensions

Tevar and his rebellion against the British, the Proclama

Udaya
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tion ending thus : — " The Right Honorable the Governor in
Council of Fort St. George hereby publicly and formally proclaims
of the said Vengam Periya

the disqualification
and in all time to

come,

Udaya Tevar, now
of the zamindari

to the possession

of

Shivaganga."

In

a report

to the Government,

dated

30th

Mr. G. Lushington, " Collector of Southern
&c.," recommended 1,75,000 star pagodas

September 180Z,

Assigned
as

Peshkash,

the proper

annual

for Shivaganga, and this was adopted.

jamma

On the 22nd of

April 1803

" Sanad-i-Milkiut
by

issued

The following were its material clauses

the Zamindar.
granted

the Government

Istimrar or

the Right

Honorable

a sanad
:

to

—

of permanent property,
Edward Lord Clive, Baron

deed

of Salop, and Baron Plassy, of
the Kingdom of Ireland, Governor in Council of Fort St. George,
on the part of the Honorable the United Company of Merchants
Clive, of Walcot, in

the country

of England trading to the East Indies, to Muttu Vijia Regunadha
Gauri Vallabha Periya Udaya Tevar, Zamindar of Shivaganga."

It

stated

Zamindars

the

resolve

and other

of the British Government

landholders,

their

to grant

to

heirs and successors,

a

permanent property in their land in all time to come, and fix for
ever a moderate assessment of public revenue on such lauds,
which should never be liable to change under any circumstances,

with provisions in

case

of default in such payment.

MtJTTU
VADUQANADEA
TEVAH
v.
DOHA

SlKOEA
TSVAE.
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llUTTU

VADUQANADHA
I.'-'. AH

r.
DORA

SlNOHA
TEVAS.

follows

7 was as

Paragraph

:

fVOL.

111.

—

"

Yoi} shall be at free liberty to transfer, without the previout
consenf^€f Government or of any other authority, to whomsoever
proper, either by sale, gift, or otherwise,

you may think

of your zamindari

the whole or in any part

right iu

proprietary

your
;

by the
Courts and Officers of the Government, provided they shall not
be repugnant to the Mahomedan or Hindu laws, or to the Regu
such transfers of your land shall

lations of the British
shall have

transfer

recognised

but unless such

Government,

regularly registered

been

and unless the public

the Collector,

at

assessment

sale, gift, or
office of

the

shall have been

and fixed on such separated

determined

previously

be valid and

portions of

your estate by the Collector, such sale, gift, or transfer, shall be
of no legal force or effect, nor shall such transaction exonerate
you from the payment of any part of the
on your entire zamindari,
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land tax,

in

the

to such transfer,

previously

shall continue

to be answerable

eame manner

as

zamindari

•whole

public land tax assessed

if

no

but your

for the total

such transaction

had

occurred."
Then follow (paragraphs 8, 9, and 10) provisions for settlement
of the revenue in the event of partial alienation.
15 is in the

Paragraph

following words : —

" Continuing to perform
the duties of allegiance
perpetuity to your

and to perform

to the British Government,

its laws and

heirs, successors

and assigns, at the permanent

herein named, the zamindari of Shivaganga."

Mr. A. R.

Q.C.,

Scoble,

and

Appellants.

Mr.

above stipulations,

you are hereby authorised and empowered to hold in

regulations,
assessment

the

J. F. Leith, Q.C.,

Mr.

Mr.

J. H.

J. D.

Mayne appeared for the

Cowie, Q.C., and

Mr. R. V. Doyne

for the Respondent.

For the appellants it was argued that the title
the zamindari

was to be

their mother, and not
text of the Mitakshara

traced from

from the Istimrar
limited the

from that of the widow, who,

Rani

Kattama

under special texts, was

In regard to

by

reference was made to the Mitakshara,

XI,

Verses

1

and 2.

expreat

daughter's estute which differed

interest for life only.

Section

to

Nachiar,

No

Zamindar.

to taking an
a female,

to succeed

restricted

the estate taken

Chapter

II,

The title obtained by Rani Kattama

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL. III.]
was a title to an

of inheritance, and her interest in

estate

in

as declared

yanga,

the

Rani Kattama

dar of Shivaganga (1) must,
rule of Hindu law relating to
her stridhan, and
was the law

law and

395

flachiar

when considered

v. The

£aininto

according

the property of females,

the

be held to be

Against this contention there
laid down in Chotaylall v. Chunnoo, (2) the Hindu

as

an absolute estate.

usage applicable at Benares, but not precisely the same

in

Reference was made to Smriti Chandrika (translation
by Krishnasami), Chapter II, Section II, Verse 10 ; Dayakrama

the Carnatic.

Sangraha, Chapter

II
II

I, Section

Strangit Hindu Law,

; 1

III ; Dayabhaga,

138

;

II,
II,

Chapter

Mitakshara,

Chapter

Section
Section

; Macnagliten,
Principles of Hindu Law, 22, and to the case of
Kattama Nachiar v. Dora Singha Tevar.(3)
The appellant's

mother

having

taken

an

absolute

either

estate,

inherited

or

acquired by her, in consequence of her tuccessful suit, it followed
under a

will

which she was competent to make, was entitled to succeed

her.
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that

In

the first

appellant as her heir,

or

as

devisee

another way his title waa good as assignee of the rights of his

sisters.

If title

had failed to show himself
zamindari,
was on
tible

;

the

respondent

entitled to more than a share of the

not having shown it to

be

The

impartible.

to establish that the zamindari

the respondent

burden

was impar

of Mr. Justice Innes, (4)
none of the distinctive incidents of

and, on this point, the judgment

of opinion that it had
No special family custom
raj, was correct.

•who was

a

still

was to be traced from the last male,

dating from

and Shivaganga,

had

been

1730, was no ancient

proved,

principality.

Accordingly the general presumption of partibility was applicable
and the burden of proving the opposite had not been discharged.
The cate of Beer Pertab Sahee v. Maharaja Pertab Sahee (5) (the
Hansapore Raj) was an authority for the proposition that where
a title to a zamindari

was derived under a grant from Government

(the question of impariibility or partibility not being determined
by the grant) something more than the grant must be shown,
•ome

further evidence of

must be given,
(1)

9

state

in order to raise the

U.I.A.,

(3) L.R.,

the

6

of things

(3)

«

M.lU'.l:..

(4) See futt.

16.

(8)

13

U.I.A.,

the

grant

presumption of impartiality.

643.

I.A.,

besides

1.

321.
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In

this

case there

in reference to

existing

Bat the

was a sanad.

was not to

Shivaganga

of the

effect

sanad

ordain any

of succession different to that of the ordinary Hindu law.

of devolution.

mode

neither

The

of

effect

On

issue of a

the

sanad

was

the powers of alienation

to extend nor to diminish

the

with any but the ordinary

its terms were inconsistent

contrary,

mode

pos

of Trichinopoly v. Lekhamanni,
and The Zamindar of Marungapuri; (1) nor did it involve any

sessed by Zamindars ; The Collector

with the law of succession, Raja

interference
The Court

of Shivaganga

of Nuevid,

impartiality
to

nothing
beyond
tion

establish
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similar

those

to

of Shivaganga

the Zamindar

the principle of succession to

with the law prevailing
a rule,

if

as

been a

the zamindari.

estate

connec
that

had, it

was

govern.

Shivaganga

in the proceedings
been made in this

impartible

had

ending
respect.

Nor

occurred.

judicial decision establishing the impartibility of
The effect of the admissions made in the case

with the purposes for which they were made, and.
taken with reference to the issues in the suits to which they

ceased

not in the extended sense
tion.

having

his

in

the

at its date, and that law was

in 1866, and certain admissions had
But nothing that amounted to an estoppel
had there

v.

against

what could be gathered from his sanad, taken

partibility should, as
true, been dealt with

Rao

Thus were presented arguments against

of Wards.(2)

the impartibility

Venkata

that would

They amounted to no more

to an existing ttate of things.
and was without effect,

must be
related

;

conclude the present ques

than evidence of reputation

Such evidence

as

was not conclusive,

unless supported by independent

proof.

Such evidence might be, and in this case happened to be, founded
on mistake.

Sir BARNES PEACOCK
it necessary
reference

to

Lordships did not think

stated that their

call upon Counsel for the respondent, except in

to the question

whether

Shivaganga

was or was

not

impartible.

For the respondent it
appellants

having

been

was

1

(8) I.L.R.,

I.A.,

by

estopped

impartibility of the zamindari,
(1) L.R.,

argued that independently of the
their

evidence

the

282.

2 Mad., 128 ; E.C.

L.R..

7

I.A.,

38.

admissions

of the

of its impartible

MADRAS SERIES.
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Shivaganga, a raj before British rule, had

nature was complete.

carved out of a larger raj, the

been
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of

Ramnad ; other estates

impartiality existing around it in the Poligar country.
When the Istimrar Zamindar was appointed by Proclamation the
1801, there was no creation of a new zamindari ; but (as in the

known

Hansapore case, Beer Pertab Sahee v. Maharaja Pertab

v.
DOEA

BlKGHA
TEVAE.

(1)

Sahee,

which this case much resembled) only the appointment of a new
The
occupant of an old one ; the new tenant of an old tenure.

of

sanad

was

1803

represented in the argument
derived from the

putting

for

July

possession

The title was

he was

placed

same position as the former Zamindar of Shivaganga.
quent

of the

issue

sanad

in April
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of revenue regulation, not altering
remained as of old. This sanad

XXV

of 1802,

and

was

Periasami
impartible

had been effectively

to an

amounting

added

Reference

was

But

if

aimed

attaching
made

to

that Shivaganga was

made by those through

appellants claimed and by them.
not

Regulation

nor the sanad

The admission

Periasami.(2)

only a matter

of impartiality

times.

previous

v.

The subse

framed upon

neither the Regulation

from

Shivaganga

in the

the mode of succession "which

at altering, nor did they alter, the rule
to

had been

1803

been

had

followed by the

1801,

and

;

it

as

the appellants.

of

Proclamation

Zamindar into

the

of his title,

not the foundation

whom the

this could be taken as

estoppel, still it afforded evidence which,

to the other, formed

conclusive proof that the zamindari

was as it had been treated, viz., impartible.

Mr. A. R.
1801

did

Scoblc,

not

renewing the

in reply.

Q.C.,

establish

an

former state

The Proclamation

impartible

zamindari.

of things in regard

of

July

Far from
it

to Shivaganga,

commenced by declaring the old zamindari to have ceased to exist.

It

appointed to be Zamindar

Government

a

person

and it departed

altogether

from the rule

fact, it set aside the older branch

difficult

to form any other

Government

who was considered by the

to be acceptable, but who was

not the lineal heir

of primogeniture.

of the family.

conclusion

as

to the

;

In

Upon this it was
intention of the

than that, in regard to the proximate enactment of

Regulation XXV of 1802, it intended not to establish any excep
tion to what was a general accompaniment of the permanent
(1)

12

H.I.A.,

1.

(2) L.E.,

5

I.A,,

81.
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settlement, viz., the principle
devolve

should

to the general

according

with general law

partibilit y accorded
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[VOL.

The terms of the Banad showed

and

At that time

law.

did not.

impartiality

was treated

that this zamindari

ordinary one, which also appeared from the fact that at the

as an

time of the proclamation
fixed.

was afterwards

as the restoration

of

no peshkash was
The

a raj, there

application to this

case of

Nuzvid Zamindari.

On

to Section

made

115

proclamation

I

of Act

Act).
Their Lordships' Judgment

not having

was nothing

effect

had

to prevent

the

laid down in that of the

the principles

the effect

The jamma

settled.

of the admissions reference was
of 1872

(The Indian Evidence

was delivered by

Sir ARTHUR HORHOUSB.
This

relates to the

appeal

zamindari of Shivaganga,

an estate

situate in the Pal^gar countries of the Carnatic, which for 50 years
been the subject

before this

of almost incessant litigation in India and
The judgments

Committee.

found in 3 Moo. Ind. App.,
11 Moo. Ind. .App., p. 50 ;

only

p. 278
and

which directly bears

one

delivered in

which was
reported in

9

L.R.

delivered

here

2,

Ind. App.,

p. 169.

The

questions is that

on the present

of November

the month

will be

Moo, Ind. App., p. 539 ;

; 9

1863, and ia

Moore.

The zamindari

appears

to have been

created

in or about the

At that time Karta Tevar, Raja of Ramnad, having

year 1730.

received valuable

services from

of his

one

Saiivarna

family,

Tevar, granted to him two-fifths of the Ramnad estate, calling the
granted portion a distinct
position

zamindari of Shivaganga.

Zamindar must have been

as

the Nawab,

who is stated

to have

Sasivarna's

recognized by his sovereign
established his widow

zamindari after some disturbance of her possession.
1801.

extinct in, or shortly

descendants became

It

in the

Sasivarna'a

before, the year

was in that year that the East India Company assumed

the actual and direct
some years before

sovereignty

they had

of

though for

the Carnatic,

undertaken to protect

it,

lineal

and had on

that account received peshkash, or tribute, and powers of manage
ment in case of war.
ministers, who
ment and

it
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has

On the failure of Sativarna's

seems had for some

control of the

zamindari,

line certain

time before had the manage
maintained

their

position
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there by force, and broke out into open

Madras Government

issued a

999

rebellion.

Proclamation,

dated

by which they appointed one of the Tevar family, a colla

1801,

teral relative of Sasivarna, to be Zamindar.
1803

a sanad

was issued

by the

assessment of the zamindari
settlement

will

Upon this the
the 6th of July

effected

be necessary

On the 22nd of

in accordance

Their immediate

XXV

permanent

of

effect was that

of the Government, who may conveniently
was installed

the

1802.

It

closely to the tenor of

hereafter to refer more

these documents.
Zamindar,

•with

Madras Regulation

by

fixing the

Government,

same

April

be

into the zaminduri,

the grantee

called the Istimrar
which he appears to

have held peaceably during his life.

In

Istimrar Zamindar died,

the year 1829 the

sion

zaiiiindari

to the

He
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who held

Tevar,
and

who

died

another

matur

1815,

had

who survived

sons

The eldest of these, representing

or elder branch, alleged

one Oiya

called Padamatur,

zamindari,

family

in the year

Istimrar Zamindar.

no son, but left widows and

had

His elder brother, however,

surviving him.

daughters

his immediate family

was disputed between

and bis collateral relations.

and the succes

that the family

the

Pada

was undivided,

and

that he, as the eldest nephew of the Istimrar Zamindar,

the

heir to Shivaganga.

the family

The widows

was divided,

and that

viving wife.
From this dispute sprung up
which

it would not now

the

was

and daughters alleged that

the

heir was

the senior sur

jungle of law-suits, into
enter. The way out of it

a perfect

be profitable to

by the decision of this Committee in the year 1863. (1)
They held that the family was still undivided, but chat the zamin
was found

dari was to be taken

Istimrar

as

self-acquired property in

Zamindar, and that the widows

and also all the daughters except

dari devolved upon her.

being at that time dead,
Kattama, the zamin

one named

After this decision

the elder branch made

one attempt to reopen the question, which was

this Committee in the year 1866. (2)
branch

of

Tevar

the

family have

the bands of the

finally defeated by

From that time the younger
remained in possession

of the

zamindari, without disturbance by the Padamatur, or elder branch.

In the year

1877

Kattama died, and then disputes

members of the younger branch came to
(1)

9

M.I.A.,

643.

a head.

(2)

11

among the

The state of the
M.I.A.,

50.

MOTTU

VADUGANADHA
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TEVAB.
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XEVAR
«.

DORA

SINOHA
TEVAE.

family with respect to the succession at that time was as follows :
— Dora Singha Tevar, the respondent, was the eldest surviving
of the Istimrar Zaniindar, by his daughter Vella, who
the daughter of his second wife Raku.
Muthuvaduga, the

grandson
was

was the grandson

appellant,

of the Istimrar Zamindar by his

Kattama, who was the daughter of his third wife Velu.

daughter
The

three other

These were all

appellants

enjoyed

The

interest in

the zamindari

endured no longer

that it is

;

by one

that she

transmissible

zamindari

took the
to her

own heirs,

;

as

the zamindari is

than her

of the Istimrar
can only be
the eldest

The children of Kattama
ttridhan, and as a heritage

and then,

waiving any question

agree that her son

however, that question is decided

that

the heirs

that

says

and that he, being

is that person.

between themselves, they

If,

a time

person at

respondent

property, which

an impartible

surviving grandson,
say

.

in this way.

life, and that on her death it devolved on
Zamindar

And with his great

s death.

arises

dispute

Kattama's

Muthuvaduga.

of the Istimrar Zamindar who

the grandchildren

we need not now concern ourselves.

grandchildren
The

sisters of

the

are

were living at the time of Kattama'
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shall be preferred.
then they say

against them,

not an impartible property,

and that at the

least Muthitvaduga is co-heir with his cousin Dora Singha.

Even in Kattama's

lifetime the nature

year 1869 by Dora Singha to obtain
the same title which ho asserts
unanimous in
reversed
but

granting

their action,

thinking that

a

declaratory decree affirming
The Courts in Madras were

now.

the decree,

instituted in the

a suit was

did not escape dispute, for

zamindari

of her interest in the

but

not pronouncing

on appeal this Committee

any opinion

the case was not a proper one

on the

title,

for a declaratory

decree.

Upon Kattama's
and

obtained a decree

Madura

on

the

Dora Singha instituted the present suit,
in his favor from the District Judge of

death

3rd

December

defendants in that suit, appealed
who,

on the

31st of January

District Judge.

From the

1877.

The

to the

High

1872,

decree

appellants,

being

Court of Madras,

affirmed the

decree

of the

of the High Court this appeal

is brought.

Other issues were raised in the Courts below and in this appeal,
but

at the

bar the appellants'

Counsel practically

abandoned

all

VOL. III.]
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except
another
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raise the questions above stated.

defendant to the suit, but he is no party

There ia

to this

appeal.

The first question then is whether Kattama, the daughter of
the Istimrar Zamindar, took the zamindari as her stridhan, and
for an interest transmissible to her heirs. At the date of her
death

had male issue.
contended
her

to be her father's heir

II,

adds

to

on the much-discussed

XI,

Sec.
the

it is

her father, the

not only

attaches

which the text
she acquires by

as

specifies

in the Mitak-

passage

verso 2), where

of Yajnavalkya

text

character of stridhan

which

and

to be deduced.

shara (Cap.

woman

in the year 1863,

new stock, from whom, and not from

a

They rely mainly
vara

died, she

by the appellants that the same circumstances consti

title is now

its author

Vijnanes-

declaring

that the

by

to the acquisitions

such, but also

to

by a

property

inheritance, or in fact by any other mode.

is not necessary now to state in any detail how impossible it

whether with regard to the authority of other commentators or to

stridhan estate transmissible

Deyhee

behalf

on

.Rat

of

In

heirs.
the

from

The point

male

now

of Alussamat

case

Baluk Ram (1) such an interest was
widow in her husband's immovable

In

the case of Bhugwandeen Doobey v. Myna Baee (2)
widow in her hus
an interest was claimed on behalf of
a

property.

Loll (3) such
her father's
Mitakshara

law.

All

And in all

these

Loll

of Chotai

was claimed on

an interest

property.

the case

cases

behalf of

a

In

band's movable property.

it

such

v.

a

claimed

to her own

covered by authority.

completely
Thakoor

by inheritance

a

woman taking

is

upon

to construe this passage as

itself,

a

conferring

a

other parts of the Mitakshara

v. Chunnoo

daughter in

governed by the

were

was held that the woman took

restricted interest, and that on her death the property

No attempt
of Chotai

has been

Lall, except

(1)

only

devolved

the last male owner.

11

M.J.A.,

made to
the

distinguish

(2)

131).

(3) L.R.,

I.A.,

15

I.L.R.,

this

case from

that decisions

suggestion

4

of

;

on the lino

6

a
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was afterwards married

These circumstances were relied on as consti

tuting her title

It

She

and in the year 1850, when the surviving widow

twice,

tute

a maiden.

she was

is,

father's

11

M.I.A.,

Cal., 744.

487.

upon

that
the

MUTTU
VADUQANADHA
TEAVE
v.
DORA

SINGHA
XBVAE.
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the
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Mitakshara

as

Mitakshara

as applicable

for

ground

applicable

taking such

the restriction

it wonld

distinction,

a

of Kattamcts

Carnatic, the Smriti

the

Afadhavaya,

follow

be

any

favorable to

are received as

property.

authority
by

and the Daya-vibhaga

Chandrika

of which

neither

be

in her father's

interest

For there are two commentaries which
in

But if there

to the Carnatic.

cited

the

of the

passage

in assigning to a woman as her ttridhan property
inherited by her. Their Lordships think then that the Judges
of the Courts below were quite right in holding that Kattuma's
Mitakshara

title is
or

leads to the question whether the zamindari is a partible

an impartible

If

estate.

is entitled

Singha

of

heir

sole

as

the

impartible,

joint heirs.

bound themselves in this suit by agreeing to

had formally

If

at the bar whether or no the appellants

debated

character of the

admit

What they did agree to
was "that all statements and admissions made in Original Suit

the impartible

No.

2

of

1869 are

admissions
record.

made

The

in Suit No.
and

deaths,

judgment in

was given.
2

of

embrace a number

They

births,
should

the contrary

notice to

certain

estate.

to be taken as made in this

marriages,

the Sltivaganga

be admitted as

suit also," unless a
The statements and
be found in

are to

of family
as

the

such

events,

aa

an agreement " that the
reported in 9 Moo. I.A.,

facts set

forth

of this zamindari

nature

impartible

1869

and

case,

to the

in that judgment."
admitted by

was

the

parties to the litigation closed by the judgment of this Committee

it is

in 1863,

and

actually

turned

so stated in the judgment,
on the

admission.

though nothing

But their Lordships

do

then

not

think it necessary for the present purpose to criticise closely the
language used in the judgment of 1863, for they think that the
question of partibility is a mixed question of law and fact, and
does not

admissions.

Moreover,

simultaneously
issues, which

within

fall

with

the

the

terms

agreement

in

of

the

this

settlement of issues,

oddly enough

now seeks to exclude

the

agreement
suit

was made

was proposed by the respondent

and

was

objected to

for

and one of those
by

therefore

it,
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was much

Dora

respondent

Istimrar Zamindar.

the

partible, he and his cousin Muthuvaduga are

It

of

in herself but in her father.

to be sought not

That

on her death the root

with her life, and that

interest ceased

who

the appellant

MADRAS SERIES.

now

entitled

insists upon

303

was this — "Whether

of

recover the whole or any part

to

plaintiff

the
the

is

who

it,

III.J

VOL.

in

property

dispute."
whether in this

to disregard what has passed,

harrow of litigation
younger branch of

for many years between the

or
the
and

elder

Padamatur Tevar family, and again for
branch.
separate scions of the younger

the

between

years

suit

century this zamindari has been under

a

For half

in others.

;

impossible

it

be decided upon ita merits,

During this long period of discussion and examination, up
of

settlement

whether

to

has concurred,

by statement, admission, or assumption, in ascribing

to

Even in the pleadings

in

the zamindari

an impartible character.

suit partibility

this

in this suit, everybody

issues

is

the

is

v.

But though the question must

many

not alleged, and, as already stated, an issue

is

by the Collector

be his motives, and what his

authority for

that

is

a

can

contention

the zamindari

face

a

to

to

Since

idea of con
before

the

time three descents

but that

possession

occnrred.

had been considered

as

partible

;

coparceners in that branch who would have taken

is

no occasion for partition

with the elder branch, who were in

which

not

for

32

There were
shares

but in fact

if

have presented

It

is is

disputed.

it

not

referance to the state of the family,

years, during which
zaniindari

the estate

discretion

face

;

by

explained away
the case

an

actual enjoyment of the property has been in accord

ance with the stream of family tradition
to

such

on

was partible occnrred to any one's

till the parties found themselves
District Judge in this suit.

said

divides

by him.

would seem that no definite

that,

says

that

not divided

mind

That the

built

be

and that he has

partible

not

division, he does

the Zamindar

is

it

;

not that

the litigation began
tending

at the utmost

by the Zamindar,

alienable

divide

It

Nothing

if

answer as this.

is

between thom."

estate

it it

the

of regard to the children,

the

what wonld

answer the first or third questions at all, and merely
motives

for

customary

divide the estate between his children,

to

a

Zamindar

to him

it

in the year 1822 to some questions put
Being asked whether
of the district.

is
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is

implying partibility was granted against the wish of the appel
lants.
only to be set an extremely
Against all this family belief
ambiguous and evasive answer given by the Istimrar Zamindar

"from
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It

always taken entire by the eldest male representative.
that

the elder

held to be in

branch were ultimately

and are now called usurpers.

possession,

III.

[VOL.

All

true

ia

wrongful
their

the same,

dealing with the estate while they had it is evidence of the family
traditions and of their practical operation.

it is certain that other zamiudaris closely allied to
this are impartible properties.
Such is the case generally with
the Polyams in the Palegar countries, as was laid down in the
Moreover,

Naragunti

case, reported

in

9

Moore's Ind. App., p. 66.

is agreed that the zamindari of Ramnad, from which

It

(1)

"Shivaganga

is derived, is impartible, and it has been held (2) that the zamin
dari of Padamatur, which is derived by grant from Shivaganga,
is also impartible.

It

not proved that the grant of Padamatur was made by

was

the Istimrar Zamindar
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there is

himself, as he on one occasion alleged, and

to suppose

reason

that the grant was of earlier date ;

but, taking it to be so, the evidence that we have of the nature

of

this, that it belongs to a class

of

the

Shivaganga

;

is

which are in the nature of chieftainships,

possession

tible

Zamindari

that

the great zamindari

taken is impartible

;

and

impar

it was

of Ramnad out of which

that the small zamindari of Padamatur which

was

taken out of it is impartible

;

that, according to family

tion

and belief, it is impartible

;

and that from its first creation

until now it

has passed from hand to hand as

This evidence
ing

The

qualities.

appellant

dealing in the transactions of 1801
above

referred to

;

and

if it were impartible.

unless it can be avoided by show

dealing with the zamindari

some

ancient

is irresistible,

tradi

which

has transmuted

endeavours to

find

and 1803 which

he relies upon the

such

have

case of the

its
a

been

Nuzvid

(3) in which this Committee, differing from the Courts
below, held that a zamindari created by sanad in accordance with
Regulation XXV of 1802 was a partible property.
Zamindari

The estate

constituting

the

Nuzvid Zamindari

was

formerly

part of an old military jaghire in the nature of a raj and impar
In the year 1783 the jaghiro was confiscated for rebellion,
tible.
(1) Naragunti Lutchmedavamah v. Vcngama JVaidoo, 9 M.I.A., 66.
(2) Periaiami v. Periasami, L.R.. C I.A., 61.
(3) Raja Venhata Eao v. The Court of \Yordi and otten, I.L.R.,
C.8.,

L.R.,

7

I.A,

138.

2 Mad.,

138

VOL.
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and the next year it was restored on its old footing to the eldest

In

son of the rebel Zamindar.
Government

the year 1793 it was resumed by

for default in payment of revenue

was

it when the permanent settlement of

was

never

in that

and

;

state

It

was enacted.

1802

again granted out entire or on its

old

tenure

as

a

jaghire, but in the yeqf 1803 two new zamindaris were made out
of it. The larger of these new zamindaris, called Nidadavol,
was granted to the eldest son of the rebel Zamindar, and Nuzvid,
the smaller, was granted to his younger

Under

brother.

these

circumstances it was held that the Nuzvid Zamindari could not be
identified

with

of

or title existing prior to the sanad

any estate

1802, which put it on the same footing with ordinary estates.

Bat in this

Istimrar Zamindar

case the

of

the Proclamation

180-1, and

it is

was put

in his place by

of that document

to the terms

that we must look in order to find the quality of his estate.

Madras Government were no doubt in
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estate on other than the old terms.

a

The

out the

position to grant

The question is whether they

did so.
The proclamation
and

dari

failure

the

zamindari "

sets out by stating the creation

of

has positively

derives its protection."

Sasivarna's
escheated

It

It

line.

asserts

asserts that Sasivarna
to the

lord ;" that he owed allegiance to the Nawab
had

the zamin-

that the

to the State from which

"
by the Nawab and advanced by him
India Company

of

;

it

was appointed

rank of a feudal

East

and that the

the lawful sovereign of • the

then become

Palegar countries. It then goes on to describe the disturbed
state of the district, imputing it to the misconduct of the minis
ters of a female Zamindar, which it thus describes : — " On the
return of that princess
the administration
selves

of

they became

her

principal ministers

of the affairs of Shivaganga, and availing

the disqualifications

in

them

attendant on a female government,

established in their own hands an entire despotism and tyranny, as
well over the princess's lineal descendants of the house of Nalkudi,
as

over the collateral branches of that family,

bitants of Shivaganga."

taining from ancient

Nalkudi

and over the inha

appears to be a Polyam apper

times to Sasivararuis

branch of the

Tevar

family.
The fifth paragraph of the proclamation runs at follows

"

Wherefore, the Right Honorable

in Council of

:—

Edward Lord Olive, Governor

Fort Saint George and all its Dependencies, having

MUTTU
VADUGANADHA

TEVAR
v.
DORA

SINGHA
TEVAR.
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MUTTU
NADHA

judged it expedient at Ibis time
to the Honorable

acquired

zamindari of Shivaganga
KIM^A
n.v

\ i-

in settling the affairs of the
foundation, has been

a permanent

pleased to nominate, to appoint, and constitute

from the progenitors

Terar,

of

Zamindar
hereby

Zamindar

first

of Shivaganga

;

of Sasivarana

to be the present

Shivagangj.

and the said

Udaya

Padamatar

Tevar, collaterally descended
tho

III.

to exercise the legitimate powers

Company

upon

[VOL.

in Council

Governor

all the inhabitants of Shivaganga

requires and commands

to respect the rights and authority of the said Padamatur

Udaya

Tevar as the true and lawful Zamindar of Shivaganga."
The

next

the claims of another

weighs

paragraph

collateral

of Sasivarna, whom it alleges to be in rebellion against

relation

of whom it " publicly and formally proclaims
the disqualification now and in all times to come to the possession
of the zamindari of Shivaganga."
the Company, and

The rest of the proclamation
whom
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Shivaganga,
under

it warns of

Colonel Ac/new,

them, to retract

is addressed

their

the

to the inhabitants

approach of a large

of

army

and exhorts " while the time yet allows
error," and " to acknowledge their allegi

of Shivaganga."
of the remarks in this proclamation
open to question ; but the object of examining it is to get at
intention of the Madras Government, which depends upon
ance to the lawful Zamindar

The

accuracy of

some

is
the
the

impressions they had, and not upon the accuracy of those impres
sions, It is impossible to doubt what that intention was.
From
the beginning
proprietary

to the end the

and private,

but

Zamindarni
permanent

of

public

in

its

aspect.

The

government.

The

ministers.

The

are

settle the affairs of the zamindari

to

For that purpose

foundation.

to the post of Zamindar,
The

and

owes allegiance to the State.

Her agents

is a princess.

Governor in Council intends
a

political

are due to the weakness of a female

troubles

on

in its

He

Sasivarna is a feudal lord.
late

zamindari is referred to, not

ho nominates one

another is rejected for all time to come.

inhabitants are called on to respect the rights and authority
the appointed Zamiudar,

and to acknowledge

their allegiance

to him.

Everything
Zamindar
The

then

points

not merely

to

as proprietor,

policy of the Government

whom

the rebellious

the installation

of the Istimrar

bat as ruler of the district.

clearly

inhabitants would

was
obey.

to appoint

And

we

a

ruler

are told

VOL.
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by Mr. Huglies, who

was attached to Colonel

307
Agneio's force,

that

the appointment completely answered its purpose.

The Istimrar Zamindar, Mr. Hughes
in Colonel

Agnew't

when

camp,

in State

says, was installed

hundred

a

head-inhabitants,

including his elder brother Oiya Tevar, held up their hands in
homage to him.
An|Phe adds that it had the effect of restoring
order

peace and
turned

to

ministers,

the

almost

Zamindar

and entirely

The.

whole

This

installation

was

population

abandoned the rebellious

most arduous service was quickly

so a

conclusion.

immediately.

to a

brought

in August 1801,

effected

the

month after the proclamation.

Now the Istimrar Zamindar having thus
position of dignity and authority

it is difficult

act of paramount

placed in the old

which is predecessors

to see how the Madras Government

executive. act, alter that position.
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been

occupied,

could, by any

"Whether they had exercised an

power on the footing of reconquest after

rebel

lion, or whether they were merely supplying a vacancy caused
by escheat, they had in July, or at latest in August 1801, per
fected the act of appointment, and they could not undo it. And
whether

they

could

or not,

there is no evidence that they ever

wished to undo it.

It is suggested, indeed,

that

as

early as the year 1795 the Direc

Company commended to the Madras Gov
ernment the principles of land settlement introduced into Bengal
by Lord Cornwallis, and that one ingredient in that policy was
the partibility of estates, as is shown by Regulation XI of 1793.

tors of the East India

is that the policy of the

The answer
applied to

Shivaganga

there were any general

as

well

as to

permanent
other

settlement

estates

;

intention of introducing the

but

was

that

principle

if
of

partibility, it was certainly not followed in the present instance.
Here the policy of the Government required the appointment of a
ruler with authority in his hands, and that was accordingly done.
Moreover, though the quality of the estate might doubtless be

XXV
law, it was not within the scope of Regulation
It was framed with a view
of 1802 to effect any such alteration.
to the land revenue, aud not otherwise to infringe on or limit the
altered by

rights

a

of anybody.

And in Regulation

declaration to this effect.

IV

of

1822

there is a

MUTTU
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it is said that we must take the Proclamation of

Again
the

of 1802, and

Regulation
one

constituting

the sanad

transaction.

of 1803

as

1801,

together

then the whole together,

Reading

the proclamation only designates the individual Zamindar,
the Regulation

and the

indicate the policy of the Govern

sanad

ment and the quality of his estate.

If

cient to answer this argument by

it would

reference to

what

point.(l)
ancient

The

impartible

estate

has already

in the nature of

Bat

very closely

situate in Beliar,

Zamindari,

Hunsapore

suffi

be

of the proclamation.

and effect

part of the case there is an authority

this

on

%

this question was untouched by authority,

been said on the intention

while

In

a raj.

in

was an

the

year

From
it was confiscated upon the rebellion of its owner.
that time till the year 1 790 it was let out to farm by the Govern
1767

In

ment.

the year 1790, when the decennial settlement was in
or in course of

contemplation

afterwards

effected

the Zamindar
appear to
year

years

under

the

It

previous!)'.

Regulations

.

and dependent talukdars
appointed a ruler

have been

in Shivaganga.

that

seems

settlement,

He did not receive

and ryots,
or

those

circumstances

this

shortly
on

between
does not

he

chieftain,

as was the

of Raja till

the title

Committee

no

of 1793, proceeds

1837, when the title of Maharaja was conferred

Under

CornwaUit

of certain rights and obligations subsisting

the footing

case

23

was issued, and though the decennial

sanad

held

him.

upon

that

the

as there

was nothing to show that the quality of the estate was altered by
the grant

of

1790,

it must

impartibility, and that

the

imported so as to control

be taken to possess its old quality of

Regulations

the grant

of

1793 could

of 1790, or

to

not

indicate

be

the

intentions of Government in making that grant.
The Hunsapore case is also an authority for holding that a mode

of acquisition which constitutes a property as self-acquired in the
hands of a member of an undivided family, and thereby subjects it
to rules of devolution
cable

to,

or disposition

different from those

appli

ancestral property, does not thereby destroy its character

of impartibility.
(1)

12

M.I.A.,

1.
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had been dispossessed

Lord

made,

branch of the family which

to a younger

the property

granted

being

MADRAS SERIES.
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result is that their Lordships

The

Court of Madura

the Civil

agree in the

and by

appeal fails and should be dismissed

will humbly report

to

Her

309

the High
;

and that

Majesty accordingly.

views taken by

Court

;

that the

there Lordships
The appellants

Messrs. Gregory and Co.

Solicitors for the Respondent,

Lawford,

Messrs.

Waterhoues,

and Lawford.
Judgment of the High Court of Madras (Morgan, C.J., fnnet and
Muttmami Ayyar, 33.)

J. — These

INNHS,

are appeals from the decision of the District Judge of Madura,

Mr. Hutchins, decreeing to plaintiff the recovery of the zamiudari of Shivaganga.
The first four defendants are the son and three daughters of the late Zamindarni
Kattama Nachiar, and plaintiff is the only surviving son of Vella Naohiar.
Vella Nachiar and Kattama Nachiar were daughters of the late latimrar Zamin
dar Ganri Yallabha, and with three other daughters

By

survived him at his death.

the Privy Council's decree in 1 863 Kattama Nachiar was declared entitled to
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succeed without prejudice to the rights of any other daughters of the Zamindar

might be surviving.

Vella Nachiar, plaintiff's mother,

who

was then dead.

This suit has arisen in consequence of the demiie of Kattama Nachiar, and its
object
the

is to have

it

determined

that plaintiff,

as the eldest

surviving grandson of

Istimrar Zamindar, is entitled to succeed to the zamindari and to recover the

tamindari and its appurtenances under the decree.
The previous litigation in regard to this estate is matter of judicial history, and
that history is to be found in 9 M.I.A., 543, and in 6 M.H.C.R., 310. This last
was a suit in which plaintiff in the lifetime of Kattama Nachiar sought for a decree

In the result in the Privy Council plaintiff
of
the learned Judges of this Court, the lato
but the decisions

of his reversionary

declaratory

was unsuccessful,

title.

Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Holloway discuss the principal matters involved in
suit, and are necessarily of much

the present

assistance to us aud of the greatest

weight in arriving at a conclusion as to the rights involved.
It is not a question in the appeal, though it was one raised in the written state
ment of first defendant, whether the Hindu law of succession is applicable
sons of the class or so-called caste of the parties, and

I only touch

to per

upon the question

because in some recent works doubt has been thrown upon its applicability to them.
One writer indeed goes so far as to propose that the application of the Hindu law
be restricted

to Rrahmins, and that the rights of succession of other tribes be deter

mined by an investigation
nearly

3D

ascertained
seen.

. Maravars,

originally

Presidency

this course were followed,

alone would be

left without any

law of succession, and the difficulties of arriving at a decision in each

case would be complicated
been

If

of their distinctive customs.

millions of people in this

by a richer growth of perjury and forgery than has ever

The non-Aryan

tribes of the

Peninsula,

and

may be trusted to be alive to their own interests.

none more so

It

than the

may well be that

Rut it is not the case that
their rights of succession under laws other

the Hindu law had no application to them.

the Courts have declined to administer

NADKA

TEVAE
v.
DORA

SINGHA

lEVAE.

must pay the costs of the appeal.

Solicitors for the Appellants,
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ban the Hindu law by which they may have claimed

to be governed.

If

they
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and other Indian none-Aryan tribes have come (as indeed they always have come)

to the Courts on the footing that they are governed
in accordance with that law, and appealing

rights

which are recognized

it

law,

as guides

bound by its provisions,

though they may not have

it

to that

been originally

to and adopted it, and that

they have long ago conformed

the Courts have not erred in administering

authorities

of rights of persons subject

to decisions

is reasonable to assume that

by Hindu law, stating their
to the books and

to them.

The whole question of plaintiff's right to succeed at all appears to torn upon
what was the nature of the estate in the hands of the late Rani.
The Hindu law on the subject which the Court should endeavour to ascertain is
the existing living law which is to be sought not merely

in ancient treatises and

but in the consciousness of the people and the practice of every-day

commentaries,

life.
From the commencement of the British administration the Courts have made it
their business to ascertain the alterations to which in the course of ages the
ancient law has been subjected, and for this purpose the Judges have from time to
time consulted text-books

and the opinions of learned

and commentaries

Hindus

of Hindu law a special
and unless we are willing at the suggestion of recent writers to ignore the
Englishman who have made the subject

and eminent
study ;
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principle of ttare dtcitii, we shall not be prepared to introduce doubt and uncer
tainty into titles by treating every question of Hindu law hitherto decided as
of obscure and conflicting

nor to confine ourselves to the consideration

ret-integra,

the binding authority of many of which has become obsolete ; still less to

texts,

yield to the prevalent spirit of depreciation

of the labors of our predecessors and
tend to show what

long course of decisions on questions of Hindu law which
the law has been in modern times and still is.
the

The view that the estate devolves on the Rani's heirs depends upon whether as
property inherited by a woman it follows the mode of descent to the kinsmen of the
woman

peculiar to property

Chapter

I,

called

which a special mode of devolution
t'ii«t

it

woman's separate

Section 3, paragraph 8, and Chapter
is attached.

II,

The contention

does so devolve, and they hase their contention

the Mitakshara, Chapter

II,

property

(see

Mitakshara,

Section 1, paragraph 7), and to
of the appellants is

on the express language of

Section 11.

The author of the Mitakshara in Chapter II, Section 1, considers the devolution
of the property of a man dying without issue and determines that if the widow
survives

In
the

she takes the whole

Chapter
property

II,

Section 11,

estate.

in which

he proceeds to consider

of a woman upon her death,

perty inherited

by

a woman

is woman's

he appears to lay
property

and

after her death peculiar to such property, and

devolution

the distribution

it down

of

that all pro

subject to the mode of

it

is well recognized that

the Mitakshara is the sole authority for this position.

In

the commencement

of Chapter

II,

Section

II,

after stating

general rules oa

of woman's property and giving instances of such pro
with property acquired by inheritance from a
male, the commentator goes on to say in Article 8, " a woman's pro|ierty has been

the subject of inheritance
perty,
thus
take

none of which corresponds

described.

it if

The author next propounds the distribution of it.

The kinsmen

she die without issue."

Articles

9 to 11 assume that the person whose property has on her death devolved,

has left no issue, while Article«

12 to 25 relate to the case

in which the owner dying

VOl. III.]
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has issue, evidently either sons 01 daughters or both.

in certain orders

cendants
daughters,

are declared to be

and the 25th section concludes

311

The children and their des

heirs, the eons coming

after

the

" on failure

the subject with the words

of grandsons also the hushand and other relations above mentioned are successors
The reference in the words "above mentioned" is to the parents
to the wealth."
of the owner mentioned in Articles
inherited by

property

9

to

in which is set forth the succession to

11,

who dying leaves no children.

a woman

These articles seem

to assume the existence of the owner's hushand and parents at the date at which
the

perty inherited

E.C.R., p.
is,

and

there

so, they cannot

have relation to pro

Mr. Justice West suggests in the case

by a woman from a male.

reported in 8 Ro.
heir,

Rut if this is

was inherited.

property

(1) thot the hushand is only named
no doubt, force in the remark to be found at page
244,

as a possible
484

of the

second edition of West and Riihler's Hindu Law of Inheritance and Partition, that

a

a

" no one would contend from the mention of the parents as man's heirs that the
man's property apply only to property acquired during
rules for inheritance of

the parents' lives."

;

a

it in

it,

of the later commentators and writers of treatises in either excluding property in
herited from males from the mass of woman's peculiar property or in not including
heirs

of the hushand tends to show that the law

If

propound.

world

a

to

doctrine

it

as

was handed down

to

the
these

period prior to the time at which the author of the Mitakshara

it

lived, was not the law which

is

a

and in making the estate devolve upon the death of the widow upon

later writers from

assumed the author of the Mitakshara intended

then he had that intention, he would have been giving to the
from what appears to have been before and

which differed

after

in

and in the absence of evidence as to any change

his time the accepted doctrine,

which the author wrote,
would
have dwelt with particularity upon the mode

be natural to expect that he would

it

the law in this respect existing at the period at

the tenor of Articles

of the property in two main divisions,

He considers the devolution

and

4.

II, and

2,

11, Chapter

3,

the second article of Section

1,

it

to be vaguely deduc
of descent upon which he insisted, and would not have left
ed from the very general language of the text of Gautama inserted at the close of

that of the

deceased woman having no issue and that of her having issue, and divides the for

in which the kind of marriage the woman may
of the property.
No attempt
made to
is

as to the devolution

male, and the several rules

of property inherited by

from Articles

with the author having intended them to

be confined

8

male from

a

illustrate specially the doctrine

in their application

as re
wo

contended

of the question an

indifference

not 'displayed in other parts of his work to the perpetuation

of opinions

which he regarded

(1)

as erroneous.

Vijiarangam

v. Lahthwman,

8

which

derived from

On the assumption that he intended the more general application

for, he certainly showed by his cursory treatment

fe

to 25 are quite consistent

gards inherited property to the descent of woman's property
man.

a

divisions

have made determines the devolution

a

mer into two subordinate

is
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a

Rut none of the Hindu text-books, treatises or commentaries, either before or
after the time of the author of the Mitakshara, lends any support to this view of
woman from
male and the concurrence
the descent of property inherited by

Bo. H.C.R. (O.C.), 244.
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J.,

West,

already referred to in reference to

remarks at page 269 in the judgment

gome observations

it

Reports, that

II of the

to be found at page 405 of volume

must be borne in mind that the author

with the very topic of woman's

lier in the same chapter dealt elaborately
ance, especially a widow's inheritance

Madras High Court

of the Mitakshara had

from her

hushand.

Rut the sections as to

the estate of the widow and daughters do not at all treat of the devolution
estates on the demise of the female inheritor, and

II,

Chapter

Scrtion

39, that

1, paragraph

the force of the

not subsequently

of such
of

conclusion

the widow takes the whole

man who, being separated from his co-heirs and

ear

inherit

estate of a

reunited with

" mhole" as an attri
them, dies leaving no male issue, does not consist in the word
bute to " ettate," for it was never disputed that if she took anything she took the
whole, the force lies in that part of the conclusion

Nor

issue.

if she be solicitus of authority for raising up
" whole" necessarily carry with it any implication of
As remarked in West and Riihler, second edition, page 463,

does the word

absolute ownership.

it

views

a woman only inherits

that

refuted

which contradicts the

ia clear that a

right of absolute disposal did not enter into Vijnanesvara's

concep

tion of the essentials of ownership.
An estate may be regarded from two points of view— its extent in mass and its
duration in time.

When there are restrictions

upon the disposal of property by a

to all Hindu lawyers who have treated on the subject, no
and it is to be especially
noted
that in regard to immovable property which may be received from a hushand she
It goes to her heirs after her death. The
has no independent power of disposal.
woman has, according

power of disposal of her stridhanam,

independent

author of the Mitakshara has laid down no rules as to a woman's power of disposal

of her property

it

; and

writers in his views

is not to be presumed that he differed

as to

the limit ol her power ; and

if

from other

Hindu

property received by a

wife from a hushand is not such as can be disposed of by a woman in her lifetime,
inherited by a woman from, her hushand as stridhanam
under the doctrine attributed to the Mitakshara cannotjbe supposed to have allowed
the law as to property

her a larger

power

which,

estate

of disposal.

Thus her tstate

for her lifetime, and would

of the property

would

still

be

only in the

correspond in this respect

under the ordinary view, she is regarded as possessing.

mass

with

the

No stress

therefore in favor of the view that property inherited by a widow from her hushand
as stridhanam

descends

estate" in the concluding

can rightly be laid upon the words " whole

to her heirs

paragraph of Section 1, Chapter

II of the

Mitakshara,

as

tending to show that the estate intended by the author was of a distinct and a more

it would

it

a more ample

after her death,

it

than what

if,

ample character, and carried with

and absolute power of disposal

devolved upon her hushand's heirs instead

property

Article

so inherited

had

inherit'

been already set forth by the author in

which shows that after the death of the widow and
reverts to the hushand's

may be inferred that nothing inconsistent

heirs, and that hence

with this could have been intended

it

Section

2,

XI,

daughters,

contended that the order of succession to property

from her hushand
1,

Chapter

woman

it

On the other side
ed by

is

of hers.

a
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man beyond his lifetime, as in the case of a man with sons, and the law determines

what is to become of it after his death, his estate, except so far as his own share is
concerned which be may dispose of in his lifetime, is only in the mass of the
property during his life. Except as to that kindof stridhanam called Sandayaka a

in
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The reference ia to the text of Yajnyaralkya in Chapter
" the wife, the
daughters also, both

Section 11.

Section 1, paragraph 2 of the Mitakshara,

and their sons, gnyuties, cognates, a pupil and a fellow

brothers likewise,

parents,

etudent ; on failure of the first among these the next in order is heir to the estate of
one who departed for heaven leaving no male issue."

" after

her let the heirs take

it"

Upon

a

text of Katayyana

the law in regard to succession as laid down in this

Jimutavahana, and also in the Viramitrodaya, which follows the

passage is by

Mitakshara, and by the rest of the writers who follow it held to be that those persons
who are exhibited in the passage as the next heirs on failure of prior claimants are
likewise entitled in tuccettion to such prior claimants.
Dayabhaga,

Or, as it is expressed in the

those persons who are exhibited as the next heirs on failure of prior

claimants shall, in like manner

as they would

have succeeded

if

right

the widow's

had never taken effect, equally succeed to the residue of the estate remaining

If

this were the true import of the passagcr "the wife, the daughters,

it would

parents, &c.,"

after

the widow in whom the succession had vested.

her use of it upon the demise of

be impossible

also both

to say that the author of the Mitakshara had

not set forth the order of the devolution of the property of a woman inherited from
her hushand, and the argument would be sound that the author having already in
Section 1 of Chapter II clearly laid down the order in which the heirs take and
with this could

nothing inconsistent

grandfather,

of their maternal

have been intended

by the lan

guage of Section 11.
Rut the plain and obvious meaning of the passage, apart from the text of Katyayana with which it is not connected by the author of the Mitakshara, is that the first

of the classes of heirs that should be surviving should take the estate.
to become of

it

is neither expressed nor implied.

afterwards

to indicate that either Yajnyavalkya or his commentator

What was

And their is nothing
^understood

this

text as

setting forth the order in which the heirs should take in succession to one another.
If this be so, the author of the Mitakshara had not dealt ipecially with the de

deal

by

however acquired

property,

with the devolution

s

from a male in any part of his trea

argued that in

a

be

section

woman, to be stridhanam,

of stridhanam,

there

is

And

a woman inherited

on the one hand,

it

tise.

if,

volution of the property of

which declares

all

and then proceeds to

for saying that, in

ground

so-

with the subject, property inherited from males by females
was lost sight of, or at all events was not specifically dealt with, and that the de
certainly not specifically provided for, and that hence
may be
volution of
to deal

peculiar property

it

males should

was not intended to declare that property

descend as woman's

;

inferred that after all

it

it

it

is

proceeding

inherited from

may with greater force be

is

is

nowhere else dealt with at all, either
wged on the other side that the subject
that the rules as to the
specially or generally, and that the proper inference

descent of woman's property given generally in Chapter II, Section 11, without
any distinction between particular modes of its acquisition were intended to apply
equally to property inherited by females from males as to other property classed
under the general term
meagre treatment

inherited by
there

stridhanam.

of the subject

for doubting whether
a

grounds

is
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take in succession to daughters as heirs

sons

made daughter's

woman from

appears

he

then

to declare that all property

really intended

for the language

that notwithstanding the

of the Mitakshara and the other

males should devolve on

no means of accounting

sition that the general-words

It

by tho author

her death on her own heirs

employed except on the suppo

were intended to have their

full import.
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[VOL.

But all the Courts, including the High Court of Romhay, are nevertheless agreed
that in the case of the widow, the mother, and grandmother

the estate taken by

male members of their family rererti to the next heir

them by inheritance from

to the last male holder in all those parts of India which acknowledge

the authority

of the Mitakshara.
As to these three

female members of a family

The subject has been

there can

now

be no question.

in numerous decisions, and these latter are sup

well sifted

ported by all the treatises on the Hindu Law of

which fo!low the Mitakshara, and it must

be

Succession, not excepting

those

conceded that whatever the ancient

law may have been, the doctrine of the Mitakshara

at least has

as to these three

not descended as law to the present time.

It

held by all Hindu writers who have expressly

has been consistently

the subject that

if

lative succeeds who would have been the heir of her hushand
time, and upon this all the decided

rities the daughter
The

of the daughter,

Rut it is said
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Analogy would suggest that the
exist

in

equally

principle of the want of
the estate for the heirs,

that their estate is special

of the daughter, as

they rest upon the

of women and the necessity of preserving

independence
«'.«., the heirs of

the last male holder.

Were

estate would,

marriage, devolve in a dillerent line, and the object of continuing

of the last male holder would
Rut

the

daugh

by reason of her

it to

the lineage

be defeated.

son stands on a different footing from a daughter's

a daughter's

it

which exist in the case of the

for holding

the case

but to her

be the heir before h«r son.

daughter to succeed after the daughter, the

ter's

to all autho

absolute estate and can devolve

reasons

same

widow, the mother, and the grandmother
qualified

had died at that

is not to her mother

therefore,

daughter takes an

a

Her daughter would thus

upon her own heirs.

and

if he

are agreed, and according

cases

is that heir.

inheritance

father.

discussed

the inheritance upon her death, that re

the widow first takes

daughter,

and both by the Rengal school, which puts the right to succeed upon the superior

spiritual benefit to
ter

XI,

be conferred

by him upon the grandfather

propinquity, Chapter
follow the inheritance,

II,

Section

2, verse

(Dayabhaga,

Chap

which puts it on the ground of

Section 1, verse o9), and by the Mitakshara,

6, and makes

the duty of the offering

is placed upon the footing of a son's son, and although

the

text of Menu, upon which the reasoning of the author of the Mitakshara is found
ed, when

only to the son of a daughter who either has
appointed, and the text of Vishnu quoted attributes
son
son's
to a daughter's son only in his capacity of an offerer,

rightly rendered

applies

been actually or impliedly
the character of a

the opinion of the author as to what

that a daughter's sou is to
upon that footing.

the law was as it existed in his time is clear

Rut in the Smriti Chandrika

effect that where there exists
wealth, and Varadamja,

inheritance
text of Vishnu is quoted to tua

be regarded as a son's son and is to take the

no son or

the author

a

grandson, the daughter's son inherits the

of the Vyavahara

Nirnaya, says " In default

of son's sous what is to be done by son's sons is to be actively done by daughter's
ions," and grounds his proposition
Institutes before referred

I

upon the text of Menu from Chapter

IX of the

to and two other texts that precede it.

have before observed upon the text of Yajnyavalkya quoted at commencement

of Chapter

II,

Section 1 of the Mitakshara and upon the sense in which the words

" upon failure" in connection

with the text of Katyayaua are understood by the
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Bengal school of writers and by the author of the Yiramitrodaya and others who
follow the Mitakshara.
Although their views are not admissible as, and do not profess to be, an exposition
of the meaning of the passage standing by itself, they go far to show that the order
of succession of heirs one to another corresponded at the several periods at which
they wrote to that given in the text as the order in which in default of the prior
named class the next surviving should succeed, and the dsughter's son therefore
And looking at the two obj«cts mainly in view

after the decease of the daughter.

in

the law regulating

the descent of the estate, viz., the keeping the estate as far as

possible in the line of those nearest related by blood to the deceased owner (" after
her let the heirs take

and the continuation of the deceased owner's male line as

it")

shown by the exclusion of all but the excepted females, it would be unreasonable to
conclude without clear authority that in the competition between the sons of a
daughter and the daughters of a daughter who

the same objects are not recognized
of the daughter

in the

as

case

The books, with exception
authority of decided

cases

has inherited as heir to her father,

in the devolution

of the estate after the death

of the widow, the mother,
Mitakshara in Chapter

of the

— excepting

and

II,

the grandmother.

Section

11, and the

those which will now be noticed — are at one

that the succession is to the daughter's sons.
The Romhay

cases support

the doctrine

of the Mitakshara in reference
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devolution ol the estate taken by a daughter from her father.
said to descend as stridhanam

Rut

to the

Such an estate i§

and not to revert to the heirs of the father.

Mr. Mayne, in his learned work, points out (1 ) one of those cases (1 Ro. H.
as it proceeds upon a text of Menu, to which a different

as

C.R., 1SO)(2) is unsatisfactory

effect is given to what is given

H.C.R., p. 209) is hardly

it in

every other part of India.
because the brother

an authority,

Another

case (1 Ro.

of the successful female

was the last male omner and was the person to be traced from, nnd in reality there
fore she took ai sister and not as daughter of the last holder(lier mother).

The case

(3) is the third. In this the sister of the
last male holder was held to succeed on the death of the daughter of the last male
in

reported
holder.

8 Ro.

H.C.R., (O.C.),

Rut in this

244,

case the result would

in principle have been the same in Madras,

heir found entitled was the heir of the last male holder, and, except for the
opinion of Mr. Justice West in his elaborate judgment as to the descent of property
as the

inherited by

a woman from a male, the case can scarcely

tance to a decision

of the question

be regarded as of impor

as to the descent of property

inherited

by a

daughter.
The decision
Chennoo

in

Lai, in

6

M.H.C.R. and that in

14

R.L.R., page

235,

Chotay

Lai

v.

which the decision at 6 M.H.C.R., 310, is considered and approved,

and the cases in the Rombay High Court are dissented from, are weighty authorities,
and the decision of the High Court of Calcutta just referred to has recently

beeii

confirmed in appeal by the Privy Council, and this lastdecision is a bindingauthority
upon the point that the estnte when so taken by a daughter does not go to her heirs
upon her death, but to the heirs of the last male holder ; and according
rities the daughter's

sons constitute

to all autho

that heir.

(1) Mayne's Hindu Law, Sec. 527.
(2) Pranjicandat TaUildat v. Vevukucarhai, 1 Ro. H C.R.,
(3) Vijiarungam v. Lahihaman, 8 Ro. H.C.R., 244.

130.
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it

One of the questions however raised in the suit

III.

[VOL.

that

whether the circumstances

Kattama Nachiar was the only unmarried daughter at her father's death, the only
daughter with male issue at Angamnttu's
at the date of the Privy

Rut the rule

the estate taken

as regards

by a daughter

does not vary
•

to the existence or absence of any of these circumstances.

according

A

and the only surviving daughter
in her favor, or any one of these

can make the difference of giving her an absolute instead of a limited

circumstances
estate.

death,

judgment

Council's

passage in the Dayabhaga,

XI,

Chapter

Section

2, paragraph

30,

is the sole

foundation for the opinion that if a daughter in whom the estate has vested have
issue, the inheritance is continued in her line.
This passage runs

as

follow

:

" Rut

if

a maiden daughter

estate which was hen becomes the property
or others who would regularly succeed

in

whom the inheritance vested."
The words " without leaving issue

in whom the succession

married die (without

has vested and who has been afterwards

if
"

leaving issue), the

of those persona, a married daughter,

there were no such (unmarried daughter)

if

to imply that,

been held

have

issue, the estate does not go to the surviving daughter, but to the issue.

Sri Krishna, and

are an interpolation of the commentator,

in
in

cases governed

competition
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her

estate

holder,

by the Mitakshara law that although

with the married daughter,

in her line.

It

who in the case of daughters

nearest

they

ia not now doubted

the maiden

she cannot

goes over to the

it

there be

Rat

daughter

takes

by having issue continue
surviving heir of the male
Daidat

surviving would be those daughters.

Kooer v. Burma, Deo, 22 W.R., 65.

The conclusion, therefore, is that the estate on the demise of

the

Rani did

not devolve in her line, but in the line of the nearest heirs of her father, who in
Then follows the ques
the present case are the surviving sons of his daughters.
tion whether the recovery of the estate by Kattama Nachiar at her own expense
and through her own exertions did not confer on her an absolute title.

At
part

the most under the texts referred to she would
as her exclusive

be

entitled to claim a fourth

share, but the present case is not the same as those to which

the texts apply.
The Rani may possibly have recovered the zamindari solely by her own exertions
and at her own expense.
decree.

It

Rut what she recovered was under the Privy Council's

was an estate which the law limits

heirs of her father.

The mere

to her life and then
the decree could

possession under

passes to the

not extend her

right beyond the limit imposed upon it by the legal nature of the estate which
took under the decree.

Were

it

otherwise,

that every Hindu widow who recovers

there

would

be this

by legal process would by

to change the nominal course of succession and

convert

she

inconvenience,
so doing as able

inheritance from a male

into stridhanam.
Having arrived at the conclusion

then

that on the demise of the Rani, there

being no other surviving daughter of the Istimrar Zamindar,
succeed, what consequence follows ?

In

surviving sons of all the daughters would take per capita.
the case of an impartible zamindari the eldest
the zamindari
zamindari

to the exclusion

of the others.

is impartible, and the

eldest grandson to succeed.

the

daughter's

It

is contended that in

grandson of the

It is denied

further question

sons

all the

the case of an ordinary inheritance
Zamindar

by defendants

takes

that the

is raised as to the right of the
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First as to the question of impartibility. It appears to
ful upon the evidenca whether the estate is impartible.
Lord Olive in his proclamation

though

It

of it,
of

as

it

it

collateral

clearly is not a raj,
as

it

Carved out of the old

escheated about 1792, and in 1801 an entirely fresh grant

appears to me, was made to a collateral
relatives

relative of the original Zamindar

(prohably from policy) considered

The Government

1730.

other

1730

is very doubt

in the nature of a raj,

seem to me to be

has none of the distinctive incidants of a petty sovereignty.

Ramnad estate in

it

(page 97, Appendix Rlue Rook) speaks of

Nor does it

the widow as a princess.

me that

and rejected

them.

the claims

recites that the

The proclamation

Governor in Council "has been pleased to nominate,

of some

and

appoint,

constitute

Wodiya Tevar collaterally descended from the progenitors of the first
Zamindar of Shivaganga, Sheshavana Tevar, to be the present Zamindar of
Padamattoor

It

Bhivaganga."

and

is obvious that the object aimed at was to settle the country,

with this view to continue the estate on the same footing

as before to a member

If in this light it can be regarded as having existed from 1730
to the present time, the length of time during which it has continued impartible is

of the same family.

not of itself sufficient, having regard to the circumstances
of impartibility as attaching to the estate

to establish the incident

for the first Zamindar had only one son,
Then
who could not claim as against his father a share in his separate acquisition,
came

the

son
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Zamindar.

who had

no co-parceners,

;

him the widow of the late

and after

The new creation in 1801 did not leave room for any demand for parti

tion, and the Istimrar Zamindar had no sons.

In

1829 the estate went to his nephew,

In

1831 com

The fact,

therefore,

and on his death, in 1831, his son took the estate and died in 1845.
menced

the long litigation which only terminated

that there has not been
me, towards showing

in

1863.

partition since 1730 goes very little way, as it appears to
that the estate is impartible. It is apparent that the late
a

Ry " parti
Appendix Rlue Rook) though that it was partible.
ble" however is meant that in which a coparcener can claim partition. Every
"
in the sense that however long the custom of impartibility
estate is " partible
he
who singly possesses the entire interest can apportion the
may have existed,
Zamindar (page

90

estate of his own single will, or

tively may do

so

if

the holder has co-parceners,

by joint consent.

The

sent him to be answered refers apparently

Zamindar

he and they collec

in his replies to the questions

to what he regarded as allowable

on the

part of a head of a family and not to the rights of co-parceners to demand parti
tion. The sanad in 1803 authorizes the Zamindar to hold in perpetuity to him
himself, his heirs, successors, and assigns, and the natural conclusion is that it has

it the ordinary incidents of a Hindu estate.
As to what is said of admissions — 1st defendant certainly did not admit that tha

attached to
estate

was impartible.

2nd, 3rd, and 4th defendants

sense that the estate was not an ordinary ancestral

estate, but one entire

absolute estate vesting solely in the Hani to the exclusion

This is

DO admission

that

if

in the

set up impartibility

and

of all but her own line.

the estate devolves upon daughter's sons as a class

impartible among that class and can
The judgment in the Shivaganga

be held by

case also

it is

but one of their heirs at a time.

is not conclusive,

because partibility

or impartibility was not a question in that suit, and what was said by the

Judicial

It

may be

Committee

as to that character of the estate was mere obiter dictum.

the policy of Government

breaking them up.

Foi

to keep such estates together, but there is no law against
revenue purposes such estates may be

recognized

as

an
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entirety, and subject to certain liabilities if the peshcnsh is not paid on the whole,
but this imposes no restriction upon partition, though such an estate when broken
np may still for revenue purposes be regarded as one entire estate. Nothing,

in favour of impartibility

can be concluded

therefore,

from

such estates and the placing them in the hands of a single

the mere creation ol

holder.

The public be

impartiality of such estates is difficult of

lief or consciousness

as to

and would prohably

resolve itself into a belief in the permanence of that condition

ascertainment,

of things with the existence of which the people were familiar. We have no evi
dence of it in the present case, and I think it would be of little value if we had.

I

I

do not think that the view

take is necessarily

inconsistent with that taken in

impartibility of that estate, because the

existence

of an estate which has by custom become impartible within the ambit of

a partible

the

Padaznatur ease

as to the

estate is quite possible.

At all

events the fuller consideration

led me to the opinion
the zamindari

I

of the question in the present

appeal hat

upon the question of impartibility as regards

now entertain

of Shivaganga.

No opportunity has been afforded in the succession to this zamindari of
& rule

of primogeniture,

If anything,

otherwise.

any such existed, nor is there any trace of its existence

by Government

the younger.

I arrive

The conclusion

as Zamindar,

the

I believe

estate be impartible, and this

the Court, then

I agree

the elder of whom, though

originally

waived his claim as a collateral in favor of

at is that the custom of impartibility and primogenitnre

have not been made out.

If the

enforcing

the evidence is rather the other way since the Istimrar

was the yonnger of two brothers,

Zamindar
proclaimed
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if

is the opinion of

the majority

of

that although no custom of primogeniture has been proved,
in the case of two competing grandsons should be

rule of primogeniture

followed.

There is no evidence absolutely negativing

with such

existence of any custom inconsistent

such a custom or showing the

a custom.

The holder of a zamin

dari is in a position which does not interfere with the rule of succession
than

to vest the possession and

single

member of

enjoyment

of the corpus of the whole

further

estate in a

the family subject to the legal incidents attached to it as the

heritage of an undivided

family.

The unity of the family right to the heritage is

not dissevered any more than by the succession of coparceners to partible property,
but the mode of its beneficial enjoyment

is different.

Instead of several members

of the family holding the property in common, one takes it in its entirety, and
common law rights of the others who would be coparceners of partible property

the
are

reduced to rights of survivorship to the possession of the whole dependent upon
the same contingency as the rights of survivorship of coparceners inter it to the
undivided share of each and to a provision for maintenance in lieu of coparcenary
The position of a Zamindar

shares.(l)
members

is then analogous to that of the managing

of ft family, and this analogy in the case of two members of the family

of the same class and equally remote from the holder whose heir is to
sUggestn

the succession of the elder as that

accordance

which is fittest,

as being

with the spirit of the Hindu law.

(1) Gatarederamma

Garu

v.

Ramandora ffaru,

6

M.H.C.R.,

105.

succeed
most

in
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The next question is as to the genuineness and the effect,

if genuine,

of document

III.
This document purports to
Muttu Vadaga

Ragunada

and his younger brother

Wodiya Tevar

Periya

Dora

alias Gauri Vallabha Tevar, the plaintiff in the present suit, on the 28th

Singham

sets forth that 400 rupees alone

to them after the Bale of ancestral

remained

and other property with exception of one village, and that the brothers had divided
the proceeds ; that they should

jointly

pay former

the zamindari of Shivaganga in the Sudder
of the suit and recover

property

yourself are to bear the

Court, you

Dora

it,

without any connection on the part of the
Singham aliat Gauri Vallabha Tevar with the zamindari
and

you, your sons and your grandsons

enjoy the said zamindari.

from generation

given this partition deed to his elder brother, &e., &c.

ground for believing this document

are to

to generation

only friendly relationship will subsist
Thus the younger brother Dora Singha

Henceforward

between us and no property relationship.
has

the suit for

think there

to be genuine, though its genuineness

every

is is

brother

younger

;

costs

debts and debts incurred in

then proceeds— as you the elder brother alone are conducting

I

It

suits.

now

a

on

stamp, and the entry in the stamp- vendor's

book shows

that the stamp was purchased on the date on which the document was executed, 28th
is

ness

to the evidence of the sixteenth wit

The endorsement according

1850.

in his handwriting.

varaya Naidu,

He swears that

he

of Sel-

was the private Gumastah

the Stamp Agent at the Madura Kacheri, from 1834 to 1853, and that
is

such endorsements were signed by the Stamp Agent. He also swears that the entry
in the register produced by the Collector's Record-keeper
in his handwriting, and
that he used to keep this register. The endorsement on III shows that the purpose
of the purchase was the execution

The document

was not, so far

is

to the endorsement

deed on account of Dora Singha

The seventeenth
is

of the Stamp Agent, Sdvaraya. and
the signature

"a partition

of

Tevar alias Gauri Vallabha Tevar."

a

witness, who was the nephew

clerk in the Collector's

office, swears that-

that of his uncle.

publicly brought

as can be ascertained,

until the institution of the declaratory
A petition then was put in by Ulnganada, son of Muttuvaduga.

forward

suit of 1869.

He got

deed.

copy of the petition and

he snys made mention

of the order passed upon

suit, shows
of

a

petition whiah

it,

he was made aware of the
a

that

The evidence

witness, who was agent to plaintiff in the declaratory

of twenty-second

division

and he also

division deed referred to in the petition and epoke to plaintiff
was not
There seems to
about it, and plaintiff did not say
genuine document.
me to be no reason to doubt that the document came into existence on the date
copy of the

is

that

it

and the supposition

Rut
so

improhable

inconsistent

that

it

must have been forced by Muttuvaduga
is

it

it

forged

sole title to the zamindari.

is

bears, and then

if

it

a

it

got

a

in support of hfs

should have been

forged,

with the conduct of plaintiff in his

indifference to the assertions in the petition "and

to the order

of the Court passed

upon the petition.

of its genuineness which
circumstance

of that which

need not notice in detail.

I I

other evidence in corroboration

I

There

is
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The document

is

impeached.

September
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I860.

September

It

partition executed between Muttu Vijia

be a deed of
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have noticed in support

will only

say that

of its not having been brought forward publicly before 1869

the

ought
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not to tell against its genuineness, as there docs not appeal to have been any occa
It was urged that
sion when its production was called for by tha circumstances.
the decision in 1867 between the widows of Muttnvaduga apportioning their pro

their sons was eminently an occasion on which such a document
to, but I do not see what possible bearing such a docu

perty between

would have been referred

ment could have upon the questions likely to arise upon such an apportionment.
no view of the rights

In

he have been entitled to share in the pro

of plaintiff could

widows or they in hia, nor would the question of the divi

perty of Muttuvaduga's

sion between him and Muttuvaduga

affect in any degree the rights of the sons of

Muttnvaduga and his widows to the property which the widows proceeded to divide,
I do not consider the evidence for plaintiff sufficient to negative the cogent evi
dence in favor of the genuineness of the document.

as to the effect of it :

Then

quite agree with what was said by the learned Advocate-General,
cases referred to Lya.ll v. Edmardi (1) that

limited in their operation to the matter

It

cution of them.

of this character

transactions

most be

by the parties at the

contemplated

that in 1850 Muttuvaduga

must be recollected

I

who among other

(in

exe

consequence

of the order of the Privy Council of 1845) renewed the claim which had been pre
It was of conrse of import
ferred by his mother in his behalf in the suit of 1832.
ance to the success of Muttuvaduga's

in

object not only to secure himself from rivalry

the litigation in which he had joined, but also, should he be successful, to guard

Rut there is no clear
of the document.

is,

Judge says,

petition deed

which has been construed as
for the zamindari,

Rut

apparent that

seems

had relation to

a

his part.

it

should be enjoyed by the elder brother and hit race free of

recovered

release)*

and that

all

supposed present

if

that portion of

a

(in

on the part of plaintiff not to compete

it

promise

to convey

it

seems

as the learned

release.

it

It

a

of it, however, sufficiently show that it
and not

of

evidence

The contents
a

terfere prejudicially with the rights of his sons.

the motive on either side which led to the execution

claim on
vested
pie-

Privy Council, and

Rut

the promise were obligatory,

Ry Exhibits

IV

and

to be still existent, what
executed by

and

V

assuming the obligation

the obligation
is

if

right to the zamindari and not to future and contingent rights.
The supposed
sent vested right to the zamindari was afterwards negatived by the decree of

Ulaganada

the

then ceased.

the effect of itagainst plaintiff.
in

the sons of Muttuvaduga

favor of first defendant they assign to him all their rights in the zamindari of Shiva"
ganga "under law and under the deed of division
(Document III). Now what

construed as

a

their greatgrandfather.

succeed after daughters to the estate

They had no rights to convey, and therefore

promise not to interfere with

their rights,

of

the rights of plaintiff and first defen

Whatever

grandsons cannot

is

be, daughter's

?

are their rights to the zamindari

dant may

if

the promise,

not violated by

the

therefore conveyed nothing that can be

his claim.

Inam lauds at

rent considerably

6

said, was fixed with reference to this low rent.

(1)

These were lands held as

below the assessment rent.

H.&N.,

The peshcush,

is

regard to the Kolkrayams the question arises thus

it

V

and

used to dehar plaintiff from preferring

:

In

I

The assignments by Documents
effectually

V

action taken by plaintiff in bringing this suit.

a
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only assets of tin zamindari from these landa. The Inam rights, »>., the righto to
hold at the low rent, were bought in by the Rani. The claim of the defendants is
that the difference between the low loam rent and the full assessments chargeable
ought to enure to the Rani's heirs. Any improvement in the rental of the zamin
dari must, I think, be so appurtenant to the zamindari as to pass with it ; but
assuming that these items of defendant's claim could be viewed as properly stand
ing in regard to its devolution on the

same

footing with the income of the zamin

dari with which the Inam rights were bought up, then, as this property was not
disposed of by the Rani in her lifetime, it would pass with the zamindari on the
principle of the decision in Mutsamut
Nothing was said

TJinkoor.(\)

Daee v. Chomdry

Bkagbutte

as to the Pannais.

I

and

Rholanath

do not understand

how

it

that they do not pass with the zamindari.

can be maintained

As to the bungalows I think the learned Judge is right.

The personal money

decree could not pass more than the interest of the Rani in Cherry's bungalow.

Then

as

to the leases.

The fifth defendant

advanced, which was the consideration
had

it

himself

admits

that

the amount

for the Manaloor lease, has been repaid ; even

not been repaid, the estate could not be charged with it.

The debt which

it

was advanced to discharge was a purely personal debt, and the lease could not be

binding upon plaintiff beyond the Rani's life.
As to the general lease, it is a lease of the zamindari for
were arrears

The lease, dated 1st May 1877, recites that the Government

if

have expressed theii

next year

to receive the kists of the current Fasli 1287, or 1877-78,

willingness

1878

the arrears of the last fasli be paid before the end of April this year, and that in

default

it

will

is likely that the zamindari

current kists

; and whereas,

he put

in auction for arrears and fot

in consequence of the scanty fall on rain during the

fasli, there has 4>een a severe famine, and the outturrr\pf the zamindari
and hardly sufficient to meet the peshcush, &c., yon have

current

having been deficient

agreed to pay into the Collector's office Rupees 1,06,286,

being the arrears of pesh

cush and interest during the last fasli, and thus to save the zamindari
sold in auction,

from being

&c. &c.

Thus the consideration

for the lease was, first of all, the payment of one year's
in order to save the zamindari from being sold in

arrears of peshcush immediately
public

auction.

sum of Rupees
which,

according

It

was said that the fifth defendant thus advanced

1,06,286,

the Rani the

and was only to recover this amount in the last year in

to the stipulations

of the lease, he

was absolved

from

paying

peshcush.
Assuming

this to be so, yet

if it

is shown that the object or one of the principal

objects of the lease was to obstruct the plaintiff in obtaining
should succeed in the declaratory

possession in case he

suit, we could not hold the lease valid as against

plaintiff beyond the lifetime of the Rani except for the recovery of the amount of
The evidence of the second, third, fifth, seventh,
peshcush actually paid by him.
and fifteenth witnesses for plaintiff seems to make it very clear,
is to be believed, that the lease was a mere contrivance
declaratory

possession

as was thought

not improhable,

suit.

(1) L.B.,

2

obtaining

if,
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7 years and 2 months.

of peshcush to the extent of 2,27,974 rupees, and of thia
for
Fasli 1286 (1875-76) and the rest for Fasli 1286 (1876-77).
1,06,286 were owing

There

I.A.,

2E.6.

if their

evidence

to obstruct

plaintiff from

he should

succeed in the

MUTTO
V
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A

III.J
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The

that their evidence is not improbable,

position of these witnesses was such

and that of the fifteenth

witness is especially noticed by the Judge as having been

in a manner which

given

[VOL. III.

and at the date of giving nil

impressed him favorably,

evidence he was still in the service of Mr. Fischer, the Rani's Agent.
He says,
'
" I had a tall with
Erishnasami himself for five or six days after the lease, bat
not

He then told me

before.

benefit,

but on account

a letter to the Rani undertaking

I

do so.

Fifth

the lease for his own profit and

had not taken

he

of the Rani and her children.
to give up

lie

also said he has given

the lease whenever

she asked him to

heard the same from Mr. Fischer."
witness, who was a storekeeper in the zamindari,

amination

that he was the

servant,

Rani's confidential

and

states in cross-ex

says that Mr. Fischer had

the Rani was dangerously ill, and that if she died Dora
(plaintiff), who had had two decrees in his favor, would interfere with the
dari ; and that he had therefore told the Rani to arrange a lease and asked

laid to him that

he seemed doubtful about it, to speak to him and persuade her to grant it.

ingly," he says,

"I

went and

very good thing for her.

saw the Rani,

1

told her fully that

it

Singha
zamiuhim, as

" Accord

would be s

She said that her only difficulty was that

if

she gave

another lease her son, who should be crowned and put in possession, would not get

I

any advantage.

told Mr. Fischer this.

He said the lease was only designed to

prevent Dora Singha from coming in and would be nominal, and that some private
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arrangement

it might
dence

would be mode with the Chetti.

be done and

that

she depended

much to the same effect.

evidence

I told the

on them."

Rani

so.

She said if so,

The other witnesses give evi

Vo ground has been shown for disbelieving

of these witnesses except the denial of Mr. Fischer and fifth

the

defendant

that anything of the kind was said or understood.
Their evidence also receives
What could be the possible object of
support from the circumstances of the case.
the lease 1
measure.
The

The

condition of the zamindari was not such as to call for

vf

*

attachment of the zamindari on account of Chitamhara

removed inj March 1877, and the Government
Document

such a

48 shows the

indulgence

Chetti's

decree was

peshcush was the only pressing charge.

which the Government

were prepared to ex

tend to the Rani, and she could have had no difficulty in raising the sum required

without resorting to the extreme measure of granting
The

a lease

for seven years.

lease seems to be the natural sequel of the failure of the compromise.

plaintiff

could not be

induced to take less than the zamindari,

If

every obstruction

should be placed in the way of his getting possession in case of the Rani's death, so
as

to afford facilities to the Rani's immediate

heirs in maintaining their rights to

succeed.

Rut even in this view the fifth defendant is entitled to be reimbursed sums paid by
him in discharge of peshcush of which plaintiff in succeeding will have the benefit.
The peshcush is a charge upon the estate not simply upon the life-interest of the
holder for the time being, and the discharge of arrears of peshcush by the fifth defen
dant gives him a right to repayment from the proceeds of the estate irrespective of
the causes which led to the accrual of the arrears.
from

The new holder is not absolved

payment of arrears of peshcush by the circumstance

arisen from the fraud or misconduct

that these arrears have

of his predecessor ; and the discharge by fifth

defendant of arrears of peshcush which, if he had not paid them, would have either
led to the estate being sold in the lifetime of the Rani to the prejudice of next heir,
or would otherwise have remained a debt to the State

which the next heir would

be

VOL.

SERIES.
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bound to pay, gives him a right to repayment

323

from the proceeds of the estate irre

spective of the causes which led to the accrual of the arrears, provided he did not

intend to make a present to the Rani of the amount advanced, and it cannot
. doubted that he had no intention of advancing

As to how

I think

he should be reimbursed,

trict Judge meets the justice of the

that the mode proposed by the Dis
and- 1 do not feel

case and is unobjectionable,

I take

Except in regard to the view which

as to the

partibility of the zamindari —

a view which is not concurred in by the majority of the Court — the appeals
as the

tible, the appeals will

be

HBTTOSAMI A WAR,

I think

majority of the Court hold that the zamindari is impar
dismissed with costs,

J. — This is an

action of ejectment, and the question for deci

is whether the plaintiff is entitled to possession as against the defendants.
The contest in this case is mainly between the plaintiff and the first defendant, and

sion

the several

questions arising for decision in connexion

set forth in the judgment

some length relates to the character

litigation.
that there

It

of the zamindari,

is contended for the appellant

is no proof that by custom

it
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to the appellant

it

which is the subject of this

that the zamindari

is partible, and

is impartible and capable of enjoyment

but by one member of the family at a time.
and of the admission on record renders

therewith are sufficiently

The first question argued before us at

appealed against.

The state of the pleadings in this cause

doubtful

at the stage of the litigation.

whether this contention

In

his

is open

written statement, the first

defendant did- not deny that the zamindari was impartible, though impartiality was

distinctly alleged in paragraph

19 of the plaint,

and though the rule of succession

mentioned in the same paragraph as prevailing in the zamindari was ex pressly denied.
The learned Counsel for the appellant not only did not apply for an issue in the Court
below on the subjectof partibility, but also did oppose the application

made by the

plaintiff for an additional issue, viz., whether he was entitled to recover the whole
or any part of the property in dispute (vide the record of issues settled in the Court
below). Itappears further from the same document that it was agreed that all state
ments and admissions made in Original Suit No. 2 of 1869 were to be taken as
made in this suit also, unless notice to the contrary
and the Court within a fortnight.
case reported

it

his guardian,

was a party by

in

9 Moore's

In

was given to the opposite side

the suit of 1869, to which the first defendant

was agreed that the judgment

Indian Appeals should be admitted

in the Shivaganga
as to the facts

set

forth in that judgment (RX, plaintiff's exhibits, page 181), and in this the Judicial
" The zamindari is admitted to be in the nature of a
Committee observe :
princi
pality impartible, and capable of enjoyment by only one member of the family at a
time. Rut whatever suggestions of a special custom of descent may heretofore have
been made (and there are traces of such in the proceedings),
to

it

only

the rule of succession

is now admitted to be that of the general Hindu law with such qualification!
as flow from the impartible

579, 680).

In

character of the subject (9 Moore's Indian Appeals,
it is perhaps hardly open to the appellant to

these circumstances,

deny the impartibility of the zamindari
as our attention
as excluded

; but as the case is one of importance,

is not called to any evidence in his power

from the record,

I

consider

of such evidence as there is before us.

it

and

bearing on the subject

desirable to mention the estimate

NADHA

TEVAE
*.
DORA

the amount gratuitously.

oa that point.

disposed to disturb his judgment

substantially fail, and

be

MUTT a
VADUGA-

I

form,

SINGHA
'1'LVAl'.

has always been held by one

his brother's descendants, and, lastly, by the first defendant's mother.

The conten

tion for the appellant both in this Court and in the Court below seems to be not
that the zamindari has not hitherto been held only by one member of the family,
may not have been divided heretofore,

any recognized rule or custom regulating

bility

in this zamindari

been alleged, but, on the other

treated as impartible both in the Courts

In their judgment in

hand,

and in the Privy Council.

in this country

as that of an

is

There are also indications of

raj to be held only by one

impartible

belief in the family from the year

general

In

indivisible.

a

(9

family

(6

Rlue Rook,

Appendix,

right to the entire zamindari

In

in

his

as the eldett

Nacliiar, the widow
surviving widow, and

(9

Angamuttu's

In

was indivisible (Rlue Rook, page 8).

late Rani and her two elder sisters set forth, in their application
noeettively

In

the suit

stated

1850 the

for permission

appeal, that they had arranged for enjoying

Moore's Indian Appeals, 556).

sons

of the

Tevar, the grand nephew of the Istimrar Zamindar,

1833 Roda Gurnsami

in his answer that the zamindari
continue

brother's

the eldest branch

Angamuttu

1832

of the Istimrar Zamindar, claimed the zamindari

according to custom

1823

representing

as

Moore's Indian Appeals, 543).

In

109).

page

1806

Istimrar Zamindar stated in his

1806 the

letter to the Collector of Ramnad that his sons should hold
asserted

been

time.
a

a

member of the family at

consecutively

Parti-

since 1823.
has throughout

the suit of 1869, the Judicial Committee refer to the character

of the subject of this litigation

that the zamindari

of

the succession to it.

Again, extensive litigation has prevailed
has nowhere

capable of being divided

such as the intervention of women or the absence

under special circumstances,

it

it

but though

to

the zamindari

filed by the late Rani in

was in the nature of an impartible raj and in this very
that
suit the second to fourth defendants, sisters of the first defendant, and certainly not in
of their written
collusion with the plaintiff, made similar admission (paragraph
a

9

;

it

1856, she admitted

of which originally acknowledged

single person.

this zamindari

was

a

as

to be observed that, prior to 1801

,

It is

to have been considered that even when women succeeded

they should take

a

It appears

to the zamindari,

it

statement).

palayapat, the owner

the ruler of Madura as lord paramount,

paid him
military service, but in other respects he was a petty
chief or ruler in his own palayapat, In passing, may call attention to the history

I

a tribute and rendered him
tenure of this

zamindari

which are set forth in

It appears

from

Nelson's Manual,

it

and

with the permission of Government.

published

that the Madura palayame

were created by the founder of the Nayak dynasty, who assumed the government

of the Tandiyan territory in

III,

1559, and that

their tenure,

as described therein

(Part

undivided

family, hat

is A

may belong to an

it

It

not the

can be held only by one member of the family at
members being entitled to

a

It

styled the Palyagar, the other

time

maintenance

or

out of the estate."

ancient raj of Ramnad,

regarding

which

Shivaganga originally formed part of
claim

laid to

a

may also observe that the zamindari of

is

an allowance
the

raj.

a

who

is

subject of partition.

a

in the nature of

a

is

:

page 98), was that of fendal estates and precisely similar to that of the Naragnnti palayam, in connexion with which the Judicial Committee say " palayam

I
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son, then by the son's widow, then by the Istimrar Zamindar, then by the eldest of
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qnity, the title of Seinpati (guardian of the Isthmus of Rameawiram) which the
family still bears leading weight to that claim, and, in common with other ancient
zamindaris.

it is impartible by custom.

The estate of Padamatur
be impartible.

I

by

is an offshoot of Shivaganga,

and

has been held

to

may also allude to the consciousness among the people of the country indicated

and referred to in the decision of this

II

Leading

Norton's

Casea,

page

478,

Court in the case of the Nuzvid Zamindari

(R.A. 36, 1874;.
The learned Counsel for the appellant lays- considerable stress on the rule of the
Hindu law, which declares that ordinary Hindu property is partible.
Rut we have
before us the case of property in the special position of a. zamindari

which has been held for nearly
The

case

ancestors

enjoying

certain

feudal

certain feudal duties, thus holding by
Court in the Nuzvid

a

rights before

impartible estate may

classes

be so

1801

and bound to render

As was observed by thia

tenure.

special

case, the zamiudari

one or other of the two
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or principality

member of the family at a time.

us is not the case of an ordinary Hindu, but of a person whose

before
were

150 years by one

estate must be regarded

as

falling under

of exceptions to the ordinary Hindu

either

first as being in the nature

law.

of a raj or

An
prin

cipality, or, second, as being governed by a family custom.
It is then urged for the appellant that the zamindari of Shivaganga owes its
origin to partition, and that the creation of the Padamatur estate is also an
instance of partition. The several accounts given of the creation of this zamindari
differ from one another.

In

9 Moore's

Indian Appeals,

been created by Saadut Allykan, Nawab of the

545,

Carnatic

it

is stated

in the year

to have

1730, and to

have been given by him as an hereditary fief to the original Zamindar as a reward
for hii military services. According to Exhibit LVIII, it was created by the
Zamindar of Kamnad and given to the original Zamiadar as 4. reward for the
the Ramnad Raj from the usurper,
service rendered by him in re-conquering
In
Nelson's
Manual,
which was referred to at the
Ravani Sankara Tevan.
argument in the Court

below, Part

III,

249,

it

is said to be the

of the zamindari of Ramnad into three and two-fifths
original Zamindar
hattle of Oreiyur.

who

recovered

Whatever

Ramnad

version we

and

adopt

by

result of partition
Kattu Tevan and the

overthrew
as

the usurper at the

correct, it is certainly not in

favor of the appellant, for, according to the first, the creation of this zamindari was
an act of State ; according to the second, it was a grant made by a petty ruler to
one who aided him in re-conquering his principality, and, according to the third, it
was a partition by a right of conquest ; while, according to none, it was a partition

in

recognition

of concurrent

coparcenary

right.

With reference

to the separation

of the Padamatur estate, it was the result of a grant of a few villages as a provision
It
for a junior branch of the family and in the nature of a family arrangement.
must

be remembered

NAD.HA

TEVAE

it

(8 M.H.C.R., 171.)

the long coarse of decisions collected in

MCTTU
VADUGA-

here that the partibility now in contest is as the ordinary

incident of a coparcenary right or co-heirship, and not as the occasional result of an
act of State or right of conquest which may override the provisions of the Municipal
law, or of a family arrangement which has a place even in family systems, which,
as in Malahar, recognize impartibility as the ordinary character of private property.
Again, some strees is laid on the opinion of the Istimrar Zamindar, that he had a
right to divide the zamindari among his children from motives of regard, Exhibit

v.

DORA

SlNSHA
TEVAE.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
it,

and

see reason

also differs from the opinion of 1806 already

partition perhaps in the nature of

Exhibit

I.V11

for the appellant

is

contention

It

family arrangement.

retain his power of alienation, and that
Another

Even taking

and

mentioned, and
an accurate

as

right to the Zamindar to make

time the Istinuar

this

that about

only gives

widows

a

of the family custom,

substitutes

it

and places daughters' sons before

which favored the succession of his nephews.
description

far as

appears further from

Zamindar was very anxious to

should not be taken away from him.

that the zamindari,

which

is

and

for daughters

so

it

TBVAR.

as heirs sons-in-law

daughters,

in

was not acted upon by the Privy Council

a

SrnoHA

It

zamindari.

it

•,
DORA

it

TEVAE

do not think that we can attach much weight to

a

NADHA

LVIII ; bnt I

to suspect that he was describing rather his wish than the custom prevailing in the

it

MtJTTD
VADUQA-
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the subject

is

it

of this suit, escheated to the Crown for failure of lineal heirs and was re-granted to
therefore not entitled to be treated as
the Istimrar Zamindar in 1801, and that

it at

1801 no doubt declared

once to

The estate did not pass

day, and when Mr. Loshington

a

to be an escheat, but re-granted
Zamindar's family.

of

The Proclamation

an ancient zamindari.

collateral

the zamindari

relation of the original

into the possession of Government

a

assumption of
in order that its resources might be accurately ascertained, the
special commission for the settlement of the sou them palayams refused to sanction
it, lest
might create impressions unfavorable to Government (Rlue Rook, Ap
even for

proposed a temporary

it

management

new

owner.

to be created was

a

is,

of the old estate in

continuation

a

a

new grantor not, but whether the estate intended
or

new

estate

policy indicated by the

The

viz., that of enlisting

the sympathy and securing the co-operation of
with the suppression of tha rebellion raised by the tiro
disclostp an intention to change the owner without changing the nature

proclamation,

the people in connexion
Murdus,

then suggested for

XXV of 1802,
lation IV of 1822.

tion

the appellant

but

that

a

It

is

of the estate or its incidents, and the refusal of the special commission to interfere
with the possession of the Zamindar even with his own consent confirms this view.
now estate was the effect of Regula

such an intention was disclaimed

by its authors in Regu

under which the zamindari was re-granted,

The circumstances

the terms of the proclamation, and the mode in which the latimrar Zamindar was
kept in possession are consistent only with an intention to continue the old estate.
The learned Counsel for the appellant next contends that under the Hindu law
Jagannada

no doubt says

virtuous brothers able and
kingdoms

(I

are partible,

even kingdoms

is

and that this

zamindari

may therefore be divided-.

416) that kingdoms

Dig.,

willing to protect them, for

under the head of indivisible property.

no authority in this part of the country,

may be divided among

have not inserted
While the opinion of Jagannada

the texts cited

sages

by him show that they

may be impartible by custom.

Thou,

consecrated to the empire"

:

says

"

Among all the sons of Ieshuvakn,

son of Raghu,
Dig., 415).

it

all were kings,

if

;

:

Again Mantara, in reply to Kaikei, says
to an empire

the first
art first born and shalt be this day

"

Of many sons one only

would be the highest injury"

is

the king.

Vasishta

(I

born

Rama,

(I

Addressing
is
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is

material to the
pendix 271). The question whether there was new grant or not
the
zamindari
as
between
the
title
to
Istimrar
Zamindar and
of
the
determination
now
to
we
have
consider
not
whether there was a
his brother, but the question

consecrated

Dig., 117).
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She says again : " Doubtless they consecrate to the empire the eldest by birth or
excellence and never commit the entire kingdom

(I

Ci)

observes that a similar custom existed among the Pandavas

Jagannada

but

to the kingdom of Rama or the solar race of kings,

relate

These passages

to his brothers."

Dig., 41

in the dynasty of the Panchalas
Dig., 417). Jagannada's opinion that
kingdoms may be divided rests according to him more on the absence of a text in

(I

and

alleged in this case in many kingdoms.

it

seen that

Referring

in whose territory this zamindari

of the Pandiyan kings,

to the genealogy

situated,

it

as

is

custom

is

the Smritis expressly forbidding partition than on the absence or antiquity of such

will

ha

held by one member of the family and not made the

was always

subject of partition on the death of each king (vide Nelson's Manual,

III,

Part

74

to 75).

I

is

am clearly of opinion that this zamindari
impartibl* by
of enjoyment but by one member of the family at
time.

For these reasons

time,

governed by the rule

and capable of enjoyment

impartible

I

a

of primogeniture.
but by one member of the family at

is

whether succession to this zamindari

Granting that the estate

is

is

The next question

a

and capable

custom

can think of no other mode of

As between coparceners,

property.

of birth

seniority

for tha

the foundation

a

I,

right of management which vests in the eldest (Menu, Ch. IX, 106. Smriti
right when unequal partition
v. 28). It was also the cause of
Chandrika, Ch.
was permitted to an extra share, not only in the case of the first born, but also in
the cases of the eldest and the middlemost sons (Mit., Ch.

entitled to precedence and to be the

in the performance of funeral

chief actor, while the others are passive participators
do not admit

which

rites,

3,
8

a

the senior in birth who

is

is

it

Hindu,

deceased

I,

Section
to 6). A3
grades, who are equal in point of propinquity to

between sapindas of parallel

of being

separately

performed,

as

for instance

the

ceremonies performed on the day of death in connexion
is

with thewcremation of the
In all cases in which the performance of ceremonies prescribed
deceased's body.
joint as among coparceners
for the spiritual benefit of a deceased ancestor
to
the
law
of ceremonial, the chief
is,
eldest
according
living together, the
in advocating the claims of daughters' sons to the position
compares them to sens' sons (Mit., Chap. II, Sec.

also

is not equally

a

is

when there

competition

so where the competition

the speech of Mantara

is

see why

is

I

fail to

There

the latter,
former.

of preference

ground

it

primogeniture

is
a

among sapindas,

;

Vishnu,

of heirs

2,

over,

More

being passive.

6)

the participation of the others in their performance

actor,

if

and

among

among the

with reference to succession to

(I

She says
Dig. Hig.
kingdoms which were impartible by custom.
"
excellence
consecrated
to
the
birth
or
empire."
eldest
by
Edit. 418,) that the
which
Edit.
Dig. Hig.
applied to the
415)
According to the text of Vasishta

(I

is

ancient

I

kingdom founded by Ieshuvaku and to the dynasty commonly called the solar race
am therefore of opinion that where tha
of kings, " the first born was the king."
from its nature indivisible and can therefore descend to
subject of inheritance
is

them can only be determined
custom to the contrary.
may be coparceners,
paternal

It

by seniority

right of succession

as between

of birth in the absence of

a

one only of several daughters' sons, the preferential
is
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is

preference, having regard to the analogies of the Hindu law as applied to ordinary

special

contended for the appellant that sons and sons' sons

while the sons of different

daughters who have no common

ancestor can never be coparceners in the Hindu sense of the expression,
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SlNGHA
TEVAR.

in birth

the senior

is,

It

which

obtains

the one ought not to be

among

however, to be observed that the preference shown to

due to no special property

merit in a spiritual sense which

of coparcenary,

but to superior

is

supposed to attach to seniority of birth. Ad
verting to the eldest son, Menu says " Ry the eldest at the moment of his birth,
:

c.
DORA

and that the rule of preference
extended to the other.
ia

MCTTU
YADUGANADEA
TBVAE

[VOL. IE.

That

the father, having begotten a son, dischargee his debt to bis own progenitors.
•on alone, by whose birth he discharges his debt, and through

whom

he attains

is

is

it

;

a

sense of duty all the rest are considered by the
immortality, was begotten from
wise as begotten from love of pleasure" (Menu, Gh. IX. 106 and 107). Hence
the manager in a joint family, that he was entitled to an extra
that the eldest

share in ancient times, and that he takes precedence in the joint performance
the rule of preference

though

sons as well as sons' sons come equally

it

case

of

is

a

ia

is

a custom and

shown as in this

custom

special

case, the

alleged and proved,

impartible would

a

is,

in every one of them,

The division of

is

it

but

injury.

should be,

the estate had
kingdom

Instances

have become

it

for several generations

impartible

partibility

in which zamindaris

the* argument

our decision

have been

be the highest

;

a

at

remaining

would

palayapat aud as such an impartible raj.

by custom

mentioned

custom, what

a

which

is

still been

we are to respect the practice generally

in this Presidency,

prevailing among ancient zamindaris
the absence of a special

The

a

seems to me that,

that
alternative suggested

special custom to the contrary,

if

is

but

division,

but where the property in
in the nature of an impartible

governed by the rule of primogeniture.

it

i*

may be presumed, in the absence of

succession

if

it

are

after

partible

that

must be remembered

change introduced

by custom orisinating

which is also men

it

a

As to succession by nomination,
family convention.
of
cited by Jagannada,
Mantara
tioned in the speech

is

raj,

property, and where

not ordinary

it

it

in the

ought to prevail against the rule of primogeniture,

litigation

is

within

that primogeniture

not affirmatively

not a right, and where such custom
true that, where
plaintiff must fail. It

now the foundation

special custom such as was proved in the Tippera (1) case,
and certainly no authority for Courts of Justice to introduce partition.
As

ia

a

for recognizing

by the order in which the two modes of succession are mentioned
succession by primogeniture

by nomination

in

is

Presidency,

respecting

is the ordinary

which general and particular customs are

is

from the very nature

the presumption

custom to the contrary,

but also

as

related.

to preclude

Although impartiality
of the ordi

the operation

to be an impartible raj, in which

necessary

not only according
modification

on the analogies of the general

in

(1)

12

the absence of

to the practice

flowing

M.I.A.,

521.

single
a

heir,

particular

of ancient kingdoms,

from its impartible

Him!)] law.

proved, and the

there must have

of the case some mode of selection

in favor of primogeniture

in

in this

while succession

mode,

am of opinion that when once impartibility

of litigation shown

subject
been

I

nary Iliudu law,

by cogent evidence

zamindaris

to each other in the same way

special, and these are related

should be established

ancient

a

the speech and by the course of decisions

is

indicated

a
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is

Another objection taken for the appellant

in

of

applied as

between them.

competition

in

often

the reason of the rule has nothing to do with coparcenary,

coparcensrs,

and daughters'

is

between

Thus

is

and other rites.

funeral

character

and

VOL.
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Though the evidence on record may not by itself be sufficient to establish a cus
tom in favor of primogeniture, it acquires a special weight in this case from the
inability of the appellant to suggest and prove any other mode of succession by

This zamindari has always been held but by one member of the family ;
but from 1730 until 1833 there was noinstance of competition between brothers

custom.

when the succession opened up.

in possession, there were several
who took the ramindari.
on the appellant,

still

Retween 1833 and 1863, when the usurpers
cases of competition,

and in each

it

were

was the eldest

Though this practice of the usurpers may not be binding

it negatives

the existence of any other

custom, which,

if it

did exist, the appellant would not have failed to indicate.
Another objection relied on for the appellant is that in the case of ordinary
there is no primogeniture

property

among women ; but this appears to me to be a
and certainly not for partition.

reason for successive enjoyment,

Even in their

case, only one could succeed at a tim§ where the property in dispute

tible raj.

Angamuttu

Nachiar claimed it

as the eldest

the late Rani and her sisters wished to continue

is an impar

surviving widow

; and when

the appeal preferred

by their

mother, they represented to the Court that they had agreed among themselves
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On these grounds I think that
successive enjoyment in the order of seniority.
in
favor
plaintiff's
by the Court below.
first issue was rightly decided

for
I ho

The third question for decision is whether a daughter inherits for herself and her
own heirs, or whether she takes a qualified heritage in the nature of a personal pro
vision so as to pass the inheritance upon her death to her father's heirs. For the

I

purpose of deciding this question.
does not become her stridhanam,

which

1 shall separately

assume that what she inherits from her father

and whether or not

consider.

As far

as

I

it

ii stridhanam

is a question

am aware, there is no text either

in the Mitakshara or other commentaries in this part of the country winch in terms
deals with this subject, and we have therefore to rest our decision on the reaSo&Of
daughter's

succession and on general principles

applicable to women.

In

the case

of an appointed daughter, the heritage passed upon her death to her father's, instead
of her own, heirs. Referring to the texts of Canka, Lichita, and Parithinasi and
Menu, the author of theDayabhaga arrives at the conclusion that her father's heira
take the heritage after, her death (Dayabhnga, Ch. XI, Section 2, v. 15), and there
The appointed
—is nothing in the Mitakshara to lead us to a contrary conclusion.
• daughter was considered by a fiction of law to be a legitimate
—
placed in the third description of sons. Mit., Ch. I, Section

son, and her son was

11, 3, and. the cause
of her succession was the appointment which was usually made in these words :
" This damsel, who has no brothers, I will give unto thee decked with ornaments ;

the son who may be born of her shall be my son," Vasishta (Mit., Ch. I, Section 11,
v. 3). Thus her position as heir was much higher than that of a daughter without
appointment.

The latter is considered to be only equal (1 ) to the son, while the for

mer was in law the son (2) himself, the one was excluded by her after-born brother,
while the other shared the heritage (3) with him, and the appointed daughter was (4)
an heir long before the widow and daughter had a place in the list of Leirs. If, not-

II, Sec. 2, 2.
IX, 130.
Menu, Ch. IX, 134.
Compare Hit,, Ch. II,

(1) Mit., Ch.

(2) Menu, Ch.
X3)

(4)

Sec.

1,

with Cb. I, Sec.

11.

MtJTTU
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TEVAE
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DORA
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withstanding her superior position

III.

of an appointed danghter

is tmreasonable to say that the estate taken by a

danghter is absolute.

*.
DOEA

SlNGHA
TEVAE.

an heir, th« succession

it

was only a case of interposition,

[VOL.

-

Again, the position of a daughter aftehf is inferior to that of the widow. The
aM the one is the associate of her hushand

former takes under and after the latter,'

in Agnihotra and othei sacrifices, (1) while the other is only the means of producing
a sapinda to her father.
Though she is compared to a son in respect of consan
guinity to her father, yet the equality is not perfect, and exists only to a limited

In
extent, for a son excludes the widow, while the daughter is excluded by her.
"
XI,
it
is
said
In
the
limbs
of
Smriti Chandrika, Ch.
Section 2, 4,
springing from
The difference, however, is this :

the father, a daughter is equal to a son."

in

the

of the father's part is greater, whereas in
being declared " A male child U procreated if the

of a son the contribution

procreation

that of a daughter it is less, it

but a female child is procreated

seed predominates,

if

the woman contribute most

Thus the danghter stands in relation to her mother in the same sub

to the foetus."

ordinate position in which a son stands in relation to his father.

If, then, on the

authority of the text (2) of Katyayana,

the hushand's heirs inherit the property

on

the death of the widow to the exclusion

of her own hci rs, there is no valid reason

for
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supposing that the estate taken by the daughter is higher than that of the widow.

Again, the historic development of the Hindu law regarding women furnishes
that the term widow is, as observed by the author of the Daya-

reason for saying

Ch.

bhaga (Dayabhaga,

XI,

and applicable

Section 2, 31), one of general import

Originally all women were excluded from inheritance by reason
This rule of exclusion is mentioned in Smriti Chandrika, Ch. XI,

to all women alike.

of their sex.
Rectio^

1, 56,

in Madhaviya, page

32, paragraph

44, and

in Hit., Ch.

II,

Sec. 1, 14 ;

The first exception
^pdAhe cause of exclusion was their sex and not widowhood.
to th'is rule was the caee of appointment to produce an heir, and the principle on

which it rested was that they then took not in their own right, but in right of their
progeny.

This applied both to the widow and the appointed daughter.

exception was the recognition

In

Vedic texts.

The next

of certain females as heirs on the authority of special

the case of the widow, Rrahaspati says that according to scripture

she is half the body of her hushand, and in the case of the daughter, he says she is

In

equal to the son.

connection

with these Vedic texts, there were two classes o£t

Smritis, those which recognized them

as forming

an exception to the general

rule

of exclusion and favored the succession of the widow and daughter, and those which

did not recognize them

at all, but gav? the heritage

as an exception

and brother in preference to the widow and daughter.

historically

to

trihal or other distinctions,

fact is clear that there were conflicting

it

Whether

to the father

this conflict is due

is not now easy to determine, but the

(3) texts, and that they either admitted or

excluded both as heirs one after the other.
The next period was that of Digests, in which Sankara'a rule of interpretation, viz.,

all the texts

are to be considered as

to the whol« Sanskrit-speaking

(1) Mit., Ch.

XI,

II,

if

they formed one harmonious whole and applied

race, came into use as a rule of law (Introduction to

Sec. 1, v. 6 ; Menu, Ch.

IX,

45 and 86 ;

Smriti Chandrika,

Ch.

Sec. 1, v. 12.

(2)

" After

(3) Mit., Ch.

her, let the heirs take it."

II,

Sec.

1, T. 6 and 7.

(Smriti Chandrika,

Ch.

XI,

Sec.* 1, 32.)
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and as one in accordance with which all the com

were to be written.

NADHA

The first interpretation under this rule consisted in referring the text in favor of
the

widow and daughter to the

refuted

of au appointment

case

II,

to raise

II, Section

by the author of the Mitakashata'jn Chapter

to one Dareswara, Ch.

ia

it is ascribed

1, and

Yogi referred the texts against the widow and daughter

eswara

It

up issue.

Vijijan-

The interpretation substituted by

Section 1, 8.

to coparcenary,

From this it appears that before
the date of the Mitakshara both the widow and daughter were alike excluded from

and the texts in their favor to

a divided

family.

inheritance, and that, from the time of Vi jiyanes wara Yogi, they were both admit
ted

In refutation of

divided property.

as heirs to

Dareswara 'a theory, the author

of the Mitakshara refers first to the Vedic rule of exclusion, which related to all
women, and says that it is applicable
secondly,

to property expressly acquired for sacrifice ;

he refers the texts against women to coparcenary,

widow and the daughter

are likewise excluded from

which

by

inheritance

both

the

thirdly, he

;

alludes to their competency to own property by instancing their ownership in stridhanam ; and, fourthly, he refutes the argument
up

that

Thus it appears that

the widow and daughter

he same Smritis,

appointment

which applies

have been

treated

to

raise

to both.

taking on

as

in Mitakshara,

and that the discussion

Section 1, relating to the widow is equally applicable
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the

issue was the cause of their succession, an argument

the authority of

II,

Ch.

to the daughter.

Among the texts, which are in favor of the widow, the text* of Rrahaspati

and

Katyayana show distinctly that the widow took but a qualified heritage. Katyayana said, " Let the sonless widow preserving unsullied the bed of her lord enjoy
the

with moderation

property

it" (Smriti

Chand.

XI,

Sec. 1,

until her death.
Rrahaspati

32).

of the hushand, the widow shall retain

After her, let the heirs take

said likewise :

"After

tl.e de

hushand so long, as ;

the share of her

lives, but she has not property to the extent of mortgage or sale" (Smriti Ch4hdrika, Ch. XI, Sec. 1, 28). These texts are mentioned in Madaviya, p. 33, and Vivshara Mayuka,

Ch.

IV,

Sec. 8, paragraphs 3 and 4.

Again, in one of the passages,

Rrahaspati declared that women were incompetent to take real property and said,
" Even if virtuous and if partition have been made, a woman is not fit to enjoy real

.property."

The author of the Smriti Chandrika says, "The object of this passage

. is to explain that real property being the means of subsistence among the descen
dants of a Hindu family, a widow having no issue is incompetent
Ch.

XI,

Sec. 1, 27).

This text of Rrahaspati

that of Katyayana only to impose
property.

has been construed

a restriction

to take

on the alienation

Again, the reason mentioned for the restriction

it" (Smriti,

with reference to
of immovable

on the widow's

power

of alienation by the Judicial Committee is the state of every woman being one of
(TA« (Collector of Alaxulipatamv. Karali Venkata Naranappa).
(1) Thus it appears to me that the very text under which the widow and daughter
are recognized as heirs gave them but a qualified heritage, and that the reason for
perpetual tutelage.

which the widow's power to alienate was restricted applied
ter.

It

looks as

from inheritance

if

UUTTU
VADUGA-

equally to the daugh

the Smritis in their favor converted the Vedic rule of exclusion

into one of restriction on the alienation of immovable property in

the interest of the heirs obstructed by their succession

(1)

8

M.I.A.,

551.

I

may also add that in the

TBVAE
v.

DORA
RINGHA

TBVAE.
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MUTTU
VADUQA-

part of the country,

NADHA

pronounced

TEVAE
v.

work held in great reverence in this
" For momen the
heritage of their hushands if

Dharma of Mahabharata,

Dana

it is

a religions

said,

Let not women, on any account, make waste of

to use.

applicable

III.

[VOL.

their hushands' wealth."

BORA
BlNGHA
TEVAE.

As to th« reason of the daughterVsuecetsion, it is contended on the autho
rity of the text of Rrahaspati (Mit., Ch. II, Sec. 2, 2) that her relationship to
her father is the sole cause of her succession.
Though no other reason is mention
ed in the passages in the Mitakshara that relate to her, still in the case of her
son, his

with
•

II,

as a sapinda

position

funeral

oblations

to the son's son in connection

and his equality

are mentioned

as the cause

It

is to be observed that the daughter's

from a twofold stand-point,
and
the

the

she

is cited

she excludes.

as a reason

; and

I

fail to

confer spiritual benefit is ground

by her,

produced

that

to me

seems

see how

confers

who

father

relationship

can be considered

for excluding from inheritance

to

that th« text of Rrahaspati

at the conclusion

she is preferred

9,

oblations

corn 'bo-

cause is her son'a

to her father (Smriti Chandrika,

The Madhaviya and Vivahara

10, 12).

receives

discloses the reason why

father, and that the primary

to her father's

Competency to offer funeral
paras.

This view

even a son to

the author of which cites a text of Karada and

ration from Smriti Chandrika,

3/,

regarded

for her excluding her son, through

whom she is only said to be equal in one sense.

Sec.

be

or even primary cause of her succession, since incompetency

to be the lole

arrives

It

with the funeral cake, and her

is connected

spiritual benefit

superior

as heir may

with the general theory of spiri

to her son, the sapinda

both of whom

deceased's father,

text of Rrahaspati

•whom

position

in connection

1st,

tual benefit; and, 2udly, in relation

XI,

Ch.

Mayuka are mere

.transcripts of the Mitakshara.

is

is

Upon the commentaries of authority, therefore,
In this part of the country relationship
not the sole cause of her succession, and
her connexion with the pinda through her son
the primary motive for her suces-

sion.

In this view

the texts of Dayabhaga and Dayacrama Sangraha relied

upon

in the declaratory suit are pertinent.
The reason mentioned by
the Judicial Committee in '/'//••Collector ofMatulipatam v. Ka.va.li Veniiata Naranthe state of perpetual tutelage,
reason which
applicable both to the
appa
is

a

is

in the judgment

also applicable
imposes

It

and the other upon succession.

widow

between widows

special and qualified

as

is

a

sonless widow

in

in respect

and women under coverture, and

in the

her father's heirs, as contradistinguished

come to

case of

that the heritage of

a

with those that relate to the character of the
is

difference

(II

even

Dig. Hig. 159), which enjoin to the

they effect the mode of enjoyment,

For these reasons the conclusion
is

daughter

son
imply that a widow with
of her in

the text means that

and

As to the texts

these ought not to be confounded
heritage.

does not

a

to which there

to

one upon alienation

for in the latter case there can be no doubt

life of ascetic privation,
is
a

a

widow

to alinate.

double sense her

should also be observed that the text of Katy

I

to alienate,

competency
competent

;

ayana which speaks of thesonless

twofold restriction,

An-';for

a

gether with that of Rrahaspati,

to alienate

designed

The text of Katyayana, as read by commentators

qualified one.

competent

in

Hence

to both.

a

is

of heirs

a

a

is

the subsistence
heritage

viz., that real property

is

widow and daughter and has reference to the sex and not to widowhood.
other reason mentioned Smriti Chandrika,

is
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of his succession (Mit., Ch.

Sec. 2, v. 6).

widow, and that, on her death,

from hei own hein, tak« it.
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The next question is whether property inherited by the daughter from her father
under the Mitakshara law. There is no doubt that Vijiyaneswara Yogi, the author of the Mitakshara, classes it as stridhanam.
In Ch. II,
Sec. 11, v. 2, he says, " also property which she may have acquired by inheri
tance;" and in verse 3, he observes that p. technical interpretation is improper

becomes her stridhanam

while the literal acceptation is admissible.
means

etymology,

woman's property,

Mitakshara that in whatever mode

The term stridhanam,

and

it follows

thsrefore

according to its
to the

according

a woman may acquire property,

it

is her stridha

nam. This is clearly an unwarranted interference with the Smriti law ; for tha
very conception of atridhanam according to the Smritis cited by him pre-supposea
special or exceptional modes of acquisition and is historically related to the text of
Menu (I Dig. Hig. Edit., 459) which declares, " Three persons —a wife, a son,
and a slave— are declared by law to have in general no wealth of their own.
wealth which they may earn is regularly acquired for the man to whom
belong."

Again,

it

sion and transfers
funeral offering.

is in conflict with the fundamental

Tha
they

principle of Hindu succes
whatever with tha

to those who have no connexion

property

it contradicts

Moreover,

the text of K.-.tvayana who directs that,

after the death of the widow, her hushand's heirs should take the heritage, and the
spirit of the text of Yagniya Valcya which excludes ;-om the list of heirs the
daughter's
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the sister

daughter and prefers to her the daughter's son, and likewise excludes
and prefers to her the father

great respect in Southern
law,

it

Although the Mitakshara is held in very

India, it would still

being in its nature a mere commentary,

be a mistake to rank

it with

statute

and as such acquiring the force of

law by its being conformed to by the people and forming thereby the hasis of a
Hence it becomes necessary to examine whether tk^»
customary law among them.
Mitakshara has been followed in this respect, and whether there is any trace of
in the country that inherited

consciousness

Bebee't case,(l) the Privy
Renares school,

Ccuncil have held that, according

to the law of

in

the Mitakshara,

notwithstanding the ambiguous

passage

by a widow forms part of her stridhanam,

part of the estate inherited

it

upon her death, according to the text of Katyayana,

passes

a

In Myna

is stridhanam.

property

and

to the heirs

the
no
that

of her

If

my view that the text of Katyayana is of general import and applies
hushand.
alike both to the wife and daughter is correct, it would follow that inherited pro
As regards property
even in the case of the daughter.
perty is not stridhanam
inherited by the mother
stridhanam,

(II,

from her son, it was held

Bacheraju v. VenhatappaJu.tf)

Notes of Cases, 211),

"

It

seems

settled

In

1813

by this

Court

to be

Sir Thomas Strange

indeed that the mother

thus

no
said

inheri

ting to her son her inh«ritance would descend after her death to his and not to her
After reviewing
peculiar heirs, and that she could not alien to their prejudice."
in
and
in
law
the
other
Mitakshara
Rengal
under
the
Presidencies,
the decisions
the High Court at Calcutta has held that property inherited
stridhanam,
treats

it

Chotay v.

as stridhanam,

Loll

Chunnoo Lall.(S)

by the daughter is not

Though the High Court at Romhay

the decision rests on Vi?ahara Mayuka,

which is not bind

ing in this Presidency except among the Mahrattas.

(1)

11

M.I.A., 487.
(3)

(2> 2
14

B.L.R.,

235.

M.H.C.B.,

402.

MOTTU
VADUGANADHA
T-EVAE
v.

DORA

BlNGHA
TEYAE.
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Besides the Mitakshara,
Presidency,

In

other

these property

acquired

by a woman by

again

They

1, •-. 16, and M ; t-. n va's Dayavibhaga,

have

arts

mechanical

01

(Smriti Chand-

to her by other than relations "is not treated as stridhanam

given

lika, Oh. IX, Sec.

in thii

commentaries

leading

viz., the Smriti Chandrika and part of Madaviya,

two of which,

been translated.

are three

there

III.

[VOL.

p. 42).
to the descent of different

differ from the Mitakshara in respect

of atridhanam (Smriti Chandrika, Ch. IV, Sec. 3), and in neither of
them is the property inherited by the daughter specially noticed as to its descent.
In Smriti Chandrika, Ch. IX, See. 1, v. 3, the suppletory term " Adiya" it
descriptions

and the text of Katyayana which con

rendered as any other separate acquisition,

in respect to alienation by the widow and to the heirs
which declares in one place in

a twofold direction

tains

who ought to succeed her, and the text of Rrihaspati

the interests of the regular heirs that woman are incompetent
and

are cited

it

Thus

upon in Madhaviya's

commented

is clear that these commentaries do not follow the

respect to the descent of stridhanam
men

being

stridhanam.

translated

correctly

Mitakshara, it is clear from
though

by the

acquired
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texts of Katyayana and
be supposed that

cannot
position

adopts the

are cited

ia not

interpretation found in the
of property

certain kinds

As

by him as stridhanam.

in these commentaries,

Vijiyaneswara Yogi, who founds

that, in classing

acquired by wo

however

what has been said that

woman are not classed
Rrahaspati

pages 32 and 33.

Mitakshara wholly in

that the Madhaviya

is contended

its author

as heir, would not have

considering

or to all property

it

Though

and that

to take real property

Dayavibhaga,

upon

the

them

woman's

known of the restriction,' there is reason

inherited property

as

it

and as

for

Vijiyaneswara

stridhanam,

Yogi himself wished to do no more than to withdraw it from the hushand's

con

trol and to establish her proprietary independence as against him, and not tacitly
to do away with the direction of Katyayana and others.
It is in this view that
Mr. Justice Holloway has treated this question in the former suit a« not material
to the decision of this

case.

Re this as

it

may,

I

able indication either in the other commentaries

am satisfied that there is no reli

for upwards of 50 years that property

judicial decisions

here or in the course of

prevalent

inherited

by a woman

il

stridhanam.

I shall

next proceed to consider the five subsidiary

questions raised by the sub

for the appellant in the Court of First
Instance was that the late Rani took an absolute estate: —

ordinate issues.

I.

II.

III.

As to these the contention

As the only unmarried daughter at her father's death.

As the only daughter with male issue at Angamuttu's
As being

death.

the only surviving daughter at the date of the Privy Council

decree.

IV.

Recause the zamindari was acquired or recovered at her own expense and
by her own exertion.

V. Upon the true construction

of the Privy Council decree.

The second position was, however, given up in the Court below, and the third and
the fifth may be passed over with the remark that the Judicial
considered nor decided the question

neither

it rests upon the text of Katyayana (Mit., Ch. II,
"
v. 2> which says : Let the widow succeed to her hushand's wealth provided

qualified estate.
Sec. 2,

Committee

whether the late Rani took an absolute or a

she is chaste and,
Whatever

As to the first

in default

construction

of her, let the daughter inherit if

this text

may

bear,

if it

is

unmarried."

considered

by

itself

VOL.
it

ought to be and has been taken

(Mit.,

SERIES.
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the text of Yagniyaralcya

to supplement

1, v. 1.) that names the daughter's son as

\\virnfter the daughter.
Referring to this text, the Chief Justice at Romhay observed in Vinayek Anundrao
v. Litxumeetace(\) that it was not rettriefigt but preferential only as between
Ch.

This imprecisely the sense in which it is inter

married and unmarried daughters.

In

preted by the author of the Mitakshara.

verses 1 and 5, Ch.

II,

Sec. 2, he ex

plains that daughters and daughters' sons are heirs, each as a class, and that the
former exclude the latter ; and in verses 3 and 4 he considers two cases of competi
tion between the married
daughters,

and unmarried,

and

the endowed and the unendowed

and cites two texts as embodying the nileof preference applicable to them

In

respectively.

this respect all the other leading commentaries in the south agree

with the Mitakshara (Smriti Chandrika, Ch. XI, Section 2, v. 28, Dayavibhaga of
Madaviya, page 26, para. 36, Vyavahara Mayuka, Ch. IV, Section 8, 11 aad 12).
With reference to the contention that the rule of Katyayana is restrictive, the

Judicial

Committee say (9 Moore's Indian Appeals, 642) : "

It

ought to be added as

to the argument that the marriage of the daughters and their marriage portions ex
clude them from participation, there is no ground for that argument either in prin

Again, in the

ciple or otherwise."

case

of daughters' sons, they are all sapindas, and

the spiritual benefit which they can confer is the same in kind and extent, while as
between married and unmarried

daughters, the former are of their father's gotram
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or retain the father's family name, and the application of paternal property
first instance to the expenses of their marriage is « spiritual necessity.

in the

According

to Cruti and the texts of Vasishta and Paithinasi, the father passes into a region of
torment,

if his

daughter attains puberty unmarried (Dayabhaga, Ch.

XI,

Section2, 6).

Thus as between married and unmarried daughters, there is a ground for preference,

whilst

as between

It is

their sons there is none.

extends the preference to the latter (Dayabhaga,
crama

Sangraha,

Ch.

I, Section

3, 3).

then urged that the Rengal school
Ch.

XI,

Section 2, 30, and

This extension

Daya-

part of the

formed no

Smriti law even in Rengal, and was recognized upon the authority of the commen
tator Srikrishna who altered verse 30 by interpolating in it the expression " with
out bearing issue," though
daughter's

the passage purports

death to her father's in preference

to transfer

no authority on this side of India and as a commentator's

it

because

is adhered to by the people in practice

regards the fourth

position,

with the conviction that it U

it

appellant

contends

that the zamindari

though

property of the late Rani in consequence

ancestral, became the exclusive
having recovered

As Srikriehna is

interpretation is law

cannot be treated as binding in this Presidency.

law, his exposition
As

the heritage upon the

to her own heirs.

from the usurpers at her

own expense.

That

of her

she recovered

it

at her own expense is a fact which cannot be, disputed, but the quettion for consider
ation is whethsn

it

has thereby

become her self -acquisition.

The texts

on the subject are those of Menu, Yagniyavalcya, Paithinasi, Rrahaspati,
Katyayana.

Yagniyavalcya says, " Nor shall

he, who recovers hereditary

that bear
Canka and
property,

i, 1) ;
his
father
which
If a father recovers the property of
remained unrecoverfp
he shall not against his will share it with the sous, since in fact it was acquired by

which

has been taken away,

give

it

up to the

parceners" (Mit., Ch.

I,

Sec.

Menu, "

himself"

(Rrahaspati).

Over the grandfather's

(1)

1 Ro.

H.C.R.,

property which has been seized by

125.
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TEVAR
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TKVAB.
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strangers

and is acquired

(Dayabhaga,

VI,

Ch.

by the father,

the father'a

Sec. 2, 32) — Canka.

fall

III.

[TOL.

dominion is ordained

Land inherited in regular

succession,

but which had been formerly lost and which a single heir may recover, the rest
shall divide according to their due allotments, having first given him a fourth part
(Mit., Ch. I, Section 4, 3). These texts, show that as between coparceners the per
son who recovers hereditary property, which has been seized by a stranger, may t:ika

it

as his exclusive

an extra share.

unless

property,
Here

I

it

is land, in which case he is entitled only

to

may also observe that, though they speak of the father, tho

term father is considered to be of general import (Dayabhaga,

Ch.

VI,

Ree. 2, 36).

principle recognized by them is that "it is in fact acquired by himself,"
In connexion with this principle the Digests consider the circumstances in which
the joint interests of the other coparceners may be supposed to have ceased so
The

as to render the property

the self-acquisition

of the Dayabhaga

author
efforts

requisite

shara

speaks

3)

that recovers it.

The

to the

for its recovery (Ch. VI, Sec. 2, 31) j the author of the Mitakor other cause in the case of other coparceners and

of inability

of its recovery by the acquirer
; the

of the person

inability to recover it or aversion

mentions

Smriti Chandrika

and

nith
the

the acquiescence of the rest (Ch.

Madaviya

noticing also the case of an express
the words : " Let what you shall recover

conform

to the

former

permission

in

be taken by

I,

Sec. *,

Mitakshara, the

granted by coparceners

yourself."

As to the

controversy among some commentators, whether an extra share alone should not be
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allowed

is recovered without express permission

where the property

and whether

should not be restricted to cases of express permission

the theory of self-acquisition

without any distinction being made in either instance between land and other pro
perty, the author of the Smriti Chandrika notices it and says, " what is reasonable
Thus

should be adopted."

it

seems

clear that ahandonment

by the other parceners

and recovery by one parcener with his own funds and unaided exertion are neces
sary to transform hereditary into exclusive property, and that the ahandonment
may be either express as in the case mentioned in Smriti Chandrika,

in

the case of acquiescence mentioned in the Mitakshara

in the

case of acquiescence consisting

in this

;

or implied at

and Dayabhaga, the equity

He who stands by and allows another

to expend money and alter his position to his prejudice, after causing the other to
believe by his conduct that he has ahandoned what is sought to be recovered, ought

not to be allowed after tha property is recovered to claim a share in it.
question
cited

in

was also discussed by Colebrooke and
2 Str.

H.L.,

379, and they as

implied ahandonment.
coming within this rule.
had no co-ordinate

not

well

as

connexion

Again, this

with the case

Sir Thomas Strange rest the rale on

see how the case

now before us can be viewed as

The plaintiff and the late Rani were no co-heirs, and they

interest in the zamindari.

of the Rani's suit in
a presumption

I do

Ellis in

a position

As the plaintiff was not at the date

to recover the zamindari,

there is no foundation for

of ahandonment.

Furthermore, the property in litigation is land which comes within the meaning
of Cancha's text, and there being thus no implied ahandonment, this case is god by the general rule oE the Hindu law, viz., that money spent on hereditary
property,

otherwise than upon an express agreement, cannot alter its character.

The 5th issue is whether the late Rani had any power of alienation,

and whether

either of her alleged wUls isa valid disposition of the property as against the plaintiff.

In

the view. which

I

take, viz., that a daughter takes under the Hindu law a

qoali
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fied heritage in the nature of a personal provision, and that upon her death the
proparty descends to her father's heirs, she is competent neither to alienate except for
the specific purposes sanctioned in the case of a widow, nor to direr! the zamindari
from the course in which it should descend according to law.
6th issue is whether exhibits

The

the right renounced

III, IV

marked

III

in Document

and V are true, and whether

is the right now in contest,

whether Muttu Vaduga's sons can alienate it to the plaintiff.

I think

III

that Exhibit

former was mentioned

so,

Upon the evidence

as well as the other exhibits

is authentic,

in no judicial proceeding till

1869, 1 attach

of the learned Counsel for the appellant

observation

if

and,

and though the
weight

to the

that during the interval there

had arisen no occasion for its mention, and that in the then state of litigation re
garding this zamindari

the parties to this suit did not attach to it that importance
which the success of the late Rani and the prospect of litigation after her death
have since imparted to it. In the view which I take of its legal effect it may not
be necessary to enter into an analysis of the evidence in its support, but in an

I

appealable case like this,

think it desirable to do

so especially

has recorded no finding as to the/acfvmof the Document

III,

Lower Court

as the

it

is denied by
This document was produced in 1869 in the District Court at Madura
when Ulaganada
Tevan applied for being made a party to the declaratory suit.
The contention for the plaintiff seems to be that on this occasion it came from
while

the plaintiff.

that it is therefore in all prohability a forgery.
Rut
1860, and his handwriting is proved by his
It is also in
gumastah, his son and son-in-law whom I sec no reason to disbelieve.
evidence that the stamp cadjan on which it is written was sold on the day mentioned
and

Tevan,

Muttusami Tevan who wrote it died in

in the endorsement

it

wrote

died in

This endorsement

thereon.

The sale of stamps for

1855.

applied to the late

it

is not improhable

plaintiff,

office.

On the 26th September

and of its

that

Muttuvaduga

to obtain

sought

of the family,

Rani.

Muttu-

the appeal

it

and that

did not then attach

which it has since acquired from Muttnvaduga's

of the late

18,50,

Sudder Court for permission to prosecute

who was a junior member

importance
time

agent who

of this document

the execution

Nachiar, and as the document bears date 1st October

by Angamuttu

preferred
1850,

to by the person who

is placed beyond doubt by the register of stamps sold which is produced

the records of the Collector's

from

vaduga

is sworn

and the signature thereto is proved by the son of the stamp

counterpart

His petition to the Collector

to

it

the
the

death during the life

wherein he

denied division

Muttu
may perhaps be due to the change in his position consequent on the death of
came into the possession of Vakil Ramasami Sastri
No doubt Exhibit
vaduga.
him; forthe
1869from Ponnusami Tevan, but Ido not think that it was forged by

III

jn

presumptions
position.

arising from the rest of the evidence are inconsistent

The prohability is that Ponnusami

with that sup
Tevan

Tevan gained over Ulaganada

is

it

until Ponnusami, whose daughter was married to the

first defendant, became aware of its existence and saw how
is

it

the document with him,
plaintiff by gaining over Ulaganada Tevan who had
have instituted no
should
the
plaintiff
strange that
forgery,
had been
a

the

If

might be used against

it

to

it

attached any importance

is

it

it,

the plaintiff.
as deposed to by one of the witnesses and used this document against
had
that
Ponnusami
show
to
view
As to the story told for the first defendant with a
the
failure
that,
upon
likely
Rut
highly improhable.
nothing to do with
of Muttuvaduga to institute the suit which he intended to institute, neither party

it
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which several witnesses speak.
that Exhibit

III

it,

Upon the whole evidence
Though the fifth defendant

authentic.

get up evidence in support of it, still the circumstances

am inclined to think

has exerted himself to

attending

the entry in the register of stamps lead me to the conclusion
not

prohably

its execution and
that

III

Exhibit

forgery, though the 14th witness who speaks to its execution

is

e.
DORA

and that there should have
Nachiar to get possession of it, to

on the part of Pitchazna

that struggle

is

NADHA

TEVAE

apainit those who might have forged

proceeding
been

a
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in his

then in which

it

As to the circumstances

was executed,

it

presence may not be relied upon.

will

be recollected

that

the Istimrar Zamindar preferred the daughter's SOB both to the widow and daughter
I.

V

in his enumeration of heirs (Exhibit
III). This gave rise to the suit brought
by Vella Nachiar on behalf of her infant son on the 23rd March 1882, and to the
application made by the plaintiff's late brother

on the 26th September

1850 for

continuing the appeal preferred by Angamuttu as her heir and successor. At thia
time there were two classes of heirs who desired to eject the usurpers, the late Rani
the daughter of the Istimrar Zamindar

as

and the plaintiff's elder brother

as the

senior male of the senior branch though in the female line, and one of the questions
udder Court was that of division

S

which then attracted much attention in the late
or non-division

As
preliminary step
and in the interests of his descendants, and with reference to the contingency of
success in the suit which he then desired to institute, Muttnvaduga appears to have
It as follows —
taken the document III from the plaintiff.
:

"

i

Deed of partition executed on the 17th Perataay of the year Satharana, volun
Peria Odia Tevar and
tarily, between Muttu Vijia Raghunadha Muttuvaduga
his younger brother, Doroeinga aliat Gom Vallabha Tevar, the sons of Mappilaisami aliat Odayana Tevar, the Zamindar of Nattagudy Polliem in the Shivaganga
Zamindari.

" Of that which

has been sold out of our ancestral
and out of our

of the village of Padinattamkotai

properties, with the exception

mother's property,

the surplus of

the sale proceeds of the village of Valiyattur, after payment of creditors, Rupees 400
We both should pay the former debts incurred

and the amounts of debt for which suits have been brought in Courts
brother, Muttu

are conducting

Vijia

Raghunadha

the suit for the tamindari of Shivaganga

yourself are to bear the costs of the suit and recover

and as yon,

Peria Odia Tevar alone

Muttuvaduga

it

the elder

;

which we have divided.

remains

in the Sudder Court,

you

and without any connection

zamindari property

;

on the part of the younger brother, Doraeinga alias Gouri Vallabha Tevar, with the
ation are to enjoy

the said zamindari.

subsist

between

us

you, your sons and your grandsons from generation to gener
and no property

aliat Gouri' Vallabha
Mnttu Vijia Raghunadha

Thereafter

only friendly relationship will

relationship.

Thus

Tevar,

brother

Muttuvaduga

Peria

brother,

Odia Tevar."

The words " as you the eldtr brother alone are conducting
are to bear the costs of the suit and recover

of .the younger brother

the younger

has given this partition deed to his elder

Dorasinga

the suit, yon

yourself

it

without any connection on the part
Tevar,"
show that the success in the litigation
Dorasinga

commenced by the elder brother and its bearing on plaintiff's right as between him
self and his brother's
parties to the contract.
brother and

I
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a

the descent of the zamindari.

is

as influencing

descendants were the incidents in the contemplation

of the
With reference to these, Dorasinga says, you are the elder

am the younger.

You are going to spend money upon the suit you
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Here is my promise that

if

you succeed, 1 will

against you or your descendants.

either as

success, the right then

Muttuvaduga's

to supersede the daughter
the renunciation was

event

not assert

a

right

MUTTU

thus contemplated

was

VADUGANADHA
'J'l.VAU
c.
DORA
SlNGHA,

considered was that of the daughter's

the position of Muttuvaduga

son

and his descendants as the re

What is the event that has arisen

success for he never brought

Muttuvadnga's

The

and not to succeed to her, and the primary mot i re for

of the senior branch.

presentatives
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suit

a

1

It is

not

The right now asserted is not to

supersede the daughter but to take after her, and the inducement

to the renunciation,
which was preference due to the senior branch, is now in favor of the plaintiff.
In these circumstances I am of opinion that the right now in contest whether I
the words of the instrument or the

intention that is to be collected from
for its execution, was not then in the contempla
tion of the plaintiff and neither intended to be, nor renounced by Exhibit III. It
is true that, as observed by this Court, a private right or interest, whether present
regard

them, or the occasion or motive

or future, vested or contingent,

be renounced,

may

mind that the right in dispute must
that intention must be unequivocal

it

but

be the one intended

and clear and

must also be borne in

to be renounced, and that

appear

either expressly or by

I am of opinion
that the Lower Court was right in deciding this issue in plaintiff's favor.
As to the 7th issue, whether the plaintiff's mother received any endowment
As this is not the case in the suit before us,

necessary implication.
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from her father

I

zamindari,

and whether the plaintiff is thereby precluded from

tion between endowed and unendowed daughters is
between married and unmarried

I

except with regard

It

have already considered.

I

heritance.

in the

case

of competition

but preferential only as

to the question of self-acquisition

is only necessary to observe that neither re

lationship to the usurper nor receipt of Rupees
the Zamindar

as

daughters not restrictive,

As regards the 8th issue, it was not much relied on either

between daughters.

here or in the Court below
which

claiming the

have only to repeat that the rule in the Mitakshara as to the competi

10 a-month as a maintenance

from

for the time being is in law a ground of forfeiture of the right of in
may add that it is extremely doubtful whether even active sympathy,

if bond fide, would cause a forfeiture of the right, and if it were recollected that
til 1863, even Courts of Justice held that the right of survivorship attached to

un
the

well as joint property, it would appear
property
with
nor
with
reason to have regarded the late Rani's
inconsistent neither
benafidet
claim as unfounded and vexatious.
It only remains for me to notice with reference
of

self-acquired

to the first defendant's
claims consideration

a coparcener

contention, in para. 13 of his written statement, wherein he

on the ground that the parties are Maravars to whom the strict

Rrahminical rules of inheritance
tion.

In

a

as

founded on religious observances have no applica

country like this where Rrahminical religion and notions of the future
adopted, though with a difference as

state and spiritual benefit have been generally
to the ritual to be observed

and

the only way in

the texts that are to be uttered,

which Courts of Justice can give effect to peculiar
when they are asserted and proved as modifications
been adopted by the particular class.

The

customs is to recognize them

with which the Hindu law

question

is not mhote

has

law has been

adopted, but mhat law has been adopted by the particular class to which the suitors
belong and with what modifications

as shown by proved customs.

posterous to contend that we should speculate

privri their juridical

It

would be pre

upon class distinctions, estimate a

value and evolve out of our own consciousness rules of law aa

TEVAE.

MUTTtJ
VADUGANADHA

TBVAE
c.
DOEA

SlNGHA
i . VAK,
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founded upon such estimate without any

therefore in the evidence be

foundation

A* no special custom has been shown
to exist among Maravars regarding the descent of property, I have no habitation ia.
saying that the general Hindu law is applicable to them.
The next question relates to certain properties mentioned in the 10th issue ; as
fore us as to the usages that refer to them.

upheld the plaintiff's claim except to two bungalows

to these the District Judge
and unknown

fifth defendants
Pannai

dari.

decision both the plaintiff and the first to

this

debts, and against

As observed

appeal.

lands appear to have always

the

by

District Court, Kolcrayams and

enjoyed as appurtenant to the zamin-

been

Several witnesses for the plaintiff depose to this effect, and there is nothing

It ia then
in the evidence for the defendants to lead us to a different conclosion.
said that Kolcrayams are certain Inam villages held subject to the payment of s
poruppu or quit-rent, which alone formed part of the assets on which the peshcush was fixed at the date of the permanent settlement, and that the proprietor's
interest therein whioh has since been

by

purchased

the Zamindar

the case

it

appears to me to be an enlargement of the Zamindar's

was undoubtedly

zamindari

property.

I

Our decision should,

what was and what was not included in the

assets

and which ia

Even inithis view of

called Kolcrayam cannot be regarded as part of the zamindari.

interest

in what

think, depend, not on

on which the peshcush was asses
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have been treated as thesed, but on Jhe consideration whether the Kolcrayams
the
as
an
increment
to
zamindari.
They have ne
Kamindar's private property or
ver been devided and always

descended to the Zamindar,

come to a different conclusion

from

and we cannot therefore

at which the District Judge has arrived.

that

As to the two bungalows in regard to which the plaintiff's claim has been disallowed, they have been sold in execution against the late Rani and

It is contended

by the second and fourth defendants.

since

repurchased

that they were repurchased

by the late Rani with the zamindari income, though in the names of her daughters,
and that they should have been awarded to the plaintiff.

tiff is not,

I think,

entitled to them.

ters, they belong to them, and

would

be an

if

If

they were

either case the plain

realy purchased by the daugh

by the late Rani and with zamindari income, they

in vestment of the income to which she was exclusively entitled and

which she alienated to her daughters during her life.
immovable

In

property

purchased

a Hindu

by

I am not prepared

to say that

widow with the profits of her hus

band's estate ought to be held to form part of her hushand's property

unless there

is no proof of an intention on her part to sever such purchases from the estate and
appropriate

them to herself.

As regards the outstandings,

ders that they ought to go to the plaintiff.

It

the Court below consi

must be recollected, however, that these

are debts which had noorutd due at the date of the Rani's death, and as her personal
property

at her absolute

disposal

they

should go to her own heirs ; but having

regard to the arrears of peshcush which amounted nearly to four lakhs, and to tho

rule of law that the daughter or widow is entitled to take only the nett income, I am
not disposed to disturb the finding appealed against.
As to the other properties,

plaintiff, and I think rightly, on the ground
that the late Rani was not competent to alienate them. The next question for
the Judge below awards them to the

decision is whether the lease set up by the fifth defendant

is valid as against the
of
the
general
lease
is
not
I think there can be
and
disputed,
Thefactum
no donbt upon the evidence that it was granted with a view to defraud the plain
tiff and keep him out of possession ia the event of his obtaining a judgment in his

plaintiff.

SERIES.

favor in the Courts in this country.

April

her agent, states that he

of her death in March 1877, and the lessee

dent and friend of his family.
lease, in

on the 1st May 1877,

The lease was granted

and the late Rani died on the 24th. % Mr. Fischer,
tained apprehensions

341

enter

is an old depen

The Rani Bays the witness

was always averse to a

her mind up to a lease and

she; was

waiting for 11m
The fifth witness for the plaintiff
swears that at the instance of Mr. Fischer he induced the Rani to consent to the
ehe was making

result

of the negotiations

lease,

and

for

a compromise.

she made up her mind to

that

it

op being assured that

ment might be made with the lessee for the lease being

of the plaintiff failing in this suit.

The same witness

observe

that the fifth defendant

son succeeded and to treat

late Rani's

and several

lease,

has agreed to give up the lease

it only

and

as nominal,

if

the

when the lessee ia

as to this matter, he says that he doet not remember having written

cross-examined

a letter to that effect to the late Rani.
on the 25th

in the event

adds that he heard from tho

fifth defendant that Mr. Fischer was to have share in the
witnesses

some arrange

surrendered

April (Exhibit R I)

for a compromise failed
letter A.N. was written in which

negotiations

that she had assigned to her son the right to succeed

she informed the Collector

plaintiff heard of the attempt to get a lease

On the 30th the

to the zamindari.

The

; on the 27th the

at Madnra to decline to register it, and on the 1st
May the lease was executed. In this state of facts I have no hesitation in saying

that it is a colorable transaction contrived to obstruct the plaintiff in this
litigation and to keep the income at the command of the first defendant, and that
Rut it appears that the fifth defendant has paid
arrears of peishcush to the extent of Rupees 68,000 prior to the death of the late

as such

it

ought to be set aside.

Rani and of Rupees 1,09,660-0-11 after her death, and the contention for the
plaintiff is that, in a fraudulent transaction like this, the fifth defendant is not
entitled to payment of either of the sums on the security of the zamindari.
The
learned Counsel for the plaintiff relies on Sunooman PenatuTt case (1) and arguea
that

the fifth defendant,

who was employed as manager under the late Rani from
been a party to the mismanagement

1874 to 1876, must be taken to have

has led to the peshcush remaining in arrear, and
either

disentitled himself

which

to repayment

II of 1864, or undtr Section 69, Act IX of 1872. In
Judicial Committee say that " where there has been pre

under Stction 35, Act

6 Moore's

I.A.,

423, the

vious mismanagement,

the actual pressure on the estate, the danger to be averted

or the benefit to be conferred in the particular instance are the criteria to be re
If that danger arises from any misconduct to which the lender has been
garded.
a party, he cannot taka advantage of his own wrong to support a charge in his favor
against the heir grounded on a necessity which his own wrong has helped to pro

must consist

furtherance of the fraud

as

aid

the misconduct

prior loans or in

which he was bound to have exercised
It
true that the fifth defendant
6

(1)

which

referred

with a view to personal

or which

exercised.

M.I.A., 393.

neglect

to exercise

he was in
was

gain

it

has reduced

do not think that

is

for,

rendered

liable to attachment

fifth defendant

a benefit on the estate.

the reason of the exception,

in some active

as the

to

in

a control

a

is within

far

a

them by payment be has conferred

for the zamindari

so

I

under

a

fall

and sale for arrears of peshcush, and in

is

The general rule is that where the heir is benefited he cannot demur to the

debt, and this case seems to

it,

duce."

is
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Rani from

MOTTO
VAIIUUA-

to

1874

MADHA

Rat can

1876.

to have been a party to the
Privy Council decision ?
It M

be said

he

within the meaning

mismanagement

[VOL. HI.

of

the

not in evidence that he lent her any money in aid of mismanagement

TBVAE
v.
DORA

and

it

he was not in a position

KlNGHA
1EVAB.

since 1871,

that he was only her paid servant daring that period.

is admitted

to have exercised

to dictate to her in respect of her duties to the reversioner,

had interfered

have been summarily

I

think

control over her action, and that if he

dismissed from his office.

All that

he should

can be fairly ascribed to

him is a knowledge that the late Rani was favoring her own heirs at the expense
of the plaintiff ; but mere knowledge of antecedent mismanagement is not fatal to
his claim where the immediate object of the advance is to avert danger to the estate,
Furthermore,

though his lease was voidable at the instance of the plaintiff, still he

bad an interest until

it

in the payment of the peshcush, within

was set aside

meaning of Section 69,

Act

IX

of

Lastly, it may

1872.

be observed

the

that the

plaintiff, who has taken the ontstandings, cannot claim exemption from the pay
The
ment of the peshcush, which is paid with the rents collected from ryots.
principle on which I would rest my decision is that laid down by Lord Hardwicke,
to cases of fraud upon

with reference
as

it

power,

extends, and a Court of Equity will

will affect only so far

viz., fraud

not say that participet erivtinit

have no benefit of the agreement in any part.

For these reasons

I

shall

am of opinion

that the fifth defendant is entitled to have the peshcush paid by him declared
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• charge on the zamindari.

Having regard

tiff in furtherance of which the

however to the fraud upon the plain

was obtained,

lease

interfere with the judgment appealed against

I do

not think

as regards the

it

desirable to

mode in which the

charge is to be enforced.
The judgment

appealed

against is confirmed and

both

appeals are dismissed

with costs.
The Chief Justice desires me to say that

he has

had the advantage of reading

this judgment and that he concurs in it.

•

(83)

APPELLATE CIVIL— FULL BENCH.
Before Sir Charlet A. Turner, Kt., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice
Kernan, and Mr. Juttiee Kindertley.

i

April

COLLECTOR OP TANJORE

THE

1881

LATE

1.

RAJA

AS

RECEIVER

OP TANJORE, PETITIONER, and

TO

THE ESTATE OF TH«

RAMASAMIER,

COUNTKR-

PETITIONER.*

IIare Muchalka — Leote of Meltaramfor

three yean — Value of rent for frtt year
—
Intvfficiency of stamp for amirunt recovered for firtt year —
not ateertainalle
Aet, 1869, Section 11, Indian Stamf Act, 1879, Seetwn
General
Stamp
Effect of
36.

An engagement by a proprietor of land to pay to a superior a sum of money in
consideration of a grant of the right to farm dues, in the nature of revenue, is a
' lease ' within the meaning of the General Stamp Act, 1869.
•
C.M.P. 281 of 1880 against the decree of T. V. Ponnusami Pillai, Subordinate
Judge of Kumbakonam, dated 16tb October 1879, made in Small Cause Suit No. 659

of

1879.

VOL. III.]

MADRAS SERIES.
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When the amount of rent payable for the first year cannot be ascertained in THE COLLECTOR OP
order to determine the proper stamp under Schedule I, Section 19 (i) of the General
TANJORB
Stamp Act, 1869, for a lease, and more rent is recovered than the stamp affixed
v.
RAMAwarrants, the right to recover the rent due for the subsequent years is not affected.

In

such a case sufficient effect is given to Section 86 of the Indian Stamp

Act,

1879, by limiting the amount recoverable for the first year to the amount
the stamp

THIS

will

which

cover.

of the Estate of the late

was a suit brought by the Receiver

Judge at KumbaRs. 340-3-11, arrears of

Tonjore Raja in the Court of the Subordinate
konam,on the Small Cause side, to recover

Melvaram due for Fasli 1286 (1875-76) by the defendant, who had
'
executed an instrumant called an Ijara Muchalka,' according to
the terms of which defendant was bound to pay for a term of three

(Faslis 1285, 1286, and 1287) the value of 254 kalams and
6f merkals of car and 412 kalams and 2£ merkals of sembapisanam paddy and Rs. 44-12-6 each year. The value of the paddy

years
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was to be determined by the Collector (the plaintiff) eacbjrear.
was a further stipulation for increased payments

There

if

culti

vation was extended.

For

the first year the rates fixed by the Collector

Rt. 1-2-0 per

15 annas per kalam, and for sembapisanam

paddy

were for kar

The total amount calculated as payable (not including
cultivation which was £ contingency) for the first year was

kalam.
^xtra
Rupees

The document was stamped

764-9-5.

as a leaae

with

a

4-rupee stamp, which is the proper stamp for a bond for 800 rupees,
according

to Section 19 (6)

of Schedule

I

of the General Stamp

Act, 1869. Rs. 824-10-4 was paid the first year by the defendant.
In Fasli 1286 the average price of paddy rose considerably. Plain

tiff recovered Rs. 1,207-9-11, and

the amount sued

for

was the

balance due.
The Subordinate Judge considered that plaintiff could not recover
more than what

he recovered

and, as more than

for the first

that sum had already

year
been

Rs. 824-10-4,
recovered,

dis

missed the suit.

plaintiff thereupon presented a petition under Section 622
of the Civil Procedure Code to the High Court praying that the
decree of the Subordinate Judge might be reversed on the ground
The

that

the document was

properly

stamped, and that

if not pro

perly stamped, the plaintiff ought to have been allowed to pay the

SAMIKE.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

344
THE COLLKJ.
TA.NJOEE
v.

RAMA-

SAMIKB.

penalty,

if any, required by Section

34

I

of Act

III.

[VOL.
of

1879 or other-

wise.
The case was first heard before a Division Bench (Turner,

J.),

and Kindersley,

July

but as on

23, 1880, a similar question

by another Bench, the

bad been decided adversely to petitioner
case was referred

by

the

properly stamped at the rates agreed upon

was

which the amount

for the first year

rent

The

by the parties.

Full Bench for decision.

to a

the Betitioner.

Mr. Wedderburn for
This instrument

Chief Justice

C.J.,

of the stamp is

Act, 1869.

19 (6) of the General Stamp

be

to

is the standard
ascertained,

by

Article

The fact that defendant

him the first year cannot
paid more than was recoverable from
affect the validity of the document or the rights created by it.
The amount of the rent for the subsequent years is perfectly
The first year's rent alone is considered in calculating
for stamp duty. There appears to be no reason for

immaterial.

recoverable for the second
saying tfat Rs. 4 is to limit the amount
and third years. If however the document is not properly stamped,
to see how

it is difficult

Section 26 of Act

I of 1879

possibly

can

Section 11 of the repealed Act could not have applied. The
the duty
instrument is not chargeable with an ad valorem duty, for
apply.

it

a

is

if

a

called

within the meaning of
in the General Stamp Act, 1869, the land being in

Mirasidar, and there was no

the definition

is is

is,

the subjectis limited to the rent of the first year only, and if it
But
matter of the instrument could be uuti was ascertained.
The defendant
lease at all.
this instrument
doubtful
lease

if

is

The instrument merely decides what he
his possession already.
not otherwise provided for, an 8-anna stamp
was to pay, and
sufficient.
according to Article 11, Schedule II, Stamp Act, 1869,
A. Ramachandrayyar for Counter-Petitioner.
Turner, C. J., Kernan and Kirtdertky,

(

The Judgment of the Court

was made

in September

It

not

a

is

lessee but

it

"Ijajra Muchalka."

the

on which the claim

1875,

termed by the

counterpart,

inasmuch as

based and

parties an

into

by the

does not

appear

engagement entered

it

which

C.J. —The instrument,

is

TURNER,

is

by

was delivered

is

JJ.)

a

is

it

the lessor. An "ijara" may
that any instrument was executed by
lease or
more frequently used as
lease of lands, but
mean
as distin
farm of land revenue, rent or other proprietary rights,
a
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III.]

VOL.
euished
to

MADRAS SERIES.

from a patta
or a lease of land for cultivation,
I

contents of the instrument

in the

345

sense

of

favor the view that the term was used

not of land, but of the

a lease

and the THE COLLKJ-

'

of the share of produce which

revenue of land or

a superior is entitled to receive from

a subordinate proprietor.
The paddy to be paid is described as Melvaram, the money pay

ments as tirva —both terms which prisaarily mean the Government

The executants of the instrument

share of porduce or the revenue.

of

are described as the Mirasidars

It

payment is to be made.

of Tanjore was entitled

the land

in respect of which the
the Raja

then, that

would appear,

to the revenue and the executants of the

Instrument to the actual possession

of the lands as proprietors

or

sub-proprietors, and that the instrument on.which suit is brought
was not an engagement in consideration of a lease for cultivation,

but

to the Raja.
The term
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in consideration of

an engagement

"

lease

"

is defined in Act

a farm

XVIII

of the
of

dues payable

1869 aafncludincf

every instrument not being a counterpart by which one person, lets
or agrees to let or takes or agrees to take immovable property

"
is
or from another ; and " immovable property
tion 2 of the General Clauses Act as including "

to

defined

in Sec

benefits

to arise

out of land."

It follows

that the

instrument

agreed to take on farm

arising out of land, is

Act

XVIII

the dues

a lease

in suit whereby the Mirasidars
of the Raja, which are benefits

within the definition of that term in

of 1869.

The instrument, in addition to a fixed money payment, stipulates
for the payment of a sum of money equal to the value of a certain
quantity of paddy, the value to be determined yearly by the Collector.

It is

expressed to be made for

a

term of three years.

The

stamp

duty to which it was subject is declared by Article 19(6), Schedule

I

of the General Stamp Act of 1869, viz., the duty with which a
bond for the total amount payable under such lease during the first
year of the term is chargeable.
Bonds for a specified amount are declared by Article

5

liable to

duty of 8 annas for every 1 00 rupees up to 1,000, and to a duty
of Rs. 2-8-0 for every Rs. 500 in excess of Rs. 1,000 and up to
Rs. 10,000. By Section 11 of the Act it was enacted that, when
a

the amount

of any bond

chargeable with

an ad valorem

stamp

TOEOF
TANJOEE
*.
RAMA.
SA.MIEE.

TM« OOLLBCTOR OP
TAN jo RE
!: - M A -

SAM1SE.

I!I

[VOL. Itt.
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coald

not be ascertained, the proper stamp

.

"

J

to be borne by the

instrument might be determined by the perton bound to bear the

of furnishing it.

expense

Bat it

was provided that no more should

under such instrument than the highest amount or

be recoverable

if

value for which,

stated in an

instrument of the same denomina

tion, the stamp used under such option would have been sufficient.
This proviso,

extended to all 'instruments

executed before or after the Act came

duty and whether

valorem

chargeable with an ad

I of 1879.

into force, is re-enacted in Section 26, Act

is brought providing for the pay

The instrument on which suit

ment of a rent which, at the time of the execution of the instrument,
could not be ascertained, it would

it

was

seem that the duty payable on

of Section

the provisions

governed by

terms that section applied only to bonds, mortgages,
ments, and that
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elect the stamp it should bear.

and settle

were consequently at liberty to

executants

the

in

11, although

compelled to estimate

They were

the probable amount payable for the first year, and they estimated

it at Rs. 800 which
as the

mate,

Rs.

sum

shown

is

not to have been an unfair esti

actually payable

amounted to no more than

823.

A

difficulty arises in applying Section 26, Act

which were apparently not in contemplation
Inasmuch

as

a lease

for three years

of

I of 1879,

to cases

the Legislature.

was subject to

the stamp

duty with which a bond for the amount payable during the first
year was

chargeable, it follows

that, where the amount of rent

reserved was ascertained and a higher rent was reserved in the
and

second

third years than in the first year, such higher

might have been recovered, although

only

on

the lower

rent

reserved

in

rent

stamp duty had been paid
the first year.

Where

the

amount of the rent reserved for the first year or indeed for any
year of the term
ment,

was,

at the time of the execution of the instru

incapable of ascertainment, it would be unjust

the parties

of their rights under

the instrument

to deprive

because they had

failedrto estimate the highest amount that might bo recoverable in
any year of the term.
the first

year might

The

in

the years succeeding

short of the

sum payable in that

sums payable

have fallen

year, for the sum payable in each year was to be regulated in each
year by the grice of paddy.

reserved in the first year

luty, the penalty

347

the parties expressly to have regard to the THE

The Act directing
rent

SERIES.

MADRAS

III.]

VOL.

as

the proper

determining

for an insufficient estimate should

to the obligation for that year.

stamp

attach only

Sufficient effect would in the case

COLLEC-

TANJOEE
RA'MA-

SAMIEE.

suggested be given to Section 26 by holding that, in the first year

of

the term, no more could be recovered than the amount on which

the stamp duty was computed, but that, in any subsequent year,
the amount recoverable is to be determined by the terms of the
instrument.

In

the case before the Court it must be held that in the first

year of the term Rs. 800 was recoverable, and that in the suc
ceeding years the amount recoverable is the amount ascertained in
the manner prescribed by the instrument.

of the Court of First Instance

The decree

remanded

case

,

for a fresh decision.

is set aside and the

The costs

will abide ana
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follow the result.

(

84

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Sefert JSr. Juttiee Muttutami Ayyar and Mr.
VADAKE

Justice-

Tar rant.

VITIL I8MAL (DEPENDANT), APPELLANT, and ODAKEL
REYAKUTTI XJMAH (PLAINTIFF), RESPONDENT.*

Uuhammadan,

lam — Ktoola divorcs — Compromise

1881
21 ?.

July

oftuit by ooutent mhtn no caute

of action arose at wggettion of Court.
a Mnhttmmadan

Where

woman claimed a divorce from her hushand on grounds

which she failed to establish,

but the hushand,

at the suggestion

agreed to a Khoola divorce on terras to be settled by a Kazi

llrll

of the Court,

i

that the action of the Court in not dismissing the suit but proceeding
by means of a Khoola divorce was not illegal.

t

suggest a compromise

Held also that a Khoola divorce is valid though granted

IN this

case the plaintiff,

a

Muhammadan,

under compulsion.

alleging

that

the

defendant, her husband, was guilty of cruelty to her, did not main4

tain her,

and was, moreover,

did not learn
for

the

a dissolution

defects

diseased

and impotent,

and that she

of defendant till after marriage,,

of

* S.A. No. 86 of 1881 against the decree of H. Wigram, Acting District Judge

of South Malahar,
dated

22nd

July

modifying
1880.

the decree of V. Rappu, District Munsif ot SLctnad,

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

348
V. V. laMAL
o. REYA-

[VOL.

The defendant contended that plaintiff had no cause to ask

III.
for

of marriage, and proved that he had saed for recovery
of the possession of the plaintiff's body in 1878 and taken out
warrants to enforce the decree, but that plaintiff had evaded the
dissolution

warrants,

resisted the execution of the order of Court,

and been

convicted and fined for so doing.

%

The Mnnsif upon the evidence found that defendant was " unfit
"
for cohabitation/' and that plaintiff had been " annoyed
by him ;
and held that (marriage being meant for the enjoyment of pleasure,
and

plaintiff being determined not

defendant

"

being

determined

to

to go to the defendant,

recover the

body

and

of plaintiff

contrary to the freedom allowed under the English administration

of the country "), as {be Muhammadan law prescribed no rule for
such cases of the husband's fault, he was bound to decide the ease
of good conscience (Mudras Act
The Munsif therefore, " according to

to the law
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according

Sec. 16, cl. c.).
of his conscience," dissolved the marriage tie

III of 1873,

the

direction

; but as, in his opinion,
of
the
it is the duty
wife, however cruel the husband may be, to bear
cruel treatment and always live with the husband, saddled the

plaintiff with

costs, as she had

" totally forsaken this
duty."

Upon appeal the District Judge held that the Muhammadan law
was the only law applicable under Section 16, Act
of 1873, as
ruled in Moonshee Bazloor Ruheem v. Shumsoon Nissa Begum; (1)

III

found there was no evidence of impotence and cruelty ; and, there
fore, held that the suit ought to be dismissed, but, as it was impos
sible not to feel sympathy with a Muhammadan wife who had con

ceived such a violent dislike to her husband (who in early life had
been in jail for eight years, and who, after plaintiff at the instiga
tion of her relatives had left him after one year of married life,
had obtained a decree for restitution of conjugal rights and ineffec
tively attempted to execute it), suggested to the defendant that the
Kazi should decide upon what terms a Khoola divorce should ba
granted to plaintiff.
The defendant after some reluctance agreed to this proposal, and
the case was referred to the Ktzi, \«ho decided that plaintiff should
pay Rs. 135-2-8.

i
*••

•

(1)

11

M.I.A.,

651.

-

HABEAS SERIES.

VOL. 1II.J

The District Judge decreed

Court within

that

349

on payment of this sum into

month the plaintiff be declared separated

one

from

her husband, otherwise that the suit do stand dismissed with costs.

The defendant

to the

appealed

High Court.

H

Mr. Wedderburn for

>

The plaintiff having failed to establish any cause of action, the

suit ought

the appeljant.

dismissed.

to have been

The defendant

by law

to have the case dismissed, and the procedure

Judge

is illegal,

illegal
"after

?)

was

entitled

of the District

for there was nothing to compromise. (MuTTUSAMi

AYYAR, J. — If the parties consent, is the action of the Judge
The defendant did not consent freely.

some

reluctance

he agreed."

The Judge says

Court had no right to

The

press fer his consent from sympathy for the plaintiff.

The proper

conrso was to dismiss the suit and then give the parties good advice.

The plaintiff never claimed
to
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necessary

support

a

Khoola divorce, and the conditions

such a claim did not exist.

Macnaughten

(App.),
A. Rnmachandrayyar for the Respondent.
P- 522.

The parties having

consented to the Judge's proposal, the only

question, left was to settle the amount and no objection is taken to

it.
Court (Muttusami
following

Ayyar and Tarrant,

The

— The plaintiff (respondent),

JUDGMENT:
sued for

a

JJ.)

Muhammadan

of marriage on the ground

dissolution

failed

impotence, and, though,

she

Court of First Instance

decreed

to prove

in her favor

delivered

her

the

lady,

of cruelty

and

allegation,

the

on the ground

that

by equity and good conscience, and that,
feeing that existed between the plaintiff and

the claim was governed

owing to the strong

her husband, no good would result to either from the continuance

of the conjugal
held

relation.

Court, however,

ought to be decided in accordance

that the suit
law

Muhammadan

The Lower Appellate

;

but, having regard

with the

to the strong dislike

con

ceived by the respondent to the appellant, suggested that the latter
might grant
to do so,

though,

reluctance.

The

pirn,

Khoola divorce for such sum of money
Kazi of Calicut. The defendant consented

the former a

as might be fixed by the

that Bs.

as stated

by

the District

Kazi having decided, upon

135-2-8 was

payable, the

Judge, after

some

a reference made to

Judge

decreed

that the

V. V. ISMAL
0. BEYAKUTTI MAH.

V. V. IBMAL

plaintiff's marriage with the defendant be dissolved

o. B,rrt-

KUTTI

[VOL. TIL

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

350

jj^

j^ default, the suit do

his decision

law

and contends

Khoola

a valid

that the

suit

dismissed on the plaintiff failing to establish her

and that the conditions prescribed by the

case,

It

within one month, and
stand dismissed with costs. Against

defendant appeals,

the

should have been

for

the plaintiff

into Court the sum of Rs. 135-2-8

paid

MAU.

if

have not been

Muhammadan-

$w

comolied
with.
"

4

was clearly competent to the appellant under the MuhammaJan.

his wife at her request, and ho

to grant a Khoola divorce to

of marriage

by granting such divorce.
law to

the Muhammadan
when

husband

is,

was also at liberty to compromise a suit for dissolution

There

the wife

further, no objection

herself from

ransoming

disagree and apprehend

they

under

that

her

they cannot

them by virtue of the marriage

perform the duties incumbent on

a

relation (fiaillie's Muhammadan Law, page 304).
Although we
might not have felt inclined to suggest by way of compromise
to prove her case, still we are not prepared to hold that the com
be*

Khoola

are, as

stated in

of

The conditions

set aside on second appeal.

Baillies Imameea,

a

ought to

illegal and

is

into in the Lower Appellate Court

promise entered

valid

133, 'puberty,

page

sanity, freedom of choice, and intention on the part of the husband,
abstinence for one menstrual
There

existed in

this case.

at the

is

husband.

show that

evidence to

Nor

hearing.

all these

conditions

this ground of objection

was

Further,

does not appear to

taken in

the Lower Appellate Court.
appellant consented to grant Khoola

It

is

and some

intercourse,

upon

period (Toohr) from connubial
aversion on the part of the woman to her

it

and

insisted

have been

true, however, that the

to his wife after some

reluc

tance, but, looking to the fact that in compliance with the order of
reference he appeared

before the

Kazi

and

proceeded

with the

reference, we see no reason to think that when he finally made up

give me

a

were to say to the wife,
thousand."

with free

The conditions, however,

are those which are repugnant to the nature

Khoola would not

"I

have

But

be valid

granted you

this case there

if

and the

so

valid even though

the husband

Khoola when you
a

of the contract,

Khoola

compulsion.

a

which nullify

under

Khoola

is

may be granted

law

he did not do
is

the Muhammadan

in

Under

a

it

will.

a

bis mind to divorce the respondent,

,
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dissolution of marriage of the Khoola kind after the wife had failed

definite period

*

VCJL.

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

351

fixed by the decree of the Lower Appellate Court For payment
the ransom, and though when

a

Khoola is

of v. v.

once granted the husband

ordinarily no power of revocation, the wife may reclaim the
ninsom during the iddut, in which case the husband is at liberty

haa

to revoke
135).

the Khoola

if

ISMAL

o. REYAKUTTI

"

(Baillics Imameea, 134 and

he pleases

Further, neither the appellant nor the respondent

has taken

objection to the form of. the decree, and we therefore dismiss this
appeal with costs.

(85

)

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before
m.

Sir

Charlet

A. Turner, Kt., Chief Justfctj and Mr. Jkitice Iratti,

MUTIRAKAL KOVILACUTHA
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APPELLANT,

BAMA VARMA RAJA (PEISONEE),
THE QUEEN.*

Settioru trial — Conviction upon added charge of distinct offeiue not
eria'ntci' before Magistrate ynaiftcd.
R having been committed by
Section

charge, undar

202 of

i881
August 3,

v.

a Magistrate

ty

snjn>»rtcd

for trail by a Sessions

Conrt on a

the Penal Code, of having intentionally omitted

give information which he was legally bound to give respecting a murder,
ded guilty, on his trial, to the charge on which he was committed.

to

plea

Upon the application of the Public Prosecutor, the Sessions Judge, under protest
on the part of the prisoner, added a charge, under Sections 109 and 201 of the
Penal Code, of abetting C, a female co-prisoner charged with having assisted in
burying the body of the murdered person, required R to plead to the charge and,
having tendered a pardon

to and examined

ced R to 2 years' rigorous imprisonment

C as a witness, convicted

and senten

:

Held, that, as there was no evidence before the Magistrate

to support the charge

against R framed by the Sessions Judge, the action of the Judge was ultra tires and
the conviction on the added charge illegal.
Jlrlil also that inasmuch as the Sessions Judge considered R more culpable than
C, the propor course

would have been to have adjourned

the trial, sent the record

as to whether

and suggested an^inquiry

to the Magistrate,

thero was ground for a

more serious charge against R.
Semble : The object of restricting a Sessions

any offence (except

as provided

in Sections

Court from

455, 472, 474

Code), unless the accused person has been committed

taking cognizance of
of the Criminal Procedure

by a Magistrate,

is to secure

preliminary inquiry which affords him an opportunity of becom

to the prisoner

a

ing acquainted

with the circumstances of the offence imputed to him and enables

him to make his defence.
*

Appeal

No. 201 of 1881 against the sentence passed by

Judge of North Malahar,

dated 15th February 1881.

J.

W, Reid, Sessions

"

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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VAKMJUEUJA
«.

THE QUXXN.

appear in the Judgment of

^HE ^a°*8 ani1 argnmen* "* ^1S case

the Court (Turner.

L.

C.J., and Innes,

[VOL. HI.

J.)

Gordon for the Appellant.

JUDGMENT :— On the 12th January 1881
Deshom.

at Mundakara

In

a

mnrder was committed

the conrse of an investigation

by

Police, it became apparent that a woman named Chiruthayi
assisted in burying the body, and that the appellant had
commission of the offence

aware of the

the
Lad

been

frW

and had refrained

giving information respecting it. The Magistrate held an inquiry
and committed Chiruthayi for trial by the Court of Session on a
charge

Section 201, and the appellant

under

Section

of the Indian Penal

202

on a charge under

of having intentionally

Code

of the murder.

omitted to give information

f>

When the trial in the Sessions Court commenced, the
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pleaded

guilty to the charge on which

M
appellant

he had been committed.

The

Judge had already tried and convicted an accused person of the
murder, and, in the course of that trial, circumstances had come to
his knowledge

which led him to

think

the

appellant

should

be

tried on a charge under sections 109 and 201, and that his guilty
•was

relatively greater than that of the woman

therefore

the Public Prosecutor

under Sections 109 and 201,

Chiruthayi,

and, having

When

add a charge

he, under protest

Code,

the charge against the

lant and required him to plead to it.
to

to him to

applied

Indian Penal

on the part of the appellant, framed

Chiruthayi*

He then tendered

examined

appel

a pardon

her as a witness, on

evidence convicted the appellant on the added charge as well
the charge

of which the appellant had pleaded guilty,

sentenced him to two years' rigorous

imprisonment.

her

as on

and

He did

he

not

record a separate sentence in respect of each charge.
There was no evidence taken by the
have supported the charge against
109 and 201, Indian Penal

Code.

Magistrate

the appellant

On appeal it

which would

under Sections

is contended

that

the Judge had no power to add the charge under Sections 109
201,

Indian Penal

Code.

Except in the

case

of certain

and

offences

committed before it or under its own cognizance

Proce

Code, Sections 435, 472 and 474) a

cannot

dure

( Criminal
Court of Session

take cognizance of any offence unless the accused person has
committed by a Magistrate, &c.

been

"

MADRAS SERIES.

VOL I1I.J

The object of this restriction

.
of

case

person charged

a

inquiry which

secure, in the

was presumably to

with

afford

would

353

a

«.

grave

him

offence,

prelimmary

a

opportunity of becoming

the

actfuainted with the circumstances of the offence imputed to him
and enable him to make his defence.
A Court of Session has
power to amend or alter
been committed

a

charge

on which an accused

any type before the

at

person has

of the jury is

verdict

delivered or the opinion of assessors expressed.

It

has also power, when the accused

a charge at all, or

upon

a

has been committed

charge, which the Court, upon

proved

In

evidence taken before the o&mmitting

the

the case under appeal,

which,

in reference

Judge

has 'not

to the proceedings before

held to

be an

Magistrate.

was committed on

the accused

a

charge

the Magistrate,

On this

improper charge.

•without alteration or amendment, the
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offence which it considers

to draw up a charge for any

ty

refer

Magistrate, considers

ence to the proceedings before the committing

improper,

without
a

the

charge

Judge convicted the appellant.

The Judge did not amend or alter the original charge nor supply
a

provable by the evidence taken

charge

a,charge of an offence

added
same

which, although

it

Magistrate
arose

circumstances, was distmct from that for which

had been
so

by the

inasmuch

committed to take his trial, and

added could

Magistrate,

a

the

the accused
as the

the evidence

not be supported by

out of

he

;

charge

taken by

the

witness not examined at the inquiry by the Magis
in the Sessions Court, and,

trate was for the first time examined
on her evidence alone, the Judge

appellant on

has convicted the

by him.

the charge added

The- action of the

Judge in adding

nounced ultra vires, and as this is not

the

charge

must be pro

error of procedure but

a mere

an improper assumption of jurisdiction, the conviction on the added
charge must be quashed, and the
imprisonment

reduced to

sentence

for six months.

The course the Judge might, without impropriety,
the view he
mitted

entertained

to him,

appellant
committing

rigorous

of

was to have

the relative
postponed

guilt of
the

the

trial

have taken,

persons com

of

the

and have sent the record of the trial for murder

officer and have suggested

in

present
to the

to him to consider whether

there were or were not grounds for inquiring into a charge against
the appellant of

a

more serious character

had been committed.

than that on which he

M-

VARMA RAJA
V.

[VOL. HI

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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)

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before

1881

August 4.

••

Mr. Juttice Innet and Mr. Juttice Mutfviami

Ayyar.

ELAVAR1SU VANAMAMALAI RAMANUJA JEEYARSVAMI, PBTI noSER,
VANAMAMALAI RAMANUJA JEEYAR, COUNTER-PJSTITIONEII.*
Criminal Procedure

Whert

Code, Chaptert XXXIX and XL— IHtputed pottetsion — ffia
imminent — Abstention
mat a certain act.

f

right to the possession of lands and buildings,

a

collision between the parties and a serious breach

of

a dispute arises as to the

if

Magistrate,

he considers a

the peace imminent,

•.

may properly

of the Criminal Procedure Code.

not being judicial, cannot

proceed under Chapter 39 instead of Chapter 40

If

the Magistrate had jurisdiction, the proceedings,

be revised by the

High Court.

"

•

An order to abstain from interference with a temple and its property is an ordet
to abstain from a "certain act" within the meaning of Section 518 of the Criminal
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Procedure

Code.

ON the 26th October 1880 the Acting Head Assistant Magistrate

of Tinnevelly, after considering various Magisterial orders,
reports, and

complaints

by and

these proceedings, recorded the

" It

against

Police

concerned

the parties

in

following order : —

seems to me that unless some steps are taken at once by the

authorities in this district, a serious riot will take place at Nanguneri.

It

is with great reluctance the Acting Head Assistant Magis

trate feels it his duty to interfere with the rights
private persons.

There are,

however, occasions on which it is

duty of the Magistrate to interfere.

" 2. It

I

believe this is one of

the

them.

appears in the year 1878 the elder Jeeyar of the Ncmgu-

nmMatam, who

in the Nanguneri
believed to be on the point of

has control over extensive estates

and other taluks, was
death.

or interests of

very ill

He then nominated

and

one

Gopala Ayyangar,

who is now

known as the younger Jeeyar, to be his successor.

"3. This younger Jeeyar

asserts that

made over to him, and the management

were put in his hands.

the whole property

of

the pagoda

was

and charity

The management is not in his hands,

as he

himself personally admitted.
•

Petition 821 of 1880 (146 of 1881) against the Proceedings of F. H. H«bbert,
Acting Head Assistant Magistrate of Tinnevelly, dated 26th October 1880.

VOL.

"

III.]
For

4.

SERIES.

MADRAS

some years he as a matter

355

of fact received

700 rupees

per annum.

"

This year in August he emerged from

5.

a

village in the Amba-

samudram Taluk, where he had resided in obscurity, and proceeded
to Nanguneri, accompanied by
object of taking

the management of the temple and charity

his hands.

"

band of Maravars, with the avowed

a

into

•

Police

6. The

are afraid a breach

of the

peace

will occur.

There

can be no doubt there are two strong parties formed.

"

the

"

will occur in October

7. The chief danger

Kar rents are to
8.

when

and November,

be collected.

Each party will attempt

to collcet the rents from the opposite

and riots are certain to be the result.

"

9.

I think, on the information

Jeeyar appears
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"

of

In

10.

to be

in

a competent

the wrong and should go to a

I consider

the present

Court

at present received, the younger

it is necessary that, until

agement, worship, or administartion
;q i pur

"

tr n ant estates, and

This order will

11.

a decision

be passed in his favor, the younger

be ordered to abstain from in any way

its

Civil Court.

I

Jeeyar

interfering with the man

of the Nanguneri

Matam and

hereby do order him so to abstain.

be submitted to the

District Magistrate for

his information and approval.

"

I

12.

am clearly

resort to

a

of opinion that in the words of Section

procedure contained in Section

following sections would occasion
by

and

521

defeat the intentions

of Chapter

next

a greater evil than that suffered

that it would

person upon whom the order is made, and

the

the

518

XXXIX

of

the

Criminal Proce

dure Code."
The younger Jeeyar thereupon presented a petition to the High

Court under Section

297

of

the

Criminal Procedure

praying

Code,

that the order might be quashed as illegal.

Mr. Norton
Notice

and Sadagopachari for the

Petitioner.

was served on petitioner on 10th October to show cause

why he should not enter into

a

bond to keep the peace.

The case

was adjourned till the 28th, and on the 26th the Magistrate
ceeded

to the mutt, took a deposition from petitioner,

an order purporting
cedure Code.

with quite

a

to be under Section 518 of the

No notice

and

pro

passed

Criminal Pro

was served under Section 518 which deals

different matter.

V.
NUJA
JEEVAH

B.

SVAMI

V. RAMANCJA
JEEYAI:.

[VOL. IU.
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the Charter

Ad,

understood

that section to refer to administrative

Full Bench ruling in

The
it,

it

is

of

always

proceedings.)

There was no necessity for proceeding

Mere anticipation of

under Section 518.
530, which

J.— I

the case

under the Charter Act.

If

not enough.

(ISNUR,

15 of

of Chunder Natli Sen(l) is an
Court's interference, jf the circumstances call for

for the

authority

Vic., Oh. 104.

24 & 25

this order

appears to

be — for

riot, without grounds,

in effect an order under Section

the question

the temple property and not about

is

JEEYAE.

518, the Court may interfere under Section

a

NUJA

Section

under

a

SVAMI
v.
V. RAMA-

The proceedings purport to be passed under Section 518, bat in
If it is an order
effect the order is an order under Section 530.

is

R. V. RAMA.
NDJA
JEBYAE-

as to the possession

nuisance — no written state

ment has been taken from the parties, nor has evidence as te posses
sion,
is

too wide and indefinite.
certain act.

Section 518 refers to abstention from

because

Section

Counter-Petitioner.

the

under Section 518 this Court cannot interfere,

520 declares the proceedings not to be judicial.
The Magistrate from Police

The order was passed on 26th October.

II

be collected in that and

to

following month

;

a

to
reports (information which satisfied him — see Explanat,on
serious riot when the Kar rents were
Section 518) apprehended

this being so, the

for

time, and the act from which

has only

appli

petitioner

v.

limited operation as to
to abstain

is

Chouidrain,(2)

a

Taramoni

case

not illegal, as in the case of Gopi Midliclt
is

The order

it

cable.

Full Bench in Chunder Nath Sens
is

the ruling of the

is

order cannot be said to have been passed without jurisdiction, and

clearly

defined.
The Judgment of the Court (Innes and Muthuami Ayyar,
was delivered by
INNES,

J. — We

had some doubt at first, arising out

of

JJ.)

the argu

39,

Criminal Procedure

Code, in such

a

ment, whether the Magistrate was authorized to act under Chapter
case as this, which appeared

in which the procedure prescribed by Chapter 40 would
more properly have been adopted.
But, on consideration, we think

Cal., 293.

(2) I.L.R.,

Cal.,

7.

(1) I.L.R.,

the nature of the dispute as

B

that the Magistrate was not debarred

by

to be one

2
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the order

is

Mr. Wedderburn and Terunaranachari for

If

Lastly, the order

required by that section, been recorded.

a

as

VOL.

III.j
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of lands and buildings, from acting under

to the right to possession

Chapter 39, so soon as it appeared to him that the

attitude of the

petitioner was such as to occasion an apprehension of a collision of
the two parties in which

a breach

rftvisable by the Courts, as such orders are expressly declared to be
not judicial proceedings, which alone are revisable under
297 of the Code
Legislature

of Criminal Procedure ; and,

to exempt such

orders from

Section

of the

as the intention

revision is thus declared,

it is difficult to understand what power of interference

the

Court

could have under Section 15 of the Charter Act.

All that the High Court

can do is to see that the Magistrate had

jurisdiction to pass the order under Section 518. If he had, there
It was contended that there was no
is no power of interference.
such emergency as to call for an order under Section 518, and that
the order was bad as being not confined to

We think
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but extended to several acts.

of the order itself in paragraphs

a

of

prohibition

one act

we must take the recitals

5, 6, 7 and 8 as sufficient to show

that the Magistrate bonafide believed, from information before him,
that the danger of a disturbance through the action of the petitioner

It

was imminent.
acted

he

should

is not necessary that the- information

be on

record.

The

on which

circumstances on which a

Magistrate is required to act under this section are frequently such
that action must be taken immediately upon oral information,
the circumstances which are
September

would satisfy

26th October,

still

when the

on record in this case up

us,

if

and

to the 18th

this were necessary, that, on the

Megistrate passed his order, there may

of such

breach of the peace as the Magis
Police
and Magisterial authorities
trate says he was informed by
We do not think the order too
was to be apprehended immediately.
have been danger

extensive.

In

effect

a

it requires petitioner

to abstain

from inter

ference with the mutt and the property appertaining to it — an order
which

is an order

to abstain from a

" certain act " within the

meaning of the section.

As the order is one properly
opinion that it is not revisable,
Ordered accordingly.

[RAM A.-

JEEYAR„.

of the peace of a serious character

Orders properly passed under this chapter are not

was imminent.

. V.

passed under Section 518, we are
and we dismiss the petition.

of

JEEYAE.

-
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1881

September

9.

(

87

fll.
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)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Bf/ore Sir Charlet A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice, and Mr. Juttice Innet.

VENKATACHELLAM

CHETTI (PLAINTIFF),

and

AUDIAN

Patta for one/aiii to remain in force until another it granted, rent reterted being oter
60 rupeet— Registration Act of 1877, Section 17, Clause d— Exemption by local
Government.
Leases for a term not exceeding five years, with a rent reserved not exceeding 50
rupees, being exempted by the local Government

from registration.

Held that a patta for one fasli to remain in force until another patta is granted,
with a rent reserved of 110 rupees, did not fall within the exemption.
Held also that such a patta was

a lease

for a term exceeding one year and not a

lease for a year, and therefore subject to the general provision of clause d. Section
17, of the

Indian Registration

1877.

Rs. 49-15-11, after deducting
Rs. 60-2-4 relinquished, being arrears of melvaram due for Fasli
1287 (1878), from defendant as tenant of certain lands, alleging
IN this
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Act,

case

plaintiff

tender of a patta for

sued to recover

that fasli

and refusal

by the defendant to

accept it.
The defendant denied the tender and contended that the patta
should have been registered before tender.
The Munsif stated

the case under Section 617 of the Civil

cedure Code for the opinion

of

the

patta need not be registered as it was
and that,

if

Pro

High Court, holding that the
a lease for less than fire years,

registration was necessary, it was unnecessary before

tender.
The questions referred were —

(i) Whether a patta for

a term of less than five years, the rent

reserved being above 50 rupees, should be registered

(ii)

If so,

whether it ought to be registered before acceptance

on the part

A. Ramachandrayyar

of the tenant.
for Plaintiff.

V. Bhashyam Ayyangar for Defendant.
The arguments appear in the Judgment of

C.J.,

'

and Innes,

J.)

the

Court (Turner,

which was delivered by

Referred Case 10 of 1SS1, stated by T. A. Eristnasami Ayyar,

of Shivaganga.

;

District Munsif

VOL. III.]

MADRAS SERIES.

C.J. — Looking

TURNER,

the term 'patta'

III of

to the language

the Registration Acts,

be included in the term Mease.'

appears to

1877, Section 17, Clause d,

sory of all

of

359

year, subject to the exemption
to declare in certain cases.

compul

makes the registration

from year to year, or for a term

leases

Act

exceeding one

VENBATACHELLAM
CHETTI
«.

AUDIAN.

is empowered

a local Government

The Government of this Presidency has exercised the power, and
exempted leases in which there is a concurrence of two conditions

a term not exceeding five years

50

within
but

we are unable to assent to the

the

provision

not exceeding

These two conditions do not in this case concur, and

rupees.

therefore

and a rent reserved

—

special

It

?

a lease

for

words " this

a

to

opinion that it ia

But is it subject

exemption.

is argued that

Munsifs

it

year — the fasli

remain in force

is not a lease

to the

from year

for which it was

until another

general
to year,

The

granted.

patta is

"

granted

express, however, an intention to create or regulate the terms of a
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tenancy beyond

In

the year and from

Apu Budgavda

year to year.

Nofhari Annajee(V) the continuance was
the option of the landlord.
The document, there

left absolutely to
fore, in the present

v.

case required registration.

(88 )
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

Sir

Charlet A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttiee, and Sfr. Justice

i

MuffHtami Ayyar,

MAGALURI GARUDIAH
DANTS),

and

APPELLANTS,

OTHERS

(FOURTH, FIFTH, AND SIXTH

NARAYANA

AND

RUNGIAH

DEFEN

(PLAINTIFF),

RESPONDENT.*

Liability of executor de son tort in Hindu Lam, extent of— Hom far enforced by
Englith Covrti — Liability of trustee mixing fundi distinguished — Joinder of
appeal — Onus
causet of action — Limitation — Plea of migoinder it second
prohandi

In

mhere

fact is peculiarly rvlthin knomledge of party.
bond pay.iblfi in eleven yearly instalments, to recover

a suit upon a registered

instalments
managing

5-10 from the representatives
members of an

(1) I.L.R., 3 Rom.,
S.A. 72 of 1881

•

Kadapa, confirming

1881

September 13.

undivided

of two

deceased co-debtors,

Hindu family, had contracted

(who,

as

the debt for

21.

against

the

the decree of S.

dated 18th December 1380.

decree of

J.

Doraisami

Wallace,

Acting District Judge of

Ayyar, District Munsif of Radvel,

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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liAGALUEI
. A BU

in AH

NAEAYANA
RUNGIAH.

family purposes) the plaintiff im pleaded 0, the son-in-law
bis

two

brothers on

of such deceased co-debtor

widow

themselves

possessed

oi one of the

deceased

that they, in collusion with the

the ground

intermeddled with,

hod, as volunteers,

of, substantially,

[VOL. HI.

and

property of the family of fte

the whole

co-debtor:

decease'

Ueld that 0 and hi* brothers

joind

Were properly

and wot

as co-defendants

liable for the debt of the deceased to the extent of the assets received by

//.'./

also that even

in second appeal

if

them.

there had been a misjoindcr the plea could not be allowed

as the defendants

had not been prejudiced.

plaintiff had shown that

//••'./ also that, as the

of the

some property

deceased

co-debtors had passed to G and hie brothers, the burden of proof lay on Q and bit

that they had not received

brothers

to show

property

as would satisfy the debt.

of the deceased

so much

debtor's

as the bond was a registered
bond and the property had been
within three years of the date of the suit, the suit was not harred

//- - / also that
misappropriated
by Limitation.
11,! -I

also that

properly

interest, in the

nature of damages, from

of suit

the date

was

awarded.

THE facts and arguments in this case appear in the Judgment of
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the Court (Turner C.J., and Muitusami Ayyar,
Mr. Shaw for Appellant.

J.)

A. Ramachandrayyar for Respondent1.
JUDGMENT. — On the 26th March 1870 Makum
Venkatramiidu

in favor of

executed

the

160 was to be paid on the

and other instalments,

and

respondent a bond

Rupees 2,360 payable in eleven instalments

of Rupees

Kondiah

for

the first instalment

;

23rd June 1870

;

the

second

amounting each to Rupees 220, were

to be

yearly on the 16th March in each succeeding year.

paid

The suit was

brought to recover the amount of the fifth, sixth,
ninth, and tenth instalments

seventh, eighth,

:

the earliest instal

ment sued for fell doe on the 13th March 1874.
Kondiah having

died before suit, his son Chinniah was impleaby bis mother.

ded, and, being a minor, was represented

The

appellants,

that they had, as volunteers,

the ground
possessed

who are undivided brothers, are impleaded

themselves

of, substantially,

intermeddled with,
the

whole

on
and

of Kondiah' i

property.

It
that

After

appears

Kondiah

that Kondiah
resided

Kondiah' t death

property, and the

and his brothers

at Badvel
there

and

was

were undivided,

his brothers at Proddatur.

a partition

of

the coparcenary

Munsif found that, in the course of this

the appellant, Magaluri Gurumurti,

and

possessed himself

movable property, jewels and gold, in order to defeat

partition,

of

certain

the claims of

VOL. III.]
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the other coparceners, and that the account he gave of the sale of
jewels and the division of the proceeds among the coparceners
The person to whom it was alleged the sale of one

unproved.

•was

jewel had been made was summoned as a witness for the defence,
but was not examined. The Mnnsif also found that the account
given by

his

the same appellant of another jewel which

possession

in another suit,

appellant

to support

It

was contradicted

the statement

tiffs.

the other

On

KondiaKs lifetime but little

it

to
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respondent,

the

acted

;

JKondiah's estate.

Garudiah, married the daughter of

it

Furthermore,

explanation

It

was alleged by the

was

had

funds

been obtained from

shown that the wife

offered to show that a portion of this

jewelry

had been

The

whole

movable property of Kondiah had disappeared before

the

the

of this suit.

institution

After

of

of jewelry of the value of
Munsif refused credit to the

otherwise than from the estate of Kondiah.

obtained

the

was possessed

300 or Rupees 400, and the

Rupees

carried

the appellants opened a shop and

Munsif considered it probable, that

the appellant Qarudiah

in

that subsequently to Kondiah 's

extent of Rupees 2,000.

and the

his

as an agent for the plain

for carrying on this business

requisite

favor

during

was shown the appellants had

means

death the appellant, Magaluri

on trade

accounts

was false.

hand

Kondiah, and thereafter

to

by this

and that an entry made in his

he carried on trade and

;

come

by the evidence given

was shown that Kondiah was in fair circumstances

lifetime

of

had

issues had been settled the widow

of Kondiah eascuted in

of the appellant, Gurumurti, a mortgage for Rupees 599 of

all the immovable property of her husband (Exhibit B). At
time of the mortgage there was a crop on the land estimated

the

be worth Rupees 150, and of this the mortgagee was to receive

the

benefit.
been

The consideration for the mortgage was alleged to

a judgment-debt of Rupees 200 and the balance

to

have

The

cash.

judgment-debt was due on a decree passed on the widow's admission

in

a salt instituted by the appellant Gurumurti

filed.

The respondent

at the

after this suit was

time applied to be made

that,

Rupees 100
Shu

of

to her

the cash

received by her, she

Vakil, and that

was ordered to produce

she had the

it whilst

had

balance

the appellants

party

The widow

to that suit in order to show the claim was fictitious.
asserted

a

advanced

with

remained

her.

in

MAGALURI
GAECDIAH
v.

N.iltiYAM.V
RUNOIAH.
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MAOALURI
GAEODIAH
v.

NARAVANA
RUNUIAH.

She replied she was unable to do so at once, but would

the Court.
do

so

Munsif considered

The

expressed by
Rupees

the alleged consideration

Gurumurti

In

in satisfaction of his claim.

Munsif found that

the estate

the
and

a manner

Kondiafis debt, and

overruled a plea of Limitation

as to

gave

the

which was set up

He

of some of the earlier instalments claimed.

respect

respondent

against all the defendants.

a decree

The Judge

time

the result,

of Kondiah in such

the respondent for

the

possession of,

the appellants had acquired

intermeddled with,
liable to

to give the

held

suit was governed by the 116th article of the 2nd schedule

the

Limitation Act of

He

also overruled a plea of misjoinder.

estate of a deceased person were, as

liable

years

held

that

who in fraud of creditors possessed themselves with

persona

of

suit for compensation for the breach of a registered

a

He

contract.

of six

1877 which prescribes a period

in

that

the

in the case of

to

for

at one

also adverted to a consent

the appellant

1,100

respondent

He

fictitious.

deed partly
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it on loan

in the evening, and that she might have given

people.

be

[VOL. HI.

" Correi improperly

to be impleaded with the representative

of

so called,"

the deceased in

for the recovery of the debt.

suit brought by the creditor

the

a

The

the facts.

Al

though he expressed some doubt of the evidence adduced to

prove

Judge in

with tho Munsif as to

the main agreed

that the appellant, Gurumurti,
1,100

had at one time consented

rupees to compromise the claim, he considered

to pay

the

respon

dent had traced considerable property of the deceased to the

hands

of tho appellants, that the accounts produced were forged, and

that

this property had been misappropriated by them.
the appellants as constructive

Regarding
having

personally
property
Gurumurti

it

property of the deceased or of so much as to

the

payment

conversion of trust property,

a

was

whether they were shown to be in possession of

immaterial

bulk of

guilty of

been

he held that

trustees,

out of the assets impossible

;

of
in

the deceased

had been

trade, ho increased

the Munsif from

6 to 12

render

that the appellants

liable for the whole amount

;

and

inasmuch

employed by the

the rate

of interest

the

as

were
the

appellant

awarded by

per cent, and in other respects

affirmed

the decree.

In this Court it
of causes

of action

is again argued there had been
;

that the respondent had no

a

cause

misjoinder

of action

VOL. III.]
against

MADRAS SERIES.
evidence that any pro-

appellants; that there was no

the

perty of the

to the

deceased passed

363

of the

possession

appellants

Garudiah and Chenchu, and that the judgment, so far as it affects
the appellant Gurumurti, is based on conjecture; that the appel
lants should have been held liable only to the extent of assets which

it is

come to their hands

proved have

;

that the suit was in respect

of the earlier instalments barred by Limitation;
dent was not entitled to interest.
The question
depends on the

lants
the

answer to the

that a creditor

It

law that persons who

person subject
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A

themselves

in respect of

to

a coniebtor.

Ordinarily

de son tort unless his

He

the deceased.

But if
so that

a deceased person
and

in" that

for a debt due by the

co-obligors, he may be sued
not liable

a person is

hand has been

executor

as an

the first to take the'goods of

is not an executor de son tort

if

he has received

Pmdl

de'.son tort.

v.

.

a person

colludes with an executor or executor

he may obtain

consideration,
responsible

deceased

the deceased.

son tort,

de

the goods from an executor or an executcr

Simpson.(\)

of

estate

action will lie- against him

an

of

the debts

executor

deceased, and where there are several
as

property of the

take the

liability for

is known to English law as an

character

the property of

feature of Hindu and

is a common

who intermeddles with the

person

or not the appel

is entitled to sue them as //wtm-repre-

sentatives of the deceased.

English

there has been misjoinder

question whether

conducted themselves

have so

deceased

or not

whether

as to

and that the respon

a deceased perso"n

or hinder creditors,

and defeat

as an

of

the property

executor

de son tort.

.

de son tort

45

without

he thereby becomes

Eliz.,

c. 8.

These principles appear to us highly equitable, and, inasmuch as
the case made by the respondent was that there was such collusion
between the appellants and the widow, we are not prepared to hold
there

has been a misjoinder of causes

appellants in this suit.

If

we

are

of action in impleading

in error

appellants have not rendered themselves
tatives of the deceased,

on this

liable

as

point,

if

the
the

(/wait-represen

we should not allow the pica

of misjoinder

to prevail on second

appeal, for it is clear that the appellants have
not been prejudiced by the irregularity. They have had the
oppor-

(l;

~
9 Q.R., 365 S.C. 15

L.J.Q

R., 382.

~

(jr ARUDIAH
«.

'
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V.

NARAYANA

of making any defence

tnnity

evidence which would have

of adducing in this salt any

and

been available for them had they been

sued separately from the other defendants.

In disposing of the plea of misjoinder,
the plea that the

of action against

opinion of the
have,

alleged by him, baa a

respondent, on the facts

below he has shown

Courts

in collusion

If he

the appellants.

with the

bis deceased debtor, he

had

can show, and

that the appellants

of action against

cause

in the

misappropriated the estate of

widow,
a

cause

of

have also disposed

we

them.

It

is

GAHUDIAH

it,

MAQALORI

HI.

[VOL.

not true that the evidence against the appellant Gurumwrti rested
had come to his hands and that

there was also direct evidence that

the immovable property of the deceased
and the consideration

prove.

of the property

been invested in the

of the

Garudiah

;

the death

he opened

to the

marriage

but this inference was drawn
and property

inferred

that the

of

subsequently

to

of the appellant,

from circumstantial evi

the appellants in the

lifetime

the deceased, and there failure to account for the sudden

in their circumstances after

his death when the appellant

change

Gurumurti

the

as the

represented
the trade in

case

chief actor

is

from the estate

entitled to find
sustained
as to the

;

of all

which the Munsif

believed were

of the

We are not prepared
which the Courts below were
deceased

was traced

to the

The plea of Limitation cannot

was registered,

article in the

is

the appellant

of her father.

appellants.

the bond

lent and an advance

wife of

funds, and the

that property

the

carried on

alleged mortgage was

supplied and cash

found with jewels

Gvru-

but the appellants

which they are engaged

hold that there was not evidence on
hands

of the appellant

to

for goods

out of common

Gurudiah
supplied

in

weaker in the case of the

jointly, the consideration for the

an alleged debt
cash

appellants

which property

is

is

undivided,

by them

the

;

of

appellants than

mttrti, for he
are

hands

is

traced to the
other

by

must be allowed that the evidence

it

It

shown to have been acting with the widow in the disposal of his

estate.

in

which

business

he failed to

he has failed to account have

is

of

for which

deceased and

dence, the position

is
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proceeds

he alleges he gave for

that the Courts below have

true

is

It

session,

passed into his pos

had

it

;

it

movable property of the deceased
he had failed to account for

evidence that

There was direct

and hearsay.

only on conjecture

and the

ruling of

the

be

Judge

Limitation Act which governs suits for

the

"...

the decisions of this and other

hand,

.

High

are not liable

the appellants

for misappropriation of funds

Courts.

to an action on

to defeat

below were not entitled

Nor

damages

the bond, bat

can we hold that the

in the nature of

to award interest

from the date on which

on the other

creditors, the acts imputed

were committed since December 1877.
Courts

3li5

of moneys payable under such instrnmonts is supported

recoverv
by

SERIES.

MADRAS

III.]

If,

VOL.

the suit was

instituted.

Although the Judge

foundation.

held

that the extent

tive

of

the property which

penultimate

of assets

liability were

enforced to

it

to the extent

which

is

received,

mingled

it

and

property

a

Where

extent.

a

is

it

Although

as

trustee

In

proceeds

principle
has

the

by
cases

in

generally on
on

which

the
trust

misappropriated
such

will

manner

thai

the one from the other, the lack of

impossible to distinguish

and to treat the whole

the

the

injustice

greater extent,

with his own in

evidence compels the Court

by the Succession

would work

any greater

rule of evidence unconnected with
rests.

the

that the liability should be enforced

be found, we apprehend, that the decision

is

been accepted

has been enforced to an apparently

liability itself

a

it

demands

of

to the amount

a

While justice

Act.

an executor de son tort

which are not governed

cases

The Succession

if

in other

Courts

of British India.

this limitation has

assets received, and

the

doctrine of the

it

Act limits the liability of

person

deceased

the doctrine which has been accepted by

and the Courts

Legislature

of

not the

a

nor

declared that the liability

the estate

of his debts, this

it

;

English Courts
the

of

takes any portion

to the whole

extends

has been

it

one who

is

of

it

paragraph

his judgment.

Although in Hindu law

to

risk injury

to the culpable party,

available to make restitution.

general rule that the burden of proof rests on

— " Where

to the

fact

is

been established

An exception
a

rule has therefore

within the knowledge of any person, the burden of
on him." Doubtless, as observed
that fact
PTOD
by

peculiarly
proving

may be available to his opponent.

:

general

difficult or impossible for him to procure such evidence

is

though

is

which

it

the party who asserts the affirmative of the issue, there are cases in

it
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irrespec

their hands,

has come to

wo understand this to be the effect of the

of

so many words

of the liability of the appellants

of

the value

in

has not

is

out

There

not with

is

is, however, one objection raised in this appeal which

MAQALUEI
OAEUDIAH
r.
RUSXUAH.

MAOALUEI
UAEODIAH
r,
NARAYANA
RUNOIAH.

[VOL. itl.
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AldersoK in

Elkin

Janson, (1) some evidence should be given
that there is ground for the affirmative assertion, and that the fact
v.

within

is peculiarly

the knowledge

the rule

sought to apply

of the rule

application

;

of the

but when the

has been

which it

to

party

proper occasion

established,

the knowledge fails to comply with it and to

if

party
discharge his
the

for

is

the

having
obliga

tion, the Court is at liberty to find the issue against him.

for

Kondiah

to what

to ascertain

the respondent

impossible,

extent the property

has passed

of

if

into the hands of the appellants ; but

has passed

shown that some property

has

if not

in the case now before us it is difficult,

Thus

ha

to the appellants,

the

extent to which such property has been received by the appellants
is peculiarly

within their knowledge, and they

that they have not received so much
The
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would satisfy the debt.

application of this rule of evidence will probably be found

to explain many
to a

as

are bound to show

of

the cases

in which parties not liable

the possession

of

assets

and even

to a

assets proved to have come to their

But while

as parties

with a liability on the ground of

contract have been affected

greater

extent than

the

hands.

ruling of the District
Court that the appellants are liable independently of the extent
of tho assets they have received, it appears useless to remit an
we

issue on the point
referred,
The

to affirm the

are unable

;

because by

reason of the rule to which we have

it would undoubtedly
laid

respondent has

a

be

found against

foundation

for

the appellants.

the application

of the

rule, he has traced property to their hands, and they have met
case

by parol

evidence to which the

Courts below

the

have refused

credit and documentary evidence whkii the Courts have pronounced
fictitious

or forged.

whatever

evidence

have had

They

it

was in

the

to put in

opportunity

their power to produce,

suggested that they did not avail themselves

and it

is not

of this opportunity

to

the fullest extent they desired.

We shall therefore affirm

the

decree

Court and dismiss this appeal with costs.
(1)

13 SI.

i

W., 662.

of

the

Lower

Appellate

VOL.

MADRAS SERIES.

III.]

(

89

367

)

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Muttutami Ayyar and Mr. Justice Tarrant.

SRI MAHAPATNAM

8ITARAMARAZU GARU (DEFENDANT), APPELLANT,
SRI RAJA JAGANADA NARAYANA RAMACHENDRARAZU PEDDA
RALIYAR SIMHULU RAHADAR GARU (PLAINTIFF), RESPONDENT.*
and

Grant of tillage

tenure — Right

on tervice

R sued 8 to recover instalments

to reswne mhen

tervieet

not

required.

of kist due on the ground that S held a Village

of paying kist and performing service) ; that
the services of S were not at present required as the Court of Wards had assumed

on service tenure (granted on condition
the

management

of the estate of R ; that the assessment had, accordingly,

been

increased ; and that defendant had declined to accepta lease at an enhanced rate and
to execute a counterpart.

i

S denied that he held on service tenure and set up a gift from one of the ancestors
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of R.
Held that,

as S failed to prove the alleged

gift and had not traversed R's allega

tion that he was entitled to resume the grant when the services were not required,
it was proved that the kist had been enhanced on one occasion without objec

and as

tion from
neither

R

S.

there was evidence

to warrant

the conclusion

that the village

was

'Inam' nor granted in perpetuity burdened with a certain service, and that
to the enhanced rate claimed.

yras entitled

THE

facts

arguments in this case appear in

and

the

Judgment of the Court (Muttuacuni Ayyar and Tarrant,

following

JJ.)

R. Balaji Rau for Appellant.
Mr. Gould for Respondent.
JUDGMENT. — This was

a

suit brought by the respondent through

his guardian to recover arrears of kist diie on the village of Appala-

raju in

the

possession

the respondent's
and his ancestors
ment of

a

of

the

zamindari,

and has

been held

a

of

by the appellant

In 1847, when

Lower Courts that

the appellant

* S.A. No. 608 of 1880 against the decree of E. C. G.
confirming

the respon

minor, the kattubadi was enhanced by Rs. 10 ;

and it is found by the

Vizagapatam,

is part

from before 1847, subject originally to the. pay

kattubadi kist of Rs. 61-2-0.

dent's father was

This village

appellant.

Thomas, District Judge of

the decree of Vakkalanka Kamavazu,

Parvatipur, dated 12th April 1S80.

has since

District Munsif of

1881

SePtember21'

[VOL.

ill.

account filed in

the

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
BiTAEAMARAZU
v.
DEAEAZO.

paid kattabadi
Collector's

at the enhanced

office

Courts below, the village is entered

of J villages held by " relatives
and in

Qovernment,
prepared

heading of Inam.
be inaccurate,
entered

Bat

22 under

the

In

management

of

accounts then

is entered under the

village

District Munsif considers this entry to
that in the account of 1847 the village is

the

condition

of rendering

Court of Wards,

Upon the

service.

death of the respondent's father the zamindari
management of the

the heading

service tenure."

was under

on this

due

and adds

Inam on

as

No.

the

by

accepted

demand and collection

the

the kattubadi

as

and

and others on

the zamindari

Faslia1263 (1852)

an

March 1847

the 4th

on

In

rate.

under the

came

and the service of the appel

lant having become unnecessary, as alleged for the respondent, the
Collector, as Agent of the Court of Wards, imposed an

of Rs. 103-14-0 in addition to the
an exchange of cowle
demanded

of Rs.

kattnbadi
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part) providing for the payment of the enhanced
having

appellant

71-2-0,

and

kadapa (lease and counter

and

failed to comply

assessment

assessment.

Tho

with the demand, this suit was

instituted on behalf of the minor Zamindar

to recover Rs.

525 as

the amount of kist in arrear, Rs. 87$ the second and third instal
ments due for 1873, Rs. 175 due for each of the years 1874 and
The respon
1875, and Rs. 87£ the first instalment due for 1876.
dent's case was that the appellant's holding was on service tenure,
and that he was entitled

with the

to dispense

was no occasion for it and to enhance
tended that Appalarazu

was

not

a

the

service when there

kist.

Appellant con

village in itself, but a hamlet

attached to the village of Rompalli ; that the parganna of Ramaincluded

badrapurum

in

the respondent's zamindari

was once in

the enjoyment of one Sitaramarazu, a member of the respondent's

family

;

that

respondent's

ganna of Ramabadrapurum

ancestors took possession
and gave

in exchange for it

of

the par

the village

of Rompalli ; that on the 25th February 1809 the said SUaratnarazu
sister,

granted
the

the hamlet

appellant's

of Appalarazu

paternal

in suit

grandmother

;

as dowry to bis

that there was no

grant on condition of service from the respondent's ancestor to the
appellant's

ancestor

;

hamlet was subject to a

that no service was ever rendered
kattubadi of Rs. 60 only

not enhanced, as alleged for the respondent,
the minority of his father.

The

;

;

that the

and that it was

to Rs. 71-2-0

daring
District Munsif of Parvatipur

MADRAS SERIES.
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held that the village

found against the appellant's allegations, and

on condition of service, and that, as

was granted

at different periods, it was

was enhanced

the kattubadi

not " Inam."

On these

grounds the Munsif decreed the claim, and, on appeal,
concurred

Court

Appellate

with

the

decision of the Judicial Committee

Munsif

and

Lower

the

that the

held

Privy Council — Forbes

of the

It is argued on
v. Meer Mahomed Tuquee (1) — was not applicable.
second appeal that the respondent is not at liberty to enhance
the rent at his pleasure on the ground that he no longer required
the appellant's services, and reliance is again placed

on the

Privy

Council decision mentioned by the District Judge. In that case
the Judicial Committee held that the grant before them was made
partly

as a reward

services

for past, partly

as

an inducement

;

distinct, and there is no allegation of any

Our attention

is next

drawn

to the

reward for past service.

principles laid down by the

Privy Council for dealing with claims like
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for future,

but the tenure alleged in the suit now before us is totally

The

respondent.

Judicial

Committee say

the right to resume must depend,

the one set up by the

that

in a great

" in

every case
upon the

measure,

nature of the particular tenure or the terms of the particular grant.
There is a clear distinction between the grant of an estate burdened

with

a certain service,

of whose duties
grant of

and the grant of an

by the ute of certain

is remunerated

the former

office the performance

kind might

performance

of

tenure, and in such
the

service would be

consideration for, the grant, or the instrument
•words

to the con

a case either the
the entire

A

as to make

also be so expressed

the continued performance of the services a condition
tinuance of the

lands.

continued

motive

to,

and

would by express

declare that the service ceasing, the tenure should determine."

The judgments in the case before us contain no information touch

ing the origin and duration of the tenure beyond a reference to
the account of 1847, in which the village is entered among holdings
on service
difficulty

tenure, and without

in arriving

such information

at a conclusion

ciples laid down by the

we might feel a

in accordance with the prin

Privy Council, and

feel inclined to send an

issue for trial but for the fact that the appellant did
the allegation in the

not traverse

plaint that the respondent might 'determine

(1)

13

M.I.A., 138.

SITAEAMA-

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
gift from
the

It is also

one Sitaramarazu.

minority

of the

and that the appellant submitted
evidence to warrant

"

mm

to

the conclusion

there

and

that the village

nor granted in perpetuity burdened with
by

I

"

Upon the facts found

was enhanced,

Zamindar the kattubadi

late

during

found as a fact that

is,

v.

RAMACHENDRARAZU.

III.

for his service, but set up a

the tenure when there was no occasion

the Courts below we

a

ICAZl!

[VOL.

was

neither

think that

do not

this second appeal can be supported, and we dismiss

therefore,

certain service.

it
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with costs.

(

90)

APPELLATE CIVIL.

D
I

Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. Juttice Mvttutami Ayyar.

property)

permanent

stipulations

Government,

into

with

Zamindari

permanent

Sanad-i-Milkeut istimirar (deed of
was granted to the Zamindar with the usual stipulations,

by Government

and directions,

reservations
the above

1803

and

with the words " Continuing to perform

concluding

and to

a

in

a

Where an ancient paleiyam was converted
assessment

a

Jfindu lam — Impartible Za.minda.ri — Sanad — Lam of Succetrion — Property inktrited through mother — Poicer ofSindu father overton'i lhare in ancestral property.

the duties

perform

its laws and regulations,

to ithe Rritish

of allegiance

yon are hereby authorised and empowered

to hold inperpetuity to your heirs, successors and assigns at the permanent assess
of Sivagiri."
Held that the Hindu law of succession was applicable,

ment herein named the Zamindari

not self-acquired

'

mother

'

Property inherited through

to each modifica

subject

nature of the estate.
is

tions as flow from the impartible
a

as between her son and

grandson.

If

woman succeeds to an impartible

her demise upon

her son does

not

Zamindari,

the estate which

thereby become self-acquired

devolves on

property

in

the

hands of the latter.
estate, though

it

The course of decisions in the Stadrat Presidency from 1818 has been to recognise
equal ownership by the son in the grandfather's

may not be divided

between the father and the son, and to uphold the father's alienation

only to

the

extent of his share.
Semble.

— The decision in Girdharce

all's case

f.

3.
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1879

February

Morgan,

MUTTAYAN CHETTI (PLAINTIFF), APPBLLANT, and SANGILI VIRA PAN
CHINNA TAMBIAR (DEFENDANT). RESPONDENT,*

a

1878

August 13.

Sir Walter

i

Before

was not intended

to vary the

courses .of decisions in this Presidency.
*?'
•

Appeal 14 of 1877 against the decree of F. C.Carr, District Judge of TinneveJly,

dated 29th November 1876.
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Semble.— The doctrine of the pious duty of the son to pay his father's debts does

not apply in the

case

tect his interest

as

of an impartible

in the

case

Zamindari,

where the son is not able to pro

of ordinary property byjelecting

THE defendant in this suit was the son

Sivagiri, who,

as defendant in

consented

Tinncvelly,

O.S.

to a decree

8

in

of

of

a division.

the late Zamindar

1867 in the

the

of

Civil Court of

terms of a compromise

whereby certain property was hypothecated

security for a debt

as

of Us. 55,872-12-0 to be paid by the defendant by instalments in
fall satisfaction of the plaintiff's claim in that suit.

A

was passed in the terms of the

decree

on 4th

compromise

September 1868,
The plaintiff (who was represented' by the plaintiff in the former
'
suit) alleged that the Zamin' was the self-acquisition, of the late
Zamindar

that the debt was

;

a

just

debt

contracted by defendant's

father for the upkeep of the estate, on the liability of the whole
estate, before the defendant's birth and for the benefit of the family
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of the Zamindar

;

that in, the lifetime of the Zamindar the property

hypothecated was attached by him to recover instalments due nnder
the decree

;

that the other creditors attached the whole estate on

several occasions

;

that after the

late Zamindar's

death

(27th
September 1873) he again attached the property hypothecated, on
23rd February 1874, for the tenth instalment due under the decree ;

that the District Court advertised that all the estate would be sold
account of all the creditors

on

separate
estate

that he thereupon prayed for a

sale of the land hypothecated to him

subject to his charges, but the petition

23rd February 1874,
1874 the

right, title,

third party
Court

;

;

or for a sale of the
was dismissed, on

inquiry ; that on 25th February
interest of the late Zamindar was sold to a

without

and

that the defendant

having presented

praying for a release of the

a petition to the

attachment made by

for the tenth instalment, an order was passed on 18th

plaintiff

April 1874

that the attachment ceased with the sale of the Zamindari.

plaintiff prayed that the orders of 23rd February and
1874 might
Rs.

be

cancelled

88,062-12-0 from

decrees

and

from

;

that the

the property

plaintiff's

right

to

hypothecated by the

all other property

which

The

18th

devolved

April

recover
former
on

the

defendant from the late Zamindar might be established.

No written

in,

suit was dismissed on
the ground that it was barred by the decree in the former suit.
statement

was put

and the

IIUTTAYAN
CHBTTI
v.

SlVAGIRI
ZAUINDAE.

[VOL. HI.
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M0TTAYAN
CHETTI
v.

SlVAGIEI
ZAMINDAE.

the High

On appeal

C.J.,

Court (Morgan,

and

3.)

Holloway,

remitted the case for trial on the ground that the question of the

liability of

the estate

in

the hands

of the debtor's

successors

was

heard nor determined, and that a fresh suit was the most

neither

appropriate method of determining whether the defendant took the
estate through the debtor or by a perfectly independent title.

The case was retried by the same Judge on 26th November 1876.

It

was contended for the defendant that the snit was not

legally

maintainable, that the debt was not proved to be legally or morally
binding on the present Zamindar, and that the late
power to encumber

no

property,
incurred

while

the estate

the

plaintiff

before the

birth of

Zamindar had

beyond his own tenure of the

sought to show that the debt was

it

the present Zamindar, that

a

was

bond fide debt contracted for absolute necessity, and that the entire

Zamindari was the self-acquired property of the late Zamindar.
The District Judge found that the Zamindari was an ancient
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paleiyam which was converted into a Zamindari with a permanent
peishcnsh by the Government in 1803, when the then Palayagar was
granted a Sanad-i-Milkeut istimirar

He

Sivaffiri,

and created first Zamindar

died in 1819 and was succeeded

of

by his only daughter

She died in 1835 and was succeeded by her

as second Zamindar.

son, who lived till 1873 and was succeeded

by his son the present

defendant.

It

was contended

for the plaintiff that the third

the estate as self-acquired property.
opinion that,

if

the

but held that the

The District Jndge

Hindu Law applied,
Zamindari

held as an impartible

was

the contention

of the whole

by Section 271 of the Code

The District Jndge

estate, was legally barred

of Civil Procedure (1859) from still

enforcing his claim over the property mortgaged
legally
period

one

was valid,

having taken his share of the rateable

held that the plaintiff,

was not

of

estate under the ESanad from Government

distribution of the proceeds

debt

was

not subject to Hindu law, but

and was not ordinary self-acquired property.
also

Zamindar held

of family

;

found that the

necessity, nor one which

bound to pay for his father,

because

a son

the creditor at

was
one

for his debt, but made no attempt to

held ample security

satisfy it by realising the security, and dismissed the suit.
The

plaintiff

grounds —
:

appealed

to

the High

Court

on the

following

VOL. III.]
I.
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That the Zamindari came to defendant's hands burdened
with the debts of his father, whether incurred before
or after defendant's birth, and that defendant having

of his father in his

assets

his liability for

possession,

his father's debts was co-extensive with the amount of
assets received by him ;

II.

That the Hindu Law applied to this case

HI.

;

That the Zamindari was either self-acquired property
the late Zamindar,

or was at any rate not property

in which defendant acquired any right by

reason

of

ancestral property

in

his birth or any independent title

IV.

That even

if

of

the Zamindari was

;

which defendant acquired right by birth, the plaintiff

still entitled

was

to charge his debt on the Zamiudari

as being a debt incurred

under circumstances which

would entitle plaintiff to charge it on the estate, and
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V. Lastly that the plaintiff was not barred in any way
from maintaining the suit.
The

A.

Advocate-General

(Hon.

P.

O' Sullivan),

Mr. Mills, and

Ramacliandrayyar for the Appellant.
V. Bliashyam Ayyangar for Respondent.

C.J., and Muttusami Ayyar,

The Court (Morgan,
the following
JUDGMENT.

— This

J.)

delivered

was a suit to recover Rupees 88,062-12-0 from

the Zamindari of Sivagiri now in defendant's possession.

plaintiff in

The

his plaint alleged that he obtained a

Decree in Original Suit
on the
was

security of

of family

one

defendant

;

hypothecated

and

No.

a portion

of

8

Razinama

of 1867 against the late Zamindar

the Zamindari

;

that the debt decreed

necessity, contracted before

the birth of the

that the whole Zamindari including the portion

was liable for the same.

For the defendant it

was

contended that the suit did not lie, and that the debt was
neither

binding
upon the present Zamindar, nor upon the Zamindari, nor

upon any part of it.
suit

was not maintainable, but, on appeal,

Court

of

it

was decided by

that the question of the liability of the estate in the

this

hands

the defendant to satisfy the decree against his fathqp was one

considerable
priate
eo

The Lower Court originally held that the

fur

mode
aa

difficulty

of

and that a regular suit was the most appro

of determining it.

it is necessary for

The history of this Zamindari, in

the purpose

of this suit, is sufficiently

MDTTAYAH
CHETTI
r.
SlVAOIEl
ZAMINDAE.

[VOL. IH.
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set forth

in paragraph

8

of

the judgment

In

against.

appealed

his

revised judgment the District Judge considers that, as the second
ZAMIN'DAB.

Zamindar

was a woman, the third

ordinary Hindu Law,

Zamindar

have held the Zamindari

would, under the
as his self-acquired

property, but that he had not held it as such by reason of its being

£

an impartible estate held exceptionally under a Sanad (Exhibit
The first question for decision
18) from the Government.
whether

Hindu Law

the

is not applicable

in this

case.

It

is

seems

to us that the Sanad only rendered permanent the peishcush or
had varied from time to time,

which

assessment

the

changed

character of the estate, which had till then been that of a Southern
into that of ordinary Hindu property, and recognized

Paleiyam,

the ordinary Hindu Law as governing the succession to it in order
to determine the right of interference exercised by Government on

of tenure, without prejudice

the ground
other
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the

to

impartibility or any

special incident which had already attached to the estate by

of

custom

We

tenure.

originating no doubt in the
therefore of opinion that the Zamindari,

the family

are

ancient
though

by custom, is doubtless governed by the Hindu

impartible

subject, as observed

by the

Privy Council in

9

Law

Moore, p. 685, to

such modifications as flow from its impartibility.

This view brings under our consideration

the

next question

it

when the Zamindari vested in the defendant's father,

whether,

In support

became his self-acquired property.

of this contention it

is urged for the appellant, first, that the second Zamindar

a

was

woman; secondly, that she took an obstructed heritage; and, third

ly, that when it

passed into her son's possession,.

it

ceased

to be

ancestral property in which his son (defendant) bad ownership by
birth.

For the
case

(1),

succeeds
a

we
as

reasons

mentioned in our judgment in the Sivaganga

think that though
heir,

and

a daughter, inheriting

does not take, as is at times stated, merely

life-estate, still she takes but a qualified heritage,

the text

of Katyayana,

to her father,

passes upon her death to

preference to her own, heirs.

Her

case of obstruction or interposition

succession

which,

nnder

her father's,

in

being thus rather a

than of regular inheritance

for

herself and her own heirs and that the estate taken by her being more•

(1) I.L.R.,

3

Had.,

309.

VOL. III.]
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in that judgment, not her Stridanam, her interheir does not in our opinion alter what was originally

as observed

vention

as

ancestral into self-acquired property.
According to all the texts
of the Hindu Law of which we are aware the absence of paternal
or maternal property or of any aid from it is a necessary ingredient
in the conception of self-acquired property and the author of the
Mitakshara

it

defines

himself

co-parcener

as property which has been acquired by the

without any detriment to the goods of the

father or mother (Mitakshara, Chapter

think it is clearly erroneous

1, Section

IV,

p. 2).

We

to say that property inherited through

a mother is self-acquired as between her son and grandson.

It

may not be ancestral in the sense in which property inherited

by the father from the paternal grandfather is liable to partition
under the Mitakshara Law at the instance of the son, but it is not
self-acquired

property on that ground for purposes

other than those

It

should further be remembered

of alienation

that the principle that the right

is an incident of ownership has to be applied under

the Hindu Law subject to a few exceptions.

The

basis

on which

the Hindu theory of restrictions

on

the

alienation of immovable property is constructed is the text of Vyasa
cited in Mitakshara, Chapter 1, Section

I,

"

paragraph 27.

They

who are born, and they who are yet unbegotten, and they who are

still in the womb require
therefore be made."

means of support.

No gift or

sale should

This text would seem to point to the archaic

notion current in ancient agricultural communities that the family
is a corporate body and that landed property, however acquired, is
as

it may

be at any time.

modifications

not only as it is at a given time, but

We refer

as regards the power

to

it,

the fund for its subsistence,

not to question the

of alienation established by

decided cases on equitable considerations, but to indicate the neces

sity that still exists for closely examining

the grounds

on which

Mitakshara defines heritage in Chapter

Again

the author

Section

I,

fresh modification.

p.
2,

regarded as

1,

be

a

we may be asked to recognize and sanction what may substantially
as

of the
wealth

which becomes another's property solely by reason of relationship
and

in commenting

Bdlambatta exclude from

it

to the owner

;
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of partition.

on this text

Subudini

and

any other mode of acquisition, such as

MUTTAYAN
CEETTI
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refers to

distinct mode of obtaining property.

to the contention that obstructed heritage

it

is

we think,

self-acquired property,

which

on the footing

in our opinion equally untenable.

The

author of the Mitakshara refers to the division into obstructed

and

of law

that

view to introduce the rule

an obstructed heritage, the next in order
who has departed for heaven.

2,

the

V,

Section

is

The corresponding incident in

right of representation

the

paragraph

right by birth in

men

where he states

the grandfather's

that

property

man

the

father himself.

spiritual sense as meaning

the three connected with the same pinda, or funeral cake

it

" son "
The term
being interpreted in

;

text cited by Menu, viz., the son of

is

This passage ought to be read with the Vedic
a

equally with sons.

one

a

have

grandsons

a

tioned in Chapter

take

heir to the estate of

is

of unobstructed heritages
1,

case

Section

declares that on failure of the first among the heirs who

2,

2,

p.

the nearer excludes the more remote and, in Chapter

I,

unobstructed heritage with

include!

the son, grandson and great-grandson, the conventional

character

Hindu Law thus

consisting

rather the extension of the meaning of the

for the right.

Such being the case, we fail to

appears to us to be
self-acquired

a

heritage can be regarded

as

property.

Nor

do we see sufficient

Taking for instance

a

is

important when there

because

grandson.

it

ceased

it

reason

to hold

as between

vests

his own son

in him, though

its
and

competition between him
this Zamindari

it

to hold that

obstructed heritage by the daughter,
or

Moreover,

brother's succession,

another brother's son as to who ought to succeed.

structed

how obstructed

an incident of obstructed

the case of

and grandson unobstructed, directly

unreasonable

foundation

contradiction in terms to say that heritage

his inheritance, though obstructed, becomes
nature

see

self-acquired property.

that an unrestricted power of alienation
heritage.

as the

term

it

special privilege of lineal descent

to be ancestral

is

" than
son

It

"

a

in recognizing

the

is

right of representation under

a

the

is

of

is
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mother

the

and not self-acqnisition,

inheritance,

therefore,

As

between them
is.

Property inherited through

its elements.

being

and a certain relationship

of

of ihe heir,

the survival

is

ZAMIXDAK.

Hindu

notion of inheritance is not conventional, the demise of the owner,

a

v.

Thus it seems to be clear that the

pnrchaae or the like.

a

MOTTAYAN
OHBTTI

[VOL. Hi.

likewise

was taken

as

did not since become unob
as

between

her son

and

VOL. HI.]
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The next text relied upon daring the
the plaintiff's

claim

It

is restricted
paternal

MUTTAYAN

as supporting

argument

is that which classes

paternal and self-acquired.

377

ancestral,

property-as

«.

is contended that ownership by birth

ZAMINDAE.

of the paternal grandfather and that
or maternal property is not ancestral.
Here again the
to the property

purpose of the classification seems to be mistaken.

In Chapter

1, Section

I,

paragraph 23, of the Mitakshara, the com

mentator refers to the controversy whether birth or partition is the
cause of property and comes to the conclusion
•wealth be

then

taken by birth,

refers to

inherited

that it is the former

" Let

of the text of Gautama, viz.,

on the authority

as

the father's power of

from the paternal

ownership of

the venerable teachers direct."
alienation

over

He

movables

grandfather (Yagnyavalcya, cited in

p. 24), to the gift of immovable property by the husband to the wife
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(Vishnu cited in

p. 25), to the power

of alienation for indispensable

religious duties (Vedic text cited in p. 26), and to a donation or
mortgage or sale of immovable property in a season of distress for
the benefit of the family ( Vrihaspati cited in p. 28), as exceptions
resting on special texts, though inconsistent with the theory of
ownership by birth, and he
able

property

next forbids the alienation of immov

whether 'acquired

by the father or

( Vyasa cited in p. 27).
Again, he alludes to a distinction
birth with respect to the

grandfather

in the nature of ownership by

estate paternal and ancestral (Chapter

I,

Section 1, p. 33) and describes it in Chapter I, Section 5, as consist
ing specially in the one case, viz., of ancestral property, in aright

of representation (p. 2),in
father's life (p. 8), in the

right to demand partition during the
absence of a power in the father to make
a

unequal partition among his sons, and in the grandson's

power of

prohibition when the father commits waste (p. 9). As to ownership
by birth in paternal estate, he describes it generally as consisting
right in co-heirs to divide the effects equally of both parents,
Section 3, and in Section 4 excludes them, whether inherited from

in

a

the father or mother, from
liable to partition.

effects which are according to him not

The conclusion

we come

to, therefore, is that

ownership by birth is not, as is alleged, confined to
paternal grandfather's

property,

father or mother's property,
vested interest

and

ancestral or

but extends also to paternal, i.e.,

and that, in the former case, it is

equal to, and

co-ordinate

with,

a

that of the

-
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it is inchoate

father, while in the latter

of succession and in

Ill

[VOL.
in

and consists

a chance

of prohibition where the father
alienates immovable property for other than authorized pnrposee.
In this view the theory of ownership by birth has nothing to do
power

a

with the question before us, which relates to the father's power
alienate immovable property and not to partition.
seem to

us to govern

it are

The texts

of

those that restrict the pdwer

to

which
aliefta-

tion, and define the son's liability to pay the father's debts.

As

to tho

restriction on the alienation

of immovable

property,

tile course of decisions in this Presidency has recognized a power
no doubt

This, though

property

resting

departure from the strict Mitakshara

by

acquired

on equitable

himself.

considerations,

law, and the question we

now to decide is reduced to this, viz., whether we should
law in

a similar departure from the Mitakshara

paternal

grandfather, may not

possess.

is

on the paternal grandmother

on the same

regretted that the law of the Mitakshara
from at

case

with that

footing

In

grandfather.

all, even in the

who inherits

later

decisions

should have been

of immovable property

con

it

on the

ferred

grandson

may haw
whether

Again, the spiritual benefit conferred
the son and

from

it,

equity which one

from father or mother or maternal

by

of immov

the case

He who acquires property

grandfather.

a special privilege and

was

departed

acquired

the father.

in part improvident,

further partly

binding on the present Zauiindar, who

secured

mortgage which tho plaintiff seeks

•was executed

in 1868, while the defendant

that, though

w>0

debt in dispute was contracted before he was born,
alienation of ancestral

ownirship by birth

is

the

valid

property
as

possession.

in which the

against

enforce

Was born in 1855.

certainly competent to him to show

in his

to

was

K

The

which ought to bind the Zamindari

it

by a mortgage)

was not born when

contracted.
therefore

neither

it

in

immoral nor vicious, and

though

sought

him

when

'was not one

It

son

true that
acquires

takes

]

which,

whether the debt now
is

to be recovered,

was

well founded.

decision

is

The next question for

as

is

acquired by the late Zamiudar

if

purposes of alienation

treated for

is

be

it

should

contention that this Zamin-

the

it

dari

think that

do not therefore

is

We

is
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his maternal

bare

sanction

descending on the father through his mother

able property

is a

by

alienate immovable

the father to

in
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incurred but not secured

a debt

on the Zamin-

dari before he was born is not governed by the same principle.

As to

v.

the contention that a debt may not have been incurred

for

family necessity and may still be binding on the son, provided that

it is neither immoral nor vicious, we

do not clearly see our way to

to the text

of Yagnyavakya, the alienation

of immovable property without the
according to the text of Vrihaspati,

son's consent is forbidden, and,

it.

uphold

where

According

there is a family

the father can only alienate

It

necessity.

is then argued

by the Judicial Committee in Girdharee

observed

the son is under a pious

Lall't

it
as

that,
case

(1),

obligation to pay the father's debt, where

such debt is neither immoral nor vicious.

can be no doubt that it is the pions duty of

There
his

father's debt.

Narada

a son

to pay

says that fathers desire male offspring

for their own sake, reflecting "this son will redeem mo from every
debt iiuo to superior and inferior beings."
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by him should relinquish
father from

his

devout

Therefore

a son

begotten

his own property and assiduously redeem

debt, lest he

man or one who

fall into

maintained

a region

a

Jf a

of torment.

sacrificial fire

die a debtor,

all the merit of his devout austerities or of his perpetual lire shall
belong Ao his creditors."
(1 Dig. Higg., edition. 202.)

If this
have

texrt

is

;to be

sons who

to compel

father,

enforced

either ancestral

for the text directs him

as

imposing a legal

have inherited no

to pay

duty, we shall

property from their

to pay the father's

or selfracquired,

it from his own property.

debt,

Again,

ibis pious obligation is confined to the son and grandson, and does
not extend to the great-grandson, and in the case of the grandson
it is limited to the payment of the principal.
Vrihaspati says :

" The

it

sons must

pay the debt of their father, when proved, as

where their own, or with

debt of his grandfather,

interest

;

the son's son

but without interest,

if

must pay the

and his son or the

discharge it unless he be

great-grandson shall not be compelled to
heir and have assets."
Vishnu observes likewise
die,

or become

a

religious

:

"

If he who

contracted the debt should

anchoret, or remain abroad for twenty

years, that debt shall be discharged by his sons or grandsons, but
(1) L.R.,

1 1.A., 321.
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descendants agamst the,r

by
* remoter

not

will.

[VOL. IH.
(1 Dig.

Higg.,

V

edition. 185.)
Thus the obligation does not depend on the relation as partakers

ZAMINDAE.

of

the same funeral cake

and is not co-extensive

with the

capacity

to inherit.

if

Consequently,

there are sons, grandsons and great-grandsons,

must bo

the obligation

held to

valid to the full extent of

be

debt as against the first, to the extent of the principal
the second, and not at all as against the third.

in the text of Narada
beings

"

to

would seem

enforced by Hindu

" every debt due

as against

Again, the

allusion

to superior and inferior

the view that

favor

to

the

pious

duties

were

tribunals in the exercise of their jurisdiction

When the learned

over matters which are purely spiritual.

with

cate-General is pressed

these difficulties

Advo

in recognizing

the

son's pious obligation as a legal obligation, he argues that though it

is not to be enforced

such whore no assets are inherited, still

as
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son's ownership in ancestral

property is subordinate to that of

the
the

father and the father's predominant interest gives it the character

of

a legal

duty with respect

But in Chapter
says

:

1, Section

" The grandson

father is making
grandfather
•

:

a

to the alienation

V,

of ancestral

p. 9, the author of the

right of prohibition if his unseparated
donation, or sale, of effects inherited from the
has a

but he has no rights of interference

acquired by the father.
he is dependent."

property.

Mitaicshara

In

if the

effects were

On the contrary he must acquiesce
p. 10 he states

ence is this.

Although

grandfather's

property,

he has a

because

the

differ

right by birth in his father's

still since

in regard to the paternal
dominant interest as it was

:

" Consequently

he

is dependent on his

estate, and since the father

and

fothflr

has a pre

by himself, the son must acqui

acquired

in the father's disposal of his own acquired property ; but since
both have indiscriminately a right in the grandfather's estate, the

esce

son has a power of interdiction

(if

the father be dissipating it)Yogi, the author of the Mitakslufft,

According to Vignyanesvara
the son's ownership in ancestral

estate is not subordinate but

ordinate, and it is dependent only where the father himself
the property.
date

acquires

The course of decisions in this Presidency from thi

of Ramatami
(1)

co

v. Seshachella

2 Strange

(1)

-N.I', Ed. 1827, p. 71.

has been to recognize
6«e 1 M.H.C.B., 474.

equal

VOL III.]
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.

ownership by the son in the grandfather's estate though it may
not be divided between the father and the son, and to uphold
the father's alienation only to the extent of his share, though in
Bengal it has been held that an undivided share is not alienable.

This difference in the view of the two High Courts is referred to
by the Judicial Committee in Deen Dyal Lai v. Jugdeep Narrainsin^.(l)

In

these circumstances it is not easy to conclude that the Lords

of the Judicial Committee intended to vary the course of decisions
In the decision in Kantoo Lull's case there are
in this Presidency.
remarks which show that

in collusion with

the

father and son were probably acting

one another against

the purchaser, and that the

suit was not brought till ten years after the sale was completed.
The pious duty of a son may be a foundation for presuming the
concurrence in the alienation

in co-parcenery with the
until the father

elects to remain

becomes destitute after

considerable lapse of time

to set aside the alienation,

he tries to upset

a

collusion with him,

a

it,

the son
knowledge of
father and takes no step

when, acting

in

transaction in which he may

of the

case.

Furthermore,

the property now in litigation

is

be fairly presumed to have acquiesced in the special circumstances
an

is

a

impartible Zamindari in which the son cannot protect his interest,
as in ordinary property, by electing
The only question
division.
whether the debt now in
then which remains to be considered
dispute

was

incurred under family necessity.

The Court below

holds that there was no necessity for contracting the debt.
we concur in the view that, under more prudent

Though

management, the

of peishcush in 1853 might have been avoided, still wo
think that, in so far as the plaint debt was applied to the liquida

arrears

is

tion of

it

debts which had been contracted for paying the assessment,

The original lender advanced the

binding on the defendant.

money to

relieve the Zamindari

from

attachment for arrears

of

There

nothing in the evidence to

is

estate

this was

to

and the benefit accruing

on the

fraudulent contrivance

1

L.B,,

from the advance.

lead us to the conclusion that

between the late Zamindar and

the creditor to enable him to apply the

(l)

it

peishcush, and he was bound only to look to the immediate pressure

a
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by the father when, with the

;

son's

income from the estate

I.A., 252.

to
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purposes other than those

*.
SIVAQIRI
ZAMIIUUB.

we

think that

the debt is

warranted by the law.

[VOL. ffl.
To this

We shall therefore vary the judgment appealed against so
adjudge to the plaiatiff K-. 26,049-4-7 with proportionate
on the security of the Zamindari and otherwise confirm
NOTE. — The amount decreed to plaintiff was subsequently

to Rs.

36,284

extent

binding upon the Zamindari.
as

to

coata

it

enhanced upon review

on 3rd March 1880.

(91

)

APPELLATE CIVIL-FULL BENCH.
Sir Charlet A. Turner, Kt., Chief Juttice, Mr. Juttice Ivnet, Mr. Jiatia
Kenan, Mr. Juttice Kindertliy, and Mr. Juttice Muttutami Ayyar.

Before

N'KLLA Y.\ VABIYATH

SILAPANI

March

18.

VADAK1PAT MANAKEL ASHTAMURTI NAMRUDRI
(PLAINTIFFS),
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(FiEST DEFENDANT),

and

1880

AND QTHEES

RESPONDENTS.*

Malahar Lam — Nature of Kanam tenure.
The question whether a Kan am is .to be regarded as a lease or a mortgage depend!
upon the object for which the tenure was created.
Where a Kanam is granted as a security for the repayment of money advanced to
the jenmi, the law of limitation applicable

to mortgages must be applied.

K TVj i ; r ,• - as to the value of improvements

must be held before decree and cannot

legally be reserved, with or without the consult of the parties,

in

IN this

for determination

department.

the execution

case

the

plaintiff

Devasam (temple) sought

as

Uralar

to recover

(trnsee) of a Malabar
certain lands from the defeo.

dante.

The first defendant contended that he held a Kanam right orer
the lands claimed, and that the plaintiffs' right to recover these
lands had become barred by limitation.

It

was suggested in answer that a Kanam was a lease and not

a

mortgage, and the case was referred for the decision of a Full Bench
upon this point.
* Appeal No.

8

of

1878 against the decree of

of South Malahar, datad 28th September

1877

K. Kunjan Menon, Subordinate

Judge

(reported by order of the Court).

MADRAS SERIES.
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N- v-

Mr. Spring Branson and Bkashyam Ayyangar for Appellant.

PAN

Mr. Lascelles fof Respondents.
1

.

V. M.A8HTA-

consideration of the facts of the

Upon further

the Court

case

came to the conclusion that the first defendant had not established

the right set np by him as Kanamdar.

As

to the question whether a

the opinion of INNES,

AYYAR,

and MUTTUSAMI

"

If it

J.

were necessary

Kanam

was a lease or a mortgage,

C.J., KERNAN,

(TURNER,

JJ.,

concurring),

I should

which

the tenure was created

In

proper

In

must be regarded.

:

—
Full

some cases

it

as security for the rent

cultivation, to be repaid on the expiry of the term.

it is

other cases, and most frequently,

mortgage to secure a loan advanced
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follows

was as

hold that, for purposes of Limitation, the object for

may be a mere lease, a Sum being advanced
or for

KINDERSLEY,

to consider the point referred to the

Bench,

created as a lease by way

to the jenmi

(proprietor).

of

Rent

is payable in the case of every Kanam, but all Ktmams partake also
to a certain

extent

of the incidents of a usufructuary

mortgage.

The mortgagee in all such holdings is assumed to be able to derive
from the lands placed in his possession
at least of the money advanced.
is

not

immediately

enough to pay the interest,

of

The discharge

the

principal

of the Kanam,

The holder

contemplated.

therefore, pays himself the interest, and also pays the Government
tax, either directly or through

the landlord.

The overplus or a

certain fixed amount in grain or money is paid to the landlord.
when

viewed

scientifically,

mortgage, it certainly

it cannot

be

wholly

If,

regarded as a

cannot be wholly regarded as a lease, as

undoubtedly the land enures as security,

if

least for the interest of the loan advanced.

not for the principal, at
The Limitation Act has

no provision specially applicable to tenures of a mixed character, and

in most

cases

tenures the

Act

IX

it would

be obviously

improper

to

apply to such

provisions of Article 118 of the second

schedule of

of 1871 (the enactment by which this case is governed) and
assign to it a Limitation of only six years. For the purposes of

Limitation when,
as a mortgage,

as

is alleged in the case before us, it is intended

we must apply to

it the law of Limitation appli

(See the numerous cases in the 1st and 2nd
volumes of the Madras High Court Reports as to the tenure and
cable to mortgages.

its incidents.)

I

„•

384

t

"
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Madra* High Court Reports,
Bench of which Mr. Justice Holknaay
in

Tho Case reported

382, disposed of by a
as

wrongly

appeal in

special

XIV

Act

of

2

Mr. Justice Frere)

stated

a

[VOL. III.

suit instituted

1859 had

was one

in

1861.

(not

of the Judges,
The

was a

operation of

postponed to 1862, and

been

page

the case,

therefore, is not an authority on the point of Limitation, as, prior
the

Act of 1859, there was

no

Limitation to the period for

to

the

redemption of mortgages.
••

As

we

think first defendant is shown

to have

been Fattamali

have had possession

(rent-collector) up to 1045 (1869), plaintiffs
through him aa their manager within twelve

years of the date of

the suit and can recover.

" The Subordinate
Judge

of

the repeated

has, however,

complete decree until these

of the decree.

There

no

reserved for

be

therefore, it will

passing a final decree,

Before

can be

matters are ascertained, and neither

with nor without the consent of parties can they
execution.

disregard

orders of the High Court, reserved the inquiry into

improvements to the execution
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with improper

be

necessary to send the case back for an inquiry as to improvements."

( 92)
PRIVY COUNCIL.
P. C.«
1881

May

Jane

VENKATKSV/A

EIA

IYAN

AND

ANOTHER

APPELLANTS,

(DEFENDANTS),

and

17.

RHBKHARI VARMA (PLAINTIFF),

18.

Sthanam

A raja

RESPONDENT.

landt : Evidence,

of his successors sought to set it aside on the ground
swam, or the endowment

after queitioni
and the

f

having made a perpetual lease of sthanam lands appertaining
of temples.

affirmative

That it was devaswam was denied

of the admissibility of evidence, the construction

effect to be given

to judgments

by two Courts concurrently.

the Judicial Committee

it

to the raj,

that the property was

had arisen,

of

one

deva; and

documents

the fact was found in the

Upon an examination

of the evidence

by

was, however, found that the plaintiff had not proved

his case.

of the High Court (22nd July
the questions raised in these proceedings, a

APPEAL against
as to

confirming,

a decree

of the Subordinate Judge of South Malabar (1st September
* Prctent : Sir R.

PEACOCB,

Sir M.

B. SMITH, Sir

R. COUCH, and

1878)
decree
1877).
Sit A.

HOEHOUSE.

t

As to Malahar law relating to the alienability of sthanam

1 Mad.,

88.

.

lands, see I.L.B.,

VOL.

III.J
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The question raised

385

whether a sasvafham,

or perpetual lease of sthanam lands made by one of the

predeces

'\

sors of the Valiya Raja of Palgliat, who now sought to have it set
The perpetual lease, which was

aside, was a valid assignment or not.

June

admitted to be a genuine document, was made on the 15th

1851 in favor of Sivarama lyan, son of Chitambara lyan and cousin

of the appellants, whose family for some years had money dealings
with the successive Valiya Rajas.
Chitambara lyan had obtained
of part of the sthanam lands to which the
kanom executed in 1832 by the then raja, and on

previously

possession

lease related on a

another kanom executed in 1843 by the raja of that day, those
being executed by way of consolidating

kanoms

previous mort

The permanent lease of 15th June 1851 was of sthanam

gages.

lands of the raj, and reserved a rent of 200 paras of paddy by
the year for the performance of worship in one temple and 64
paras for

another

The

temple.

document was registered

as

a
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kanom, in the kanom registry of the Subordinate Court of Calicut,
on the 12th

In

July following.
in

to the sthanam

raja who had succeeded

the

1874

1862,

and who in 1877 brought the present suit, sued for the recovery

of

that

appearing

the kanoms

of

dismissing

but

lands were held, not under the kanoms,

the

it

On its

1832 and 1843.

the perpetual lease of June 1851, that suit was

under

In

in

the lands comprised

District Judge

Officiating

the

gave

dismissed.
a

judgment

showing the circumstances under which the present suit was after
He gave judgment as follows, referring to the
wards brought.
perpetual lease of 1851, Exhibit
" It

to me

seems

found that

that

defendants

The raja who

it

twelve

—

I

Exhibit

in

died

1854

of this case to have

disposal

Exhibit

fact held under

in

deceased ; and plaintiff acquired

:

for the

is sufficient

have

executed

I

Two other rajas have

the sthanam in 1862.

since

He has waited almost for

of

lease,

the

existence

of which

I

feel convinced

fully aware, but he claims one-half of the lands, included

It

seems to ine that

that demise, but
cannot

since June 1861.

years before bringing this suit, and then he does not sue to set aside the

deed of permanent

1832.

I

that

it

it

in it, on

he was

a demise

of

is quite clear that defendants no longer hold under

is merged in a

be separated, and that

plaintiff

aside as not binding on his sthanam.

right of greater value from which
must sue to have the whole lease

The question

WAEA

it
set

will then arise whether it

„•

SBEBHAEI
VAEMA.
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waa executed in each circumstances

as to bind

[VOL. Ift.

that plaint iff is now harred from bringing such a suit ; but

No.

under

141 of

II

Schedule

from the time he acquired
benefit of Section
once

it

ia found

twenty-five

15

of

IX

the sthanam,

Limitation

Che

I

that Exhibit

years,

of Act

plaintiff's

of

1871

and

it

it

he would

may be said

seems to me that

hare twelve yean

may be that he can claim the

At all

Act.

It

the successors.

was duly executed

events in this
and has

been

suit

in

when

force for

fails."

case

That suit having been dismissed for those reasons, the same raja
commenced the present salt in the Court of the Subordinate

of South Malabar on the 9th of January 1877 against
the perpetual lease

of

Sivarama,

The plaint showed

son of Chitambara, and the present appellants.

grounds for invalidating

Judge

viz.,

1851,

that the

lands comprised in it belonged to devaswams, and were dedicated

For

to religious purposes.
sued

it

the defence

was denied that the lands

for were subject to any religious trust, and limitation

was

The Subordinate Judge decreed in favor of the plaintiff, and

on

appeal this decision was supported by the High Court.

J.

Ou this appeal Mr.

D. Mayne

appeared

for the Appellants.

The Respondents did not appear.

Their Lordships having taken time
judgment was delivered on the 18th
SIR ARTHUR HOBHOUSE

:

to consider the case, their

June by

— This appeal is

in a suit (No.

presented

of 1877) instituted by the Valiya Raja of Palgliat in the Subordi
The plaintiff in that suit died after
nate Court of South Malabar.
1

obtaining

his decree

the existing

;

his immediate successor has also died,

raja has been

and

substituted as respondent by order

the High Court of Madras.

He

has not thought

fit

of

to appear,

and the case has been argued by the appellant alone.
that

appears

customary

in

the

to have a number

families of the Malabar

of palaces,

to each

it

Rajas

of which

is

there u
by

It

it,

attached an establishment with lands for maintaining
called
sthanam. The Palgliat family have no less than
the name of
nine sthanams.

The Sthanamdar

in the
have

same way as

a

dar.

Each sthanam

has

a

a
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set up.

raja as its head or Sthanam-

represents the corpus of his sthanam

Hindu widow represents the

much

estates which

devolved upon her, and he may alienate the property for

benefit or proper

expenses

of

the sthanam.

The

Valiya

the

B»j»
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appears
to be the first in rank of the nine
Sthanamdars. and to be
11
•
the head of the Palaliat family.
a

The appellants who represent
branch of the lycm family, and

claim certain

to members of that family

granted

defendants in the suit

the

interests in

land

rajas of Palgliat

former

by

are

intervals of time ranging from the year 1832 to the year 1851.

at

the year 1832 and the present time there

Inasmuch as between

rajas, all apparently

have been eight successive

it will

name,

convenient to

be

I

with Raja

beginning

in

1882.

them by numbers,

distinguish

It will

bearing the same

also

convenient to

be

the previous dealings between the appellants

state

in title on the

cessors

to the

coming

one hand and the

rajas on the other before

which is hardly

present suit,

or their prede

intelligible without

a knowledge of antecedent events.

In

of certain lands to

executed to Cliitambara
sum of Rs.

secure the

it

species

of mortgage,

usually

made to endure for a

and

has been

lyan

A

4,000.

On

these lands

kanom is a

term of twelve years, at the end of

which time the parties would enforce their remedies
contract.

kanom

Bar that it is

at the

stated

a

or make a new

there were prior encumbrances which

were paid off out of the Rs. 4,000 by Chitambara.

In

the year 1833 Chitambara instituted a suit (No. 214 of 1833)
and a number of other persons for recovery of the
against Raja

I

suit it will be

this

Of

included in the kanom of 1832.

lands

the frame

necessary to say more hereafter.

it is sufficient to say that the plaintiff substantially

of

and effect

At present
obtained tho

decree he asked.

In

the year 1843 Raja 11 executed to a trustee for Chitambara

kanom of other

another

lands to secure

another

advance

of Rs.

4,000.
The
which

two kanoms
the raja

appellants.
by

seeks

The

their purport,

in question

documents themselves

at

the allegations

least to

are not forthcoming,

the foregoing

of both parties in

present suit, and partly
land has

comprise the whole of the lands
in the present suit to recover from the
extent, is shown

the litigations

in conformity with the title
were made

to

partly

prior

by the register of Palghat Kacheri.

been held by the appellants or their

the rajas

so conferred.

for the

expenses

predecessors

but
to.
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I

the year 1832 Raja

the
The

in title

Whether the advances

of

the

sthanam is-

a-

v.
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which does not appear to have been

question

[VOL. III.

decided

or precisely
!

raised.

III

On the 15th Jane 1851 Raja
of Chitamkara,

validity of which has

an instrument, the

main question in this suit.

ing

executed to Sivarama, the

of

the transactions

It

been the

by stating that, includ

commences

of Rs.

and 1843, the sum

1832

son

12,000

(called 42,000 fanams) has been received. For this sum Sivarama
is to hold for ever the lands described. The instrument continues
thus

:

—

" We

executed

on the 15th June

to yea a document

to hold and enjoy the above lands

your anandravans

being called on to surrender and without surrendering
the reat payable
yon

should

annually 200

in the

of

paras

BKagavathi (pagoda)

our Simhanada
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...

for ever,

the same.

paddy

and

for the

paras of

64

out of

revenue,

pooja

services

of

paddy on

account

o!

In addition

Necrathi-kvlamjara Siva temple.

and

without

Deducting

the interest due on your money and the Government

pay

Annabiahekam

ordering yon

1851,

to what

lias been ordered above, we have also given our consent to water being taken as
required

It

for purposes of cultivation'from

is not disputed that the

Bhagavattti'f

OUT (Simhanada

lands comprised in

are the same as those comprised

in

this

instrument

the two kanoms.

The precise nature of this instrnment, whether it is to be
a kanom or by some other name, whether
a

For the view now taken it

very material.

material points are
the

that fact to

August

that on the 12th

as a kanom

registered

Court of

:

good deal

July

would

1851 the

The

1851 the instrument

wa»

in the Kanom Registry of

Munsif registered
dated

fanams over the Mangattiri

taluk to

be enjoyed

16th April

the instrument

1851,

be

is not material

the Subordinate

Zila of Calicut ; that the Calicut Court gave
the District Munsif of Palghat ; and that on

" Kanom document,

Palghal

been a

called

Sivarama

views of the case the discussion

and in some

discussed,

it confers upon

or an irredeemable interest, has

redeemable

tunic."

creating

thus

:

the 20th

—

a kanom of 42,000 new

Patam and other lands in the Patham
without being caused

notifle of

to surrender

anwam of

and without

surrendering."

The

kanoms is also
200

paras

of

lyan family in accordance with the prior
in accordance with the grant of 1851.
The rent of

possession

of paddy

the

has without

Smlumada Bhagavathi Pagoda.

doubt been regularly paid
There

is dispute about the

to the
renl

MADRAS SERIES.
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the appellants allege to have

been

regularly V*H«ITKS-

to a pagoda
called the Tharakat Siva Pagoda.
paid
1
' *
h

Raja

III

died at some time

IV

Rajas

In

VI

acceded to the sthanam

reign that
On

Raja

affect the title.

to

in the year 1862,

and

it is during his

the present disputes arose.

April 1874 Raja

the" 1st

Munsif

the District
several other

VI

of Palghat

filed a plaint in the Court of

lyan family and
He sued for
lyans.

the

against

tenants of the

defendants,

recovery of the lands comprised in the kanom of 1852 on payment

of the Rs. 4,000 thereby secured, and of Rs. 50 for improvements.
He took notice that the lyans claimed what he calls " an irredeem
able right for

large amount,"

and he

sought to set that Claim

district or estate), which again, in his words, " belonged to
He complained that since his
our Swarupam or ' Royal Family'."
of
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a

The lands he alleged to appertain to Mangatlvri (the name

aside.
a

coming to the sthanam, and since 1038

He alleged

had been paid.

" No

that

:

as

the

(A.D. 1862-63) no rent

legal

foundation

of his

case

one is entitled to assign lands belonging to the sthanam

Even

on large rights.
be valid

if such

rights have been given, they cannot

they cannot also bind us."

The lyans objected to the jurisdiction of the Munsif on the
ground of value, contending
redeem the

to

that the suit, though in form only to

kanom of 1832, was

been inactive

necessarily and in substance one

grant of 1851.

set aside the

barred

for twelve

years,

They

said that the raja

having

though aware of that grant, was

by limitation, and that possession

had been held and the

reserved rents paid in accordance with the terms of the grant.
The issues framed by the Munsif did not raise any question as
to the precise nature of the grant.
lease, and one

of

It

the issues was whether

is there called a perpetual

it is valid and binding on

the plaintiff.
The Munsif
viz.,

VAEMA.

the time of his two successors,

V, nothing took place

and

ascertained, but it was

not exactly

not later than the year 1854.

v.

SEBkHAEI

dismissed the suit on the first ground

that it was beyond

his jurisdiction,

but

the

of defence,
Subordinate

Judge reversed that decision and remanded the suit.
On the 29th March 1876 the Munsif passed a decree to the
on payment of the Rupees
effect that the raja should redeem
4,000 and the value of certain improvements.

The ground

of his

'

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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SHEBHAEI
VAUMA.

decision was

that it could not

It

pro judicial to the sthanam.

be redeemed

of
is

appeared, he said, by the

in 1851 was

the Rs. 4,000 advanced

evidence that

defendant's

III.

alienation by a sthanam holder

that the absolute

sthanam property in such a way

highly

[VOL.

for the purpose of paying off debts contracted for performing
late raja's funeral ceremony, but that he held was

the

not a special

necessity and could not bo permitted.

On the

of

1st

South Malabar,

July

of jurisdiction.

before him was whether

It

Munsif's

reversed the

reopen .the question
sthanam.

Mr. Wigram, the District Judge of

1876

the grant

He refused

decree.

The

only question argued

of 1851 was

was not necessary to decide that.

on the

binding

It

for the disposal of the case

that the defendant had

under the grant ever since

June

was

sufficient

in fact

Instead of suing

1851.

to

held
to set

of 1851, of which Mr. Wigram held that the raja
was fully aware, the raja sued to redeem only half the lands
comprised in it. Mr. Wigram held that the whole lands were
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aside the grant

held under one title, and that they could not be recovered

piece

of 1851.

meal without first setting aside the grant

The raja appealed to the High Court, but on the 8th December

No written reasons appear

1876 his appeal was dismissed.

to have

been given on that occasion.

The suit of

1874 having

thus

failed the raja

present suit on the 9th January 1877.

of

prays for

attack, and

a

In it

instituted

he changes his point

wholly new kind of relief.

alleges that the lands in question belong to

the

four

He now

devaswams or

religious endowments, belonging to the sthanam, viz., Simlianada

Mangattiri, Ayappen, Neerat Ganapathi, and SfiekHe contends that the Sthanamharipuram Emur Bfiagavathi.
dar cannot assign in perpetuity or for an irredeemable interest
Bhagavaihi,

the lands of the

devaswam, and that the

for devaswam purposes.

grant of 1851 was not

He accounts for his inaction by saying

that the grant was collusively obtained and fraudulently concealed,
and that it did not come to his knowledge till January or Febru

ary 1874.

He prays to recover the lands

sum for improvements,

and without

kanoms of 1832 and 1843.
are the

Iijans

on payment

paying

The defendants

and their tenants.

what is
named

of

a small

due on the

in the plaint

MADRAS SERIES.
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In

to the raja's new case the Ivans deny fraud

answer

and challenge

concealment,

They contend that the

III,

Raja

391

the raja's

allegation

of action

cause

arose

on

and

of ignorance.
tho death of

which is there stated to have taken place in October
1853, and they plead the Statute

November

of Limitations.

or

They

deny that the lands are devaswam property at all.

Among

the issues framed by the Subordinate

Judge are two

to

Whether the plaintiff was by the fraud of
the defendants kept from the knowledge of the grant of 1851, and

the following effect

:

whether the land belongs to the devaswams or to the sthanam.

On the
that

1st

of September 1877 the Subordinate Judge

the grant of 1851 should be set aside and the lands recovered

payment of the amount secured by the two kanoms and of the

on

of certain

value

this judgment

of

the grant
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decreed

1851 was fraudulently

to exclude the Statute

From this

Shortly

improvements.

stated the

grounds

are that the land is devaswam property,

decree

of

and that

obtained and concealed so as

of Limitations.

both sides appealed, and after some

interme

diate proceedings, among which was an order for the production of
some further evidence, the appeals were heard by the

of Madras

on the 22nd

July

High Court

The raja's claim to

have

the

land without redeeming the kanoms seems to have been given

up,

and

of the Subordinate

appeal of the lyans the decree

on the

Judge

1878.

substantially

was

affirmed, but modified in favor

of the

lyans on some points of detail. Again, no written reasons were
given, but the views of the High Court are to be gathered from a
memorandum made by Mr. Justice Kindersley on the 30th Novem
ber

From that it would

1879.

seem that the

with the Subordinate Judge that
that

High Court agreed

the land was devaswam property,

did not agree that the grant of 1851 had been

they

fraudu

lently concealed, but thought that the Statute of Limitations would
not apply because the lyans were not purchasers bond fide for value.
From this
The

decree the present appeal is brought.

first

question — and in the opinion of their

governing

devaswam property.

dispute

are

tending

that

parties

treated

grant

of

Lordships

question — on this appeal is whether or no
they are so is clear.

1851

In

on the ground

the kanoms and
that

the

in

in con

tho suit of 1874, when

them as sthanam property,
were defended

the lands

The object of the raja

tho

all
the

advances

VENBATEs-

W A HA I YAH
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were made

if the

Bat

for stbanam purposes.

is

land

devaswam

the clearest proof of an advance for legitimate

property,

the transactions would he

themselves

inception and could only now stand
the lapse of time.

far

BO

ae each

sthanam

Bj

purposes would not avail to support the alienation.

ing of the lyant

Ill

[VOL.

is

the shov

void in

their

protected

by

On the other hand the raja, having elected

rest bis case upon the character of the land

If the

must stand or fall by that election.
proporty, tho groundwork of bis suit

as

to

devaswam property,

land is not devaswam

is cat

away,

and he

cannot

have goy-deoree at all.

It

is true that upon this question there are concurrent decisions

of the Courts below.
result

its

But though the question may

in

be called

one of fact, its decision turns upon the admissibility

or

value of many subordinate facts, and involves the construction
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documents and other questions of law.

Such was the view

of

taken

by the High Court of Madras when it granted leave to present
this appeal. It is now necessary to examine the principal grounds
that the

on which the Subordinate Judge came to tho conclusion
property
same

belongs to the devaswam.

Whether or no they are

grounds on which the High Court rested its opinion

the

their

cannot tell for want of a written judgment.

Lordships

He first

says that the very old public

documents, being

paimash accounts of the years 1798-99 and 1805-6, most

torily show that the lands are the jenm property of
But on looking at these
devaswams named in the plaint.
evidence of possession,

they are only

the

four

accounts

The first is that, putting them

two observations at once occur.
the highest,

certain

satisfac

at

been

having

rendered to Government for the purpose of informing them

from

whom they were to demand

they

of them it is
that

The

stated that they

were never

confirmed

face

and never

person who made these returns may have

believed
that

private opinion, unless and until it is affirmed

or

on

in

It

some public way.

is remarkable that in the suit of

1833 a copy of one of these

accounts was refused to

litigant parties,

ground that the

been

on the

the lands were devaswam property, but his statement to

effect is a mere
acted

The second is that

be 8aid to be public documents at all, for

can hardly
acted on.

the revenue.

on the very

confirmed, and

was

only

granted

one of the

account had

on its being

never

discovered

VOL. III.]
that

MADRAS SERIES.

a copy

documents

had

should not have

The Subordinate

his

to

given

been

already

393
These

opponent.

been treated as evidence.

Judge then

goes on to say

t..

that in the suit of

1833 Chitambara ItIan admitted, and indeed maintained, that the
land belonged to some devaswam. • Now this suit was brought by
Chitambara against a prior mortgagee and his tenants for redemp
tion and recovery of the land comprised in the kanom of 1832.

Raja

I

afterwards added

was

At

plaintiff.

as

of the proceedings

subsequent stage

a

defendants were brought

Simlianada Bhagavathi

party, and he supported

a

before the

Court.

the

three other

They represented the

in the year 1834 they

devaswam, and

brought a suit against the raja and Chitambara to enforce the
claim of their devaswam to the lands. In the record are inserted
the

and of

raja

Chitambara

In

to

enforce

the

claim of their

devaswam

the

of the raja and of Chitambara in the suit of 1834
appear what was decided in that suit upon the

It
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of the

answers
answers

does

not

devaswam

to the lands.

the record are inserted

the parties were satisfied with the

Possibly

question.

issue of the suit of 1833, where the same question was raised after
of tbe devaswam

the representatives

were

It

made parties.

is

clear that the two suits were considered, and must now be consid
ered, in combination

Nothing

were in the

Chitambara

claim of

with

one another.

than that in both suits

can be plainer

the

alleged that the raja
the other hand

says

"

has

funds.

the rajas, including
Chitambara alleges

He

devaswam

the

the

not

the kanom

of

1832

devaswam

contends that no claim

own lands

previous kanoms.

and

itself

raja made with

the

He on

forth several acts of ownership by
belongs to the raja,

the devaswam is entitled to the rent of 200 paras

which

it is

are met by his

and that the lands are not jenm of the devaswam.
arrangements

and

opposing the

devaswam

does

that its expenses

sets

that the

of

part

raja

connection with the land."

no

that "

para," and

sowing even one
own family

On the

devaswam.

the

and were

interest,

same

whatever has

Admitting that
of paddy under

prior mortgagee,

a

thereby been created

he

on the

land itself.
Such being
stand how the

the tenor

of

Subordinate

Chitambara maintained the

On the 30th January

the

pleadings,

it

is difficult to under

Judge comes to his conclusion that
title of the devaswam.

1837

the Pandit

Sadder

VENBATES-

WARA IYAN

Amoon passed

SHEBHAEI
VAEMA.

VENBATESWAEA IVAN
v.

SHEBHARI
VAKMA.

in the suit

a decree

of 1833

in favor

of Chitambara.

On

the

question raised by the devaswam, his view was that the devaswam

itself belonged
claiming

to the

of

and that the defendants

raja,

it

to represent

The result

It

may not

claiming

of the

independently

and that Raja

II

his predecessor

Its

the land.

devaswams, and not to

the

been

the

the

other,

effect

raja'a

in binding

the

I died,

1835 Raja

bat did not suggest

always

that

fresh case at all.
made

payable to

sthanams, is a piece of very

evidence in favor of the devaswams.

the
tha

cogent

The kanoma not being in

evidence, their precise terms cannot be known.

Bat what is

of 1851 is not

devaswams by the grant

payable to the

that

next says that the admitted fact of

lands having

these

on the

done wrong, or raise any

The Subordinate Jadge
rent of

raja

then made a party,

was

had

the

at least this that

decides

by the fact that in the year

raja is enhanced

decide

of

grantee on the one hand and the devaswam

is entitled to hold

grantee

not in favor

precisely

Bat it

land is not devaswam property.
as between the raja's

specially

had no title to the land.

two salts is certainly

these

raja's present contention.
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made

the rent,

but only the specified and comparatively small portion of it reserved
by the raja

for

the

of

benefit

idol and an idol

a family

of

»

neighbouring village.
Then it is said that in the sail of 1874 the raja
the land as belonging
styled it property
and
he

as

Mangattiri

now sues,

to his

sthanam, bat

belonging
is one

he really

'

to

pleadings in that suit have been

claim

that, inasmuch

as he

Mangattiri of my royal

of the four
claimed

did not

for those

devaswams.

they say nothing

issues and the

two judgments

devaswam.

obout any

The

trustee

Now

the

stated above, and, except that

the

grant of 1851 produced by the lyant shows the payments
to the pagoda,

family,1

devaswams as whose

about

any

of the Courts

In

the

word is

said

devaswam.
not a

is treated

property

reserved

as sthanam

pro

Mangattiri is not a devaswam at all, but the
name of a locality in which there appears to be a pagoda of the
idol Ayappan, called in the plaint of 1874 the Mangattiri Ayappa*
perty

throughout.

Devaswam.
The foregoing
does not

him.

bear

is the

whole

of

the

raja's case, and it certainly

or nearly bear the burden

It is indeed

suggested

kanoms were produced

of proof which

lies upon

by the Subordinate Jadge that if tha

they would

show something iu the

r»j»'»
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and he draws very damaging inferences against the Ivans

for not producing them. They excuse themselves by saying that
the documents were given up to Raja
when the grant of 1851

III

was executed.

nothing
as well

very unlikely proceeding.

a

There is

show why the owner of lands should not in

to
as

That seems

in England keep all documents of title.

Malabar

And

if

there

were reason to suspect that these kanoms would disclose anything
material in favor of the devas wams, there might be some justifi
cation for making presumption against the L/ans.

Bat

there is no reason for any such suspicion.

kanom of 1832 it is out of

the question,

the basis of the suit of 1833 when

the

As regards the

for that document

lyans got

a decree

waa

against

the claim of the devaswam.

is the notice of it in

the

As regards the kanom of 1843, there
Palghat Kacheri and the recital of it in

the instrument of 1851, which simply point to it as a kanom
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bond

by Raja

executed

II to

Cliitambara's trustee.

It

or

is to the

last degree improbable that this kanom should be materially differ
ent from the several other kanoms affecting the same lands and
exhibited in this suit, or should show anything more favorable to
the devaswams than the payments of paddy secured by the grant

of 1851.
Moreover, the rajas have not themselves

in destroying

been

free from blame

Counterparts of the kanoms were

this evidence.

executed to be kept by them, and Raja

VI

is fain to excuse him

self for not producing his counterpart in the suit of 1874, by
alleging that when Raja V died the documents of the sthanam
were taken away by his nephews who had not given them back to

him.
Even then

if

this were all, the raja's case must fail, because the

burthen of proof lies on him.

But there is

a considerable amount

of evidence, though principally of a negative kind, bearing in
favor of the appellants' contention that the land is sthanam and
not devaswam property.

Their positive evidence besides the suits of 1833, 1834, and
1874 consists of two sets of documents, one set showing that the
rajas have freely dealt with portions of the lands in dispute as
sthanam property, the other set showing in the case of other undis
puted sthanam lands that

the

rajas have been in the habit of

demising or granting them, with reservations of specific and limited
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VENBATESWARA

IVAN

v.

SHEBHABI
VAEMA.

payments

to

family pagodas.

rightly apprehended

to have

[VOL. IIT.

The Subordinate Judge

seems not

the purposes for which these exhibit]

were produced.
Moreover,
obstructed

in the year 1864 Sivarama lyan's tenants
in taking water from the Slm/i:t,Mdti Bhagavathi

were

tank,

right granted by the instrument of 1851. Sivarama prosecuted
He could hardly
the obstructors and succeeded in his prosecution.
a

have done so without
that devaswam

if he

interference by the persons who represented

It

was without title.

tors represented the devaswam

;

if so,

but,

may be that the obstruc

Sivarama appears to

have

prevailed against it.
The negative side of the evidence is perhaps of more importance.
The claim is

to show when,

is made

of four devaswams.

made on behalf

by whom, or in

But no

attempt

what way the land

was

dedicated to them, nor at what time they have had actual enjoyment

of it

nor

;

is there

even so much

statement

as a

by the

raja of
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the shares or proportions in which they are entitled.
Above

all it is clear that the lyang were in possession of all

at

lands,

least

1877, and that

they paid

III

with

had colluded

the

lyans

the devaswams, it is inconceivable
to 1877

Raja

VI

should do so

of

suit

to the raja and nothing to the

nothing

period there were three descents

Raja

to the

1851 up

more than the specified quantities of paddy.

devaswams
that

from the month of June

the

of

the

Daring
Even if

sthanam.

to alienate the property of

that Rajas
too, or that

IV

and

they

V

and up

and all

managers and priests of the devaswams should keep silence

the

if they

entitled to land sowing 575-J- paras, out of which they were
only receiving JOO or, at most, 264 paras of paddy.
According to

were

the only calculation

on this

point

appearing

sowing para of land is said to yield rent at
The foregoing
the first
vailed

lyans

reasons

step in it.
here,

But

it would

had fraudulently

in the

7 paras

of

produce.

are sufficient to dispose of the case

if the

have

us

pre

been necessary to decide whether the

kept from the rajas all knowledge

has,

npon

view of the Courts below had

grant of 1851, so that time should not run in its favor.

ingly this question

record, the

of the

Accord

regards both evidence and argument,

fully as any other point in the case, and their
Lordships have full materials for a judicial decision upon it. And
they think it right to pronounce one, because they find that the
been treated

as

III.]

VOL.
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upon this

has pronounced

point

appellants' family, with

a

them to be undeserved

and because from the silence

great deal of severity which appears to

of the High
clear what view was there taken of the

;

Court it is by no means
They will not however travel

so much into detail as would

matter.

have been desirable

if

against the

they decided that the property

belonged

to

the devaswams, and that the appellants could only keep it by help

of the Statute of Limitations.
The main point relied on by

the Subordinate

if it

Judge,

sug

gests any fraud at all, points rather to fraud in the inseption of the

grant than in its concealment. He says that whereas by the grant
64 paras of paddy are made payable to the Neerattu-Kulangara
Siva temple,

he says, is described in the grant

" my

is

The

temple."

a Ganapathi

Annabishekam

the raja's

as

The temple,

own temple, viz.,

temple connected

raja's family

with Neerat

And though the lyans

temple, not a Siva temple.

gave evidence that they
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to exist.

on such temple can be found

have regularly paid the 64 paras for the

ceremony to

a

Siva temple in the village of Thara-

kat, situated some 200 yards from the raja's Neerattu Kulam (tank),

it is not to
Subordinate

into

be

believed because

Judge holds that

receipts

are

not produced.

the whole introduction

the grant is a fraud concocted between the

lyans

agent, which continued up to the time when Raja
the grant,

which, according

to

The

of this temple
and the raja's

VI

discovered

his statement, was in January or

February 1874.

It

is exceedingly difficult to understand what could be the object

of

of such

a fraud as the insertion

grant.

But, object or none, there

evidence to support

a proposition

first

of

place

the grant

1851, as

a non-existant

temple in the

in this record sufficient

is not

requiring clear proof.
translated

In the

for the record which

must be the guide here, does not correspond with the quotation by
the Subordinate Judge.
raja's

"my"

It

refers to the Simhanada temple as the

temple, but when

it is only called "the" temple.
from such language, it

It

it

speaks

If

of

the

other

temple,

any inference can be drawn

is that the second

temple was not the raja's.

seems clear that the Tharakat Siva temple was generally

known

by that name and by no other.
Annabishekam

The payments of 64 paras for the
ceremony in the Tharakat, Siva temple are disposed

to by the appellant Venkateswara lyan himself who was examined
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Pattar, one of the raja's karyastat or
agents, and by one Javanthi, an inhabitant of Tharakat, who was
f°r the fyanl) aQd Sa7s that he himself received and gave
Viswanath

for the raja, by

receipts for the paddy for the Annabishekam

ceremony performed

for his house's sake in the Tharakat Siva temple.

Javanthi's receipts have

sum. documents purporting to be
produced.
to

he had

been

Bat Javanthi cannot tell what position or authority
entitle him to receive the paddy. No one is called
temple to deny receipt of the paddy.

the Tliarakat

from

Since the decree

One of

in the Neerat Ganapathi Pagoda for
nine years, says that 64 paras of paddy were paid yearly to him by
Upon this state of the evidence the difficul
Venkateswara lyan.
a priest

the raja's witnesses,

by the

ties felt
away

;

Judge are far from being cleared

Subordinate

but it is too

much to say that they stamp the transaction

as

fraudulent.
not whether everything connected with the

grant

can be explained, but whether the grant itself has been so fraudu

lently concealed

as to

of time.

exclude the effect

Upon that point

the raja's knowledge of his right to sure.

Whatever

the lyans by tho grant

of 1851,

seems to their Lordships

a

Subordinate

amounts to nothing, because the
100

But

miles from Palghat.

a

public office within two

Judge says that
place of registry
the

fact

no some

July

1864,

the
was

as above

was registered in the Court

a

Again, in the month of

it

August
of Palghat, in pursuance of
Munsif
of the District
the Subordinate Court of Calicut.

stated, that on the 28th

1851

is,

in Calicut,

person desiring to

a

The

months of its execution.

in

to displace the

period was not com

very difficult to suppose that

conceal an instrument should lodge
registration

at this

Registration

it

is

it

of concealment.

pulsory, and

right

aside.

The fact of registration
theory

a

interest may
the land was

devaswam land and was wrongfully alienated, the raja had
to set that grant

if

how that affects

see

if

be conferred upon

Bnt even

a

not easy to

is

wrong appellation,

it

a

kanom

kanom has been the means of concealment.
is

as

a

the Subordinate Judge thinks that the mention and registration of

it
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true question

is,

Whatever obscurity may hang over this portion of the case, the

notice from

question arose whether or

lands claimed by the Government under an escheat were

really lands included in

the

grant of 1851.

Both

the raja, who

VOL. III.]
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VI,

and the lyans appeared by their vakils before the

Escheat Officer
•was produced,

399

to maintain their

claim.

to be kept in the Escheat Office.

copy taken

and a

The Subordinate Judge
the raja or the lyans

says that there
had notice

other, and he thinks that each

instrument of 1851

The

is no evidence that either

of the claims preferred by the

was acting behind the other's back.

That is possible, though not probable.

But

if it

were the case it

does not do away with the fact that the lyans openly claimed under

the grant of 1851 in a public Court.
The same course was pursued by the lyans in the dispute about
the tank, which has been before mentioned. The instrument of
1851 was then produced in Court and initialled by the Magistrate.
It is observable that in both these cases it would have answered
the purpose of the lyans equally well to claim under
kanoms, instead of claiming under the grant of 1851.
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as suggested, wished

to others as

to appear

the previous

If they had,

claiming only under

kanoms while keeping a more absolute title in the background, it
is incredible that they should have produced in public the evidences

of that more absolute title.
Moreover
of 1877

he says

or February
extremely
discovery,
filed in

the raja has never given

any evidence.

that he discovered the

But

1874.

important

what in such a case is

he does not say,

what was the occasion

to know,

does he

his plaint

of 1851 in January

grant

of such

Nor in his plaint

or the circumstances which led to it.

April 1874

In

about his then recent dis

say a word

covery or about any fraudulent concealment.

It

is clear that ever since June 1851 at the latest the raja or the

devaswams

or both

have been kept

out of

Why did they not make inquiries about the
an occurrence?

It

at

sufficient to guide them to
that their

apparently with the High

only no fraudulent
concealment at all.
as on the
3hould

of so disagreeable

only to step into the

Palghat in order to find notice amply
But no word of expla
the exact truth.

nation is given of this extraordinary
The result is

valuable property.

cause

is shown that they had

District Munsif's Court

a

Lordships

inaction.
agree with Mr. Wigram and

Court in thinking that there was not

concealment

of the grant

They are of opinion

issue respecting the

go for the appellants.

of 1851,

but no

that on this issue, as well

nature of the property, Judgment
They

will humbly

recommend to
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•.
v AKUA.

uer Majesty

that the

dismissed with costs in both the Courts

Solicitors for

And the

below.

111.

the suit
respon-

Appeal allowed with

l'..|U must pay the costs of this appeal.

Suit dismissed with

reversed, and

should be

decrees

[VOL.

costs.

costs.

Messrs. Gregory, Rowcliffes, and

the Appellants,

Co.

( 93 )

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Mr.

Before

Juttiee

Muttaiami

Ayyar

EADARA VIRANA

Mr.Juttice

and

TarrtMt.

AND OTHERS

THE QUEEN.*
Criminal Procedure

Oide,

Section 469 — Protccution of mitnetut
unneceuary — "Party"

forgery of domntent in wit — Sanction

in Ciril Suit/or

doe*

not include

nitnea.
The sanction

required by Section 469 of the Criminal Procedure Code as a condi
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tion precedent to the prosecution of a party to a civil suit for forgery of a document
given in evidence in such suit, is unnecessary in the case of persons not parties to,
with the forgery of the document jointly

but witnesses in, the suit who are charged

with a party to the suit.

IN this

case the

prisoners 1, 2, 4, and 5, were con

appellants,

victed of forging a bond.
The first prisoner

trict Munsifs Court

brought

a

snit

upon this bond in the Dis

The snit

at Ongole.

dismissed

was

by the

Munsiff and the decision was confirmed on appeal by the District
application of the respondent (the prosecutor),
gave sanction for the prosecution of the first prisoner for forgery.
The second, fourth and fifth prisoners were attesting witnesses

Judge, who,

on the

of

the bond, and the fourth and fifth prisoners were also witnesses

in

the suit.

On appeal to the High
conviction

of

the

had been given

Mr. Grant

JUDGMENT
reason shown

:

to the

prisoners 2, 4, 5, on the ground that no sanction
'/'.

Rama Rau for the Appellants.

Government

The Court ( Afuttusami

following

objection was taken

by the District Court to prosecute them.

and

The Acting

Court an

— There
us for

Pleader

Ayyar

does

saying

and

not

1881.

Tarrant,

appear

that the

•Appeal 220 of 1881 against the sentence

Judge of Ncllore, daUd 10th March

(Mr. Powell) for

to

J J.)

have

conclusion

the Crown.

delivered

the

been sufficient
come to

by

the

pasted by H. St. A. Goodrica, S*siionl
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Sessions Judge and the Assessors upon the evidence is incorrect.
The former seems to have pointed ont and carefully weighed the
weak points in the evidence for the prosecution.
The circum
of the non-production

stance

document

the

by the first prisoner at the

of

to

a certain extent the prosecution witnesses, who speak

to the fact

of the first prisoner having attempted

to

to get them

The evidence of the defence

forged document.

0,

THE QUEEN,

the docu

of the writing thereof, all corroborate

and the newness

VlKANA

writer of the alleged forged
trial of the Civil Suit and his

conduct, as also the suspicious appearance

general
ment

of

EADARI

a

attest

which

witnesses,

haa been disbelieved by the Judge and Assessors, does not seem

to us to

be of any great weight.

stances into consideration,

decision of
far
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was

the circum

with the

the Sessions Court.

as regards the first prisoner.

not

of

we see no reason to interfere

On the point of want of sanction, there
so

the whole

Taking

a witness

in

the

In

sanction

was admittedly

the case

Civil Suit and

of

the second,

he

could

be

no sanction

With regard to the fourth and fifth prisoners, they were
merely witnesses in the Civil Suit, and we do not consider they fall
within the meaning of " parties to the proceeding " used in
required.

Section 469 of
This

Jadge

leaves

Code.

only the sentences to be considered.

has kept

attaching

Criminal Procedure

the

in view
of

to each

the

the

of criminal

degrees

prisoners and

ingly, and we see no reason to differ from
The appeal is therefore dismissed.

sentenced

The Sessions
responsibility
them

accord

the view taken by him.

(94)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr, Juttice Innet and Mr. Juttice Tarrtmt.

ITTUN1 PANIKKAR

AND ANOTHER,

1881

APPELLANTS,

August 19.

and

IRANI NAMBUDRIPAD,
Act

XX of 1863

The District Courts

XX

of

to

Alalahar Dncuamt,

have no power to appoint trnitees under Section

1863 upon a vacancy occurring

been actually
*

not applicable

REIPONDENT.*

transferred

6

of Act

in the office of trustee, unles* property has

to the former trustee under the provisions

of Section 4.

C. M. Appeal 719 of 1880 against the order of H. Wigram, Officiating
Judge of South Malahar, dated 26th October 1880.

District

[VOL. III.
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iTTtnn

PANIKKAE
«.

IRABI NAMEUDEIPAD.

THB respondent in this appeal presented
5

XX

of Act

of

1863

to the

a petition under Section

District Court of South

Malabar,

that he might be appointed Uralan (trustee) of the Elankunna Dovasam (temple), inasmuch as the office of Uralan was

praying
vacant.

The appellants also presented a petition in opposition,

if a

that

praying

trustee were appointed, they themselves or the Collector or

the Zamorin Raja of Calicut might be selected.
The District Judge, after finding
of Uralan of this Devasam

office
decided

as

follows: —

" The Collector cannot

of 1863),

Irani Nambudripad
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"I

is a

see no reason why

he

of Act

XX

would accept

the

claim, provided

has no particular

responsibility,

if

Raja, even

1851,

of unfitnest

be appointed (vide Section 22

the Zamorin

and

vacant since

had been

the appellants' claim on the ground

against

and proceeded

upon the evidence that the

that petitioner

fit and proper person.

I should not carry

Uralan Parameswaran Mussad

out the wishes of the last

and appoint

Irani Nambudripad

to

the office.

"As this is

the first occasion on which the provisions

of

1863 have been applied to this

to

act under

it is denied,

deciding that

I

have

" The right of

I wish

district, and

each

VII

my reasons for

jurisdiction.

the Sovereign to superintend

all religious

endow

Before the British

Raja or petty Chieftain exercised what was

the Melkoima right.
" The British Government succeeded
Regulation

my jurisdiction

to state at length

ments has always been recognized in Malabar.
occupation

as

of Act XX

called

to such rights and passed

of 1817, the preamble of which recites that it is

the duty of the Government

to provide

that all endowments

be

applied

according to the real intent and will of the grantor.

The

reports

called for under

Section 9 of that Regulation were

never

submitted from this district.

"On 23rd December 1817 the Collector

(Mr. Vaughan)

of the Regulation

in this district,

mended

the suspension

recom
as all

the temples were private endowments.

" Some

further correspondence

took place in 1841,

Collector

was instructed to hand over the temples

viduals,

Mr. (7ono% then reported that

the

only

when

the

to private indi
temples under

VOL
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Government management were those that
Betuth Raja and the Chenat Nair.

403

had escheated from the

«.

" The

management of the devasams belonging to the former was
made over to the Zamorin Raja, and the management of the latter

to the Pali/hat Raja.

" The

Collector also interfered in the case of two other devasams,
regarding which there were disputes between two Rajas, and made

them over to the Zamorin Raja.
" When Act XX of 1863 was
to interfere with

ceased

claimants

the

in

had been litigated

passed,

devasams.

"I

the Collector had
Disputes

long

between rival

the Courts from time to time, and a

general impression prevailed that Act
ed to apply to Malabar.

XX of 1863

am of opinion that the impression

was not intend
The Act

was erroneous.
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divides all religious establishments into those in which the nomina
tion of the trustee, manager, &c., is vested in Government (Section
3) and those in which it is not so vested (Section 4).

" All

the devasams in Malabar fell under Section 4, and Sections

5 and 6 are applicable to the trustees or managers thereof.

was no occasion
Section

to make formal delivery
the

4, because

As

trustees.

there would

the

almost invariably

trusteeships are

be no occasion

the

hereditary,

to resort to Section 5, unless the

of the trustees

became

ed application

of the Act much litigation might

extinct

as here.

But

even

family
with this limit

have been avoided."

The District Judge accordingly appionted the respondent

of the

There

of any property under

was already in the hands of

property

as trustee

devasam.

Against this order the present appeal was preferred^
The Advocate-General
(Hon. P. O' Sullivan) and Ramachandrayyar for Appellants.

Mr. Wedderburn for Respondent.
The Advocate- General : —
The District Court
question depends on

At

3, 4, and 5.
under

of

the passing of the

trustees not subject to

Regulation

VII

of 1817

never superintended
Section

jurisdiction to make this order. The
the construction of Act XX of 1863, Sections
had no

the time

4 is

Act this temple was
The provisions

Government.

were never applied,

by the

Board

and the

of Revenue.

applicable to this case,

ITTUSI

Section

5

of

temple was

Conceding that
under

which

the

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

404
ITTUNI
c.

IRANI NAM-

Judge

Section 4

,,

to-

,,

.,•

No property

not apply.

acted doea

[VOL. III.

was transferred under

any trustee.

Mr. Wedderburn: —

EODEIPAD.

The general superintendence of all Hindu temples is vested
the Board

VII

of Revenue by Regulation

together with its property

1817, and though

to have been managed

tlio fact that there was no retrans-

and

;

of

it ought

temple was not taken charge of, y et

in

this

i;i

fer of property (for which there was no necessity, as the Board of
Revenue did not comply with the direction of the Regulation VII
In

4

Section
of 1817) as provided
ought not to deprive this temple
of the benefits provided by the subsequent sections of the Act.
order to carry out the intention of the Act the Court should
not the letter,

of

if

within the meaning,

consider this case

the

law.

Judgment of tie Court (Innes

Section

in which

exclusively to cases

a

dispute arises in respect of

the vacancy

XX

of Act

a

relates

has occurred, and

institution which had

religions

of

in him under

vested

On referring to that section, however, we find that

1863.

wa*

made under

is

of the District Judge

it

supposed discretion,

the

been

taken under the control of the Board of Revenue, under the provi

of

1863, had been transferred to the

hereditary

trustee,

manager,

or superintendent, in accordance with the provisions of Section
1863.

conceded

Judge

or superintendent,

appointed from time to

of Section

if

contended that,

the

4

according to the custom of the institution,
under the provisions

of

management

of Revenue did

doing we should carry

it

tions in Malabar, and that, though this institution
as having

been

out the intention

not, they

transferred,

of the Act.

a

institu

not

was

dobut was intended to embrace all religious institutions
the Board of Revenue had formerly

tim«,

and was not transferred

ought to have exercised control over this and other religious
ferred, we should regard

the

Act.

the

Board

the

as

tranSby

trustee, manager

remained under the

that

of of

institution was never taken nnder the control

Board of Revenue, but

is

right in saying

The Act

so
no

over which

power of control, and

it

this particular

that the District

is

is

It

Act XX of

XX

and, after the passing of Act

1817,

of

of

VII

4

sions of Regulation

It
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JUDGMENT. — The order

5

delivered by Innes,

JJ.)

Tarrant,

and

J.

The

vrai

Vt)L.

III.]

MADRAS SERIES.
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probably therefore the design of the framers of the Act to embrace

in its provisions this and other institutions similarly sitnated. Bat
in the particular question before us we must hold that this "nstitution is not within the language of Section

if the

Legislature

apply

to institutions

Section

which had boon

as to those

it in tended.

what

cases in

We must hold that

"

5

should

which had not been transferred in accordance

which the

the

Judge

transferred, it

so

We cannot give

Act beyond the expressed intention which confines
5 to

v.

of the Act, and that,

5

intended that the provisions of Section

•with Section 4 as well

has not expressed

ITTUNI

T*A \IBBAB

the operation

has been

property

had no

effect to the

of

transferred.

jurisdiction under the section

to pass the order, and must set it aside, but without costs.

(95)
APPELLATE CIVIL.
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Before Mr. Justice Innet and Mr. Juttiae Muttutami Ayyar.

RAMAKISTNAM, PLAINTIFF,
and

BAGAVACHARI

VIJIAMMAL,

AND

A District Munsif's Court has not authority
villages which are under
Karnam's

attachment

DEFENDAHTS.*

Ig79

to inflict fines on

Karnams of

that Court for breach of duty on the

by

part.

THIS was

a case stated under Section 617

of Act

X

of

1877 by

the Munsif of Ariyalur.

The following is taken from the MunsiPs reference: —

" In

the Small

arrears

of pay due

Istimirar

of

Cause Suit No. 268
to him

Fasli

for

plaintiff claims
Karnam of the

1286 as

The

Thanthayaculam.

village

1879 the

defendants

are

(the
second) the proprietor of the village and (the first) the Receiver
appointed by this Court to collect the rent for Fasli 1286 from
this village in execution
Trichinopoly

of

Munsif s Court,

the

decree

as that

in O.S. No. 474 of

decree is

1875.

being executed

ir.

this Court.

"The

second

defendant

charge his duties properly
&c.,

were not furnished

* Case No.

19 of 1879

tami Muduliar,

stated

states

that the plaintiff failed tc .lis-

in the said

to him, and
under

Section

Fasli

;

that the accounts,

in consequence
617

of Act

X

he

had to

of 1877 by S. Rama-

District Muasif of Ariyalur, in Small Cause Suit No.

632 of 1879.

_-____

December 12.

THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS.

406
KISTNAM
«.

CHABI AND

matter to

report
the
"

Hunsif not only

this

Court.

[VOL. I1T

then presiding

The

District

ordered the necessary accounts to be famished

by plaintiff to second defendant, but fined the plaintiff by directing ^at jle snoui(j jose three months' pay. It is now contended

of the defendants that plaintiff cannot include the
three months' pay in this suit. The plaintiff's Vakil urges that
on the

part

this Court

had

no jurisdiction

to

inflict the fine, and

eame cannot be deducted from the amount

The

Munsif considered that his Court
but

fine Karnams,

XVI,

and Section

that by Regulation

XI

Adalat of the Zila

of Regulation

was

that which

sued
had

XXIX

XXV
had

that the

for."
no jurisdiction
of 1802,

Section

of 1802 the

jurisdiction,

to

Court of
and

that

therefore the District Court has jurisdiction at present.

He referred the question whether a District Munsifs Court has
authority to inflict fines on Karnams of villages which are under
attachment

by

the

said^Court

for

breach

of duty

on

thfr
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Karnam's part.
There was no appearance for the Plaintiff.
The Advocate-General

(Hon.

P.

O" Sullivan)

Court (Lines
Ayyar,
following
JUDGMENT: — We think the District Munsif
The

trict Munsifs
circumstances

and Muttusami

have no power to

inflict

stated.

THE END

fines

for the Defendantt.

JJ.)
is

delivered

right that

the-

Dis

on Karnams in

the
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GENERAL INDEX.
PAOI

ABATEMENT

OF SUIT

:

Where a suit was declared ahated in 1868 under Section 102 of Act VIII of 1859
for non-prosecution by the representative of deceased plaintiff,
lli-iil that the Civil Procedure Code, Section 371, was no har to a fresh suit insti
tuted in 1880 on the same cause of action.
...

II

WITH CLIENT AS TO FEES ; DIS
...
...
...
...

139

See INTEEEST, CONTRACT EATE MUST EE ALLOWED UP TO DATE OF DECREE

125

Pallikunatli
ACT I OF 1846
Bee

VIII
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ACT

See

OF

Bee

1855,

1859,

8.

2:

8. 102 :

OF

1869,

...

...

OF

...

...

...

...

81

...

...

...

...

37

S. 259 :

CERTIFICATE OF SALE, EEOISTEATIOB OF

XX

ACT

OF

AEATEMENT OF SUIT

VIII

ACT

Sri Kvmaran Nambudri...

:

RARRISTER AND PLEADER, AOIIEEMEM
...
AEILITY ...
...
...

XXVIII

ACT

Ramen Alenon v. Mullankaji

SS. 4, 6 :

1863,

The District Courts have no power to appoint trustees under Section 5 of Act
of 1863 upon a vacancy occurring in the office of trustee, unless property has
been actually transferred to the former trustee under the provisions of Section 4.

XX

Ittuni Panikkar
ACT

VIII
Ree

ACT

OF

1865

v.

Irani

Nambudripad...

(MADRAS),

PATTA, TENANT NOT EOUND TO ACCEFT,
...
...
...
HELD RY HIM

VIII

OF

1865

(MADRAS),

...

...

...

...

401

ss. 4, 7, 87 :

IF IT
...

INCLUDES LANDS NOT
...
...
...

127

8. 11 :

LAND-HOLDEE. MANAGES OF ESTATE WITH INTEREST is NOT, WITHIN
...
...
...
MEANING OF RENT ACT
...
...
...
ACT VIII OF 1865 (MADRAS), ss. 17, 20 :
See

SUIT

See SUMMARY

ACT VIII
See

ACT

X

OF

1865

OF

XX
See

ACT

I
See

...
as.

...

...

...

...

1865

(MADRAS),

OF

1866,

1868,

CIVIL

121

...

Hi

SS. 45—69 :

OF FISCAL ACTS

...

...

...

...

...

13$

...

...

...

...

j;

EFFECT

or

91

8S. 17, 42 :

CERTIFICATE OF SALE, EEGISTRATION or
OF

...

39, 40, 15, 35 :

RENT RECOVERY ACT, IRREGULARITY IN SALE OF LAND, EFFECT OF

Bee CONSTRUCTION

ACT

...

(MADRAS),

116

8. 6 :

PEOCEDUEE

CODE AMENDMENT ACT, RETEOSFBCTIVI

GENERAL INDEX.

11

PASI

ACT

III

OP

III

OF

(MADRAS),

1871

II

See

ACT

...

...

TO PROFESSION

TAX

124

:

...

129

MINOE UNDER COtJET OF WAEDS, MEANING OF WOED

...

...

11

...

...

17

CODE AMENDMENT ACT, EETEOSPECTIVE EFFECT OF

98

OF

SALT EXCISE ACT,
OF

1879,

1879,

1871

...

...

...

...

8. 102 :

PROCEDUEE

a

107 :

REGISTRATION OF COPY OF CERTIFICATE OF

CERTIFICATE OF SALE, REGISTRATION

ADJUSTMENT
EXECUTION

...

:

1878

CIVIL

...

8. 3 :

1875,

ACT XII OF
SALE :
See

...

...

...

XII

See

...

LIABILITY

...

IX OF

See

ACT

1871

88. 58, 62 :

OF FISCAL ACTS

Bee CONSTEUCTIOH

ACT

*. 58 :

IMPROVEMENT ACT,

See TOWNS

ACT

(MADRAS),

1871

OF DECREE

NOT

OF

CERTIFIED

...

...

...

...

TO COURT,

37

RAR TO

NO

:

An adjustment of a decree not certified to the Court by either party within the
time limited by law, cannot be recognized at a har to execution.
Chedumbara

Pillai

v. Ratna Ammal
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ADVERSE POSSESSION;

...

...

...

...

...

113

LANDLORD AND TENANT:

Where the relation of landlord and tenant is proved to have existed, it lies on
the defendant in possession of the land to prove that the relation was put an end
to at such a period anterior to the suit ai would entitle the defendant to rely on
his possession as adverse to the plaintiff for 12 years.
Non-payment of rent for upwards of 12 years and a grant of patta by Govern
ment to defendant for five years do not, when Government claims no interest
adverse to plaintiff and plaintiff does not consent to defendant becoming tenant to
Government, create any possession in defendant adverse to plaintiff.
Rungo Lull Mini did v. Abdool Gvffoor approved.

Unichurna

Perumal Nadan v. Sangwien

...

...

...

...

AGENCY IN CASE OF RAILWAY COMPANIES INTERCHANGING TRAFFIC
6ee

RAILWAY COMPANIES

.-

...

...

...

...

118
:

...

240

AGREEMENT RETWEEN PLEADER AND CLIENT FOR REMUNERATION
CONTINGENT ON SUCCESS :
Bee

RAERISTER AND PLEADER, AGEEEMENT WITH CLIENT AS TO FEES; DIS
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
AEILITY ...

AGREEMENT, CONDITION PRECEDENT;
FORMANCE :

LIMITATION,

SPECIFIC

13'

PER

Two brothers, V and R, in 1861 agreed together that part of their house should
Each brother was to occupy an assigned
be divided and part enjoyed in common.
division and have the use in common of the rest. If either wished to leave the
honse, he was bound to offer his share to the other at a fixed price ; or if he wished
to purchase the share of the other and the other refused to sell, then the party
refusing to sell at a fixed price was bound" to buy the share of the other brother
who wished to purchase.
V called upon R in 1877 either to pay Rs. 418 or give up the house.
Held, that this was an agreement enforceable by law ; that until demand no
cause of action arose, and limitation only began to run from the demand ; that
specific performance should be granted in the alternative.
Venkappa Chetti v. Akku distinguished.
Vlraiami Mudali ftamcuami Aludali

...

...

...

87

in

INDEX.

GENERAL

PAGE

APPEAL, DEATH OF PLAINTIFF AFTER DECREE, PROCEDURE

If a plaintiff

:

a

11,

dies after decree, his representatives are not bound to apply within
sixty days to be made parties to the suit, but have the same time to file an appeal as
the plaintiff would have had. The Civil Procedure Code, Sections 363, 365, and the
Article 171, do not apply to the case of
Limitation Act, Schedule
plaintiff
dying after decree.
Ramanada Saitri 7. Afinatehi Animal ...
...
...
...
...

540 of the

parte

Civil Procedure Code an appeal lies from decrees passed

If a defendant appears at the first hearing and files
not be placed ex partc.
Anantharama Patter v. Madhata Paniker

a

Under Section
ex

:

APPEAL FROM 'EX PARTE' DECREE

236

written statement, he should
...

...

...

...

OF

:

APPEAL FROM EX PARTE ORDER OF ATTACHMENT IN EXECUTION
DECREE

264

See

HINDTT LAW, LIAEILITY OF SON op ZAMINDAE TO PAY FATHER'S DEETS
...
...
...
UNDER SECTION 234, CIVIL PROCEDUEE CODE

TO RIT DISMISSED

:

Where a Judge, after the defendant's written statement was put in, framed certain
preliminary issues and decided them directing part of plaintiff's claim to be dis
missed and part to be tried on the merits (which trial might necessitate the taking of
an account from defendant)
.HsWthat no appeal lies from such an order on the part of the plaintiff, because the
Civil Procedure Code only allows an appeal against a portion of the decision when
there has been a decision relating to the disposal of the entire suit, or on the part of
the defendant, inasmuch as there had been no final order to take an account.
...
...
...
Venkatagiri Raja v. Mahonimed Rahimtulla Sahib

ZAMINDARI IN HANDS OF SON NOT ASSETS UNDER
PROCEDURE CODE, a. 234, TO PAY FATHER'S DERT

13

CIVIL

:

ASSETS,
See

HINDU LAW, LIAEILITY OP
UNDER SECTION 234,

CIVIL

SON OF ZAMINDAR TO PAY FATHER'S DEETS
PROCEDURE CODE
...
...
...

42

:

AWARD, APPLICATION FOR EXTENSION OF PERIOD FOR SURMISSION
OF, PROCEDURE

59

AWARD, REFUSAL TO FILE RY COURT NO APPEAL
See CIVIL PEOCEDUEE CODE, ss. 622, 625, 526
...

68

:

;

ji

a

a

Applications for the extension of the period for the submission of an award and
orders thereon should be made in writing and recorded.
When
party has been prejudiced by having the time allowed for taking objec
tions to an award curtailed by the Court, no appeal lies, but review should be
granted by the Court of First Instance.
...
...
...
Manji Premji Set Maliyakel Koyatsan Soya Ha
...

...

...

AND PLEADER,

DISARILITY

AGREEMENT

:

BARRISTER

WITH CLIENT AS TO FEES

;

:

AWARD PARTLY WITHIN, PARTLY WITHOUT, TERMS OF SURMISSION TO
ARRITRATION, NOT ENFORCEARLE RY SUMMARY PROCEDURE
...
...
...
...
See CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE," ss. 622, 625, 626

a

A

a

a

a

a

suit for him, and
Rarrister practising in the mofussil, to conduct
engaged G,
sum of money as
present in addition to the fee allowed by
promised to pay him
sum above 1,000
RegulationXIV of 1816, provided that the decree awarded to
rupees.
A
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:

APPEAL FROM ORDER DIRECTING PART OF CLAIM
BEFORE FINAL DECREE

42

03

ISD3I

GIMKRAL

.

The condition being fulfilled, G collected moneys for A under the decree and
retained the sum promised.
It was not proved that A assented to the appropriation by Oof the sum retained
in payment of the promised present.

A sued G to recover the sum retained.
Held \, Hint if G was to be regarded as a Barrister, he was under a disability to
contract with A as to his fees ; 2, that if G was tc be regarded as a Pleader, he
was prohibited by a Circular Order of the Sudder Adalut from enforcing this
contract.
Semble : The decision in Kennedy v. Rramn governs
members of the English Rar in that character.
Cheria Kunhammu

Acham1turantbath

BENGAL REGULATION XVII OF

v. William Sydenham

1S06

OF LADING

;

Oantt...

...

139

...

...

26

:

Ree MORTO AGE RY WAY OF CONDITIONAL

BILL

all agreements made by

BALE PRIOR TO 1858

REASONARLE CONDITION

:
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A stipulation by persona carrying on extensive business as carriers that they
•houlrl be apprised of claims made on them for default on the part of their servants,
at a specified place anil no other and within a time which willrender inquiry likely
to be attended with some result, is not unreasonable.
The defendants were owners of a fleet of steamships plying periodically along th«
coasts of Rritish India, by which they undertook to convey for freight parcels ol
goods for all persons indifferently from and to specified ports. They stipulated
in their bills of lading that claims for short delivery should be made at the port of
Calcutta only, within one mouth after delivery of any portion of the goods entered
in the bill of fading.
//.•/./.
in a suit against defendants for compensation
delivered, that this wns not an unreasonable stipulation,
who were authorized
agents of the defendants
only to
freight, and give delivery was not a sufficient compliance

for value of goods short
and that a claim made on
retain the goods, receive
with the condition.

Hrld, also, that defendants were common carriers, though not for the purposes of
the Indian Carriers Act, and that their character of carriers continued so long as the
goods remained in their hands and undelivered.
//./'/ also, that Clause 30, Schedule 11 of the Limitation Act, would apply to the
defendants ; but that as this suit was for breaches of the contracts to deliver, it was
governed by Clause 116.

II

of the Limitation Act, applies to saits for
Srmble : Clause JO, Schedule
compensation for loss or damage to goods arising from malfeasance, misfeasance, or
nonfeasance independent of contract.
The

Bi'ituh India
Company...

Steam Navigation Company v. Bajee Mafiammed

...

...

...

...

...

Stack and
...
...

BREACH OF CONTRACT RY GARRIER TO DELIVER, LIMITATION
CARRIERS ACT, III OF 1865 :
See

RILL

OP I- MUM; ...

CERTIFICATE

...

...

OF SALE, REGISTRATION OF

...

...

...

107

:

...

10T

:

Under Act VIII of 1859, Section 259, and Act XX of 1866, Section 17 and Sec
tion 42, it was necessary to register the certificate of Sale itself, and not merely
the memorandum of the certificate of sale.
Srinicata Sattri v. Sethayyangar

„.

...

...

...

S7

SMALL CAUSE COUET, SUIT op THE NATUEE COGNIZAELE. BY, TRIED BY
MCNSIF, NO SECOND APPEAL IN
...
...
...
...

192

CIVIL PROCEDURE
Sei

...

CODE, s.

13, ex. 2 :

GENERAL INDEX.

CIVIL PROCEDURE
Dismissal of suit
The Code of Civil
or failure of a party
a Commissioner

V
PAGE

CODE,

es. IBS,

394 :

on failure to pay fee of Commissioner.

Procedure does not authorize the dismissal of a suit on refusal
to deposit the amount ordered by the Court as remuntration to
appointed under Section 394 to examine accounts.

The remuneration of a Commissioner appointed by the Court to examine accounts
should, as a rule, ha a definite amount and not at a monthly allowance.

Ragavachariar

CIVIL

Chariar

v. Vedanta

PROCEDURE

...

...

...

...

...

269

...

...

...

...

...

125

...

...

...

79

OP SON OP ZAMINDAB TO PAY FATHEE'S DEET

42

CODE, s. 209

See INTEREST

...

:

...

CIVIL PROCEDURE
Ree DECREE,

CIVIL
See

CODE, s. 231 :
APPLICATION TO BEEP IN POBCE

PROCEDURE CODE, s.
HINDU LAW, LIARILITY

CIVIL PROCEDURE

CODE,

81

ADJUSTMENT OF DECREE NOT CERTIFIED TO COURT, NO EAE TO EXECUTION
...
...
...
...
.„
...
...
...

113
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CIVIL PROCEDURE
See CERTIFICATE

CIVIL PROCEDURE

CODE,

Sea APPEAL,

REGISTRATION OP ...

CODE, ss. 329,

CODE,

ss. 331, 332

..,

CODE,

CODE, s.

CODE,

...

87

365

EY

STRANGER

...

...

81

...

...

...

...

104

:

AFTER DECREE,

PROCEDURE...

...

230

371 :

AEATEMBNT OP SUIT

CIVIL PROCEDURE

.,.

:

...

...
ss. 863,

...

331 :

ORSTRUCTION

DEATH OF PLAINTIFF

CIVIL PROCEDURE

...

s. 316 :

OP SALE,

Sea Res judioata

CIVIL PROCEDURE

EY STRANGER

CODE, s. 258 :l

EXECUTION OP DECREE,

CIVIL PROCEDURE

See

OESTRUCTION

OP DECREE,

CIVIL PROCEDURE

See

s. 244 :

...

See EXECUTION

See

234 :

...

...

...

...

...

...

81

8. 401 :

See

PAUPER SUITOR

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

249

See

MINOR PAUPER

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

3

...

...

..:

...

...

263

...

...

...

...

...

103

....

...

...

...

...

is

...

...

...

...

...

364

...

...

...

...

...

66

...

...

...

...

i

CIVIL PROCEDURE
See

COSTS

CODE,

CIVIL PROCEDURE

CODE,

Bee

APPEAL

APPEAL MOM

CIVIL PROCEDURE
Sec

CODE,

....

cm

ss.

„

510, 108 :

parto DECUEB

CODE,

s.

549:

PACPAR, SECURITY »OR COSTS

CIVIL PROCEDURE
Bee

...

CODE, s. 540«'

FROM ORDEH

CIVIL PROCEDURE
See

...
«. 462 :

...

See COMPROMISE

CIVIL PROCEDURE

s. 458 :

...

...

DECEEE ,..

CODE,
...

BS. 661, 674,

...

679 :

...

vi

GEHERAL INDEX.
PAGE

OIVIL PROCEDURE
See

CODE,

...

...

M

REFERENCE TO ARBITRATION EY COUET OF APPEAL

...

...

T8

...

...

193

BOTE PAYAELE

CIVIL PROCEDURE
Sec

666 :

...

PROMISSORY

CIVIL PROCEDURE
Bee

8s. B62,

CODE,

...

a. 582 :

CODE,

SMALL CAUSE

on DEMAND

s. 586 :

...

COURT

...

...

...

,

CIVIL PROCEDURE

CODE, BS. 622, 525, 626 :
When a Court has refused to file an award upon an application under Section
525, Civil Procedure Code, no appeal lies against such decision, which is an order
and not a decree ; bat the High Court cnn interfere under Section 622.
An award made under Section 525, which is party within and partly exceeds the
terms of the submission to arbitration, cannot be enforced by summary procedure

under Section 52fi as to such portion as does not exceed those terms.
To refer to arbitration questions arising on the construction of the award and
questions left undecided by it is a matler beyond the scope of an agreement to
submit to a scheme for the future management of a devnsam as regards conduct of
suits, granting of demises custody of property, collection of rents, appointment and
removal of servants and defrayment of current expenditure.

R. Ry.

Jtfana

Vikrama

CIVIL PROCEDURE
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OF:

v. Mallickcry

Kristnan Nanibudri...

...

COMMISSIONER OF COURT TO TAKE ACCOUNTS, PROCEDURE :
CODR, ss. 158, 39i
...
...
...
See CIVIL PROCEDURE
CARRIER, DURATION OF LIABILITY OF
...
RILL OP LADING
...
.,.

COMMON
See

COMPOUNDING OFFENCE

...

68

EFFECT

CODE AMENDMENT ACT, RETROSPECTIVE

...

98

...

259

:

...

...

...

107

...

...

...

t

:

8te MALICIOUS PROSECUTION

...

...

...

COMPROMISE OF SUIT WHEN NO CAUSE OF ACTION AROSE AT SUGGES
TION OF COURT :
See

MUHAMMADAN LAW, KHOOLA DIVORCE

...

...

COMPROMISE ON REHALF OF MINOR RY NEXT
LEAVE OF COURT :

...

...

347

FRIEND WITHOUT

The conditions of Section 462 of the Civil Procedure Code, requiring the sanc
tion of the Court to compromises entered into by the guardian ad litem of an in
fant suitor, or not sufficiently complied with by the Court passing a decree in the
terms of a compromise presented by the guardian ad litetn.
A decree passed under such circumstances should be set aside.

Rajayopal Takliaya ffaiker v. Muttupalcm Chetti

...

...

...

103

CONSTRUCTION OF FISCAL ACTS :
In construing enactments creating fiscal

obligations, provisions declaring the
liability to the tax are to be distinguished from those providing for its imposition.
The machinery for the imposition of the tax may be independent of the obligation
of the tax-payer.
The duty of paying profession tax under Section 58, Madras Act III of 1871, is.
of the obligations of registration and taking out a certificate, which
independent
,
precede it in the same section.
Per HUTCHINS, J. — Section 61 is not to be construed so as to prevent the
from adding to the list new names or persons not in the town at
Commissioners
the beginning of the year.

Thi

Vice- President of the Municipal

CONTRACT
See

ACT,

Commiisian,

Cvddalorc,

v. Jfelto*

...

I"

...

...

215

s. 65 :

MALAEAR LAW, NAUEUDEI

WOMAN

...

...

Til

GENERAL INDEX.

PAQE

CONTRACT ACT,

s. 73 :

A suit to recover arrears of rent upon a registered contract is governed by Article
1 in, Schedule II, Act XV of 1877.
Compensation is used in the same sense in that
article as in the Contract Act, Section 73.
Vythilinga

Pillai

CONTRACT ACT,
IMTEEEST

See

v. Thetelianamvrti

...

...

CONVICTION CORAMNONJVD1CE;
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PiUai

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

OMISSION TO ORDER RETRIAL

...

re Rcmi Reddi

...

...

...

...

...

...

224

:

When a Sessions Judge on appeal annuls the conviction of a Magistrate for want
of jurisdiction and omits to order a retrial at the time under Section 284 of the
Criminal Procedure Code, he is not precluded, by virtue of Section 464, from passing
such an order subsequently.
The order annulling the conviction in such a case does not amount to an acquittal .
Where sanction is given for a prosecution for perjury and the caso tried by an
incompetent Court and the conviction quashed on appeal, a competent Court may
retry the prisoner upon the subsisting sanction without any order of the Appellate
Court by whom the conviction is quashed.
The evidence of a witness given in a proceeding pronounced to be coram non
jvdice cannot be used under Section 33 of the Indian Evidence Act, if the witness
ie dead, on a retrial before a competent Court.
R charged A with breach of trust, and S gave evidence in support of the charge.
A being acquitted, R was tried for making a false charge and S for perjury.
Held ( 1) That the depositions given by witnesses in the first case could be uscil
against R in the second case, but not against S under Section 33,
Evidence Act.
" in Section 33 does
"
not mean "nil llie
(2) That the word questions
questions," and that though additional issues were involved in tho
second trial, yet the evidence as to the issues common to both trials
was properly admitted at the second trial against It.

In

76

...

s. 74 :

.

...

48

All co-owners must join in a suit to recover property, unless the law otherwise
provides : they may agree that property shall be managed and suits conducted by
some or one of them, but they cannot invest such person or persons with a right to
BUG in his own name on their behalf, although, perhaps, a tenant might be estopped
from denying the title of his lessor in such case.
If some co-owners refuse to sue, the proper course for the rest to adopt is to make
them defendants in the case.
...
...
Jf. P. Kanna Pisliarody v. V, M. Narayanan Somayajipad

234

CO-OWNERS,

SUIT RY SOME OF SEVERAL, PROCEDURE

COSTS, GUARDIAN OF DEFENDANT,

LIARILITY OF

:

:

The Civil Procedure Code does not authorize a Court to decree costs against tho
guardian of a defendant except in the case referred to in Section 458.
Naratimha, Rait v. Lakskmipati Rau
...
...
...
...
...

PLAINTIFF ENTITLED

263

WHO COMES TO COURT TO GET DECI
SION AS TO AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION WHEN WHOLE SUM STIPU
LATED FOR IS NOT TENDERED :

COSTS,

Ree

INTBREST

...

TO,

...

...

...

...

...

...

224

CRIME, PREPARATION FOR ATTEMPT DISTINGUISHED FROM ATTEMPT
TO COMMIT :
FOROERY...

...

...
...
...
...
...
...
CODE, CONVICTION RY SESSIONS
COURT
UPON ADDED CHARGE OF DISTINCT OFFENCE NOT SUPPORTED RY
See

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

EVIDENCE REFORE THE MAGISTRATE, QUASHED

:

R having been committed by a Magistrate for trial by a Sessions Court on a
charge, under Section 202 of the Pcual Code, of having intentionally omitted to

5

Viii

INDEX.

GENERAL

PlGE
give information which he was legally bound to give respecting A murder, pleaded
guilty, on his trial, to the charge on which he was committed.
Upon the application of the Public Prosecutor, the Sessions Judge, under protest
on the part of the prisoner, added a charge, under Sections 109 and 201 of the Penal
Code, of abetting C, a femule co-prisoner charged with having assisted in burying
the body of the murdered person, required II to plead to the charge and, having
tendered a pardon to, and examined C as a witness, convicted and sentenced E to
two years'
rigorous imprisonment, —
'
// .' that, as there was no evidence before the Magistrate to support the charge
against R framed by the Sessions Judge, the action of the Judge was ultra vires
and the conviction on the added charge illegal.
Held also, that inasmuch as the Sessions Judge considered R more culpable than
C, the proper course would have been to have adjourned the trial, sent the record
to the Magistrate, and suggested an inquiry as to whsther there was ground for a
more serious charge against R.
Semite: The object of restricting a Sessions Court from taking cognizance of
any offence (except as provided in Sections 455, 472, 474 of the Criminal Proce
dure Code), unless the accused person has been committed by a Magistrate, is to
secure to the prisoner a preliminary inquiry which affords him an opportunity of
becoming acquainted with the circumstances of the offence imputed to him, and
enable him to make his defence.

M. K. Rama Varma Raja v. The Queen...
CODE, ss. 284, 404

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
aoram

nonjudicc

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

CODE, s.
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See CONVICTION

...

...

...

...

...

351

...

...

...

...

48

:

328 :

The power given by the Criminal Procedure Code to a Magistrate to prononnee a
judgment upon evidence partly recorded by his predecessor and partly by himself
does not extend to a Sessions Judge.

Tarada Raladu

V. The Queen

...

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE,
WITNESS :
Bee SANCTION

...

...

FOR PROSECUTION

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE,

...

...

"PARTY"

s. 409,

...

...
NOT

DOES
...

...

113

INCLUDE
...

...

400

s. 473 :

A prisoner who had made certain contradictory statements on oath before a Magis
trate and a Court of Sessions, respectively, was convicted
by the same Court of
Sessions on a charge, in the alternative,
of giving false evidence, either before a
—
Magistrate or before the Court of Session,
Held that the Court was precluded by Section 473 of the Criminal Procedure
Code from trying the charge.
Sundriah v. The Queen

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
QUIRED

...

...

CODE,

s.

505,

...

...

NATURE

OF

:

...

...

254

EVIDENCE RE

The exercise of the power given by Section 505 of the Criminal Procedure Code
is not confined to cases in which positive evidence of the commission of crime is
forthcoming against the persons charged.

In

re Pcdda Siva, Rcddi

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
ACT

:

...
CODE,

...
s.

518,

...

ARSTENTION

...

...

...

333

FROM CERTAIN

Where a dispute arises as to the right of the possession of lands and buildings, a
Magistrate, if he considers a collision between the parties and a serious breach of
the peace imminent, may properly proceed under Chapter 39, instead of Chapter
If the Magistrate had Jurisdiction, the pro
40, of the Criminal Procedure Code.
ceedings, not being judicial, cannot be revised by the High Court.
An order to abstain from interference with a temple and its property is an order
"
to abstain from a " certain act
within the meaning of Section old of the Crimi
nal Procedure Code.

E.V.Ra.manvjaJeeyarsvamiv,V.Eama.wi}aJecyar

...

...

...

35i

i$

INDEX.

GENERAL

PAGE

CRIMIVAL PROCEDURE
SESSION

CRIMINAL

Bee

CHAPTERS

CODE,

39

AND

40,

DISPUTED

POS

:

PROCEDURE

CODE, s. 518

CULPARLE HOMICIDE, GRAVE PROVOCATION:

...

...

...

...

854

On a certain evening M, a common workman, saw N committing adultery with
his (M's) wife, and on the following morning, while laboring under the excitement
provoked by their misconduct, came upon them, eating food together, while his
wife had neglected to provide food for M. M took up a bill-hook and killed N on
the spot.
field that if M connected the subsequent conduct of N and his wife with their
misconduct of the preceding evening and regarded it is implying nn open avowal of
their criminal relations which, under the circumstances, he might have done, the
provocation was sufficiently grave and sudden to deprive him of self-control and to
reduce the offence from murder to culpable homicide not amounting to murder.

Boya Muniifadu v. Tlie Queen ...
CUSTOMAHY DUE, SUIT FOR, NOT

...

...

...

...

COGNIZARLE RY SMALL

COUBT:

...

A suit for Russum (a proprietary due) not claimed as rent nor under a contract
but by custom, payable by cultivators in occupation of the land either as proprietors
or ryots, is not of a nature triable by a Small Cause Court.
JSbrahtM Saib v. Nagaiaml Guruhal
...
...
...
...
...
DECREE, APPLICATION TO KEEP IN FORCE, LIMITATION :
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33

CAUSE

9

Although the Civil Procedure Code does not allow one of several decree-holders to
apply for the partial execution of a joint decree, yet an application by one of such
for execution of the decree in respect of so much of the relief
decree-holders
granted to all as he considers appertains to him individually, may keep in forco
the decree us being an application according to law.

F. P. A'uttiath Ifnjl
DECREE, EXECUTION
See

v. P.

P. Eacotti

HINDU LAW, LIAEILITY OF

DECREE,

OMISSION

Ilaji

SON OP

...

...

...

...

79

ZAMINDAR TO PAY FATHER'S DEET...

42

EX PARTS ORDER

OF,

OF ATTACHMENT

TO REGISTER, EFFECT OF

:

:

Decrees being excluded from the operation of Section 50, Act VIII of 1871, and
Section 50, Act 111 of 1877, the omission to register does not make them ineffectual
as against subsequent registered assignments or decrees.

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

1

...

...

...

...

354

...

...

...

...

...

48

...

...

...

...

...

...

118

...

...

...

...

...

...

271

...

...

...

...

251

...
...
...
IS
A
:
CODE,
DECEEE. OHDER UNDER s. 551, CIVIL PROCEDURE
The order <if adjudication made under Section 551 of the Civil Procedure Code is
a decree, and the procedure authorized under that section does not dispense with
the necessity of drawing up a judgment.
Kullui-l ]\'agn!iJiaslianniii

v. Ammanna

Royal Jtedili v. Linya lleddi

DISPUTED POSSESSION
See

:

CUIMINAL PROCEDURE

EVIDENCE

ACT,
ACT,

Bee ADVEUSC

EVIDENCE
See

ACT,

CODE, S. 518

s. 33:

coram wmjndloe

See CONVICTION

EVIDENCE

...

71

s. 109:

POSSBSSION
s.

132:

PRIVILEGE OF WITNESS

EVIDENCE, AI'MISSIRILITY OF DOCUMENT:
See

STAMP ACT,

18U9

...

,.,

...

x

GENERAL INDEX.
PASB

EVIDENCE, INFERENCE FROM MUCHALKA
GRANT OF PATTA:

REING TAKEN

WITHOUT

When a mnchalka has been taken from a tenant under the Bent Recovery Act
(Madras Act VIII of 1865), but no patta granted, this is some evidence that the
tenant dispensed with the delivery of a patta, and legal proceedings ought not to
be set aside merely because no patta and muchalka have been exchanged, without
inquiry as to whether the parties have agreed to dispense with pattas and muchalkas.
Varathachari v. Dalit Naicken...
...
...
...
...
...

EVIDENCE, PURLIC DOCUMENTS,

355

ADUISSIRILITY:

A Raja having made a perpetual lease of sthanam lands appertaining to the raj,
one of his successors sought to set it aside on the ground that the property waa
devaswam or the endowment of temples.
That it was devaswam was denied ; and
after questions of the admissibility cf evidence, the construction of documents and
the effect to be given to judgments had arisen, the fact was found in the affirmative
by two Courts concurrently.
Upon an examination of the evidence by the Judi
cial Committee it was, however, found that the plaintiff had not proved his case.
Venkatetrvara lyan v. Shekhari Yarwia...
...
...
...
...

384
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EXECUTION OF DECREE, ORSTRUCTION RY STRANGER:
•The power given by Section 329 of the Civil Procedure Code to

make such order
as the Court shall see fit must be construed with regard to the circumstances
in
respect of which the power is to be exercised.
An order under Section 329 should be the result of the fact that the defendant
in the suit, who is precluded by the decree from disputing plaintiff's right, unjustly
a third party, who has no real interest in the property, to prevent
instigates
the
plaintiff from getting the benefit of his execution.
A Court has no power under this section to determine, as between the judgmentcreditor and a third party obstructing the execution of the decree, important ques
tions on the merits which are wholly unconnected with, and cannot be affected by,
the fact that the obstruction is made at the instigation of the defendant.

(jactniia ATair v. Kesata

...

...

EXECUTOR HE SON TORT IN HINDU LAW

...

...

...

,..

g1

:

In a suit upon a registered bond payable in eleven yearly instalments, to recover
instalments 5-10 from the representatives of two deceased co-debtois, who, aa
members of an undivided Hindu family, had contracted the debt for
managing
family purposes, the plaintiff impleaded G, the son-in-law of one of the deceased
co-debtors, and his brothers on the ground that they, in collusion with the widow ot
such deceased co-debtor had, as volunteers, intermeddled with, and possessed them
the whole property of the family of the deceased co-debtor,
selves of, substantially,
Held that G and his brothers were properly joined as co-defendants and wer«
liable for the debt of the deceased to the extent of the assets received by them.
Held, also, that even if there had been a misjoinder, the plea could not be al
lowed in second appeal, as the defendants had not been prejudiced.
Held, also, that as the plaintiff had shown that some property of the deceased
co-debtors had passed to G and his brothers, the burden of proof lay on G and hia
to show that they had not received so much of the deceased debtor's pro
brothers
perty as would satisfy the debt.
Held, also, that as the bond was a registered bond and the property had been
within three years of the date of the suit, the siut was not harred
misappropriated
by Limitation.
Held, also, that interest, in, the nature of damages, from thadate of suit was pro
perly awarded.
Magaluri

Gumdiah v. Narayana Rungiah

EX PARTE DECREE, APPEAL FROM
Bee

APLEAL FEOM ex parte DECBBE

...

...

...

...

359

...

...

.,.

...

264

:

...

GENERAL INDEX.

xi
PAG*

FORGERY, ATTEMPT

TO COMMIT, ARETMENT

OF:

To prepare in conjunction with others a copy of an intended false document, and
to buy a stamped paper for the purpose of writing such false document, and to ask
for information as to a fact to be inserted in such false document do not constituta
forgery nor an attempt to commit forgery under the Penal Code, but are facts
which would support a conviction for abetment of forgery as being acts done to
facilitate the commission of the offence.
...
Reg. v. Padala Venkatasami
HINDU LAW, ADOPTION OF WIFE'S
The son of a wife's
The rule of Hindu
the adopter and the
to marriage.
The prohibition of
possibility of a legal
state.

RROTHER'S SON

...

5

law that a legal mnrriage must have been possible between
of the adopted boy refers to their relationship prior

the adoption of a half-brother has nothing to do with th«
marriage between the son and his stepmother in her virgin

...

...

...

OF HALF-RROTHER,

...

...

...

15

GROUND OF PROHIRITION

:

Sea HINDU

LAW, ADOPTION

op WIPE'S EROTHER'S

HINDU LAW, ADOPTION WITH KNOWLEDGE
VALID :
adoption

Na.raya.na

by a Hindu with knowledge

...

SON

...

15

OF WIFE'S PREGNANCY

of his wife's pregnancy is not invalid.

Reddi v. Vardachala Reddi dissented from.

Jfagabhuthanam v. Sethamma Guru

...

...

...

...

...

ISO

HINDU LAW, APPLICATION

RY POLYGAR OF LOAN TO PAYMENT OF
PARAMOUNT CHARGKS ON ESTATE, WHERE INCOME AMPLE, EFFECT
OF ; DUTY OF LENDER DEALING WITH POLYGAR AND WITH MANA
GER OF HINDU FAMILY :
See

HINDU LAW, PoLYaAE

...

...

...

...

...

...

145

...

...

...

...

359

HINDU LAW, EXECUTOR DE SON TOPT:
See

EXECUTOE

de ton

tort

...

...

HINDU LAW, LIARILITY OF SON OF ZAMINDAR
UNDER s. 234, CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE :

TO PAY FATHER'S DBRT

it,

Aa the entire interest in an impartible Zamindari passes upon the death of tha
father to the son, thsra is nothing in the estate itself which can be attached ns
assets of the father under a decree against him, or which can be made available in
execution of the decree against his son as his representative.
Though a son is bound under Hindu law to pay his father's just debts from any
property be may possess, yet, when he is made a party to a decree as representative
his liability is limited to tha
of his deceased father for the purpose of executing
amount of assets of the deceased which may have come to his hands and has not

An appeal lies from
decree.

an eat parts order directing attachment

in execution

of

a

been duly disposed of.

...
...
...
...
Siragiri v. Altear Ayyangar
FACTO,
PROPERTY
DE
MOVARLE
RY
LAW,
POLYGAR
ACQUIRED
HINDU
SAVINGS FROM INCOME AND RORROWED MONEY, ASSETS IN HAND3
OF SUCCESSOR
;

Zamindar

of

Per KEENAN, J.— simple loan and an sxpress charge require the sama founda
tion to bind the family and estate of Polygar,
a

A
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...

:

mother

Sriramitlu v. Ramayya

An

..,

...

brother may be adopted.

HINDU LAW, ADOPTION
OP

...

42

GENERAL INDEX.

»U

PAGB
Tlio position of a Polygar differs from that of a manager of a Hindu family in
tliis incident amongst others, viz.. that prima facie he borrows on his own personal
credit (where there is no mortgage) nnd not on the credit of the family estate, and
the rule requiring a lender to satisfy himself of the existence of family necessity or
of tin: family benefit which justifies the manager in borrowing would not be sufficiently complied with by similar inquiries in the case of a Polygar borrowing money.
To entitle n creditor, obtaining a charge from a Polygar on the enrpnit of the estate
to the security of the estate, proof of imminent pressure ordnnger of loss or cf such
close inquiries us to the position of the estate and the immediate circumstances of
the pressure or apprehended danger us to satisfy a prudent and reasonable mind of
the truth of an alleged pressure and impending dancer should be given.
Per CruiAM. — Although moneys lent by a creditor to a Polygar have been actually

expended in payment of pavnmount charges on the estate, the mere fact of such
payments is no evidence of famil} necessity, nor can the estate be said to derive
nny benefit thereby, when the annual rents of the estate are more than sufficient to
pay for nil proper charges on the estate, so as to entitle the creditor to recover from
the family estate.
When a creditor has made no inquiry as to the necessity for n Polvgnr borrow
ing monoy, he cannot remedy the omission by showing that if he had inquired he
would have been informed that the money was wanted to pay for Government kist
due by the Polygur.
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Per KERNAN, J. — When the rightful owner of a Poliem has stood by and allowed
another to take and remain in possession of the Poliem, and loans ha've been made
to the de facto Polygnr, the movable property, purchased by the dp, facto Polygar
out of the income or with borrowed moneys, in his possession at his death is assets
available for payment of his creditors.

Per MUTTUSAMI AYYAR, J. — The movable property ncquired by means of the
income of the Poliem by a de facto Polygar is not available as assets for his credit
ors in the hands of tie jure Polygar who succeeded him and who has not admitted
his predecessor's title nor accepted maintenance from him, but movable property
acquired by means of borrowed money may be pursued by the creditor as assets.
According to the rulings of the High Courts of Madra» and liomlay the undivided
interest of a coparcener is not liable for his separate simple debts after his death,
but lapses to the survivors on his death.
Jintta Jlamasami Chetti v. Uangnri Seshama Nnyaniraru

...

nixnu LAW, POWER
HERITEU
Sen

OF FATHER OVERSOWS SHARE
THROUGH MOTHER NOT SELF-ACQUIRED :

HINDU LAW, SUCCESSION, IMPARTIELE ZiMiNDAiu

HINDU LAW, SUCCESSION,

...

145

PROPERTY IN.

...

IMPARTIRLE ZAMINDART, SANAD

...

...

:

Where nn ancient Poliem was converted into a Zamindari with a permanent
assessment iu 1803 by Government and a Sannd-i-.Milkent Istiiuirar (deed of per
manent property) was granted to the Zainiudar with the usual stipulations, reser
vations and directions, concluding with tbe words " continuing to perform the above
stipulations and to perform the duties of allegiance to the Hriiisu Government its
laws and regulations, you are hereby authorized and empowered to hold in perpetuity
to your heirs, successors, and assigns at the permaueut assessment herein named,
the Z'liniudari of .sivagiri."
Held that the Hindu law of succession was applicable, subject to such modifica
tions as How from the impartible nature of the estate.
Property inherited through a mother is not ' self-acquired' as between her son
and grand -on.
If a woman succeeds to an impartible Zamindari, the estate which devolves on her
demise upon her sou does not thereby become self-acquired property iu the hands
of the latter.
The course of decisions in the Madras Presidency from 1818 has been to recog
nise
nise equal ownersuip
the son in me
the graucuauiers
grand father's estate, though it may L_"_
oy me
ownership by
not be
divided
iividcd between the father
falhei and the sou, and to uphold the father's alienation only
to the extent of his share,

370

GENERAL

tiii

INDEX.

PAOE
Scmble : The decision in Girdharee Latt't case was not intended to vary the
courses of decisions in this Presidency.
Hcmble : The doctrine of the pious duty of the son to pay his father's debts does
not apply in the case of an impartible Zamindari. where the son is not able to pro
tect his interest as in the case of ordinary property by electing a division.

...
...
...
Mnttayan Cketti v. Sieagiri Zamindar ...
DAUGHTER,
OF
BARREL
DAUGHTER
HINDU LAW, SUCCESSION
Sonless or harren daughters are not excluded from
who have male issue.
X'unu'iuiti Ammal v. Muttammal

HINDU LAW.

SUCCESSION

SELF-ACQUIRED

...

TO ESTATE

inheritance

by their sisters

—

...
...
A DAUGHTER,

...

INHERITED RY

PROPERTY, IMPARTIRLE

...

ZAMINDARI

370

:

265

:

The Mitnkshara rule that property inherited by a female from a male is taken by
her for only a restricted estate and devol ves, on her death, in the line, if any exists,
of such male, is applicable in the Carnatic.
Chotaylall

v. Chunnoo

Lall

referred to.
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A Zamindari, originally impartible,

having become

the property of the Govern

ment, and having been granted by it to a Zamindar, who, having been appointed
by Proclamation in 1801, and having been put into possession, received a sanad in
Also that
1803 ; held, that the Zamindari retained the quality of impartibility.
this quality had not been transmuted into partibility, either by the passing of the
Regulation XXV of 1802, or by that law coupled with the issue of the sanad con
taining certain of its terms.
Raja, Venkata Rao v. The Court nf Wardt and others (determining that the
Nuzvid Zamindari could not be identified with any estate existing before that the
sannd of 1802 put it on the same footing with ordinary Zamindaris) distinguished.
Reference made to Raby. Reer Pertab Sahee v. Maharajc, flajender Pertab
Sahee as an authority for holding that a mode of acquisition which constitutes
property as " self-acquired" in the hands of a member of an undivided family, and
i hereby subjects it to rules of devolution and of disposition different from those
applicable to ancestral property, does not thereby destroy its character of imparti

bility.

MnH.u

Vadnyanadha

Terar v. Doraiingha Tevar...

HINDU LAW, UNDIVIDED
FOR SEPARATE SIMPLE
SURVIVORS :
See

...

...

290

INTEREST OF COPARCENER NOT LIARLE!
DERTS AFTER DEATH, RUT LAPSES TO

HINDU LAW, POLYGAR

HINDU LAW,

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

146

WIDOW'S MAINTENANCE, NATURE OF RIGHT:

A widow's right to maintenance constitutes no interest. vested or contingent, in
the immovable property of an undivided Hindu family within the meaning of the
Registration Act XX of 1866, and a release thereof did not require to be register
ed under Clause 2, Section 17, of that Act.
Semble: Under Act XX of 1866, Section 17,
immovable property above Rs. 100 in value had
mentioned in Clause 7 of Section 18 are releases
The ruling in 6 M.H.C.R., App. IX, dissented

Clauses 2 and 3, releases affecting
to be registered, and the releases
relating to movables.
from.

Kalpagathachi v. Ganapathi Pillai
...
...
...
...
...
INJUNCTION TO RESTRAIN PURLIC BODY FROM EXERCISING DISCRE
TIONARY POWER, DISSOLVED :
See

TAX

See

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

MALABAE LAW, NAHEUDEI WOMAN...

...

..,

...

IN PARl

DELICTO POTIOR,

...

184

201

&c.
216

MV

INDEX.

GENERAL

Ftd
INSTALMENT BOND, PROVISION, IF DEFAULT
COME DUE, WAIVER OF CONDITION :
Whcro a bond is payable by instalments with a
payment of any instalment the whole sum then
interest, the creditor, though be can elect but oncewaive the benefit of it not only on the first but on
Sri llaja Satracherla, v, Uri Raja fetarama

MADE, WHOLE TO RE

provision that upon default of
unpaid shall become due with
to enforce this provision, may
any subsequent default.

...

...

...

...

61

INSTALMENT DECREE. WHOLE AMOUNT RECOVERARLE ON DEFAULT,
LIMITATION, PAYMENTS OUT OF COURT :
Where a decree was passed by consent in 1872 for payment to plaintiff throug-h
on February 20 in each year,
the Court of Us. 300 by fifteen annual instalments
the witole amount became recover
and in default of payment of any instalment
were paid out of Court and default made on
able, and four ycais' instalments
February 20, 1877, and plaintiff applied to recover the instalment of 1877 by exe
cution on November 17, 187'J, and March 1, 1880, —
Urlil that the application of November 187!) was not harred under clause b,
Article 179. Schedule II of the Limitation Act of 1877, inasmuch as when the
Indian Limitation Act, 1877, came into force (October 1, 1877). the application
was not barred under Clause 6, Article 167, Schedule II of the Indian Limitation
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Act, 1871.
ilelit, also, that the provision as to the whole amount becoming recoverable at
once if default was made did not affect the admissibility of the application for exe
cution, because that provision had not been enforced and the obligation to pay by
instalments was still subsisting.

K. A1ipayya
INTEHEST:

v.

£. Papayya

...

...

...

...

...

...

256

The contract rate of interest must be allowed up to date of decree in accordance

with Act XXVIII of 1855, Section 2.
The Civil Procedure Code, Section
which interest has been contracted

209, does not expressly refer to suits in
for, and does not repeal the former Act.

Bandarn Rirami Kaidu v. Atrfiayanima ...

...

...

...

...

125

INTEREST, STIPULATION TO PAY, NOT INDEPENDENT ORLIGATION :
V lent Rs. 1.500 to C and the members of his family under a bond by which it

was agreed that C's family should demise certain landonkanom to V and receive a
further sum. It was also stipulated iu the bond that C and the members of his
family should pay interest at 6 per cent. upon Its. 1,500 until the execution of the
kanom deed, and interest at 24 per cent. from the date of the loan in the event of
their not making tlie demise. The demise was not made.
//cW that the stipulation for the enhanced rate of interest did not create an
and that the proper course was to determine what would
independent obligation,

compensation for tlie breach of contract.
C tendered what he considered sufficient compensation to V before suit, and
claimed exemption from payment of interest and costs.
Held that as C had not tendered the amount stipulated for in the bond, V was
justified in coming to the Court to obtain a decision as to the rate of compensation
which should be, paid aud was entitled to his costs.
be a sufficient

1'entiiile.mara Putter v. Chatu Achen

...

...

...

...

...

INVESTIGATION UNDER s. 331, CIVIL PHOCEDURE CODE, NO RAR TO
SUIT TO TRY TITLE :
...
...
...
...
See Rn jvdicata
...
...
...
JUDfiMEN'T MUST RE DRAWN UP UNDER s. 651, CIVIL PROCEDURE
CODE

224

10i

:

...

Si'c DECREE

JURIS DICTION

...

...

OF SMALL CAUSE COURT

FID K RAISED

...

...

WIIEN TITLE

...

...

TO LAND l30NA

:

Stc SMALL CAUSE COURT

'

...

...

...

is;

INDEX.

GENERAL

XY
PACE

LANDHOLDER. MAXAOEK

MEANING

An

OF RENT ACT

instrument authorizing

OF ESTATE WITH INTEREST IS NOT, WITHIN
:

to manage an estate, recover rent and pay

a creditor

certain ciisburseraents. and retain possession until a certnin debt amongst other
debts to him was paid, does not create tlie creditor a landholder within the meaning
of Act VIII of IHfi"). A provision in a patta for increasing the rate of assessment
if lrarileu cultivation is carried on. or if a second crop is raised, is not illegal, but
conies within the provisions of Section 11 of Act VIII of 1865.
Yaythenatha Sattnal v. Sami Pandither

...

...

...

...

116

...

...

...

...

342

...

...

...

...

359

...

...

...

...

87

...

...

...

...

92

...

66

LEASE OF MELVARAM:
ACT,

See STAMP

LIMITATION, SUIT

XIV

ACT

tort
OF

ROND:

...

OF

LIMITATION ACT IX OF

PRECEDBNT

1871,

ROUNDARY

...

S. 12:

1859,

See AGREEMENT CONDITION

LIMITATION ACT IX
See MADRAS

...

ON REGISTERED

de ton

Sec EXECUTOR

LIMITATION

...

1879...

s.

5:

ACT ...

...

1871, 8. 21 :

S«? MALAEAR LAW, LEASE TO GRANTOR
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LIMITATION
Pe«

ACTS

See

1871,

1877,

ACT,

s. 2 :

PROMISSORY

NOTE

LIMITATION

ACT, s.

OP KANOM EY KANOMDAR

art. 75:

...

AGREEMENT CONDITION

LIMITATION

II,

of 1871, sch.

INSTALMENT EOND

LIMITATION
Sec

IX

ACT

...

II,

sch.

PRECEDENT

PAYAELE

ON

...

...

...

...

61

...

...

...

...

g;

...

...

...

...

96

...

67

art. 113 :

DEMAND

20 :

$rr MALAEAR LAW, LEASE TO GRANTOR OP KANOM EY EANOMDAE
LIMITATION ACT, sch. II, art. 75.
...

Sw INSTALMENT EOND

LIMITATION
Sr«

RILL

ACT, sch.
ACT, sch.
ACT, sch.

See CONTRACT

LIMITATION
See TOWNS

See

ACT

ACT, sch.

II,
II,

...

II,

...

...

...

61

...

...

...

...

...

107
219

art. 116 :

...

...

...

...

...

...

76

s. 58

...

...

...

...

124

...

236

art. 120:

IMPROVEMENT

ACT, sch.

...

arts. 91-93, 96

...

II,

...

arts, 30, 49, 63, 116:

OF LADING...

LIMITATION
LIMITATION

LIMITATION

II,

ACT,

1871,

art. 171 :

APPEAL, DEATH OP PLAINTIPF AFTEE DECREE,
ACT, Bch. II, art. 179 (i) :

PEOCEDUEE

LIMITATION
Pc«

INSTALMENT DECREE,

LIMITATION,
See

RAILWAY COMPANIES

LIMITATION

DEFAULT

...

...

...

...

...

256

...

...

...

240

ACTION AGAINST CARRIER IN TORT:

IT RUNS :
s« 60MMAEY

SUIT,

BMT

...

...

FOR SUIT UNDER s.

17,

ACT, s. 20

...

RENT ACT, TIME FROM WHICH
121

Ifi

INDEX.

GENBRAL

PlU
VTION, JOINT DECREE-HOLDERS, APPLICATION RY ONE OF, FOR
EXECUTION OF DECHEE, EFFECT OF :
...
...
...
See DECREE, APPLICATION TO BEEP is FOECK ...

LIMIT

LIMITATION,

SUIT FOR TAX

8™ Towns

:

IMPROVEMENT ACT,

...

E. 58

...

...

...

...

MADRAS ROUNDARY AOT, DECISION APPEALED

FROM,

XXVIII

MADRAS ACT
Bee MADRAS

OF

ROUNDARY

79

1860,

1871,

E.

«:

ACT ...

IX

The exceptions contained in Section 5 of Act
with under the General Act of Limitation.

...

...

114

...

...

93

LIMITATION

:

of 1871 apply .only to cases dealt

In the absence of a special provision applicable to special laws, the general rale
that when limitation once begins to run it continues to run. and its operation is not
liable to he suspended either on Sundays, holidays, or during the recess of Courts,
is applicable.
Under Section 2"i of thn Boundary Aet ( Madrfls Act XXVIII of 1 860) the decision
against which an appeal is allowed in the form of a regular suit is the original
decision of the Settlement Officer, and not that of his superior paused on revision ;
»nd unless time is extended by the Governor in Council, the appeal must be brought
within two calendar months from the date of the original decision.

Thir Sing

v.

Venliataramier

MADRAS MUNICIPAL
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See

TAX

...

...

...

...

...

...

92

...

...

201

ACT, 1878:
...

...

...

...

...

...

MADRAS REGULATIONS XXIX OF

1802, 8. 16,

AND XXV OF

1802, s. 11 :

A District Munsif's Court hns not authority to inflict fines on Karnams of
villages which are under attachment by that Court for breach of duty on the
Karnam's part.

Ramaftittnam v. Hmjarachari
ACT, s. 2.

...

...

...

...

...

...

406

...

...

...

...

...

...

248

MINOR UNDER COURT OP WARDS ...

...

...

...

...

11

RY TAVERAI

:

MAJORITY
See

MUHAMMADAN MINOR

MAJORITY
See

ACT, s.

3 :

MALARAR LAW, ADVEIISB POSSESSION

When a member of a tarwad, in possession of lands acquired by former members
openly sets up an independent title to those lands, his pos
of his tavenii (branch
session becomes hostile to the tarwad and limitation begins to run against the tarwad from that time.

\

Hanaro. Paniker v. Pyrappa Paniker

MALARAR LAW, NAMRUDHI WOMAN,
PROOF :

...

...

CONTRACT

...

...

...

WITH, RURDEN OF

Where two Nambudri femiles — n mother arid daughter (plaintiff) — executed a
document in favor of defendant, a male relative (nephew of the former), which
purported to divest the plaintiff nnd her mother of the enttre property of the Illom
of which they were the sole proprietors, and to vest it in the defendant in consi
deration of his promise to marry and raise mi heirs to the Illom to which the
plaintiff and her mother belonged, and to maintain the plaintiff and her mother
till death, and it wns proved that plnintiff was well aware of what she was doing,
and had subsequently clearly recognized the defendant
as absolute
proprietor of
the property and was contended with his having assumed the position pointed out
in the document ;
Held that the transaction was valid and conld not be called into question on the
sr-.rrgpstion that- plaintiff wns placed at i\ disadvantage and was not fully cognisant
of the irrevocable nature of the deed, and that the rule laid down by the Privy
Council in Ailigar Ali v. Ddroat lianuo Regan and in Tacoordeen Temary v. A'.

21*

GBNERAL

Syed

INDEX.

AlI

had been complied with, and that defendant
upon Mm.

of proof

had discharged the burden

1Reld/"rtkei- by TNNES, J., that the document nimed at defeating the right of
escheat of the Government, and tlie transaction WHS against public policy with
reference to the decision in I'nrnli \'rneatn j\ai-ainnfiIia'xc!inc, but. thnt the plaintiff
being in fmri ili-lic'n ivith the defendnnt could not recover tlie property.
Hrld by KtNDEKSLEY, J., that as no claim was made by the Crown it was not
necessary to decide as to rights which may or may not lie claimed liy Ihe Crown,
and that if plaintiff anil her mother were not, as apparently they were not, in the

position of ordinary Hindu widows, there was nothing opposed to public policy in
their disposing of the property, as being the last owners and competent to dispose
of it absolutely.
...
T. SiritliH Andarjnnnm v. SI. V'asntieran Namlmdripad ...
LAW,
RY
TARWAD
MALABAR
MEMRER OR
SELF-ACQUISITION
...
See MALAEAR LAW ADVEESE POSSESSION RY TAVEEAI
MAT, A BAR LAW, DERT OF KARNAVAN, PRESUMPTION,

PROOF

...

215

...

212

:

...

RURDEN OF

:

There
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is no presumption of law that every debt contracted by the Karnavan of
ft Malahar tnnvad is for the uses of the tarwad and churgeable on the taiwad estate.
The orediior must show, in the first instance, if il is disputed, thai tlie obligor had
authority from the tarwad as their agent and manager to contract debts, and that
he assumed to act in the particular instance as such agent and manager. The
creditor having established these f.iets, it lies on the tnrwml to show that the obligor
was not acting within the scope of his authority in the particular instance.
...
Kutti Mannadiyar v. Paynnu lUutlian ...
MALARAR LAW, KANAM, LEASIC OR MORTGAGE:

...

...

...

288

The question whether akanom is to lie regarded as alease or a mortgage dependi
upon the object for which the tenure WRS created.
Where a kanoin is granted as a security for the repayment of money advanced to
the jenmi, the law of limitation applicable to mortgnges must be applied.
Inquiries as to the vnlue of improvements must be held before decree and cannot
legally he reserve), with or without the consent of the parties, for determination

in

the ex';putiou department.

...
...
...
If. Siluliani v. Sl. Anlitamnrti ffamtvdri
MALARAR LAW, STHANAM LANDS, ADMISSIRILITY OF EVIDENCE

...

382

:

A Raja having made a perpetual lease of sthanam lands appertaining to the raj,
one of his successors sought to set it aside on the ground that the property was
devasvvam, or the endowment of temples.
That it WHS devaswam was denied ;and
after quest ions of the admissibility of evidence, the construction of documents and
the effect to be given to judgments had arisen, the fact- was found in the affirmative
Upon an examination of the evidence by the Judicial
by two Conns concurrently.
Committee it was, however, found that the plaintiff had not proved his case.
Venkatetirara

Ayyar v. Sliekhari Varma

...

MALARAR LAW, KARNAVAN, MISMANAGEMENT

...

...

...

RY, REMOVAL OF

384

:

The grant of a very improvident lease following on a course of conduct pursued
for some years, in which the interests of the tarwad were persistently disregarded,
is sufficient grouud for removing a Karnavan from the management of the tarwad
property.

Eravanni Rerirarman v. Ittapu Herii-arman approved.
Incidents of property held by tarwad and by joint Hindu family distinguished.

A Court has no power to confer on Karnavans larger powers than such as are
sanctioned by usage.
If such powers arc iu-ufticient to secure to tarwads the full
enjoyment of their estates, or if they are si- limited as to interpose obstacles to the
establishment of new industries the extension of such powers must be sought from
the Legislature.

P. P.

Kunahmod

Kajte r. P. P, Kuttiath Hajet and Tod v.

P. P.

Svnhamod

Sajte

1C9

GENERAL INDEX.

Ptca
MALABAR LAW. LEASE TO GRANTOR OF KANOM RY KANOMDAB, PAY
MENT OF RENT RY KANOMUAR, LIMITATION :•
Where a kanom was granted in 1S58 for five years to secure repayment of a loan,
and a lease made in 18fil totlm grantor of the kanom by the kanom-liolder and rent
paid under the lease until 1H71 :
Held, tuat a suit brought in 1877 to recover the k.inom amount and arrears of rent
for seven years was barred by limitation except aa to three years' arrears of rent.

Palliayatha

Unimer

Kutti

MALARAR LAW, OTTI
An otti-holder

;

v. Abdul Kader

...

...

...

...

67

RIGHT OF PRE-EMPTION:

forfeit his right by endeavouring to set up further charges
in answer to a suit for redemption and failing to prove tln-ra, or by denying that an
assignment of his jenmi's title is valid because it was made without liis consent in
writing and in defeasance of his right of pre-emption without previous offer to bim.

X.

T.

does not

P. Kunhali

v. V. V. Kinathe

74

MALARAR LAW, RIGHT OF OTTIDAR TO MAKE FURTHER ADVANCES

:

The prior right of an Ottidar to make further advances is established by authori
ties, but there is no authority to support a Kanomdar's claim to a similar privilege.
An Oltidar may redeem a prior kanom.

Sunhamu

v.

A. Kethatan Ifambudri

...

...

...

MALARAR LAW, RIGHT OF KANOMDAR DISTINGUISHED
OF OTTI DAR:
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See

...

...

246

FROM THAT

MALAEAR LAW, RISHT OF OTTIDA.K TO MARK PTJRTHER ADVANCES

...

248

MALARAR LAW, SAMUDAYI OF TEMPLE; NO RIGHT TO SUE ON ITS

REHALF

270

MALABAR LAW, ZAMORIN OF CALICUT ; FAMILY CUSTOMS : PRESUMPT10N AS TO PltOPEHTY IN POSSESSION OF MEMRERS OF FAMILY:
According to the custom obtaining in the family of the Zamorin Rajas of Calicut,
property acquired by astanom-holder and not merged by him in the property of his
itanom, or otherwise disposed of liy him in his lifetime, becomes, on his death, the
property of the kovilagnm in which he was born, and, if found in the possession
of a member of the kovilagom, belongs presumedly
to the kovilagom
as common
property.
Vlra Raytn T. The Valia Rani ...

MALICIOUS PROSECUTION,
FOR FALSE CHAROK:

...

...

...

...

...

141

CIVIL SUIT WITHOUT PRIOR CONVICTION

A criminal prosecution for an offence under Section 211, Indinn Penal Code (false
charge ', ia not a condition precedent to the right to sue for damages.
The bringing of a civil suit imports no corrupt agreement or compounding of
the offence in such a case.
Shama. Churn

Rase v. Bhola Nath Dittt followed.

Viranna v. ffagayyah ...

...

MEMORANDUM OF CERTIFICATE
B«i'

CERTIFICATE

OF SALE,

...

...

...

OF SALE, REGISTRATION
OF
...
...

REGISTRATION

OF:
...

MINOR PAUPER MAY SUE RY NEXT FRIEND NOT A PAUPER:
The rule of English practice which prevents
/ariad pauprrit through his next friend, unless

a
he

|

...
...

37

minor from instituting a suit in
gives proof not only that he is

himself a pauper, but that th« next friend is a pauper, and that he cannot get any
substantial person to act as his next friend, is not to be found in, or deduced from,
the provisions of the Civii Procedure Code.

Venkatanaraiayya v. Achemma

...

...

...

...

3

xir

GENERAL INDEX.

PACK

MINOR UNDER

OF WARDS,

COURT

MEANING OF WORD:

A 'minor under the jurisdiction of the Court of Wards ' means a person of whose
estate the Court of Wards lias actually assumed the management. not a person of
whose estate the Court of Wards might with the sanction of Government take
charge.

Periyaiami v. Stshadri Ayyangar

EXECUTOR

MORTGAGE

...

...

PLEA. OF, IN SECOND APPEAL DISALLOWED

MISJ01NDER,
See

...

de

ion tort

...

...

...

...

RY WAY OF CONDITIONAL SALE PRIOR TO

...

...

11

...

...

359

:

1858 :

When the term cf a conditional sale whether made as a security for a loan or not
hart expired before 1858, the rule laid down in Thumbusawmy's case must be obser
ved and effect given to the contract.
Bapirazwv. Kamarazu...

...

MORTGAGE, CLEAR EXPRESSION
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TO

REDKEJI

...

...

...

...

...

26

NECESSARY TO TAKE AWAY RIGHT

:

A mortgage-deed stipulated for the liquidation of a moiety of the debt by the
usufruct of certain land for seven yeaiu, and as to the other moiety, stipulated for
its repayment by instalments in five years, and, in default, for its liquidation by
the possession and the usufruct of the same land being continued and enjoyed af
ter the expiry of the seven years' term, but no further term was created :
Held that the mortgagor was entitled to redeem at any time after the expiry of
the seven years' term.
Maruna Ammanna

Perubotulu

v. Pendyala.

...

...

...

...

230

MORTGAGE; INDIVISIRILITY OF ORIGINAL CONTRACT GONE RY ACT
OF MOKTGAOEE; PHOPORTIONATE REDEMPTION RY PURCHASERS
OF EQUITY OF DIFFERENT PORTIONS OF LAND ALLOWED :
Marana Ammanna

v. Pendyala Penibotulu

MPrTAMXIADAN LAW, KHOOLA DIVORCE

...

...

...

...

230

:

Where a Muhammadan woman claimed a divorce from her hushand on grounds
irliii:li ihe failed to establish, but tlie hushand, at the suggestion of the Court,
ayri-f.il to a Khoola divorce on terms to be settled by a Kuzi :
Held that the action of the Court in not dismissing the su't but proceeding
•ui;i:cst a compromise by means of a Klioola divorce was not illegal.
Held also that a Khoola divorce is valid though granted under compulsion.
V. V. Itmal 0. Bryahxtti

Umah ...

MUHAMMADAN LAW, MUJAVAR
See WOMAN

...

...

...

OF DURGA

...

...

...

.-..

...

to

...

347

...

95

:

...

MUHAMMADAN MINOR, CAPACITY TO CONTRACT, ACT

IX

OF

8. 2 :

1875,

Section 2 of Act IX of 1875 (Indian Majority Act} refers only to the capacity
to contract, which is limited by Section 11 of the Contract Act, and not to the
capacity to sue, which is pur«ly a question, of procedure and regulated by the
Civil Procedure Code, Chapter XXXI.

P. Jthayl Umah v. KairhimpoMl Manoi.

...

...

...

...

248

:

...

...

...

201

MUNICIPAL WATER-TAX:
See

TAX

...

...

...

...

NEXT FRIEND OF A PAUPER MINOR NEED NOT RE A PAUPER
Set MINOR PAUPEE

...

...

...

...

...

:

...

s

GENERAL INDEX.

ORDER FOR SATISFACTION OF DECREE OUT OF ASSETS OF DECEASED
INDEFINITELY, NO CHARGE :
A promise to pay out of tlie debtor's property indefinitely, and an indefinite or
der for the satisfaction of n decree out of the assets of a deceased person in whose
hands soever they may be found, create no clinr^'o on specific property such as
will bind it in the hands of n purchaser unless he purchases itiu fraud.

Rhen

PATTA FOR ONEFASLI
GRANTED :
See

...

v. Maddipatu Itamayya

Dorayya

TO REMAIN

REGISTRATION ACT,

IN FORCE

cl. d

1877, s. 17,

...

...

...

...

TILL ANOTHER
...

...

35

13

...

358

PATTA, TENANT NOT ROUND TO ACCEPT, IF IT INCLUDES LANDS NOT
HELD RY HIM :"

If a bend fide question of title arises incidentally in a Small Cause suit, the
Court should determine it.
A patla which professes to make the tenant liable to the person tendering it for
lands noi held, as well us for lands held of such person, is an improper one, and not

one which the tenant is bound to accept.

Naiker v. Innati Luiayan ...

Alagiritami
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PAUPER, SECURITY

...

...

...

...

127

FOR COSTS:

A suitor in fur ma paupr.ris may be called on to give security for costs under
Section 549 of the Civil Procedure Code, but very special grounds mast be shown
to support such an application.
Niisteeruddeen
Sethayyangar

Ritirat v. Ujjal Ritrvai
v. Jainularadin ...

dissented from.

...

...

PAUPER SUITOR NOT ROUND TO MORTGAGE
LEGE OF SUING IN FORMA PAUPEHIS:
A person who applies for permission
raise funds by mortgaging his claims.

...

...

66

CLAIMS TO GAIN PRIVI

to sue as a pauper is not bound to try and

Dttikacharyulu v. PerinJetamma

Vedanta

...

...

...

...

...

249

...

...

...

...

5

PENAL CODE, s.116:
See

PENAL
See

FORGERY...
CODE,

s. 204,

THBFT

...

PENAL CODE,

See

See

...
:

...

...

...

...

...

...

261

...

...

'...

...

...

...

173

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

271

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

139

...

RY CO-OWNER

:

PRIVILBGB

PLEADER

...

s. 257 :

See TRESPASS

PERJURY

...

SECRETING DOCUMENT

:

RARRISTER

POSSESSORY SUIT, PARTIAL DISTURRANCE OF POSSESSION

:

A possessory suit lien under Section 9 of the Specific Relief Act, when plaintiff's
possession has been partially as well as when it hai been wholly disturbed.
Sabapathi

PRIVILEGE

Chetti v. Subrayn ChrtH
...
...
...
...
OF \V1TNESS ANSWERING CRIMINATING QUESTION

...
:

a Small Cause suit under Chapter XXXIX of the Code of Civil Procedure on
note, which was alleged to have been executed jointly by G and his
son V. V filed an affidavit in order to obtain leave to defend the suit, and.
having obtained leave to defeud, gave evidence at tiio trial ou hia own behalf,

In

a promissory

250

XXI

GENERAL INDEX.

PAQB

On a subsequent trial of V for forgery of his father's signature to the same pro
missory note, the affidavit and deposition of V in the Small Cause suit were ad
mitted as evidence against V.
Held, by TCBNER, C.J., INNES, and KINDERSLEY, JJ., that both the affidavit and

the deposition

were properly admitted.
and MUTTUSAMI AYYAR, JJ., that the affidavit was properly adthe deposition.
— Where an accused person has
Per TURNER, C.J., INNES, and KINDERSLEY,
made a statement on oath voluntarily and without compulsion on the part of the
Court to which the statement is made, such a statement, if relevant, may be used
against him on his trial on a criminal charge.
°If a witness does not desire to have his answers used against him on a subsequent
criminal charge, he must object to answer, although he may know beforehand that
such objection, if the answer is relevant, is perfectly futile, so far as his duty to
answer is concerned, and must be overruled.

Ry KERN AN
mitted, but not

JJ.

The Quren v. Sepal Dots

...

...

...

...

...

...

271

PROCEDURE, ENQUIRIES AS TO IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO RE LEFT FOR
EXECUTION DEPARTMENT :
...
...
...
MALAEAR LAW, KANOM LEASE OR MORTGAGE
PAY,
OF
INDEPENDENT
REGISTRATION
TAX,
DUTY TO
PROFESSION
AND CERTIFICATE UNDER TOWNS IMPROVEMENT ACT :

382

...

159

See

See CONSTEUCTION

OP FISCAL ACTS

...

...
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PROMISE TO PAY OUT OF DERTOR'S PROPERTY
CHARGE :
See

ORDER FOR SATISFACTION OF DECEEE

DEFINITELY

...

...

...

...

...

INDEFINITELY,

OUT OF ASSETS OF DECEASED

...

...

••.

PROMISSORY NOTE PAYARLE ON DEMAND, LIMITATION, ACT

1877,

NO
IN
•••

35

s. 2:

As the Limitation Act XV of 1877 shortens the period of limitation in the case
of promissory notes payable on demand, the period of limitation in respect of such
notes executed prior to 1st October 1877 is governed by the provisions of Section 2
of the Act.
When a Court of First Instance, after taking evidence, dismisses a suit upon a
preliminary objection without giving a decision upon the merits of the case, and the
decree io reversed on appeal, the Court of appeal, if it considers the evidence on
record sufficient, may deciile the case, and is not bound to remand it for trial under
Section 562 of the Civil Procedure Code.
Bandi Subtayya v. Sfadalapalli Subanna

PURLIC POLICY, CONTRACT AGAINST
See

MALAEAR LAW, NAMEODRI WOMAN

RAILWAY COMPANIES, AGENCY

...

...

...

...

96

...

...

...

...

215

:

:

When two Railway Companies interchange traffic, goods, and passengers with
through tickets, rates, and invoices, payment being made at either end and profits
shared by mileage, the receiving company, by granting a receipt-note for goods to
he carried over and delivered at a station of the delivering company's line, does not
thereby contract with the consignor of the goods as agent of the delivering company,
An action against a Rail way Company for loss of goods, when there is no contract,
is governed by Schedule II, Clause 30, of the Limitation Act.

Haji

Mahomed Isack v. B.I.S.N. Co. followed.
Kaht Mam Ataigraj v. The Madrai Railmay Company

...

...

...

RECEIPT FOR MONEY PAID UNDER AN HYPOTHECATION ROND, REGIS
TRATION :
A receipt acknowledging as a fact part-payment of a sum due under an hypothe
cation bond does not require registration under Section 17, Clause (C; of the Regis
tration Act, unless the fact is referred to as a consideration for a contractual en
gagement, whereby the interest created by the prior registered instrument is limit
ed or extinguished.

240

GENERAL IHDBX.

XXli

PA.OB
A mere receipt does not acknowledge the receipt or payment of a consideration.
Dalip Singh 7. Durga Praiad dissented from Vrukatm-ama A'aik Chin*athambi
Jteddi approved.
Venhayyar

...

Venhatatubbayyar

v.

i

...

...

REFERENCE TO ARRITRATION RY COURT OF APPEAL

...

...

S3

:

Under Section 582 of the Civil Procednre Code, a Court of Appeal has the power,
with the consent of the parties, of referring to arbitration matters in dispute in an
appeal.

Jaggmar

K.

Dey v.

Sangaralingam

M. Dotsee dissented from.

Pillai

...

...

REGISTRATION ACT, XX, 1866,
REGISTRATION ACT, 1871, s. 60

s.

...

17(2),

...

...

s. J 8 (7)

...

...

78

-.

...

134

:

is optional, being registered, takes effect
under Section 50 of the Registration Act of 1871 as against a similar but unregis
tered sale deed prior in date though followed by possession.
A sale deed of which

the registration

Bimaraz v. Papaya

...

...

...

...

...

...

46

...

...

...

...

...

71

RECEIPT FOR MONEY PAID CNDEE AN HYPOTHECATION

EOND

...

63

REGISTRATION ACTS,
See DECREE,

OMISSION TO REGISTER

REGISTRATION ACT,
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See

...

1871, 1877, s. 50 :

REGISTRATION

ACT,

s. 17, cl.

1877,

C :
D :

s. 17, cl.

1877,

Leases for a term not exceeding five years, with a rent reserved not exceeding
BO rupees, being exempted by the local Government from registration :
Held that a patta for one fasli to remain in force until another patta is granted,
with a rent reserved of 110 rupees, did not fall within the exemption.

Held also that such a patta was a lease for a term exceeding one year and not a
lease for a year, and therefore subject to the general provision of clause d, Section
Act, 1877.
17, of the Indian Registration
Venkatackcllaln

Chctti v. Audian

REGISTRATION ACT,

1877,

...

...

...

...

...

PRIORITY OF REGISTERED MORTGAGE

358

:

deed, dated 3rd January
S sued K in 1879 upon an unregistered hypothecation
securing repayment of a lonn of Rs. 85 with interest; Y intervened, and being
made second defendant, claimed to the mortgagee of the land hypothecated
to S
nnder registered deeds, dated llth September and 30th November
1875, executed
by K ;
Held, that under Section 50 of Act
of 1877, V had a priority over S.
1870,

III

i\i llunilnfli'u-iin V. Siil,lin;ii:,!

Bfddi

...

...

...

...

...

73

REGISTRATION OF COPY OF CERTIFICATE OF SALE AND OF BALE CER
TIFICATE UNDER ACT VIII OF 1859 AND ACT XX OF 1866 :
Sec

CERTIFICATE OP SALE

...

...

...

...

...

...

37

REGISTRATION OF SALE DEED. OPTIONAL— EFFECT OF. IF REGISTBKED, OVER UNREGISTERED DEED FOLLOWED RY POSSESSION :
See

REGISTRATION ACT,

RELEASES
See

...

1871, s. 50

...

...

...

...

M

...

184

:

HINDU LAW, WIDOW'S MAINTENANCE, NATURE OP EIGHT

RELIGIOUS ENDOWMENTS
MALARAR DEVASAM:

ACT

XX

OF

1863

NOT

...

APPLICARLE

TO

District Courts have no power to appoint trustees under Section 5 of Act
of 1SG3 upon a vacancy occurring in the office of trustee, unless property has
bsen actually transferred to the former trustee under the provisions of Section 4.
The

XX

Jtttmi Ptmik&ar

v.

Irani

Nambudripad ...

...

...

...

...

401

GENERAL INDEX,

XX111

PAGE

RENT RECOVEBY

ACT,

IRREGULARITY IN SALE

OF LAND,

EFFECT OF

:

A suit

lies to set aside a sale of immovable property irregularly conducted under
tit'- provisions of Act VIII of 1865.
notice of sale is not served in the way prescribed by Section 39, the sale must be
eot aside.

If

Nattu Achalai Ayyangar v. Parthataradi

Pillai...

...

...

BENT RECOVERY ACT, s. 7; MUCHALKA. TAKEN WITHOUT
G RANTED, INFERENCE:

...

114

PATTA

When a mnchalka has been taken from a tenant under the Bent Recovery Act
(Madras Act VIII of 1865), but no patta granted, this is some evidence that the
(tenant dispensed with the delivery of a patta, and legal proceedings ought not to be
get aside merely because no patta and muchalka have been exchanged, withoutinquiry
as to whether the parties have agreed to dispense with pattas and muchalkas.
Varathachari v. Balit Naleken

...

255

The exercise of the power given by Section 605 of the Criminal Procedure Code
is not confined to cases in which positive evidence of the commission of crime is
forthcoming against the persons charged.
...
...
...
...
...
Pedda Siva Reddi, In the matter of

239

REPUTE, EVIDENCE
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RES JUDICATA

...

...

...

...

AS TO:

:

An investigation under Section 331 of the Civil Procedure Code (prior to the
Amendment Act of 1879) is limited to the fact of possession, and is no bar to a
subsequent suit brought to try the title to the land in dispute.
...
...
...
...
...
Chinnasami Pillai v. Sriihna Pillai

104

RES JUDICATA:
See

RULE IN WEIGHT
See

...

...

...

...

193

CODE AMENDMENT ACT ...

...

...

...

98

...

17

...

SMALL CAUSE COURT

CIVIL

v.

HALE

PROCEDURE

SALT EXCISE ACT,

...

:

1871:

See SPONTANEOUS

SALT

SANCTION FOR PROSECUTION
NAL PROCEDURE CODE :

...
;

...

...

...

WITNESS NOT "PARTY,"

...
s. 469,

CRIMI

The sanction required by Section 469 of the Criminal Procedure Code as a
condition precedent to the prosecution of a party to a civil suit for forgery of a
document given in evidence in such suit is unnecessary in the case of persons not
parties to, but witnesses in, the suit who arc charged with the forgery of the docu
ment jointly with a party to the suit.
...
...
...
...
Eadara Virana v. Tlie Queen ...
...

400

SANCTION TO-PROSECUTE FOR PERJURY SURSISTS. THOUGH ABOR
TIVE TRIAL HAS TAKEN PLACE, AS AUTHORITY FOR TRIAL RY COM
PETENT COURT :
8«« CONVICTION

coram nonjudiae

...

...

...

...

...

48

SECURITY TO KEEP THE PEACE, DANGEROUS CHARACTER, EVIDENCE
OF, REPUTE:
See

REPUTE ...

...

...

..,

...

...

...

RENT, NON-PAYMENT OF, FOR TWELVE YEARS, ADVERSE POSSESSION
See ADVERSE

POSSESSION, LANDLORD AND THNANT

...

...

...
:

...

SERVICE TENURE, GRANT OF VILLAGE ON, RIGHT TO RESUME:
S to recover instalments of kist due on the ground that S held a village
service tenure (granted on condition of paying kist and performing service) ;

R sued
on

239

118

CiEKERAL

INDEX.
PAGH

that the services of S were not at present

required as the Court of Wards had
assumed the management of the estate of R ; that the assessment had, accordingly,
been increased ; and that defendant had declined to accept a lease at an enhanced
rate and to execute a counterpart.
8 denied that beheld on service tenure and set up a gift fromoneof the ancestors
of R.
//.•'•/ that, as 8 failed to prove the alleged gift and had not traversed R's allega
tion that he was entitled to resume the grant when the services were not required,
and as it was proved that the kist had been enhanced on one occasion without objec
tion from S, there was evidence to warrant the conclusion that the village was
'
neither ' Inam nor granted in perpetuity burdened with a certain service, and that
R was entitled to the enhanced rate claimed.

Sitaramaraxu v. Bamaehendraraz*

...

•.•

.'.

•••

...

367

SESSIONS COURT, CONVICTION FOR PERJURY ON ALTERNATIVE CHAR
GE, ONE STATEMENT HAVING REEN MADE AT SESSIONS, QUASHED :
See

CRIMINAL

SESSIONS

CODE, s. 473
...
...
...
...
NOT POWER OF MAGISTRATE TO PRONOUNCE

PROCEDURE

JUDGE HAS

JUDGMENT ON EVIDENCE PARTLY RECORDEDRY PREDECESSOR
...

...

:

...

112

SMALL CAUSE COURT JURISDICTION. QUESTION OP TITLE TO LAND :
...
...
...
...
...
...
SwPATTA ...
...
SMALL CAUSE COURT, SUIT FOR CUSTOMARY DUE NOT COGNIZARLE

127

See

CRIMINAL

PROCEDURE

CODE, s. 328

...

254
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RY:

See CUSTOMARY

DUE

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

9

SMALL CAUSE COURT, SUIT OF THE NATURE COGNIZARLE RY, TRIED
RY MUNSIF, NO SECOND APPEAL IN :
The Jurisdiction of a Small Cause Court is not ousted in a suit for damages for
carrying away the produce of certain land when the defendant sets up title to the

land in answer to the claim.
Section 586 of the Code of Civil Procedure precludes a second appeal in a suit for
damages under Rs. 500, although the suit has been instituted in the District
Mnnsif 's Court and not in a Court of Small Causes, and although a question of
title has been raised by the defendant and decided.
Per TURNER. C. J. — When a suit is brought in a form in which it is cognizable
by a Small Cause Court under Act XI of 1865, the Court cannot decline juris
diction if it appears that incidentally a question of title is raised which it has not
• jurisdiction to determine for any other purpose than the decision of the suit be
fore it. Under such circumstances the Court may, however, properly grant a reason
able adjournment that the question may be litigated and determined by the proper

tribunal.
Per MUTTUSAMI AYYAR, J. — The question What is a suit of the nature cogniz
able in Courts of Small Causes within the meaning of Section 586 of the Civil
Procedure Code has reference to the mode of adjudication and not to the/erum,
and the fact that the euit is instituted in the District Munsif 's Court and not in a
Court of summary jurisdiction makes no difference for the purposes of that
If the matter adjudicated on in a suit is only incidentally in issue or
section.
cognizable, the adjudication is final whether by a Court of concurrent or limited
jurisdiction only for the purpose and object of that suit.
Per INNES, J. — The decree of a Small Cause Court in a case where a question of
title is raised incidentally is no*bnr to a suit upon the title under Section IS,
Explanation II, of the Civil Procedure Code, because the Small Cause Court is not
competent to pass a decree upon the title.
Manappa Mudali v. 8. T. McCarthy
SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT, *. 9 :
See

ret jn&icata

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

192

...

...

•..

•••

...

104

...

...

250

Set POSSES30EY SCIT, PAETIAL DISTUEEAKCE OF POSSESSION

GENERAL INDEX.

XXV
PAGE

SPECIFIC RELIEF
See

ACT,

8.

35:

MALAEAE LAW, NAMEUDRI WOMAN

...

...

...

...

215

SPONTANEOUS SALT, MEANING OF:
" Spontaneous salt" is salt which produced naturally requires no process of
manufacture to render it suitable for human consumption.
To collect spontaneous salt for domestic consumption, or to be found in posses
sion of it for that purpose, or to be found in the act of conveying it home from the
place in which it is collected, are not per se acts prohibited by Regulation I of 1805,
.
Section 18.
Semlle: In districts to which the Salt Excise Act, 1871, is extended, to obtain or
to be found in possession of spontaneous salt under circumstances which show an
...
...
intention to evade payment of the excise is an offence...
...

STAMP ACT,

1869,

IN EVIDENCE
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ACT,

17

"PROMISSORY NOTE" UNSTAMPED, NOT ADMISSIRLE
PENALTY UNDER STAMP

AS "ROND" ON PAYMENT OF

1879 :

An instrument which comes within the definition of a promissory note in the
General Stamp Act, 1869, and is not duly stamped according to that Act (which was
in force at the date of its execution) cannot be admitted in evidence upon payment
of penalty under Section 34 of the Indian Stamp Act, 1879, on the ground-that it
falls within the definition of a bond in the latter Act.
The levy of a penalty authorized under proviso (1) of Section 34 of the Indian
Stamp Act, 1879, implies a punishment for neglect in failing to affix the proper stamp
at the time of execution.
The word " chargeable" in the above proviso means chargeable under the Act in
force at the date of the execution of the instrument.
Narayanan Chetti v. Sanivpathan

STAMP ACT,

1879,

...

...

...

...

...

251

8. 26 :

An engagement by a proprietor of land to pay to a superior a sum of money in
consideration of a grant o£ the right to farm dues, in the nature of revenue, is a
' lease' within the meaning of the General Stamp Act, 1869.
When the amount of rent payable for the first year cannot be ascertained in order
to determine the proper stamp under Schedule I, Section 19 (i)o£ the General Stamp
Act, 18C9, for a lease, and more rent is recovered than the stamp affixed warrants,
the right to recover the rent due for the subsequent years is not affected.
In such a cn-ie sufficient effect is given to Section 26 of the Indian Stamp Act,
1 879, by limiting the amount recoverable for the first year to the amount which the
stamp will cover.
...
The Collector of Tavjore v. Ramatamicr ...
AND
son.
19
STAMP ACT, GENERAL, 1869, S. 11,
1,
(i) :
Ste STAMP ACT, 1879

...

...

FOR ENHANCED RATE OF INTEREST

STIPULATION
CONTRACT

...

...

...

...

...

342

...

...

...

342

ON RREACH OF

:
224

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
MINOR PAUPER
SUIT TO SET ASIDE SALE OF IMMOVARLE PROPERTY IRREGULARLY
CONDUCTED UXDER ACT VI11 OF 1865 (MADRAS) LIES:

3

INTEREST

...

...

SUIT 7.V FOltXIA PA UPERIS

...

...

...

'

...

See

...

:

£i•«

See

RENT RECOVEUY ACT

SUMMARY SUIT, RENT ACT,

...

...

...

...

S. 20 :

A refusal to restore property improperly distrained under the Rent Recovery Act
(Madras Act VIII of 1865) after the attachment has been set aside and the property
ordered to be restored under Section 17 of the Act is uot a cause of action upon which
a summary suit can be brought under Section 20,

114

f.EKKKAL INDEX.

.

PAGE

The cause of action in such a case is the illegal distraint and the continued deten
tion of, and refusal to restore, the property are only aggravations of that wrong.
Semlile: A summary suit under Section 17 would lie under such circumstances for
loss or damage sustained when the distress has been declared illegal, and the right to
bring a summary suit is not limited to the loss sustained prior to the order declaring
the distress illegal as suggested in Sriniiata v. Emperumanar Pillai.
The period of limitation for a suit under Section 17 must be computed, if not from
the date of the distress, at any rate from the date the distress was declared illegal.
...
...
...
...
JBkayirathi Panda v. Padala Gopalvdu ,..
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TAX. RIGHT TO LEVY, INDEPENDENT
INTENDED RY ACT :

OF DUTY TO SUPPLY

121

RENEFIT

Ry the provisions of the City of Madrat Municipal Act, 1878, if a water-rate is
levied by the Commissioners, they are bound to supply water for house service to
who desires and provides the necessary wprks to connect his
every rate-payer
premises with the main, which ought to be within 150 yards of his premises, and the
rate-payers are bound to pay water-rate whether or not they avail themselves of the
If the Commissioners do not perform this duty the rate
privilege- of house service.
payer has a remedy by action and may recover compensation, either under the
provisions of Section 433 (which provides that a person aggrieved by the failureof
the Commissioners to do their duty may bring his action and the Court may either
direct the duty to be performed " or mnke such order as to the Court may seem fit")
or under those of the Statute of \Vettminater.
Semble : If the Court does not order the execution of the works under Section 433,
the only other order it could make would be an order for reasonable compensation.
The Legislature intended the water-rate to be a payment for a benefit conferred,
If in part of the city
and the tax should not be levied till water can be supplied.
the Commissioners are able to supply water and desire to obtain at once a return for
their works, they should appl^ to the Government to exempt the rest of the city
from the operation of the Act.
Where a public body has received by statute a discretionary power to levy and ia
laid under an obligation to collect a rate, an injunction cannot be granted by a
Court so as to deprive such public body of the power of exercising its discretion or
to prohibit it from discharging the obligation.
Municipal Commisuionerg, Madrat, v. Rraiuon

THEFT, INTENTION, REMOTENESS

...

...

...

...

201

:

Where the plaintiff in a suit referred to arbitration by consent, with a view to
prevent a witness from referring to an endorsement on a bond (which tended to
had paid more than it was alleged had been paid by him)
show that defendant
suatched up the bond which was lying besides the arbitrator, ran away, and
refused to produce it :
field that the offence committed was not theft, but secreting a document
under Section 204 of the Indian Penal Code.

Subramania Ghanapati v. The Queen
TOWNS IMPROVEMENT ACT,

...

...

...

...

...

261

1871, a. 68 :

A suit for recovery of instalments of profession tax under the provisions of the
Towns Improvement Act, 1871, is governed by Article 120, Schedule II, of the
Limitation Act.
President of the Municipal

TRESPASS RY CO-OWNER
A, R,
to bury
but did
Held

Commitswn,

Ountur, v. Srikahulapu Padowrazu

124

:

C, and D were co-owners of a plot of land in which they were accustomed
their dead ; A and R opened a saw-pit close to the graves of D's relatives,
not disturb any of the graves :
that they were wrongly convicted under Section 297 of the Indian Penal

Code.

In re Kkaja Muhammad Hamtn JOuin
WESTMINSTER, STATUTE OF :
...

..

.,.

...

...

...

...

...

...
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WIDOW, HINDU. RIGHT OF MAINTENANCE
See

:

HINDU LAW, WIDOW'S MAINTENANCE

...

...

...

...

WOMAN INCOMPETENT TO PERFORM DUTIES OF MUJAVAR OF DURGA
A woman is not competent to perform the duties of Mujavar of

a Durga

184

:

which are

not of a secular nature.
Mujavar Ibrambibi v. Mujavar Huttain Sheriff
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...
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ZAMINDARI, IMPARTIRLE:
See

HINDU LAW SUCCESSION

See

HINDU LAW, LIAEILITY OF
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TO PAY
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EATHER'S DEET
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